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FOREWORD

The purpose of this volume is to provide planning and operating officials

with information about possible patterns of social effects and societal vulnerabili-

ties which would result from nuclear attack on the United States. This information

reveals that nuclear attack is far more than a group of immediate effects directly

related to the physical characteristics of the weapons; especially in the case of mas-

sive nuclear attack, attack effects are created and expressed on the many levels of

visible behavior and institutional process which comprise a complex social system.

Reducing vulnerability to nuclear attack therefore requires a large range of infor-

mation about especially the social processes and problems which may be created

by attack.

But to make such information available to planning and operating officials,

the analyst of attack effects must find some way of dealing with two interacting kinds

of uncertainties: (1) the limited experience with actual effects of nuclear weapons

on human society, and (2) the nresent state of knowledge in the social sciences,

which does not permit the full description or prediction of many complex events re-

sulting from the interactions among levels of the total set of social systems formed

by society. The analytic difficulties which result from these limitations must be

faced squarely. Facing up to these difficulties requires the development of the

conceptual and analytic tools which will suggest interrelations among not only the

thousands of potential acts of behavior in a complex society, but among the larger

institutional spheres which reciprocally shape specific acts of behavior. Post-

attack events as well as the life of pre-attack society must be seen as resulting

from several levels of determinants. Since the proper statement of these determin-

ants is the task of not only these studies of possible post-attack events but, more

generally, of attempts to develop a social science, the individual chapters in this

volume necessarily address many unresolved problems in the social sciences.

Throughout the book, there is a concern with the meanings of knowledge in the

social sciences and with the varieties of methods available for attaining this know-

ledge.
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More than usual, therefore, the writers of this book openly stop to ponder

methodological and philosophical questions along the way. In the strict sense, in

fact, the book does not advance specific recommendations about concrete attack

countermeasure systems that might be adopted by the Department of Defense and

related national security and social welfare agencies. Instead, the emphasis is

(1) upon trying to show how the fundamental scientific questions in projecting the

social effects of attack can be approached, and (2) upon demonstrating how the

necessary tools and findings that come out of the analysis point to broad categories

of requirements and constraints on any generally comprehensive social counter-

measure system that might be proposed. Those countermeasure systems that are

proposed are to be seen primarily as illustrative.

Organization of This Book

Nevertheless, there are a number of implicit and explicit recommenda-

tions. The reader anxious to get to them should take note of the general organiza-

tion of the volume.

Part I which consists of only one chapter and its appendix, is a monograph

on the general nature of the analytic task in studying the vulnerabilities of social

structure to nuclear attack. It reviews the methods and conceptual tools which are

available, suggests a number of ways in which the general problem of studying

social effects of nuclear attack has been misleadingly defined in the past, and con-

siders the need for a society-wide analytic perspective in projecting social effects.

The special theme throughout this chapter is the need for getting beyond trying

merely to predict many tiny items of individual behavioral response to attack; the

important task is to show how more general levels of behavioral ordering - - - par-

ticularly social institutional and social organizational processes --- set the dimen-

sions for social effects. While this chapter sets the framework for later specific

analyses, it advances few findings which are meant to be applied directly and im-

mediately to planning and operating problems in civil defense.

Part II consists of five "criterion essays" written by authorities in specific

areas of social in'tisutional analysis. These essays are called "criterion essays"
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because they are a group of complex judgments about what are the crucial domains

of possible post-attack events with which planners must contend if they are to pre-

serve the valued characteristics of American society. These essays outline within

the limits of available knowledge avd informed speculation the critical classes,

ranges, and limits of behavioral events governed by specific. social institutions.

These critical classes, ranges, and limits are the criteria within which and against

which vulnerability and recovery of society must be described. Chapters II through

V in Part II deal with specific institutional domains and either possible or probable

patterns of post-attack behavior. Throughout these chapters, the reader will note

many specific conclusions and recommendations about policies and systems for

governing specific categories of attack effects. Chapter VI in Part II is primarily

methodological in emphasis. It is a return to specific issues raised by the attempt

in Chapter II to establish the general "social dimensions of nuclear attack". While

of much interest for further studies of the problems in making inferences about

possible social effects of attack, it is not oriented toward providing officials with

many concrete policy and systems recommendations.

Part III, the final section of the book, consists of one relatively short

chapter which applies the findings and tools of the book to some problems of civil

defense and civil defense-related planning. After providing a general review of

basic findings in propositional form, the author of Chapter VII traces how impor-

tant categories of social determinants emerge and recede as determinants if

events and problems after attack. These categories of determinants are the four

principal domains of behavioral ordering in society: the individual system, the

social system, the ecological system, and the cultural system. These domains

have variable and differential salience as determinants of social effects and social

decision points about countermeasure systems and policies, as time lengthens after

attack. To show these patterns of differences, two devices are employed. First,

a metaphor to describe the sequential appearance and ordering of determinants is

introduced. This is the "metaphor of the stepped progression" Then, the analyst

considers the possible social effects and social constraints on events resulting from

the principal civil defense system to date --- the shelter system.
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In studying the sequences and orderings of social effects activated by a

fallout shelter system, it appears possible to determine the general problems,

policy-requirements, and systems requirements which must be faced if the general

social inventory available for recovery is to be maximized. The chapter stops

short of providing explicit guidelines for defining and managing the unstable social

equilibrium system created by nuclear attack. These must come later, after fur-

ther study of the ways in which general determinants of social action contribute t3

the social effects of nuclear attack. On the other hand, a number of specific needs

and systems requirements are highlighted in Chapter VII. These needs and require-

ments incluae the development of societal criteria for evaluating civil defense policy.

the use of the voluntary sector of society for managing acute grief as well as the

general shock of attack, policies and organizations for managing emergent concrete

social systems after attack, a prototypical social welfare policy of placing orphans

with kin, labor force and manpower policies, and decisions about post-attack popu-

lation policies regarding population size, composition, and rate of growth. These

and other requirements derive from the ways in which specific and interacting sets

of determinants influence the occurrence of social effects and responses after

nuclear attack. Implied within these specific requirements is a radically new way

of looking at civil defense --- a way which implies a society-wide framework for

managing society- wide responsibilities.

Continuities in the Analytic Themes of This Book

The presen'. state of knowledge in the social sciences dictates that this be

a volume on the vulnerabilities and not on the vulnerability of social structure.

From varied, discrete domains of substantive interest and partial theory, the con-

tributors to this volume have attempted to construct inferences about particular

kinds of social effects that might follow nuclear attack, and about the possible rela-

tions among individual patterns of effects within larger patterns of social effects

and institutional processes. These inferences suggest how the social system may

be vulnerable in particular ways to nuclear attack. At present, however, these

inferences cannot be comnbined into a tested general theoretical formulation of how

tilht total society is vulhie ralbt, as a total societY or social systen).
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Nevertheless, the continuing ajplied as well as theoretical goal of the

book is to move, wherever possible, beyond examining visible but isolated social

effects, and toward seeing these effects within the v rger patterns and processes

of society which civil defense planners must attempt to address. These larger

patterns and processes exist at a level of analysis beyond individual unit acts of

behavior, even though they must be studied in both normal and crisis times through

these unit acts. In some cases, the contributors to this book take social structural

and institutional dimensions and variables as levels of discourse upon which to

begin immediate analysis of nuclear attack effects. For them and other social

scientists, these dimensions and variables can be taken as existing and valid, with-

out further discussion. Under the additional uncertainties imposed by analyzing the

social effects of nuclear attack, however, it is useful to say just how inferences

can be drawn from effects at the level of individual human actors to effects at the

level of c lex institutional and social structu• al processes. Because the ambi-

guities in projecting possible attack effects seem to reinforce basic problems of

nominalism in the social sciences, some writers in this volume are explicitly con-

cerned with stating the kinds of rules, procedures, models, and metaphors which

seem best suited to making existing social evidence tractable to the task of study-
1

ing nuclear attack. In doing so, they are also writing about the necessary con-

ditions for constructing concepts, generalizations, models, and theories in the

social sciences.

The Opening Arguments: The Analytic Task as Portrayed in Chapter I. It

is in Chapter I, "Social Vulnerability and Recovery as Analytic Problems", that the

special problems of making inferences about the social effects of attack receive

IFor a definition of a "nominalistic position" toward inquiry undertaken in

this volume, see Neil Sanelser's statement below, p. 596: "In order to pose a

scientific question the investigator must operate within a conceptual framework by

which the major dependent variables are to be described, classified, and analyzed.
Without such a framework he cannot identify ranges of empirical variation that are

scientifically problematical. With respect to this characterization of dependent

variables I hold an explicitly nominalistic position: that the dependent variables

are not in any natural way 'given' in social reality, but are the product of a selec-

tive identification of aspects of the empirical world of social phenomena by the

investigator for purposes of scientific analysis"'
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their first detailed statement. In the first part of the chapter, the editor discusses

the kinds of conceptual and analytic problems inherent in the general attempt to

project the social effects of nuclear attack. In the second part, he turns to the

specific kinds of knowledge which may be attainable about the post-attack social

world, once attempts are made to deal with these conceptual and analytic problems.

The analytic work of the chapter and the book opens with a reappraisal of

the evidence which exists on the question of whether "panic" would follow a massive

social disaster of the kind represented by nuclear attack. Panic turns out to be

highly unlikely, except under conditions which appear to be tractable to advance

planning. But even if panic turns out to be largely a fear myth, is this really a

significant finding for post-attack planners? The answer depends on events beyond

the level of small unit acts of individual behavior in society. To know whether panic

would occur, and to know whether it is of high priority or low priority among the

many social effects of attack that might occur and which might receive administra-

tive attention, it is necessary to extend the analytic question beyond attempts to

predict and control individual or small group behavior. The social effects of attack

must be understood as resulting from other levels of behavioral determinants.

The principal theme of not only the chapter but also the book thus emerges:

to know the ways in which individual items of behavioral response to attack are the

resultants of complex social processes of behavioral ordering which exist beyond

the individual and his immediate groups. These complex social processes of be-

havior'al ordering occur as a result of the functioning of a number of systems be-

Nond the level of individual behavior. To know the varieties of social effects which

might follow attack, whether these effects be individual behaviors or social pro-

c.Iesses of niuch larger scope, it is necessary to know how these systems determine

hehavior. It is particularly necessary to know how these systems are manifested

in the institutional and organizational processes of society.

This lie"w focus opens up its own characteristic problems. Hlow can know-

ledg, aliut levels of detetrminants of social effects beyond the indivi( mal be devel-

,up If lh. call it be applied to attempts to show the interrelations among possible

klnr .-o ,, f i effects following nuclear attack, so that analysts and planners can
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gi I c &Iczic urn1, it I sa~i~ lwtt I(c't- ate lil to Ie mIs (Ip) n if' A tr

a1 1t-VieW of so()tlLc atvdilable (cof(i ptual tchrniiquts for answ'ring these quest )t•i, it

is concluded that to resol\e at heast tentatively the p)ro(l)etms (of hierarchical order

Ing, (ho5sur(, and sj('ifipcation, a r)ugh mnodel of the general social systhmn shloiffl

he (Ii lployed. This model should ,tipnhasizo, the ranges and liiits of p)hition( cna; a

present, it. is impossible to construct a model which strictly det ertmtines individual

behavioirs or social processes. One way of viewing the social systein model which

.is used is to consider it as being at e.ast partially a inetapho r for society.

In the second main part of the chapter, the properrti s of this m etapho'-

model of the social system are used to outline the dimensions of society within whi.

social responses to nuclear attack would be determined. While these actual re-

sponses can be viewed only as visible behaviors or visible characteristics of group

and aggregates, they can be shown to be the result of a process of hierarchical

specification. This process begins and ends in the situation of action. The key to

understanding the way in which different kinds of social effects and responses from

nuclear attack would be manifested at different times after attack and on different

levels of thc process(s which order social behavior is to be found in the varying

degrees to which effects and, tesponses are "dependent' on the situation of action.

Initial, visible social effects always occur in a specific, concrete situation of

action. But social elfects represented in damage to individual and group patterns

of behavior are translated to other levels of the total set of systems which determir

social action. These other levels to which effects are translated include especially

the level of social institutions, but they also include very general, major systems

which maintain the fundamental characteristics of society. These general systems

whose maintenance functions may ultimately be affected, are the ecological system

and the cultural system.

Implied in this total metaphor-model for viewing how social effects of

nuclear attack may be translated back and forth among levels of social ordering in

society is a new view of the basic framework within which civil defense policies an:

syste ms should b)e evaluated. To define and understand the social effects of nucleal

attack, it is necessary to take a societv -wi]d, perspective and to develop "societal

criterla". The whole set of processes and states of the social systeml becomles the
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111A I liiItt'll !()I dt-111.i'iiiiing bothtlte social e!ffects iii nuiclear attack anid rIlanls

mtl' itaýAlng %kith attack effects.

The ict (1'Ii to take ai society -wide per i51 ect ivye in anNy meaningful d iscuission

0lilt' ,cWIA fetsOf nuc I car attack in akes it practically as well as ainalytically

us 'iil in t lis hook 1t' use massive attack assumptions to guidIe thle c'ont ributtors. It

istit''l conlceded that a potential enemy might not use a imi 55ivt ntielik i attack onl

A i' ri'i;tn societY, just as it is freely conceded that some specific projections of

aittac'k effects InI this volume may he "'sensitive'' to attack assumiptions. Thie con-

tcntititi here, howeve r, is that any fully meaningful view of social effects and social

ic i t-s de.signed to deal with themn must be framed within a society-wide analytic

1w(rs1pL'tit'. Using roassive attack assumptions is a convenient device for high-

li ght lag and expressing this need.

D~evelopment of ''societal criteria' and society-wide perspectives for civill

dif'r'se planning has been impeded by the organization of thle official environment

inI %iiich civil defense research must be done. The chapter concludes with an out-

li t't ol \ ~vio which the general characteristics of bureaucracies and the particu-

lar' division woI -(.s pons i bili ties between the Office of Emergency Planning and thle

()!'I '4 t,(!'ivil D~efense cre.ate analytic difficulties for the researcher, planner,

sv stemis designer, operating official, and policy-maker who are concerned with

ijivelo)ping mieaningful ci-vil defense systems. From the viewpoint of the total soci-

etal [Illi5-,oll implied by civil defense and emergency operations functions, CQEP is

a 'hecad without a body'", while OCD is a ''body without a head'. Thre present

offic ial environnient for planning is organizationally fragmented and limited by the

kinds of mis sions that have been deemled feasible. The basic analytic consequence

01 t ils set of organizational constraints is that planners are divert(ed from stating

and Ilisng the analytic tools necessary for under-standing and managing attack effects

wh1ich twcur within and throughout a total social system --- and which (,an be miean-

1141111lvY stud ied (nlv in termls of the total social system.

F'ivc (rite r.l.., Issays: Chapt e rs 11 firough VLI III the seconld Part of thle

ti'e t-m~Ilp:tsis o)f the, cont ributors is not uoni~ constructing a general orlienta-

iItll n 'x aI~d those processe~s which Specify ht'havi.tr within the total social systeio,



of society, and which therefore set the( determinants fori social effects of nuclear

attack. Ii constrast, the over'riding concer'n in 1).ýrt 11 is to review a number of

specific, critical areas of knowledge, whetre groups of findings and partial models

or the(.)o ies enable the analysts to (.(ninst ru ct sots of pro)los it ions a bout the events

that may be expected within particular institutional sectors of society atter attack.

Consequently, the propositions developed in the five "criterion essays" do not neccs-

sarily reflect a common theoretical perspective, nor do they necessarily exhaust

all the issues which a particular analyst might feel to be within his comnpetence.

Rather, the findings developed in these five essays often represent the analysts'

best judgments about what will be important. 2 As a group, these findings form

complementary ingredients for a larger attempt to develop a total view of the way

in which social effects are determined after attack. But there is nothing ir these

findings or in the theoretical perspectives which the analysts enilply(yed n their

essays to dictate the structure of the total view which might be d(v,.eop(,d to ,de-

scribe and explain the functioning of social determinants aftct attack.

For convenience in giving the reader, an overview, thie cd ito hia.- provided

a separate, introductory statement for each chapter in Part 11. In these initroduc-

tions, the editor advances some partially speculative notions about how tile content

of each chapter ,.ould fit into a larger, organizing view of processes within the

total social system. The reader should bear in mind, however, that the contribu-

tors to Part II usually had more precisely focused conceptions of their task. Thus,

in writing on "The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack" in Chapter 11, Neil Smelser

is particularly concerned to establish groups of propositions which will project

plausible, possible. or probable behavior of individuals and collectivities after

attack. As he moves toward the longer term responses of complex organizations,

institutions, and cultural values, he freely concedes that his propositions become

much less certain. Similarly, in writing on "I)emographic Aspects of Vulnerability

and Recuperation from Nuclear Attack" in Chapter III, David Hleer is dealing with

phenomena which may be conceptually placed on the level of "ecological system

20n the groundrules which guided tile wri ing of th "se essays and on their
place within a total analysis of society under nuclear attack, see "Appendix to Chapter
1, On Reading the Five Essays in Part 11", below, pp. 185-203.
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functioning" ,n society. Fr'rom his point of view, however, lHcer is attempting to

deal with the population as a target of attack; his methods emphasize currently

available population data and demographic techniques.

In Chapter IV, Sidney Winter's task is complex enough without adding over-

arching theoretical concerns and demands to it. While organizing economic insti-

tutions is probably the most crucial strictly "adaptive" problem confronting the

social system after attack, Winter's analysis is manageable only if a number of

social system considerations are at least temporarily explicitly excluded. In them-

selves, "the assessment of the impact of nuclear war on the economic activity of

the nation, the determination of conditions under which a meaningful degree of

economic recovery might occur, and the development of policies which would en-

hance the prospects for such recovery" are formidable tasks when deliberately
3

limited only to strictly economic dimensions. Given the state of political science,

Howard Swearer's approach to the political-administrative dimensions of nuclear

attack in Chapter V is dominated by the attempt to develop tools for comparing the

responses of administrative systems as administrative systems. While central to

the essay, many of the more provocative cultural and stylistic differences between

the American and Soviet systems cannot be thoroughly explored in an essay of the

scope permitted in this volume.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the last chapter in Part II, Smelser's

"Methodological Issues in the Social Analysis of Nuclear Attack and Recovery", is

a detailed return to the many unresolved issues that were confronted in attempts to

draw valid inferences about particular individual, collective, organizational, and

cultur'l responses to nuclear attack. Only at the very end does Smelser venture

toward the creation of formal models of attack and recovery --- and toward consid-
4

ei ag the problems of general social system theory raised by such a venture.

The phrase logy of these central purposes of Winter's essay is his, below,

p. 329.

4See below, pp. 650-655. Since he completed the present Chapter VI,

Snelser has dealt in detail with many of these general issues of theory. See Neil J.

4nielser, Theories of Social Change and the Analysis of Nuclear Attack and Recovery

(MclIan, Va.. Human Sciences Research, Inc., ttSR-RR-67/l-Me, January, 1967),

151 pp. plus Foreword.
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Applications to Planning: The Tentative Synthesis in Chapter VII. Since

there were great analytic demands in exploring particular domains of attack effects,

and since all contributors to this volume recognized that a general, rigorous state-

ment of the full determinants of post-attack social effects would be premature, it

was clear at the outset that any concluding integration or synthesis of the book's

findings would necessarily be primarily heuristic. On the other hand, the needs of

planners and operating officials exist in the present. These needs must be met by

more than the intellectual equivalents of promissory notes.

For this reason, the editor turned to the general orientation toward society

advanced earlier as one of several types of organizing principle for integrating the

findings of the book. In Chapter VII, this orientation is used to provide working

metaphors and model,3 to aid the planning and operating official in understanding

possible patterns of critical interrelations among the social effects of nuellear attack.

Chapter VII provides a specific outline of the ways in which specific kinds

of individual behavioral forms and institutional processes which are critical to

managing the social effects of nuclear disaster may vary according to time after

attack and conditions which have intervened between attack time and the time under

immediate analysis. The problem is to explore the ways in which behavioral and

institutional domains have variable salience for analysis and planning after attack.

Associated with each salient domain will be a number of salient decision points. A

decision point which is salient at one time may be less salient at another time fol-

lowing attack, sometimes regardless of whether decisions have been made at other

critical points.

Viewing the findings of this volume in this general manner provides a basis

for restating the central issue confronting planners of systems to reduce societal

vulnerability and enhance social recovery. This issue is the problem of maximiz-

ing and managing the post-attack "social inventory", in order to maximize options

for institutionally governed reconstruction within a moving but unstable social equi-

libriurn system.

Preliminary to this analysis of the variable salience of particular domains

of determinants, however, it is necessary to review some general principles for
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analyzing the different domains as they may exist after nuclear attack. Among the

most Important of these principles are:

1. Avoiding the radical indeterminism and radical rejection of
coherent analysis inherent in saying that there will be absolutely
no connection between pre-attack and post-attack social life (A. 1);5

2. Focusing o•i setting ranges and limits of social effects, as
the primary analytic task (A. 2);

3. Recognizing the situational dependence of first effects: The first
effects of attack are expressed in the "situation of action", which con-
stitutes the concrete arena of human behavior; consequently, these
effects are translated into behavioral and social effects in the form
of effects on individual and social systems, which are systems of be-
havioral ordering that are relatively "dependent" on the situation of
action. (A. 3)

4. Emphasizing the sequential ordering of attack effects: ,3ecause
social effects will be translated to different times and different levels
of society, they will occur in sequential orders and time-dependent
series, through a progression of determinants which vary in salience
and consequence from one time to another. The organizing metaphor
for depicting and analyzing this sequential ordering is the paradigm
for a stepped progression (see Figure VII- la/lb, p. 681, and Figure
VH-2, p. 703). (A. 4)

5. Accepting the relativity of concepts of "vulnerability" and
"recovery" and of definitions of post-attack temporal phases (A. 4. 1
and A. 4. 2);

6. Avoiding the temptation toward analytically overdetermining
behavior or, in practical planning and operations, toward assuming
that decision and control on one institutional or social structural
level can be fully translated to general control and particular be-
havioral specification on another, more immediate level (A. 5);

7. Understanding the ways in which "recovery" combines
scientific-analytic and policy tasks: Definitions of "recovery" may
assume the restoration of previous states of society or the creation
of new states based on the remains of previous states. Describing
pre-attack and post-attack social states is a mixed analytic-empirical
task. While the post-attack society and its domains of possible

5 The serial numbers in parentheses after each principle in this list are
those of the original statements in Chapter VII from which the present summary
statement has been abstracted.
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behavior and behavioral ordering constitute the basic inventory for
1% social reconstruction and recovery, the decision to guide reconstruc-

tion in desired directions is a policy decision, not directly derivable a
from the logic used to describe existing realities. (A. 6)

8. Adapting to the lack of a unified social model for planning
purposes (A. 7 and A. 7.1);

9. Further developing what is both principle and hypothesis:
(principle) that while society under stress of massive disaster can
be seen as a set of institutional domains whose interrelations are
only imperfectly understood, nevertheless (hypothesis) each domain
has a distinctive range of disaster-induced critical decision points,
within which decisions affecting the longer term "viability" of that

, institutional nexus must be made (A. 8);

10. Using some useful working hypotheses in developing the
principle and hypothesis combined in proposition 9 immediately
above: One is that at different times following attack, events in
one institutional domain or social structural sector may be more
critical to survival and adaptation than events occurring in other
domains of social phenomena. Another is that there are identifiable
critical patterns of social structure which are preconditions to in-
stitutional mobilization and viability, within a given domain. A
final set is that the greater the structural complexity and inter-
dependence of a society, the more quickly will social damage be
translated throughout the system, but more resources for re-
covery will exist, because of redundant capacities --- once these
capacities can be organized. (A. 8. 1 - A. 8. 3)

11. Using the multiple functions of information about post-attack
society: A given analysis, finding, or prediction about the post-
attack situation may have more than one function in planning for and
managing emergency. Such an increment to knowledge may be most
vivid as a breaker of myths, but it may be important to evaluate its
significance as an item of additive knowledge --- unless, of course,
myth-breaking is crucial to mobilization for viability and recovery.
(A. 10)

Within this general framework of findings, the shelter concept can be ex-

amined as a concept which will affect a number of post-attack behavioral and insti-

tutional processes. The existence of a shelter system, as a system for ordering

behavior, creates a number of ranges of post-attack behavioral possibilities. By

studying these domains and their ranges, it may be possible to understand more

clearly not only the general consequences of any shelter system, but also the way

in which positing a shelter system provides the analyst with coherent clues about
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the general properties of the post-attack social world. From these clues may

come requirements for an unfolding chain of systems designed to manage post-

attack social life more relevantly and more effectively. But it should be continu-

ally noted that the purpose here is neither to evaluate particular shelter systems

nor to sketch a complete post-attack social world. Instead, the purpose is to show

how a particular countermeasure system creates the conditions for a series of re-

sulting effects which are ordered by the basic levels of behavioral determinants in

society. The resulting ordered series of social effects would form part of the post-

attack social inventory which will be available for recovery efforts. When the

shelter concept is put in the form of an operating system, it will impose a charac-

teristic sequence upon the systematic processes which order post-attack behavior

and from which derive behaviors which will be of critical significance to planners.

Other system concepts might impose somewhat different sequences and orderings

of effects.

As a shelter system functions to shield one sub-population and to define a

set of social foci for the other sub-population less immediately affected by weapons,

there appears to be a characteristic sequence of critical determinants of post-attack

social responses. This sequence branches out in complexity over time.

At the beginning of post-attack time (in the Warning and Impact Period), the

individual system - - - as a large aggregate of individual systems -- - is the most criti-

cal set of determinants of the social effects that follow. During the actual Shelter

Period, the social system appears as at least co-equal to the individual system in

determining the later characteristics of post-attack life. Upon Emergence into the

Reorganization Period of the post-shelter phase of post-attack life, the combination

of individual system and social system determinants which acted earlier now raises

events in the ecological system of society to the status of critical determinants.

Finally, as longer term recovery begins, events in the individual, social, and eco-

logical systems have interacted to raise events and effects at the level of the cul-

tural system of society to their maximum importance in determining the kind of

society that will exist in the future. Thus, within the time frame imposed by the

shelter concept, the pattern of sequential ordering among the determinants of
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post-attack behavior and social processes moves from individual to social

individual-social to ecological, and individual-social-ecological to cultural. At

any given time within this stepped progression, there are secondary patterns of

influence among systems of determinants, beyond the primary process in which

new systems rise to salience.

This description of the sequential ordering and differential salience of post-

attack social determinants should be seen primarily as an analytic model for organ-

izing many specific events which have heretofore been difficult to place in a common

frame. Within this stepped progression, relations among a number of particular

findings can be explored.

1. The individual system as a set or aggregate of sets of deter-
minants emerges first, because the primary purpose of a shelter
system is to protect individuals, and it will be the behavior of many
individuals in many concrete situations of action which determines
whether future capacities for behavior and behavioral ordering in
other domains will be brought into shelter environments. (B. 1)6

1. 1. Under certain, controllable conditions, individuals
may panic. Panic would be one of the first collective respon-
ses that could occur under existing conditions of warning and
shelter-taking. (B. 1. 1)

1. 2. The characteristics of the post-attack population ---
an issue which rises to critical salience only after the shelter
period - - - are already being determined in part by the capacities
of individuals to attend to warning to move to shelter. Individ-
uals in shelters constitute, in the aggregate, a population with
specific categories of characteristics as a population. These
characteristics do not become operative as constraints upon
survival or recovery until later in post-attack time, unless
there are specific deficiencies of critical skills required to
organize and maintain shelters, among those taking shelter. In
the event of a massive attack directed against the whole society,
the aggregate characteristics of the population within shelters
will probably be indicators of the fundamental demographic con-
straints upon recovery in the ecological system. (B. 1.2)

6 As in the previous list given here, the serial numbers after each propo-
sition in this list are those of the original propositions in Chapter VII from which
this present summary proposition has been abstracted.
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1. 3. To preserve the necessary aggregate of individual sys-
tem determinants of post-attack social response, the specific
requirements of effective movement to shelter must be known
and met. (B. 1.3) Later during the shelter period, the surviv-
ing characteristics of individuals must be inventoried, as a
preliminary to determining necessary population policies upon
Emergence.

2. The social system as a set of determinants rises to critical
salience during the time of actual sheltering after attack,, both for the
sheltered and the non-sheltered, since capacities for social organi-
zation become critical to meeting the requirements for coping with
physical threats, allocating scarce resources, and controlling a mass
of individuals under stress. (B. 2)

2. 1. Definite functional requirements of the shelter as a
social system can be identified; these social system require-
ments must be met, if individuals are to have their needs met
while in shelter and are to be prepared for successful emer-
gence into a post-attack world. (B. 2. 1)

2. 2. One of the first requirements in re-establishing social
order among a non-sheltered population is to control convergence
phenomena. (B. 2. 2)

2. 3. But within the emergent social systems and social sys-
tem requirements of the actual Shelter Period, individuals will
continue to have specific sets of needs as individuals. These
will include especially needs to cope with death, feelings of grief,
and with visible disorganization of behavior patterns governed by
valued institutions. Thus, determinants on the level of the indi-
vidual as a system will still govern critical social effects of
attack, and planning must be directed to meet individual needs
as individual needs. (B. 3. 1 and B. 3, 1. a)

2.4. As the Shelter Period changes into the Reorganization
Period, the ecological system becomes critically salient, but
the social system remains salient to planning on two levels.
First, the social system of the Shelter Period must be trans-
formed into more complex, less constricted patterns of living
during Reorganization. Second, critical processes which must
occur on the level of the ecological system during Reorganiza-
tion must depend upon social system determinants of patterns
of resource allocation and division of labor. (B. 4)

2.4. a. Among the specific patterns of demand and conflict
that will probably be created by the transition from Shelter to
Reorganization are the demands that executives replace heroes,
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that local communities defer claims based on special feelings
of deprivation, that individuals continue to accept burdensome
personal obligations after the most vivid crisis mood has
dwindled, that pre-attack systems of reward and status be re-
instituted in the face of radical differences in the effects of
attack on irdividuals, and that government allow latitude for
dissent amid conditions that may require attempts at social
and personal control of lives which go far beyond previous ex-
perience. (B. 4. 1) For each of these potential sources of
conflict, there is a demand for social policy and social control.

2.4. b. The attainment of economic viability (see Chapter
IV) will be one of the most urgent requirements levied upon the
structural-institutional and policy resources of the social sys-
tem. (B. 4.2 and B. 4. 2. a)

3. The requirements of the ecological system of society become
critical during the Reorganization Period. Upon Emergence into the
Reorganization Period, the fundamental challenge to both survivors
and their social system is to create the conditions for maintaining
themselves as a society. Immediate subsistence is less critical,
though still pressing. Re-establishing a self-maintaining society will
require a number of specific, critical tasks of adaptation and main-
tenance; the critical level of behavioral ordering which determines the
ranges and requirements of these tasks will be the ecological system,
a system whose primary function is maintenance and a system which
ih. elatively independent of immediate situation. In particular, the
human population of the society must be inventoried, stabilized in its
physical environment, and, if necessary, managed as a population.
Using social system resources surviving from the Shelter Period for
creating and attaining ecological stability becomes the dominant func-
tional requirement in building a basis for a self-maintaining population
in the Reorganization Period. (B. 5)

3. 1. The aggregate human resources for recovery are the popu-
lation of the society. Not only must the population have the dis-
tribution of traits required for the jobs of an industrial society,
but the development and use of these traits must be sustained by
particular policies based on the known characteristics of the popu-
lation. One of the striking possible traits of the American popu-
lation after even low level attacks appears to be a marked increase
in the number of orphans. To support this shifted dependency
burden, some system of orphan management would be required.
Within the American social setting, placement of orphans with
kin appears as a possible, acceptable solution to the burden cre-
ated by a large increase in orphans. Such a plan of orphan assign-
nient is an illustration of the kinds of social welfare policies and
systems which may be dictated by the post-attack population and
its management requirements. (B. 5. 1 and B. 5. 1. a)



3.2. In general, success in solving a number of organizational
problems at the level of the social system will determine the ca-
pacity of the ecological system to re-establish a self-replicating
population of human individuals. (B. 5. 2. B. 5. 3, and B. 6)

4. While elements of the cultural system will affect behavior at all
times following attack, especially in the form of the effects of shared
values on responses to disaster, the cultural system as a unified sys-
tem of values, symbols, meanings, and behavioral prescriptions does
not become critically salient as a system to planning until the Recovery
Period gradually begins. Then, the effects of the total set of responses
made by different levels of the social system to attack can be discov-
ered and assessed, as they have worked to redefine the cultural sys-
tem. This will occur as political dialogue is restored; possibly, this
process may begin in value conflicts over the degree of government
involvement and institutional mobilization in post-attack society. In
any event, a "regressive" cultural state is unlikely. (B. 7 and B. 7.1 -1

B. 7.3)

As a total system, post-attack society can probably be managed only through

particular domains of determinants and particular ranges of critical decision and

control. Thus, there are inherent indeterminacies in the relations among various

programs, policies, and countermeasure systems for managing the sequences of

possible post-attack social effects. At any point in post-attack time, the admini-

strator may confront a variety of possible relations among systems and effects and

a variety of possible allocations of social resources. In sum, he will have varied

options and ambiguous sets of total criteria for choice.

Some Implications for Needed Policy and Action

If civil defense planners and administrators are to respond meaningfully

to the kinds of principles and propositions which have just been listed, then they

must be able to have these findings reformulated in terms of policy and action re-

quirements. They must have these reformulations in spite of the careful qualifica-

tions and limitations which have been attached to these findings, when they are

expressed in the rhetoric of social science. They must have these reformulations

even while continuing to recognize that the emphases of this book have been (1) upon

trying to show how fundamental scientific questions in projecting the social effects

of nuclear attack can be approached, and (2) upon demonstrating how the necessary
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tools and findings that come out of the analysis point to broad categories of require-

ments and constraints on any generally comprehensive social countermeasure sys-

tem that might be proposed.

Granted all the problems in making inferences about the social effects of

nuclear attack --- what should civil defense planners and administrators do now,

to be guided by the findings in this book? Looking beyond the kinds of illustrative,

specific systems proposed throughout the book, and especially in Chapter VII, there

appear to be a number of implications for policy and action in both the methods ano

findings developed here. If these implications were to be stated in the form of

requirements for policy and action, the foilowing seven statements wouli probably

be the most important "findings" from this book:

1. The term "social effects" has a necessarily broad meaning.
a meaning which underlies a broadened and comprehensive civil
defense mission. The social effects and dimensions of nuclear at-
tack must be understood to include effects which have often, by
tradition or convenience, been considered as isolated classes.
Ameng these effects are "economic" effects, "political" effects,
"cultural" effects, "psychological" effects, and "demographic"
effects.

2. Civil defense systems must be evaluated in terms of their
social and societal effects. The most important analytic and plan-
ning requirement is for the development of new and comprehensive
social criteria for establishing the ranges and meanings of attack
effects and for projecting and evaluating the performance of any
specific, proposed civil defense social countermeasure system.
Such a system of social criteria would require using a society-wide
frame of reference, and its uses would reach far beyond the design
of civil defense and other national security systems and policies.

In the case of the shelter concept, for example, it is no
longer meaningful to evaluate the "cost-effectiveness" of alterna-
tive shelter postures in terms of "number of additional lives
saved" or "number of additional lives saved per increment of
funds" (see Chapter I, pp. 154-161, esp. pp. 160-161).

3. New techniques for assessing the "social cost-effectiveness"
of civil defense systems are therefore needed. The development of
these new criteria and techniques implies the need for developing
new, non-economic "social cost-effectiveness" methods for evalu..
ating civil defense and other national security systems.
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4. A national social inventory for social damage assessment is
an indispensable workilng tool. lor both pre- attack planning and
building and post-attack emergency operations, the development and
application of social criteria and society-wvide frameworks requires
the capacity lo inventory the salient chariacteristics of the surviving
society and population in tneir various attributes. Especially impor-
Lant are data on individual attributes, relations among individuals,
group characteristics, and cultural characteristics. This inventory
could begin as a supplement to existing sy.:stl-rs of damage assess-
ment. It could develop into a comprehensive national inventory of
social traits and indicators. The developmer.t of such a social inven-
torying capacity is one of the most critical tasks confronting any
agency whose planning and operating responsibilities reach ultimately
through the whole social system.

5. New "social management" policies and systems must be de-
veloped. As the criteria for defining specific systems and their
effects come to include effects occurring within and/or affecting the
total social system, there will be an urgent need to understand the
organizational requirements imposed by new "social management"
responsibilities. "Civil defense" will expand beyond short term
emergency )peration of physical countermeasure systems; as a set
of missions and ol)jectives, civil defense functions will be inextric-
ably bound up with providing and managing the social resources
needed for complex processes of societal recovery. In providing
these social resources, many specific social management policies
and systems will be needed. These range from immediate pro-
cedures for using groups and social systems that emerge in the short
run, through policies for meeting special social needs and claims
(for example, a possible national orphan assignment plan; a system
for validating and equalizing economic assets), up to large scale
population policies.

6. These social management policies will create specific organ-
izational problems, and there will be serious questions about their
feasibility. A critical lesson from studies and projections of emer-
gency operations under massive disaster is the danger of attempting
too much administrative control of specific processes of adaptation
and recovery. Yet, the broad reach of especially massive nuclear
attack creates the need for policies and systems of society-wide
scope, for coping with complex, interacting sequences of social
effects. Major attention mus' be given to the dilemmas of creating
organizations which must respond to large scale social effects and
problems, but which, when responding, may create their own dis-
tirctive problems. Solving these dilemmas will be further compli-
cated by the American tradition of socio-political pluralism.
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7. Experience gained from working with "societal criteria" and
from developing new kinds of counter.neasure systems to deal with
the social effects of nuclear attack may be applied to a radically new
conception of civil defense in a society not under external attack. As
society becomes structrally more complex and interdependent, it
may be vulnerable to disasters which occur because of failures in the
complex networks which comprise the social system. Such "failures"
range from massive physical failures - - - as in the Northeast Power
Failure of November, 1965 - - - to the institutional weaknesses which
lead to racial insurrection or general political instability. It is not
inconceivable that in the future, the primary emergency operations
functions of civil defense agencies will be in controlling and man-
aging such "systemic" failures. The necessity to think, plan, build,
and operate in the society-wide analytic framework imposed by con-
sidering the social effects of nuclear war may create the analytic
and practical basis for understanding this potential new basic civil
defense mission. The similarities between responding to nuclear
attack and responding to new categories of "systemic disaster"
should receive intensive study.

With these seven statements, the work of the social scientist ends, and

the work of the policy-maker, systems-designer, and operating official begins.

It is the job of these individuals to decide whether policy and action will, in fact,

be guided by these statements, and whether, in fact, these statements will be re-

flected in the goals of government.

S. D. Vestermark, Jr.

McLean, Virginia
March, 1967
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PART I

THE ANALYTIC TASK



(8413 AD) On 4 February lightning flashed and thunde" was heard
as evening came on. The heathen, as was their custom, inflicted injury
on the Christians. In the same year King Louis held an assembly of the
people near Mainz. At this synod a heresy was brought forward by a
few monks in regard to predestination. These were convicted and beaten,
to their !,"ame, before all the people. They were sent back to Gaul whence
they had come, and thanks bc to God, the condition of the Church remained
uninjured. (849 AD) While King Louis was ill his army of Bavaria took
its way against the Bohemians. Many of these were killed and the re-
mainder withdrew, much humiliated, into their own country. The heathen
from the North wrought havoc in Christendom as usual and grew greater
in strength; but it is revolting to say any more of this matter. (850 AD)
On January ist, that is in the Octave of the Lord ... Toward evening on
that same day there was heard a great deal of thunder and a mighty flash
of lightning was seen; and ar. overflow of water afflicted the human race
during this winter. In the following summer an all too great heat of the
sun burned the earth. .. . (852 AD) The steel of the heathen glistened;
excescive heat; a famine followed. There was not fodder enough for the
animals. The pasturage for the swine was more than sufficient. (853 AD)
A great famine in Saxony so that many were forced to live on horse meat.
(857 AD) A great plague of swelling blisters went through the people and
consumed them with a loathsome rottenness so that their limbs fell off
before they died.

From the Annals of Xanten, Ninth Century

This story shall the good man teach his son; ...
"From this day to the ending of the world,
But we in it shall be remembered ---

We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;
For he today that sheds his blood with me
Shall be my brother. Be he ne'er so vile,
This day shall gentle his condition;
And gentlemen in England now abed
Shall think themselves accursed they were not here,
And hold their manhocds chealp wniles any speaks
That fought xvith us upon Saint Crispin's dau.
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Chapter I

SOCIAL VULNERABILITY AND RECOVERY
AS ANALYTIC PROBLEMS

S. D. Vestermark, Jr.

I. Some Necessary Conceptual Ambiguities

Interactions Among Basic Problems

Those who ponder the social effects of thermonuclear war must consider

two closely complementary sets of basic issues.

First, the huynan experience with the effects of nuclear weapons has beer

limited to sharply controlled field test situations, in the twenty years since the
Idetonations above Hiroshima and Nagasaki. While the consequences of the 1945

Japanese explosions were horrifying in themselves, the fact remains that there has

been no experience with nuclear attacks aimed simultaneously at several metropoli-

tan areas or at larger configurations or combinations of the components of industrial

society. Thus, extrapolations or predictions about possible post-attack socia!

phenomena cannot be subject to full empirical test. Within the present range of

historical experience and available research techniques, predictions about post-

attack social life have an inherent and as yct unknown degree of indeterminacy. The

usual statistical uncertainties inherent in particular propositions derived from em-

pirical evidence are compounded by ignorance about the very nature of the empirical

evidence.

Second, the present state of knowledge in the social sciences does not

permit the full description or prediction of many complex events resulting from

the interactions among levels of the total set of social systems formed by society.

1 See, for example, Human Resources Research Office, DESERT ROCK IV:
Reactions of an Armored Infantry Battalion to an Atomic Bomb Maneuver (Washington:
Hluman Resources Research Office, The George Washington University, August, 1953,
tiumRRO TR-2), formerly classified "Confidential", declassified 16 November 1956,
and Robert Vineberg, Human Factors in Tactical Nuclear Combat (Washington:
Human Resources Research Office, The George Washington University, April, 1965,
Technical Report 65-2).
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Many interdependent problems of social theory, data, and method remain unsolved

or, ;n some instances, only partially stated. Thus, the present knowledge in the

social sciences does not permit a full statement or exp'oration of possible inter-

relations among the orders of possible post-attack phenomena which would be

necessarily included in separate groups of predictions about post-attack life.

The events attending a large thermonuclear bombardment form one

domain of uncertainties; the unresolved problems in describing and predicting

events in complex social systems form another domain of uncertainties. When

combined, these domains form an ev -er domain of uncertainties, and the

meaning of this domain becomes an imrnj preoccupation for the analyst of

thermonuclear attack.

"ItPanic". as an liustrative Case. Consider the example provided by

studies of panic in disasters. Responsible officials as well as the lay public have

frequently believed that a sudden disaster affecting a large group will typically

trigger a wild stampede of hysterical individuals who will seek any escape at sny
2

expense to others. Analyses of cases of mass panic and related forms of col-

lective outburst show, however, that panic is not an automatic reaction tc a

sudden real or imagined danger but that particular conditions, arranged in
3

particular sequence, are associated with the panic outburst. Several conditioas

contribute to a classic situation of panic. 4 Prior to the immediate cause of the

panic behavior, the group likely to panic will have been rendered susceptible to

2 Enrico L. Quarantelli, "Images of Withdrawal Behavior in Disasters:

Some Basic Misconceptions", Social Problems, VIII, 1 (SumMer. 1960), pp.

68-79.
3 Ibid. See also Errico L. Quarantelli, "The Nature and Conditions of

Panic", American Journal of Sociology, LX, 3 (t'Iovember, 1954), pp. 267-275, and

Neil J. Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior (New York: The Free Press ot

Glencoe, 1963), esp. Ch. VI, "The Panic", pp. 131-169. See Smelser's dis-

cussion of the conditions attending panic in Chapter II, below.

4 This discussion derives primarily from the sources cited in Footnote

3, above.
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impulsive,--individual movement by a lowering of the effectiveness of group

structure and ties and by the development of external conditions which can expose

this group to the experience of "danger". The lowering of the salience of group

ties can occur relatively gradually, as in a local citizenry experiencing constant

harassment and defeat in a war of attrition, or it can occur quickly, as in a

rollicking crowd nightclubbing in a firetrap. Immediately before the onset of

panic behavior, this susceptible group is confronted with a powerful and fre-

quently ambiguous threat, which evokes within individuals the belief that imminent

danger threatens them. To complete the progression of events toward panic, as

awareness of a personal danger erupts in members of the group, individuals

perceive further that escape is limited and that the possibility for escape is

diminishing. Given these conditions, there is a strong likelihood that the group

will wildly seek routes of personal escape.

Note that the primary reference of this description is to the relatively

small collectivity of individuals, who can see each other. Even as this model

of classic panic is stated in these terms, it is useful to ask how adequately it

can be generalized to a true "mass" of individuals. 5 "True" panic may occur

only in relatively small groups within a relatively restricted physical and social

space. It may be more accurate to see larger phenomena which are often con-

veniently labeled "panics", (such as the financial panic or the mass population

flight in the face of holocaust or invasion), as composed of varying elements with

varying behavioral styles. Some sub-groupings may be composed of individuals

in panic flight; other groupings may represent individuals engaged in organized,

adaptive behavior. 6

5 On the problems in shifting and blurring the analytic levels to which
concepts refer, see, for example, S.D. Vestermark, Jr., "Social Science as
Systematic Anxiety: A Case Study in the Civil Defense Dialogue", Journal of
Conflict Resolution, IX, 2 (June, 1965), pp. 278-280.

6 One of the most striking opportunities for examining limitations on
the classic conditions of panic as they might occur in a mass population in in-
dustrial society was afforded by a sudden electric power failure which covered
thousands of square miles in the most densely populated areas of the Northeastern
United States during the night of November 9-10, 1965. The -failure, which lasted

7



Certainly, the anecdotal evidence provided by witnesses to the Hiroshima

bombing attests to the possibility that panic behavior occurred during the im-

mediate aftermath of the attack. A Ninth Grade boy, in a ftiroshima Third Grade

in 1945, writes:

I was completely amazed. While I had been thinking it was
only my house that had fallen down, I found that every house in
the neighborhood was either completely or half-collapsed. The
sky was like twilight. Pieces of paper and cloth were caught on
the electric wires. In some places thie wires were !ut and dangling.
I went out to the garden patch behind the house. Five or s,ýx
neighbors came dashing out. For the first time I noticed that my
hand was injured. This was probably where I had got caught on a
nail or something when the house collapsed. I washed the wound
at the pump beside the garden and together with my mother

(Footnote 6,cotinued
over thirteen hours in sectors of New York City,

struck the City during the period of maximum evening travel home from work.
According to a New York Times account (New York Times City Edition, November
11, 1965, p. 1, col. 5), "nearly 800, 000 persons were trapped for hours in
elevator shafts, subway trains and commuter trains". Elsewhere in the same
edition of the Times, there are extensive reports of the adventure, fun, and mild
confusion which the blackout provided. "Panic" and other forms of social disorder
appeared to be strikingly infrequent. On the other hand, there was lavish re-
porting of adaptive behavior, including activities of private citizens in directing
traffic and participating in rescues of trapped individuals. Incidents of panic
appeared in some situations which conformed precisely to the classic conditions:
thus, fears of suffocation "tormented many elevator prisoners" (Ibid. , p. 37,
col. 3) and, in the Skid Row section of the City, "there was a moment of panic"
when police chased a man who bolted f-orm a crowd of derelicts (Ibid., p. 37,
col. 1).

As the present writer listened to radio reports of the blackout from a
vantage point outside the blackout area of the Northeast, he noted instances later
in the evening in which radio commentators appeared to feel constrained to specu-
late on why there had been no "panic". It-seemed that these observers had a well
developed "panic fantasy", which took no account of the varying levels at which
group behavior may be organized, and that they were surprised when no panic
occurred. In fact, other users of the radio medium may have alleviated some
of the possible conditions for panic by sustained broadcasting of accurate in-
formation about the causes of the power failure and the steps being taken to remedy
it. When analysts attempt a fult reconstruction of the social history and human
experiences during this power failure, the fact that some felt constrained to
speculate about the lack of panic may turn out to be as significant as the seemingly
more important fact, that "mass panic" did not occur. It may also be noteworthy
that after the crisis had passed, there was much self-congratulation about the
generally even-tempered responses of the public.

8
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went )-ut to the main street. On that street crowds were
fleeing toward the west. Among them were many people
whose hair was burned, whose clothes were torn and who
had burns and Injuries. We fled to the west with them.
From the end of Kannoh Bridge we turned in the direction
of Eba Park. Along the way the road was full to over-
flowing with victims, some with great wounds, some
burned, and some who had lost the strength to move
farther and were seated at the roadside with vacant faces.

While we were going along the embankment, a muddy
rain that was dark and chilly began to fall. Around the
houses I noticed .utomobiles and footballs, and all sorts
of household stuff that had been tossed out, but there was
no one who stopped to pick upa thing. Everyone was
frantically intent on escaping. 7

A doctor recorded that:

In the space of one night patients had become packed,
like the rice in sushi, into every nook and cranny of the
hospital. The majority were badly burned, a few severely
injured. All were critically ill. Many had been near the
heart of the city and in their efforts to flee managed to get
only as far as the Communications Hospital before their
strength failed. Others, from nearer by, came deliber-
ately to seek treatment or because this building, standing
alone where all else was destroyed, represented shelter
and a place of refuge. They came as an avalanche and
overran the hospital.8

Hersey reconstructs the events which took place at a wooded estate,

suggesting its meaning as a place of refuge from terror:

All day, people poured into Asano Park. This private
estate was far enough away from the explosion so that its
bamboos, pines, laurel, and maples were still alive, and

7Arata Osada (ed.), Children of the A-Bomb: The Testament of the Boys
and Girls of Hiroshima, trans. by Jean Dan and Ruth Sieben-Morgen (New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1959), p. 95 (from the account of Shunnen Arishige).

8 Michlhlko Hachiya, M. D., Hiroshima Diary: The Journal of a Japa-

nese Phsician. August 6 - September 30, 1945, trans. and ed. by Warner Wells,
M. D. (Chapel Hill, N. C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1955), p. 11.

9
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the green place invited refugees --- partly because they
believed that if the Americans came back, they would
bomb only buildings; partly because the foliage seemed
a center of coolness and life, and the estate's exqui-
sitely precise rock gardens, with their quiet pools and
arching bridges, were very Japanese, normal, secure;
and also partly (according to some who were there)
because of an irresistable, atavistic urge to hide under
the leaves. 9

Beyond their human poignance and tragedy, what do these accounts tell

about the social impact of panic behavior in Hiroshima? In relation to other

responses which were made in both the short run and long run following attack,

the significance of panic behavior can have several levels of meaning.

9 John Hersey, Hiroshima (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963), p. 47.
Later in this account of events at Asano Park, Hersey describes an outburst of
disorganized behavior:

Early in the afternoon, the fire swept into the woods of
Asano Park. The first Mr. Tanimoto knew of it was when,
returning in his boat, he saw that a great number of
people had moved toward the riverside. On touching the
bank, he went up to investigate, and when he saw the fire,
he shouted, "All the young men who are not badly hurt come
with me!" Father Kleinsorge moved Father Schiffer and
Father LaSalle close to the edge of the river and asked
people there to get them across if the fire came too near,
and then joined Tanimoto's volunteers. Mr. Tanimoto
sent some to look for buckets and basins and told others
to beat the burning underbrush with their clothes; when
utensils were at hand, he formed a bucket chain from one
of the pools in the rock gardens. The team fought the fire
for more than two hours, and gradually defeated the flames.
As Mr. Tanimoto's men worked, the frightened people in
the park pressed closer and closer to the river, and finally
the mob began to force some of the unfortunates who were
on the very bank into the water. Among those driven into
the river and drowned were Mrs. Matsumoto, of the
Methodist School, and her daughter. (Ibid., pp. 50-51.)

In his careful analysis of existing evidence on group reactions to the bombings
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Jants cites this report by Hersey of the fear at the
fire in Asano Park as the only example of "group panic or near-panic" that he
could find in the published accounts of the Hiroshima atomic disaster which were
available to him. Irving L. Janis, Air War and Emotional Stress (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1951), pp. 37-38.

10
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"Significance" means, first, that there were sufficient incidents of

panic behavior to warrant the analyst's saying that panic behavior could be taken

as one of the centrally defining traits of the total constellation of responses made

to the Hiroshima and Nagasaki attacks. Within just the accounts given here, it is

clear that panic was not a universal or even necessarily widespread response,

either in groups at a given mornent or in an individual experiencing varied re-

actions over time. Perhaps through a retrospective psychological filter, the

Ninth Grade boy recalls that he washed his wound "at the pump beside the garden",

even as he was about to join a fleeing group. The doctor notes that "Others, from

nearer by, came deliberately to seek treatment". It was the terrible crowd ---

not necessarily a panic --- that made a human avalanche that "overran the

hospital". Some of the individuals hiding in Asano Park hid there, Hersey reports,

because of the not unreasonable belief that "if the Americans came back, they

would bomb only buildings". There are many evidences of order in the Hiroshima

horror. The evidence of these anecdotes is borne out in more systematic studies

of the range of reactions in the populations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 10

After a review of available evidence, with special reference to both the

U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey and eyewitness reconstructions, Janis concludes:

Thus, although we cannot exclude the possibility that the
respondents may have intentionally or unintentionally dis-
torted the truth, the fact remains that the findings from the
USSBS interviews, like the intensive case studies recorded
by Hersey, provide no substantial support for generalizations
about disorganized overt behavior.

1 0 See ibid.. especially Part Io "Reactions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki".
For a summary of studies of responses to nuclear explosions,, including possible
panic, see Peter G. Nordlie and Robert D. Popper, Social Phenomena in a Post-
Nuclear Attack Situation: Synopses of Likely Social Effects of the Physical Damage
(Arlington, Va. : Human Sciences Research, Inc. , 1961). pp. 15-19.

The present discussion of anecdotal evidence draws upon the Hiroshima
evidence; the evidence from Nagasaki closely parallels this evidence.

11



•.. Was there "mass panic" during the atomin dis-
asters? Only a very tentative and highly qualified
answer can be given. If "panic" is defined in terms
of inappropriate or socially negligent behavior, we
can point to only one clear-cut instance where a
sizeable group of Hiroshima survivors behaved in
such a way .... We also know that there were at
least a few indiviiiuals who, in a state of acute
terror, behaved impulsively, and perhaps irration-
ally, for a brief period of time. These few instances,
when viewed in the context of a high incidence of
anxiety feelings, create the presumption that there
may have been a tendency for many people to lose
the normal restraints that ordinarily govern their
behavior. Under the catastrophic conditions of an
atomic disaster, when so many people are in a state
of acute excitement, it is to be expected that the
threshold for uncontrolled, disorganized action would
generally be much lower than normal. When obvious
escape routes are not apparent, many individuals,
temporarily dominated by powerful emotional im-
pulses, might engage in frantic efforts to attain
safety without regard for the negative consequences
of their behavior. Excited stampedes and other
typical manifestations of mass panic could easily be
touched off by a multiplicity of threatening circum-
stances that ordinarily, when encountered singly,
would not evoke such behavior.

The available evidence suggests that there proba-
bly was a latent disposition of this kind among the
survivors at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But how often
did it break through into actual behavior? ... When
the thousands of refugees were evacuating the flaming
target areas, were they so terror stricken that they
were unable to conatrol maladaptive impulses? Or did
they generally tend to maintain a fairly high level of ego
control and act in a way that maximized their chances
of survival? ...

As is all too apparent from the laborious review of
the fragmentary evidence, we simply do not have the
answers to these questions of historical fact. If a
tentative conclusion were to be drawn in the light of
the meager information available, it would be the
following: It is probable that overt panic and extreme
disorganized behavior occurred in some local circum-
stances during the two atomic disasters, but it is

12



unlikely that such behavior was widely prevalent among
the hundreds of thousands who survived the atomic
explosions. 11

If "significance" means, substantively, "importance as a defining

characteristic which occurs widely and frequently", then panic behavior does not

appear to have been a significant element in the social responses to the bombings

at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But this may bc an ov, -ly restrictive way of de-

fining "significance". Panic behavior could contribute to the vulnerability of the

population even if it were riot a principal, visible response. As the cited anec-

dotes suggest, panic behavior might occur at points of crucial confluence --- such

as hospitals, communications centers, road junctions, local environmental

boundaries, strongly reinforced buildings --- and interfere with or block adaptive

measures being organized at these points. It is conceivable that in the future,

relatively small incidents of panic behavior might have multiple effects through-

out a system which is dependent on events occurring at the panic point. On the

other hand, it could be argued that a large-scale atomic disaster, by rupturing

linkages among control centers and isolating components of the social nk twork,

might not permit the same degree of multiple effects of panic as could be pro-

duced in a society subject to panic fear but without physical damage. 12

In another sense this definition of "significance" may be misleading.

Panic behavior may have been an important feature of the behaviors of individuals

which led to acceleration of short-term damage from blast, fire and radiation. If

panic crushes occurred among groups of individuals who were soon to die or be

oblit, rated, they could not be reported by survivors. Any deaths due to panic

1 1 Janis, op. cit., pp. 40-41.

12 lere it is interesting to speculate on what might have happened if the

tone of public information disseminated to the Northeast blackout area described
in Footnote 6 above had been alarmist and fear-arousing. There is some reason
to think that more instances of panic might have arisen; yet, there is also evidence
that many individuals did not receive public information broadcast to them, but
still went on about their business as best they could.

13
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would be observable retrospectively primarily as they contributed to the aggregate

post-attack demography of the population, as measuri.d in estimated total mor-

tality and casualty figures. This may seem to be a minor point when gross

damage to centers of target areas is being considered; it may be less trivial

when measures are considered for maximizing survival of human lives in physical

and social arcuis marginal to target centers. The final demographic toll will be a

complex resultant of particular processes within the social structure as well as

of particular events occurring to individuals treated as units for counting purposes.

Population survival measures include not only reducing the direct vulnerability of

groups to physical attack effects and cveloping post-attack population management

policies, but also controlling features of the social structure which may accelerate

or decelerate individual reactions to the facts of physical attack. Social damage

assessments which divert attention to the characteristics of a whole surviving

population ma3 neglect the social processes which produce this final composition

of traits.

In still another sense, it may be difficult to define the "significance" of

the apparent low incidence of panic events at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. A primary

reason for studying these two cities so long after the fact is to develop information

which might serve as the basis for inferring responses of other populations to

future attacks. Here, the process of extrapolating evidence from Hiroshima and

Nagasaki raises complex questions about the meaning of the apparent low in-

cidence of panic in these two Japanese cities at the end of World War II. The

atomic bombings occurred in cities which had not been forewarned. These cities,

however, were located in a society experiencing increasing pressures on its in-

stitutions, -is an imperialistic war became a war of attrition against the home-

land. The population of Japan had had the experience of increasing sacrifice, in

a hierarchical, disciplined social system. In what ways might this experictce

have been translated to the immediate responses of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki

populations? I)id the collective characteristics of the Japanese culture, social

system, and wartime experience, when combined, emerge in a local population so

as to dampen -- or heighten --- panic behavior after a sudden attack? Is the

behavior of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to be taken as evidence that panic responses

14



were dampened? Or, is it to be inferred that if more evidence were available

for more explicit and comprehensive reconstructions of events, the panic behavior

that did occur was evidence of a .grater likelihood of panic, when Hiroshima and

Nagasaki are compared with Japanese cities that received conventional bombings

or with cities in other cultures that might receive nuclear bombings?

When put this way, these questions are almost impossible to answer

usefully, even though as questions of comparative social science, they remain

provocative. The very small number of cases of atomic bombing in Japan, the

absence of any cases in another culture, and the difficulty of individually and

comparatively segregating and describing all significant aspects of a large social

system suddenly brought under massive stress make it diff: 'ult to provide other

than post hoc speculative answers.

There is, however, a more general, indirect kind of evidence available;

these data can suggest to the analyst whether Hiroshima and Nagasaki so markedly

differed in their social responses to nuclear attack as to provide presumptive

evidence that, within the Japanese cultural experience, atomic bombing introduced

a new order of social consequences from air attack. The United States Strategic

Bombing Survey found that Hiroshima and Nagasaki interviewees, looking retro-

spectively, most frequently reported fear and terror as their reactions to the

atomic bombings. Table I-1 (p. 16) gives the full variety of responses; it is

possibly revealing of respondents' values that in addition to fear and hatred being

reported, twenty-six percent of the respondents reported admiration for the

technical achievement, while three percent expressed jealousy. Yet, when the

Hiroshima and Nagasaki populations are compared to other Japanese populations

on measures of "morale", the sample of these two populations gave retrospective

answers which indicated higher morale. Table 1-2 (p. 17) compares Hiroshima

and Nagasaki with the rest of Japan, on such measures of morale as degree of

confidence in victory and extent of unwillingness to continue the war. Table 1-3

(p. 18) splits the Hiroshima and Nagasaki populations and four other types of

15



Table I-1

REACTIONS TO ATOMIC-BOMBING OF
PEOPLE IN ATOMIC-BOMBED AREAS

(as measured in late 1945)

Percent:

Fear-terror ........... ....................... 47
Fear for own life ......................... 16
Admiration-impressed by bombs' physical

power, by the scientific power behind the bomb . . . 26
Jealousy-Why couldn't Japan make such a bomb? . . 3
Anger-bomb is cruel, inhuman, barbarous .......... 17
Ha•ie of U. S. specifically because of atom

bumb use ........... ....................... 2
No ; eaction indicated ...... .................. .. I 1

(The total percentage equals more than 100, because many
respondento gave more than one answer. )

ý4)urce: United States Strateg.c Býmbing Survey (Morale Division), The
Effects of Strategic Bombjing on Japanese Morale (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1947), Table 83, p. 92.
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Table 1-2

RETROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENTS OF CONFIDENCE IN
VICTORY AND UNWILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE WAR:
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES IN ATOMIC-BOMBED

AREAS AND REST OF JAPAN
(as measured in late 1945)

Percent in:

Hiroshima and Rest of
Nagasaki areas Japan

Percent who said they never had doubts
of victory ........ ............ J 9 11

Percent who said they were never certain
that Japan could not win ... ........... .. 27 26

Percent who said they were never personally
unwilling to continue the war ........... .. 39 28

Source: United States Strategic Bombing Survey (Morale Division), The
Effects of Strategri Bombing on Japanese Morale (Washington:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1947), Table 84, p. 95.
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Table 1-3

RELATIVE MORALE OF HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI AND
IFO)UR GROUPS OF JAPANESE CITIES ARRANGED

IN ORDER OF BOMB TONNAGE DROPPED
AND PERCENT OF DESTRUCTION1

(as measured in late 1945)

Percent with:

Relatively Relatively
low morale high morale

Heavilybombed cities, exclusive of
Tokyo 2 . . . . . ..  . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 56 44

Medium bombed cities, high percent
of destruction ................... ... 51 49

Medium bombed cities, low percent
of destruction ................... .. 46 54

Lightly bombed and unbombed
cities ...... ................... ... 47 53

Hiroshima and Nagasaki ............. 45 55

1Measure of morale used is the Morale Index (cf. Appendix K, U.S.
Strategic Bombing Survey, The Effects of StrateMic Bombing on
Jggaeoe Morgls). The two morale groups in this table each represent
roughly halt the sample, when arranged in order of scores on the
Morale Index.

2 Morale scores for Tokyo are not presented here because it reacted
quite differently (i. e., showed relatively higher morale) from the
rest of the heavily bombed cities in Japan. Cf. ibid., Ch. 5, esp.
pp. 50-51.

Source: United States Strategic Bombing Survey (Morale Division),
The Effects of Strategic Bombing on Japanese Morale
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1947),
Table 85, p. 95.
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target population, according to whether respondents in each target tvy•e showed

"relatively low morale" or "relatively high morale".

While some differences are not great, the trend is for Hiroshima and

Nagasaki to score higher on morale indicators. While not unexpectedly the

1|iroshima and Nagasaki respondents frequently reported themse*Lves to have been

terrified at the atomic bombings, they also reveal themselves to have had a level

of attitude toward the war not at marked variance with populations which did not

suffer atomic bombing. If anything, Hiroshima and Nagasaki respondents were
13

less discouraged about the war, according to their retrospective accounts.

At this point, the inquiry has broadened even further, for, whatever

the immediate social-behiavioral responses of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki popu-

lations, it would appear that the atomic bombings did not introduce a distinctive,
14

long term, new effect into the behavior or attitudes of the survivors. Whether

or not incidents of panic did occur as a distinctive result of the suddenness and

magnitude of atomic bombing occurring within a wartime Japanese society appears

immaterial, when the attitudes and behaviors of a sample of the surviving popu-

lations are compared with other Japanese populations. The Hiroshima and

Nagasaki populations appear to have emerged from their experiences with no

1 3 Janis comments on the Strategic Bombing Survey:

The report by the Morale Division, which presents the indings
from a systematic analysis of all the interviews,, makes no mention
whatsoever of aimless or disorganized behavior. As will be
described shortly, the morale interviews do not, in fact, provide
substantial support for the claim that a sizeable proportion of the
population behaved in an ineffective or distraught way, even though
they do indicate that many people felt momentarily terrified or
fearful. In only a few cases could one surmise from the individual's

statement that he or she might have exhibited uncontrolled emotional
behavior; in most cases, such an inference could not be drawn with-
out resorting to extremely tenuous, speculative assumptions.

Janis, op. cit., p. 31.

14And see ibid., pp. 54-66.
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distinctive, debilitating block to their participation in longer term recovery

efforts. Therefore, for the analyst concerned with the social-behavioral eonse-

quences of differing weapons of large magnitude, the significant finding is that the

behavioral and attitudinal responses of the populations subjected to nuclear attack

were not significantly adversely different.

Up to this stage, the question of the "significance" of possible panic

behavior has moved through several levels of redefinition. The issue opened in

a consideration of whether panic behavior did occur. The evidence was that panic

was, quantitatively, a minor phenomenon --- thus, maladaptive, disorganized,

panic reactions were not significant. But, perhaps the quantitatively observable

incidents of panic were so masked that they could appear only indirectly, as they are

reflected in aggregate characteristics uncovered by a demographic inventory of the

post-attack population. The demographic inventorying of a post-attack population

could not label all of the thousands o; behavioral events which led to its final

aggregate findings. Already, then, the question of "significance" has moved from

anecdotal reporting and behavioral assessment to questions of finding adequate

indicators of events in a large population. Considering this large population as a

social system introduces further issues. Small incidents of panic may be critically

significant in the functioning of a large system. If so, there is an immediate policy

and systems design implication: Although panic may be infrequent, it can be so

critical to system effectiveness that seemingly disproportionate efforts should be

mounted to guard in advance against a relatively small number of behavioral
15

events. In what respect can panic behavior be considered an "input" to the events

in a social system? Another order of description is required to examine this

question: The parts of a social system must be described in relation to each other,

15 Insofar as complex adaptive efforts within a partially ruptured social
system can be hindered by panic behavior resulting in overload or chaos, a degree
of desirable panic reduction could become an important countermeasure systems
design criterion. This implies that some adequate projection of the likelihood of
panic behavior and its expected location can be provided. On the meaning of
"criterion" here, see Charles J. Hitch and Roland N. McKean, The Economics of
Defense in the Nuclear Age (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963), Ch. 9,
"The Criterion Problem"r, pp. 158-181.
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and the evidence pertaining to behavior of these parts xr,, -t be cast in such a form

as to permit extrapolation from past events to unknown future events occurring within

the social system as it is projected to be at that time. Here, however, the evi-

dence on nuclear attack becomes elusive, because of its scarcity and because of

the difficulties in insuring full comparisons among cultures, social 'systems, and

massive disasters. The evidence on Hiroshima and Nagasaki thus brings the

question of "significance" full circle, for it suggests that whatever did occur at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the populations survived with a basis for recovery not

significantly different from the emotional resources in the remainder of the Japa-

nese population. If this is so, the analyst must then say that at this level of

attack, the atomic weapon introduced no new, distinctive disaster phenomena and,

by inference, no distinctive panic phenomena. Would this hold true if the attack

magnitude had been increased? Would this hold true if, regardless of weapons

, the attack magnitude could have been increased? Perhaps if the attack

magnitude were increased, beha,,' -al phenomena --- such as group panic ---

would be less important for s' wvents which must be seen as occurring not

merely to individuals or grou lectivities, but to the whole social system

as a social system. Is there a point 4t which the social system itself would

"collapse"? At lower levels of att*.ck, is there any real utility in trying to describe

dimensions along which panic may occur and in trying to design systems to control

it? At lower levels, is the likelihood of critically significant panic so low as to

make it an insignificant 2olic and systems design problem?

Goals of the Present Volume oi Studies. The purpose of this excursion

into the evidence on behavior at Hiroshima and Nagasaki has not been to achieve a

series of conclusions about whether panic did occur then or will occur elsewhere

in the future. Rather, the purpose has been to raise realistically the kinds of

questions with which this present volume of studies must be concerned.

There is a relatively large and useful group of analyses of panic in

disaster; social scientists have been fascinated with panic events because these

events offer clues into the ways social structural constraints influence human

behavior --- or decline in influence at times of stress. For many analysts, such

21
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cvents are intriguing because of the apparent rapidity with which "organized"

behavior becomes apparently "disorganized", "functional" behavior becomes

"dysfunctional", and the "rational" dissolveo into the "irrational". Among the

public --- including relatively sophisticated officials --- "panic" behavior appears

as a frequent fantasy expectation about human behavior subjected to sudden stress.

For such reasons, panic behavior has received special attention in studies of

both nuclear and non-nuclear disasters. The lindings of social scientists have

emphasized the constraints on panic, the need for careful differentiations among

formcý of collective behavior, and the predispositional myths which make "panic"

seem a priori to be such an important potential element of the behavior of a
disaster-stricken population. The evidence seems to warrant the prediction that

except under a series of precisely interlocking conditions, mass panic is unlikely

to occur in a population subject to nuclear attack. The knowledge that panic is

associated with specifiable conditions will suggest to the planner and administrator

that if they take steps to control these conditions, they can control and redirect

potential panic behavior.

On another level of analysis, however, the basic lesson of this

excursion is that so many important analytic questions remain. If panic is the

result of a series of interlocking events in a specific group of individuals, will

general inventories of the social structure and population-at-large enable the

analyst to predict the broad areas within which panic is likely to occur? What are

the dimensions of social structure and population which will enable the analyst to

predict the particular composition of particular groups, so that individuals faced

with controlling panic can know simultaneously its potential scope in a stricken

area and its particular manifestations which will require particular resources of

control? How are !he general dimensions of social structure and population which

might influence the composition of particular panic-prone groups ýnfluenced, in

turn, by events in other dimensions of the society which do not seem directly

related to the causes of "panic"? Do the economy or the value system of a society

act as orders of constraint which meaningiully influence the social structural and

population dimensions of group formation? Would knowing something about the
state of a society's economy or its value system tell the analyst something

22



sigrificant, even though indirectly, about the kinds of disorganized, dysfunctional

group responses to expect after a disaster? Now the analysis moves away from

the particular study of panic events and toiard the whole range of events that may

occur in a society subjected to massive disaster. Answers about panic may depend,

in the end, on answers to questions about the potential behavior of many other

sectors of the society.

In view of the scope of such analytic problems, the goals of the present

volume of studies remain relatively modest. These studies are attempts to add

to the knowledge of possible social effects of thermonuclear attack upon American

society. Yet a central motif of all these studies is the difficulty of the analytic

problems that must be faced, if "knowledge" is to mean more than a series of

scattered inductions based on imperfectly interrelated varieties of direct and

indirect evidence. Therefore, the task of relating varying orders of evidence

about thermonuclear attack, in ways which will point beyond the amassing of

scattered groups of propositions about potential effects, is a central task of these

studies. Fundamental to this task is the development of the conceptua3 and ana-

lytic tools which •vill suggest interrelations among not only the thousands of po-

tential acts of behavior in a complex society, but among the larger institutional

complexes of society which reciprocally shape specific acts of behavior. Post-

attack events as well as the life of pre-attack society must be seen as resulting

from several levels of determinants. Since the proper statement of these de-

terminants is the task of not only these studies of post-attack events but, more

generally, of attempts to develop a social science, the essays in this volume

necessarily address many unresolved problems in the social sciences. Through-

out these essays, there will be manifest a concern with the meanings of knowledge

in the social sciences and with the varieties of methods available for attaining this

knowledge.

This chapter continues with a discussion of some of the basic problems

in developing concepts with which to frame inquiries about social effects of thermo-

nuclear attack. After a brief discussion of the general styles of thought imposed

by some available models for thinking about society and social behavior, the dis-

cussion turns to the special place of metaphor in thinking about imperfectly
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undt.rstard evcnts. Moving on to the second part of the chapter, the analysis

outlines the basic type of knowledge which will be perhaps the most significant

target of these studies: the critical classes, ranges, and limits of behavioral

events governed by social institutions, and the dimensions of vulnerability which

these classes, ranges, and limits form. With such knowledge, it is more meaning-

ful to speak of states of the society and the social system as determinants of post-

attack social phenomena; states of society and the social system become criteria for

civil defense planning to reduce vulnerabilities to nuclear attack. This chapter

concludes with a discussion of the particular types of knowledge about post-attack

worlds that may be both feasible for social scientists and useful for plannurs. Here

there will be special attention to the rationale for developing institutional criteria

for analyzing social systems. It will be argued that criteria at the institutional

level are necessary for the design of systems to protect large groups of individuals

and to guide post-attack events in society.

It will be proposed that the five studies which form Part II of this

volume are "criterion" essays which suggest crucial domains of possible post-

attack events, with which planners must contend if they are to preserve the valued

characteristics of American society. The description of these domains provides

part of the groundwork for a more detailed answer, in Part I11, to the problems of

saying how, in general, a society may be "vulnerable" to massive stress and how,

in turn, measures may be generally conceived for reducing a constellation of

institutional vulnerabilities and directing action toward states of "recovery".

The reader of these studies of "societal vulnerability" will note a

paradoxically dual basic purpose. To develop ways of making more reputaiblc

projections of the possible ranges of events in society following nuclear a,'ack,

so that planners can know the likely dimensions of human response and the likely

orders of demand which w,.l1 be placed on systems of recovery, fundamental

questions of describing and modeling complex society must be pursued. It will

be seen later that planning and administrative questions of immediate, applied

importance depend on the conduct of inquiries which stretch toward the domains

24
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of the speculative and the unknown. Thus the philosophers once more assist the

guardians of the commonwealth, for, as Plato wrote,

The name of philosopher, then, will be reserved for
those whose affections are set, in every case. on the
reality. 16

Some Available Conceptual Techniques

The task is, then, to establish an intellectual basis for projecting

possible social effects of nuclear attack. These possible social effects include

not only individual behavioral responses but group and collective phenomena and

institutional processes and changes. To remain true to the realities of complex

industrial society, attempts to describe possible social effects must utilize not

only domains of detailed empirical data on likely individual responses but also

sources of information about the ways in which these individual responses may be

influenced by structural features and group and individual life beyond the individual,

But how can the analyst transcend the particularities of evidence about individual

behavior, and show it in its proper relation to the characteristics of social life

over which any one individual has only partial relevance, partial affect, partial

control?

While the discussion of the meaning of evidence about panic behavior at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki opened several questions about the levels at which it is

necessary to interpret evidence about human behavior, a fundamental issue remains.

rhis issue often takes the form of a confusion or an uncertainty about the extent to

which the analyst deals with realities when he deals with human behavior. The

following passage from a working paper on civil defense reflects this problem:

We use the term, "social system", in its broadest sense
as it applies to the United States: the whole Nation, in-

cluding people, facilities, materials, energy and organi-
zation. People in this case are social beings --- members
of groups --- rather than individuals. knd it is important
to remember that each individual often belongs to more

than one group.

Plato, The Republic, trans. and with introduction by Francis M.
Cornford (New York: Oxford University Press, 1950), Book V, p. 189.
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What we need to know about the social system as an input
vari.s with its several parts or systems. Generally, we
need to know about anything that would be damaged by enemy
attack. This means people, facilities and materials ---
physical things --- of course, but it also means abstractions,
such as relationships, rights, beliefs and so on.r7

This sharp separation of "physical things" from "abstra,.dions" obscures the ways

in whichi acts of hurman behavior are both "physical" and "abstract" in their

properties. As properties of indivilual human actors, behavioral acts are visible

characteristics of physical beings, which can be altered by direct physical blows.

As the basic pieces of evidence about the exibtence of social structure, inter-

personal relationships, and systems of ideas or oeliefs, however, behavioral acts

form the primary datq from which inferences and concepts --- abstractions ---

about social life are constructed. As clues to the existenc? of social systems,

acts nf behavior by physical, behaving organisms exhibit the properties which

lead the analyst to infer the existence of social structural and cultural facts. By

being analytic constructions from behavioral evidence as well as material arti-

"acts, "relationships", "rights", "beliefs", and social structure are no l-ss

':real" than those physical entities, such as "people", "facilities", and "materials",

which form physical targets. Yet, since physical things and their properties must be

the primary targets of a physical attack with weapons systems, it becomes diffi-

cult to see the ways in which social life becomes a target, if the phenomena of

social life are treated as "abstractions" without further clarification.. In looking

at physical effects contrasted with "abstractions", "abstractions" must necessarily

seemn intangible and elusive.

17
John F. Devaney, Systems Analysis in Civil Defense: Parts I and II

(Washington: U. S. Department of Defense, Office of Civil Defense Research

Directorate, [1963J), pp. 20-21 (emphasis added). While this paper provides a
useful basic inventory of concepts by a specialist in the informaLion required for
the design of civil defense systems, the title page to this offset-printed document

contains this notice: "This is a working p. per. It may be expanded modified
(sic) or withdrawn at any time. The views, conclusions or recommendations
expreosed herein do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of the
Offic, of Civil Defense".
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The danger implied by the separation of the "physical" from the "abstract"

lies in the possibility that the analyst will misunderstand the kind of scientific

nominalism necessary to infer the existence of social structure from individual
18

acts of behavior and individual artifacts of material or symbolic culture. The

reality of the patternings of social life which lead the analyst to infer the existence

of a social structure and a symbolic culture in a society does not depend 'n this

process of abstracting from physical-behavioral evidence, even though this reality

can be revealed only by a process of abstraction. 19 Such a process of abstraction

develops orders of concepts for labeling and analytically mar ipulating the character-

istics of the social structure; in a sense entirely consonant with conventional

discussions of "things", this process of conceptual analysis reveals a domain of

"things". 20 The first task in analyzing the social effects of nuclear attack is to

determine the kinds of social things that come under attack. But how can they

come under attack in the sense that "physical things", as conventionally described,

come under attack?

1 8 A similar danger exists in distinguishing the physical effects of a ta .k

as "direct" effects while consigning all social effects to the category of "indir "t'

effects. "Indirect" can mean "effects upon social structure inferred from changes
in individual actors". It can also mean secondary, in the sense that the indirect
effect is contingent upon a prior sequence of events, beginning in a primary effect.
To speak of social effects as being, sui generis, "indirect" effects both confuses
the meaning of "primary" and "secondary" effects and fails to clarify the ways in
which social effects can be inferred from primary and secondary "physical" damage.
In addition, there can be also the implication that as_'-indirect"' effects, social
effects are less important than primary physical effects.

1 9 A frequently encountered confusion about the meaning of "abstraction"

is found in the proposition that if a thing can be known only through abstraction,
that thing itself is only an "idea" or an "intangible" in its true nature. Some form
of this proposition provides the foundation for many systems of philosophical
idealism.

2 0 in a classic address to the problem of establishing the nature of evidence
about social life, Durkheim strikes for the heart of the issue in these words:
"The first and most fundamental rule is: Consider social facts as things". Emile
Durkheim, The Rules of Sociological Method, trans. by Sarah A. Solovay and John
H. Mueller and ed. by George E. G. Catlin (Eighth ed. ; Glencoe, Il1. : The Free
Press, 1950), p. 14 (emphasis in original). See also the discussion in the remainder
of Chapter II, "Rules for the Observation of Social Facts", pp. 14-46.

27
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Here a clarifying distinction is needed, a distinction that recognizes that

the analyst of society will need to abstract from physically observable eviden, e

in order to rea -h some of his conclusions about social structural damage. A look

at the ways in which the individual human being is a target will suggest the kind

of distinction needed.

It is the behavior of the individual human actor which provides the social

analyst with his primary evidence about the events occurring within orders of

social phenomena beyond the level of the observable human. So, also, is the in-

dividual human actor the primary social target of physical weapons effects. The

individual's characteristics as social target necessarily stem from his several

traits as a behaving organism.

Analytically stripped for the moment of more complex attributes, the

individual actor is, first and last, a biological organism, with physical qualities

and physical boundaries, and with capacities for ranges of behavior. As a

biological organism, the individual reproduces, to form a population of behaving,

biological organisms. The extent to which this population of biological entities

endures over time will be a result of no! only the reproductive capacities of indi-

viduals and groups but also of the abilities of the emerging biological population to

establish a life-suppox tive system of relations with its non-human, physical

environment. For a human population, the development of this life-supportive

relation will depend upon some symbolic-manipulative mode for enhancing man's

basic mechanical powers over the environment. Such m'nodes become manifest

even :n the most unsophisticated human populations, formed of primal family

bands roaming and hunting over their lands.

As biological entities, individual human actors can be seen for analytic

purposes as individual systems, each one a discretely defined, t ontinuing or-

ganism in continuing relation with its environment. When a population of these

entities has achieved such a degree of continuing balance with its nc,-human

environment that, short of unanticipated catastrophe, it can maintain itself

28
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21

indefinitely, it has become an ecological system, Both of these categories of

system are formed from individual human entities; both depend upon the physically

defined human organism to exist as a discrete entity and to participate in the

conditions for maintaining himself, as a physical entity in a physical world.

Both depend upon individuals to create ecological balances so that further in-

dividuals can be created. As both individuals and as a population of individuals,

the human actors of society therefore form an analytic category of organic entity

targets.

As physically definable entities, humans possess physically observable

traits in addition to their gross structural traits as biological entities or partici-

pants in an ecological system. Among these traits are the many items of readily

observable behavior which the human organism emits, as he examines and
22

interprets his world and forms patterns of interaction with other humans.

Analysts sometimes encounter difficulty in seeing these items of behavioral output

as "physical", however, since behavior --- like music, as opposed to the completed

work of visL. art --- occurs over time. If the individual behaving organism were

to be observed in temporal cross-section, at an instant in time, he would be seen

in an arrested pose, as in a snapshot. Analysts as well as photographers and

visual artists know, of course, that this instant, frozen pose is only one in the

ongoing stream of the individual actor's behavioral repertory. Yet, behavior can

be known through cross-sections of it taken at "temporal instants". Together,

these cross-sections of ongoing behavior reveal the human actor in a variety of

physically observable and describable states --- whether he is manipulating the

environment with his hand, gesturing to another person, or creating a pattern of

21This is a somewhat broader use of the ecological orientation than is

customarily found in post-attack studies. Studies of the post- attack ecological
setting tend to examine conditions for possible post-attack alterations in the
specific natural balances which stabilize the physical environment of human or
non-human animal populations. See, for example, H. H. Mitchell, Floods and the
"Postattack Biology Proolem": A Preliminary Survey (Santa Monica, Calif.o
The RAND Corporation, RM-4238-TAB, January, 1965).

2 2 While the language and intent will shift somewhat later in this discussion,
the immediate discussion certainly draws upon the point of view taken in several
schools of "behaviorist" psychology.
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symbols within his symbolic culture. Whether observed cross-sectionally in time

or dekcribed in "real" time, items of behavior provide the idiom within which the

human organism "lives" in a social-physical environment.

While these items of behavior represent the behavioral outputs of indi-

viduals, patternings of items of behavior produced by groups of individuals direct

the analyst's attention to a level of behavioral entities beyond the isolated indi-

vidual. In groups, individuals form not only populations in the sense of ecological

system, but they also exhibit collective properties, properties drawn from the

behavioral outputs of individuals but not necessarily dependent for their stability

on the acts of any one particular individual. These properties are known from the

individual acts of 'articipant actors; but, from patterns formed by the interactions

of actors through social roles and intermediate forms of group organization, the

analyst can demonstrate the stability of these collective characteristics and show

how these characteristics point to the existence of a system which constrains in-

dividuals.

The system to be discerned from the interaction of actors in stable

patterns of role and organization existing over time is the social system. Here,

"social system" is taken in a very general and elementary meaning: the total

structure of interpersonal relations which both provides and reflects the organi-

zation of individual behavior into social roles, primary groups, kinship networks,

secondary groups, associations, organizations, and class and status positions, as

well as into categories of relatively less clearly specified and transitory groupings.

Depending upon the theoretical persuasion of the analyst, this whole structure

of relations will provide within a society a social structure with more or less

coherence and integration, with more or less predictability in ordering determinants

of individual behavior. In all cases, however, the social structure, composed of

various levels and forms of social systems uniting in one total social system, is

a pattern of beha. ior abstracted analytically from acts of individual behavior. 23

2 3 As will become clearer later in this chapter and volume, the dominant

orientation which has guided the analytic approach taken here toward patternings of
behavioral determinants and social structure ha! been a body of contemporary
functional theory in sociology. See Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe,
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These acts are observable as visible traits of the human organism. When the

(Footnote 23, continued) 1 1 1 : The Free Press, 1951); Talcott Parsons

and Edward A. Shils (eds.), Toward a General Theory of Action (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1954); and Talcott Parsons arid Nell J. Smelser,
Economy and Society: A Study in the Integration of Economic and Social Theory
(Glencoe, Ml. : The Free Press, 1956). Aleo see Talcott Parsons, "An Outline
of the Social System" in Talcott Parsons et al. (eds.), Theories of Society:
Foundations of Modern Sociological Theory'-7ew York: The Free Press of
Glencoe, 1961), Vol. 1, pp. 30-79. For a specific development of the concept of a
hierarchy of behavioral determinants, see Neil J. Smelser's discussion of "The
Hierarchical Relations among the Components of Social Action" in his Theory of
Collective Behavior (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963), pp. 32-46.
See in the same volume his application of the "value-added" concept from economic
analysis to the description of sequential processes leading to collective outbursts.
Ibid., pp. 13-14, p. 382 ff. Some of the infirmities of this mode of functionalist
analysis are similar to those suggested below in the discussion of simulation
modeling, pp. 37-44. On the other hand, the various metaphors of system,
function, and closure in this theoretical orientation provide powerful conceptual
tools for taking a total view of complex society, in the absence of fully adequate
models for describing contemporary society and its processes. Without such a
total view, any attempt to think about complex interactions of institutional pro-
cesses in America fragments into a welter of unrelated concepts and unmanageable
domains of data.

Of course, there are other conceptual orientations toward the social
system, one of which Bohlen, Beal, Klonglan, and Tait apply to the civil defense
setting in their study of community power actors and civil defense. They write
(emphases in original):

The local civil defense director needs an analytical model or
framework to analyze and understand the relation of the local
civil defense organization to its social environment. Two models
are presented in the report which may serve as tools for the
civil defense change agent (especially the local civil defense
director) to analyze the social environment. The models may
serve as tools which are vital to the initiation and imple-
mentation of new community programs by change agents.

The soc-al system model provides a framework which the
change agent may use to analyze the cc,,nmunity and its
component elements. A social system is cGmposed of the
patterned interaction of members. The elements of the sociai
system include (1) belief (knowledge); (2) sentiment; (3) end,
goal, or objective; (4) norm; (5) status-role (position);
(6) rank; (7) sanction; (8) facility; and (9) power. The structure
and value orientation of a system at a given time can be
described in terms of these elements.
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social system becomes the target of weapons effects, it is through the obliteration

or change of individual acts that patterns of social structure receive their primary

interdiction. The first damage to the many ',vels of patterning of behavior in

social structure comes when individual patternb of behavior are broken.

As a network of behaviors, the social system forms its own hierarchy of

determinants for individual behavior. Individual behavior in society is constantly

ordered as a result of the opportunities and constraints provided by this hierarchy.

In addition to the complex behavioral entity formed by the social system, however,

there is another level of behavioral organization to which actors cin be seen to

respond, as individuals or as participants in a social structure. This level pro-

vides the continuing body of values, symbolic meanings, techniques for symbolic

manipulation (especially language and lexical devices), and generalized perceptions

of not only the existential but the desirable which characterizes the total society.

This body of values, perceptions, symbolic capacities, and their concrete mani-

festations in the real arlifacts used in the transactions of social life forms the

cultural system of the society. As a behavioral entity known by being abstra,:ted

from patterns of action and action-products displayed by individuals and groups,

the culture of the society guides ongoing behavior, by providing a body of values

and techniques against which past acts can be evaluated, present acts can be

(l'ootnoto, 2:3, concluded) Joe M. BoLlen, George M. Beal, Gerald E.

Klonglan, and John L. Tait, Community Power Actors and Civil Defense: A
Summary of the' Final Report (Ames, Iowa: Iowa Agricultural and Home
Economics Experimnent Station, Sociological Studies in Civil Defense, Rural

Sociology Report No. 40S, 1965), p. 2. It should be noted that this body of
concecpts is e'sptcially useful for statically describing concrete systems of action

at a local level, but that when applied to the task of describing institutional

structure at the level of the whole society, it may prove to be only a discussion
of institutionrl coomponents and not of total institutions and tht ir functional
r,'Lit ionAs.
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guided and structured, and future behavior drawn from a broad range of basic

human capacities. 24 Metaphorically speaking, the cultural system provides the

"institutionalized memory" of a society.

As a behavioral entity constructed analytically, the cultural system will

seem to be the farthest removed from the kinds of physical, manipulable evidence

with which analysts of attack effects work most confidently. As behavioral

entities, however, both the social system and the cultural system of a society are

analytic constructions based on determination of characteristic patterns of

behavior produced by individual human actors. With the cultural system, the

analysis has moved farthest away from simple summations of individual behavior

into empirically observed patterns of social structure, and closest to the formal

establishment of abstract systems of symbol, thought, and belief which exhibit

2 4 This general definition of "culture" derives especially from the
perspective of the "social" or "cultural" anthropologist. While the material
artifacts of a society form a "material culture" of enormous importance for
describing and interpreting the distinctive patterns of that society, the present
emphasis on the value and cognitive components of the culture enables a clearer
address to considering the ways in which determinants of human behavior may be
interdicted by attack. Given the focus on behavioral determinants, the problem
of the loss of non-organic, material items from the material culture of a society
can be best treated as a special case or sub-species of the problem of economic
vulnerability.

It will be clear, also, that this focus upon values and cognitive elements
in defining "cultural. system" necessarily assigns several functions to value per-
ceptions and value statements in the specification of institutional complexes to
guide human behavior. This approach draws extensively upon the discussion of the
normative and existential functions of values and value orientations to be found in
Clyde Kluckhohn et al., "Values and Value Orientations in the Theory of Action
in Parsons and Shils (eds.), c., pp. 388-433. To assign "functions" to value
statements does not necessarily mean, however, that the analyst must see all in-
dividual human actors as rationally or consciously guiding all their acts of be-
havior with reference to formalized, carefully worked out, consciously studied
systems of value. Value systems within the cultural system of a society must be
studied at a level of analytic generality beyond the unit acts of individuals: These
systems translate into human acts through such complex intervening levels as
ideological systems, modes for attaining particular knowledge about the world
(e. g. : the scientific method of inquiry and its procedures), and the normal, daily
modes for implanting and enforcing standards of behavior. Admittedly, a dis-
cussion of the "functions" of values --- or, indeed, of any other analytically
describable component of the structure of a society --- may open the analyst to
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rules of procedure and intellectual manipulation independent of the characteristics

of their users. Thus, the intellectual disciplines found in systems of logic, science,

and laws for the governance of men can have their own existence as bodies of

concept and rule. Nevertheless, as social patterns and social institutions, these

disciplines exist within a cultural system which has its particular functional

placements within the total institutional realm of a society. 25

Here a new order of question opens: What is the "institutional realm"

of society? It is one thing to determine in a rough way that a distinctive category

of behavioral entity targets exists. It is a more complex analytic task to determine

characteristics of these entities with sufficient precision to permit understanding

of the structures and processes which will shape determinants of post-attack in-

dividual and group responses, when these behavioral entities have been subjected to

attack. The present distinction between organic entity targets and behavioral entity

Footnote 24, continued) the danger of using models or metaphors which

imply an excessive degree of conscious purpose in the guidance of institutional
processes or individual behaviors. On these and related problems of functionalist
analysis, see Robert K. Merton, "Manifest and Latent Functions", Ch. 1, of
Social Theory and Social Structure (rev. ed: Glencoe, Ill. : The Free Press, 1957),
pp. 19-84.

2 5 The proposition contained in this sentence is one of the special pr,-

occupations of the social science specialty known as the "sociology of knowledge".
See Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia: An Introduction to the Sociology of
Knowledge (New York: Hiarcourt, Brace & Co. , Inc., 1953); Karl Mannheim,
Essays on Sociology and Social Pschology, ed. Paul Kecskemeti (New York:
Oxfcrd University Press, 1953); Werner Stark, The Sociology of Knowledge
(Glencoe, Ill. : The Free Press, 1958); Edgar Zilsel, "-he Sociological Roots
of Science", American Journal of Soeiology, XIVII, 4 (January, 1942), pp. 544-562.
On the e' mergence and role of intellectuals as mediators of ideas, see, for example,
Karl Niannheim. "The Problem of the Intelligentsia: An Enquiry into Its Past and
Presnt Role", .n Karl Mannheim, Essays on the Sociology of Culture, ed.
Ernest MNidw hin ,tnd Paul Kocskemetti WI ondon: Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd.
1956), pp. 91- 170, Florian Znanieki, The Social Role of the Man of Knowledge
(New 'ork Colii mbia IUniversit y Eress, 1.140); and Winston White, Beyond Con-
foi'mitv (New York: The Fre'e Press of Glincot', 196 1).
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targets, which is summarized in Figure I- 1 (p. 36), enables the analyst to avoid some

of the misleading directions that might be taken if "relationships, rights, beliefs
and so on" were lumped together as "abstractions". Beginning with observable

acts of individual behavior, the analyst can infer the existence of four broad

categories of system which become targets of attack. The crucial distinction

which divides this group into two categories acknowledges that organic unity,

relationship with physical environment, and emitted behavior are all physical

traits of individuals, from the point of view of the perceiver. At the same time,
"relationships'" (elements of the social system) or "rights" and "beliefs" (elements

of the cultural system) require inferences about patterns of behavior, whereas

descriptions of organic individuals or ecological systems require categorizing

of discrete unities orgroups of unities.

Thus, when a society is attacked, it becomes vulnerable through 2ffects

exerted against both organic and behavioral entities. "Entities" is, however, only

a shorthand expression for a myriad of individuals, groups, structures, and

processes composed of sequences of acts. To understand the ways in which par-

ticular effects translate into vulnerabilities of the society, it is necessary to go

several more steps and to begin by exploring ways for conceiving the dimensions

of these entities. What does it mean, then, to speak of the social system and

the cultural system as sub-species within a category of behavioral entities?

What are the features of the social system and the cultural system which permit

attack effects to be translated inte "vulnerabilities" shaping individual behavior

and affecting the ability of the whole society to respond to attack?

The main thrust of the remainder of this chapter and volume is that these

questions depend for their answers, in part, on the examination of a range of

behaviioial determinants intermediate to the individual at one extreme and the

whole social structure, ecological system, or culture at the other extreme, It

will be argued that this intermediate range is peculiarly the domain of the analysis

of institutional structure. Through institutions at se .eral levels, individuals are

organized into the patterns of society. When institutions change or collapse, a

2 6 Devaney, op. cit.
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Figure 1-1

OBSERVABLE SYSTEMS OF A SOCIETY,
AS TARGETS OF ATTACK

ORGANIC ENTiTY BEHAVIORAL ENTITY
TARGETS TARGETS

ECOLOGICAL System CULTURAL System
(Population in environment) (System of value and symbolic

references of behavior)

--- ---------------- -------------- -

INDIVIDUAL System SOCIAL System
(Individual biological organism (Behavioral patterns forming
and human actor) social structure, ordering

individuals and reflecting
individual behavior)

Beh
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crucial intermediate domain of behavioral determinants alters. In principle,

such an attempt to describe changing patterns of institutional structure and

behavioral determinarnts requires an address to many unresolved contemporary

problems in the theory of social structure and so'7ial change. Ultimately, the

problem is nothing less than describing the interactions among the many levels

and across the many institutional forms through which an ongoing society is

organized and through which individual behavior patterns exhibit coherence and

direction --- and then introducing a sudden, massive change agent in the form of

a thermonuclear attack.

Before suggesting a working solution to treating problems of such scope,

it will be helpful to consider very briefly several of the more important analytic

techniques which might be employed. A look at these techniques will suggest

some of the persistent problems of describing society and predicting interactions

among the determinants of societal and individual response to an attack. Repeatedly,

it will be seen that solutions to practical probleirs of predicting response to thermo-

nuclear attack can go no farther than the capacitiet; a~lowed by presently available

conceptual techniques for analytically defining and manipulating the crucial traits

of pre-attack society.

Simulation, and the Problem of Validity, In order to describe and

predict all the important interactions of behavioral determinants and social responses

following thermonuclear attack, it would be necessary to have a complo'te and

closed model of the society. Such a model would be complete, in the sense that it

would include all relevant determinants and determine all subsequent processes.

It would be closed, in the sense that the relationships established among the various

determinants and processes would accurately mirror the actual relationships of

society and reflect all significant possible relationships that might occur. With

perfect closure, such a model would exhaust the range of contingencies of social

structure and process that might occur in the society. Moreover, it would reliably

predict tuture configurations, given specified changes in the present.

Most generally, a model is a representation of the real world or some

part of it. More specifically, in the present context it is frequently an abstract,
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conceptual ,~ystern designed to describe selected aspects of the real world and,

with the introduct ion of app ropriate information into the concepts and] relations

of the mnodel, toC p redIict future states of reality. It would he a stagge ring theoretical

and practical unide rtaking to coInst ruct at working model of United States society for

the purpose of describing and analytically manipu)Llating all determinants of social

responses to the r-monoc lea r attack. Alone, the mathernatical ri~presentat ion of

,ntetractiofls an-ong various institutional sectors of United States society should

open i nli mcise ptrublerm s of' perimutat ion andl combination. 27

Wh i I a c-o mplete, closed model of Ane rican institutional proles s would

r~e seirt many p)roblem s of ci.nstr-kct ion and operational manmipulat ion, its on inc iple

most re'i' ai a major' goal of any effort to achieve an exhaustive description and

ante iplay of' deter-iminants of post- attack soc-ialI responses. Indicators of the

characterisf.*.:'s as '#ell as t he problems inherent in such a hypothetical miodel are

to be found in some of' the s itiulat :orn modelIs presently being const ructed by socijal

2 The description (.f ''input-ouitput'' relations among sectors of the
ecormorn.ý - -- an instituitional Suib- systeri of the total society - -- has occupied a
school of contemrporia ry v( onuni ist s. and fron. such efforts may comne clue s to
desvrc-0n~ng interacations with in and arrong other institutional sectors. On somne
Po ssible aXnalytic i- lat inns between t he ec (mom, and other sectors of the social
sN'St t.n a s it cill i bf. In ost ge ra i-ally (lefirned, PC arsons and Sine Ise r, IIIp. c it.
itI-e rncst si ginfi cant at tecmpt to develop ii model fo r examining re lat i onsh ips among
post-oatack tapar iticos arnd rcquir enieni~s, ct cf-onton-c sob-Lectors is the IPAHNI

S' vt('n :f (Wr( ti".ai tilr~f~lal si 5! os nf~t Reorc'' Managemnent). 'Phis model inclhides a
i'pkiv f?'r' exano ning ai numb1er- of' I'vical Input-output relationships In the

ec'mmiiv, The syýSteml Is AIQSci'beit).i fly 14NIII John De Witt Norion and Philip MI.

Vit.:, l'ARN S v stc NIn% iirujal, V'''hmroe III, Setat mi A: The Pr-ototypo Model Adapta-
tion (W.simtr:Nat, 'njil I'lar ini, Assojiotion Economic P'rogrmmanring ('enter-,

.Jnv 1'H'"O Ntwt,' h'r d a Rm it spctiiv tihat g v' n thle c ond it ions gr ' ye rni aig the Fe si gi
-old ulse (Wf tin' mrodel, ;v oi ~pen ri ijall I,-ice ssar~y. Tilt, choices )pen 1() the

'mccso'ral cmae ire un'' Ions oft the rniodel dt'sign. S~inc-e the dolesmori- maker' 5
i'AAc St'\jiiAtil tr' ponwr o',ltýs '.m he rowe rume~nrokis and less tidN, than, oitheiwisi

thid. 1) p Il-A2. I i. Als.',- o 1~e ), Ct'kei-i, ''Gamning. the Pos!- \lttak F'.tii lV

iii\Iit~ii , r'sreu('1 (W'i','o-:i-.s' l'''''mrth Snoiu on WVar'( ný u
l~is CA t \Voi an:-s ''un : (\l I ~ri, .'; I'-ear-ch A'laIN Sir, t''ý't''rrt !(III,

pp~i.. 4 "1 -u iiýA % uw~ (,kit ilit nc Alne Aftit , ho' (ý III1A 'i loll hi I ins

M sv 'ni .•,o C III int. Iý ','.-o~ttai'k I)mrraogv Ass#-ssirnve t- ' A(ote ( ii ail
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scientists. 28 As "the construction aud manipulation of an operating model of a
.29

behaving system or process" , simulation modeling often seeks to produce an

analytic, manipulable simplification of central features of systems or processes,

to enable the analyst to explore characteristics of both these central features and

the events over time which result from the interplay of these features. In dealing

with such complex social phpnomena as the performances of military strategists,

negotiations among rival groups, or relations among nations, simulation modeling

often offers the analyst the opportunity to work with complex group and institutional

processes which are not otherwise accessible to empirical study.

Inevitably, the feature of simulation model construction which makes it

most attractive for studying complex social process also contsains its greatest
30weakness. To model social processes in a temporal dimension , it is necessary,

first, to pro,,ide adequate conceptual representations of the components of the

process. Frequently, this depends not only upon devising clear-cut analytic enti-

ties to represent the components, but also assuming the feasibility of systematic

interaction among these components over time. Underlying this assumption of

systematic interaction is frequently a "system metaphor", not unlike the widely

2 8 For example, see Harold Guetzkow (ed.), Simulation in Social Science:
Readings (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962) and Harold Guetzkow
et al., Simulation in International Relations: Developments in Research and Teach-
ing (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963). For some present
military applications of simulation techniques, see the papers in Brossman (ed.),
op. cit. The TEMI PER Model under development by Raytheon seeks to model Cold
War conflict in a simulation utilizing data describing 117 real world nations.
Raytheon Company, TEMPER, Volume I: Orientation Manual (Bedford, Mass.
Raytheon Company, "Prtpared under the direction of the National Military Command
System Support ('enter for the Joint War Games Agency", FR-65- 174-1, July, 1965).

2 9(Guetzkow (ed.), Simulation in Social Science, op. cit., p. 190.

This temporal dimension can be either in scaled-down or scaled-up
intervals .... "siniulat. ,i time" --- or in "real time", the time of the actual events
being simulated.
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pervasive system metaphor used in physiological research and one school of
31

functionalist social theory. This metaphor, which is given schematic repre-

sentation in Figure I-2a (p. 41), pictures social reality as a constellation of inter-

acting components, so placed in reciprocal dependence that a change in one com-

ponent will be communicated to the other components of the system and result in

complementary changes in the other components. Any attempt to model the inter-

actions among the group processes and institutions of complex industrial society

will find it convenient to assume some version of the system metaphor, as the

attempt is made to grapple analytically with the complex social structures and

processes which produce reciproc'al patterns of event and effect in society.

Some of the powers of a simulation using a modified system metaphor

are suggested in Figure I-2b (p. 41). This figure is a schematic, temporal pro-

jection of a simple model of communication and negotiation processes among three

entities (A, B, C), which could be small grovps, institutional sectors of complex

social structure, or nations. Each group entity has a primitive form of internal

differentiation (into sub-units al, a 2 ; bl, b2 ; cl, c 2 ), which represent the internal

inits of the group which must interact in managing the external relations of the

overall grup. The vertical arrows connecting the overall groups depict flows of

informat;on and influence; as can be seen, each entity can communicate with

and/or exert influence on each of the other entities. With the three groups placed

in this system of interrelations, the analyst can study a variety of problems. For

example, he may wish to determine what are the effects upon developing patterns

of relations among the groups -.-.- onceived here, perhaps, as national states

when each group is given a somewhat different picture of the capacities and in-

tentions of the other groups, within " context set by each r-roup's own defining

characteristics. This information is introduced at a first interval in the study,

Time tl. Figure I-2h depicts a possible sequenct of ;ents following the intro-

duction of this information at Time t 1 . At the start of a particular "game" at

3 Fcr an extensively elaborated treatment of this metaphor in social
theory, see Parsons, The Social System, oD. tit.
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Figure I-2a

SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF A SIMPLIFIED CLOSED SYSTEM,

SHOWING COMPLETE INTERDEPENDENCY OF COMPONENTS

Figure I-2b

A-D

-- l II -- .. . I
! I

C C C
tl t2 t$3

* relation in given time
or backward cycling --- - * of - M Law
m unit new time *

SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF A HYPOTHETICAL SIMULATION MODEL

OF COALITION FORMATION, WITH SERVO CAPACITY FOR REPLAY
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t1 , individuals acting on behalf of each of the three groups are required to act

in such a way as to maximize the long-term interest of the group which they
32

represent. In theory, with the appropriate definition of each grý,%p entity and

appropriate introduction of relevant information and operating rules, a variety of

compl-x bargaining situations among various orders of social entity represented by

A, B, and C could be studied. Individual players of the game, acting as decision-

makers for their group-entity, could produce inter-group patterns and structures

analogous to patterns produced in social reality by many inore decision-makers

acting within institutional settings of much greater complexity.

In Figure l-2b, the "game" has resulted at Time t, in the development

of a new structural feature in the relations among the three group-entities. A and

B, on the basis of communication and negotiation, have formed an alliance which,

from the point of view of decision-makers in C, causes A and B to behave as one

unit. Thus, relations between A and B and between A-B and C are now controlled

by the dynamics of coalition bargaining and structure. This game and its outcome

might offer several orders of insight to the social scientist. The student of inter-

institutional process within complex society might wish to determine in what senses

he couild let A stand for the "economy", B for the formally organized national

government, and C for the network of voluntary associations, "pressure groups",
33

and individual commitments associated with democratic pluralism. Under what

conditions, then, would decision-makers in the economy and the governmental

polity form arrangements which would not be responsive to pressures exerted

from the "voluntary sector" of the society? What counterbalancing pressures

could the voluntary sector exert to force the economic and political structures of

32[the present example is assumed to employ a relatively primitive
level of mechanical techniques and is essentially an "all-man" simulation, as
contrasted ,vith a "man-machine" simulation or an "all-machine" simulation.

:nObviously, to carry this particular use much farther, it would be

ne'ussary to give much more complex internal differentiation of structure to A,
B, and C.
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the society away from alliances which might lead to totalitarian patterns? The

student of international relations might wish to let each group-entity stand for

a nation. The problem could then be to study analogues of the development and

deterioration of international coalitions. Such analytic simplifications can be used

to manipulate variables associated with the stability or instability of coalitions:

For example, if Nation C were given appropriate information and the possibility

of access, under what conditions might it seek to influence the internal processes

of A and B? Could Nation C evoke conflicts between and among al-a 2 and bl-b2,

conflicts which had been dampened by the formation of the coalition between A

ana B?

Coalitions can be broken, and at I.me t 3 in Figure I-2b, A and B no

longer act effectively in concert against C.. The game based on this model of

intergroup relations is now ready for recycling, which may take into account the

coalition that existed at Time t 2 or may begin with a fresh set of players and in-
34

formoational items.

While Figure I-2a, b does not reflect the richness of structural and

situational differentiation available in some present simulation models, it does

depict the central constraint upon those who would use simulation models for

describing the constellations of behavioral determinants in complex society and

for adapting this description to the prediction of events and changes after thermo-

nuclear attack. In return for clarity in describing the elements of a society and

the means through which they may influence each other during nrocesses of social

change, the analyst has had to adopt models and metaphors which may not include

all the necessary information about complex reality. In some cases, it may not

be possible even in principle to be sure what would be the characteristics of

"all the necessary information". Is a coalition mlAel appropriate to a three-person

group an accurate --- valid --- description for the fundamental influence processes

3 4 Games studying coalition formation have drawn extensively on the
results of small group researches. A stimulating source of ideas and hypotheses
on three-member coalitions is Kurt Wolff's rendering of Georg Simmel's classic
propositions about the triad, in Kurt H. Wolff (ed. and trans. ), The Sociology of
Georg Simmel (Glencoe, Ill. The Free Press, 1950), pp. 145-169.
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exerted among three nations or three sectors of a society? How can the analyst

specify the limitations to his conclusions about the working of complex social pro-

cesses in a complex social order, when these conclusions are based on ana-

lytically complete, closed-system models which may be only limited abstractions

from reality ?

It would appear that a fully developed simulation of social processes

might be the optimum solution to the problem of generating information about a

variety of post-attack social worlds. In principle, such a model should generate

specific predictions of known certainty, from an economically stated but compre-

hensive and systematically closed depiction of all relevant social institutions and

processes. Clearly, the development of such a "social model" would require many

intermediate orders of study and modeling. But even knowledge of the general

requirements of such a model would assist social scientists in arraying the

deficiencies in their present attempts to describe social institutions and social

changes. For the present, however, the clarity and completeness purchased with

a simulation model or a total model of society are purchased at the price of

introducing several orders of uncertainty about the validity of these models.

3 5 Seeking applications to the TEMPER Model (cf. Footnote 28 above,
p. 39), Crow and Noel studied the following basic question: What is the
validity of attributing to nations the behavior of individuals and groups participating
in simulations? Wayman J. Crow and Robert C. Noel, The Valid Use of Simu-
lation Results (La Jolla, Calif. : Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, June,
1965), p. 2.

Even with a hypothetically perfect model of society, the policy-maker
would still be faced with the dilemmas of applying value criteria to the social out-
comes projected by the model. At present, the policy-maker has an even more
difficult situation. As W. W. Rostow. economist and then Chairman of the U. S.
Department of State Policy Planning Cctincil, noted before the Fifth World Congress
of Sociology,

... the policymaker is faced with an extremely high order of
complexity because of the number of variables he must take into
account; . . since we lack any fully integrated science covering
all these variables, the number of unknowns will always be greater
than the number of equations. The responsible politician must

solve his equations in part by instinct or by what might appear to
a scientist -is rather crude "common sense".
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Propositional Inventories, and the Problems of Hierarchical Ordering

and Closure. In the quest for knowledge about post-attack behavioral determinants

and their interactions, there is an approach which contrasts markedly with model

building. Yet, to call the development of bodies of propositions a distinctive
"approach" may be misleading, for in all fields of scientific inquiry, a necessary

condition for thought is to put both existing and possible knowledge in the form

of coherent statements. These statements depend ultimately upon several syntactic

modes for relating their elements. Such statements --- propositions --- assert

various forms of relations between the "known" and the "known" or between the

"known" and the "unknown". At their most rigorous, these statements assert their

relations with specifiable degrees of certainty; in addition, their format permits

the study of systematic interrelations among the assertions. Any orderly field of

inquiry will reflect a preoccupation with ways of making assertions about the

characteristics of the specific domains of reality of major concern to workers in

that field. Whether the field is mathematics, sociology, biology, economics,

physics, or poetry, its students will attempt to construct orderly statements ---

frequently in the form of sentences --- which declare what they know.

(Footnote 35, continued)Put another way, a policymaker may

resist a social scientist's vocabulary not merely because he
may not understand it --- or because he finds it odd --- but
because he may sense correctly that, if he accepts the going
scientific vocabulary, he may be accepting a definition of his
problem which will automatically screen out variables that
ought to remain a relevant part of his consideration.

W. W. Rostow, "The Policymaker's View of Transitional Societies" (Address before
Fifth World Congress of Sociology, Washington. D. C., September 6, 1962), U.S.
Department of State Bulletin, September 24, 1962, pp. 452-453. Illustrating his
observation with a discussion of societies undergoing rapid transition, he proposed
"that it is a wholly different task to define conditions of tolerable stability in an
inherently dynamic situation that it is to delineate a pattern of integration or
equilibrium". Ibid., p. 454.
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Most generally, a proposition is a sentence containing an asserted relation

between a subject and a predicate. The subject is a discriminable aspect of a

domain of reality --- a "thing"; the predicate can be a quality, or an element,
36

or a past, present, or future condition of that thing. A proposition is formed

36This can be only a cursory discussion of the nature of a proposition;
this treatment of the nature of a proposition is especially oriented to the particular
purposes at hand.

The desire to codify social science findings in propositional form has been
a strong impulse among those who have had a concern to apply the "findings" of the
social sciences to matters of policy. Systematic organizing of knowledge has al-
ways been a necessary key to its use. In an inquiry into the meaning of the basic
concepts of political sicence, Lasswell and Kaplan distinguish the manipulative
from the contemplative standpoint in forming the propositions of their field:

From the manipulative standpoint, the problematic situation with
which inquiry begins is resolved into alternative goals possible in
the situation, and the problem is formulated in terms of courses of
action leading to the goal. The elements of the situation are analyzed
and appraised in terms of their bearing on the formation of policy.
The result of inquiry is a warranted statement of the way in which
the actor in the situation can increase the probability of occurrence
of a specified state of affairs: "To produce Y (or: To make Y most
likely to occur), do X!"

The contemplative standpoint is not concerned with the isolation
of goal variables, and discover) of the operations required for them
to assume specified magnitudes. Rather, relations of interdependence
are formulated in terms of their significance for the ongoing of inquiry
itself. Here, propositions state the existence of functional co-relations
(in the form Y is a function of X). It is evident that these formulations
may be translated into t61ose of the manipulative standpoint, and con-
versely: one must do X to produce Y if and only if Y is a function of X.

Harold D. Lasswell and Abrah:am Kaplan, Power and Society: A Framework for
Political Inquiry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950), pp. xi-xii (emphases
in original). In developing bodies of propositions to apply to policy, it is in-
sufficient merely to establish the formal characteristics of propositions as state-
ments about reality, needed also is a canon for translating these statements of
knowledge into policy. The canon may be simply a matter of setting up the rule,
"D)o X whenever Y is a function of X and Y is desirable". It may be difficult to
"do X" in a direct sense, however, and the task of creating desirable outcomes
may then involve not only rIl!eS for many intermediate decisions about what is
known and what is desirable, but accept-ince of approximations instead of attain-
ments of desirable end states.
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when a subject and predicate are linked by a relational form, which establishes

the extent, kind, and time of the dependencies which exist between the subject and

the predicate.

The expressions in Figure 1-3 illustrate some of the kinds of propositions

which can be built from subjects, predicates, and forms for relating them.

Figure 1-3

SOME BASIC FORMS OF PROPOSITION

(a) S = P Identity

(b) S z p Predicate as attribute of S

(c) S z P Implication

(d) S c p S implied by existence of p

(e) H: S- P or p Hypothesis: prediction of
association

(f) Given A, B, ... n,
X - Y or y, Conditional prediction
with a P of p.

Perhaps the simplest form of proposition is the identity (Figure 1-3a), where the

assertion is made that in all respects, isubject corresponds to predicate. The

identity is an elementary form for defining basic concepts as continuing, lawful

relations (as in defining universal gravitational force (F) between two bodies in

the universe, F - kM1M ) or for showing stable relationships among variables (as
Distance).in the simple physical formula for average velocity, Average Velocity -- vTime

In practice, the identity is frequently the end result of a series of inductive-

deductive steps, which specify the predicate's identity with subject with increasing

clarity and parsimony. The identity may also be used to express the relation

3 7 This discussion hae been adapted for present purposes from current
modes of symbolic notation.

t
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between an attribute of a subject and the subject (Figure I-3b). Here, the assertion

is that under continuing and specifiable conditions, the subject necessarily con-

tains attribute p, among other possible attributes.

The assertion of identity is only one of many forms which can relate

subject and predicate. Especially in the beginning stages of inquiry, the extent to

which subject is equivalent to or equals predicate may not be clear. Perhaps all

the analyst can say is that the existence of a subject (S) is associated with the

existence of a predicate (P or p). It may not be known whether S is in all senses

exactly the same as P or includes p. It inay be the case instead, for example, that

S and P or p belong to the same total set of phenomena, but that subject and predi-

cate belong to discriminable sub-sets as well, each of which must be taken into

account in order to define and manipulate subject and predicate. Thus, given the

association of S and P or p, it may be possible to show only that the existence of

S implies the existence of P or p, and then to move on to examine in more detail

the relations between the classes of things to which subject and predicate belong.

Such a study of the classes may reveal the extent to which S and P or p are special

cases of more complex things or events. In the beginning of the analysis, however,

the analyst may notice only that subject implies predicate (which may be totally or

partially descriptive of the subject), as in Figure I-3c. He may also infer the

existence of the subject from one of its attributes (Figure I-3d).

Scientific propositions depend upon a format in which the conditions of

identity or implication between subject and predicate can be examined. Ultimately,

an hypothesis is a prediction of relation between subject and predicate (which may

exhaust all relevant attributes or be only a partial description or specification).

In basic form (Figure I-3e). an hypothesis is closely related to an identity in form:

Given S, P or p will result. Such an hypothesis is only a special case of a more
general proposition which creates the rhythm of scientific inquiry. This general

proposition is the conditional prediction (Figure 1-3f). Its format relates subject

(here expressed as X) and predicate (here exurrssed as Y), -,.en specific conditions

(A, B, on to the nth. condition) are known, and with a degree of certainty expressed

as a probability (P) of known quantitative value (p). tinder this format, at the start
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of inquiry, given conditions must be specifiable, and the dependent variable (the

predicate Y) must b1- measurable concurrently with changes in the independent

variable (the subject ">). At the start of inquiry, the conditional prediction is an

hypothesis; at the close of testing the hypothesis, the conditional prediction is a

limited proposition describing or projecting attributes of an aspect of reality.

The basic task of a descriptive science which aspires toward the explana-

tion of phenomena is to develop an array of tested hypotheses which can stand as

propositions expressed as conditional predictions. In practice, the certainty as

well as the meaning and significance of such propositions may be subject to many

ambiguities. In introducing their propositional inventory of "findings" in the

behavioral sciences, Berelson and Steiner explain,

It would be nice to be able to say that the specifications and
criteria were all clearly laid out at the start and that it was
simply a job of following them out. But that was not the case.

Rather, we began with a general idea of what we wanted to
achieve: a distillation of the literature of the behavioral

sciences in order to communicate, with a minimum of mis-
understanding, "what we really know" to nonspecialists.
From then on, it was a matter of trial-and-error, of gradu-
ally clarifying what we meant by a "finding", determining
the "right" level of generality, locating the boundaries of
importance, deciding how much evidence was "enough", and
so on. For example, we decided early on to dismiss specu-
lation, impression, anecdotage, or insight as evidence, no
matter how brilliant or stimulating, no matter how persuasive
to us personally. Nor did we accept single case studies: we
grant at the outset that any conceivable human behavior has in
fact occurred, somewhere, sometime. We asked for something
more, and we tried to be guided by what passes for evidence
among the more highly reputed practitioners and journals in the

several fields. At the margins, the decision as to whether ia
particular finding satisfied the criteria for inclusion was ex-
tremely difficult to make, perhaps impossible to make with
full knowledge and consistency. 38

Not only are the criteria for "findirg" not fully determinate, but the extent

to which the findings as a body exhaust the relevant and significant findings of the

behavioral sciences is somewhat urncertain. As substantive categories under which

38
Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, Human Behavior: An Inventory of

Scientific Findings (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.), 1964, pp. 6-7.
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Bereliaon and Steiner array specific groups of findings, they chose B3ehavioral

Development-, Perceiving; Learning and Thinking; Motivation; The Family; Face-

to-F~ace Relations in Small (i3roups; Organizations, Institutions; Social Stratifrication;

Ethnic. ReLations , Mass Communication; Opinions, Attitudes, and Beliefs; The

Society;- and Culture. 39The progression among the categories is from the inidi-
vidual to the whote society, but no claim is made that these categories necessarily

exhaust the domains for describing human behavior. Furthermore, each headingI ~is broken into Listings of propositions which follow roughily the institutional tines of

thp- intellectual discipi~nes from which they derive. Th~e categories provide

taxonomies for placing the main geaera: concerns and specific findings, but they

were not meant to imply theories or sub-theories which would unite the phenomena

of each category into a pi-edictive system or relate that system to a larger theory

predicting the relations among all dornains of human behavior. Berelson and

Steiner's definition of scier F. directs them to the empirical definxition and examina-

tion of cor'dition..l predictions about fragments of reslity and toward the accumulationI of particular bodies of prcipositions; tý.e implication *s that larger amrbitions would

have beer premature for a contemporary inv.-ntory. 4

The limit,ýd. subject- predicate format of the conditional prediction creates
aspecial thrust toward specific ard concrete empiric.: ,rr and the examination of

Jimited aspects of social reality. Some cf the utilities and limitations inherent in

in array of co'iditiunal. Predi.-ffionb tpp.. - 'n .. ýadfng inventory of studies of

39 pp, xix-xxihi.

4Ascharacteristics of thc ideal pursuit of science. flerelson and Steiner
itipuiate "The procedures art- public . . . it; "Tne definot~ortc are prccise .

'The data,-collecting is objectiv'e . . . " "The findings njust bE replicable
'The approach is sysiernatir and cumuiatve . . .", "The purposes are explanation,
indterstaiiding, and prt.diction . . .". Ibid. :pp. 16- 17. They say also that "the
)utlook of the- sc~entist is important. He assumnes, first of all, that there is
om4, order in naturv --- otherwise, why seek for Unff-.'nitiesl ' Ibid. , p. 17.
)n the- issLe Of ýt feasible general scope, see rbid. ,Ch. 1, ''Introduction'', pp.
- 13, and Ch. 17, "'Conc~lusion", pp. 659-667.
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41
human behavior in disasters, Barton's Social Organization Under Stress.

Barton's principal purpose is to construct a series of propoaitions about the

responses of social systems exposed to traditional disasLers which inflict "sudden

and violent changes in the physical environment threatening both life and property.

At many points however we will draw comparisons with other types of collective

stress situations, such as the impact of depression, ildustrial change, or urban

decay, in ordcr to clarify the effects of particul.'r aspects of the disaster stress". 42

Barton's main data derive from a number of detailed studies of relatively localized

natural disasters, involving particular communitiea or regions; through the appli-

cation of more general descriptive and explanatory concepts and the development

of a comparative framework, he establishes categories for systematically evalu-
43

ating the meanings of events in individual disasters. The divergences and short-

comings in the available data mean that Barton cannot develop a syntematic body of

propositions for all potentially significant arenas of community response to disaster,
44

a problem ^ which Barton takes detailed account. Nevertheless, in his middle

chapters, Barton presents a number of important substantive propositions on

individual, collective, and social system responses to disaster, arranged where
45

possible according to temporal sequence.

4 1 Allen H. Barton, Social Organization Under Stress: A Sociological
Review of Disaster Studies (Washington: National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council, Publication 1032, Disaster Study Number 17 of the Disaster
Research Group, 1963).

4 2 Ibid. , p. 17.

4 3 For a general discussion of the comparative method of social analysis
as it can be applied to the disaster situation in both natural and thermonuclear
settings, see Chapter VI, below.

44See Barton, o .c e.g., pp. 193-199.

45%bid. , Ch. 2- Ch. 5.
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Perhaps the best example of Ba.ton's technique of inventorying and relating

findings on responses to community disaster is to be found in his fourth chapter,

where he shapes a large body of findings into groups of propositions on the pro-

cesses and structures of the supportive social relations which emerge in a communi-
46

ty disaster. His thirty-five propositions ("factors") form eigit groups. Table

1-4 (p. 53) lists these groups in their order of occurrence; for each group, the

lead proposition (with its original number) is given imlnmediately below Barton's

group title. Barton's purpose is explicitly systematic, within the constraints im-

posed upon him:

In presenting these propositions we have tried to go beyond simply
listing them, tc tie them together in a kind of system model. Most
of the variables appear not just in one but in several propositions.
Some of their relationships counterbalance others; some reinforce

others; and some feed back to grow upon themselves in snowballing
processes.

f'he model could have been made considerably more complicated
than it is by adding more variables; we have tried to include only the
main factors invol,, ed in the r(,rmmunity response to widespread
suffering. It siould be emphasized that each particular proposition
represents a tendency, which may be balanced or reversed by the
action of other relationships in the model. The possibility of such
reversals and other indirect consequences is exactly what this type
of system model i; supposed to point out.

The propositions are, needless to say, not aHl scientifically
proven. Some are supported by observation in many cases; a few

by statistidal -}ata from one or two communities; some are based on
scanty impressions, but are included because they are thought to play
an important part in the whole process of community response to
suffering. 1t is particularly important to rbute their cultural and
historical limitations: they have been derived frori analys.s of situ-
ations mainly within the United States, mnainly within tie last thirty

years. We awve tried to indicate some of the social and cultural con-
ditiorLs under which they hold, but _ ,ny more sucn ,-onditions need to
be stated before the propositions can Le thought of as applying to
human societies in general. 47

4 6 Ibid., pp. 12.1-166

47Ibid. , pp. 132-133. The "'system model" used here is primarily the
series of imputed linkages among orders of phenomena, it is not fully a model in
the sense discussed immediately above in this chapter' (pp. 37-4,,).
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Table 1-4

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CREATION OF ALTRUISTIC NORMS
AND BEHAVIOR IN COMMUNITY DISASTER - FROM BARTON

(A) Factors Influencing Cornmunicatioh and Knowledge about Victim's Losses
(p. 133)
1. The higher the proportion of victims and the average loss, the more

communication and knowledge there will be about the losses suffered
by the victims. (p. 134)

.. .. .. .. ....... 0 e . .. o . •° ... q ... . .... ... o.... ...... . ....... J..... .. *.. ... .

(B) Factors Influencing the Saliency of Victims as a Reference or Identification
Group (p. 138)
8. When informal social connections are strong within a population, the

sufferers are more likely to be salient as a reference or identification
group. (p, 138)

,.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..........,......... o .............o.o . ,, m e, ... * . ....0 .

(C) Factors Influencing Beliefs about Causes of the Victims' Suffering (p. 141)
13. Social randomness of impact influences beliefs about the causes of

suffering. (p. 141)
(D) Factors Influencing Feelings of Deprivation (p. 144)

16. The greater the proportion of victims, and the greater the average loss,
the higher the proportion who feel severely deprived. (p. 145)

"(E) Factors Influencing the Proportion of Community Members Feeling Sympathy
toward Victims (p. 146)
19. The more communication and knowledge there is about the losses suf-

fered by the victims, the more people will feel sympathetic toward them.
(p. 146)

(F) Factors Influencing Opportunities to Help Victims (p. 148)
23. The greater the informal social connectedness of the community, the

higher will be the percentage of members with opportunities to help
victims. (p. 148)

(G) Factors Influencing the Proportion of Community Members Feeling an

Obligation to Help (p. 150)
26. Ideologies and values influence the proportion who hold a normative

standard requiring the giving of help to the victims. (p. 150)

(H) Factors Influencing the Proportion who Perceive "Helping the Victims" as
a Community Norm (p. 153)
30. The greater the proportion who in fact hold a normative standard

requiring help for the victims, the more people will perceive this as
a community norm. (p. 153)

Source: Bartron. Social Organization Under Stress.
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Community response, reflected in the key "output variable" of percent of communi-

ty helping the victims, is a result of interactions among a hierarchy of factors.

Through this hierarchical specification, opportunities and pressures to help

victims receive structure and direction result in concrete performances. 48

As with so many other analytic techniques, in Barton's analysis, the virtues

of his approach also imply its defects.

(1) Individual aggregate measures versus a community model. The best

available and systematically manipulable evidence dictated that Barton see the

emergent disaster response system and its output as the result of the increasing
49

specification of individual behaviors in the aggregate. Thus, the propositions

48Ibid., p. 158, Figure 4-9. The preceding analysis assumes several

complementary characterizations of individuals as members of collective units, in
order to distinguish "community" from "individual" characteristics. Barton cites
four types of characteristics of collective units:

1. Additive characteristics are simply derived by cumulating the
characteristics of individual members of the collective unit in the form
of a rate, a percentage, or an average.

2. Distributional characteristics emerge only when we look at the
distribution of individual attributes for the entire collective unit: for
example, the variance of individual losses, the social homogeneity
the community, or the extent to which losses are correlated with high
or low social status.

3. Relational pattern characteristics derive from the structure of
pair-relationships within the collective ... Liking and disliking,
communicating, influencing, being related by family ties, or any form
of relationship between two people can form the basis of a relational
pattern for the collective unit.

4. Integral characteristics derive not from individual members, but
from common objects pertaining to the community as a whole: its physical
features, the content of its newspaper, the legal form of the local govern-
ment.

Ibid., pp. 130- 131 (emphases in original). In this framework, collective character-
istics on several levels are reflected in the processes which produce the final
community response --- percentage helping --- which is an additive characteristic
of the community. Smelser cites a somewl'tat similar list in Chapter VI, below.

4 9 This aggregate of behaviors is, of course, the result of processes
describable at the several levels of community-collective characteristics.
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or "factors" of Table I-4 are both empirical generalizations and predictions about

the spread of potential responses to disaster by a responding population of indi-

viduals. The final output variable, "percent helping", is a measure of aggregated
50

individual responses.

Barton does not advance a model of the community as a system in its own

right. Structural variables from community organization enter his propositions

about individual responses (e. g., Table 1-4, proposition 23). But these variables

are introduced as separate independent variable inputs, without being cast into a

fully developed framework for describing the community. Barton's community

model remains implicit.

Since Barton's concern was to inventory factors mediating responses in a

generalized community taken as the basic target of disaster, the problem of

comparing communities can be analytically secondary to the primary problem of

describing processes at work among individuals in communities. Where the

target is a large group of communities or a whole social system, however, communi-

ties themselves may become the primary units of response from the point of view of

those who must plan for the whole social system. Patterns of individual response

in a community may be constrained by factors at the level of the social sy:tem which

work outside the community and upon the community as a unit.

Insofar as Barton has produced an exhaustive, closed system of propositions,

they are propositions about processes and structures of perception, communication,

and influence among individuals within a community. The system depends for its

closure upon describing the chains of communication and influence among individuals

within a community who produce a potentially measurable aggregate of performances,

This pattern of performances is itself only on, element of a community response to

disaster --- b-nuL it is relatively more easy to measure than such responses of the

community structure as "organizational effectiveness" or "changes in power

relations".

5 0 Under ideal circumstances, the characteristic method for determining the t
actual incidence of these responses would be a field survey of a population of indi-
vidual rebpondents, leading to aggregate values on a range of possible responses.
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(2) The generality of the hierarchical model. Within a limited domain,

Barton's factors describing conditions of emergent helping and support are

arranged in a hierarchy or determinants. That these propositions are seen by

Barton as factors means that they do not necessarily exhaust even the determinants

of helping responses by individuals. Not only may helping responses be influenced

by factors in or outside the community which are not describable in terms of

Barton's impact-perception-communication- influence-output paradigms, but these

supportive responses may include other particular "factors" which do not emerge

as propositions in Barton'-- present particular system. The propositional scheme

permits the inventorying and statement of phenomena which are "factors"; the

grouping of these factors permits Barton to arrange them in a hierarchical scheme

of determinants which produces final results. But if this hierarchical model orders

a limited domain of determinants, is it similar to other hierarchical patterns of

determinants? Are there superordinate patterns of hierarchical determinants which

can describe the response of the whole community and relate sectors of responses?

It is impossible to answer such questions from Barton's "model", for his system is

not a general model of behavioral specification in human institutions. Rather, it is

the systematic interrelation of variables and conditions associated with a particular

response. Barton's scheme appears relatively complete and hierarchically related

precisely because it is the systematic interrelation of a series of substantive

hypotheses about a limited sector of human responses to disaster, with measurement

of a particular dependent variable as the final goal of measures and tests of the

interrelation.

(3) Propositions and the problems of hierarchical ordering and closure.

Thp areat itility of the propositional invPntorv is that it Pnahles the analyst to

reduce an existing limited domain of information to sets of interrelated statements.

As hts beer. suggested in the discussion of Barton's work, however, the analyst

pays his price. This price begins with the fact that he uses existing findings as

building blocks. The inventory seeks to report systematically and to generalize

what is known. In this systematic report, the inventory may employ analytic

techniques which imply particular theoretical orientations and which use existing
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concepts at several levels and ranges. As a report of what is known, however,

the inventory does not contain a method for projecting the unknown, except by

treating the unknown as a domain of residual problems. By constructing upward

from particular findings, the propositional inventory builds hierarchical inter-

relations among its propositions by reporting a particular domain and by then

attempting to exhaust that domain. The hierarchy of relations and determinants

may be exhaustive for a particular domain, but its place in even larger hierarchies

which address the most general levels of behavioral description may remain

obscure. Closely related to this narrowing of the scope of the hierarchical relations

that can be established among propositions i., the uncertainty about whether all

importa t domains of phenomena have been hierarchically ordered. Would a

complete, analytically closed description of all relevant social phenomena and their
interrelations result if the possibilities for inventorying existing sectors of

knowledge were fully exploited? How could the analyst know --- in principle ---

if this would not be the case?

5 11n his introduction to Barton's study, Robert K. Merton concludes with
a discussion of an example of "how theorizing in the middle range" enables Barton
and others "to work out a set of propositions that provisionally account for uni-
formities of behavior observed under conditions of disaster. These, are propo-
sitions intermediate between a generaL theory of social systems, which is too
remote from the facts )f the case to account for what is observed, and mere
description, which does not generalize a. all. The question ... is this: 'Why do
some situations of large-scale human suffering generate a high rate of supportive
behavior toward the victims, whiie others do not?' (132). This is converted into
the theoretical problem of the formation of social norms, in this special case,
norms calling for altruistic behavior. Making use of a limited number of concepts
and of eirpirical generalizations tentatively identified in sociological stu.dies of
disaster, Dr. Barton sets out thirty-five general propositions ,134-162). These
are more than a miscellany of ad hoc propositions, each unrelated to the rest; they
comprise a set of logically related propositionw; in which any one can be derived
from contbinationr, of some of the others. The conceptual components of these
propositions are drawn from a-cumulated sociological theory; the empirical
referents have in varing degree been established by investigation. If this is a
way-station on the road to more comprehensive theory, it is one which moves us
ahead rather th;•n '•,.uirirnI ust to remain engrossed in debates over all-encompassing
systems of sociological theory that have yet to guide us to determinate solutions
of problems su(ch as these'. Barton, op. cit., pp. xxxv-xxxvi.
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Moving from the study of communities and lower level social systems

under natural or relatively limited disasters to the study of the whole society

subjected to thermonuclear attack points up the limitations of the propositional

inventory. While the model construction approach to describing possible determi-

nants of post-attack social response was comprehensive, it, validity remained in

quezt!on. It w•,as possible to conceive of a conceptual framework for addressing

the whole social system --- but how could the validity of this description be

established? With a propositional inventory of existing knowledge about elements

of society, the question revcrses. At present, there are sectors of the society

about which the referents of propositions can be established with rigor, and about

which there are ranges of measures on significant analytic variables. But, in the

absence of a tested total view or theory of the components of the whole social

system and their interrelations, the significance of existing substantive knowledge

remains uncertain. A substantive area of knowledge --- such as studies of

collective behavior, production within and relations among economic sectors, or

pressures toward consistency among cultural values --- may be definable and

measurable as an area of -arefully interrelated propositions. Without a total view

of society, however, the interdependencies among one area and other areas of

social phenomena remain only partially definable. As a result, any hierarchical

ordering of phenomena must occur primarily with reference to phenomena at a

level below the study of the whole society and the interconnections among its total

institutionai patterns. In one sense, this should be ideal, for the propositions will

tend to be all about visible behavior within a sub-sector of society, from which

inferences about larger scale social processes must derive. The lack of a total

view of society means, though, that it will not be feasible to use these propositions

about individual behavior as indicators of a full range of institutional processes

and their interplay.

Thus, any ordering of propositions which is both hierarchically

structured and, in principle, completely exhaustive of an actual sector of behavior

will be limited in generality in the dettrmination of events and, to an uncertain

degree, narrowed in its specific reft-rence. For its validity as a restatement of
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particular domains of knowledge, a propositional inventory of the sectors of

society surrenders a theoretical completeness in coverage and the ability to

specify a hierarchy of determinants for many events which result from interplays

among only partially definable institutional sectors.

A Compromise: Setting Ranges and Limits, and the Problems of

Hierarchical Ordering, Closure, and Specification. The technique of simulation

and social system modeling and the technique of propositional inventorying have

contrasting, complementary virtues and liabilities in the study of possible social

effects of thermonuclear attack. Attempts to model the total institutional structure

of society would aid in tracing interactions among determinants of effects. Attempts

to construct propositional inventories of what is known about human behavior under both

stress and normal conditions begin in propositions about v.sible, individual be-

havior and work toward more abstract levels of both organic entity and behavioral

entity attack effects. Yet, the forced closure and abstractio- of present models

raise questions about their validity, just as the substantive restriction of propo-

sitional inventories to particular domains raises questions about the degree of

generality, systematic interrelation, and closure in any inventory. What can be

done to combine the virtues of botii approaches?

First orders of knowledge do exist about the social behavior of indi-

Aiduals and about institutional components of society. Could these orders be

combiied into reasonably complete descriptions of the pre-attackc states of various

soclial sectors? Cou!J specific values be assigned to the variables which describe

states of the pre-attack society? Could a range of possible real values be assigned

to variables and propositions describing social behavior and social actors, so that

the possible real limits to ranges of the values and propositions could be ascer-

tained for various projected conditions? How would these ranges and limits indi-

cate the social dimensions of the principal responses to thermonuclear attack?

For assessment of possible po:3t-attack effects, an adequate description of social

sectors requires propositions which can reflect a variety of values, under a

variety of social conditions, alorng the significant dimensions which az~cribe the

sectors. Th,. first goal in achieving such an adequate description would be, then,
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to inventory existing concepts, variables, hypotheses, and proposition•, *n the

attempt to achieve ordered, integrated descriptions of behavior in particular

social sectors, and a statement of the conditions of variability of behavior in

these sectors. By mapping out the range of possible behaviors and iastitutional

responses within a given social sector, it would be possible to show the limits of

any possible potential behavior or response. In this light, institutional-behavioral

compiexes set constraints on responses and form the referents of the analytic

dimensions within which responses can be measured.

Second, some things are known about the "exchanges" which occur among
52

various social sectors. For example, the political sector of a society shapes

the goals and decisions regarding allocation of resources which occur in the

economic sector, even though the polity and the economy remain distinct insti-

tutional complexes. In turn, the polity supplies a framework of legitimacy and

stability within which economic activity can take place. Various non-economic

sectors (e. g., the value maintaining complex, including aspects of family, school,

and religious institutions) shape the values which will determine, in part, how

and whether workers inter certain sectors of the labor force in the economy. In

turn, working io ces supply material means for maintaining value-shaping insti-

tutions. In yet another "exchange", the basic answers achieved by a society to its

functional problem of creating a self-maintaining ecological system of population-

in-balance-with-environment will set limits to family structure and to the skill

structures available for mobilization by an economy or polity. Enough may be

known, in fact, to establish the tentative outlinei of a systematic description

which would relate --- on a fairly general level of conceptual abstraction ---

the principal behavioral and institutional sectors which would determine responses

to attack. Even so, however, the task of establishing the specific limits among

the components would remain an enormous task, one which, if pursued fully, might

conclude in the redefinition of the institutional sectors themselves.

5 2 For a theoretical ji•.tilication of the use of the corcept of "exchange"
in this context, see the lead references in Footnote 23, pp. 30-32 above, especially
Parsons and Smelser, op. cit.
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Figure 1-4 provides a rough, schematic representation of some of the

products of this analysis. The analysis begins with the ordering of data about

social sectors (shown for convenience in Figure 1-4 as being five in number). This

ordering relates statements of defining variables (expressed for each sector as a

group of identities, each of which can be stated in terms of an X and a Y) or tested

propositions (expressed for each sector as a group of conditional predictions,

each of which involves an X and a Y). Taken together, these propositions would

define not only the normal relations within a social sector, but the ranges and limits

of all possible behaviors and values of variables relevant to defining that sector.

Figu. re 1-4

SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF EMERGENT PATTERN FORMED

BY POTENTIALLY CLOSED SYSTEM OF INSTITUTIONAL
SECTORS: SECTORS DESCRIBED THROUGH ORDERED

BODIES OF PROPOSITIONS; LINKAGES AMONG SECTORS
INDETERMYNATE AT THE LEVEL OF WHOLE SECTORS

A

Cy X
itS"f

C D

The analysis would then continue in the attempt to trace specific linkages ---

expressed as propositions relating outcomes in one social sector to antecedents

in another --- among the social sectors. Since, in the absence of full knowledge,

it is possible to consider only specific linkages and rnot the whole pattern of
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linkages among social .e( tors, the arrows connect.inng the social sector 'omponents

of Figure 1-4 must reemain broken. These breakis sigTiify the present impossibility

of varying the total set of inputs and outputs betwein any two or any combination

of social sectors, when each !ýectr is Liken as a cotalit',. On t.e cther hand, in-

cluding these tentative reLatiris in the Figujre doec indicate the existence of

describable specific relations armong elements antd levels of the sectors. In sum,

the Figure is meant only to saghest the 1Itimate goal of t'Oe analysis: a description

of the total social system of society, utilizing systematically described social

sector components and a form for interretating these comporents which will permit

the analysis of each component as a determinant of individual behavior or insti-

tutional responses, both within and outside that sector. Figure 1-4 is a practical

translation of the system metaphor in Figure I-2a (p. 41); taken as anything more

than a way of schematizing relations crucial to the present analysis, it would be

a parody of research objectives.

Figure 1-4 also points up the purposes and problem 3 of the studies which

form Part II of this volume. The primary purpose of these studies is to set forth

Jimensions of present behavior and possible and likely future behavior of several

key institutional sectors of society. The writers hold that tbese dimensions, and

the resulting propositions expressed as substantive concepts, variables, and

findings, will order the principal determinants of pest-attack social effects.

Because of the complexity of the areao considered --- demographic characteristics,

the economy, collective social phenomena at many levels, and political values ---

io writer can hope to sketch a fill portrait of even the dimensions of his sector.

Furthermore, no writer can develop a clos.d hierarchy of determinauts of post-

tttack responses, although Chapter III (on the lemographic issues of post-attack

3ociety) and Chapter IV (on dimensions and pro lems of the post-attack economy)

-ome closest to specifying or suggesting the inst. utional constraints and values

)f key variables which are irreducible mirinium conditions for post-attack insti-

utional viability. As attempts to set ranges and limits to the ýharacteristic sub-

;ectors of institutional groups and their potential effects on post-attack social

"-esponses, these studies are subject to the same problemG of hierarchical ordering

tnd closure which were described for less comprehensive propositional inventories.
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What are the interrelations among the elements of an institutional sector, as

described by a number of propositions about the dimensions and functioning of

these elements? How carl the analyst know he hais achieved a complete, closed

system for describing cminponents and relations among components within a

sector? Furthermore, insofar as he applies a system model to his own insti-

tutional sector, has he rendered a valid description of that sector? Just as the

relations among the sectors shown in Figure [-4 must remain partially undetermined,

so will tie interdepend-ncies within sectors remain only partially determined. The

propositions, concepts. parameters, and variables describing each sector will not

be fully interrelated.

In addition, the level of description required in these studies results in

a special variant of the problem of closure. This problem may be called the

"problem of specification". It arises when (a) an inventory is attempted of a

theoretically inromplette domain of knowledge; (b) this inventory attempts to de-

scribe the principal structures and processes in social reality to which that domain

of knowledge refers; and (c) the unresolved interactions and interdependencies among

the variables and propositions make it impossible to assign clear and stable values

and significances to the variables and propositions which define the "normal" states

of real processes and structures. Thus, the key analytic problem in an inventory

of knowledge aaout the domain is specifying within a limited, stable range the

characteristics which ,define the key entities of that domain. Yet, without an over-

all vie-w of the domain and the relations among its features, assigning values to

those aspects where such an assignment is most feasible may create a misleading

53
sense of having stated the key characteristics of this domain.

()On relatively high level of analytic generality, consider the problems
of stating mnd testii•g this proposition: In a political system, a relat'vely high
degree of institutional pluralism is associated with democratic values. What is the
operzitional mzeaning of the hypothesis contained in this statement? In what ways
Can an analysis of this proposition go beyond reification and ratification of an
existing stajte, of affairs" (Tnder what spe,-ific, empirically testable conditions
mig4ht instituti onial pluralism dechline and democratic values be mai,,tained? On a
inort, spec ific he%,'el of institutional irnallysis In what ways are religious organi-
zations and labor unions I.,firiabte, neces:sary variants frori the American pattern
of Amlierlit'an volh1nt;1'.V ý ssoi'iOtjtonal life ') For attempts to order the variables,



It is not enough to be able to define conceptual entities which have

precise reference to empirically observable features of reality or to define the

dimensions of their variances. To place these entities in relations wit:, other

entities of the domain and then manipulate them analytically, it wiHl often be

necessary to assign quantitatively and qualitatively significant content to them,

and then to translate these conceptual entities to another leve: of analytic forms,

involving at least approximations of hypotheses or conditional predictions.

Looking at~an important case of institutic,:ial history for a general

example, it is noteworthy that modern Western capitalism grew in those social
II , 54

classes ind areas most subject to Protestant "worldly as(ceticism . Such an

association is not sufficient, however, to predict the specific rate of geowth of

capitalistic institutions, the specific forms these institutions took, or the features

of modern economies which may institutioralize bureaucratic-organizational skills

and values as contrasted with entrepreneurial skills and values.

Thus, the more comprehensive the inventory attempted of an institutional

sector, the more difficult may be the problems in specifying values and character-

istics of its coinponents, the %v.aIues and characteristics of linkage processes among

components, and the hierarchies of "cause" and "effect" which guide institutional

processes. Figure 1-4 suggests some present dilemmas and present hopes. The

dilemmas begin in the need to build integrated descriptions of components of the

social system through inventorying knowledge in conceptual and propositional

forin. As descriptions c'f ranges and limits of possible events, the resulting

propositions and established relations among variables will lack full ordering and

(Footnote 53, continued)hypotheses, and propositions implied in these

types of questions, see Seymour M. Lipset, The First New Nation: The United
States in Historical and Comparative Perspective (New York: Basic Books, 1963)
and William Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society (Glencoe, Ill. : The Free
Pres: , 1959).

5 4 Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit c.' Capitalism, trans.
by Talhott Parsons with foreward by R. H. Tawney (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1952).
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closure; furthermore, relatiovs among the described institutional sectors will

be only partially specifiable, and then only as specific exchanges among insti-

tutional sub-,;ectors or individual actors. Yet, the guiding metaphor of Figure

1-4 --- the interdependent system o, componente --- reflects the need for a

view of society as a total arena within which effects of thermonuclear attack will

be expressed. The metaphor points toward the kind of basic system pattern that

might unite the specific or fragmentary propositions about the ranges of insti-

tutional characteristics which are available at present.

Metaphor and Myth in the.Study of Social Stress

Uncertainties from Metaphor. As the discussion has progressed to the

present point, allusions to the metaphorical nature of certain key concepts have

crept in with increasing frequency. It has been said, for example, that because

the institutions of society cannot be expressed wiLh full validity in terms of a

"system" model, the system concept is partly model, partly metaphor. Similarly,

although the hierarchical -oncept has not yet been fully developed in the discussion,

enough has been said to evoke the image of a hierarchical ordering of determnnants

of behavior as possessing many of the characteristics o-f a ladder of successive

rungs or a stairway of successivc steps, each stage of which is the antecedent for

reaching a later stage. If a concept does not precisely correspond to its referent,

however, has it a proper place in scientific conceptual analysis? Does the use of

concepts which are partly metaphorical subtly edge the discussion toward the po-

tentially highly subjective allusions of Poetry?

At ceetain stages of analysis, there may Le a closer relation between

scientific analysis and poetry than many analysts would comfortably admit.

Certainly the sr.ientifically oriented analyst would reject out of hand the suggestion

that the following description of grass is "scientific":

A child said What is the grass? fetching it to me with full hands,
How could I answer the child? I do not know what it is any more

than he.

I guess it must be tu•e flag of my disposition, out of hopeful green

stuff woven.
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Or I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord,
A scented gift and remembrancer designedly dropt,
Bearing the owner's name someway in the corr'-.,•, that we may

see and remark, and say Whose?

Or I guess the grass is itself a child, the produc-! babe of the
vegetation.

Or I guess it is a uniform hieroglyphic,
And it means, Sprouting alike in broad zones and narrow zones,
Growing among black folks as among white,

Kanuck, Tuckahoe, Congressman, Cuff, I give them the same,
I receive them the same.

55
And now it seems to me the beautiful uncut hair of graves.

Yet, is this parad: of metaphors untrue? Of course, the metaphors are ujitrue, if

grass is to be limited in its description to the physical dimensions of green plant

life. But even a scientist may see "grass" in a larger context of meanings.

MacLeish suggests the nature of the poetic use of the metaphoric tool:

... For what gives a metaphor its power is not, as some
writers strem to imply, a mysterious virtue inherent in the

name. What gives a metaphor its power is precisely the
coupling of the images of which all metaphors are composed.

But here again, ... , I must repeat that it is metaphor in
poetr_ I am discussing. For metaphors, of course, exist
outside of poetry. They are common animals found in every

use of words, including --- particularly including --- ordi-
nary conversation. The difference is that in ordinary con-

versation, and in most kinds of prose, metaphors are only
half alive, and tend, like grey cats at night, to disappear in-
to the verbiage. They become -liches. Indeed a surprising
number of the most depressing cliches in the language are
precisely half-dead metaphors. They have ceased to express
a relationship. Which means, since a metaphor is a relation-

ship, that they have ceased to express. We say that a ship

plows the sea but all we communicate is a ship moving. There
is rno plow. No plowshare. Nothing but a ship. And eventu-
"ally even the ship vanishes into its verb.

55Walt Whitman, irorn "S•'g of Myself", in Leaves of Grass, selected

and with introduction by Christopher Morley (New York Doubleday, Doran, &

Co. , lm . , 1940), pp. 39-40.
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In poetry, on the other hand --- in a good poem --- a
mc (aphor is always a relationship: "the application", as
Aristotle puts it in the Poetics, "of an alien name by
transference either from genus to species, or from species
to species, or by analogy, that is, pioportion". Or, to use
the languag v of a modern dictionary, a metaphor is a figure
of speech characterized by the transference of a name or
descriptive term to some object to which it is not properly
applicable. A carrying-over, in other words, of a name,
applicable to one object, to another object to which it is
not applicable: an "alien name": a name which becomes
"alien" in the process of transference. There are always,
that is to say, two objects, two "things", in any live metaphor,
any metaphor live enough to be used in a good poem. 56

In poetic metaphor, then, there is a subject-predicate relation, but the meaning

of the relationship is in the fusion of the imagery of subject and predicate, so

that a larger meaning derives from the total relaticn. When at the end of a

sequence of metaphors "grass" becomes "the beautiful uncut hair of graves".

the poet is pointing to more than the structural similarity of grass and hair. He

is intimating that a life process continues from the grave 7.nd that life may, in

some sense, be eternal --- if in no other place, at least ,n the feelings and yearn-

ings of the beholder of the grass growing on the grave. The ability of a poet to

seize experience lies in significant measure in his ability to see such relations

and to evoke their overtone meanings. The act of perceiving and recording these

relations is one of the ends of the poet's craft.

By contrdst, the scientific user of metaphor treats the metaphor as a

predicate through which he seeks to express or summarize properties of the

subject. A characteristic use of metaphor is to describe or hypothesize the

relations among subject properties, on the basis of these properties being per-

ceived as analogous to relationships which are more easily discernible among the

properties of the metaphor-predicate. Thus, by seeing society as analogous to a

biological system, thought is led toward postulating interdependencies among the

elements of society, and it becomes more easily possible to develop hypotheses

5 6Archibald MacLeish, Poetry and Experience (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co. 1961), pp. 81-82 (emphases in original).
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about social institutions as maintained and shaped through complex groups and

levels of exchange processes. Such uses of metaphor tend to wander toward

poetry, however, when the analysis substitut,!s the metaphor-predicate for the

subject and, by asserting the analogy between metaphor-predicate and subject,

implies that mere recognition of the relation constitutes explarnation of properties

of the subject.

Stabilizing the use of a scientific metaphor becomes a particularly

subtle task when it is recognized that while phenomena and their effects may be

identified on a general level, the concepts satisfactory for identification and

description on that level may be inadequate as tools for further analysis on a more

z.,,_-''c level. The adequate definition of one of the basic concepts of this volume,

"social stress", is an excellent case in point. In Barton's usage,

Disaster is part of the larger category of collective stress
situations. We shall define a collective stress as a large un-
favorable change in the inputs of some social system.

The term social system can be applied to collectivities
ranging from enduring small groups, like a family, all the

way up to national societies or a world social system. ....

The inputs of a social system include its physical Pnviron-
ment, its external economic relationships, its external power
relationships, and its sources of personnel. The physical
environment may change for the worse through floods, storms,

explosions, droughts, plagues, and the like. Economic inputs
may fail due to loss of markets or suppliers, or through break-
down in the system of exchange. External power relationships
may become unfavorable through conquest, persecution, or the
rise of competing powers. Recruitment of personnel may fail
due to changes in the belief systems of the underlying popula-

tion, the migration of the supporting population elsewhere, a

5 7 This discussion emphasizes the functions of metaphor in helping the
analyst untangle the complexities of the subject, through the perception that ttIE
content of the metaphor-predicate is analogous to the content of the subject. There-
fore, the discussion in, this paragraph spe-aks of "metaphors" as units or as ele-
ments of a relation. In the logical exercise of assigning qualities to things as well
as in the perceiving of relations among things, however, metaphor and analogy are
both forms of relation. The differing relations implied by analogy and metaphor are
assessed against the requirements of concepts *',r social theory in Irving Sosensky,

"The Problem of Quality in Relation to Some Is.uies in Social Change". in George
K. Zollschan and Walter Hirsch (eds. ), Explorations in Social Change (Boston
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1964), pp. 17-60.
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deficiency of births, or an excess of deaths. We distinguish
these externally caused collective stresses from internal
social conflicts; while these have some similar consequences,
their origin, ongoing processes, and resolution are quite
different. Attention in such cases focuses primarily on re-
solving the conflict.

Stress on a large system naturally affects the smaller
units which make it up. A smaller unit can thus be studied
under stress limited to that unit, or within the contoxt of a
much larger stress situation. .... Some things will be the
3ame regardless of Ohe larger context, and others will be
different according to the total scope of the stress. 5 8

58Barton, o. cit., pp. 3-4 (emphases in original).

Some writers would include "stress" and "strain" among the basic pro-
cesses that define any social system. Pursuing an analogy with a building,
Bertrand asserts:

The analogy of a newly erected building may be used to further
illustrate the concept of stress-strain. Such a building would be
subject to certain forces which would result in hsresses and strains
from the moment the first brick is laid. ....

Likewise, a social system is subject to stresses and strains
from the moment of its inception. A certain amount of stress and
strain is inherent in the system and may be seen in conflicting or
deviating behavior from the beginning, because as mentioned, its
individual members have not been equally socialized or the
specificity of roles is not clear. As a result, no member of a
system d,'fines or carries out his status-roles in exactly the same
way other members expect. The important point, to emphasize.
is that the discrepancy is at the structural rather than the be-
havioral level. Said another way, stresses and strains derive
from adding one member after another to the social system until
it is an ongoing whole just as in a building they derive from ac'ding
one brick (or other structural unit) to another unit until the structure
is complete. In other words, the individuals or the bricks as inde-
pendent and isolated units do not exert forces of streso and strain on
one another which have functional implications. It is only when
they be':ome components of a structural whole (a system) that this
phenomenon occurs. This is also the point at which social organi-

zation beccmes manifest ...

Alvin L. Bertrand, "The Stress-Strain Element of Social Systems: A Micro
Theory of Conflict and Change", Social Forces, XLII, I (October, 1963), p. 5.
14,,rtrand then goes on to define "stress-strain" as one of the fundamental elements
of a model of a social system. It is perhaps unfortunate for Bertrand's larger
th( 'etical view that by including "stress-strain" as an element, he is only
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Barton carefully differentiates ways in which varying levels of social system may

be affected by stress, and he notes differing sources of stress. Nevertheless,

his unitary definition of "collective stress" as "a large unfavorable change" within

a "system" is essentially the language of physical science translated to the social
59

Pcience setting. The very term "stress", in the context of "system", implies a

variable force acting with an outcome specifiable in terms of another unified

variable. Figure I-5(p. 71) illustratLs the precise meaning of the operation of the

stress variable in physical science. In physics, a weight suspended from an

anchored spring creates a measurable strain in the spring, so that the spring extends.

As the weight (stress) is increased (in grams, pounds, ounces, or another measure),

the strain on the spring increases in a regular relationship and the spring extends

further. The limiting point in the relationship is the point at which the metal of

the spring can no longer support the next increment in weight, at which point the

conditions of the relationship between weight and spring change, and the spring

loses its shape or snaps. The complexity of the elements of a social situation of

stress and strain make it necessary to analyze the social system using many more

vat abl~s and dimensions than in the simplest physical case, yet the most con-

venient t,!r'ns for labeling the overall phenomenon --- "stress" and "strain" ---

are most explicit in their meaning when applied to single variiables.

(Footnote 58, ccntinued)redefining thf problem of predicting and speci-

fying ,tress and strain. The problem still re. ins to determine which institutional

structures arnd behav,ors Ar,•t most likely to bp sectors of stress and strain in a
social system, and why the!ýe particular sectors are more likely than other sectors.
But, by defining stress and strain as inherent features of social systems at the most

general level, Bertrand makes it difficult if not impossible in principle to specify
forms of stress and strain as dependent variable outcomes of specific institutional
prccesses. Although Bertrand asserts to the contrary (Ibid., p. 6), it would appear

also that he comes close to losing th( necessary distinction between stresses and

strains that are "functional" for a social system and other stresses and strains that
are "dysfunctional".

59 Uses in this chapter of terms such as "component" reflect a similar
translation. On problems of stabilizing the reference of convenient metaphors in
social theory as it is applitd to , ijrrc-nt civil defense controversies, see Vestermark,

loc. cit. On the role of metaphors in behavioral sciience analysis, see Kurt W. Back,
TTrf'.hc Tame and the Nyvth as Two Languages of Social Science", Behavioral Science,
VIII, I (Wanuary, 1963), pp. 66-71 and tHarveY Nash, "The Role of Metaphor in

Psy•chological Theory", Bechavioral Science, VIII, 4 (October, 1963), pp. 336-345.
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Figure 1-5

A PHYSICAL SOURCE OF TWO SOCIAL METAPHORS

Hooke's Law: STRAIN is proportional to STRESS
until the elastic limit has been exceeded.

In practice, Barton recognizes this issue as he arrays the many settings,

processes, and forms of social stress, even though it is noteworthy that he leaves

the issue at essentially this point. The metaphorical aspects of the term "social

stress" or "collective stress" remain an importavt problem in the search for

vays of defining and analyzing unprecedented social stresses. In what ways is it

analytically possible and feasible to consider a massive attack with thermonuclear

weapons on a complex industrial society? Is "stress" any longer a valid term,

as a term for uniting descriptions of attack effects? Are new metaphors needed?

If so, what metaphors? Will the legacy from the physical origins of the "stress"

concept tend to set unconscious limits to attempts to work out a mo-s differentiated

concept of what happens when many levels of social structure are suddenly attacked

through their organic and behavioral elements?
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The less explicit a metaphor, the more the potentiality for being misled

by it. "System" and "hierarchy" are relatively explicit metaphors; although

'Vstress" is somewhat less explicit, its origins are still easily accessible. On the

other hand, some metaphors which have guided perceptions and policies toward

post-attack and disaster responses remain implicit and hidden. Ont of these is

concealed within the "panic myth" or "pandemonium model": It may .e termed the

"primal jungle metaphor". As was noted earlier in this chapter, 60 a widely

pervasive myth lias been that a nuclear or non-nuclear catastrophe will cause wild

panic among a suddenly struck population. For officials and lay personnel alike,

this has been an uncritically accepted myth, which melds misperceptions and

fantasies about past experiences with anxieties over future responses. For some

analysts, the imager-y of people in wild, fleeing pandemonium has been the ground

for a "pandemonium model" of expected group responses in disaster. Panic or

pandemonium models affect thinking about other than immediate post-disaster

responses, however; it has been frequently held that civil defense shelter prepa-

rations in advance of attack or the use of shelters after an attack would result in a

generalized, continuing pandemonium. For example, Klineberg asserts:

To burrow beneath ihe ground for weeks, or ever longer, means
for human beings a denial of most of the values which have been
acquired slowly and painfully in the process of creating a demo-

cratic society. Instead of community there is a splintering into
isolated individuals or tiny groups. Instead of cooperation there
is a violent competition for available space. Instead of mutual
aid, there is a selfish struggle for individual survival.

Psychiatrists speak of regression when adults behave in a manner
appropriate to children. We may speak of social regression when
a whole comm'.nity behaves in a manner characteristic of primitive,
archaic, even animal-like existence, almost to the point of re-
creating a Hobbesian war of all against all. 61

60
Cf. p. 6, above.

Otto Klineberg, "Dangers of the Shelter Psychology', in A National
Shelter Program: Its Feasibility and Its Cost --- A Report by a Group ,f Inde-
penident SpeC-alistr (New York: Privately printed by the authors, 1962), pp. 26-27.
()n themes of anxiety in the civil defense debate, see Vestermark, loc. cit.
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In this passage, the primal jungle emerges clearly. The difficult-to-acquire values

and discipline of democratic civilization will be shattered by thte conditions of

shelter use. As the savagery of the jungle once prevailed, so will it return.

Behind a number of the panic myths or pandemonium models lie the un-

stated imagery and metaphor of the reversion to the primal jungle. This meta-

phorical view of human origins is one of the elements supporting fears that men

cannot adapt to unexpected and unprecedented stresses. If men's rationality and

discipline are essentially precarious, then the shock of disaster will create panic

and pandemonium in the short-term following the disaster event. If the urge to

insure one's physical survival and comfort at the expense of all others rema'ns

a powerful latent urge, then the exigencies of living in a world of shelters will

unleash drives toward social regression.

The uncritical acceptance of this metaphor, together with its manifest

myths and models, can have specific effects on planning for coping with disaster

just as some users of these metaphors, myths, and models intend. If a policy-

maker, planner, administrator, or operator assumes that human values and

discipline are relatively likely to collapse or "regress", his assumptions about

human tolerances will be far different from the assvmptions that would be held by

those who believed that humans could tolerate the sudden onset and continuation of

a high degree of stress, deprivation, and ambiguity. With these more pessimistic

and anxious assumptions, a number of conclusions would follow. These conclusions

can range from quite general assumptions about the human capacity for adaptive

responses to disaster to quite particular decisions about the design of counter-

measure systems. In the latter category are several potentially crucial decisions

about how many people could be expected to remain for how long in a shelter system.

If it is concluded that individuals, groups, and democratic values cannot tolerate

long periods of living at very close quarters in a given system which is well deaign,*d

to protect against direct physical effects of nuclear attack, then to preserve these

human values, a vast increase in outlay of resources may be required to redesign
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that system --- assuming that any survival of vailues is poss-ible. More ipace

and more privacy will be rtquired, more outlets for idiosyncratic needs must be

permitted, a more elaborate and satisfying connection between shelter living and the

valued social and political institutions of the larger society must be devised. An

immediate conclusion would be that any frugal but physiologically safe shelter
63

system must be redesigned. Furthermore, the argument would necessarily

continue, enormous outlays of inaterial resour 'es and organizational skill would

be required, far beyond the anticipations of present-day planning.

One of the must vexing problems in using metaphor, then, i3 that insight

it may afford into description and explanation Qf phenoriena may imply a value

position about the phenomena. One may perceive that in certain respects human

Fncietv is at the end of an evolutionary path from the jungle; but, a jungle metaphor

may be not only convinciig as a description of what might happen again, but also a

horrifying image, whose consequences are to be avoided.

As a result, the analysis stops, when, in fact, it may be just at its

bii How is an individual who holds a version of Line primal jungle metaphor

and a corollary value commitment to democratic civilization to view the following

discussiun, where the writers assess relationships among variables associated

with psychological and pnysiological adjustment in several historical cases of

extreme overcrowding?

The conditions of the Middle Passage or the convict transports,
it would appear, reduced both oxygen consumption and heat pro-
duction to levels far beiow "what one would predict on the basis of
calculations for such crowding in such well-insulated space using
output values of normal metabolic activity.

62Critics of shelter conceots frequertly argue that in the end, no survival
of valued institutions is possible after immersion in the shelter environment and

that, as a consequence, particular disctissions of design problems are sterile
exercises at best.

63 And, it could be argued further, even if a population did survive in the

short run in a much more relevantly and adequately designed shelter system, there
would be insufficient resources left after attack to permit the rc storation of a viable
and satit'fying society. This is another issue, ever though it is closely related to
t.le present discussion. For a discussion of the eco.iomic aspects of this issue, see

('hapte r IV, below.
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Such considerations actually qualify tremendously any optminlstic
conclusions one can draw about the extent of human toleranco for
extreme degrees of crowding in conditions like those of sheltering
following a nucLear attack. The latter circumstances would be
more like those of our acute crowding disasters. The shelter-
takers, p., esumably, would be in a highly excited state upon enter-
ing the shelter. They would not be acclimitized, as was the case
of populationL. in our low-casualty, intense crowding episodes.
Physic~ogically and psychically, they would be characterized by
hyperactivity. The upward cycling contamination of the environ-
ment with outputs of C02, water vapor, and heat could be expected.
Relative lassitude, such as was present from the outset of the
voyage among the slaves and old pe'isoners, would -not inhibit
mutually destructive, violent activity among the shelterees. In
many of the hist:.rical cases, large thermodynamic imbalance
between the enclosure and its environment wvere produced by the
metabolic activity of overcrowded persons. These imbalances
increased rates of heat loss and air interchange with the sur-
roundings ... . Such interchanges, however, would be severely
inhibited in those types of shelters designed or selected for
maximum shielding from the atmosphere.

What browbeaten, shackled slaves and prisoners could take
obviously provides no guide to what the contemporary American
citizen could survive.

The above discssion should not ,Ie interpreted ,s suggesting
that extreme oppression, subjectien and dejection are sine qua
non of surviving conditions of extreme overcrowding. It Is
possible, however, that such negative states of those affected
are explanatory variables in a few of th'- most extreme of al) the
incidents surveyed. It is also useful to stress this kind of hypo-
thesis for pointing-up the more general truth that there is no
automatic. correspondence between what is valued or valuable .n
ordinary circumsta.1ceb and what may have survival advantages
in extraordinary cases. 6 4

64Albert D. Fiderman, Margot Louria, and Jnan Bacchus, Historical
Incidents of Extrente Overcrowding (W.ihington: Bureau of Social Science Research,
Inc., BSSR 354-5, March, 1963), pp. 27-28 ý,emphasis added).

A recent stud, of "vsycho-social problems of shelter occupancy" investi-
gated ways of measuring "psychological environments' at the begianing of and after
a period of , onfiminent. G. H. Wright and W. 0. Hambacher, isycho-Social
Problems of Shelter Occupancy (State College, Pa. :IRB-Singer, Inc,, July,
1965). Although the investigators used a sample of mental hospital patients
(N 33), they feel "the sample chos,-n to be used in the present study probably was
more tepresentative of the general population than volunteers" (Ibid., p. 53).
because of their abilitY to draw upon a near-normal' sample, the fact that many
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Utilities of Metaphor. Metaphors or metaphorical techniques of thiki.I'Tig

can be especially useful in the beginning of an inquiry into a complex subject, where

levels of analysis may not be clear, where issues may appear to have contradictory

implications, and where any kind of analogy or label may help to order an ambiguous

domain. Among their many functions, metaphors can provide the beginnings of

models for describing complex interactions among causes and effects. In the arena

of policy discourse, metaphors may imply.unifying principles to a rarge of choices

available to a policy-maker and to the range of pressures for decision which he

experiences.

In the arena of national security policy discourse, Kahn has recently shown

the power of an organizing metaphor for making the complex relations among levels

of international conflict more tractable to systematic study. His metaphor of the

"escalation ladder" arrays stages of developing conflict, from the least stressful

"crisis" situation to the most demanding general war situation. 65 By overtly

(Footnote 64, continued)Am spend time in mental hospitals for

reasons other than overt psychosis, and because of the similarity of the mental
hospital environment to the fallout shelter environment (Ibid., pp. 52-53). Their
central methodological conclusions are (Ibid., p. 103):

1. Certain behaviors appear to be important in the psychological
environments that exist (a) at the beginning of a period of confine-
ment and (b) following a period of confinement.

2. The psychological environments that exist at the beginning of
and following a period of confinement can be (a) defined, (b) measured,
and (c) controlled.

An important theme of Wright and Hambacher's report is the potential feasibility
of manipulating psychological variables to create greeter capacities for individual
adaptation to shelter confinement.

6 5 Herman Kahn, On Escalation: Metaphors and. Scenarios (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 0965). In this book, Kahn provic-"s a systematic state-
ment of the "escalation" concept, which had become an importart term in the
informal vocabulary of national security analysts. Kahn is very explicit about the
partially metaphorical nature of his usage:

I would like to emphasize again, though, that escalation ladders
are me.aphorical tools that have been found useful in preliminary
studies of escalation. No particular ladder should be considered
as being a theory of international relations, although it may be a
fragment of such a theory. Its utility derives partly from its
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employir..g the escqlatioa ladder as an organizing principle, Kahn suggests both

the taxonomy and ana'jrmy of crises: Crises can be systematically rank ordered

in theii severity and grouped by levels ("rungs") and across levels. At each level,

the structure uf 'I crisis or potential crisis can be related to the requirements

and options of natioral security policy. By showing how crises may have differing

levels and how one level translates into another level, Kahn not only shows how

crises can grow in scope as a result of their own internal dynamics, but he

enables the policy-maker to be more overtly aware of the pressures which can

leaa to "escalation". This offers important advantags to national decision-making.

In cases where the national policy-maker does not have full control over the

variables which combine to generate a crisis, systematic application of the escala-

tion ladder metaphor nevertheless allows him mure power to describe what is

happening and to predict what may happen than would otherwise be the case. In

those situations where t'ie policy-maker does have relatively great control over

the variables in a crisis --- particularly at the "lower end" of the escalation

ladder --- his awareness of the relations among the "rungs" of an "escalation

ladder" may better equip him to control, moderate, or orchestrate a particular

crisis at a particular level of intensity.

(Footnote 65, continued)
provision of a convenient list of some

of the options available, and partly from its ordering of
escalatory activities in a way that facilitates examination and
discussion.

The escalation ladder also may be used to set a context for
the discussion of escalations in terms of regionis of the ladder,
steps up and down the ladder, rungs of the ladder, and so forth.
The ladder concept is particularly useful when one attempts to
examine the interrelations between the two basic sets of elements
in any escalation situation .--- those related to particular region
on the ladder and those related to the dynamics of moving up and
down the ladder.

)iid., p. 38. See also the discussion of "Relevant Concepts and Language for the
Discussion of Escalation", in the Appendix, pp. 275-300. For a discussion of
uses of the "escalation" concept in various sectors of the national security policy
dialogue, see Robert A. Levine, The Arms Debate (Canbriage: Harvard University
Press, 1963), esp. pp. 73, 105, 109-110, 157, 167-170, 231-232.
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The descriptive and summarizing power of metaphor in scientific inquiry

can be illustrated by stepping outside the social sciences to look at a domain fully

as complex as national security decision-making or predicting the social effects

of nuclear attack. Over the past decade, several emergent metaphors have

accompanied striking advances in molecular biology.

Through the study of the molecular structure of viruses, biologists and

chemists are unfolding clues to the basic nature of the hereditary process in life.

It has been shown that viruses consist of a structure of nucleic acid (RNA, ribo-
66

nucleic acid; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid) encased in protein. Viruses re-

produce by invading a host. While the metabolic processes of the hosl supply the

materials and energy for new virus constituents,

... the blueprints describing the finished product, the virus,
are supplied only by the invading viral nucleic acid. Thus the
nucleic acid, RNA or DNA as the case may be, carries all the
information necessary to make more of the viral nucleic acid,
as well as of the one or several virus-specific proteins. 67

The information is thought to be a resultant of the sequential ordering of basic

structural groups along a series of "chains" in the complex molecules of nucleic

acid. This ordering determines the sequence in which host components and pro-

cesses can enter into the formation of new virus components. The structure of

the nucleic acid functions as a code or body of information which governs the steps

through which new virus bodies are created. In short, the nucleic acid contains

a genetic code, the information which governs the transmission of traits from one

organism to another and determines their traits as they reproduce. Through a

study of the code and information functions of nucleic acid, a general paradigm for

the processes of heredity in life has begun to emerge.

The contemporary revolution in genetics is based on a developing under-

standing of the structure of nucleic acid molecules, but the language most con-

venient for describing and summarizing the overall significance of the findings

6 6 This discussion is drawn from Heinz Fraenkel-Conrat, Design and

Function at the Threshold of Life: The Viruses (New York: Academic Press
Paperbacks, 1962).

67Irbid., p. 110 (emphasis added).
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has been a language drawn from "information theory" in linguistics, psychology.

and engineering. While "information" and "code" are commonly used to refer

to systems of meanings, in mathematical or engineering theories of communication

information need not refer to specific meanings or message content. Instead,

information refers to the ability of a message, when properly utilized, to reduce a

number of possible alternative choi,•"s confronting an individual human or non-
68

human system of message-processing and symbol choice-selection. This

meaning of information was developed especialiy for use with systems of communi-

cation which had to reproduce elements of messages through complex circuits,

regardless of particular message meanings. The problem of information was not

the ,uestion of understanding meanings as such; rather, it was constructing systems

which ':ould select out and reproduce exactly whatever systems of symbol were

put into the communication 'ircuits.

It is "information" and "code" in this mathematical and engineering sense

which appears to have provided the b-sis for the partially metaphorical translation

of "information" and "code" to genetic ;tudies on the molecular level. Nucleic

acid carries "information" and "code" in the sense that its structure triggers and

specifies an orderly ,equence of reproduction of new nucleic acid structv.res. In

this sense, "information" in nucleic acid specifies a series of "choices" of

ouilding blocks which become new viral structures in exactly the sense that

"information" in a communications circuit specifies choices of message elements

from a large range of potential message elements. Yet information contained in

nucleic acid is information in a partially metaphorical sense, When '.ne nucleiP.

acid starts a sequence of reproduction, it produces a total structi':'e and com-

municates traits to new entities. Insofar as these structures 4nd traits have their

own meanings as separately describable, analytic entities --- in, for example, a

thcor.- of h.rcdt,, or ý"rgacii, btfucture --- tney form a domain of meanings apart

Une technical meaning and significance of this generalized, non-
st.niintic !t-finition of iiformation are discussed in C. F. Shannon and W. Weaver,
Fh, NlathomaticalI Theorr of Communication (Urbana, iti. TUniversity of Hlinoic
Press, 1949), easp. pp. 3-48, 95-117.
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from the pro( ess('s4 of their creation. The information ,ccqtaintd in nuclei' ;aci•

not only ispecifies eq at n's of re production in the ten'gine•' ring sense, it represorits

the abilities for whol, .-its to be, reproduc-ed and to emnerge. There fore, it is

information about tr it -.. in short, information as a system of meanings. As a

result, the information and codes containl i ill l 1c1. ic id structurre represent

at least in the metaphorical sense the ability to transmit meanings.

"Through a complex metaphorical and engineering translation, thwn, viruses

come to contain information and codes. To _,.e viruses as having these properties

makes it possible to see how total structures and total traits reproduce over

generations of viruses. More generally, the information and code metaphors pro-

vide the scientist with the beginnings of a paradigm for considering the trans-

mission of traits over generations of more complex organic systems. The paradigm

originates partially in the analytic shorthand of the metaphors.

The second part of this chapter begins with an attempt to refine the
"system" metaphor as a devi-e for describing the elements of a society which will

interact to shape the s ,cial effects of nuclear attack. The concept of system will

be used as a tool for analy,,is, arid an attempt will be made to restrict the am-

biguitiea which afflict the use of partially metaphori-! concepts in scientific analysis.

The results of this analysis may be tentative and suggestive; their validity must

be the suoject of further research in general theories of 3ocial systems. In the

absence of better tools and devices, however, partially metaphoric tools must be

used. Their usage alone does not render the analysis "unscientific". As has

been suggested, metaphor and insight from metaphor often must be a central tool

in undertakling complex problems. On the other hand, science declines and poetry

begins when metuphor becomes an end in itself, or when it t ýcomes a device for

In an analogous wav, the s,.cial s:vste) and cultural system exist apart
from the behavioral item.s wh, h %'•rrn the hasis for infer ring their existence.
See pp. 28-34, above.
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dclib,,ratt ly creating and trafficking in ambiguity.

70On the tee hraques of metaphor in English verse, see William Ernpson,

Seven Types of Ambiguity (New York: Meridian Books, 1957). The capacity for

developing and instiutionalizing a scientific mode of inqonfry ill a society depends

crucially or. attitudes taken toward ambiguity and the unexpected among the users

of the society's symbolic culture. In a society with scientific institut!ons, periodic,
fundamental reorientations toward real world phenomena occur when analysts are

able to develop new general paradigms for viewing phenomena, after settled in-

terpretatiorns of these phenomena have resulted in ambiguities and anomalies.

Scientific development will depend, in part, on whether scientific institutions can

create the intellectual conditions for the reassessment of old paradigms and the
creation of new paradigms -o resolve these anbiguities and anomalies. A discussion

of the history of the development of some new general paradigas for specific sectors

of reality is given in Thomas S. Kihn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962).

The development of scientific institutions and modes of inquiry appears to

be inhibited in culwures where ambiguity and metaphoric thinking have independent

institutional status. Donald Levine, in a provocative discussion of metaphor and
ambiguity in a dominant sector of Ethiopiar culture, illustrates the techniques of
the institutionalized capacity for ambiguity in communication found in the Amharic
idiom of "the wax and the gold" (Sam-enn5 warq:

Sam-enn5 warg .. consists of an explicit comparison in which
the subjects being compared --- the wax and gold --- are presented

in apposition, while their predicates ar.- rendered jointly by a ,."ngle
verb which carries both a wax and a gold meaning. (This terminology
is derived from the work of the goldsmith, who constructs a clay mold
ar~and a form created in wax and then, drainirg the wax, pours the
molten gold into that form.) So, for example, if the poet's aim is to
praise a hero like Emperor Pfnelik, he creates a wax model, like
"the lion", in terms of whore actions the gold, hlenel k, is depicted-
"The lion Menelik crusied the wolf Italy".

-e.ping this dual imagrry consistent throughlu't r ie srjrrza is; a
priniary rule of wax-and-gold composition. A poeý who n ixes his
metaphors is sometimes rebuked with the epithet "hcrmaphrodite".
"the following examinle presents an Amharic couplet which property
,'m ltc ld U s ,Itn-,nnf w ,.rq figure:

Ftsa halas balto addam kanfareshe
NI.• (Ihai alarn let6 tasaqa l.,- leshe.

Si),, Adam your lip did eat of that Tree
IThe Sa vior rny heart has been hung up for thce.



11. Knowledge about flýssible Post-Attack Worlds

Institutional Dimetisions of the Soac~l System

Soci'4y, Social Systc~m, and Social Structure as E'ntities. The rnagrl-

tudes of the upper ranges ul presently feasible thermonuclear attacks mean that it

is ultimately necessarýy to consider whole societies as potential targets of attack.

Even with lower ranges of attack, however, ''society" is a crucial analytic level

for considering the determinants and coruponeiuts of post-attack responses. This

is because the interplay amiong Of determinants of particular beh~aviors and insti-

tuti.inal responses will, o-cur, it, important senses, a~t the level of the whole society.

Metaphor zýand models for the dimensions of response to nuclear attack will be

judged, it- part, by their officacy in labeling and relatinig the elements of the whoj'e

society that are subject to attack.

(Fnootnote 70, continued) In this couplet the wax of Adam's sin and

Ch-ist's crucifixion in his behalf has been used as a form in which
to tpour a love r-nessag,.!. A literal tranrslation of the wax of the
couplet is:

Because Adam ate of the apple from the Tree of KnoYý1edge
The Savior of the World has been crucifies for thee.

asavor -.he gold of the couplet fully, one must krow tkat the 1rerb
mcaning '`%as crucifie2:.', tasiagala, may also sigrniiy 'is anxious to
be near". So a L~teral translation of the gold would be:

Because cf your [tempting] lips
My heart is anxious to be near thee.

Donald N. Levine, Wax and Gold: Trad~tion and lnnovatio.a in EthiopianClur
(Ch.,eai~o: University of Chicago Press, 1965), pp. 5-6. The h'hnliquc of sam-

cniw ±rg is a vuhiclti lor deliberate imprecision adambiguity in dein'inng and1
comrrunik ating in oran mcanings. Levine aver~i, "The ambigu,,ty symbolized
by tht formula sani-ennid warg colors the entire fabric of traditional Amharic 'ife

it palter,, s the speech and outlook cf every Amhara. Vhen hrfi talks, his worcis often

carr ,' ,double- enprndre 'is 3 miatter of coursvý; whei, he I isteris, het is cýver on the
lookout for lat''n, rniez.:>ngs and hidden motives. As one ol rny Eth iop iari colleagues

rias said: 'Wax and gcol'd is anyt~hing hut a formula --- it is ai way of Iil' bid.,

pp. 8-!?. Trhv tt'nsion.,. between this traditio~ial ized arnbiguity, and processes of

niodvr r z itto li: ave si gnific ant const-'1.1en e s for t he. direction s tak tni by cultural

cha~g,. i! con temp~orary Ethiopia. Ibid. pp. 9-F1 '



A society is a self-maintaining human population in reiative equilibrium

with its physical environment, sharing a common cultural system for defining

values, existential realities, and symbolic modes and inhabiting a geographical

area which is recognized as being "legitimately" the territory of the population.

The society endures over more than one generation, and its institutions p-'ovide

for this intergenerational continuity and for the organization of social action among

the members into stable patterns which rmieet the requirements for maintaining thc

population in the present generation. 71

As defined here, a society could be a small. pre-literate tribe or a

large nation-state with a complex, industrial form of social order. Both extremes

of . ocietal form share these basic characteristics. To define a society is immedi-

ately to wrestle with a question of levels and boundaries. Boundaries of societies

do not always coincide with political boundaries, A nation-state can be a society in

its own right and a member of an emergent super-national international society or

community. Assimilated or unassimilated minority societies may exist within a

nation-state, especially when a nation-state is composed of sever-al cultures, one

of which is dominant. In the "Balkanized Europe" of the recent past, minority

cultures formed i.-dependent bases for social order in a number of countries, and

7 1 This definition of society is a generalized empirical description of

societies as they exist; in itself, it is not necessarily even the beginning of a
theoretical statement. Yet, to note that there are certain "requirements" to be
met in maintaining a population opens the important theoretical issue of defining
the necessary functions that must be performed in society. One of the more vexing
problems in functionalist social theory is to maintain the separation between a
description of observable societal characteristi .s and an explanation of structural
development in society which seeks to pinpoint the ncessary functional processes
which are served b elernnts of the social structure. It is too easy to convert
observable regularities among forms of social structure and society i.Ito the con-
clusion that these particular reglarities are necessary forms for mceting necessary
functions, and that these neeeiary functions are definable as they are manifestead
in particular forms. This becý, r :,' c ,7',e in tautology. For a seminal
attempt to wretle with these and related issuen, see D. F. Aberle et al., "The
Functional Prerequisites of a Society", Ethics LX, 2 (January, 1950), pp. 100-
111,
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unstable national regimes resulted. In the new nations of present Africa,

political boundaries frequently cut across the boundaries of tribal societies.

The anthropologist's inmage of the small, self-contained, pre-literate

tribal and clan society has provided important impetus to the view of society as

a clearly demarcated, whole entity. The present concern, however, is with the

vulnerabilities of complex industrial society. As do members of ot(),ýr societal

forms, members of an industrial society inhabit a core, bounded geographic area

which belongs legitimately to their sovereign and which provides the enduring

geographic focus of the cultural traditions of their nation. Within this bounded,

geographic area, they have, as a population, established two key forms of

balanced relationship. One is a static or dynamic equilibrium with their physical

environment, from which they draw physical resources for maintaining life or

acquiring the wherewithal to maintain life. The second is governed, self-perpetu-

ating social interaction, based on social institutions defined within a common

culture.

The distinctive features of a complex, industrial form of society are to
73

be found in its particular social institutions and particular culture. Industrial

72While Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Rumania, and the remnants of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire were the (center of the classic Balkan factionalil•m in
Europe, Western 1-urope has had its problems, as evidenced in the enduring
Flerning-Walloon controversy which rends contemporary Belgium and in the dying
remnants ot Scottish and Welsh separatism in the United Kingdom. Among non-
Europear complex ,,cieties, India provides the most striking example of a national
state seeking to impose its sovereignty upon a welter of potentiall,- independent
societal groupings. In the Western Hemisphere, Quebec separatism of both benign
and revolutionary forms attests to the persisten:'e of the distinct poles around which
( u;lnida•. n national society is ordered.

It should be emphasized that this discussion concerns some of the
imp)rtant characteristics of complex industrial society. A number of societies
have shown great structural complexity, although they do not possess the ch.iracter-
ist •cs of an industrial SOc'Ioil order. The complex caste .ind 'inguisti-" organization
of the Indian sub- continent provides one example of continuing importance, evcen
though India is in traasit toward an industrial social order. Anether and contrasting
tcase is to be found in the elaboration of con plex administrative and political forms
by several Weos African kingdoms twfor,, the era of Eiropean colonization.
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societies havw a relatively high degree of division of labor and specialization

among various occupational and life roles. This division of labor is reflected in

the structural differentiation and separation of institutional sectors such as the

economy and the forms for allocating, legitimizing, and ma.,aging political

power, which in less complex social orders remain assimilated to i kinship-

family arid religious institutional nexus, This division of labor is further re-

flected in institutional mechanisms for allocating rewards and status to roles in

terms of a general framework of social stratification which tends to emphasize

the values of achievement rather than ascribed and assumed prior rights. In the

economy, systems of currency, abstract. value, and abstract legal-financial

relationships provide both a common 'anguage for rewarding especially occupa-

tional role performance and a mechanism for governing the movements of people

from ol,, role to another. In industrial society, socizl status and power are
74

frequently closely associated with occupational role. The value system in the

culture of industrial society creates a pressure toward mobilizing workers for

recruitment to jobs and occupations on the basis of job requirements; this will

frequently assume the willingness and the ability of the worker to alter and

subord~nate personal styles of life and to sever connections with kinship patterns.

The structure and values of industrial society create extensive opportunities for

the geographical migration of workvýrs. In the early phases of industrialization,

this migration will tend to be from country to city. Later, this country-city

migratory pattern is supplemente,' by migration amng growing cities and urban

areas.

The high degree of struct,,ral differentiation, the money gronomy and

its k apabilities for abstractly stating value, the written culture to which there

is relatively open (although sometimes sharply competitive) access. the existence

of social values which emphasize achievement and perforn;--nce, and the necessary

hiatuses in social integration and control which accompany rapid change and

development are ameon the principal features of industrial society which are

7 4 This provides an interesting paradox in thiost, socielic.• where i
manageria1 class can achieve enor motis influen ce and powe- in bureautLra, '; •'

in the whole social z-ysterm, winout iece ssarily ifciving correspondIngly high
remuneration.
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conducive to social conflict and strain. If opportunities for social mobility are

relatively large, or if new levels of aspiration seem realistic to individuals or

groups which accept the culture of the industrial society, then strain and con-

flict caii arise when movements or aspirations are thwarted. Furthermore, the

pressure toward individual autonomy in an industrial society means that individuals

or groups with "problems" --- ior example, the ill, deviant, structurally un-

employed, members of low status minorities --- can be "neglected", even when

those more able to cope with li.ing in industrial society see these groups ac

"problems". Increasingly, the arena for coping with the strains resulting from

these and similar problems is in the highly evolved political system of the society.

But here, ideologies formed in different ways from approximately the same cultural

norms frequently allow competing approaches to dealing with strain or stating new

programs for the people of the society. If the ideological division converts into a

debate on the legitimacy of the existing political order, the society faces a

profound crisib of organization. In the Anglo-Saxon societies, traditions of

consensus an(' the institutionalized Common Law have provided important frame-

works for resolving conflicts when the social structural conditions for political
75

crisis ai-e present.

Somewhat paradoxically, the complex differentiation of industrial social

structurc creates potentialities for a high degree of both social integration and

social strain. The efficiency and interdependence of economic and political

institutions and their components permit relatively easy access to and mobilization

of consumers and citizens. At the same time, the opportunity for the expression

of a rich variety of competing preferences and attitudes and the formation of sub-

groups reflecting special needs means that the setting of economic preferences

and political goals can be subject to strongly competing cross pressures.

This discussion of the defining features of industrial social structure

must necessarily be truncated, and it cannot attend to the important differences

7 5 The roots of these traditions of consensus and Common Law go very
deeply into English and American social history, as is suggested by the studies
reported in George C. Homans, English Villager3 of the Thirteenth Century
(New York: Russell and Russell, 1960).
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which exist among varieties of industrial social order. Po7-sibly enough has

been said, however, to suggest the shift of analytic focusý that is necssary in

order to compare forms of society. This ,v:Ial.tic shift is analogous to the shift

from the study of individual behavior and organic etntities to the study of inferred

behavioral entities, which was outlined above and summarized in Figure I- I
77

(p. 36). As in that discussion, here, too, the analysis begins with the concretely

observable --- a visible society, formed from a collectivity of individuals arrayed

in ecological and geographical space. But to compare societal forms, it is

necessary to speak of forms of social order, which exist as patterns of structural

differentiation within the society and among societies. To describe the structure

of a society beyond its physical array in space, then, it is necessary to develop

analytic categories which permit the inferring and manipulating of the patterns

which order individual behavior at levels beyond individual actors and patterns of

7 5 As a topic in sociological analysis, the comparative study of types of
complex industrial social order has produced a voluminous literature. For a
general theoretical orientation to the analysis of industrial society, see the lead
references in Footnote 23, pp. 30-32, above. On the development of .nstitutional
differentiation in the early Industrial Revolution, see Neil J. Smelser, So-i-al
Change in the Industrial Revolhtion: An Application of Theory to the British Cottoz,
Industry, 1770-1840(Chicago: Uatversity of Chicago Press, 1959). The defining
cha-acteristics of the industrial social order, with special attention to the meaning
of institutional differentiation, are considered in Talcott Parsons, Structure and
Process in Modern Societies (Glencoe, el. : The Free Press, 1960), esp. Ch. IV,

"Sorme Principal Characteristics of Industrial Societies", pp. 132-168. Bendix

provides an analysis of contrasting modes of organizing value commitments of
workers and managers in several forms of industrial social order. He provides
a detailed analysis of ideological and structural features of Fast European state-
socialist economic and political organization, as contrasted with Western free
enterprise forms. Reinhard Bendix, Work and Authority in Industry: Ideologies
of Management in the Course of Industrialization (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
inc., 1956). For comparative data on a central fer.ture of the inuAstrial social
order, see S. M. Lipset and R. Bendix, Social Mobility in Industrial Society
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959). For a critique of some con-
tonporary interpretations of industrial society, with a special eye toward con-
founding historical evidence, see Barrington Mo ,re, Jr., Political Power and
Social Thecr' (Cambridge: ýIarvard University Press, 1958).

7 7 Cf. pp. 28-37, abovre.
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actioti. The analysis shifts from the description and definition of society as a

physical array of discrete individuals ordered in a population to the description

and comparison of forms of social system.

Social system may refer to several levels of organized social structure.

Most generally, a social system is an organized, continuing, bounded pattern of
7p7

social interaction among individuals. The emphasis of this definition is upon

organized, pattern, and interaction. As an organized pattern of interactions, a

social system may be the patterned interactions of a whole society. But, a

social system can be many other kinds and levels of organized collectivity: a

local community, a voluntary association, a formally organized bureaucratic

hierarchy, a religious sect. The concept of "social system" can also refer to

a level of phenomenon intermediate between the social system of an entire society

and the more limited patterns of organized interaction in concrete collectivities.

At this intermediate level, the "social system" can refer to the total sector of

a society represented by the system of patterned interaction in the society. This

sector of structured interaction is analytically separable from other sectors of

the society which create conditions for interaction and which may be modified, in

turn, by patterns of interaction within Lhe Social system.

Confusion can arise because the concept of "social system" is more

generally applicable than the concept of "society". A society is the concrete array

of a self-maintaining population of individuals; a social system is a pattern of con-

tinuing interactions among individuals, at sevral levels. Difficulty also arises

when the term "social system" is applied to patterns of interaction beyond smaller

collectivities. When a social system is a sector of a total society or is used as

a term to denote the pattern of interactions in a whole society, it tends to lose its

precisely descriptive reference and to become a partially metaphorical tool for

examining and modeling attributes of the social system as a system.

As will be recalled, a system is a group of interacting components, so

placed in reciprocal dependence that a change in one component will be communi-

cated to the other components of the system and result in complementary changes

78Parsons. The Social System, o cit.
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in the other com,)onents. If it is noted that a sys'e m is self-maintaining. then

it becomes plausible to ask whether this ma intenank .- of system coherence is itself

a result of system processes. If the interrelations among system components are

crucial to this maintenance process, and ii the components of the system are

differentiated from each other by structure and quality, then it is plausible to see

the different components as performing different functions in the system and for

the system. To infer a pattern of interaction from individual benaviors and to

perceive it as a social system is, then, to do more than describe an interrelated

pattern of events. Partially metaphorically, it is to imply a translation of the

basic system model to social interaction; it is to propose that elements of the

social system caa be discerned and that they perform f'inctions in the total social

system. The system model-metaphor becomes a tool for examining the functional

differentiation of the social system, at its various levels.

The actual analysis of social systems begins in the analysis of social

structure. If a social system is an organized, continuing, bounded pattern of

social interactions, social structure is the organized pattern of positions and

relationshirs which results from interaction. These social structural patterns are

composed es'ecially of social roles and patterns of intermediate social organization

linking individials in stable pathways for interaction; they can range from the level

of primary, face-to-face groups (e.g., the family) to elaborate forms of secondary

social structure, such as large bureaucracies, political entities, and, in certain

respects, whole social strata. Like thie concept of social system, social structure

is an analytic construct drawn ultimately from acts of individual behavior. In

contrast with the system concept, however, social structure is the essentially

static pattern of relationships forned by ongoing inteiaction in a system, at

a given cross-section through time. In considering the effects of thermonuclear

attack upon society in general and upon behavioral determinants in particular, the

initial address to attack effects beyond the individual level of behavior will be to

attack effects expressed through damage to the social structure. By eliminating

individual occupants of positions in a social structure and by ctherwise eliminating

7 9 Cf. pp. 39-41, above.
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the necessary conditions for the functioning of these positions in a system of

ongoing human relationships, the attack damages social structure. In damaging

social structure, the attack damages social systems at various levels of comp2exity.

By affecting the total constellation of interaction patterns which forms the total

social system of a society, the attack "damages" the society.

Institutions and the Hierarchical Ordering of Eehavioral Determinants,

The concepts of "society", "social system", and "social structure" denote whole

entities --- either aggregate populations or total interaction patterns. True, the

concept of "system implies a model for differentiating these entit.ns into components,

but the problem remains of specifying the kinds of relationships these components

might have. Without being able to specify these relationship, and to say more

precisely what are the features of the components that enter into these relationships,

the effort to define societal vulnerability to thermonuclear atc-ack effects must be

restricted.

This is because the wholistic description of the entities that are attacked ---

whether these entities be "society", "social system" or "social structure" ---

forces the analyst to describe vulnerability of society in terrn., of a social damage

assessment, which produces aggregate measures of individXial human losses or

gross estimates of effects which limit the functioning of social organization. While

broad in its reference, "vulnerability" described in these terms must be described

with refere;vce to total patterns of loss. Interactions --- including both multipli-

cations and cancellations of the effects of loss --- cannot be considered, for degree

of vulnerability resulting from an ittack is expressed as a function of total loss

against a baseline, pre-attack description of society. The whole state of a society

can be described, but it is impossible to explore variations in attack effects within

the society, except as they are discernible correlates of gross variations in the

aggregate measures taken on the whole society. This means that it is impossible

to trace the specific patterns of attack effects which may form elements of the

total vulnerability problem and to address these patterns of "processes conducive

to vulnerability" on a level below that of the whole society. Without this differ-

entiation of the vulnerability problem, "vulnerability" remains an attribute of the

whole society.
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The re'sultig' mn tiuon of vulnerability is wholistic arid therefort, siuiplist ,c.

More importantly, the practicai consequence of this failure to differentiate the

vwlnerability concept is that vulnerability reduction systems must b' de.,.igned with

immediate re fernrice to the whole society. Although attack effects may be expressed

in important senses on the level of the whole society, politically and economically

ieasible vulne:ability reduction measures must begin with more manageable concerns,

in particular social sectors. In this instance, political and economic realities are

reinforced by the lirmits of knowledge of how societies function and change as whole

entities. A scientific as well as politic address to vulnerability reduction planning

requires a concept of vulnerability which permits the analysis of the components of

a state of vulnerability, both for pre-attack and post-attack society.

If a wholistic view were applied to the problem of estimating the vulner-

ability of a total society to attack effects, a gross demographic-ecological inventory

projection of the surviving population and its material resources would emerge

he pr. mary methodology for assessing the after-attack state of the whole society

the resulting degree of societal vulnerability. Calculating degree of vulnerability

wou]c have two basic stages, each stage with a number of extremely complex tasks.

First the analyst would calculate the total ratios of pre-attack population character-

istics to post-attack population characteristics and pre-attack to post-attack degrees

of environmental equilibrium which the population will have achieved, Secondly, he

will apply these ratios to some prior notion of the criticai ratios of before--afttr

p)opulation characteristics and environmental, balances required to maintain the

distinctive, self-maintaining characteristics of the population. Degree of vulner-

ability of the total society becomes, therefore, degree to which post-attack

population and ecological characteristics change the ratios toward the critical

ratios required for the minimum maintenance of the total pattern of population

characteristics. When the ratio of characteristics drops below this theoretically

defined critical ratio, it can be said that vulnerability has increased to the point

where the population is no longer a viable entity, in the sense that it can no longer

maintain its critically defining pre-aLtack characteristics in proper proportion or

in proper minimum quantity, and it can no longer maintain the necessary balances

between population and environment. Obviously, a great many analytic, data, and
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procedural inputs and steps would precede the point in the analysis where the total

ratios could be estimated. Assuming that such steps could be taken -... a very

difficult assumption to make --- the resulting definition of societal vulnerability as

a ftuction of population loss and ecological upset would conform roughly to the

riodel outlined in Figure 1-6. The key element in this calculation of degree of

Figure 1-6

FINAL ELEMENTS OF A SIMPLE AGGREGATE MODEL
FOR DETERMINING POPULATION "VIABILITY"

Population is viable (i. e., self-maintaining) when:

Post-Attack Population Characteristics )
C Pre-Attack Population Characteristics

Critical Ratio:

Post-Attack Pop. Characteristics.

> Pre-Attack Pop. Characteris

Critical Ratio:

PPostt-Attack Ecological Balance
Pre-Attack Ecological Balance

j, Post-Attack Ecological Balance
Pre-Attack Ecological Balance

vulnerability is an adequate pre-attack projection or post-attack census of population

characteristics and the resources available to maintain this population. 80

Similarly, a calculation of damage to the total social structure using

aggregate counting techniques can depict total losses in categories of elements of

social organi:zation. Assuming the development of appropriate measurement

techniques, "organization" here can be taken in its broadest sense, to include not

8 0 On the post-attack demography of society, see the discussion by David

M. Heer, in Chapter III, below. On the problems posed by the relations between
surviving resources and requirements lor the maintenance of the surviving popula-

tion, see Sidney G. Winter, Jr. 's Chapter IV below, "Societal Recovery after
Nuclear War: The Economic Dimensions".
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,iil%\ IJori' al, giil- irwnt, d or'gaiz at•ý)s -.-. governmeintal and corpirate busri ess

burt.alm'raci!'s, Z' ud thl. lii.. --- but al.so patterns of kinship and volutntary association
8 1

which have sonietimes broader but less clearcut functions. Yet. ethen if such

nmeasurenmwnts were performed, as either pre-attack projections or post-attack

rapid "damage assessments", it would be difficult at present to incorporate these

findings into a model of the sequences of constraints and determinants of post-

attack organizational and behavior processes which produce "social effects" of

attack over time. Again, this is because attack may have variable consequences

in differing sectors of the social structure, which may in their own right have

differing consequences for determining total patterns of social behavior. Without

means for considering possible internal differentiations of the social structure in

systematic relation to each other --- including especially the extent to which one

sector of social structure may be 'dominant ,,vr or deternimant of events In

another --- aggregat, measures of total "so( , I damage" can give only a census of

losses to social structure, and not indices o)f the significance of these losses.

Clearly, the answer to this issue would be the construction of a total model

of societal functioning. Equally clear is that such a model is beyond the scope of

this volume or the present capabilities of the social sciences. Preparatory to the

effort to construct such a model, the kinds of aggregate measures of characteristics

which have just been mentioned would provide important indications of tne ranges of

8 1 Greer and Winch have explored the problems of measuring patterns of

kinship and voluntary organizational ties in American society, with the goal of con-

sidering the durability of these ties in performing certain functions for maintaining
the integration and coherence of post-attack society. Their empirical findings and
preliminary speculations on a conceptual scheme for analyzing these patterns of

social organization in communities subject to thermonuclear attack effects are to
be found in Scott A. Greer and Robert F. Winch, Kinship and Voluntary Orwaniza-
tion in Post-Therrnonuclcar Attack Society: Some Exploratory Studies (McLean,
Va. : Human Sciences tResearch, Inc. , Septemrber, 1965). Their study included
not only extensive conceptual analysis but also analysis of field survey materials
on patterns of kinship and voluntar) organization in a Chicago suLurb and in the
state of Wisconsin. They gave specidil attention to the physical area correlates of

patterns of kinship and voluntary org;iization, as the basis for i potential method-
ology for translating immediate wear ons effects into damage to social structure
arrayed in physical space.
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quantitatLvie salues of thi, social characte-ristics of' the menm-bers (:f socitety. (f

equal importance, howetvr, must bI, tht. attempt to make the analvtic ILuIp be tweIn

v-siblc bh-cavior of illdivlulI.-, oin Ie level[ arid thO visible p)atter'n Of a self

maintaining population in society on an th,'r level, and to show or su gge st the

processes which order the translation of individual beha Iior into scivty and social

systems. Without showing how this translation from the individual to the societal

is made, the analyst cannot under stanid the significance of aggregate measures of

social characteristics as they change. lie will not have the dimensions within which

to manipulate these characteristics and with which to direct his thinking toward

intervening variables, processes, and structures which may determine the ways

in which these changes in these characteristics may be associated with changes in

specific patterns of behavioral determinants. After all, the practical issue is to

try to learn more about the causes and constraints of post-attack social responses

and about how these causes and constraints can be manipulated to reduce social

vulnerability to attack effects.

While a full model of behavioral determination in society cannot be can-

structed at present, it is possible to suggest more about the ways in which individual

human behavior is structured into patterns of social interaction, and how these

patterns of social interaction build into a total society. A beginning can be made

by attending to the kinds of observable regularities of human behavior in society.

Within the total society and social structure, individuals participate in

many patterns of beh-vior and interactiou.. For example, they form families; not

only do familis provide for human reproduction and training to the basic roles of

society, but they are the primary nexus for the majority of consumer decisions in

the economy. Individuals occupy roles of many types. A role is a coherent pattern

of p,.rformances and attitudes characteristic of a particular position in social

structure; it is the object of particular beliefs, values, and expectations by its

occupant and on the part of those who interact with the occupant of the role. In the

family, there may be both formial and informal roles. Beyond the instantly recog-

nizable roles occupied by parents and children, there may be informal r-'c, of

which the occupants may be only dimly aware. A child may play a buffer role in a

family where there are two warring parents; the mother may be the ijrovider of
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iliaterial goods, while tOe father n•lly pro%'ide the Ilunettroral e(1uiVAlenltS o0 f( roillin.e

no Urtu raanee. Similarl v, in formal organ zatlons outside the fLr'ii lly settlrog, there

may he patterns of both formal and informal roles. The formal roles may be the

sites of 'legitimate" authority as well as of appropriate sets of skills, expectat ion.,

powers, and recognizable, valued performances. Yet, the inforrial roles may

produce leadership structures which nullify the effects of forma! roles of organii-

zational leadership; labor-management d:sputes in factory settings wiHl often

remain irresolvable until the informal but highly effective role relations on each

side come into effective interplay.

Beyond the primary social groupings --- of which the family is the type

case --- and formal organizations with their many role possibilities, human be-

havior is subject to other kinds of constraint. All social roles exist in the frame-

work of cultural vlues to which role occupants must attend in some way, sornetirnes

only as they deviate from these values. Particalar roles such as occupational roles

are subject to more specific disciplines. For example, the monetary rewards for

occupational role performance in industrial society are the specific means for

workers to participate in a money economy. Reciprocally, the money economy

provides a system of abstract value for differentially rewarding occupations within

a common scheme. Among the professionalized occupations, formally or informally

enforceable standards of quality provide yet another pressure toward specific kinds

of value performances by members of the occupational stratum. Even in the

formation of the primary groupings of society, patterns of standards guide the

emergence of new primary units. Legitimate families are formed as the result of

marriages, which lead to new family units and which join and extend pre-existing

networks of kin. As entities, families and their members enjoy additional categories

of legal rights which derive from marriage, itself a relationship established before

the law.

rhus, patterns of established right, expectation, and power stand behind

the formation of particular visible social groupings and patterns of behavior.

Beyond these patterns of right, expectation, and power stand additional levels

from which particular patterns of right, expectation and power derive. To have

a legal, stat)le currency or a lega marriage, there must be law. This law must
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be founded in a polity, of which wage earners and marriage partners are citizens.

From this polity may derive additional patterns of right, expectation, and power

nei:essary to its own m&.ntenazice. The polity must have the society's monopoly

on the legitimate exercise of violence. Even under conditions of great social

pluralism, the duly constituted agents of the national sovereignty inherent in the

organized polity must be able to take steps to preserve the polity from external

threats or internal collapse. In exercising its mm•opoly on the use of "legitimate"

violence, the polity may require the obligations of military service, which create

an important separate category of social organization and roles.

Pushing the analysis yet another stage farther --- acce,ýtance of the

demands of the polity on the citizenry will assume that the citizens have certain

basic" value commitments and viers of the world. In a democratic society, the

citizenry must agree that they can be bound individually by decisions made collec-

tively or iy their collective agents acting on their behalf, just as they believe that

the sov"reignty in tfie polity derives from the consent and the rights of each citizen.

Such a view of the citizen in his state exalts the importance of the individual voice

and implies a total view of what Man can mean.

This glancing look at some of the mor'e important patternings of behavior

ir. several types of industrial society unders -ores -he fact that for many purposes,

it is iaiportant to see haman behavior as orga.nized simultaneously on several levels.

Fu thermore, it underscores the striking interlinking of concrete patterns of social

organization with particular complexes of value, attitude, perception, and belief.

From a large potential r,,pertory of human behaviors, selections are made. These

selections form roles, primary groupings, and larger groupings of secondary

socia'. )rganization. Beyond these are even larger, less specific systems of

regularity which are formed when people respond to constraints imposed upon

th,.'m as a result of their having given their allegiance to general categories of

behavioral requirements.

The total product of this st.1, ction arid stabilizatnon ,'f behavior is social

structure. The pattern of values, norms, attitudes, and coriscraints which governs

the choice and stabilizatiorn of functionally significant social behavior in concrete
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patterns of action is an instituIion. 82 The process of implanting this pattero of

norms a, d constraim.s in society and, in individuals so that specific action patterns

result is the process of ins&.itutionalization. Viewed as an ogarnized, integrated

analytic entity, social structure is a netv~ork of institutionf which prescribes and

specifies stable, recurring, limited ranges of actual behavior and actual, inter-

connected social positions.

It will be seen that the term "institution" has a broad connotation in this

usage. It is not synonymous with "organzation" in the sense of a church, school:

corporate business enterprise, military unit, hospital, or prison, These are all

forms of social organization, which is a specific collectivity of individuals ordered

toward the attainment of particular goals; as organizations, they are manifestations

of institutions and institutional sectors in society. An institution forms a larger

nexus than the particular organizations which may embody it. Thus, the economy

of industrial society is an orgarized, complex institution, %ith systems for evalu-

ating products and services, rules for mediating economic exchange relationships,

and ordered, accepted patterns for accumulating and expending material and

abstract wealth. All of these institutional patterns control the process of production

and consumption. Specific occupational roles, corporate-bureaucratic forms of

social orgaaization, and monetary systems are the social structural dimensions of

the institutionalized economy.

Religion is another institutional complex; for many members of society, it

supplies crucial meanings for present living, by defining the nature of existence,

the significance of the supernatural, the place of Man in the cosmos, and the concept

of the right which must govern moral decisions and ethical -- positions. Churches

provide the principal structural dimensions for religious institutions in complex

society.

"8 Functionally significant" here refers especially to the behaviors which
can be shown to have some instrumental relation to the maintenance of society and
its social structure. This view of functional significance is not meant to prejudge
the question of "functi(nal prerequisites" raised in Footnote 71, p. 83, above. To
say that behavior has an instrumental relation to larger patterns of social process
is not necessarily to say that this behavior is, in its particular form or as a general
type, functionally "required" by society.
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The polity is yet av),)ther institutional system. In complex society, rules

rn;ust exist for allocating power in th2 name o)W the whole collectivity of citizeni,

and collective goals are set and implemented. Among the principal institutiocv.s

within the institutional complex formed by the polity is the system of law, which,

in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, applies an evolving body of principles and precedents

to new case situaticns, Government, as both an arena for political dialogue and a

formally organized hierarchy for administering political decisions, is a principal

social structural translation of political institutions. In a democratic polity, the

ong-ing dialogue between citizens and representatives is a coequal structural

rranifestation of political institutions.

Institutional complexes may overlap. Mairiage is an institution, of which

the family is the social structural manifestation. But marriage is institutionalized

through both the religious and political institutional sectors. In many religious

institutional settings, marriage is a sacrament. In civil society, however, the

agents of political institutions insist that marriage is a legal relationship. There-

fore, the transaction of a particular wedding can be governed by the requirements

of both religious and political institutions. Outside the family, education is the

institutional sector which provides the principal formal orientation of the oncoming

generation to the tasks of life. Its social structural-social organizational mani-

festation --- schools --- will generally be under the supervision of the polity, in

recognition of the crucial functions of educational standards in maintaining the

continuity and values of the society. At the same time, however, the immediate

direction of schools may be vested in corporate bodies which are not part of a

civil administration. Thus, beyond the system of public instruction there may be

a "private sector" of schools and colleges. This private sector of social organi-

zation in education may have its organizational base in religious institutions, as

in the case of parochial schools and church-related colleges, even though it receives

civil chartering and accrediting. Here the base may combine and interrr ingle

several institutional sectors. A noteworthy example of this fusion of institutional

sectors occurred in the formation of several of the earliest Colonial American

colleges, who resolved "not to leave an unlettered ministry", but who recognized
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also that the ministers would form a central group arrmctig the literate mci, who

would guide local community civic affairs.

That institutions have basrs in value and value selections does not mean

that they are analytic wisps. To the contrary --- partici.lar, unified, ;oherent,

continuing organizational and social structural manifestations in society express

traceable, visible institutional patterns. The general significance of institutions

is a mor'• complex analytic issue, however, for the vital functions performed by

instl~utioi'al patterns in society press the analyst to conclude that there are a

certain number of functional requirements in a society which must be met by a

certain number of functional and functioning institutions. At this point, the kind of

organizing model or metaphor of society availabie to the analyst becomes crucial

in determining the extent to which institutions can be seen as both individually

necessary and rnatually interrelated. As this volume proceeds, this general

question of the significance and relationships of institutions will be approached in

several ways.

Regardless of the solution to these complex theoretical issues, the concept

of "institution" prcovides a key reinterpretation of the meaning of societal vulner-

ability to thermonuclear attack. At a levei between that of the whole society and

the particular, isolated human actor, it is possible to distinguish an intermediate

level of behavioral organization, A model of society would depend upon an explora-

tion and understanding of this level; the prediction of individual behavior would

depend upon specifying the determinants of behavior set at this level. This level

is the level of institutions, from which derive particular patterns of social organi-

zation and larger, total patterns of social structure. Cast in terms of institutions,

organization, and social structure, the fundamental questiins about social vulner-

ability to thermonuclear attack become the following:

(1) In what ways can concrete patterns of social organization be

damaged by thermonuclear attack)

(2) What are th- analytic concepts and dimensions for expressing

this damage"
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(3) In what ways does this concrete damage to social organization

and social structure, as measured by the appropriate analytic concepts
and dimensions, indicate the weakening of institutional sectors of
complex society?

1,4) On the basis of particular damage to social organization and
structure and inferred weakenings of institutional control, what
conclusions can be reached about the kinds of behaviors which indi-
viduals, groups, and organizations will manifest in both the short
run and longer run after attack?

(5) What will these expected behaviors and group responses
indicate about the ability of members of a society to maintain the
coherence of the society, set meaningful recovery goals from attack,
and continue as a society?

In the pre-attack setting, the fundamental descriptive task is to determine how

institutions and social structure establish ranges and limits to all important be-

haviors and thus, by inference, to post-attack behavior. In the post-attack setting,

the fundamental descriptive task is to determine the ways in which damaged social

structure can lead to a weakening of structural and institutional constraints upon

benavior, and to assess the problems which may arise from the resulting indeter-

minacies in the specification of behavior. The remainder of this volume will

explore these questions and, where possible, offer ways of resolving them.

Underlying this discussion of institutions and institutionalization is the

proposition --- based partly on empirically observable phenomena and partly on an

analytic model --- that human behavior occurs as a result of a process of increasing

specification within a hierarchy of behavioral determinants. Behavioral determin-

ants are hierarchically ordered in the sense that they form a series of interlinked

levels, which progressively determine particular acts of behavior with increasing

specificity and precision, the closer the analysis of behavioral determinants

approaches the level of the individual actor and his behavior. In this light, the

consequences of a marriage between two individuals are the result of several

complex, hierarchically ordered sequences of determinants; the subsequent acts

of a couple reflect these determinants. The two individuals approach the situation

of marriage with individual past histories as individuals and interacting sets of

expectations about the future. In addition, the resources they can bring to family
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building are in part the result of particular opportunities given them by conditions

which have been subject to a series of determinants in the economic sector, Now,

as they marry, they form a new unit of social organization --- the family -.-- as

a result of acts by religious and/or political-administrative organizations. Their

receipt of legitimacy from these organizations depends, in turn, upon a prior

establishment of the-,e organizations as agencies of the institution of marriage.

In turn, the marriage institution depends on the ability of the polity to establish

domains of rights and obligations. This, .n turn, assumes a view of citizenship

and of the world of the citizen in which rights and duties have meaning; the marriage

partners, as citizens, probable co-religionists, and sharers of a world view, must

value these rights and duties in at least minimum ways. Working back down the

chain from this level of ultimate values and projecting the marriage partners

forward through time, it is possible to see the hierarchies of determinants and

possibilities which allowed them to be married as having resulted in a continuing

state which defines future opportunities for behavior partially in terms of the rights

and obligations of marriage. A certain repertory of behaviors is now open to the

couple, just as another repertory is closed. These limitations imposed by these

repertories are enforceable, ultimately by reference back up the chain to institu-

tionalized legal and religious obligations.

A less conventhonal example of hierarchical ordering and specification is

to be found in the institutional "management" of discoveries in the scientific

enterprise, where acts of creativity and discovery will proceed from the scientist's

personal history and capacities, present ability to be stimulated, and the continuing

structure of knowledge in his discipline. Especially in the arena of basic science,

the values to which he subscribes may constantly press him toward making a

"discovery". After discovery, howev, r, his intellectlal contribution becomes

surrounded by its own institutional status. Its meaning and significance are judged

by the scientific community, which can accept or reject the claims of the scientist.

If his claims are accepted, the scientist's discovery limits and redefines directions

in which subsequent inquiry will proceed. Simultaneously, the accepted status of

his discovery can be invoked to prevent others from going back and redoing his

work and reclaiming At as their cwn, and thus not only initiating a circle of claim
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and counterclaim which can lacevrate personal relations, bit a SO di v& it ng and

disorganizing the cumulative developmtnt of science.

The scientific community highly values insight, originality, d(is'ipllnted

creativity, and cumulative scientific knowledge. To manage the t',it .tall

flicting impulses unleashed by these values, scientists define the status of a

discovery both intellectually and institutionally. The intellectual valuation is in

terms of the content of the discovery; the institutional valuation begins if, assigning

to the scientist the right to claim his originality and to enjoy the prestige of his

discovery. By defining both the intellectual and institutional status of a discovery,

scientists institutionalize their high valuations of both originality and the cumulative

development of knowledge. Institutionally, they place a discovery, an act of

creativity, within a sequence of continuing behavioral determinants organized over

several levels. 83

There is an obvious potential danger in too strictly held a model of hier-

archical specification of behavior --- all behavior will be forced into a mold of

strict analytic determination, in violence to many unresolved problems in the social

sciences and their methods. Even where applicable, the model of hierarchical

ordering and specification must consider many hierarchies of specification as

contributors to final acts. Nevertheless, with proper caution, a dual concept of

hierarchical specification of behavior and hierarchical ordering of behavioral

determinants is useful for pointing analysis from visible individual behavior toward

those institutional complexes in society which set fundamental limits to behavior

and, in doing so, create the elements of social structure. In this context, the
84

hierarchical concept is a was of defining the workings of institutional process.

H3 .'he institutional functions of setting priorities in scientific discovery

are considered in Robert K. Merton, "Priorities in Scientific Discovery: A Chapter

in the Sociology of Science', American Sociological Review, XXII, 6 (December,

1957), pp. 635-659, from which the discussion in these paragraphs de•rives. See
also Kuhn, op. cit.

8 4The conce pt of hicrarchiival order ing Appeared earlier in this chapter. in
relation to the problems inlie'ent in propositional inventories; se5 pp. 45-5)9, above!.
For iucid desc'rip)t ions of ieht hie r r kichical ordering of factors asst-ociated with coilec-

tivw outbursts :ind the hliirar hical relations iflong cornponent- )I social action,
see Snielst.r, ie | tioi. (if (¾ iI tw Behav:, , OLp iit.
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Iustitutional - ,i'hvi(4'al Systems of So( ty, and Situational Dependence of

Behavior as a Clue to Their IPre-Attack and Post-Attack Functions. The concepts

of institution, institutionalization, and hierarchical ordering and specification

permit the analytic differentiation of a complex domain of behavioral events between

,1- level of th( whole society and the particular individual. In turn, this pern its

the full significance of the four principal target systems of a society to emerge.

These systems --- the ecological system, 'he individual system, the social system,

and the cultural system --- were given preliminary definition earlier in this
85

chapter. To review briefly, the total society can be distinguished into four

systems which constitute two broad categories of targets. The category of organic

entity targets is composed of two classes: the individual system and the ecological

ssýyte. The individual system is the general name for each human actor, who is a

discretely defined, continuing organism in continuing relation with his environment.

To this earlier definition should now be added the equally significant, basic social

characteristic of the individual system: his personality structure, which is his

deeply ingrained, continuing, distinctive, total organization of motives, needs,

past experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions which he brings to all situations

of social interaction. Each individual forms an individual system; in the aggregate,

individual systems form an ecological system, which is a population of individuals

in an equilibrium state with its physical environment.

Complementary to the category of organic entity targets is a category of

behavioral entity targets. This category is similarly composed of two classes:
86

the social system and the cultural system. In this particular usage, the term

"social system" refers to the total structure of social action in stable patterns of

role and organization in society. The cultural system is the total, integrated,

continuing body of values, symbolic meanings, techniques for symbolic manipulation,

and generalized perceptions of the existential and the desirable which characterizes

a society, together with its concrete manifestations in the physical artifacts used

in daily social life.

Cf. pp. 28-37, above.

8 6 As was rioted on pp. 88-89 above, the term "social system" can have

variable denotations.
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Both broad categories of entities and their component classes of systern

were originally derived to create the grounds for showing how behavior and social

pattervings are just as much real" targuts of attack as are inert, physical masses

of matter. The most important attribute which each system shares with every

other is that its existence as a system must be inferred from the behavior of

individual, acting organisms. It was said that a:ttack effects are real effects,

exerted simultaneously against both individual behaving organisms and the stable

patternings of behavior which they generate.

Before continuing, several cautions concerning the meaning of these four

systems as target systems are in order. It should be made clear, first, that

these four systems are not separate "chunks" of a total society. Rather, they are

alternative ways of viewing the same social reality, in order to spell out its im-

portant complementary characteristics. They are overlapping perspectives. In

this sense, they are behavioral sttems, although they can be distinguished into

categories of organic entities and behavioral entitities. To arrange these four

systems in a group of separate boxes in a diagram may tempt the reader to conclude

that these four systems, in present form, are components of a model of society. 87

But such a model could not be considered earlier in the chapter, because the con-

ditions under which the four systerr.- were derived emphasized their utility as

categories for descriptively and denotatively reorganizing behavioral evidence.

Yet, the significance of these four behavioral systems lies beyond the

power which they give the analyst to label the principal sectors of society which

become attack targets. Their interest lies in the proposition that they are not only

behavioral but are also systems. They are systems not necessarily because they

may resemble sub-system components of a potential societal model; instead, they

are systems because they are, in the most general sense, complexes of institutions.

As institutional sectors of societies, the four behavioral systems each consist of

hierarchies of behavioral determinants and behavioral specification. As hie -

archies, these systems limit and shape the potential behavioral responses which

can occur as a result of damage having been dene to them by thermonuclear attack.

8 7 Graphically, there is a certain incongruity in putting the 'Individual
Svytem" in a box of size equal to the "Social System" or the:• other two systems!
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An important corollary of the system metaphor and model used in this

chapter is that systems tend to be self-maintaining. As a set of reciprocally inter-

linked and mutually influencing components viewed cross-sectionally through time,

a system will. have the potentiality for translating events in and effects ag-inst one

component to all the othier components of the system. Over time, the result of

this translation will be a tendency toward the self-maintenance of the system ---

"other things being equal". 88 Institutions are not systems in an exactly parallel

analytic sense. While institutional functioning may produce crucial functional

consequences for society, and while behavior produced as the result of institutional

process may have specific consequences for supporting the social structure within

which institutional patterns are expressed, the principal initial significance of an

institution as a system is relatively concrete. An institution is a system because

it is a hierarchical ordering of behavioral determinants and a hierarchical speci-

fication of the limits on behavior. Earlier, "institution" was defined with special

reference to social structure and the social system in a more limited sense.

Institutions there were specific complexes which represented the translation of

value patterr.s into social structural arrangements and concrete behaviors. Now,

if an institution is viewed in the most general sense as a relatively closed, relatively

integrated hierarchical ordering, its general properties can be shown to apply to

other behavioral systems as well as to the specific structure of social action

defined as the "social system". The institutional concept applies to all four be-

havioral systems because these systems constitute two parallel hierarchies of

behavioral ordering as well as two broad categories of social reality. The categories

of organic entities and behavioral entities exhibit institutional characteristizs within

their constituent systems and between their constituent systems.

How is this so?

8 8 One of the principal theoretical issues to be pondered in this volume is
the problem of specifying the limits beyond which effects in a system cannot be
translated into other, compensating effects in other components of a system.
Specifically, what are the conditions under which a social system in the most
gereral sense would cease to be a system' The ambiguous state of the system
metaphor-model in the present state of knowledge means, however, that it may
not be possible at present even to define all the relevant issues.
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Individuals, with the capacity for acting in visible social behavior and

interaction, derive as organic unities from a population in balance with environ-

ment. Specific, concrete acts of individual behavior derive in this sense ultimately

from a series of events which enable a population to support the reproductive

processes which create individual biological organisms. In turn, as these organ-

isms are created, their individual life-functional requirements form the basis for

the beginning of their individual life histories, which begin the development of each

individual's social personality. The individual brings his biological life-functional

requirements, his life history, and his current personality structure to the im-

mediate situation in which behavior occurs. This situation is the immediate

environmental location of social behavior, where the individual is presented with

a variety of requirements for particular acts and a set of alternative action

possibilities. From the capacities and requirements he brings to the situation of

action ond in response to requirements of the situation, the individual acts out

visible behavior. The population as an ecological system cannot continue as a

patterned system without having an orderly flow of new individuals into it, as a

result of each g-neration's having met the basic ecological requirements for

maintaining the necessary population characteristics which enable the reproductive

cycle to become stable. This implies especially that within the population, some

minimum number of males and females will be able to produce over the long run

a stream of new children. Each individual deriving from the population will, in

turn, establish the basis for a coherent address to nev¢'behavioral situations,

which will .ýe the arenas through "which his ewn behavioral system ultimately main-

tains itself and the ecological system .)f his parent population. The key to the

(N,''clopment of this t•oherent address to behavioral situations is in the development

ol :i stable persorality structure, which permits the individual to meet the require-

nmPints of life needs and adapt himself to the requirements of impinging social

situations. In a sense, the individual's personality is a form of inner institution,

from which he proceeds to address the requirement of specifying acts. Thus, the

deveiopment of the individual human personality is analogous to a process of institu-

tional iz',t on in the social system. For the individual, this process of institutional-

ization iS Soe-iaid iz/at ion, through which the individual is given in his younger years
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the perceptions of reality and conceptions of what is desirable and meaningful that

wvill goenhsapproaches toward other individuals.

Thus, the ecological system is an institutional system which begins in the

broad arraying of a population in ecological space and which ends in the creation of

n'ewv, living beings with organic life functions. The individual is an institutional

system in that he develops a life history with its continuity stemming from the

requirement that he interact with the social-physical world in meeting his most

primitive life requirements. F'rom this most primitive level a personality structure

begins to evolve, which leads later to the capacity for directed action arnd specific

social acts.

Within the category of behavioral entities, a similar set of hierarchical
processes exists. Individual social behavior begins, ultimately, in the framework

of what the basic cultural patterning of the society deems as existential, desirable,

and feasible. The cultural system is not merely these broad patterns of value and

symbol, however; it consisis also of the more explicit definitions of the world

which have been worked out by participants in the culture, using basic cultural

defi~nit*-ons. This process of working out the meaning of a culture can result, in

industrial society, in explicit, specifically instrumental techniques for viewing

and manipulating the world. In the industrial social structure, the culture becomes

speci'fied and institutionalized through the development of specific systems which

define and prescribe for the world. In industrial society, these systems are,

especially, ideological systems, whi-h define social reality and desirable modes

of addressing it both individually and collectively, and scientf!ie-manipulative

systems, which embody rules and procedures for th-3 development of a cumulative,

self -maintaining body of knowledge abou' the world. These systems permit actor~s

to work out specific sequences of steps in a general program for defining their

actions in the wo-.'ld. These sequences of steps are specific normative o'r techno-

logical systems which tell the actor what ought be done. As a consequence of this

explicit defining of steps, the more general patterning of cultural values may come

under pressure to change. A principal tension in a society under going the process

I

of change and increasin~g industrialization is the collision between its older values
and beliefs, which have set the limits of the culture, and the attempts to test their
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meanings in refined systems of concrete prescriptions. In the older industrial

social orders, this tension resulted from the collision between the metaphysical

assumptions and vw-iucF of religious patternings and the development of empirically

oriented scientific procedures and prescriptions, which modified and redefined the

earlier views. In the newer industrial societies, this tension has often taken a

highly political, ideological form. Here, the tension has been between the values

of traditionalized, folk culture and the requirernents of developing programs and

goals for running a nation-state.

The other major behavioral system within the category of behavioral

c..tities --- the social system --- begins analytically in the translation of cultural

values and definitions into social values. These are the specific pripositions to

which individuals refer back in explaining their allegiance to particular patterns

oi social structure and behavior. While similar to normative prescriptions in their

level of gencrality, these social values are analytically not part of the cultural

system. This is because they are (1) not open to dialogues over their validity, and

(2) taken vs the specific sources of the legitimacy of particular institutions. Thus,

a simplified, basic social value proposition would be, "Education is necessary and

good". Partly from this propositiorn v'oulcd derive the legitimacy of the educational

institutional nexus and the spcF;i discipline exerted by the social structure of

educal ional organizations.

Moving down the chain of determinants in the social system --- it is the

institution in its specific meaning which patterns social values into particular

structures of social organization imposed upon collectivities of individuals. A

collectivity here is an aggregate of individuals in a social setting, viewed apart

from its organizational characteristics; when patterned according to broad institu-

tional requirement or particular goal, the collectivity becomes an organized group.

It is this level of specific, organized group life which forms the basic social.

structure of society. In turn, roles are the positions individuals occupy in this

structure of group life, and it is their role behavior which is the primary mani-

festation of their organized, visible social behavior.

8 9Cf. Footnote 70, pp. 81-82, above.
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Both of these hierarchies end in visible behavior by individuals, while both

hierarchies begin in very general, patterned systems. Conversely, the existence

of the general, patterned systems is inferred by constructing them from the organi-

zation revealed by individual organisms engaging in unit acts of behavior. Because

both hierarchies have a common root in the visible behavior of individuals, they

exhibit a common characteristic of great importance. This characteristic is

their common relationship to the general situation in which visible, measurable

behavior occurs. The "situation of behavior" is not only the non-human, physical

environment which surrounds the immediate acts of individuals; it is also partly
90

the 3ubjective deiiniticn which individual social actors give to it. The require-

ments of the immediate situation partially provide the kinds of behavioral

90The "definition of the situation" received its most influential statement
in the words of Thomas. Thomas discusses the functions of the definition of the

situation in these words:

Preliminary to any self-determined act of behavior there is
always a stage of examination and deliberation which we may call
the definition of the situation. And actually not only concrete acts
are dependent on the definition of the situation, but gradually a
whole life-policy and the personality of the individual himself
follow from a series of such definitions ...

There is therefore always a rivalry between the spontaneous
definitions of the situation made by the member of an organized
society and the definitions which his society has provided for him.

The individual tends to a hedonistic seiection of activity, pleasure
first; and society to a utilitarian selection, safety first. Society
wishes its member to be laborious, dependable, regular, sober,
orderly, self-sacrificing; while the individual wishes less of
this and more of new experience.

It is in this connection that a moral code arises, which is a
set of rules or behavior norms, regulating the expression of the
wishes, and which is built up by successive definitions of the

situation. In practice the abuse arises first and the rule is
made to prevent its recurrence. Morality is thus the generally
accepted definition of the situation, whether expressed in public
opinion and the unwritten law, in a formal legal code, or in
religious commandments and p)rohibit ions.

William 1. Thomas, "The Four Wishes and the )efinition of the Situation", in
Parsons et al. (cdo. ), 21. cit. , Vol. 11. pp•. 743-744 (emphasis in original). Note
that what have been called in this chapter institutional patterning and social values
ster dIstmdirectly, for Tlhomas, f'roml the dtefined situation of act ion.
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alternat iy s open to individtia)s; sImuLIrtan,.Oi sIy, the immediate situation 7.al also

require a specific response, as in a situation of crisis or stress impinging upon

the individual frorn this immediate environment. Because' ,f this dependency of

the final ckhice of acts or direction of behavior upon the situation of action, the

level of concrete, visible behavioral specification can be said to be relativel
dependent on the immediate situation of action. Conversely, the most general

ievel of system patterning --- basic ecological-population balance and basic cul-

tural patterning -.-- can be viewed as relatively indepedet of situation. This is

not to say that they are totally independent of situation; it is to say cnly that the

effects from immediate situations of behavior must be translated into effects on

the level of general system patterning, and that this translation can occur oily_

over time and as the result of a complex summation of effects in rr.any specific
91

situations.

To aid in an understanding of the complex conceptual relationships which

have now been developed, Figure 1-7 (p. 111) outlines the two sets of parallel levels

through which visible behavior receives increasing specification, in the order in

which each level specifies behavior. The range is from Level 1, the level of acts

and roles and role behaviors composed from immediate behavior, to Level 7, the

most general level of system pattern. Because increasing specification of behavior

means increasing dependence of behavior on its immediate situation, each level of

specification within a hierarchy of levels is more or less dependent upon the im-

mediate situation ol action and behavior for its role in determining behavior. Thus,

91
Trhis opens up an important dual hypothesis regarding responses of whole

societies to disaster: The ability to estimate damage to a society will lag signifi-
cantly behind the abili!y to estimate damage to individuals; furthermore ther- is
no necessary one-to-one relation of direct proportionality between the number of
situations of immediate damage to individuals and the amount of damage done to the
whole society

Om. of the key tasks in further studies of post-attack society will be to
develop an adequate methodology for comparing the kinds of individual situations of
alction that result following various orders of thermonuclear attack. This would be

preparatory to developing canons for translating ti,',se now -comparable situations
into a summation which could lead to an estimate of the damage to larger elements
of the soc ial st ructure arid institutions.
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each level of behavioral spuecification is also automatically a relative p)lacenilent on

a scale of rulative situational dependence or independence in behavioral s pecifi('a-
92

tioný.

It should bf- noted that as s' ecjf"c links in the process of behavioral speci-

fication, institutions occur at Level 3, of the Figure, where they are analytically

parallel to personrlity structure. As has been suggested and as will be developed,

however, institutional processes and co mplexes in the more general sense occur

at other levels of both hierarchies.

It is the processes of specification which occur in both major hierarchies

that determine particular behaviors. The hierarchies form parallel systems which

,j•intly specify particular action outcomes in the situation of action, by increasingly

specifying the limits of ranges of potential action and concrete behavior. With

increasing specification of behavior comes increasing situational dependency of the

process of specification. This variable linkage between levels in the process of

specification and the situation of behavior provides an important clue to the ways

in which the four behavioral systems function to generate and maintain a total social

system, particularly as this social system responds to the effects of thermonuclear

attack.

An examination of Figure 1-7 reveals that Level 1 and Level 7 contain the

end points fo" two parallel hierarchies of behavioral snecification. Equally signifi-

cant is that these tý%a levels contain the four centrally defining elements which

characterize the four systems of behavioral specification. For organic entities,

Level 1 is thC level Of sJ)eCif'c acts of organisms, from which are inferred the

ex.istente of the individual system. For behavioral entities, Level 1 is the level of

particIilair roles and role behaviors, from which arc inferred the existence of a

rudimnentary social structure' and the social system. At the opposite end of the

hierarchi, s, for orglanic entdties Level 7 is the level of the visible, patterned

popul1ationi of organisms ii hztlan( e with a phtvsi('I eiirornnient --- in short, the

92 BecaU Sk til- Ic IaVn Isi Nll k%,or-k ;r- i i*,Ltl I di r4( toni i. thIe ,i arr w c ( iti-
rwvetillp tht- c+()It1t 11ut11 Rc+iatl%(` Sltt,l.tt<,mul. i% M .)!. t\ l NM A '!" - Relative( Si-;tuation+al
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ecological system. Parallel to this, for behavioral entities, Level 7 is the level

of the total patterned system of values, existential propositions and assumptions,

and symbolic modes which has been called the cultural system. Level 1 and

Level 7 contain the centrally defining elements which characterize these four

systenis. Furthermore, both levels each contain one system composed of organic

entities and one system composed of behavioral entities.

This placement of the four systems in the twn parallel hierarchies suggests

important characteristics which each system possesses in relation to the others.

By being observed and defined through the immediate organization of concrete acts,

the individual system and the social system are relatively dependent on situation.

That is to say, while the individual system and the social system are stable analtic

entities, their concrete, visible functioning occurs in complex, immediate situations

which present constraints on behavior as well as alternatives for behavior and

which directly shape resulting social behavior. In contrast, by being defined as

patterns of organisms or cultural elements, the ecological system and the cultural

system are relatively independent of the immediate situation of action. While their

patterns may be shaped markedly and altered over time as a result of behavior in

the situation of action, these two systems will not respond directly as patterns

(i. e. . as patterned systems) to events in the situation of action. There must be a

temporal lag, as effects on the level of visible behavior among individuals are
93

translated to effects on the level of ecological and cultural patterning.

This difference in the relative degree to which the four systems are affected

by events in the immediate situation of action points to the differences in the ways

in which the four systems will shape the responses of individuals and the total

society to thermonuclear attack. A thermonuclear attack or other truly massive

disaster must express its initial effects in the immediate physical and social

situation of action. Attack effects will be expressed in terms of individuals killed

9 3 This is the analytic and theoretical reason why the deaths of even large
numbers of individuals and temporary aberrations in the ILehavior of some of the
survivors do not necessarily mean the "end of civilization" after a truly massive
disaster.
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or wounded, non-human objects destroyed or damaged, and behaviors stimulated

by the attack. Necessarily, the individual and social systems must be the locus

of responses to tht attack and adaptations to its effects. Indeed, social adaptations

to attack effects must be adaptive behaviors, occurring in the now sharply modified

situation of action. On the other hand, the question of whether ecological and

cultural systems have been "damaged" by the attack depends for its answer on a

complex assessment of the damage to the individual and social systems. Important

in shaping the kinds of weightings to be given to damage to the individual and social

systems will be the extent to which individuals and groups have taken post-attack

measures which follow their understandings of the requirements for maintaining

the ecological system and for both maintaining and responding to the norms of the

cultural system. Thus, damage to systems at the most general level of system

patterning will be not only a comnlex translation of damage to individuals and to

the social system; it will also be shaped by the responses of individuals and groups

acting within the constraints imposed by the ecological and cultural systems. This

has a multitude of concrete implications for adaptation to attack effects. For

example, the total physical environment of society affects individual behavior

through the immediate situation of action. After attack, behavior multiplied over

thousands of immediate situations may represent --- consciously or unconsciously ---

a restoration of the short-term and longer-term conditions of environmental balance

required to maintain the ecological system.

As the loci for behavioral responses to attack effects, the individual

system and the social system can be called systems with adaptive primacy of

function in the post-attack situation. As continuing systems, removed by several

levels from immediate attack effects, and as loci for continuing patterns to which

individuals refer consciously or unconsciously in making responses to attack effects,

the ecological system and the cultural system can be called systems with mainten.,nce

priMacy of function ii, the post-attack situation. As systems with adaptive primacy,

the individual and social systems function to provide the centter of attempts to adapt

the society to the attack. As :,tm. with maintenance primacy, the ecological

arid cultural systems function as the loci for maintaining the defining characteristics

of the society as a society, relatively remove(' from effects on particular individuals
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or elements of social structure. As systems with maintenance primacy, the

ecological and cultural systems are patterns of constraints of several orders, to

which adaptive behavior must refer. In a limited sense, for a short time after

attack the ecological and cultural syst s are the society, to whose requirements

individuals and behavior in the social b stem and social structure may consciously

or unconsciously refer.

The general pattern of analytic relationships which exists among the four

systems as targets of thermonuclear attack is portrayed in Figure 1-8. "Function"

Figure I-8

POST-ATTACK FUNCTIONAL PRIMACY OF FOUR SYSTEMS OF SOCIETY

TARGET SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL PRIMACY IN
VUL1,NERABI LITY REDUCTION and RECOVERY

Pnysical Environment

MAINTENANCE:

ECOLOGICAL System CULTURAL Systu-r, Relative Situational Independence

INDIVIDUAL System SOCIAL System ADAPTATION:

Relative Situational Dependence

• ehvorjoj[djj dals'J

means here the effects which a particular system has in mediating responses to

attack. Implicit here is a larger perspective on a theory of society. It is tempting

to say that the four systems outlined here provide an exhaustive scheme for describ-

ing the basic systems which provide all the fundamental institutional patternings for

a society. If this were the case, would it not follow that these systems constitute

the skeleton for a theory of society 9

It should be remembered, first, that these systems are alternative ways

of looking at complex social phenomena which are only partially separable, either

as L%-rrete or as analytic i.ntities. Second, while these systems do provide an

exhaustive ;et of categories for placing the cotsequences of behavior and so, al
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action, they were stated with immediate reference to their utility in sorting out

the effects of thermonuclear attack. Therefore, the conception of their functions

as systems of society is, in the first instance, a narrow one: Each system has

either a primary maintenance or adaptation function in mediating the responses to

nuclear attack which will be relevant to societal survival. The impact of thermo-

nuclear attack is the base point from which the post-attack primary functions of

the four systems are assigned. While it is analytically neat and economical to use

the attack as the base point for institutional processes and changes, the vital issue

of specifying the pre-attack, "normal state" functions of societal sub-systems is

begged. The introduction of the attack as the reference point for defining institu-

tional response and the functional primacy of societal sub-systems serves to

heighten the visibility of institutional function; at the same time, it establ.shes a

presumptive argument that the post-attack primary functions of the four systems

are also their primary pre-attack functions. In a sense, however, this is working

backwards: from an abnormal and artificially clarified institutional state to an

inference about pre-attack functions --- functions which would not be fully specifi-

able without the introduction of the attack and the pressures toward responding to it.

Thus, one of the most important problems in assessing the proposition

that the primary post-attack function of a major system of behavioral specification

would be its primary pre-attack function is to develop a more adequate description

of sub-system functions for a "normal" state of society. Without introducing the

device Jf :in attack, what can be said about these functions? The attempt to approach

the issue from this direction raises an issue which is partially obscured by the use

of attack as a reference point. The attack reference point enables the analyst to

specify a primary function for each of the four systems, in mediating behavior and

social action following attack. lor the pre-attack state of society, however, the

question must b.: What is the function oi each system in mediating and specifying

rotutine social behavior'" Over time, what are the effects of this routine behavior

on maintaining and specifying the institutionalized preconditions of behavior" The

"institutionalized precd-•| it icitit.-i irc, (A course, the four institutional -hetia vioral

systems. In a 'normal state" of society, how are these systems perpetuated as

coherent systems" What are the processes which perform maintenance and
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adaptive functions for them, so that they can continue to act as larger systems of

behavioral determinants in the whole society9

An approach to this question is an invitation to develop the system

metaphor-model farther, in order to suggest how system functions may be per-

formed internally to each -' the four systems, in order to meet their own require-

ments for maintenance and adaptation as systems. A fully developed statement

of the system metaphor-model is beyond the scope of the present chapter or

volume. Such a statement would be required in laying the foundation for a general

theory of social system dynamics, however, for a significant part of the change

occurring in a society under "normal" circumstances (as contrasted with massive

catastrophe impinging on the society) should be analyzable in terms of pressures

created by the functioning of the social system as one of the four key institutional-

behavioral systems. It has been said that as a system, the social system has

adaptive primacy of fun-!tion in the societal situation following thermonuclear attack.

This means that particular, organized adaptive responses by various sorts of

collectivities will have their locus in this system, which is the organized social

structure of the society. In both pre-attack and post-attack situations, however,

the social system has its own structural differentiation into sectors with quite

different functions. Economic institutions within the social system are the center

of particular activities of combining resources to produce needed products and

services. Thus, the economic sub-system must generate particular categories

of means for coping with the consumption requirements of both the pre-attack and

post-attack social system and social structure. In contrast, the political insti-

tutions of the social system establish ways of debating and deciding social goals,

toward which means can be allocated. In contrast with the specifically adaptive

functions provided by the economic sector, the political sector of the social

system is a locus for maintaining and restating values and ends. In this light,

the political sector --- along with other major sectors such as religious institu-

tions and educational institutions --- functions to maintain the pattern of the social

system and, through the maintenance of this pattern, to maintain the coherence

of the total organized society.

V
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Within the social system, therefore, sub-systems can be distinguished

at the specific institutional level, according to maintenance or adaptive functions

which can be imputed to them. The analysis can regress toward even more

concrete levels within these sub-systems. For example, within the ec.onomic

secior, patterns of corporate organizational enterprise provide a locus for

particular processes of preduction. These processes produce outputs which can

be used to meet adaptive needs outside the economy or to provide inputs to other

sectors of the economy before final demand. Thus, production processes meet

varieties of adaptive need. In contrast, mechanisms of money and credit maintain

stable standards of value and enforceable, generalizable discipline over trans-

actions within the economy. Carrying the regress even one more stage --- within

an enterprise of production, there is customarily a sharp differentiation of sub-

system, into organizational elements with adaptive primacy and maintenance

primacy. A sector of management as well as the whole production division or

element in the enterprise will be concerned with generating relevant, responsive

outputs to meet the requirements of the "situation" in which the enterprise is

doing business. Simultaneously, another sector of management and the lower

echelon staff and service divisions will be concerned with the maintenance and

enforcement of general financial, accounting, personnel, and company benefits

policies, which meet internal needs of corporate organization and maintain its

coherence of structure and behavior even under conditions of sharp competition

or rapid technological change.

For each level of this regress, the "adaptive" sub-system is relatively

more dependent upon the situat.ion of action than is the "maintenance" sub-system.

94For an elaborately worked out but tentative statement of a possible way
of viewing sub-system relations within the economy and relations between the
economy a,,,d other major secttrs of the society, see Parsons and Srrneiser, op. cit.
Also see C'arsons, "Some Principal Characteristics of Industrial Societies", loc.
cit. A critic of this general approach to social theory might argue that this view
is especially well adapted to the desi'ription and analysis of the economy and the
polity, but less wvll adapted to the analysis of other major institutional sectors
within thei toital soc ial system. Among the unfinished items on the agenda of con-
temporary social analysis is a complete discussion of this potential criticism,.
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For each level, the "situation of action" and visible behavior becomes more

circumscribed.

Could such an analysis be applied to the other thrce systems of society

as well as to other institutional sectors within the social system" For present

purposes, it may be sufficient to suggest that such an analy%'s is feasible, even

while leaving the analysis of functions in the po~t-attack soci'?tal situation at the

level of the four main systems of society which have been developed. Clearly,

without the intervention of a massive thermonuclear attack as the agent for

defining primacy of functions, a genera]. statement of social functions must show

a mu.• :ompletely differentiated analysis of the internal structure of these systems

and a demonstration of how this functional differentiation may be related to

characteristics and changes of the equilibrium state attained by the whole society.

Even in the post-attack situation, however, the four major systems may each ---

on general analytic grounds --- have secondary functions for the whole society

and, internally, they may have functionally differentiated sub- systems of their

own. Br'" -qtead of providing an elabcra.e conceptual analysis of these possible

varieties of structlir- and function in this chapter, the description of possible

sub-system characteristics in each of the four major systems will be approached

in a more , empirical, pragmatic way later in the volume. In Fart TI of

this volume, the five "criterion essays" will outaLne some of the specific features

of the internal ordering as well as general functioning of the individual, social,

ecological, and cultural systems in American society. Instead of providing a

fully closed, rigorous description of these four systems as systems, these essays

will seek to define the most salient traits of these systems in mediating responses

to thermonuclear attack. Through an understanding of these traits, it may be

possible to lay a more complete foundation for the further analysis of the structure

and function of each of the four systems in a "normal equilibrium" state of society.

The total but tentative view of society in its post-attack situation which

results from the analysis a- it has been developed so far is summarized in the
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metaphor-mcodei given graphic representation in Figure 1-9 (p. 121). This

Figure combines the irnormation given in Figure 1-7 (p. I M) and Figure 1-8

(p. 115ý. The analytic levels of Figure 1-7 are shown now as levels of the four

systems. It will be noted that Levels 5 though 7 of Figure 1-7 are levels of the

ecological and cultural systems, while Levels 2 through 4 of that Figure are levels

of the individual and social systems. Level 1 of Figure 1-7 is both the fundamental

level oi both hierarchies and the level at which inferences about the individual and

social systems begin. This level therefore has a dual status: It is both the

visible manifestation of the individual system and the social system and a total

domain from which inferences about all four systems are made. The analysis

does not begin to consider actual individual or social systems until "acts" can be

related to the action possibilities, choices, and outcomes of a particular individual,

or until "roles and role behaviors" can be shown to be actual properties of any

aggregation of individuals --- most generally termed a "collectivity". Thus,

Level 2 is the levl at whi, i visibl' behavioral evider.,'e is translated into the

first inferences about the individual and social systems as analytic entities. For

this reason, Level 2 is dep -ted as straddling the boundary between "visible

behavior" and the individual and social systems depicted as constructs.

Within each of the four systems depicted in Figure 1-9, downward-pointing

arrows indicate successive levels of determinants (or decreasing levels of analytic

generality) in the specification of the ctmnditions for acts or of concrete acts

themselves, as that system functions to determine acts. The two-headed arrows

between the ecological and the individual systems and between the cultural and

the social systems relate, system levels which are at the equivalent level of

analytic generality when systems are compared; thereby, they indicate a complex

causal connection among the determinants of acts. Acts '.re specified simultaneously

in both parallel hierarchies (the ecological-individual hierarchy and the cultural-

social hierarchy), as a process of specification relating the most general level of

, preliminary, working paper statement of this metaphor-model by the

present author is given in Human Sciences Research, Inc., An Approach to the
Studyof Social and Psychological Effects of Nuclear Attack (McLean, Va, : Human

Sciences Research, Inc., March, 1963), pp. 158- 160.
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system patterning (the ecological and cultural systems defined at Level 7 of

Figure 1.-7) to the "First Level of Visible Behavior" (Level 1 of Figure 1-7). At

this first level, the parallel hierarchies of determinants and specification are

joined in a two-directional relationship which derives from the overlapping mean-

ings of "visible behavior". In the analytic ordering of behavioral determinants

and in the specification of behavior, however, the progression is not directly

from or toward this first level all the way in an unbroken sequence of direct causal

relations up to or down from Level 7 at the most general level of system patterning.

Rather, an event at one level in a system automatically causes events or the con-

ditions for events at an equivalent level of analytic generality in the related system
96

elsewhere in the hierarchy. The event at that level then sets in motion events

at other levels within the related system as well as within the original system.

In Figure 1-9, the causal sequence among determinants has been shown,

for convenience, as moving downward, from the more general analytic level to the

more particular analytic level. For purposes of clarity, potential acts of social

behavior are viewed as starting at a very general level of system patterning.

Through increasing specification, particular acts are increasingly likely to occur

at the level of visible behavior. This means that as an event is increasingly

specified within a given system, its conditions are created at an equivalent level

within the sister system. Yet, it is important to keep in mind that to refer to

system levels as equivalent is not to say that they occupy the same level of analytic

generality. For any given event at the level of visible behavior, its counterpart

events within the ecological and cultural systems will occur at a greater level of

analytic generality than that same event described in terms of the levels of the

individual or social systems. If it were possible to manipulate analytically Levels

2 through 4, which occur in the individual and social systems, corresponding effects

and resulting sequences of effects at Levels 5 through 7 would always necessarily

occur at higher levels of analytic generality, since these levels are farther removed

from the situation of action.

9 6This is the practical analytic consequence of saying that the four systems

are alternative ways of viewing the saint behavioral phenomenon.
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In summary, the seven levels outlined in Figpre 1-7 are not two parallel

hierarchies of step-by-step causes, leading in unbroken progression from Level 7

to Level I or from level 1 to Level 7. Rather, while each level is more general

or morc specific than the others, depending upon its relation to the situation of

action vis-a-vis the others, it is not simply a direct determinant of events at the

next higher or next lower level. Instead, it may be simultaneously a determinant

of events at the next higher or lower level and a determinant of events at an equiva-

lent levet of analytic generality in another system. Events occurring within the

hierarchy of organic entities will simultaneously affect sequences of determinants

and specification within both the ecological system and the individual system,

because events involving organic entities are, simultaneously, events on equivalent

levels of these two systems. Events occurring within the hierarchy of behavioral

entities will affect sequences of determinants and specification within both the

social system and the cultural system in a parallel way.

As a practical matter, the effects of a concrete event on the systems of

society will begin at the level of visible behavior, even though it should be possible

from an analytic point of view to trace changes in the four systems by beginning at

any one of the seven levels. A concrete event of visible behavior which occurs

enm,-bhed in the situation of action will translate throughout the seven levels. On

the other hand, changes which are analytically describable in terms of any one of

the levels beyond visible behavior and the situation of action may be translated

ultimately into changed patterns of determinants of specific acts. A great remain-

ing task of social theory --- both as a theory of social structure and of social

change --- must be to develop an even more precise scheme for stating and

analytically manipulating the ways in which the reciprocal relations between

visible behavior and institutional events create changes at social levels beyond

the individua, which constrain and limit his behavioral possibilities.

Institutional Dimensions ,; Ila es awd Limits to Social Vulnerability

and Recovery. In assessing the social effects of thermonuclear attack, an evalu-

ation of the damage done at the level of the individual system and the social system

is of' primary importance. As has just been proposed, this is because the

indixidual and the social systems are relatively depndent on the situation of

12,



behavior and social action. Through attack effects expressed in the complex

environmental-social situation, inferences are constructed about impacts and

changes in these two types of system, just as in the pre-attack situation it is

behavior in the situation of action which provides the ingredients for inferences

about the t-xistence of these two systems. As organic entities, individuals are

known through discrete acts. As a behavioral entity, the social system emerges

as a construct from the patterned acts of individuals in recurring, reciprocal

relations. Changes in the kind and scope of social acts provide clues about the

events occurring in the two relatively situationally dependent systems and,

ultimately, about events occurring on the level of the two systems which are

relatively independent of situation. Furthermore, from these changes in behavior

and social action which can be said to be induced by attack effects derive inferences

about changes in the composition and structure of all four systems.

It should not be concluded, however, that this approach advocates an

"atomistic behaviorism". While items of behavior and social action in the

immediate situation of action provide the empirical base for defining the four

complementary institutional-behavioral systems, the patterns manifested by these

four systems exhibit their own characteristics as total patterns and as constella-

tions of elements of patterns. To deal with these characteristics, a number of

conceptual levels and conceptual devices beyond the level of visible behavior were

introduced. The centrally unifying theme that runs through the discussion of these

conceptual tools is the role of institutions and institutionalization in patterning

social action. Institutionalization is a general process manifested in all four

systems of behavioral specification. In a general sense, then, the patterns

exhibited within all four systems are institutional patterns. More specifically,

however, institutions are the interwoven network which provides the pattern of

norms and behaviors which are organized in the social system. In turn, the stable

pattern of interaction formed within the social system as a result of the functioning

of its i,,stitutions is the social structure of the society.

Although in rmany respects analytically equivalent to the other three

systems of behavioral specification, the social system therefore becomes the

primary focus of any attempt to understand the dimensions oi the damage which
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a thermonuclear attack can wreak on complex industrial society. The social

system in this sense is the locus of many levels of social organization deriving

from the situation of action. As the locus of the processes which produce the

social structure of the society, the social system is the domain of the society in

which individuals produce behavioral entities deriving from the situation of action.

The social system is that aspect of society in which individual behavior

relevant to all other system-aspects of society is given collective organization.

The actual social behavior which produces new individuals to maintain the eco-

logical system is ordered by the specific institutional processes of the social

system. The norms and existential propositions and the symbolic tools of tae

cultural system are both maintained and redefined as a result of specific institu-

tional processes within the social system. For the individual system, stable

behavior in relation to other individuals constitutes the rudiments of the social

system. Within the social system of industrial society, the division of labor and

differentiation of institutional and organizational sectors forms the general locus

for both setting goals and producing means for the direction of the whole society.

For all four systems of the society, the instituticnal processes of the social system

provide the orderings of individual belavior into social action, which result in the

institutionalized patterns of these systems.

To understand the way in which the total structure of society becomes the

target of thermonuclear attack, it is necessary to show how the huge analytic

domain of the social system --- with its institutional and social structural levels

provides the dimensions of the attack. Because this complex domain can be known

and studied only through the use of analytic and conceptual tools (even though

theme analytic tools refer to real patterns of events beyond simple summations of

individual items of behavior), the social dimensions of thermonuclear attack must

allow for the translation of weapons effects into events which influence social

structure. Customarily, however, "dimension" is an attribute of inanimate or

animate objects or, more generally, of physical space and time. In this sense,

the "dimensions" of things are those general attributes of things through which

their existence can be measured and compared with other things. These dimensions

include such attributes as length, width, and temporal uuration, which can be
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broken into generally applicable, generally valid quantitative units. Since the

social system and the other systems of society are, in one sense, analytic con-

structs, in what respects can they and their levels and elements have "dimensions""

How are the "physical" effects of thermonuclear attack expressed in "social"

dimensions?

Throughout this volume, the term "dimension" is used in a sense some-

what broader than but not inconsistent with its usual meaning in the physical
97

sciences and engineering. It will have two principal but complementary deno-

tations when applied to institutions and social structure. First, a social dimension

m y be a generalized range or continuum within which an attribute may be express-

able as a quantitative value or set of values. Second, a social dimension may be

an analytic construct which defines, demarcates, or labels the existence of an

empirically observable social entity and which permits the analytic differentiation

of that entity from other social entities.

These two usages will often work in complementary ways in the under-

standing of a particular phenomenon. As an analytic entity which defines, demarcates,

or labels, a social dimension is a separable domain or set of behavioral events,

which can be a target of attack effects. Thus, an occupational stratum in the social

system is a domain of social roles which can be changed by attack effects and in

terms of which attack effects can be expressed. This domain of behavioral events

can be qualitatively differentiated from other domains, and as a qualitatively

differentiable domain it is a social dimension of attack. To understand the relation

of events in this domain to other events in other domains of the social system and

the total society, however, it is necessary to express the structure and changes

in this 'Jumain in tcr:ns which permit comparison with other events in other domains.

9 7 The problem of defining "dimension" in this context is part of the more
general problem of considering the nature of the parameters, operative variables,
and social units which are necessary to describe the effects and changes wrought by
nuclear attack in society and on behavvior. Neil J. Smelser formulates this general
problem in Chapter VI below, "Methodological Issues in the Social Analysis of
Nuclear Attack and Recovery", especially in Parts III and IV of that chapter.
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Therefore, it is necessary to know how this domain can have quantitative as well

as qualitative values, how these values can vary over time and condition, and how

these values can be compared with other domains which have values. Thus, the

occupational stratum must be redefined as a set of variable values. In this par-

ticular case, the initial problem will be to find a way of counting the incumbents of

the stratum and determining variations in the composition of this stratum. Quan-

titative values will then have been assigned to variable characteristics. When

this has been done, the significance of the social dimension as a "Separable domain"

will be reasserted, for it will be necessary to explore how these quantitatively

expressable values may be associated with events in other domains. After a study

of changes expressed as changes in variable values, the task becomes one of

studying temporal associations among events within several separable domains.

In terms of the immediate example, the problem becomes one of examining how

changes in the composition of the occupational stratum may be associated with

possible changes in the functioning of the other, differentiable sectors of the society,

especially with reference to the economic division of labor and the allocation of

social status and political power.

Thus there is an interplay between these two uses of "dimension". In the

first usage, a social dimension is an attribute of a domain of social events or a

social entity which may be expressable in generalized, quantitative terms. This

expression may be as an aggregate measure --- as in a census of individual traits

in a population; or, it may be as a degree of intensity within which a trait can be

expressed along a continuum --- as in a measure of anxiety in individuals or

groups; or, it may be as a rate of change --- as in a measure of the increase in

communication following disaster; or, it may be as in the quantitative value of a

weighted index --- as in the extent to which interconnections among individuals

can be inferred from behavioral evidence and the existence of a stable social

structure thereby imputed.

But these values are values of variables through which the differentiating

characteristics of particular social entities are expressed. The occupational

stratum has a number of variable values, expressed, for example, in terms of

particular occupational roles, which may take variable forms in a scale of
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variable social rankings and which may have variable numbers of occupants.

Similarly, types of collective outbursts may express variable structure, intensity,

and scope. A riot may be of shorter duration, greater physical violence, and with

less organization or coherence than a fad. A fad may require the mobilization of

particular means for particular changes in the life style of a group and it may have

particular institutional effects in the economy; while a rioting crowd may also have

goals, some of which may derive from deepset grievances and needs, the goals

and expressive outlets sought by a rioting crowd may shift quickly over a variety

of possibilities. In the comparison of a riot and a fad as examples of collective

outbursts, variables within which both phenomena can be arrayed permit the

analytic differentiation of the total set of features and values which distinguish

one phenomenon from the other. The social dimensions of these collective

phenomena permit the empirical representation of each phenomenon in terms

which permit the simultaneous description of that phenomenon as a discrete entity

and the comparison of that phenomenon with other entities. Meaningful social

dimensions will permit the characterization of the salient traits of a behavioral

phenomenon; the conversion of these dimensions into variables with quantitative

ranges which take on a variety of values permits the comparison of the traits of

one phenomenon with those of another.

Whe'n a social phenomenon is defined through social dimensions which

distinguish its separable domains or sets of behavioral events, its traits are being

described through such dimensions as structure, goal-orientation, membership

composition, and modes of manifesting cultural values. Here, "social dimension"

is very close to being synonymous with "trait" or "attribute". Yet, this usage of

social dimension is cast in terms which imply the comparison of one phenomenon

with another. Thus, even such generally descriptive and generally theoretical

terms as "role" can be taken as social dimensions of a phenomenon: While

organized collectivities of niany informal and formal sorts have roles and role

behavior, these roles will be defined in characteristically different ways, accord-

ing to type of collectivity. Changes in them will have different consequences for

different types of collectivity. With some descriptive social dimensions, it is

but a short step to expressing them as quantitative variables in generalized,
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numerical ranges: An occupational stratum may be perceived in terms of a theo-

retical model of society but defined operationally in terms of specific numbers and

kinds of occupations and their members. On the other hand, with some descriptive

social dimensions, it may be more difficult to develop a fully adequate translation

into terms of quantitatively variable ranges expressed in standard numerical terms.

The treatment of "structure" as a general social dimension may require its analytic

breakdown into a number of measures of relationships and processes which con-

tribute to a total structural pattern. These will include measures of phenomena

such as degree of role differentiation, degree of interpersonal communication,

number of kinship ties, and extent to which people perceive interests in common

with other people. Instead of a direct measure of social structure, it may be

necessary to construct an index of the relative degree of the existence of a social

structure.

In sum, then, for present purposes of measuring and assessing social

structure, the concept of social dimension tends to fuse two meanings. In common

with other usages of "dimension", a social dimension can be a generalized range

or continuum, ex-ressed in terms of quantitatively variable values. At the same

time, a social dimension can be an analytically defined domain of events, which

forms a meaningful entity for social observation and analysis. In both cases, the

dimension is a result of the application of the observer's analytic perspective. In

both cases, the most effective analytic manipulation of behavioral events observed

to occur within social dimensions requires the restatement of these events in terms

of variables appropriate to the relevant dimensions. Units of social analysis or

behavioral events can be manipulated with most rigor when their traits or aspects

can be expressed in terms of variable values and changes in these values, within

social dimensions which permit analytic comparisons of events occurring in

different domains or at different times.

'Table I-5 (p. 130) suggests the relationship among these meanings of

"social dimension", for several representative categories of interest. In one

sense "dimension" as quantitative range of variable values" is synonymous with

"measure". All these dimensions result in particular quantitative values, which

are measures of the states of the behavioral domains to which variable values have

been ascribed for the purposes of study. These measures are points on a potential
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Table 1-5

SOME RI:PRESENTATIVE I)IMENSIONS P'OR DESCRIBING SOCIAL STRUCTURE

DIMENSION AS QUANTITATIVE RANGE DIMENSION AS A DISCRIMIN ABLE
OF VARIABLE VALUES: 'rihe General- DOMAIN OF BEHAVIORAL
ized Expression of Ranges of Variation EVENTS

of Substantive Variables.

A GROUP OF SIMILAR OR IDENTICAL,
AGGREGATE MEASURE SOCIAL ROLES:

Expresised in variable terms, for

example, in terms of traits of indi-
viduals within a stratum or total
population.

COMMITMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS TO
DEGREE (example, of INTENSITY) THEIR ROLES, AND THE SALIENCE

OF T•HIESE ROLES TO THEM

Expressed in variable terms, for
example, as observable, visible
preoccupation of individuals with

one role. comp,.red to another, or
expressed feelin .3 of subordination
to demands of role (i,i latter case,
measure could overlap with tech-
nique employing range on aggregate
measure).

FORMATION OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS,
RATE (example, of CHANGE) IN THE CONTEXT OF CHANGES IN

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ARRANGE-
MENTS OF SOCIETY

Expressed in variable terms, for
example, as votes cast for a poli-
tical party, overt commitments
(including economic contributions)
to charismatic lead.r, formation
and expression of a Iolitical ideol-
ogy and program; temporal view
can be cross-sectional or dynamic.

SOCIAL S'FRUCTURE, GENERALLY
INDEX, COMPOSED OF INDICATORS EXPRESSED

EXPRESSED

Expressed in variable terms as a

weighted cornbnatioii of measures
of personal status, interpersonal
connui~nicvtion patterns, exchange
relations, normative sanctions (es-

i 1' lllv legal and kinship), and
other discoverable patterns.
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scale of measure-inunts. As a quantitative range of variabl •1cva sure-nent values,

a dinc,•isior is defined as the range within which measures made according to par-

ticular pr'WOCcOrcs (do vary. "I)ime-nsion as quantitative range of variable values"

does not have full ni,,aning in a partjicula- analytic situation unl'ss it can be con-

ceived as expressing the value, of a particular variable, which defines the traits,

of a particular, substantive behavioral dorrain.

When the reader examines Neil Smelser's discussion of the comparative

method in Chapter VI of this volume, he will note that Smelser provides a contrast-

ing formulation of some of these same analytic issues. 9 VThe two complementary

categories of social dimension, which are separated in Table 1-5, become in

Smelser's discussion contrasting aspects of several "types of dependent variables".

Fhese types of dependent variables are, in turn, one of three "dimensions" along

which Smelser develops a typology of comparative analysis. The difference

between these two discussions points up the broadening of the analytic concern as

this volume proceeds. In the present chapter, the purpose is to locate the par-

ticular analytic levels at which "society" may be said to become the target of

thermonuclear attack. The particular levels which emerge as being of central

importance are the social structure, which can be directly broken by attack, and

the institutional complexes which are organized through the social structure, for

which the social structure is a visible manifestation. In contrast --- Chapter VI

assays the whole question of the kind of evidenc:e w•hich is available for making

inferences about tL-Ž scciai effects of tbermonuclear attack. Chapter VI reflects

the shifc from the first chapter's conceptual analysis of elements of society to the

attempt in Part II of tA,iS volume to imarshall all 4vailable evidence about the actual

strucL~vre of society and its possible post-attack functioning. In Chapter VI,

Smelser's purpose is, in part, to develop a scheme for evaluating within one frame

evidence 1rom a variety of particular studies within a pvrticular society at a par-

ticular time, evidence from several societies at different times in their histories,

and evidence re3ulting from different research app-oaches to different levels of

9 See especially pp. 595-607, and Table VI-1, p. 607, below.
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society or social life. As a consequence, the dimensions for his typology include

the kinds of dependent variables which are included in Table 1-5, plus a more
99

general numerical dimension and a temporal dimension. This redefinition of

the social dimensions o. Chapter I underscores the fact that the conceptual apparatus

of the Dresent chapter is a tentative address to the problem of defining an approach

to the study of the vulnerability of social structure. A constant tension in the

central theme of this volume is between the need, on the one hand, to use firm

concepts of social structure and institutional patterning to define the social targets

and the need, on the other hand, to see these concepts as unresolved and subject to

continuing analytic challenge and refinement. Particularly when placed in the per-

spective of the comparative method, dimensions of social structure and institutional

patterning become dependent variables in the continuing attempt to describe the

empirical topography of society. Depending on context, then, "dimension" will

sometimes mean a generalized range of variable values which describes a signifi-

cant behavioral domain. Other times, it will expand in meaning to include a

number of types of ranges and their conditions; under these circumstanc,,s, the

inquiry has broadened from a consideration of the social dimensions (f thermo-

nuclear attack to the more general problem of setting the significant dimensions

for describing and explaining social processes and the functioning of society.

In the short run, tne immediate focus on the social dimensions of thermo-

nuclear attack permits some pragmatic restrictions to be applied to the meaning of

"dimensi-)n" The hierarchies, systems, and levels of society described earlier

in this chapter can be used to identify particular constellations of targets in the

visible social structure of Anerican society. Thus, the population is a target, as

an aggreg; .ion of individual traits and as a set of conwinuing relations among and

within such lements of the social structure as families and kinsnip networks. As

a series of h. liavior patterns, collectivities organized for productive purposes,

99The numerical dimension is set by "the number of social units ---
whthc-r one or more than one --- that are involvvd in the comparative analysis".
Page 596. The ten-poral d in,,ns,, i,-, dihchotomilzzed, with regard to ''the static or

dyrnarnmc quality of the conmparison'' Ibid.
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arid material resources about which decisions must be made. the e-conomy is a

target. As a set. of offices, bureaucratic arrangements, and communication pro-

cesses for conferring power and legitimacy and receiving decisions, services, and

direction, th( political structure of society is a target.

Expressed in these terms, the population, economy, and political organi -

zation of society are social strUctural targets in the first irstance. As social

structural targets, they arc targets not merely because the unit -elements which

compose t0-m car, be damaged, destroy'ed, Oi- alter-ed by,1 adtack, but because Olt-

relationships ri which these units exist can Le broken or -Iltered. Here the analysis

undergoes a crucial shift. While social structure is a ''attern of relationships,

the durability of thi pattern depends on the extent to which it has been instituti, n-

alized --- through commi~tmnents to norms, sanctions, and the organizational forms

which embody social institutions. In predicting individual and group response,. to

damnagi inflicted jt tht- social structure, therefore, the fundamental question is

not "What is left after attack?"'" While important, this questior. is secondary to a

more fundamental question posed by the nature of institutions themselves: "How

will inst~tutional patterns continue to guide behavior""'

A rich body of fantasy holds that under conditions of cataclysm, civilization

will dissolve. 10As Sidn-y Winter points out in his beginning to Chapter IV of this

volume, such a position obviates any further attempts by social scientists to predict
101

what might happen. Because pre-attack inst.itutional patternings have pre-

emptively forced certain choices of behavior on individuals and groups in prte--attack

sociutY, and because these choices have become customary modes for expressing

not only 'normal" but also "deviant' behaviors, it is reasonable to assume that

insýtitutional patterns will persist in their inf'luences and effects following attack. 0

100 ('hipt&'r 11, below, opens with a discussion of som... of these fantasies.

See, also \'estcrmnark, lee_. cit. I for a discussion of some fantasies about possible
fiitu re s-tatcs o1 file pme-attack society which tries to prepare civil defense.

1018 li. 72.(I~

1 ' inlllg I Sof 010 arlmw~er to the arguiment, that thermionuclear attack

\%,)uiId coil ýs.e iý cw)11,l into a w~l d spate of socially di sapprov'ed, anarc hic
hchý)\ ~ I.I'iN1cInI tilt' -traor(Iirarvy power' institutional pattei tis have in defining
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The question, "ilow will institutional patterns continue to guide behavior,' ", need

not be construed to imply that institutions will ceast to be operative.

Because stable patternings of social relationships embodied in social

structure provide the concrete manifestation of instituitions, an attack on the social

structure of a society must be in rome sense an attack on its institutions. In some

sense, the diumensions of attack on social structure must be the dimensions of

attack on institutional structurL. To understand the reciprocity of effects between

institutional anu jocial structural levels wh'cn social structur" comes under attack,

it is necessary to recall Li,e analytic r~ldtiu~lhp between institutions and •ociai

structure. Pre-eminentls, a social institution is the patterning of behavior accord-
103•

ing to value selections and value comrnitznints. This determination does not

necessarily strictly determine all the social tructural arrangements whict, may

grow out of it. For example, marriage as an institution may require new organi-

zational forms following a severe war, when eligible males have declined in number,3

and females experience a radical change in the competitionl for marriage partners.

Individu!als and the society at large may insist upon marriage as the source of

legitimacy for families, but this does not preclude new forms of courtship arrange-

ments --- such as open. advertising --- from arising. Nor does marriage insulate

the family from manipulation by political institutions and their agents, who may

wish to encourage rapid repopulation following a war by granting subsidies and

(Footnote iG)2, continued),,deviant, or "bad" behavior in society. Without
holding to Vie positicn thr,-. all deviant behavior is strictly purposive and/or "func-

tional" in socicty, it is nevertheless possible to observe that elaborate institutional

constraints tend to force the selection of certain modes for departing from approved
paths of behavior. See Robert K. Mertor', "Social Structure and Anomie", in
Merton, op. cit. , pp. 131-160, and Erving Goffman, Stigma: Notes on the Manage-

ment of Spoiled ldentity (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-H1all, Inc. Spectrum
Books, 19)3). See also S. N. Eisenstadt, Comparative Social Problems (New York:

The Free Preý,s, 1961) and Robert K. Merton and Robert A. Nisbet, Contemporary
Sociai Problcms: An Introduction to the Sociology of Deviant i3chavior and Social
Organiation (New York: 11arcourt, Brace & World, Inc. , 1961). Parsons provides

an anatysis of tht, institutionalization of the social roles surrounding illness in
Pai s, .is, The Social System, op. cit. , Ch. X, "Social Structure and Dynamic
Process: The Case of Modern Meldical I'ractice'', pp. ,428-479.

10: See the discussion on pp. 96-99, above.
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honors for rapid procreation. This official involvement in family life may extend

to the establishm,.nt of voluntary or compulsory child care centers, where children

may be nurtured in units away from their families for significant portions of time.

It is noteworthy, however, that family structure in complex society under stre;s

does not appear to shift toward patterns of polygamy. 104 Of similar interest is the

pressure to restore an abstract medium of exchange in the economic institutions of

complex society, after severe disaster has forced a short-run shift toward the
105

barter mechanism of exchange. Because institutional patterns appear to permit

some short-run and longer-run variations in their social structu.ral m:4nife.t."tion,-

they do not appear to determine strictly precise structural and organizational forms.

Nevertheless, institutions do appear to create pressures toward the creation of

general types of social structural arrangements, according to the basic type of

society in which the institutions function.

Thus, there appears to be a basic correspondence between institutional

patterns and types of social structure. As a result, dimensions suitable for the

description of behavioral events occurring within a social structure as well as for

the description of social structure itself give a general indication of the effective

scope of particular institutions in determining behavior. Here the analysis infers

the existence of institutional patternings from social structural relations which

bind individuals. Reversing the direction of the analysis, it is possible to see

institutional patterns as setting the basic range --- or "constraint set" --- within

which particular social structural forms can be evolved and manifested across a

succession of concrete situations of action. Put another way, institutions provide

104On several grounds, the example of the Mormon pioneers of Utah does
not appear to be directly comparable. While polygamous marriage conferred cer-
tain advantages in an agriculturaj and handicraft economy, the basis for this practice
in Mormon institutions was initiaily theological. The practice was officially
abolished in 1890, well before the beginning of significant industrialization in the
Mountaip West.

10f5On this q'oi, see Chapter iV, below. "irshlfifer provides useful

comparative le'-spective, in Jack ltirshleifer, Disaster and Recovery: A Historical
Survey (Santa Monica, Calif. The RAND Corporation, RM-3079-PR, April, 1963).
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the general "criteria" whicn establish the ranges of legitimate and probable alterna-

tives within which organizational and structural forms are specified. Institutions

function as the level of behdvioral speciiication at which many more general forms

of determinants converge, before these determinants crystallize the ranges and

limits of particular social acts and structures.

In these ways, dimensions of social structural vulnerability to therrrio-

nuclear attack reveal particular structural manifestations of institutional sectors

of society. Proceeding now from an analytic point of view as well as from the

evidence provided by particular structural manifestations of institutions, it is

possible to advance a number of working propositions concerning the place of

institutions in the assessment of the vulnerability of social structure and social

behavior patterns to thermonuclear attack:

(1) Institutional patternings produce overlapping and
complementary networks of concrete social structure in society:
Industrial society is characterized, ii. part, by the complex
differentiation and integration of these networks.

(2) As foci for commitments and structural possibilities,
institutional patternings establish the basic range within which
both socially approved and socially disapproved behavior and
social structure evolve.

(3) The principal concrete indicators of institutional
patternings are patterns of normatively organized behavior and

social structure.

(4) Establishing the existence of an institutional patterning
within the total social system is partly an inductive process,
based on the examination of the evidence provided by social
structure, and partly an analytic process, based on an adequate
conceptual differentiation of the basic levels and elements of the
social system.

(5) Institutional patternings will "mediate" attack effects
just as ti.ey prescribe ranges of pre-attack behavior and organi-
zation, in the sense that they constitute the principal range of
behavioral and structural options which attack responses can
take.
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(6) Spcilfying the iliistittitiiiiil 1i tt,-Ililngs (Otf s(c-i ty, as
thest.• Ipatt,''nmgý; nmAyv individually and collectl."cly tu tit n, will

reduc(. a significant mrlio)n of thOW uncertainty ;)nd analytic variance
ini projccting th' dornains within which behavioral respjonses are

likely to ,(-Jcur.

(7) While there are other levels of societ. y which provide
characteristic social dim, nsions and data on response to mas-
sive disacter, the ranges and limits to behavioral and structural
forms e stablishid by institutions and their conhorete manife stations
constitute the initial aralytic level on whi(ch attempts to predict
and reduce social system vulnerability must begin.

(8) Therefore, a theoretically and empirically adequate
description of the basic institutional patternings of society,
together with some attempt to [)roject the particular behaviors
and structural forms that may result from these patterns, is
fundamental to any attempt to understand responses which indi-
viduals in a social system may make to thermonuclear attack.

The five essays in Part II of this volume proceed from the general position

outlined in these eight propositions. The essays begin with detailed delineations of

key institutional sectors of industrial society, beginning with a discussion of social

responses to attack which will be highly dependent on situation (in Chapter II) and

concluding (in Chapter V) with a broad assessment of the interplay between cultural

values and administrative systems in mediating attack responses. In Chapter VI,

a broader look is taken at the varieties of dimensions which can be used to describe

the paths that attack responses may follow. Underlying each of these essays is the

attempt to describe the institutional constraints which result in ordered patterns of

social action in each major sector of society. This descriptive effort assumes the

central importance of institutions in acting as "criteria' for social action; in their

attempt to provideh a comprelhensive, summary, and often eclectically based treat-

ment of institutional patterninigs as criteria for specifying ranges and limits to

behaviotral and structural pt)tterris as immediate constraints upon action, the five

e ssa.vs of Part II are "criterion essays". 106

1 he rnoanirig () tin term1 "crl'lerion essay'" is explored in sormiewhat

nmrc dctaiil in tli(, Appeindih to Chapter 1, bel)w. It will be noted there that the
t(er'll :iiso h as at noi i 1 iiit(d ,onnotatioln, wilth r'ef4erence to del'ining the crii.,ria
for attack ( til li.a2iii'. S\stc ,.
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Throughout this volume, a central institutional theme recurs: The analytic

dimensions of institutions and social structure necessarily describe the ranges and

limits of concrete post-attack responses. It must follow, therefore, that the

dimensions of institutional patterniiigs and social structure are the basic frame-

work within which the problems of societal vulnerability and recovery must be

conceived and described.

The Format of Post-Attack Knowledge

The immediately preceding discussion of social institutions emphasizes

the need for more adequate basic knowledge of institutional functioning in society.

A dominant theme of the entire chapter has been the ambiguities inherent in present

attempts to develop the basic tools for achieving knowledge of possible post-attack

social conditions. In looking ahead now, it is important to ask, "What will be

some of the characteristics of i ,,able 'knowledge' about possible social responses

to thermonuclear attack'?" In answering this question, it will be useful to review

parts of earlier discussions in this chapter.

Concepts, Events, and Discriminable Behavior. The basic position

toward knowledge taken by all contributors to this volume is that of scientific nomi-

nalism. In Chapter VI, Neil Smelser summarizes this philosophical position in

relation to a statement of dependent variables, by saying:

With respect to this characterization of dependent variables
I hold an explicitly nominalistic position: that the dependent
variables are not in any natural way "given" in social reality, but
are the product of a selective identification of aspects of the empiri-
cal world of social phenomena by the investigator for purposes of
scientific analysis. 107

Doubtless there would be some disagreement among the contributors on nuances of

meaning; no attempt was made at any time in the preparation of these studies to

develop a statement of "nominalism" to which all would feel forced to subscribe.

Nevertheless, the view of the real social world taken in these pages can be

1 0 7 Below, p. 596.
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characterized by several orientations upon which the observer-analyst builds his

picture of the world.

First, each analyst addresses a social world upon which he has a prior

analytic perspective. Within this perspective, and in response to regularities

exhibited by the social world as he observes it, the analyst discriminates events

at points in time and pLr(ocesses over periods of time. These events and processes

become entities whose traits can be given analytic status as concepts and variables.

Initially, a concept is a label for an entity which is discriminable within the analyst's

perspective; this label describes the entity and often encapsulates or unifies several

of its complemcntary meanings.

In identifying entities which can be conceptually manipulated, the analyst

breaks social reality according to a number of dimensions. But the scientific

orientation toward social reality requires not merely relevant. adequate labeling

of entities and arraying [hem in a matrix of significant dimensions; it also presses

the analyst toward testing his present description of the world by developing state-

ments about what that world is likely to be in the future. If present conceptual tools

adequately describe and explain reality, their ultimate test should lie in their

ability to create an accurate picture of the future --- a future over which the

analyst himself does not have direct control in the present, but whose character-

istics he can ultimately compare with his present image of them. In creating his

picturc of the future, the scientifically oriented analyst will attempt to cast it in

the form of a number of testable pr aictions about what reality will be then and

about the events that will occur in that reality. These predictions or projections

will often be hypotheses or propositions, which refine and extend the foi mat and

grammar of the simple declaratice sentence.

Projections, Propositions, and Assertions with Varying Degrees of
108

('ert ainty. Reality, broken into concepts and dimensions, is a static, frag-

mented portrait. To explore the relations among attributes of reality as well as to

SS the discussion of propositions and propositional inventories, pp.

45-59, abor'C.
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predict its future states, some format is needed for examining possible associations,

sequences of effects, and structures among these attributes. The customary, funda-

mental format for examining these relations is that of the proposition: a sentence

containing some form of asserted relation between a subject and a predicate. Both

subject and predicate may take the form of simple descriptive concepts, or vari-

ables, or more complex analytic constructions. The utility and general status of

the proposition as an item of "knowledge" will be crucially determined by the kind

of relationship "asserted" to exist between subject and predicate.

There are different bases from which a relationship between a subject and

a predicate can be asserted to exist. These different bases result in varying de-

grees of certainty which can be attributed to the relationship. Since a proposition

is an assertion about a given state of reality, and since the degree of certainty with

which the relationship can be asserted is the ultimate measure of the validity of the

proposition, the value of the proposition as an item of "knowledge" will depend upon

the extent to which its asserted relationship has been tested and found satisfactory,

by one or another canon of inquiry.

Propositions defined and tested against a scientific canon of inquiry will

move through a set of characteristic stages which, in a sense, form points on a

scale of degrees of certainty. When a proposition emerges from its antecedents

in the experience of the investigator and the verities and traditions of his arena of

scientific knowledge, it customarily takes the form of an hypothesis. An hypothesis

is a prediction of plausible association or relation between the subject and the

predicate --- which are usually expressed as analytically manipulable variables.

The crucial test of the hypothesis is to create those conditions under which the

association or relation between the subject and predicate is predicted, and then to

determine whether in fact that relation exists. If it does, and if the hypothesis can

be subjected to replicated tests, then the accumulating body of confirming instances

and their known own ranges of variations permit the analyst to treat the hypothesis

as an established proposition about the real world. This proposition will seldom

be cast as a fiat declaration, however; most often, it will be put in the form of a

conditional prediction, which asserts that a relation between subject and predicate

will hold under giver) conditions and with given degrees of probability. Some
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conditional predictions are, in certainty and plausibility, little more than tentative R

hypotheses; others have been so thoroughly tested with such accessible methods

that they are the first ingredients of scientific laws.

No matter what the degree of certainty felt to exist in a proposition built

on a known or knowable relationship, there is always the implication that a proposi-

tion adopted after scientific scrutiny remains tentative. Any hypothesis may require

another test, which provides the first disconfirring instance; an established propo-

sition or "finding" may be part of a larger set of propositions which are discovered

to modify, qualify, and ultimately redefine it; a "law" may be subjected to radical

overturning, if a new orientation toward knowledge revolutionizes a field of inquiry.

Indeed, when an analyst holds a proposition to be so firmly established that nothing

can overturn it, there is ground for the presumption that he has departed from

scientific canons. At one of the farthest points on the scale of degrees of certainty

is, then, the proposition that has become so firmly established in the analyst's

mind that it has taken on characteristics of prophecy or revealed knowledge. At

this point, the whole motivational, cognitive, and value structure of the analyst

becomes an issue in determining the validity of the proposition. At this particular

far point on the scale of certainty, issues of ideology and value will be superimposed

on issues of empirical description, validation, explanation, and prediction.

Relevant Conditions as Constraints on What Is Known. This review of

concepts, events, discrimiriable behavior, and propositions of varying certainty is

a generalized, conventional model of scientific inquiry. 109 It could be applied to

many tasks. But the present task is one of extraordinary complexity.

109 Perhaps the emphasis of this sentence should be on the word "conven-
tional'', in the sense of ''careful" and "safely sensible'. The author recalls a vivid
discussion over which he was chairman some years ago. An eminent physicist had
just criticized the kind of model presented in these pages as being true as far as it
went, but as being a limited account of how scientific ideas originated. If that was
so, said an ardent undergraduate, where did scientists "really" get their ideas?
I he physicist savored the smoke of his 'amous pipe for a moment, then replied

softly, "From dreaming ... from dreaming".
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Every analytic task has its characteristic ambiguities. Frequently these

derive from difficulties in obtaining the full range of data or in setting a full context

for the data. Complementing and reinforcing these difficulties may be the problem
110

of finding the most adequate concepts for expressing these data. In every case,

the available data and their treatment will be governed by the simplifying assurmp-

tions and heuristic devices built into the contemporary state of knowledge. These

assumptions and devices may increase the feasibility of gathering data and develop-

ing a body of descriptive and explanatory propositions. In return, however, they

introduce characteristic patterns of procedural constraints and ambiguities in the

resulting knowledge.

The present task is to describe individually and collectively the social

patterns which will influence individual and group responses to thermonuclear

attack upon the American society. The ultimate practical purpose of the resulting

information is to set an outline Gf requirements for countermeasure systems which

might reduce the vulnerability of Americans to such modes of attack. Several funda-

mental ambiguities have already been considered. Among t,-ese are the limitations

in the body of theory and data available to describe American institutions, and the

kinds of analytic steps that must be taken to compensate for these inadequacies.

Also among these is the impossibility of subjecting projections of possible social

effects to direct empirical validation and test. To these kinds of uncertainties and

the measures that must be taken for reducing them must now be added at least two

additional categories of conditions which must guide attempts to generate knowledge

of the post-attack social world.

First, while there has been much discussion of the ambiguities which result

from attempting to describe the target of thermonuclear attack, "here has been little

exact discussion of the attack itself. Yet, attacks may vary according to strategy

11 0 Merton and Kitt's discussion of the evolution of the concept of "reference
group" is an example of how more adequate concepts can result from the attempt to
explain anomalies in data. Robert K. Merton and Alice S. Kitt, "Contributions to
the Theory of ReU rence Group Behavior", in Robert K. Merton and Paul F. Lazars-
feld (eds.), Continuities in Soc-ial Research: Studies in the Scope and Method of 'The
American Soldier' (Glencoe, ill. : The Free Press, 1950), pp. 40-105. See also
Kuhn, qp__cit.
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and pattern. It would require not much more than commonly available knowledge

to suppose that a sudden attack using a few weapons against a small number of

metropolitan centers will have social effects somewhat different from the effects

created by a systematic bombardment of all centers of metropolitan population

over a series of some days. Similarly, effects from a "counter-force" attack

directed against missile sites scattered over regions of small population might be

expected to create effects different from a "counter-value" attack directed against

a clustered, urbanized national population. Since the actual choice and actual effects

of an enemy strategy can never be fully known in advance of an actual application of

that strategy, how is it possible to consider a range of attack contingencies in

advance? In what ways does the decision to study the possible effects of any par-

ticular group of likely attacks create the possibility that the analysis will fail to

develop the full range of knowledge needed to estimate the important attack effects

that must be considered in order to design systems to reduce societal vulnerability?

Here a very important organizational question enters. In national security

planning, designing the most adequate, precise model of American behavior and

institutions may depend on access to strategic assumptions and options which are

unavailable to the designer of the model because of security requirements. As a

result, opportunities for the kinds uf coiections or revisions in the model that

might be required through the most relevant tests of it may be limited. I Is there

any systematic compensation to be made for limited access to highly sensitive

information? Can this compensation be introduced so as to enable the analyst to

avoid excessive diversion of his time to what may prove to be interesting but ir-

relevant constructions?9

Second, without adopting the epistemological position that the nature of

knowledge depends on its uses, it is nevertheless necessary to know the particular

uses which may be demanded for varieties of knowledge about the post-attack social

world, and how these uses may constrain particular inquiries. At first glance, it

1ll
For an analysis of some of the intellectual and sociological constraints

imposed by security policies, see Edward A. Shils, The Torment of Secrecy: The
Background and Consetue~nces of American Security Policies (Glencoe, ll. The
Free Press, 1956).
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might sceei that th( Issue here is really one of "basic" versus "applied" research,

Wtlh tihe priessure towward resolving the issue being in favor of concentrating on

topics which are tractable to immediate, particular uses in the design of specific

countermeasure systems. Accordingly, the conventional objection to this solution

would be some variant of the query, 'Does not premature concentration or, particu-

lar problin s inhibit the development of general, theoretically based models and

approaches which, in the long run, might prove to be a more adequate foundation

for grounding and producing immediate, practical knowledge"'" Following this

paradigm cf the conflict between pure and *pplied research, it. could be argued that

the kind and format of post-attack knowledge which do evolve will be significantly

influenccd by whichever fundamental orientation toward research knowledge wins

the encounter.

Actually, the question of the constraints imposed by the uses of post-attack

knowledge appears to be more subtle and complex than this formulation of the issue.

Because of the ambiguities inherent in the post-attack situation as an object of

study in the social sciences, any knowledge about it will be likely to have both
"pure theoretical" and "applied" implications. Projecting even the most narrow

and firmly based findings into a post-attack situa'tion not immediately accessible

to scrutiny mplies . number of theoretical and epistemological decisions.

The consequences of this tendency for post-attack social research questions

to broaden toward general questions of method and theory are reinforced by the

different implications which the same r,'carch finding can have for different cate-

gories of users. The finding that except under certain limited, specifiable con-

ditions, panic is not likely to be a s,,rious problem in the immediate post-attack

sbiuatiorn provides an illustration. For the operational official who may someday

bý, right on th, scene, in charge of managing a group of survivors, th)s finding may

provide both comffo'ting reassurance in the present and suggE stions for conveniently

concrete steps which he can take tu avoid colic 'ive panic if the attack comes. By

contrast, th- ' ifficial at a someowhat higher administrative level, who is charged

With dfii Ig (IIttrl•t, easuri' sy.-tems to cope with weapons effects, may utilize

thi, finding about pallic prrimcip~ally as it suggests particular ffatures of counter-

mecasuire s vst.n, s ,vhich omght to he avoided. iTe idtmntifiable conditions of panic
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become conditions which he wishes to avoid building into a system.. The system

may be a physical system, such as a shelter system or set of shvlter entrances,

from which he wishes to eliminate physical features which might combiin to induce

panic. Or, the system may be a general social policy and its s;upporting coitin-

gency plans, such as a plan for tactical or strategic evacuation frir• ,'itis, withn

which the planner needs to regulate the flow and behavior of large urnh(r-¢.- (f

people within time limits. Finally, at the highest adminrstrativ, *,! If,

that panic is unlikely to occur except under limited condat~ons n , 4, :- r -.

ideological and political significance. The policy-maker ma% tis • ,'h..

counter fantasies of mass panic following attack, created bY oppon, . _

measure programs or systems. Similarly, he may use the findir g ,

for Eliminating the panic factor from general estimates of the. feasb_.. .' .
112

countermeasure systems.

The placement of the user of an item of knowiedge w&ithil a r ...-

of organizational concern and understanding will constrain riot mnrv t•, Ls )

item but also the definition f new knowledge which i gLn . . '. .lg

with the example of the finding on panic --- contrasting and eve~n cont, 'idl, tu;r.

research emphases may evolve from the stimulus of a finding perceive.d w'thii a

112There are many findings which are similarly Flusceptible to a variety of
perceptions. In Chapter IV, below, Sidney Winter analyzes the marked differences
between present levels of consumption in the American economy and the need. of
mere subsistence. See especially pp. 397 - 402, below. The excess of consumption
over subsistence is such tha-t there could be a marked drop in per capita consump-
tion as a result of attack without departing from per capita consumption standards
which were acceptable earlier in this century. Here, the findinr- is probably of
most interest to the hrighest level policy-maker and systems designer, who needs
r-recise estimates of excess capacity and redundancy in the economy in order to
design systems and criteria for managing the whole economy following massive
disruption. The finding may be of less interest to the operating official, who needs
particular techniquus and standards for parceling out what he has and for getting
items which may be crucial to survival or longer-term viability in his immediate
area. This serves only to emphasize the point in the main text: that the same
finding will have quite different significance at different levels of a hierarchy of
concern. As a result, the finding may create quite different sorts of pressures.
Indeed, an operating official without training in economics might find Winter's
analyses rather depressing, at first glance.
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series of limited frarmeworks, To the operational official or worker, the finding

on panic can be utiliz ,d in rieetir.g his immediate needs to train and c.,:ntrc', groups.

From his point of view, such a finding may be the first of many similar findings he

would like to have on the problems of collective behavior in the immediate situation

of action, lie will clamor for similar findings and for manuals which tell him how

to use them. On the other hand, to the highest policy-maker, the finding on panic

may be an example of a general proposition about the human capacity to endure

stress. In justifying, funding, and encouraging the design of complex counter-

rnessurt, systems which are difficult to test until the horrors of thermonuclear

bombardme,' come to pass, this policy-maker will feel the need of numbers of

such gentral propositions, as he estimates the relevance of these systems to human

needs ;-nd capacities and to other national objectives. To fulfill his needs, the

p(,i-icv-n)ak,.r ,nay feel he requires knowledge which generally maps a large terrain

of human capacities; this may lead ultimately to propositions whose content is far

rermoved from assay.; of collective behavior in the immediate situation of action.

Fiur v is nothing inherently contradictory in these contrasting emphases,

St theiy can n,, ye. the practical consequence of limiting the directions takan by a

surve.v of the ristitutional and social structural determinants of possible post-attack

behavior. Ins,,far as the analyst specifically attends to the requirements of dif-

ferent levels of a complex policy problem, as defined by different levels of concern

within the same organization, he will find that the hierarchy of roles within that,

organization creates its own characteristic constraints upon the knowledge he

produces. As a result, the specific direction of his investigations as well as the

general framing of his findings may be guided by contrasting and only partially

complementary formats.

Generally, a constraint on scientific knowledge is any internal or external

concept, assumption, orientation, restriction, or situational pressure which guides

the inquiry toward a "partial" description and explanation of a complete domain of

reality. The several categories of constraint affecting the search for post-attack

knowledge appear to pose unusual challenges to the scientifically oriented analyst.

As has been. suggested, the.se challenges derive not only from the ambiguities

inherent in pressent social science approaches to an uncertain future, hut aoso from
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thle' pr't ssu ccs that t e inquiry be explicitly relevant to possible enemy strtetgi t.;

of attack aU.* to the int,-rae ting, and somn'times conflicting, needs of users (A ,ost-

attack knoxlledge. On(.e ob.;ections to th, scientific and methodologica.l teasibility

of post-attack social inquiry have bec. temporarily put to one side, the quest for

manageability in the general direction of inquiry and the particular format of the

findings will press the i-oalyst to paiy close attention to the strategic assumptions,

countermeasure system design problems, and general needs of the users of his

findings. This need not prostitute the objectivity of his inquiry. Nor should the

analyst feel that by being partial, his findings are necessarily invalid. Instead, by

examining these p,-c-ssures on the direction of his inquiries, the analyst should be

able to see them as constituting part of a special case study in the "sociology of

science". Indeed, the pursuit of post-attack knowledge in the contemporary stra-

tegic and organizational environment offers an unusual opportunity to explore the

ways in which constraints interact to produce a body of knowledge with particular,

distinguishing characteristics.

While a case study of the "sociology of post-attack inquiry" cannot be

provided here, it must be observed that several sets of strategic and organizational

constraints and assumptions have contributed to guiding the studies in this volumie

toward a concern with institutions and social structure. To understand some of

these pressures and perspectives which have come from outside the domain of the

social sciences, it is now necessary to consider this strategic and organizational

environment in somewhat more detail.

Attack Assumptions as Sources of Uncertainties: The Assumption
(Af .la-si.• c Attzk

Th, degree ef success of a particular strategy employed by a potential

enery will be the final determinant of the first effects of thermonuclear attack

against Am rican socic y. Attempt3 to describe the most, likely potential patternE

of attack will be important devices for focusing inquiries into the state of the post-

tttatk social world. As is •oted in a study of nuclear attack hazard to the Con-

tinental United States:
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or ,( S-te planing purposes neither tht, authoritativene is
r,.r the realism (Af th' attack effects assumptions is important.
In fact, the 'onvcniillnce of having the hypothetical attack pattern
for awi txt1se remnairn unclassified in the security sense dictates
that it cemain sufficiently unrealistic to permit such status. But
for planning any program related directly to the mitigation of the
effe'cts of a-,, actuai attack or coping with it if it should come.
the most at't•,vntic and realistic assumptions available are re-
quired. This is so, not only because such planning governs the
expenditure of large sums of program funds, but also because
the very survival of the nation may depend upon the efficacy of
tin F-rograms which is in part dependent on -the quality of the
planning assumptions. In this context the consequences of the
assumptions used for plannl~ng are so grave that no planner can
afford to use anything but the most authentic assumptions he
can get. 113

But this passage also app-ars to offer a challenge to the rationale of the present

volume. How can a generalized outline of the institutional and social structural

determinants of social responses to attack assisý in the planning of a "program

related directly' to the mitigation of the effects of aniy actual attack'"?

The answer must lie in the general proposition that before a social variable

ca., be manipulated with analytic precision, the scope, characteristics, and mean-

ings of its domains must bu established. It will be impossible to incorporate

precisely stated social variables, parameters, and factors into an attack model

until the general social dimensions of attack can be individually and collectively

established. While cer tain social sectors car) already be described with some

precision, espeilly sub-sectors of the e'onornic system, the social domains and

levels of most determinants which will affect responses are in only, the first stages

of rigorous analyvss. 'Ihie first results of these ala 'ses will be, ther;Jore, to set

a iu mber of social domains and institutiona" and so,' il sti uctural levels for %khich

countermeasure systems have been only barely imagii.'d at present.

In this setting, where basic domains havc v 'I to be firmly established, it

would appear to he spu rious to try to maipulate pr.c ist indicators of all their

I1 3 I)epartrnent of Defense and Office of :nl.i gnc 'y Planning, Nuclear Attack

H1azard in ('Contu ental United States - I 963 Ai•nnN A': Bac kground and Procedures for
Appll at ions (u) (\Wtshington: Departrmlent of I )ft.i' arnd Office of Emergt ncv Plan-
run1g. 1:,cutlvi, Office of thu President. MarchA, "46.1), J,. A- 14 (lUnclassified).



characteristics. Similarly, in those instances it would be difficult to compute the

effects of a range of particular and precisely v-ried attack patterns. But some

notion of attack targeting must underlie any attempt to study the social effects of

attack. What kind of assumptions should be used"

Since the analytic task of the studies in this volume has been to establish

the basic institutional and social structural dimensions of attack, preparatory to

using them to specify attack effects, the basic target which it has been necessary

to consider has been nothing less than the totality of organized behavior and social

life in American society at its various levels. It has been necessary, to consider

the whole interacting range of institutions and social structures which forms a

complex industrial society. Thus, given the scope and the interrelations of the

elements of the potential target, it has been useful to employ the assumption of a

massive attack as the upper limiting case of an attack pattern which would be likely

to activate the full range of institutional and social structural vulnerabilities in

society. While several studies consider the effects of some particular attack

targetings, all the chapters of this volume have used a rough model of massive

attack against which to consider and define the social dimensions of thermonuclear

attack.

The basic attack scenario which has guided these studies assumes that

American society is subjected to a bombardment ranging in size between 1, 500

megatons as the lower limit and 10, 000 megatons as the upper limit. 115 This

onslaught occurs over an interval of less than six hours and is not followed by an

invasion or by the introduction of other agents, such as chemical and biological

weapons. The weapons in the attack pattern are distributed so as to bring the

majority of the major metropolitan centers of the United States under direct risk

of blast, direct radiation, thermal, and fallout effects; this distribution of risk is

in units proportional to the size and importance of each metropolitan area targeted.

114See especially Chapters III and IV, below.

1 1 5 The procedure for outlining a common set of basic attack assumptions

to the authors of the studies in Part II is discussed in the Appendix to Chapter I,
below.
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Si rlul JmUSOU flil hl Ii iiW 11t oif th t weapons art, di rec ted or could hiavc b'CiII

directed against Olt "Xnelricanl .'-rategic retaliatory force. It. was assunicIid tha~t thet

UIJnt ed States mladc fit ;) -emi pt ive stri~ke based on initelli genc e es~t inimtes, and that

the attack had mii anv teatt uirts of su rpriise.

Such an attack sccenArio is miore appropriate to stratep thinking of a few

years ago thani to the pre sent. Oil the Other hand, its use forc the analyst to

confront critical issues whichi might be muted or deferred if aatack scenarios or

assuimptions of lower scale we~re used. Included in these issues are such questionis

as:

(1) Guiven a massive stress exerted against the entire social1
system, what forms of individual arid collective behavior may be
expected at different times") Under conditions of widespread de-
struction, death, and stress, will this behavior be adaptive, or
will hopeless disarray occur"

(2) What will be the institutional and social structural
dimensions which will be crucial in shaping individual and group
responses to attacks so large that it cani be assumed that all
elements of the social system wiil1 ultimT~ately be exposed to risks,
during and following attack.) Under w~hat conditions will these
institutional and social structural patterns continue to function'

(3) What are the Institutional and social. structural criteria
for the survival (of the society?

As will be evident, however, a certain intellectual price must be paid for the use

of this leve (If* scenario.

Mlassive Attack as ani Assurnptian in Social S-cien ce Analysis. In consider-

ing the social syst in ais a target of stress in the unTcertain future, an assumnption

that this stress, coniens inI thr form (of a massive attac k foc uses the complex descrip-

tive task. lBy as.-'-uniiing that the stress hias a clearly demnarcated, sudden beginning

and a wide spread reach thfr( 'u giout thwe ccol ogic al system and popul at Ii of thie

society-, thet nizis 5ye t, ittack K .ssu nipt ion establishes a relatively fixed( point inI tinio

for all situatiAn )II (0 Wti(IIIil socicttV, fromi whicti all social respionses and so('iai

chaniges througi lit tht, wli~t 'c Sstcnl origInlazt. 16In conltrast, if' it is

116 iis ds,- nlot rlltauif, (A co(urse,, that ;tll sys\.-tems and sbstesare

siiutr:ftiv Ctcd iflII tilt s~lnlc wayý by" attack. Ste p. 1 I above.
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assumed that the attack is aimed at only a few areas or is of relatively protracted

duration (with sormewhat lower weapons \,ieds at any particular point xn the attack

sequence), then there is tthe added analytic dilemma of separa:ing the immediate

effects of weapons from the mounting sequence of social "multiplier effects".

These multiplier effects would restit from the increasingly general involvement

of the total social system in managing the strc ;s exerted on local areas or through

a mounting scale of immediate attack effects. The dilemma would be less severe

if the small attack were confined to a few h.ighly critical metropolitan areas (e. g.,

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington, D. C.). The problem would then

be to trace the patterns of relations between these urban foci and the remainder of

the society; although complex in itself and with terrifying implications, the prob-

lem would be essentially to trace the institutional and structural patterns which

relate these areas to the rest of the society, and to dettrmine how damage to these

areas multiplies into the society through these linkages and dependencies. The

analytic problem would be much more difficuit, however, if it were necessary to

consider an attack pattern which gradually mounted over protracted time, especially

if the whole s.ociety were the ultimate target. Here, immediate damage would be

foilowed by social response, which would be affected in urn by later attack exerted

against a society whose individuals, social structure, and'institutions had already

begun to respond. It would be necessary to unravel a constantly changing sequence

and interaction of attack effects and social responses.

The clarity offered by the massive attack scenario depends in part, how-

ever, on whether it is analytically feasible to consider the total complex of behaviors,

s,,cial structures anid relations, and institutions in industrial society to be a target.

If the metaphor-model (cf society a. an interrelaited, interpenetrating group of

systems is accurate andI useful, then the massive attack can be introduced into this

metaphor-mode! at a point in time, and the resulting possible sequences of inter7-

related responses can be studied on their different levels. But as later chapters

will show, an attack may have variable consequences for different institutional

sector-i of society. -urtherinore, thf se institutional sectors are under stood with

varying degrees of precision. It is useful, for example, to compare economic

models wvith demographic models or to compare these models wit!' attempts to
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model political processes in society. Constraints on resource allocatioin in the

economy can be described with much more precision, for a greater variety ol

potential attacks, than can constraints on the vital movements in a population, or

constraints on the retention or change of political processes. Under such circum-

stances, the application of the massive attack scenario to the different crucial

institutional sectors will produce estimates of effects which have varying validity

and precision. Furthermore, when interactions of effects among institutional

sectors are explored as part of a unified model of society, variabilities in the

description of individual sectors can introduce a new order of error or uncertainty,

which results from combining information with varying reliabilities and degrees of

precision.

While well suited to use with the model of the social system developed in

this chapter, the massive attack scenario contains elements which appear to be

simultaneously too simple and too complex. As an assumption in social science

method, the massive attack scenario is too simple, because it establishes at one

discrete, limited temporal interval the beginning of social changes, responses,

and institutional interactions which ultimately affect all levels of society. To make

the most effective use of it, this assumption depends on an adequate, pre-existing

model of societal functioning. Conversely, in the absence of such a model the

scenario may be too complex an assumption, for it may bring too many institutional

and structural features of society into play at once. It may be more feasible to

study social damage and social responses in more limited areas, and to trace from

them the effects which extend to other arenas and levels of social structure and

institution in the larger society.

'The basic justification for using such a scenario must be, therefore, tnat

it points up the basic institutional and social structural criteria and domains of

117Attempts to make karticular economic forecasts, demographic projec-
tion-', and pre-election voting polls will reflect tht- basic models used by the analyst,
but will show a different scaie of rehlabilit~es. The accessibility and manipulability
of sampling data in estimating voting preferences permit more accurate projections
than (-an be supplied for the demographic or economic sectors. While these sectors
can marshall more elaborate models for making projections, by the same token their
charactt'ristic projections must be subject to mary more intervening variables.
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rYQsJ)oII5n to attack, not thzt it is the most efficient way of programming a study

:',f precise attack effects on all social leves.

Massive Attack as an Assumption in National Security Analysis. While

sudden, massive attack is a horrifying possibility, it may be less feasible or likely

than other potential forms of .ittack. Changes in deterrent postures among the

nuclear nations of the world and other shifts in the environment of national strategic

policy have created the need to devote more attention to other fo.:ms and grr'dations

of international crisis and conflict. 118 It appears more likely now that even if a

sustained international crisis were to evolve to the phase of a massive thermo-

nuclear exchange, the responses of American society to the mounting crisis would

create new dispositions and patterns of social characteristics and processes which

would shape post-attack responses. It would also appear that a sudden thermo-

nuclear bombardment is now more likely to be the result of an "accident" which

could affect relatively small physical areas at the outset. Such an "accident" would

not have the magnitude of a massive thermonuclear attack, nor would it necessarily

provoke an instantaneous, "spasm" response.

As an assumption from the perspective of national security planning,

therefore, the massive attack scenario, standing alone, could guide the study of

sec•-eta1 wvnerabi!ity in direcl.ioiýs which are less important to immediate needs.

Given limited research resources, it could be argued that the first emphasis should

be on the concrete assessment of particular patterns of damage to the social struc-

turc in local areas. It could also be argued that the nature of likely thermonuclear

accidents and the increasing need for enemies to aim first at strategic forces in

an all-out exchange dictate that primary attention be paid to managing the social

effects of fallout and its countermeasures.

A number of arguments in this vein coald be adduced. Again, the position

taken is that the massive attach scenario is more likely to point up the crucial

behavioral and institutional pa.terns which will affect attack response than is a

,more limited set of assumptions. As a matter of efficiency in procedure, it may

Le more iŽ,eful to confront immediately and directly the problem of specifying the

See Kahn, op. cit.
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crucial dorniains arid variables than to extrapolate upward fron. limited effefcis

expressed in limited areas of an industrial society. B3y consideri.-ig the cuns":-

quenctes of it niassive att~acek, t- e designer of counrte rinca sure systems is iimOre

likely to have considered all the relvac.nt domains which will shape attack effects

arid for which sy.atems roust be designed. In the longer run, the use of a niassive

attack assumption appears more !,kely to produce a broader range of relevant

information, even though in the shot-ter run, particular requirements for Counter-

measure system criteria may encourage a more restricted search for knowledge.

Trhen, too, the national security environment may shift once again. What

is now a matter of research effici-ncy may become at moaýer of urgent nationial

planning, if those governmental organizations now charged with reducing the social

risk from thermerinuclear- attack are forced to take a new look at the problem-ns of

reducing the vulnerability of the whole society.

Organizational Constraints on the Definition and Use of
Post-Attack Knowleýie

The Official Environment. The analytic use of massive attack assumptions

applied to a total description of institutional 'structure and process in American

society emphasizes a striking anomaly which exists in the background of all ci-il

defense analyses --- an anomaly which constrains those whio might be expected to

have the most urgent uses for knowledge of the post-attack social world. Th is

anomaly is the sharp dlisparity between the vast social requirements of a conipre-

hensivv program to rtduce ,,u'nerabilities from a range of possible attack patterns

anid the, actual organizational and material resourceýs which appear to be presently

aviiilable- to mieet them. It is prtly cause and partly product oif the relatively l ow

pre stigc anid fr-agmentation of those governmental agencies charged with direc~t

responisibil ity for, re-duireg social vuhinerability to thermonuclear attack.

I'lecre. are, two governmnvital organizations on thc, Federal level withi pri -

MarlY rc sponsibilities for preparing mneasu res to r'educe thei cffuý t.,ý of thernionu( If sa-

attack on Am ic ac~n soc iety. lucy are the Office of C ifi De-fense utI) prt sc ridy

I 'a t td 'il adjuriict ti I'he Secretarv of the Army With in &Ve i e'rt ei f Dft rise'
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andit the Office ot I'nt-rgeii(Y I'l imiiii (01:1,), Ini the Excciut,vv O)ffice of, thc P'resi-

dent, S Irice thetir k-stablishi lie ut W I thI in the- )"tdf-rid KX( ec t IV Branich. both

age nc IWWS iltid their p~reenr' sor.-i h~ivc beeni through a suiccession of reorganizations

aind adrminist rative muigratiton:s.12

The pre sent p1 ace nient of the se agencies withrin the Ex ecutive Biranc h

resulted trorn the 1 961 decision to divide their inirnediate parent organization, the

Office of C'ivil anid Defense Mobiliszation (OCDMI), which had been an element of the

E'xecutive Office of' the President. A basic group of' planning tasks anid immediate

decision-i-making functions in fututre disasters remained in the E'xecutive Office of

the President, as the responsibility of the new Office of E"mergency Planning. The

Director of 0EVI inherited the statutory position of the Director of OCDM on the

National Security Council. Meanwhile, a new Office of Civil Defense was formed,

with potentially very substantial cildefense systenis design and operational

responisibilities. This organization migrated to the Department of Defense, where

it wa's first given a high-level, semi-independent status uinder an Assistant Secr~-2

tary of Defense for Civil Defense. In 1964, however, OCD moved down in the

formal Defense hierarchy, becoming an element of the Department of the Army at

the level of the Office of the Secretary of the Army. This downward movement was

accompanied by an increasing awareness of the scope of the immediate post-attack

Operational tasks which might confront OCD, anid the corresponding need for

greater technicaL and manpower resources with which to meet these tasks. It

couild riot be concludled, therefore, that this downward movemnent was in any simple

senlse a direct refllection of the apparent decrease in OCD' s ability to be relevant

119 Office of the Federal R{egi ster, U nited S ates Government Organization

aNuaIIlý1 1965-1966 (Waishington: UT S. Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 65-
68 and pp. 151-1 5?. The or'ganizat ional structure- reported here was in existence
-it the timec this volunie went to Iprtss, in) early 1966.

120 In t;)" a osclicke of, a coII1 )Ire-ht-nsi\(- organ]izat ional arid institutional

h iI-;to()r N of civil de-ft~rise, ratte rs, thi' most Listful basic suir-niaries of these events
aind their oack-grouind kk iM hk f-:ý ;. i aii' hx H-r-bert Roback ("Organization
for' C'ivil Def4ense ) aid N -al Fitz Si nions ("'A Bri -f Hiistory of American Civil Defense"')

in a forthcomniig, a"- ve,(t unt1:t1cd hook tn1 procble-ms o~f civil defense- preparedness,
Older the e(litorshlip of Fiug-tic 1). \k igrier. Eut'iit P'. VWigner (ed. ) _______

(I'rinct-ttn, N.31. I'cincetori niViit Press, 1967] )
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to national security policy at the highest levels. Perhaps more important was the

emerging, though diffused, awareness that OCD could conceivably someday have

staggering operational responsibilities for housing, feeding, clothing, communi-

cations, and transportation. The foundation for meeting these responsibilities

could be best laid now by bringing OCD into closer relation with operating and line

organizations. Previously, OCD had existed in a staff, planning, and advisory

environment, on the assumption that states and local areas would provide primary

impetus to civil defense measures.

In preparations for meeting the demands of thermonuclear attack, the

special domain of OEP has been to develop plans, criteria, and analytic procedures

for allocating and coordinating resources within a damaged economy and govern-

mental system. Occasionally --- as in the Alaska earthquake disaster of March,

1964 --- OEP has had a major opportunity on which to practice its functions as
121

principal coordinator of disaster recovery measures. In contrast, OCD has

been charged with primary responsibility for developing and operating systems to

protect the American population from the immediate effects of thermonuclear attack.

Since 1963, this has meant, in effect, that OCD has been maintaining the gradual

development of a public fallout shelter system. Primary emphasis has been upon

identifying, marking, and stocking existing spaces and in encouraging the develop-

ment of emergency warning and emergency operating systems. During the 1966

Fiscal Year, to maintain programs which are intended ultimately to provide pro-

tection from thermonuclear attack to two hundred million Americans, OCD had a

basic budget of 106. 78 million dollars. 122

There are several striking features to this organizational situation. Most

obvious is the paucity of material resources which has been devoted to developing

1 2 1 See Office of Emergency Planning, Impact of Earthquake of March 27,
1964 Upon the Economy of Alaska (Prepared for Federal Reconstruction and Develop-
ment Planning Commission) (Washington: Office of Emergency Planning, Executive
Office of the President, 1964).

122 U.S. Department of Defense, 1966 Office of Civil Defense Program

Summary: November, 1965 (Washington: Department of Defense, 1965), p. 38. The
statements earlier in this paragraph on the substance of the current OCD program
are based in part on this reference.
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means for protecting not only the individual members of American socicty but also

the conditions for the complex institutional and organizational functioning which

maintains a total industrial society and its sectors. A history of decisions to allo-

cate resources to civil defense activities would explain this paucity as a result of a

number of basic pressures on the highest levels of decision-making. These pres-

sures include doubts in some quarters of govern,-ent over the effectiveness of

feasible civil defense systems, uncertainties about the meanings which civil defense

conveys to potential adversaries, demands for uses of funds in programs which

appear to have higher priorities than civil defense, outright opposition to civil

defense from articulate minorities, and the preoccupation of the American public
123

with other issues. This continuing paucity has been in ironic counterpoint to

the scope of the issues uncovered by any systematic attempt to define the social

dimensions of thermonuclear attack.

123It is not possible to present here an account of the interplay of interests

and forces which has led to the present relatively dormant, underpublicized civil
defense program, even though such an account would be of interest in understanding
the total environment in which information about the post-attack social world must
be used. Such an account might begin with attempts to initiate a comprehensive
shelter program during the Berlin Crisis of 1961. It would examine the alternating
emphases followed by the shelter program --- first toward private, home shelters,
then toward public shelters. It would analyze the unfolding of issues in the debate
over shelters which occurred in the intellectual community in 1961-1962, and it
would note how opposition to civil defense entered the intellectual armamentarium
of peace action and social protest groups whu were pursuing more general objectives.
(Vestermark, loc. cit., considers some of the main themes employed by intellec-
tual critics of the shelter program. ) It would note the consistent though passive
support which the American public has given to shelter programs on many public
opinion surveys. (See the studies by Levine and Cole, Berlo et al., &nd Nehne-
vajsa, referenced in ibid., pp. 271-272 and p. 286, )

It would devote special attention to the "cost-effectiveness" studies per-
formed on the shelter program in 1963 and later years; these studies led to the
statement by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara in 1964 that "Civil Defense
is an integral and essential part of our over-all defense posture. T believe it is
clear from my discussion of the Strategic Retaliatory and Continental Air and
Missile Defense Forces that a well planned and executed nationwide civil defense
program centered around fallout shelters would contribute much more, dollar for
dollar, to the saving of lives in the event of a nuclear attack upon the United States
than any further increases in either of thes-- two programs". (Cited in 1966 Office
of Civil Defense Program Summary . .. , op. cit., p. 1. These cost-effectiveness
studies are reviewed briefly in U.S. Department of Defense, Office of Civil Defense,
Fallout Shelter Program: November, 1963 (Washington: Department of Defense,
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More important for the present analysis of constraints on th- ce,,tj-,j .It!d

uses of information about possible post-attack social life is the paradoxi\..,1 t¢itu:,-

tion arising from the division of functions between OEP and OCD. If K.,,wl', 0,'

possible post-attack social responses is to be used for designing systti-,-ý ! : ,

social damage and ineffective adaptations to thermonuclear attack, then it. u t;,

must broaden their analytic perspective --- from patterns of damage done to

discrete, isolated individuals to patterns of damage and stress in social institutimn,

and organizations. This imposes the ultimate requirement that the civi! defotse

planner and analyst take a society-wide perspective, in recognition of the COmplex

integration of the social life of industrial society. In a way that may be unJliqte in

government, the civil defense planner must learn to think in terms of the whole

social structure and in terms of complex interactions of social responises within

this structure --- even if the final attack should come as an "accident" against an

individual metropolitan area and not as a carefully contrived, massive assault on124
the whole society. Intuitions and suspicions of this requirement have contributed

(Footnote 123 continued)Office of Civil Defense, 1963). ) They formed a:irt

of the OCD presentation at one of the most comprehensive official, pub]ic rcviews
of the shelter concept ever undertaken, before Subcommittee No. 3 of the House
Committee on Armed Services, under the Chairmanship of Congressman liebert of
Louisiana, in 1963. (See United States House of Representatives, Civil Defens,• ---
Fallout Shelter Program. Hearings before Subcommittee No. 3, Coni iimtiee olI
Armed Services, 88th Congress, 1st Session, 1963, Volumes I-IV.)

1 2 4 The only other Executive sector where such a society-wide.,
tuthonal perspective is imposed is in what may be termed the "social
sector --- roughly demarcated by a series of shifting health, educatioo. we'lfark,
labor, and poverty issues. Here, however, "society" has been parcele,,l out into
a series of "problem areas", without any real necessity for a final intellectual
integration. In the American system of government, this integration coni.es in tlic
give-and-take of Congressional debate and decision over the President's program
and the President's image of society, and in the budgetary process administered
by the Bureau of the Budget. The model of society underlying this kind of integra-
tion is less a coherent, analytic view of society, more a pragmatic patchwork of
elements defined in response to perceived needs and political pressures. While
the economic planning done in the Executive Office of the President ,tiiccs;;a•il con-
cerns the whole society, it is aimed at a society defined primarily in (,(,eoh,,n.
terms and dimensions.

The emerging need for an integrated view of society to guidt, g(,)\ernllnetal
policy lies at the heart of Amitai Etzioni's recent proposal that systems-anal*ysis
should be applied to the assessment of domestic problems. He proposes an
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to fueling attacks on the shelter program from outside government; it would be

interesting to know whether such an awareness has contributed within government

to continuing anxieties over the meaning of civil defense programs and counter-

measures.

The requirement that the civil defense planner think ultimately in society-

wide terms is the basis for the paradox arising from the division of functions be-

tween OEP and OCD. If social responses to thernionuclear attack will be the result

of social processes on many levels, and if a unified analytic perspective reveals

the need for countermeasure systems to protect a complex, interacting variety of

institutional sectors, then design and operation of civil defense systems will be the

result of an analytic process which begins in the description of many social institu-

tions and social processes, leads to the design of complementary, expensive

systems for safeguarding ranges of institutional and individual behavior, and results

in operating systems which exist throughout elements of the society and which must

be constantly evaluated in terms of the basic analytic perbpective on society held

by the highest-level planners. In the current framework of American assumptions

about what government can and should do, this would be an analytic, design, and

operational challenge of the greatest magnitude. But, in conducting tasks which

lead ultimately in this direction, OEP has functioned as a head without its body,

while OC7) has had to function as a body without its head.

OEP's prime responsibility in preparing for a post-attack world has been

to establish the basic inventories of data, standards, analytic procedures, and

alternate lines of authority which could be used to provide the society with the

organizational and material resources required to guide an integrated longer term

recovery effort. These inventories of plans and procedures exist at the higher

(Footnote 124, continued)organization, similar to RAND, which would study
"questions that cut across responsibilities of any one Federal agency and examine

the effects that programs planned by one agency will have on those of another. It
would also ask, using the tools of modern social science, what will be the cumulati'
effect on our society of increased population, migration to cities, automation, mass
education, etc., not independently for each process, as if the others do not exist,
but as they work on each other .... Quoted in American Behavioral Scientist, IX,
6 (February, 1966), p. 33.
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levels of gove-nment. They have not been converted into a detailed and "hardened"

tctal management system for even the c:"icial urban centers of the United States,

much less for the entire nation. In contrast, OCD's prime responsibility in pre-

paring for a post-attack world has been to provide systems of physical protection

which would enable the population to survive in the short run, so that there would

be a human base upon which to begin loager term recovery efforts. Fragments of a

public fallout shelter system exist at present. Potentially, OCD's mission could

require an investment in a nation-wide system of blast and fallout shelters, and a

ramifying complex of auxiliary support facilities.

In a sense, then, OEP has the mandate to think about the society, to pre-

pare means for guiding an integrated recovery effort. On the other hand, OCD has

the actual survivors of the society under its protection --- these survivors and

their supporting material resources must be reassembled from sheltered, frag-

mented communities following an attack, into an integi-ated economy and political

system. As a consequence, OCD will be directly faced with the problem of protect-

ing the elements of social institutions as well as individual survivors. If OEP is

to have something left to manage, OCD must be able to hand over to it the elements

of a society. This means that OCD must know what these elements are in order to

take measures for their survival, even though the ultimate criteria guiding societal

recovery will probably not be in OCD's hands. Thus, part of OCD's "head, " guiding

its decisions to design systems to protect elements of society and its management of

these elements in the short run after attack, exists quite apart from the potentially

elaborate OCD body of physical systems and their design. By contrast, OEP's

body --- the actual elements of the human society which it must manage --- exists

largely apart from its head. 125

For many foreseeable natural disaster situations, ad hoc and pragmatic

adjustments can be worked out for coordinating OEP management functions and OCD

protective and nurturance functions. In preparing for the possible effects of thermo-

nuclear attack, however, the existing split in functions between OEP and OCD

125Of course, OEP does manage the Federal emergency resources stock-

piling program and a group of rapid computational facilities for damage assessment.
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separates many of the potential criteria of system management and system effec-

tiveness from the systems themselves. This means that it has been administratively

difficult to take a unified analytic view of the possible interactions which might exist

among various sectors of the social system. In turn, this means that it has not been

possible to evaluate potential vulnerability reduction systems in the light of their

contributions to networks of social responses which may be recpqired to maintain a

functioning society or its key components. Instead, intuitively sensible but limited

criteria have been used in evaluating such systems as the fallout shelter system.

For example, different combinations of fallout shelter, blast shelter, and defensive

weapons systems have been evaluated in terms of such "cost-effectiveness" criteria

as "number of additional lives saved" or "number of additional lives saved per

increment of funds". 126 Saving added numbers of individual lives is intuitively

congenial to the American emphasis on the importance of the individual; arraying

these additional lives say' against dollar increments injects the flavor of efficient

budgeting. But how c nner know that he has also saved th'e elements and

preconditions for rec .. the social structure? And, what happens if he

saves more people than ne na. inventories to support?

To answer such questions, it is necessary to have an integrated view of

what it is that is to be saved, and why. The separation of functions between OEP

and OCD tends to divert attention from the development of this integrated view.

Instead, OEP develops more limited, albeit complex, economic and admimistrative

criteria for managing broad societal recovery problems. To meet immediate de-

mands, OCD finds immediate ways of deciding how to measure the effectiveness of

the limited systems for which it can presently budget. These pressures lead to the

fragmentation of the much more comprehensive problem of describing a range of

social dimensions and social requirements for viewing possible social responses to

thermonuclear attack. An organizational fragmentation becomes an intellectual

fragmentation producing an intellectual constraint to which the analyst consciously

and unconsciously attends. It forestalls the development of a comprehensive view

of societal, institutional, social structural, and individual vulnerability.

1 2 6 Office of Civil Defense, Fallout Shelter Program: November. 1963.

op. cit., especially pp. 8-13.
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Organizational Characteristics Which Create Organizational Constraints.

Even if OEP and OCD were reunited in an effective organization with comprehensive

powers to plan, design, and operate a host of vulnerability reduction and recovery

management systems, a number of traits found in any organization would constrain

the development and use of a body of knowledge concerning post-attack social

effects. 127 These traits result from basic structural and functional properties of

organization in its various forms.

A concrete social organization is a body of individuals organized to achieve

particular goals. To achieve these goals, the organization does many things which

contribute to creating the conditions to achieve these goals but which do not appear

at the final point whei the goals are realized. An organization must maintain its

own internal coherence of structure, it must develop means for looking ahead and

anticipating future goals and situational requirements, it must provide for at least

some of the personal needs of its members, and it must be responsive to its

"environment", particularly when meeting the demands of this environment is one

of its formally stated goals.

Organizations may be ordered on one of several basic principles, but the

study of constraints imposed by governmental and administrative organizations

requires special attention to the structure of the bureaucratic form of organization. 128

127It must be emphasized here that the point of the preceding discussion of

the separation of functions between OCD and OEP was to outline the way in which
this separation created an intellectual constraint, on the development of adequate
models and knowledge. It does not necessarily follow, therefore, that if OCD and
OEP were to be recombined and strengthened, the new organization would function
with all the effectiveness for which planners might yearn. There ;. a certain danger
that in creating a unified, administratively powerful organization, planners will thini

they can actually strictly determine events right down to the situation of action in all

cases. It is probable that all the organization can and should do is to try to identify

and preserve the conditions for institutional functioning and effective personal be-

havior, then leave events to the working of the "social marketplace". Sidney Winter

considers the economic aspects of this problem of levels of effective control in Ch.
IV, below, especially pp. 422-434.

128On the characteristics of the bureaucratic organizational form, perhaps

the classic definition is provided by Max Weber in his essay on 'l3ureaucracy",

Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, trans., ed., with intro, by

H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), Ch.
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Particularly as a set of potential constraints on developing knowledge needed by the

organization, the bureaucratic form has several distinctive and important charac-
129

teristics. A bureaucratic organization is, first, a hierarchy of superordinate

and subordinate authority and functions, established according to stable, ration-

alized regulations which attach specific responsibilities, rights, and duties to

roncrete organizational roles which are occupied by specific, formally qualified

individuals. This hierarchy exists in order to carry out tasks instrumental to

achieving the goals of the organization. The final goals of the organization may be

expressed in terms of the particular "products" it produces. One kind of bureau-

cratic organization may produce specific, visible commodities, which can be

consumed or which enter another stream of production moving toward final demand.

More generally, however, this organization and its products may meet general

requirements of maintaining a given category of economic production, within a

larger set of societal functions. Another form of bureaucracy may produce ser-

vices. These services may range from specific meeting of an individual's needs ---

for haircuts, legal advice, social welfare aid --- to general functions, such as the

planning and direction provided by government agencies.

A bureaucratic organization is pre-eminently directed toward specific,

definable goals and products, and it is organized around the interdependent set of

functions required to achieve these goals and produce these products. As an organi-

zational form, it stands in marked contrast to an organization such as a fundamental-

ist religious sect. The goal of the sect comes from the fact of participation by

(Footnote 128, continued)VII, "Bureaucracy", pp. 196-244. For classic

distinctions on the types of authority governing social organization on several levels,
see Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Orgarnzation. trans. and ed.

by A. M. Henderson and Talcott Parsons, with intro, by Talcott Parsons (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1947), pp. 324-423. The functioning of the bureaucratic
model in practice leads to pressures to modify the bureaucratic model, as admin-

istrators know. See Peter M. Blau, The Dynamics of Bureaucracy: A Study of
Interpersonal Relations in Two Governmental Agencies (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1955) and Chester I. ,arnard, The Functions of the Executive

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964 - Sixteenth Printing). Also see

Robert K. Merton et al., Reader in Bureaucracy (Glencoe, ll. : The Free Press,

1952).
1 2 9 This discussion is a synthesis and extension of some of the principal

themes in the references in Footnote 128, above.
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individual members. Maintaining this participation, which leads to a direct experi-

ence of fellowship with like-minded believers and an exalting sense of communion

with the supernatural, is itself the primary goal of the sect as an organization. The
"product" of this participation is an inner state of grace, unique to the person,

non-negotiable, and an end in itself. In achieving this grace and exaltation, all

members are equal --- in marked contradiction to bureaucratic formalism, the

sectarian of lowliest background and status may prove to be the most "blessed'! in

the organization, in spite of what may be his total inability to contribute to the sect

as a form of social organization. Because of the ultimate values of grace and ex-

altation, and because grace may come to all members, all members of the sect are

equal. Authority and formal organization are transitory and improvised, often

residing only in a charismatic leader or a priesthood of shifting membership. Over

time and in response to situational pressures, some sects may convert themselves

into more coherent churches, by seeking a stable, disciplined, bureaucratic formn

of organization to meet intermediate functions and goals. As long as grace and

individual exaltation remain paramount and highly individualized "products",

however, the emerging church will be torn between the demands of egalitarian

fellowship as a setting for individual grace and the demands of maintaining bureau-

cratic coherence.

From one perspective, the bureaucratic organizational form is an admin-

istrative arrangement for providing rationalized continuities in meeting the demands

of a complex and ambiguous environment. In government, personnel may come and

go, programs may shift their emphases, and resources available for meeting the

missions of government may expand or contract. Through it all, the bureaucratic

form of organization enables a particular agency to pursue a succession of goals

and products. As personnel come and go, they must meet rationalized standards

of recruitment and job performance, even though informal political processes may

come to dominate particular sectors of an agency. As resources and goals shift,

policy and leadership eler•ents in the bureaucracy restate organizational procedures

within a basic framework of administrative law and usage. Sometimes in conjunc-

tion with even higher levels of leadership, sometimes acting only on the basis of

sufficient authority internal to the agency, the leadership may redefine and rearrange
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the functions necessary to achieve the performances which are required in attaining

agency goals. This leads to new patterns of structural differentiation within the

agency, so that workers can exist in sub-units rationalized according to the function

these units contribute to larger patterns of agency performance.

Short of stating a formal model of general bureaucratic functioning, enough

may have been said here to indicate that bureaucracy appears to have mary of the
130

features of a society, as society was described earlier in this chapter. As does

society, a bureaucracy has functional components which meet problems of main-

taining the general, continuing patterns of the bureaucratic agency and of re-

interpreting agency structure in terms of shifting demands and intermediate goals.

This pattern maintenance function is met, at the highest level of the agency, by its

policy-making and leadership element. These individuals specialize in maintaining

the internal order of the agency, as it must perform and produce. They must be

the sources of structural innovations which permit the continuity of the agency as

the agency produces to meet evolving goals. Below the policy-makers and bureau-

cratic leaders and closer to the immediate "situation of action" with which the

agency must contend in order to meet its goals and produce its products are admin-

istrative and operational officials. These individuals are in immediate charge of
"production" and performance. On them depends the interacting pattern of adaptive

functions which must be met if resources and personnel are to be combined to meet

requirements for agency outputs. Under them may be many line operatives, en-

gaged in actual services or tangible production. These outputs are produced and

sent out into a complex social and physical environment which utilizes the outputs

and sets shifting patterns of demands for new outputs. Analytically, a bureaucracy

can be differentiated into two broad layers. One layer, preoccupied with functions

, f maintaining organizational direction, continuity, and coherence, is the layer of

the higher policy-maker and administrator. The other and lower status layer,

concerned with making internal-to-organization and external -to-organization

adaptations to resources, personnel, and the total "situation" of the organization,

is the layer of administrator-operative and immediate operator. In manifebting

1 3 0 Cf. especially pp. 103-122, above.
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these patterns of complementary functional differentiation and organization, a

bureaucracy in both the abstract and in practice is revealed to be a social system.

This simple stratification of a bureaucracy into two layers is not sufficient,

however, to account for all the functional problems of a bureaucratic agency. Within

the higher status, pattern-maintaining functional layer of policy-makers and higher

executives, there are const&'.nt needs to develop broad patterns of adaptation, so that

the organization can meet new requirements. On this upper layer of bureaucratic

organization, the adaptation is made by defining new goals, within the alternatives

which only higher policy-makers can know exist. Thus, the key adaptive function

at this level is to maintain organization values and patterns while defining new goals

which can form viable ranges of performances at the lower, operational level of the

organization. At the policy level, goals and programs are set --- but within the

requirement to maintain the internal coherence of the organization and the total

functions which the organization may perform within a larger administrative system.

Conversely, in the lower layer of bureaucratic organization, administrators and

operators with immediate, adaptive concerns must seek and attain particular organi-

zational goals through effective performances, while acting so as to maintain the

organization to meet future performance requirements. T"'his is reflected in the

existence within the lower layer of "staff and support" elements, charged with

meeting the needs of line operatives internally to the agency. It is also reflected

in the ranges of structure within which the line operative must perform to meet

his adaptive, performance-producing and goal-attaining requirements. These

structures have legal and customary roots, and the line operative must act within

the broad limits set by them if he and his subordinate workers are to be carrying

out their roles in "legitimate" ways. Thus, at the level of operations and immediate

adaptations, administrators and workers must act to maintain the organization.

Furthermore, they must have their support needs met by lower level units which

function to maintain the capacity of line operatives to function in coherent and con-

sistent ways. In short, the process of adaptation and production has its own

immediate requirements for pattern maintenance.

As is shown in the simplified model depicted in Figure 1-10, (p. 167), the

structure of authority in a bureaucratic organization can be differentiated along two
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Figure 1-10
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axes. One axis, the horizontal axis in Figure 1-10, diides the organization into

degrees of relative concern with pattern maintenance or adaptive functions. The

upper layer of the policy-maker is primarily that of maintaining the organizational

pattern and directing the total functioning of the organization as a coherent system.

The lower layer of the administrator-operative is, on the other hand, the locus of

adapting in ways required to meet organizational goals. The other axis, the vertical

axis in Figure 1-10, cross-cuts the axis of relative functional primacy in the organi-

zational hierarchy. It splits both major organizational layers into the principal,

complementary functional problems which center within each layer. For the

higher-status layer of policy and executive administration, the maintenance problem

is one of maintaining basic values, mandates, and programs. For the lower-status

layer, the maintenance problem is maintaining the organizational structure and its

viability in the face of immediate or longer term adaptive demands. On the other

side of the vertical axis, within the higher-status layer, the principal adaptive

problem is that of goal-setting, in response to new requirements defined in the

context of the basic values, mandates, ard programs of the organization. Such

requirements may come from within the organization, if it has been granted the

requisite autonomy, but in the classic bureaucratic setting, they are more likely

to come from outside. In either case, the basic organizational pattern must be

maintained within minimum ranges. For the lower-status layer, the principal

adaptive problem is the actual conduct of the functions which will lead to perform-

ances that meet goals.

It should be emphasized, therefore, that both axes of Figure 1-10 are

based on the distinction between "maintenance" and "adaptive" functions. But

where the horizontal axis divides maintenance and adaptation as relative emphases

of concern within one layer compared to another, the vertical axis divides the

organization, by layer, into sectors of complementary maintenance and adaptive

problems. The existence of complementary functional problems within layers and

between layers of a bureaucratic hierarchy is a major characteristic of the bureau-

cracy as a social system. Each of these problems requires an organizational

solution, expressed in the differentiation of functions and organizational structure

within a particular organizational layer. These organizational solutions to functional
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problems will have effects felt throughout the social system formed by the agency.

For any agency, these functional problems and their effects in creating organiza-

tional components to meet them set basic limits within which its structure can

evolve and within which its office-holders and workers can do their jobs.

This elementary functional model of a bureaucracy is especially appro-

priate for describing agency structure and process in implementing a program

which already exists in full detail. The special structural dilemma of an agency

which must plan, build, and someday operate civil defense systems is, however,

that it must function in the present time within a bureaucratic form which permits

it to develop programs which will be neither completed as static systems nor sub-

jected to full operational test in the easily foreseeable future. Particularly if

civil defense goals are based on a comprehensive view of the interdependence of

social institutions in a complex social system, the civil defense policy-maker will

find himself in urgent need of an acceptable description of society which can be

translated into a statement of the key sectors which civil defense systems should

protect. At the same time, the policy-maker will be confronted with the fact that

he cannot easily subject his notions of what might be critical sectors to protect to

definitive empirical test. At the lower end of the civil defense hierarchy, the

operator will want to know the conditions under which civil defense will and will

not work, and what to do to foster or control these conditions. Again, in order to

find out, he cannot subject systems that are abuilding to full test. He must resort

to other analytic techniques, based in part upon credible inferences and simulations.

Both the policy-maker's and the operator's uncertainties must be managed within

a bureaucratic organizational framework. Independently oi the particular content

of civil defense programs, this framework acts to guide the development and use

of particular items of information which civil defense officials feel they need. To

understand more clearly how this may happen, it is necessary to consider the

special interstitial role which systems planning and design responsibilities have

in the functional hierarchy of a bureaucracy. This interstitial role intensifies the

special uncertainties introduced by the requirement to plan, build, and operate

civil defense systems.

16
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An agency with large-scale systems planning and design responsibilities

has built into it an organizational pressure toward fusing and confusing the level of

policy and the level of operations and daily administration. Systems which will

largely exist and operate in the future must meet needs and definitions of the future

which are defined from the vantage point of the policy-maker. Only at the policy

level is it possible to define the desirable states of the future for which planning

must be done now, what resources can be allocated toward planning and building

these systems, and what relations these future systems should have to other pro-

grams outside as well as inside the agency. But, future systems operating in a

future world will be subject to operational problems, the close analogues of which

administrators and operators will feel they have experienced. As these officials

of the lower bureaucratic level are acquainted with projected new systems, they

will interject critiques of design features, based on their experience with actual

operations. Where they may not have relevant direct experience, they may never-

theless sense that more information is needed to dispell uncertainties about the

probable practical operations of a system feature.

The requirements and pressures generated at both ends of the bureaucratic

hierarchy converge on that component of the agency which has specific responsi-

bilities for future systems. While the actual -ýrganizational placement of this com-

ponent may be somewhat different, its ',,x,.-:.ional placement in the bureaucratic

hierarchy is as shown in Fio~r. 1-10. The paradox of planning future systems is

illustrated by this functional placement, astride the boundary between concern with

maintenance and concern with adaptation. Systems design is simultaneously a

translation of polk2.' definitions and requirements into concrete operating systems

and the design and construction of these operating systems according to the require-

ruents of operating in the real world. Insofar as future system functions are direct

translations of policy-maker's definitions, requirements, and assessments, they

are products of officials performing primarily maintenance functions, for the

agency itself and, in certain instances, for the administrative world of which the

agency is a part. But insofar as future system functions are based on requirements

for meeting operational needs as they have been experienced, they will reflect the

experience of officials performing primarily ad.ative functions. In general, when
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future systems are being projected as the translation of policy definitions and

requirements, it can be said that they are the product of systems planning, done by

systems planners. On the other hand, when future systems are being projected

within a framework of operational or immediately empirical knowledge and experi-

ence, they are subject to the closer constraints of actual design, in the process of

systems design, done by the systems designer. Planners and designers are often

the same individuals, playing alternating roles. Whether the same or different

individuals and agency components are involved, the projection of future systems

remains a dual, somewhat paradoxical process: Real systems are based on values

and projections of the future, while the guiding definitions of present values and

future realities which are to be expressed in future, real systems are themselves

modified by knowledge gained from current operations and current scrutiny of the

real world. In this process, maintenance and adaptive functions within an agency

meet in the borderland of systems planning- systems design.

Future-oriented agencies must manage this convergence of functions at the

level of systems planning and design. In an agency charged with planning, designing,

building, and operating civil defense systems, this convergence creates special con-

straints on the use of knowledge about possible social effects of thermonuclear attack.

As a general model of the place of sybtems planning and design functions in an organi-

zational hierarchy, Figure 1-10 is also a model of the basic levels at which a civil
131

defense agency has needs for information about the post-attack world. An analy-

sis of the uses of post-attack knowledge in terms of this model will suggest some of

the principal confusions and conflicts which the special uncertainties in post-attack

knowledge can create for its official users at different levels of an agency.

Consider once more the finding on panic: Except under limited, specifiable

conditions, mass panic is unlikely following a thermonuclear attack. To both the

1 3 1Figure 1-10 reflects especially the functional relations in managing the
responsibilities of the Office of Civil Defense at the Federal level. It is less ap-
propriate to describing the Office of Emergency Planning, but it is perhaps most
appropriate to a comprehensive civil defense planning and operating organization
which would combine the responsibilities of OCD with those of OEP. Even so, the
Figure is a model of broad functional relations, not a table of the organizational
hierarchy that would necessarily govern a combined organization.
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policy-maker and the operationally oriented official, such a finding may btL pro-

foundly reassuring. To the policy-maker, it may form part of the answer to

alarmist critics of the feasibility of post- ,ttack systems for managing people. The

policy-maker may go farther, and see in this finding grounds for assuming that

panic will not be a serious problem, and that it is therefore not a part of the post-

attack world toward which his agency will need to respond or about which it needs

to think seriously. For the operator, the finding may be used to reassure doubters

whom he needs to recruit to civil defense operations and wi'o are bothered by

fantasies of post-attack pandemonium. If he is familiar in a rough way with the

conditions which create panic, the operator may even be ready to do his part to

avoid creating them. If he expects field responsibility after an attack, he may

make a little check list, of handy points on how to avoid panic.

Yet, the finding on panic remains a peculiarly negative finding. After the

initial "Aha!" of reassurance to policy-maker and operator, how is the finding to

be used by them? To answer this question, it is crucial to consider the dual func-

tion which the negative finding on panic can have. For the policy-maker as well as

for the operator, the finding that panic is unlikely makes its initial impact by con-

tradicting doubts which they themselves as well as others may have about the myth

of pandemonium; it performs a "myth-busting" role. This role differs from another

function which the finding on panic can have. Insofar as this finding can be broken

down into a series of sub-propositions which precisely specify the conditions as-

sociated with panic outbreaks, it is a shorthand summation of a series of positive

propositions which, taken together, describe conditions under whirh panic can and

cannot be expected. The panic finding functions as a statement of "additive know-

ledge". "Additive knowledge" is a group of cumulative items --- propositions,

observations, anecdotes --- which increasingly specifies the precise conditions

and characteristics of empirically observable or predictable events. As a summary

proposition for a small domain of additive knowledge, the finding on panic describes

events which have occurred and, by outlining their conditions, specifies their likely

patterns of future occurrence.

The difficulty of testing propositions about the post-attack world reinforces

the uncertainties and anxieties evoked by attempts to think about it anid plan for it,
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to predispose many users of post-attack knowledge to fix on the myth-busting func-

tions of propositions about post-attack society. The finding that panic is unlikely

challenges the ugly myth of post-attack pandemonium. Other, positively stated

propositions can have a similar myth-busting function. Two complementary findings

on food and other consumer supplies form a case in point. First, current levels of

per capita consumption in the population appear to be far in excess of those levels

which were required to support the standards of living which existed in America at

several earlier times in the present century. Second, because of this "excess" in

consumption over subsistence requirements, losses from a number of feasible forms

of attack would do little more than reduce per capita consumables to levels which
132

were entirely acceptable earlier in the century. Assuming that under the pres-

sure of emergency conditions the public would come to accept this lowering of per

capita consumption to a level still within a "living" range, then there is a basis
133

upon which to evaluate myths and worries about "starvation" after attack. Quite

concrete, corollary findings can have these same myth-busting functions. For

example, for those wrestling with worries about whether an attack in dead of winter

would lead to massive starvation because of the inability of the population to grow

food, it may be moderately reassuring to learn that in many areas of the country,

basic food supplies at processors and in storage tend to peak in the month of

January. 134

But agency programs cannot be bnilt on broken myths alone, even though

myth-busting may free the agency to develop programs with less harassment. Myth-

busting performs maintenance functions for both the policy-making and operating

13 2 See Footnote 112, p. 145, above, and Ch. IV, below, for the documen-

tation of these findings.

133Of course, this evaluation would recognize that under attack targetngs

designed to maximize population survival, there might, indeed, be critical food
shortages. Furthermore, these findings do not imply that individuals would happily
accept this reduction in consumption --- only that in a larger range of cases than is
frequently realized, people will not starve.

13 4 U. S. Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, Food

Supplies Available by Counties in Case of a National Emergency: A Civil Defense

Study (Agricultural Economic Report No. 57, July, 1964) (Washington: If. S.
Government Printing Office, 1964), especially pp. 8-9.
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level of the agency; by reducing anxiety and harassment, myth-busting helps

maintain the general viability as well as increase the specific credibility of the

agency and its programs. Until they can be translated into additive knowledge,

however, myth-busting propositions cannot form the descriptions of present and

likely conditions of the real world upon which requirements for adaptive agency

action and programs can be based. They remain essentially negative propositions,

and without analytic integration.

It is at this point that agency structure reinforces the uncertainties inherernt

in post-attack knowledge to produce conflicts in creating a stable organizational

location for the development of post-attack knowledge. Bgth policy-making and

operational levels of an agency must function in the present time, although both

levels construct estimates of the future based on present experience. Where the

planning and design function becomes increasingly important in an agency, accurate

statements about the future of the agency, its programs, and its operating environ-

ment increase proportionately in importance. The systems planning level must

receive the policy-maker's interpretations of values, his images of the future, and

his assessments of the present, in a form which describes the kind of future world

which is to be expected and desired. Complementing the systems planning function,

the systems designer must receive from administrators and operators experience

from present operations, evaluations of future problems in operations, and estimates

of whether planned systems will work and will fit into present systems and opera-

tions. In knowledge of the post-attack world, however, both policy-makers and

administrator-operators are limited in what they can suppiy the systems planner

and designer. The inaccessibility and uncertainty of the post-attack future and the

potentially all-encompassing view of its social life which must be provided leave

both policy-makers and administrator-operators unable to give systems planners

and designers a complete view of the social reality for which they must plan. Myth-

busting propositions, based in both policy-making and operating experience, are

insufficient, and the additive knowledge possessed at these levels will be inherently

incomplete. The real locus for developing methods to portray the post-attack

world therefore shifts to the level of systems planning and design. The mandate

to develop systems requires a rationale for describing the ways in which these
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systems will exist and Lunction to control events in an uncertain future. Without

some model of the future to underly the development of systems, it is impossible

to specify the dimensions within which systems will function and the effects they

can be predicted to have. In the absence of a coherent analytic view of the total

post-attack future at the levels of policy or opf rations, systems planners and

designers are forced to become proprietors of the agency's most complete view

of the total post-attack social world.

The relative freedom of the system planner and designer to look at the

future contrasts with the need for policy-makers and administrator-operators to

be guided by present needs of the agency and conservative, present-reality based

estimates of future operations. The policy-maker can settle any conflict here by
135

insisting on a narrow definition of the agency's mission. Thus, the decision

can be made to continue development of a fallout shelter program, so that a certain

number of spaces are added each year, independently of any other requirement for

civil defense that might exist. The policy-maker's problem increases t.o the extent

that he comes to believe that one civil defense system cannot exist alone, but only

in interaction with other systems in a post-attack world of interacting determinants

of response. Granted that food supplies may exist in the food storage and process-

ing systems of the country --- can the policy-maker be sure that people can get to

them? The systems planner and designer will point to the dependency of particularly

metropolitan populations upon systems of transportation and distribution to get this

food. The planner and designer will back up this proposition with a present-time

description of the key communication and transportation processes and links which

control distribution iii an industrial economy. Should civil defense then be con-

cerned with protecting sectors of this distribution system? If so, how would it do

so? In view of OEP's post-attack economic management responsibilities, however,

would it even be legitimate for the civil defense policy-maker and planner to think

in this direction?

13 5 Sometimes this may be settled for him, by even higher authority outside

the agency.
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While the policy-maker and the administrator-operator are reacting to

present constraints on agency functioning, the systems planner and designer are

building what is potentially an additive store of knowledge on the key institutional

configurations which will guide vulnerability reduction measures. The systems

development level of the organization necessarily turns toward a view of total

societal functioning which is denied higher and lower functional levels in the agency.

How these levels of the agency legitimize and use this store of additive knowledge

will determine ultimately whether the agency obtains a comprehensive and meaning-

ful view of the post-attack social world. A permanently restricted definition of

agency mission at the policy level, or an insistence that the picture of total society

governing a definition of th post-attack world conform precisely to lessons learned

from operations, creates a dilemma for the analyst of post-attack society. He can

settle for building limited generalizations into a small body of additive knowledge:

the busting of the panic myth leads to a series of propositions about how to avoid

designing features conducive to panic into present "hardware systems", so that

people in queues will not become panicky; the busting of the starvation fantasy for

a range of possible attacks leads to a description of places around the country

where food supplies might exist after attack. On the other hand, the post-attack

analyst may insist that the complex workings of contemporary society require a

more complete view of the institutional and social structural dimensions of societal

vulnerability. Such a more complete view can lead toward the developraent of a

total framework for assessing the social effects of present systems and for pointing

to domains which new systems must protect.

If he takes this view, the planner and designer finds himself subject to a

basic, continuing conflict between his administrative and his intellectual role.

Administratively, the developer and uiser of post-attack knowledge who takes a

comprehensive view of society creates a pressure toward what may be an unaccept-

able broadening of his agency's role. Intellectually, however, the demands of

speculating about the post-attack world are such, that without this comprehensive

view of the interplay of social determinants and responses, the meaning of the

whole attempt to think about the social effects of thermonuclear attack comes into

fundamental question.
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The analyst who recognizes this administrative danger in his intellectual

tools has a difficult dilemma in determining where duty lies, especially if higher

agency levels are sensitive to the danger. If the post-attack analyst finds himself

in an administrative environment where a highly restrictive definition of agency

mission prevails, he is likely to find that the little cues and rewards which tell him

how well he has done his job guide him away from the full use of his most powerful

tools. Instead, in his more concrete role he may find himself asked merely to be

a social technician on new systems. In his more speculative role, he will find

himself encouraged to be a minstrel of reassurance and a breaker of myths.

The Social System as Criterion

In National Security Analysis. This volume is directed especially toward

those who must provide the intellectual basis for planning complex national security

systems. Even more than the analysis of the social consequences of thermonuclear

war, the theme of this chapter has been the ways in which models ýan structure

analyses of problems. This larger theme stems from two fundamental orders of

uncertainty: the difficulties of extrapolating from existing social experience with

thermonuclear weapons and the conceptual difficulties in describing --- much less

predicting --- events in complex social systems. National security planners must

design systems to control events which have never been fully experienced. In doing

this, they must rely partially on analytic tools which are themselves the products

of a social science which is still in development.

These analytic issues need never arise, of course, if at the highest levels

of policy, the decision is made to defer planning a full range of measures to reduce

societal vulnerability to thcrrionuclear war. A decision to pursue a limited, gradu-

ally developing fallout shelt( r program in effect defers this larger planning task

and the pressures which would be generated by it. It does this by providing a set

of limited, self-contained criteria by which progress in achieving fallout shelter

space can be measured. For each year's effort in developing the program, the

criterion of success is simply whether a given number of spaces have come "into

being". Program success ig measured by increments to the existing number of

shelter spaces. If "shelter space" is defined to inaclude a short term supply of
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food and water as well as a physical location for adequately housing and shielding

one individual, then very specific criteria for measuring increments can be used

to evaluate the status of each year's effort. Planners need never look beyond their

working definitions of shelter spaces and immediate support systems in order to

test whether they have a viable shelter program. By definition, a shelter program

exists when there are a certain number of shelter spaces, and when this number of

spaces is growing according to standard criteria.

Any analytic attempt to consider interacting patterns of social require-

ments to preserve individual lives and to reconst.tute society immediately exerts

pressures to change the dimensions of the criteria by which civill defense programs

will be measured. Increments to, for example, a fallout shelter system are no

longer sufficient. Instead, new questions arise. How does the shelter capacity in

being contribute to the survival of individual and collective abilities for social con-

struction after attack? What links must exist among shelter locations, to meet

intermediate range subsistence requirements, if people are living in shelters

instead of homes as they weather a long term crisis before attack or rebuild a

society after attack? What demographic characteristics of a shelter population

will provide indications to administrators that the society which emerges from

shelters will have special problems and special needs in preserving valued pre-

attack institutional patterns?

Such questions have become the focus of both scientific analysis and raging

polemic in the years since thermonuclear weapons became a hazard. AnalysLs of

national security systems and plans have had difficulty in supplying answers to such

questions because they have been unable to find institutional and intellectual bases

frcm which to broaden the criteria which they must use in evaluating the existence and

potential effectiveress of vulnerability reduction systems. In the end, to answer

these and other questions, it nmust be possible to examine the effects of vulnerability

reduction systems on the whole social system of socicty, now and in the future. In

other words, the whole social system, in its pre-attack and post-attack states, is

the ultimate criterion for assessing the effectiveness of vulnerability reduction

systems.
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Taking the social system as a criterion of systems effectiveness is a task
136

of formidable complexity. The vast analytic and intellectual problems ---

themselves at the heart of developing a meaningful science of society --- are re-

inforced by organizational, institutional, and political issues which arise when this

criterion is used. Analysts, planners, and designers now must measure the effec-

tiveness of national security programs in terms of their effects on the whole society.

The effects of programs on social sectors must be estimated within a meaningful

model of the society, whether the program is one for protecting critical metro-

politan areas against thermonuclear "accidents' or "symbolic gestures", or one

for enabling the whole social structure to withstand a large attack. Merely to

provide an organizational home for such analytic techniques will be a profound

challenge, for any component of government presiding over such analytic techniques

"will have unusual powers. Effective ways of making the social system a criterion

for national security policies and programs will provide their users with abilities

to assess the effects of government programs on total processes of social change.

These techniques will have a general utility throughout government, and they will

be eagerly grasped by those who wish to see more effective approaches to the

management of social change in industrial society. At the same time, effective

ways of making the social system a criterion may evoke fears and suspicion inside

and outside government. At the heart of political conflicts over the future shape of

American society are differing images of what the soe-iety is now. The particular

view of society which supports the social system as a planning criterior, may be

assailed by those who argue that it does not allow for their definitions and dreams.

Particularly from outside government may come the charge that to employ a social

system criterion is to edge toward "socialism" or "centralism" in ways inimical to

American pluralism. 137

1 3 6 This problem is one of the sociological equivalents of the economic

problems for which Hitch and McKean, op. cit., developed analytic tools. It would
appear, however, that the task of developing equivalent tools to deal with these
sociological problcms of national security policy is more difficult, by several orders
of magnitude.

13
1 3 7 This charge by no means exhausts the charges that can be made. Re-

actions to particular definitions of the rocial system criterion can be based on other,
competing views of the social system. See Horowitz' critique of current social
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For the analyst of national security problems and systems, then, thermo-

nuclear attack and the design of systems to reduce its social effects raise the

problem of using the social system as criterion. Deciding on meaningful techniques

for doing this and placing these techniques within pre-existing analytic and admin-

istrative frameworks will be major challenges to those who must project the

requirements of future systems for reducing social vulnerability.

In Social Science Analysis. If national security analysts must use the

social system as a criterion, then social scientists must understand the social

system as a criterion. While the broadening scope of vulnerability reduction plan-

ning creates the need for this criterion, the social sciences must supply many of

the final meanings the criterion will have. Upon these meanings will depend the

definitions of vulnerability and recovery guiding the development of particular

national security plans.

In exploring social vulnerability and recovery as analytic problems, this

chapter has sought to provide the elements of a general statement of what it is that

is vulnerable and what it is that may recoi er. Through a mixture of metaphor,

model, and simple description, the chapter has suggested the outlines of behavioral

ordering in society. The problem of determining the crucial levels of behavioral

ordering has been focused downward from the level of the whole society and gen-

eralized upward from the atomistic individual, to center on the analysis of the kinds

(Footnote 137, continued)models employed in strategic analysis. Irving

L. Horowitz, The War Game: Studies of the New Civilian Militarists (New York:
Ballantine Books, Inc., 1963).

An atemporal, structuralist view of society may be particularly adaptable
for many rriterion purposes, particularly the assessment of the impacts of pro-
grams aid systems on presently exibcing institutions and features of the social
structure. For other purposes, a view oriented explicitly toward describing pro-
cesses of social change might be a more meaningful base for the social system
criterion. The view of the social system held by "apolitical analysts" may be
subject to unconscious ideological themes and pressures which lend special support
to the final criterion or criteria of social system states which these analysts use.

Mills' critique of an earlier generation of social analysts is still stimulating on

this point; see C. Wright Mills, "The Frofessional Ideology of Social Pathologists",
American Journal of Sociology, XLIX, 2 (September, 1943), pp. 165-180. And see

Francis X. Sutton et al., The American Business Creed (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1956) and Winston White, op. cit.
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of analytic relations and causal interdependencies which exist among institutions,

social structure, and social systems in their several meanings. The result of

this analysis has been to suggest that to understand how the general social system

of society is vulnerable, it is necessary to consider the particular ways in which

institutional patterns and elements of the social structure may be vulnerable.

Social institutions and patterns of social structure appear as the crucial analytic

levels on which the structure, processes, and final states of the social system as

criterion will depend.

The very ambiguities and uncertainties in post-attack planning which make

a model of social structure and social system so necessary to coherent thought also

emphasize rigidities and incompleteness in this model. The use of a model of

social structure and social system in this setting is an analytic compromise: In

the absence of directly validating experiences of the post-attack world, the model

functions as a device for projecting the central features of present society forward

into time, and for subjecting these features to analytic manipulation beginning with

assumed general magnitudes of thermonuclear attack. The model must be an

analytic simplification of present-time social structure, function, and process.

In a present-time context, however, the model is constantly subject to formal and

informal validating pressures from those familiar with the immediate details of the

empirical world from which it is abstracted. When projected into future-time

following thermonuclear attack, the model emerges with greater clarity as a self-

contained system of abstractions. Since the analyst's view of the empirical world

of this future is at least partially a product of the definition imposed by the model,

it may not contain the full range of dissonances required to challenge and refine the

model. Instead, the future may exhibit symmetries and order which are functions

of the model, but which the analyst cannot penetrate because he has available no

other way of organizing this complex future domain of behavioral events. The

analyst may be in the vexing position of distrustingthis order and symmetry, but

of being blocked from challenging these characteristics without shifting the analytic

components of the model.

Research on the post-attack social world therefore magnifies the dilemmas

imposed in using models of social structure and social institutions to state a social
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system criterion for designing national security systems. In the analysis of

present-time society, such a model is an analytic simplification, for ordering

complex domains of prescnt-time data. But the dangers of false simplicity and

premature analytic closure can be confronted through tests based on examinations

of social processes observable in the present time and in the accessible future.

Here there is a relatively clear set of procedures for resolving the dilemma im-

posed by the purchase of analytic order at the expense of simplification. In analyses

of the present and accessible future, the domains of reality revealed by the use of

descriptive models and theoretically oriented explanatory propositions can be tested

and subjected to a directly empirical form of validation and verification. Forpost-

attack time, however, both the general properties of the social system and the

challenges to its analytic description which arise from "reality" are products of

models used to project present society forward into time.

While neither this chapter nor ti;is volume has resolved the methodological

and epistemological dilemmas implicit in this situation, it may be well to remember

that the crucial issue is not always how complete or valid models can be as theo-

retically perfect constructions, but, rather, how complete and valid they need to

be for present purposes. Theoretical liabilities may turn out to be assets, by

focusing attention on crucial planning issues.

It will be recalled that while the model of the social system and society

proposed in this chapter proceeds from general systems of society-wide patterning

to the quite concrete situation of action in which the behaving individual finds him-

self, it is not, in fact, a model which "strictly determines" the acts of individuals.

Rather, it is a xiodel whose levels and components must be themselves described

in terms of ranges and limits; the model is a model of conditions which form ranges

and limits to determinants of action, rather than a mechanical device which permits
1 38

specific behavioral predictions once the proper "inputs" are made. Future de-

velopment of both general models and specific institutional des -riptions will empha-

size not only the order within these ranges and limits to determinants of action,

Cf. Figure 1-4, p. 61, and pp. 59-65, above.
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but also how domains of determinants can conflict and compete, thereby contributing

to patterns of indeterminacy and behavioral freedom in a pluralistic society. The

model of the social present and social future which now e .. erges will appear to

contain new orders of vexing uncertainties and indeterminacies, which cross-cut

and confuse the problem of projecting self-contained system models into an uncer-

tain future. But the emphasis on ranges and limits and a certain degree of in-

determinacy in the final situation of action can help the analyst understand the real

nature of the function he can perform for the policy-maker and systems planner and

designer in American society.

The policy-maker and systems planner and designer in a pluralistic,

democratic society may never need a criterion of the social system which enables

them to specify or predict all patterns of behavioral ordering at all levels. Their

concern must be, rather, with the ranges, limits, and general conditions within

which individuals act. In planning systems for reducing societal vulnerability to

thermonuclear attack, the final concern will not be to try to preserve every precise

determinant and pre-condition L.1 every individual's pattern of behavior, but instead

with those general ranges, limits, and conditions within which the values of free

men are manifested in individual lives and acts. In the end, the national security

planner does not need a theoretically perfect model nearly as much as he needs an

understanding of those broad ranges of institutional and social structural pattern-

ings which appear to be indispensable as preconditions for valued patterns of social

coherence and individual living.

It is in attempting to describe these broad ranges of institutional and social

structural patterns that the social analyst will be performing his first function for

the national security planner; in the process, he will be creating part of the base

for a more adequate theory and model of industrial society. For both planning

designed to preserve democratic, pluralistic institutions and for developing theory

adequate to the dynamics of industrial society, this descriptive task is a pre-

condition. How well he meets it will determine in significant measure whether the

analyst's final model of the social system has a meaningful and adequate basis in

the actual workings of social institutions and social structure. In the meantime,

his solution to this task Can aid the national security planners of a democratic
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society in their own task of recognizing and preserving the institutional conditions

of living in a society where individuals are free to act in a variety of styles, where

institutions do not exist in full harmony and integration, and where the possibilities

of private goals and secret dreams draw personal quests toward a future which

must always be uncertain.
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Appendix to Chapter I

ON READING THE FIVE ESSAYS IN PART II

The five essays in Part II of this volume are exploratory studies in de-

fining the specific social dimensions of thermonuclear attack for several of the

most significant institutional sectors of contemporary American society. Using a

variety of methods and analytic approaches, the scholars who prepared these

essays sought, first, to suggest the features of particular instituiional and social

structural patterns which will be most significant in affecting social responses to

thermonuclear attack and in creating specific forms of vulnerability. Then, in the

varying analytic frameworks created by the dimensions which they saw as most

relevant, they attempted to describe some of the most important specific conse-

quences of thermonuclear attack which appeared likely to occur.

The purpose of this Appendix is to tell something of how these essays

came to be written, of how and why these essays differ in style and approach, and

of how each essay is part of a larger effort to define the dimensions of social vul-

nerability and social response to thermonuclear attack. The Appendix has been

written in the spirit of the dialogue which has existed among the five contributors

to this volume. From the start of this dialogue to the present, one of the key

procedural rules has been that studies of the social dimensions of thermonuclear

attack could not result from the mere application of social models, neat experi-

mental designs, and orthodox research methods to the problems of extrapolating

from present to post-attack society. Each author was intensely aware that he was

being asked to speak about a future which he didn't really know. He was confronted

with the constant need to decide for himself what findings and methods in his own

field of special competence would be most relevant to projecting the social effects

of thermonuclear attack, and in many instances, he made this selection in full

knowledge that he had no method availablo for a really satisfying test of whether

he had made the right selection. This Appendix tells something of how the dialogue

among the five contributors was organized and how each of the four contributors to

Part II was oriented to his task. It records some of the analytic compromises

which had to be made if the tasks were to be done at all.
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Too many research monographs and reports of symposia present the final

product of all the hard work in a neat package which neglects the hard decisions,

shifts of emphases, and residual ambiguities which had to be accepted to get the

product. Far more than in conventional investigations, post-attack research

imposes the obligation on the researcher to tell in his final accounting how he did

his work and where he made his critical decisions about what it was feasible to do.

The methodological difficulties are enormous --- some would say insurmountable

and the reader who is aware of these difficulties will rightfully resist signs of false

closure. This Appendix is to answer a number of the questions about the kind of

analytic closure that was achieved. Although it cannot be done now, perhaps in

another time and place it may be possible to give a full history of the project.1

Because of the need to engage in first explorations as well as a compre-

hensive survey of a range of substantive issues, most of the essays in Part II do

not incorporate specific, detailed statements of methodology. Nevertheless, all

of the writers found themselves intensely preoccupied with the nature of the

assumptions they had to use. Early in the project, the editor decided that he would

ask fop no more complete a statement of method than the individual writer, working

within his own tradition and framework, felt he could give.

But he decided also that he would include in full the statements each writer

had to make on the scientific uncertainties and personal horrors of thinking about

thermonuclear war. While there is some redundancy among the opening passages

of several essays because of this editorial decision, the redundancy is in acknow-

ledgement of the fact that each contributor had to make a number of personal de-

cisions as a scholar before he could begin his work. Nor did the editor want the

eloquent repetitions and affirmations of these opening passages to be lost. He was

especially anxious that no one forget that while it is possiblc to think coherently,

analytically, and scientifically about nuclear war, the reality of nuclear attack

IPhillip E. Hammond (ed.), Sociologists at Work: Essays on the Craft
of Social Research (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1964) presents the kind of
research "case histories" which it might be useful to provide for the present
project some day.
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itself is an ugly thing, fully as poignant in its effects as the image of Babylon's

destruction which the Evangelist conjured at the end of the New Testament:

So shall ... the great city be thrown down with violence, and shall be

found no more;
and the sound of harpers and minstrels, of flute players and trumpeters,

shall be heard in thee no more;
and a craftsman of any craft shall be found in thee no more;
and the sound of the millstone shall be heard in thee no more;
and the light of a lamp shall shine in thee no more;
and the voice of the bridegroom and bride shall be heard in thee

no more; .... 2

This Appendix continues with a short account of how the topics for the

essays in Part II were chosen and how the writers were given a common framework

of assumptions within which to work. It notes the differences in the images of

post-attack time which are required to analyze sequences of effects in different

institutional sectors of society. It concludes with an analysis of some of the re-

lationships which exist among the essays as individual units within a group of

studies.

The Evolution of the Five Essays

The decision to undertake these essays began in the realization that to

describe the conditions which will contribute to the recovery of society from

thermonuclear war, it is necessary to distinguish two quite separate sources of

the concepts of "vulnerability" and "recovery" which will guide planners. First,

"vulnerability" and "recovery" refer to valued states of individual and social life.

A thermonuclear attack may directly alter these valued states. Consequently,

everyone has intuitive notions of "vulnerability" and "recovery". "Vulnerability"

is the possibility, creation, or continuation of any social condition which would

deprive individuals and groups of the pursuit of presently valued patterns of living.

"Recovery" is any total state of the society, achieved through pursuit of appropriate

intermediate goals, which restores these presently valued patterns or their

2 The Bible (RSV), Book of Revelation 18: 21-23.
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equivalents. 3 These definitions of vulnerability and recovery are inherently con-

servative, taking essentially the restoration of pre-attack society as the criterion

against which to measure the effectiveness of vulnerability reduction and recovery

management systems.

It appeared, however, that thermonuclear attack could alter patterns of

individual behavior and social structure, and thereby it could modify some of the

conditions upon whicii valued patterns of living have depended. If so, "vulnerability"

and "recovery" must be defined not purely in terms of values and policies, but in

terms of the ways in which thermonuclear attack might have significant effects on

the structures and processes of society. From this perspective, "vulnerability"

and "recovery" are concepts which do not depend directly on values for their mean-

ing. Instead, the study of "vulnerability" is the study of those effects which thermo-

nuclear attack might have on stable patterns and pre-conditions of individual

behavior, social structure, and institutional patterning, and which might result

in significant alterations of these social forms. The study of "recovery" becomes

the study of what would be required to reverse or stabilize these alterations,

whether or not it were "desirable" to attempt this reversal or stabilization after

attack. Implicit in this study is the ultimate question --- a question not answered

in this volume --- of how much damage complex society can sustain before it enters

a phase of irreversible institutional decline.

Obviously there are certain dependencies between these two broad orien-

tations toward vulnerability and recovery. What exists after attack may very well

influence survivors' conceptions of what is now desirable. Citizens' pre-attack

conceptions of what is desirable and worth preserving may focus attention on de-

tailed studies of the objective conditions for preserving these values. The resulting

fund of information could contribute to more effective countermeasure systems.

3 If the concept "recovery" reflects values and decisions based on values
and images of the desirable, then there is nothing to prevent individuals from
agreeing, before or after attack, that new patterns of living would be acceptable
and potentially desirable, in the face of old patterns which were no longer feasible.
In this light, processes of recovery from, certain lower levels of attack targetings
might be considered as special cases in the theory of social change.
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"More eff ,ctive" performance would then be measured by increased likelihood of

preserving those pre-conditions of values which are independent of values.

Granting these interpenetrations and dependencies exist, it seemed more

crucial to explore the ways in which thermonuclear attack might create ranges of

individual, group, and institutional responses. From these responses, some

estimate of the post-attack characteristics of American society could be made.

These estimates would form the basis for determining whether the pre-conditions

of valued behavioral possibilities and institutional forms would exist after attack.

Estimates of how these pre-conditions might change if they were unprotected could

form the basis for setting "requirements" of countermeasure systems which would

be designed and built before attack. From the scientific point of view, the Ntuestion

of what attack could do to social patterns is logically prior to the question of what

steps should be taken to preserve these patterns or to guide post-attack changes in

coherent and desirable ways.

Accordingly, Neil Smelser agreed to undertake an exploratory look at the

kinds of information which appeared to be available for making inferences about

possible social effects of certain ranges of attack. As his work proceeded, a dual

emphasis emerged. On the one hand, he sought to integrate existing evidence into

particular "conditional predictions" of attack effects. Complementary to this effort

to construct particular propositions, Srnmelser examined the scientific grounds which

might justify making these conditional predictions. This effort came to be the

dominant effort, but its full fruition did not come until later in the project, when

Smelser prepared his second contribution to this volume, the present Chapter VI

on methodological issues in the social analysis of nuclear attack and recovery.

His first effort resulted in Chapter II, "The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack".

This chapter is primarily substantive in emphasis, but the reader will note that

Smelser is as concerned in this chapter with establishing the relevant domains of

behavior for different post-attack periods as he is with constructing a rigorously

integrated set of conditional predictions. The social dimensions of nuclear attack

emerge as the dimensions of these domains.

As the work which led to Smelser's Chapter 11 proceeded, it appeared that

specific analyses of particular, crucial institutional domains should be undertaken.
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Two scholars with standing interests in the problems of post-attack society agreed

to undertake papers in their areas of special experience. The results were the

present Chapter IlII, by David Heer, on possible demographic features of post-

attack society, and the present Chapter IV, by Sidney Winter, on the economic

dimensions of post-attack recovery. Both papers combined descriptions of specific

social sectors with speculations on the kinds of policies which might be required

to preserve the pre-conditions for institutional patterns which had characterized

pre-attack society.

Up to this point in the project, no specific attention had been paid to the

persistent question of what thermonuclear attack might do to values themselves,

and how --alues in the culture of society would mediate social responses to massive

disaster. Making predictions about the effects of values and possible shifts i1. values

is an especially eiusivc undertaking, however, and the editor decided that a first

consideration of the possible effects of nuclear attack in both invoking and altering

pattern3 of cultural values should have a relatively concrete topical emphasis. At

the same time, as the earlier essays progressed, it had become evident that pos-

sible pattei ns of vulnerability in political institutions required immediate survey,

in order to define emerging questions about the institutional conditions for setting

social contrcAls and mairntaining social direction in post-attack society. After a

number of discussions xvith the editor on the relations between larger patterns of

cultu--al value& and specific institutional patterns, Howard Swearer agreed to com-

bine the topics of cltural values and political institutions, in a comparative study

of the political >•nd administrative dimensions required to describe the potentizl

effects of nuclear stress on local government in the United States and the Soviet

Union. This study, which appears as Chapter" V, analyzes potential differences

between responses to stress in a social order based on relatively extensive official

controls over individual behavior and responses in a social order with pluralistic

foundations, relative lack of institutional integration, and wider latitudes for

individual autonomy. While Swearer presents case material on the Soviet Union

which is of great intrinsic interes;t, his primary purpose is to highlight distinctive

institutional patterns in contemporary America, through the technique of comparing

these patterns w.th a society which has comparable size and complexity but a dif-

ferent institutional order.
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The five papers in Part II were bp.gun, therefore, at different times and

with quite different analytic methods and perspectives. One procedural rule in

directing them might have been to present each author with the same basic assump-

tions and then to require him to develop his own special topic without any contact

with the other authors. In this way, it might have been possible to use each author

as a kind of "experimental control" on the others, and to have learned more about

the varieties of independent metho-Joiogies that could be applied to the study of the

social consequences of nuclear attack. This would probably have been a spurious

procedure, however, for the authors each had quite different topics. Furthermore,

there was no systematic way of describing in advance the methodologies each wauld

use. Thus, there could have been no meaningful association drawn between different

topical emphases and both same and different methodologies applied comparatively

to their analysis. Taking into account the exploratory function that these studies

were to perform, it seemed, also, that much was to be gained by allowing each

author to react to the work of the others wherever it was possible, when drafts

and final essays became available. In this way, each writer might have the oppor-

tunity to draw upon insights, hypotheses, and the cumulative knowledge of the

others. Various methodologies could converge in a total set of shared perspectives

on the most efficient ways of studying the ambiguities of post-attack society.

It seemed particularly important to encourage communication among the

authors because of the wide differences in scholarly background experience they

had had with the study of nuclear weapons ,ffects. Sidney Winter had had several

years prior eApeeience as a gov(rnment consultant and RAND staff member working

with problems of nuclear weapons and civil defense. During this time he had pre-

sented Congressional testimony and authored a monograph on possible ranges in
4

the structure of the post-attack economy. David Heer had compieted a study of

population traits and prnblems which certain assumed attack patterns could produce

4United States House of Representatives, Military Operations Subcommittee
of the Committee on Government Operations, Civil Defense - 1961, 87th Congress,
1st Sessio:., especially pp. 303-326. Sidney G. Winter, Jr., Economic Viability
After Thermonuclear War: The Limits of Feasible Production (Santa Monica,
Calif. The RAND Corporation, RM-3436-PR, September, 1963).
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in American society. On the other hand, Neil Smelser and Howard Swearer had

rot given major attention to the study of nuclear war before the essays which they

prepared for this volume. The existence of these varying levels of prior experience

among the authors made it possible for some members of the group to contribute

already formulated ideas and intellectual criticisms to the store of information and

assumptions in these essays, while others could raise issues from the vantage

points of fresh perspectives applied to new problems. The reader will note in

footnote reference citations that authors freely drew upon each other's work where

it was relevant to do so, in order to clear the ground for their own tasks. It should

be noted, however, that there was no formal process whereby authors' drafts were

circula~ted among the group. Administrative constraints made it impossible to

organize such a procedure. Instead, where convenient and feasible, authors

communicated directly with each other, to increase their access to existing work,

to test ideas, to offer criticisms, and to challenge assumptions. Sometimes the

editor assisted in this process.

Assumptions Guiding the Essays

While the editor defined the topics for the five essays within the conceptual

framework which he has already outlined in Chapter I, he made no attempt to re-

quire the authors to think or work within this framework. In Chapter VII of this

volume, the editor will suggest some of the relations which he sees among the

institutional domains and patterns described by the authors in Part II. The essays

of Part II were written to contribute ultimately to the kind of analysis presented in

Chapter VII. It must be emphasized, however, that the authors in Part II did not

have access to drafts of Chapter I during their own writing, nor were they asked

to subscribe to the conceptual approach toward society taken in it. As part of the

basic bibliography which all authors were asked to review before undertaking their

own researches, they did have access to "working paper" statements of some of

5 Published as David M. Ileer, After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic
Inquiry (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1965).
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the ideas in Chapter I. 6 These ideas were presented to them as part of their

general orientation to the project, however, and not to provide a model of society

for their owai use. Certainly not all of the contributors .o Part II would agree

fully to the utility of what was done in Chapter I, just as they would doubtless

disagree on a number of matters among themselves. This is to be expected ---

and encouraged --- when researchers confront issues of the scope attempted in

this volume.

The authors in Part II were viewed by the editor less as contributors of

pieces to a final, tightly integrated analysis, and more as primary definers and

validators of the issues and domains that it might be necessary to consider in

thinking about the social dimensions and social effects of nuclear attack. They

were encouraged to marshall their best judgment as well as their scholarly back-

ground in defining what they saw as the key analytic issues and substantive findings

in their particular institut:onal areas. In the absence of systematic bodies of

findings about possibLe effects of nuclear weapons upon the institutional complexes

with which they were most familiar, they were asked to propose their own best

conceptual integration.

6 As found in Chapter III of Human Sciences Research, Inc., An Approach

to the Study of Social and Psychological Effects of Nuclear Attack (McLean, Va. :
Human Sciences Research, Inc., March, 1963). The bibliography, which was non-
classified, included also a number of standard works, such as Samuel Glasstone
(ed.), The Effects of Nuclear Weapons (rev. ed. ; Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1962).

7 The use of the authors as validators of problems as well as analysts of
findings is open to the charge that a larger sample of scholars might have chosen
different combinations of institutional problems as being more important. Here the
editor's function of intensive dialogue with each contributor may have provided some
opportunity to test alternate formulations of the most important institutional prob-
lems. In the future, it may be possible to broaden the range of "problem validators",
in a wvay not unlike the approach so engagingly described in W. F. Ogburni and M. F.
Nimkoff, Technology and the Changing Family (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1955), pp. 4-8. Ogburn and Nimkoff felt they had a potential problem in the pos-
sibility that they would limit their list of family changes in American society to
"those that fitted their theories of social causation". Ibid. , p. 4. So, they went
out and invited experts to submit their own lists!
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In several senses, then, the essays in Part II are "criterion essays".

They are criterion essays, first, in that each author defines the valid, substantive

domains of problems which must be considered in order to locate the possible ef-

fects of nuclear attack on particular institutions. The author must act as a source

of criteria for stating these problems, and he must measure possible effects of

attack as they may be described in terms of the substantive domains which he has

chosen as most relevant. Second, the essays are "criterion essays" in that they

describe general institutional dimensions as criteria or "constraint sets" for
8

specific patterns of social action in both pre-attack and post-attack society. Third,

insofar as these essays can identify characteristics of social behavior, social struc-

ture, and institutional patterns which must be preserved or inhibited to reduce

"vulnerability" and enhance the prospects of post-attack "recovery", they point to

elements of the social system for which specific countermeasures must be designed.

In this third sense of "criterion", the essays establish criteria in present and

possible social phenomena by which to set requirements of future countermeasure

systems and to judge the present relevance of existing countermeasure systems to

actual patterns of social life and social interdependence.

In performing their tasks of describing elements of institutional and be-

havioral patterns which may effect social responses to nuclear attack, the writers

were guided by the attack scenario described above in Chapter I., pp. 149-154. As

is explained there, a basic reason for this choice of scenario was that it forced

immediate consideration of how whole institutional and social structural patterns

may affect responses to attack. The authors recognized, however, that the range

of possible attack magnitudes permitted by the scenario might produce radically

different patterns of attack effect, depending upon the size of attack chosen. An

attack of 1, 500 megatons is, today, a relatively small attack, yet in order to use

detailed, non-classified attack assumptions, David tHeer had to use this level of

attack in his initial demographic studies to which he refers in Chapter III. In

Chapter IV, Sidney Winter indicates that for certain orders of effects, he feels

8See the discussion on 1). 137, above.
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progressively less confident of the analytic results as the attack increases in mag-

nitude. For the present "criterion" and definitional purposes, such limitations

need not be crippling. The primary task for each author was to use the attack

scenario as a stimulus to thought; within the latitudes set by the scenario, he could

emphasize those levels of attack that seemed most relevant and feasible for identi-

fying the problems and sequences of effects which attack could create in his par-

ticular institutional domain. Each author was encouraged, where possible, to

present specific propositions about possible social effects of attack. Time and

again, though, there were indications that such propositions might be premature.

The primary task was, instead, to present dimensions of social institutions and the

substantive, social criteria for recognizing how these institutions would act as

mediators of attack effects.

In working out the topics and the assumptions guiding each essay, the

editor met several times for lengthy discussions with the writer in the writer's

own office. During the writing of the essays, the editor reviewed their progress

in return visits. In some instances, he encouraged the exchange of preliminary

criticisms among authors. Usually the authors were able to provide independent

academic and professional forums for testing their ideas. These occasions often

led to spirited exchanges, which became interesting --- though sometimes intellec-

tually gory --- side bonuses for having written a paper on these topics. The

problem-defining and exploratory nature of this volume suggested that it be non-

classified and that its essays use non-classified sources. The consequent freedom

from security constraints enabled individual authors to incorporate their writing

into the mainstream of their immediate professional concerns and to talk about

this work with a varicty of professional colleagues on university faculties and in

research organizations. This they did, with sometimes lively results.

Institutions and the Phases of Post-Attack Time

Because of the possible persistence of residual weapons effects for some

weeks after many possible forms of attack, an analysis of post-attack society and

social behavior must acknowledge continuing needs for countermeasures against

these residual effects as well as against immediate physical damage. These
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residual effectb dictate that if a population is to survive, it must be sheltered in

areas of harmful radiation. The length of this sheltering requirement for a particular

sub-population will be a function of attack targeting, weapons yields, and a number

of environmental and climatic conditions. Any consideration of social effects after

attack begins, therefore, with an analysis of the ways in which immediate physical

damage and residual weapons effects impose fundamental constraints upon social

life.

Previous writers have responded to this requirement by showing how post-

attack behavior and sotciety necessarily move through a series of time-dependent

post-attack phases. Nordlie and Popper proposed that it was meaningful to consider

post-attack social life as moving through four phases: an Impact Phase, which

coincides with the period of attack and immediate aftermath; a Closed Up Phase,

during which much of the population will be in physical shelter from weapons effects;

an Emergence Phase, during which the sheltered population gradually leaves secure

physical environments and begins orpanizing for rebuilding; and a Reconstitution

Phase of indeterminate length, during which the actual work of societal reconstruc-
9

tion is done. Vestermark proposed a modification of this scheme, to provide
10

especially for more differentiation among crucial events early in post-attack time.

He labeled the Impact and Closed Up Phases the Shock and Shield Phase, to allow

for the probability that many members of the society would be in shelter, while

others would be outside shelter but stunned and relatively immobilized by the im-

mediate impact of attack. Thus, attack produces an immediate shock which frac-

tionates the spatial organization of the society into relatively immobilized components

living in different immediate environments. He differentiated Nordlie and Popper's

Emergence Phase into three phases: a period of First Emergence, when individuals

may be free to remain outside shelter only a short time, and when individuals al-

ready outside shelters may temporarily enter contaminated areas for moderate

periods of time; an Initial Recovery Phase, when individuals temporarily outside

9 Peter G. Nordlie and Robert D. Popper, Social Phenomena in a Post-

Nuclear Attack Situation: Synopses of Likely Social Effects of the Physical Damage

(Arlington, Va.: Human Sciences Research, Inc., 1961), pp. 3-5.

1 0 1Human Sciences Research, Inc., op. cit., pp. 165-170.
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can begin organizing and conducting recovery operations in the non-shelter environ-

ment, and when individuals from relatively safe areas may join forces with the

emerging shelter population in common recovery efforts; and a period of Final

Emergence. This Final Emergence interval marks the transition to a longer term

of Reconstruction and Recovery, which restores the organizational foundations for

a process of Final Recovery which may last many decades.

The authors of the five essays in Part II were familiarized with these and

similar schemes for describing post-attack time phases. After this, they were

permitted to define whatever scheme of post-attack phases seemed most appro-

priate to portray the time-dependent sequences within which their particular

institutional patterns might affect post-attack behavior. The schemes which they

evolved are presented in Figure Ia-1 (p. 198), in comparison with the two schemes

which have just been outlined. The horizontal axis of Figure Ia-I is demarcated in

terms of weeks after attack impact. The verticaJ axis arrays six schemes for

defining post-attack time, four of which are used explicitly or implicitly by the

authors of the studies in Part II. By comparing each scheme across the common

period of weeks after attack impact, the reader will observe some striking dif-

ferences. These differences provide clues to the content of the five essays to

follow, and in their own right they stand as a kind of preliminary general finding

on the relations between institutions and patterns of post-attack social responses.

These differences show that as the level for analyzing behavioral deter-

minants shifts, from the immediate situation of action and adaptation toward post-

attack effects created by institutional patterns with maintenance functions, there

are necessary shifts in the comparative lengths and relationships among the
11

different phases of post-attack time. Indeed, within the shorter term perspective

imposed by twenty-six weeks, meaningful time phases in the demographic (eco-

logical system) sector appear to vanish altogether.

As will be clear from Figure Ia-i, the schemes of Nordlie and Popper and

of Vestermark provide quite precise differentiations for periods in the early weeks

I I
1 1 See the discussion of behavioral determinants, pp. 103-123, above, and

especially Figure 1-8, p. 115, above.
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after attack. Both schemes, in the absence of a clearer view of longer term insti-

tutional and social structural effects in mediating post-attack responses, gave

special emphasis to the sequence of time phases needed to describe immediate

collective responses to attack. In considering the determinants of these collective

responses, there was special need to consider the conditions under which individuals

will exist after attack. Longer term societal responses as well as the definition of

recovery itself were necessarily viewed as outcomee of earlier phases which could

be more precisely specified. As Nordlie and Popper say in their definition of their

"Reconstitution Phase", "the occurrence of this phase is contingent on directions

taken in the preceding phases. We intend to designate by this phase the occurrence

of conditions which indicate that the society is moving toward recovery, rather than

the reverse. " 12

The most precise portion of Smelser's substantive analysis in Chapter II

develops a number of propositions on the shorter term collective responses of

individuals and groups in the immediate situation of action. Particularly because

of his interest in considering such phenomena as the determinants of panic, Smelser

adds a 'Warning Phase" as a domain of determinants which has special significance.

But Smelser also differentiates the longer term processes of social reconstruction.

His Emergence Phase, compared with those of the two earlier schemes, is much

longer and with more complex patterns of operative determinants. It covers an

interval of approximately six months, a period during which institutional and

organizational pre-conditions must be created for an Adjustment Phase. This

Adjustment Phase begins gradually, and after a period of some years, it is trans-

lated into a very long term process of Recovery.

Sidney Winter's phases --- in a twenty-six week framework --- are less

precise and of longer relative duration. While the economy is perhaps the most

critical sector for performing the concrete adaptive functions which will be the

basis for the restoration of th, full processes of complex society, it must be an-

alyzed primarily in terms of its organizational and structural problems as an

1 2Nordlie and Popper, op. cir., p. 5.
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institutional sector within the whole social system. In considering the strictly

economic dimensions of post-attack time, the analysis shifts toward treating two

fundamental institutional problems. First, will conditions exist for shorter range

economic survival? Second, can organizational dilemmas in the economy and

polity be resolved in the longer run, so that various orders of resources can be

combined into a gradually phased process of recuperation? In the temporal frame-

work required in the analysis of these problems, the immediate problems of

meeting per capita consumption needs of attack survivors are only a special case

of the more complex problem of survival. Indeed, meeting these needs is no

longer strictly a problem of economic institutions. Rather, it is first a problem

of effective pre-attack stocking and pre-positioning of supplies which survivors

will need. Then, the problem is one of guiding immediate collective responses to

attack and its aftermath, into directions which permit the effective utilization of

these stocks. But this guidance implies effective pre-attack planning of systems

fox- mobilizing, sheltering, and organizing the population. This requires solution

to problems of social organization beyond the economy.

Howard Swearer's scheme parallels Winter's, but it is less precise. 13

From his point of view, the key issue centers around how the cultural system, re-

flected in administrative patterns, enables the social system to withstand the shock

of disaster in the shorter run, so that longer run processes of institutional integra-

tion and development can resume. Swearer's approach (as does Smelser's) allows

for the possibility that cataclysm can be the stimulus to new lines of institutional

development. Here the cultural system of the Soviet "crisis-oriented" society

provides a provocative contrast with the foundations of American political institu-

tions.

The analysis has row moved from a primary concern with adaptive functions

to a primary concern with maintenance functions. Post-attack time phases are

1 3 Tfhe slanting phase boundary here and elsewhere in Figure Ia-1 indicates

that the phase boundary is only approximate' and that the onset of the next phase is

gradual. In some cases, the editor had to compute the approximate location of both

slantited and vertical phase boundaries fr'm internal evidence in a particular essay,

in the absence of the author's having giien a fully precise or consistent definition

to his temporal scheme.
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increasingly less precise. In considering the demographic dimensions of social

vulnerability and recovery, David Heer dispenses altogether with a formal scheme

of temporal phases. Instead, to consider the restoration of the population system

of society, Heer points to three levels of problems. Solutions to these problems

interact to create the gradual restoration of a self-maintaining population which

has desired and necessary traits. Earlier in post-attack time, the problem of the

size of the population appears to be critical, because size will be the basic con-

straint on population composition and on the rate at which the population recovers

its pre-attack characteristics. A little later, composition of traits becomes

critical, if society is to have the deniographic resources for effective shcrt range

rebuilding and longer term recovery. After problems resulting from possible

shifts in population have been solved, it is meaningful to give special emphasis to

conditions governing the rate at which the population grows and recovers its char-

acteriatics. These three problems are interacting elements of the total problem

of restoring an effectively self-maintaining group of population traits over several

generations. The three problems point to complementary patterns of constraints

which will govern the re-emergence of population patterns necessary to an industrial

social order.

independently of guidance from the editor, the four analysts in Part II

appeared to respond to the separation of functions among the different levels at

which behavior is organized in society. This does not necessarily constitute a

validation of the conceptual approach taken in Chapter 1. It does suggest, however,

that to understand the set of total processes governing individual and social re-

sponses to attack effects, it is necessary to know, at any one point in post-attack

time, how institutional and structural determinants of behavior have been differ-

entially as well as sequentially activated. At any cross-section taken through

post-attack time, the total set oi institutional determinants of social action within

the social system will have generated a complex set of sometimes conflicting,

sometimes complementary, demands on individual behavior, group living, and

public policy.
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Themes and Relations Among the Five Essays

As the discussion of Figure Ia-1 indicatea, the five essays of Part II offer

complementary descriptions of post-attack life, as this life will be organized on a

variety of levels of society. At the beginning of each essay in Part II, the reader

will find a brief introduction by the editor. This introduction summarizes the

principal themes of the essay and shows how its portrait of a social sector might

fit into a larger view of post-attack society. The Appendix concludes now with

some remarks which anticipate these introductions, by suggesting some basic

patterns of complementarity among the five essays.

:t was the intent of the editor that the essays in Part TI be not only ana-

lytically complementary, but that they provide a coherent exposition and unfolding

of the issues in pondering the social dimensions of nuclear attack. The essays

begin with Neil Smelser's general review of the social dimensions of nuclear attack

in Chapter I. His emphasis in this chapter is on the kinds of substantive propo-

sitions and dimensions which present evidence permits the analyst to state. While

Smelser devotes special attention to considering the inferences which can be drawn

from many studies of human collective responses to stress, he also proposes a

number of issues, to which the analysts in Chapters II, IV, and V turn in their

detailed studies,

Chapters III through V are analyses of the dimensions and domains in

which particular effects of nuclear attack may be expressed in several critical

institutional sectors. David Heer's Chapter IIl presents an outline of the principal

dimensions of nuclear attack effects expressed against the human population in the

ecological system of society. In Chapter IV, Sidney Winter describes the structure,

policy problems, and analytic isues of the economic sector of the social system,

in relation to the effects of nuclt ir attack. In Chapter V, Howard Swearer turns to

the possible differential patterns of response to disaster which occur in political

institutions with contrasting bases in values, procedural assumptions, and social

history.

In its use of the comparative method for describing two cases of acimin-

istrative organization, Swearer's essay is alEo a specific application of one of the
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principal techniques for conducting social research on the effects of thermonuclear

war. In Chapter VI, Neil Smelser u3es the comparative method of social research

as a technique for stating and partly resolving some of the principal methodological

issues which arise in the social analysis of nuclear attack and recovery. He shows

the special utility of this method in organizing and evaluating the many orders of

data which appear relevant to making projections about post-attack social life. His

Chapter VI is intended as a specific complement to Chapter II, for in it Smelser

makes a met.hodological assessment of issues and questions he developed in his

earlier chapter.

Thus the essays come full circle. They begin with a brief general portrait

of the kind of socia' world which may exist after thermonuclear attack. They con-

tinue with detailed anlyses of institutional sectors which will be crucial in medi-

ating social responses to attack. In this central group of essays (Chapters III

through V), there are a number of relatively firmly based propositions about the

particular social dimensions and effects of nuclear attack. As Part II proceeds,

however, questions of methodology become increasingly salient. The essays end,

therefore, not wi~h a summation of what is known, but with a look at many of the

principal methodological issues which must be confronted if the study of social

responses to nuclear attack is to be a feasible undertaking in pre-attack time. It

is the hope of the editor and the other contributors to this volume that as the

reader reaches the end of Part II, he will have a more complete understanding of

how the study of the social dimensions of nuclear attack raises so many of the

questions which are fundamental to the future of the social sciences as well as to

the future of man.

2
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PART II

FIVE CRITERION ESSAYS
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lzztroaztion to Chapter U

In "7%o Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack". Neil J. Smelhser provides
a first view of the principal domains oaIntitto structure and social behavior
,which will set ranges and Usn'ts to the social effects of thermonuclear attack. He
breaks his domains into several gruaps ot variables. These are:

-nmalor &gee& ntMraleBwih ocr tedmnso.o
nuiclear atbkckils;fis wihcncr h iesoso

-mjr f~rt-redendn variables, which "concern the
short-run behavioral responses of the population during and after
the attack";0

-major first-order interEMninu va-;..a-es. "Which intervene
betvi~ee the attack itself and the various short-run behavioral
responses - -- concern the posture of American society at the time
of attack ";

-seond-order interveWNlg variablep, which "become relevant
after the various short-term behavioral responses have begun to
appear In the wake of an attack. These variables concern the attempts
of the surviving agencies of social control to contain and mansge. these
behavioral responses, and to channel behavior into lines of recovery
and reconstruction".

-sec oad-cirder dependent varlabey. which "concern the resul-
tant pattern of rveovery of the society".

He proposes that the determinants of post-aattack, responses will have "differential

salience", according to pho.sea of post-attack time. These phases are the "Warning
and attack Whase", the "Shelter phase", the "Emergence phase". the "AjUustment

phase", and the "Recovery phase".

After cons4 iering the problema in constructing valid propositions about
post-attack behavior. Smelser defines his primary task to mean makring a number

of "conditiozal predictions" about post-attack society. He then subjects society to
an imagined thermonuclear attack and considers the social consequences in different

phases of post-attack time. In the earlier periods at post-attack time, SMelser

emphasizes collective responses In the immediate situation of social action and
adaptation He maesp a anumber of practical suggestions on the Management Ofth
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surviving population. As the time after attack lengthens, the analysis shifts toward

a considerat ion of the effects attack has had on social structure and social institutions.

What problems will limit the effects of institutions in ordering the post-attack social

structure and in maintaining social control? What will be the characteristics of

institutions as social recovery proceeds?

In considering the institutional characteristics and requirements of longer

term social recovery, Smelser observes that the problem of longer term recovery

raises many of the analytic issues which arise in the general study of social and

economic development. He sketches two patterns of development: one character-

istic of the Anglo-.Saxon democracies of Northwest Europe and North America, the

other characteristic of the "newer" nations of Asia and Africa. Smelser concludes

that three elements of the American socio-cultural heritage surviving thermonuclear

attack will be conducive to a relatively rapid recovery rate: the persistence of

values and ideologies characteristic of industrial society; the capacity for substi-

tutability of roles among a labor force which has the high level of skills and com-

mitments required by industrial society; and the inheritance of technological

knowledge. The presence of these factors will create effects which will differentiate

the social dislocation of an industrial society recovering from a nuclear war from

the social dislocation of a society undergoing development.

In general, the social dislocation of a society which has experienced

thermonuclear attack will result directly from the effects of the attack and conse-

quent allocations of individuals to high-priority recovery goals. Smelser feels that

many of the major institutional problems of long-term recovery will arise from the

unprecedentedly broad involvement of the government in the various institutional

sectors of social life. One result of Smelser's analysis is to challenge a frequently

encountered fantasy: that after nuclear attack, society will have "regressed" to

more elementary social forms. Smelser holds that the elements of complex social

life will continue to exist. The task will be one of reorganizing, not of beginning

a long upward struggle from social primitivism.

While Smelser discusses institutional spheres on the level of maintenance

as weUl as of adaptation, his primary emphasis is upon responses of the social

system and the individual as a system -.-- response patterns which are relatively
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dependent on the post-attack situation of action. As Part II continues, other authors

will give primary emphasis to different institutional levels and systems. To assist

in visualizing the relation of Smelser's analysis to the other institutional orienta-

tions in Part YI, Figure hla-I locates Smelser's primary analytic emphases among

the four basic systems of society which were described in Chapter I. This Figure

is a restatement of Figure 1-8 on page 115. The system to which Smelser has

devoted primary attention has been indicated by diagonal stripes; the system of

next importance in major emphasis is shaded with fine dots.

Figure Ila- I

PRIMARY TOPICAL EMPHASES OF CHAPTER II

TARGET SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL PRIMACY IN
VULNERABILITY REDUCTION and IWCOVERY

Physical invironment

MAIN1UNANC3:
ECOLOGICAL System CULTURAL System Relative Situaticsal Iadepenieme

/ L ADAPTATION:
. .ituatiaml Dependsoce

--Behavior of Insdividuals

Each of the brief introductions to the essays in Part 11 will conclude with

this diagram, in order to show the system or systems of society with which each

author has been preoccupied. This may assist in guiding the reader toward a sense

of the analytic relationships which exist among the essays. In no case, however. has

an author in Part U construed his topic to be a fully unified sub-system of society,

which would be placed after analysis into a total model of society. For this reason,

the reader must remember that the figures which conclude each introduction are

nothing more than aids in the complicated task of visualizing relations among

domains and problems whose analytic boundaries are not clear.
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Chapter II

THE SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF NUCLEAR ATTACK

Neil J. Smelser

University of California, Berkeley

Most contemporary thinking about the effects of nuclear war is shrouded

in emotion. And well it should be. Even the uninformed fantasy reveals the most

fundamental truth about a nuclear attack: It would multiply a millionfold those

deep personal tragedies that the death and suffering of loved ones bring. Beyond

the countless personal agonies, a nuclear war of the dimensions possible today

would shake the very foundations of our civilization.

While it is proper to view modern war with awe and anxiety--it would be

unrealistic to do otherwise- -these justifiable emotions extort their price when it

comes to thinking intelligently about the concrete effects of such a war. Super-

charged emotions are likely to give rise either to prophecies of total destruction

or to easy solutions concerning the advent and effects of massive attack--both of

which readily harden into brittle obstacles to further thought. No matter how

awful, the potential effects of nuclear attack are very complex and not subject to

simple diagnosis by quick formulae. In fact, this complexity is so great that the

study of modern war demands the same scientific detachment -difficult as it may

be in this case--that we use in approaching any other natural phenomenon.

The most scientifically adequate estimates about the possible effects of

nuclear war and the possible recovery from it concern the numbers of dead and

injured and the degree of destruction of economic resources (food, housing, fuel,

and the economy's productive capacity). I Most projections of these biological and

1 See, for example, Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton,

N. J. : Princeton University Press, 1960); R. Fryklund, 100 Million Lives (New

York: The Macmillan Company, 1962); United States Congress, Joint Committee , -

on Atomic Energy, Biological and Environmental Effects of Nuclear War
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physical effects contain many of the usual components of a scientific model. The

simplest model contains a set of independent variables and a set of dependent

variables. The independent variables concern the dimensions of the nuclear on-

slaught itself. The dimensions of variation are, for instance, the number of

sepa:rate attacks; the absolute size of attacks in megatonnage; the pattern of attacks,

e!specially whether directed )rimarily against military targets, primarily at popu-

lation centers, or some combination of these; the relative proportions of surface
and high-altitude blasts. These dimensions are often expressed in terms of

mea-'•sures of destructive potential--blast, initial radiation, thermal radiation, and

fallout. The dependent variabl.s concern the degree of physical and biological

destruction. The dimensions of variation are, for instance, the numbers of people

(or proportion of the population) killed and injured; the damage to buildings and

rtesidenmes: the destruction of key resources, such as food, water, and fuel; and

the disruption of transportation and communication networks. Since both the in-

dependent and dependent variables have several dimensions, a sizeable number of

different projections can be made, even on the basis of this fairly simple model.

More complicated models emerge when we introduce :ntervening variables

th-it deal with the disposition of resources and people at the time of attack. Besides

th,. obvious demogra•phi" and ecological givens--such as the degree of concentration

of i,.,-soniS and dwellings in metropolitan areas--these dispositional variables con-

(ern the time of day of attack (which is translated into the dispersion of population

among schools, workplaces, and homes): the number of available shelters; the num-

ber of persons who will have been able to reach shelters before the blast, and so

on. When these intervening variables are combined with the independent variables,

1nan.11. separate projections can be generated and a considerable knowledge of both

the, de.,gre of destrmulion arnd the rcovery needs of society can be accumulated.

(fooltnot, I -ot inue'd)(wasnington, D. C. : 1.S Government Printing

()ffi'cc, 196;I): N:atioin:.l l ,source Evaluntion Center, Exercise Spadefork: Situa-

Iion A:na:lv',sis (W•,stiilgi lo, [). C. , i:06;3); National [;esource Evaluation Center,
I)eri.gr:aphic Facet s of Nuclear Warfnre (Wnshington, ). C. , 196 1); United States

lloh •'-, of I:,,p,,s,,ni;,tiv,'s, C'ivil J)erense- -1962. Helarings before a Subcommittee

of th, (' oniu, itt., on (;ove,.rn!ient (),perations. Part I. estimony of Witnesses,

817th ('ongr,.ss, 2nd Session, 1962, pp. 30:3-:330; David M. fleer, After Nuclear

.\ttark- A i\ nipgiaphi. lnqu irv (No w York: Frederick A. P1raege r, 1965).
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When we turn to questions of individual and social behavior in the event

of nuclear attack (above and beyond the quantitative estimates of death, injury and

destruction), we find that contemporary thinking offers a much less stable founda-

tion for making scientific estimates. The reasons for this are several. Our

knowledge of behavior in crisis situations is less adequately developed than our

knowledge of the physical and biological effects of disasters, Furthermore, deaths

and injuries to people on the one hand and residential units destroyed or damaged

on the other are much more readily measured than complex behavioral responses,

such as the incidence of looting or the incidence of psychosomatic disorders. And

last but not least, it is less discomforting for us to envision impersonal "numbers"

of deaths and "percentages" of dwellings destroyed than it is to envision the horri-

ble tragedies that individual persons must cope with in the event of a catastrophic

attack.

In the face of this ignorance and ambiguity about individual and group be-

havior in crisis, our "models" and "predictions" are likely to drift toward magical

thinking and hysteria. Our "solutions" thus tend to become oversimplified. As an

explanation or prediction, magical thinking endows a single independent variable

(e. g., "the bomb") with such omnipotence that it would create a situation of, say,

absolute pandemonium--of persons rushing frantically and aimlessly about, unable

to engage in adaptive behavior of any sort. To think in this way is to create a sort

of "negative utopian" view of post-attack society. In contemporary thinking about

behavioral responses after nuclear attack several examples of this kind of mental-

ity are evident: (1) The prediction of complete destruction of the world and its

people. 2 This mentality clearly makes any attempt to explain human behavior

after attack superfluous, since everyone will have perished. (2) The prediction of

complete chaos, which takeb two forms--first, widespread panic in the face of

2 For examnle, Neville Shute, On the Beach, (New York: William Morrow,

1957).
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destructive attack, 3 and second, selfish, brutal competition among the survivors.4

(3) The prediction of totalitarianism, which derives from the notion that if we are

to prevent complete pandemonium, it will be necessary to impose a system of total
5

and ruthless control over people and resources.

What do these sirrplified solutions of the prospects for post-attack society

have in common? They all give an absolute answer to an agonizing question: What

wl life be like after a nuclear onslaught? Even though the prophesies are very

pessimistic, it is likely that many people find comfort in believing in them; perhaps

it is less intolerable to envision negative utopias (for, believing in them, we know

what to fear) than it is to live with the ignorance, ambiguity, and anxiety held out

by the prospect of nuclear war (for, living in an atmosphere of uncertainty, we do

not know what to fear). C.e cost of believing in negative utopian visions, however,

3 For evidence on how this mentality dominated official British thinkirng

prior to the bombing attacks in World War 11, cf. Richard M. Titmuss, Prob-

lems of Social Policy (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1950), pp. 16-21.

In recent testimony Representative Clarence D. Long of Maryland expressed the

following sentiment: "I am afraid that if we ever had a nuclear attack millions of

people would die just as a result of panic. " United States Congress, Civil Defense--

Fallout Shelter Program. Hearings Before Subcommittee No. 3, Committee on
Armed Services, House of Representatives, 88th Congress, 1st Session, 1963,
Part I, p. 3116.

4 Otto Klineberg, "Dangers of the Shelter Psychology, " in A National

Shelter Program: Its Feasibility and Cost - A Report by a Group of Indepenoent
Specialists (New York: privately printed by the authors, 1962).

Donald N. Michael, "Psychopathology of Nuclear War, " Bulletin of the

Atomic Scientists, XVIII, 5 (May, 1962), pp. 28-29. In calling for the federalization

of the National Guard, Ashton Devereux of Baltimore County, Maryland, expressed

the opinion that "you have got to have a gun in your hand to have anybody follow

instructions in case of emergency." United States Congress, Civil Defense--

Fallout Shelter Program, Part II (Volume 1), p. 3594. Some of Senator Wayne

Morst.'s questions asked of Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara concerning

the degree of anticipated military control reveals his apprehension about the

widespread , se of martial law in post-attack society. United States House of

Representatives, Civil Defense--1l962, Part 1, pp. 24-26.
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is that they are likely to foreclose the puss'bility of further :,erious thought about

the realistic complexities of post-attack society. 6

In this introductory analysis I hope to move a step away from the simplistic

models of behaviur that prevail at present and to move a step toward an understand-

ing of the social dimensions of nuclear attack and recovery in the light of current

theory and research in the social sciences. The assertions I shall make will not

Ilowv from formal, predictive modls; the present state of knowledge permits only

approximate predictions based on sketches of formal models. Some of the asser -

Lions will be based on carefully-conducted research on disaster situations; others

will rest on what is generally known about human behavior in social institutions;

and still others will rest on my own frankly speculative notions. Despite these

shortcomings in theory and research on human behavior, I am convinced we can

improve on our present level of understanding.

To accomplish this objective, I shall base the remainder of the analysis

on the following sets of variables, which form an interrelated system:

6 Incidentally, this magical quality of thinking has arisen in several
quarters with respect to preventing nuclear attack. The following "solutions"
might be mentioned: (1) The fantasy of prevention by means of destructive
attack. This mentality was most pronounced in the period immediately after
World War II when for a time the United States had an absolute advantage in
atomic weapons and thereafter a clear relative superiority. The mentality
was expressed in the periodic advocacy of "preventive war" in these years; it
has declined as the balance of ruclear weapons has evened, and as their de-
structive potential has increased. (2) The fantasy of prevention by means of
passivity, which appears to lie behind certain of the unilateralist disarmament
arguments. (3) The fantasy of invulnerability through sheltering. This men-
tality had a brief flicker of life during a sort of "shelter craze" that touched
a small sector of the population during the weeks following the Berlin Crisis
of 1961, after President Kennedy had dramatically and publicly called for a
massive civil defense effort. (4) One interesting version of tne mentalities
concerning nuclear attack might be called the fantasy of self-destruction through
protection, which holds that shelters will so inflate our sense of invulnerability
that we will be willing to risk nuclear destruction. Gerard Piel, "The Illusion
of Civil Defense," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, XVII, 2 (February, 1962),
p. 2.
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The major indeiendent variables concern the dimensions of nuclear : ttak.

As indicated above, the possibIc variations of such an attack are very great. With

respect to some of these variations--e. g., whether attacks are multiple, whether

attacks ar,: accompanied by foreign invasion--I sha.ll make some simplifying as-

sumnptions to be taken as "giveris" for purposes of analys.s. With respect to other

variations--e. g., size of attack, proportions of surface and high-altitude bursts--

! shall assume a certain range of variatior within which my analysis applies. With

resp-ct to still other variations--e. g., warning period-- I shall raise several

possibilities in the course of analysis and develop estimates of the different effects.

The major first-oi-der dependent -ariables concern the short-run behavioral

responses of the population during and aftcr the attack. It is impossible to exhaust

all the conceivable behavioral responses. I shall concentrate on the possible inci-

dence of the following potential responses opened by massive attack: random,

dazed, or immobile behavior; uncontrolled rumor; collective panic; heroic rescue

and relief behavior; various psychological effects (including bereavement and all

its complications, depression, anxiety, hostility, psychosomatic disorders, etc.);

hostile outbursts and scapegoating; criminal and other deviant behavior (black-

marketeering, looting, murder); conflict among social groups, including both groups

existing nefore the onslaught (e. g. , radical groups) and groups "created'' by the

nuclear attack (e. g., evacuees from cities vs. citizens of rural areas that escape

destruction); religious behavior, including the rise of cults; rebeilious and revolu-

tionary activity against the surviving government.

Since the destruction, psychological strain, and social confusion wrought

by a nuclear attack will be so great, it is essential for the analyst to conceive of

all these behavioral reactions as possibilities; they are tendencies which may be

activated by widespread crisis. But it is also essential that the analyst not take the

next step--which is tempting to take--and a'ssume that the incidence of deviance,

crini, panic, etc. (the dependent variables) is a simple function of the magnitude

and pattern of thie attack (the independent variables). On the basis of these dimnen-

SiMIni- of the attack alone we cannot predict which, if any, of these behavioral

r'.actioiis \%ill bc widespread; nor can we predict the differential incidence of these

b),h;aior ial X'Cacthio s in difft-rent parts of 'ociety. To preoitct the content, tina ng,
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and incidence of these behavioral. responses, it is necessary to consider two sets of

intervening variables in -2dition to the amount of destruction caused by the attack.

The major first-order intervening variables-- which intervene between the

attack itself and the various short-run behavioral responses- -concern the posture

of American society at the time of attack. Some of the relevant variables--e. g.

distribution of people and resources--have already been mentioned. The distinctive

features treated in the present analysis, however, are the social and psychological

characteristics of American society at the time of attack. I shall ask the following

kinds of questions: In the period between warning and blast, how will an individuaVs

family memberships influence his behavior? In the period of initial emergence

from shelters (say, two weeks after a major nucle-ar attack), how will an individual's

religious and ethnic identifications affect his behavior? The social and psychologi-

cal characteristics include distinctive American values, distinctive features of the

American "national character, " and--not least--the sp,','1fic information and in-

struction people have received as to how to behave during a nuclear attack. The

description of these social and psychological characteris~tics yields a partial state-

ment of the strengths and vulnerabilities of American society to nuclear attack.

The behavioral responses of the populatior in the face cf n nuclear attack are as-

sumed to be a function both of the dimensions of the attack itself and of the ecological,

social, and psychologic,,l disposition of the population at th, Lime of the attack.

A number of second-order intervening variables become relevant after

the various short-term behavioral responses have begun to appear in the wake of

an attack. These variables concern the attempts of the surviving agencies of

social control to contain and manage these behavioral responses, and to channel

behavior into lines of recovery and reconstruction. By "agenci, s of srcial control"

I refer to the government, both national and local; the military and the pulice; re-

ligious leaders. the press; community leaders; welfare agencies, and so on. The

effectiveness of attempts to control disruptive behavioral react~ons is a function of

three factors: (a) The degree to which agencies of control havt been set up before

the attack and the clarity with which they understand th,-ir post-attack functions.

It is a fairly general rule that if agencies of control are clear as to the nature and

scope of their duties before a crisis, the more successful will be the control

1?z
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functions after an attack. If advance planning fails to cover many contingencies

of the post-attack situation, however, it is reasonable to expect that the agencies

of controi will suffer from confusions of purpose, poor coordination, and conflicts

of 3-irisdiction--and will be less effective for these reasons. (b) The degree to

whi•h the agencies of social control are destroyed or debilitated by the attack. It

is to bh. ,.xpeoted, for instance, that any massive nuclear attack will wipe out a

.•z,-ibiei•rnjber of state and manicipal governments and will cripple the federal
8

go-o•r-inP '.ri manv of its functiocns. If alternative agencies of social control are

., t ",. w'dsprea,, disorder will reign. (c) The specific responses of

: *.'• , c, ,s o!ý .:oitrol to the b,*havioral responses t- the attack that appear. For

*.. ,,'l, ½.c• ng [ • ,to spread, will authorities simply attempt to restore

' . c, c~r.I r', n,•i'. pohi#l and rnilita'-w personnel- -themselves very likely sub-

" - • ,r,- deprivat:on. -- tom in tae looting 9  Will authorities vacillate in putting

1.' ,, !in it arr•n s.(rvi2vng social groupings) If sporadic religious cults arise,

-will autiorit-es repress or tolerate ther)o The way authorities beh-ve in the face

of disorcr0 in shor', will determine in '.rge part the content, timing, intensity,

and (x!tnt of the disorder

In th:s arialysis I make no fixed assumptions concerning the actual pros-

pects for success or failure of social control in post-attack society. 1 treat it as

one of the important variables that must be analyzed in order to predict behavior

in the wake of nuclear attack. I shall vary my assumptions cuoncerning the effective-

ness ct social control from time to time, and trace the consequences of different

assumptions.

One final set of variables remains to be intr'oduced; I shall refer to them

as second-order dependent variables. They concern the resultant pattern of re-

covery of the society, The direction, speed, and effectiveness of recovery are a

7 See, for example, S. Schwartz and B. Winograd, "Preparatioi, of Sol-

diers for Amic Maneuvers, " Journal of Social Issues, X, 3 (['No month], 1954),
pp. 42-52; Samuel H. Stouffer, et al., The American Soldier: Combat and Its

Aftermath (Princet,,-n: Princeton University Press, 1949), pp. 228-231.

8 National Resource Evaluation Center, Exercise Spadefork, pp. 9-12.
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result of specific combinations of the four sets of variables just reviewed--the

seriousness of the attack, the posture of American society at the time of the attack,

the short-term behavioral responses, and the attempts of agencies of social con-

trol to handle and channel these responses. Although recovery is a very complicated

phenomenon, it can be subdivided into two general aspects: (a) Adjustment, which

concerns society's holdmng operations in the face of the immediate crises occasioned

by the attack. Depending on the combination of the variables reviewed above, the

outcome of the adjustment process could be continuing crisis and maladjustment at

one extreme, or fairly rapid fashioning of a temporary social order at the other.

(b) Recovery of social resources, population, pro)ductive capacity, and institutional

life. This refers to the restoration of the day-to-day functions of social life, above

and beyond meeting 4he crises imposed by the nuclear attack. Agaiii, depending on

the combination of variables reviewed above, the outcome may be long-term dis-

organization or stagnation at one extreme, or fairly rapid reconstruction of social

life at the other. By using terms like "recovery" and "reconstruction, " I do not

mean to imply that society will be "restored" to its pre-attack pattern. Any massive

nuclear attack will leave in its wake new values, norms, and social cleavages that

will permanently affect the organization of society. Nevertheless, many pre-attack

social and cultural characteristics of American society (e. g., our democratic tra-

ditions) will strongly condition the pattern o! recovery.

Even in outline, these several sets of variables constitute a formidable

intellectual apparatus. Each set is complex in itself, and the relations among the

several sets of variables multiply this complexity. Furthermore, an enormous

crisis-producing event such as a nuclear attack is likely to activate all these vari-

ables at once; so the analyst confronts an overwhelming tangle of interacting

social and psychological phenomena. I have alre idy attempted to sort out part of

this tangle by organizing the important variables into classes, and stating some

relations among the classes. To facilitate analysis further, I shall assume that

certain of these variables increase in salience at some points in the warning-attack-

shelter-emergence-adjustment-recovery sequence, and that they recede in salience

at other points in the sequence. For example, in the interval between warning and

attack, the occupational, familial, and educational "location" of persons will turn
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out to be the single most salient set of determinants in accounting for their re-

sponses to warning. Later these involvements become less important as immediate

determinants of behavior, even though they do not vanish. To systematize this

differential salience of determinants, I shall build the discussion around the follow-

ing hypothetical phases of nuclear attack and recovery. (The time periods entered

for each phase are not precise predictions, but merely indicators as to the approx-

imate duration of each phase.)

(1) Warning and attack phase (from 15 minutes to several hours). The

main problems in this phase concern the adequacy of warning systems and the

movement of persons to appropriate shelters,

(2) Shelter phase (several weeks). In areas heavily contaminated by

fallout, activity outside the shelters is impossible, except for specially-equipped

work and relief crews. The major psychological and social problems in these

areas will concern adjustment to shelter life. In areas that have escaped both

destruction and contamination from fallout (very likely thinly-populated, non-

strategic parts of the country, depending on the design of the attack) the major

social problems will be controlling the movement of the populace, handling ap-

prehensions about future attacks, and preparing for the care of injured and the

billeting of evacuees.

(3) Emergence phase (extending approximately one to six months after

shelter phase). The major problems in this phase will be allocating and evacuating

people; disposing of dead and caring for sick and injured; billeting evacuees;

clearing rubble and decontaminating; re-establishing distribution systems for

critical resources, such as food, water, and fuel; and re-establishing communica-

tion networks. The most salient psychological and social problems will hr handling

the overwhelming emotions of millions of bereaved people; maintaining law and

order in the face of black markeleering, looting, and widespr-'%d scapegoating

(including scapegoating of the agencies of control themselves), and mobilizing large

numbers of survivors for constructive roles in the adjustment process.

(4) Adjustment phase (extending one to five years beyond emergence•

phase). The problems of simply rescuing, caring for, and moving people ar'ouncd
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the society will gradually recede into the background. Nevertheless, the prepon-

derance of human effort will be devoted to mobilizing people to repair and rebuild

a society afflicted by great physical, biological, psychological, and social damage.

Most activity in this period will be directed and coordinated by political authorities.

It is difficult, for instance, to see how the educational system could be allowed to

develop on its own; or how any significant market system--governed by free prices
9

and wages--could possibly function effectively. Furthermore, this phase will

enforce a general moratorium on the "good things of life"--consumer good, relax-

ation, recreation, routine family life, etc. -- because of the need to devote resources

to restoring the nation's crippled productive capacity. Many social problems will

spring from tensions inherent in a period of prolonged political mobilization (es-

pecially since this will be imposed on a society with a tradition of freedom from

central political direction); other problems will spring from the conflict that will

emerge as serious social cleavages (e. g., racial, religious) reappear.

(5) Recovery phase (extending several decades after the adjustment phase).

During this final phase tie society will devote an increasing proportion of its re-

sources to social goals other than recovering from the destructive effects of nuclear

attack. This involves the growth of greater institutional autonomy for those sectors

9 There is substantial scholarly controversy on this point, however;

Hirshleifer, in examining economic breakdown and recovery in four "generalized
disasters" (Russia in the period of war communism following World War I, the
American Confederacy and its aftermath in the South, Germany during and after
World War 1H, Japan during and after World War 1I), summr , -izes the effects on
long-term recovery of policies of price controls and rationing: ". . . it may be

regarded as a well-established generalization that, whatever the technological
impact of an initial disaster upon the productive potentialities of an economy,
there is likely to be a characteristic organizational response to the crisis in the
form of adoption of monetary-fiscal policies of repressed inflation. At the ex-
tremity of the crisis, when the stress is at its utmost effectiveness, it would be
hard to say if such a policy really worsens matters. However, in the initial
response to the thrcat the effective use of the society's resources is likely to be

impaired by a repressed-inflation policy; and, almost certainly, recovery after

cessation of the external pressure will be impaired. (It must not be forgotten,
however, that the damage inflicted by the source of stress will have a lasting com-
ponent. Even ideal policies cannot produce instantaneous reci very, and perhaps

not complete recovery at any time. )" Ja, k Hirshihifer, Disaster and Recovery:
A Historical Survey (Santa Monica, Calif. : The HAANI) Corporation, 1963), p. 120.
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of society- -educational, economic, and so on--which will have been under political

direction during the adjustment phase. The major social problems during this

phase will result from the tensions arising from the movement away from a mobili-

zation-centered society to some kind of pluralistic society. Threats to social and

political staiAlity will arise from social movements that advocate different directions

of change, and from the cleavages and conflicts that accompany these movements.

Goal of the Analysis: Conditional Predictions About Social Behavior

in Post-Attack Society

After making several assumptions about the hypothetical nuclear attack, I

shall organize the remainder of this analysis around these phases of attack and re-

covery. For each phase I shall enumerate the most salient social and psychological

variables that influence behavior. Di:;cussion of each successive phase will be more

speculative than that of each preceding phase, since in each case I shall have to as-

sume that the society has passed through the preceding phases with at least minimally

effective adaptation and that it can therefore cope with the demands imposed by the.

new phase. The analysis that follows, then, is a series of conditional predictions

about the major directions of social behavior at various times in post-attack society.

Optimally, each conditional prediction that follows--e. g., the prediction

that collective panic will occur in the event of nuclear attack, given the present

warning and shelter arrangements 0--should be accompanied by a statement of the

degree of confidence with which the prediction is made. For, as I 'nave indicated,

some propositions about the consequences of attack and patterns of recovery are

based or. more reliable social-scientific knowledge than others. Unfortunately, in

the present state of the social sciences, it is impossible to indicate precise prob-

abilities or levels of confidence, especially ab:ut the type of proposition; ventured

in this essay. On the other hand, it is possible to give rough indications of confi-

dence. In the material that follows I shall use the following kind of shorthand: I

shall qualify with the word "probable" the propositions woiich are based on quite

sul-stantial research and can he ac,'epted with considerable confidence, T shall

(Bel~ow, pp. 227-23A2.
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qualify with the word "plausible" the propositions which are less solidly founded,

yet do rest on fairly well established theory and research; and I shall qualify with

the word "possible" statements that are consistent with general social-scientific

knowledge but are more speculative in character. In this essay I shall refer to

some but not all the research that has led me to apply a given qualification in each

case. However, in my companion essay in this volume-- "Methodological Issues

in the Analysis of Nuclear Attack and Recov!ry"ll--I shall examine the methodolog-

ical canons by which confidence in conditional predictions about attack and recovery

can be generated; in the companion paper I shall also examine further the character

of the evidence on which predictions are based. 12

Assumptions Regarding the Dimensions of tne Nuclear Attack

I shall proceed under the following assumptions:

The nuclear attack will take the form of one mighty onslaught, lasting less

than a day in all, probably only several hours. The warning period will range from

15 minutes to a few hours, depending on the pattern of attack and the delivery sys-

tems employed. No "second wave" of attackp, will occur.

The attack will be composed only of nuclear devices. No chemical or bio-

logical weapons will be used simultaneously. No enemy invasion will accompany the

attack.

11 Below, Chapter VI.

1 2 Clearly, the distinction 3mong 'L2prbable" (based on quite substantial re-
search and can be accepted with considerable confidence '), "plausible' ("less
solidly founded, yet do rest on fairly well establishec. theory and I-esearch"), and
"possible" ("concistent with general socia! scientific knowledge but are more specu-
lative") requires a number of quantitative-qualitative discriminations and judgments
among c.ategories of evidence and mode- of constructing propositions, using metho-
dological bases wnich can be, as yet, only imperfectly established. Whiie I will
discuss these ,hatters in the companion essay, T hope tM4 need for t,,ese ,ough dis-
tinctions among degrees of confidence is already clear. Policy decisions requiring
largkv commitments may depend upon the deixrees to which oropositions rnay be
deemed forecasts of likeiy events, probiems, or, ranges of event or problem. At
the same time, however, the limitations in the present statc of the social sciences
do ,,ot eliminate the needs of policy planners and analysts for various orders of
information deiived fora the social sciences.
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The magnitude of the attack will be between 3, 000 and 10, 000 megatons.13

Most of the megatonnage will be dropped on missile sites, airfields, and

other strategic locations, but at least 1, 000 megatons will be dropped on metropoli-

tan centers. A number of devices of the 10-20 megaton range will score hits on

metropolitan centers, causing heavy casualties, scattering of debris, and uncon-

trolled fires.

Most of the rnegatonnage dropped on metropolitan areas will take the form

of surface blasts, so that fallout will pose serious dangers to life for several weeks.

The attack will take a toll of dead in the neighborhood of 60-90 million

persons, and a toll of injured in the neighborhood of 20-40 million persons. For

purposes of analyzing the social and psychological determinants of behavior, it is
14

not necessary to pin-point the number of casualties more precisely. It should

be stressed, however, that a number of places--away from both metropolitan areas

and military targets--will escape damage, with perhaps only a period of shielding

against fallout required.

The attack will damage housing facilities to such an extent that the

housing needs of the surviving population cannot nearly be met. 15

1 3 Thus the estimates pot forth by Norman A. Hanunian in 1961 are more
appropriate than those of the Holifield and Spadefork analyses, which envision at-
tacks of 1,466 and 1, 779 megatons, respectively. See Norman A. Hanunian, "The
Relation of U.S. Fallout Casualties to U.S. and Soviet Options" (Statement pre-
sented to the Military Operations Subcommittee of the Committee on Government
Operations of the House of Representatives, August 8, 1961), (Santa Monica, Calif.:
The RAND Corporation, 1961), pp. 21-28. For some purposes of analysis, how-
ever, I shall refer to estimates derived from the Holifield and Spadefork analyses.

14Hanunian gives a number of specific estimates, depending on size of
attacks, fission yield of weapons, proportions of surface bursts, character of
shielding, etc. Op. cit.

15 For the Holifield attack, David M. Heer has calculated that whereas
29. 9 per cent of the total United States population would be killed, 27. 5 per cent of
the housing units in the country would be so damaged as to be unsalvageable. An
additional 18. 9 per cent of the housing units would have to be evacuated for major
repairs, and an additional 6 per cent of the housing units would be so contaminated
as to be uninhabitable for several mrnths thereafter. Heer, op. cit., p. 253.
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The attack will immobilize private automobile transportation more or

less completely, mainly because of the shortage of fuel, but also because of the

destroyed and rubble-strewn streets. Public rail and road transport will be
16

crippled temporarily for the same reasons. I assume, however, that the effects

of this transportation crisis will not be so severe that famine and disease--

resulting from inability to move food and medical supplies--will overwhelm all

other aspects of adjustment, although famine might be expected in areas that do

not produce sufficient food for their population (e. g. , New England). 17

Sheltering for the attack will not be markedly more adequate than it is at

present. I assume, however, that existing shelter space will be stocked with sup-

plies of food and water.

Warning and Attack Phase

Present civil defense plans call for few attempts to protect against blast

effects (except for crucial governmental and military centers); however, they do

call for prottection against the effects of fallout. Preparations include marking ex-

isting buildings as sheiter& and stocking them with supplies of food and water, but

only vaguely and passively encouraging families to build private fallout shelters.

16After several years of research at the Stanford Research Institute,

Dixon estimated that a substantial amount of the physical transportation resources

would survive a massive attack, and that emergency transportation services could be

resumed on a very limited basis within a week or so after the attack. Debris clear-

ance would constitute a very serious *nroblem, however. Har-wey L. Dixon, "Effects

of Nuclear Attack on U. S. Rail and Truck Transportation" (Menlo Park, Calif.:

Stanford Research Inntitute, 1963), presented before the 18th Annual Transportation

and Logistics Forum of the National Defense Transportation Association, Chicago,

October, 1963. For a more complicated analysis of railroad transportation in

post-attack society, see Harvey L. Dixon, Dan G. Haney and Paul S. Jones,

A System Analysis of V-i.• Fffects of Nuclear Attack on Railroad Transportation in

the Continental United States 'MenTo Park, Calif. Stanford Research Institute,

1960).

17Heer, -)p. cit., 264-269.
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If legislative support is forthcoming, the federal government will support the con-

struction of public shelters capable of shielding a significant part of the population.

These public shelters will be concentrated first in metropolitan centers. 18

Present warning systems include two types of outdoor warning signals--

an "alert" signal which instructs individuals to take action as directed via radio

broadcasts by local governments, and a "take cover" signal--as well as the pro-
19

jected warning systems to be used indoors. Plans for short-term, immediate-

response, tactical evacuation of persons outside cities have been discarded as

unfeasible, largely because of the short interval between warning and attack (15 to

30 minutes for ICBM's) and because of the danger of exposing evacueees 1.t fallout

after the blast. Instead, the anticipated movement of persons is by short distances

(up to a mile) within cities to the most readily available shelters (plus movement

of a small minority of families to private shelters). According to present notions,

movpment of persons to shelters can occur at two times: (1) during the period

between warning ar d attack, which would vary from 15 minutes to several hours,

depending on the type of delivery system and the adequacy of the warning system;

(2) during the period immediately following the blast, when persons not debilitated

by the effects of air blast, ground shock, and thermal radiation make their way to

shelters before the danger from radioactive fallout becomes critical; the time per-

mitted for movement is approximately 30 minutes to an hour, but this second type
20

of movement cannot be expected to be very significant in heavily damaged areas.

1 8 United States House of Representatives, Civil Defense--1961, pp. 6-9;

see also United States Congress, Civil Defense-- Fallout Shelter Program.

1 9 United States House of Representatives, Civil Defense--1961, pp. 8-9;

Department of Defense, Annual Report of the Office of Civil Defense for the Fiscal

Year 1962 (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1962), pp. 39-

45; fice of Civil and Defense Mobilization, Personi'l Preparedness in the Nuclear

Age (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1960), pp. 40-41.

2 0 United States House of Representatives, Civil Defense--1961, pp. 16-17,

120, 156; Samuel Glasstone (ed. ), The Effects of Nuclear Weapons (revised edition)

(Washington, D. C. : Prepared by the U. S. Department of Defense, Published by

the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1962), pp. 627-632.
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A number of problems arise in connection with warning and movemeni to

shelters. The first problem deals with public misinterpretation of warnings. On

the one hand, it is desirable to inform the populace what various signals mean,

and to drill them in reacting to them. On the other hand, this advance preparation

may have unanticipated and unfortunate consequences in the event of an actual

attack. According to Chapman's summary of findings from research on signals,

Signals that suggest a drill rather than a real emergency,
official cautions that leave unspecified the nearness of dan-
ger or the protective steps to be taken, conflicting advice,
or calls to action from prestigeless or resented authorities
may easily support disbelief or inaction. Studies of false
alarms suggest that a complicated set of factors bears on
consequent public reactions. Sometimes alerts which do
not eventuate in any great danger are nevertheless not de-
preciated, and they may even have the effect of improving
the response to alerts on later occasions; sometimes they
work in a "cry wolf" fashion to evoke only apathy or anger
when the next alert comes along. The crucial conditions
that decide these contrasting outcomes are not at all well

understood. 21

When the warning signal is recognized but only partially understood (i.e.,, when

large numbers of people know that some danger is approaching but do not know

exactly what it is or what to do about it), they will probably engage in disruptive

information- -seeking behavior, such as clogging telephone lines by calling friends,
22

newspapers, radio stations, etc.

Another series of problems arises from the present distribution of shelter

spaces. Centers of cities, with many more industrial and public buildings, are now

21Dwight W. Chapman, "A Brief Introduction to Contemporary Disaster

Research," in George W. Baker and Dwight W. Chapman (eds.), Man and Society in
Disaster (New York: Basic Books, 1962), p. 11; see also Charles E. Fritz,
"Some Implications from Disaster Research for a National Shelter Program,"
and Elihu Katz, Kenneth Kessin, John McCoy, Leona,-d J. Pinto, and Reid Streiby,
"Public Reaction to the Onscheduled Sounding of Air-Raid Sirens in a Metropolis:
a First Glance at the Data, " Both in George W. Baker and John H. 4ohrer (eds.),
Symposium on Human Problems in the Utilization of Fallout Shelters (Washington,
D.C. : National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, 1960), pp. 145-
146, 201- 210.

22Katz, Kessin, McCoy, Pinto, and Streiby, "Public Reaction to the Un-
scheduled Sounding of Air-Haid Siir- ns ... ", o,,. cit., p. 206.
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"oversheltered" by contrast with suburban areas. Assuming widespread public

recognition of and response to a warning signal, this rmaldistribution of shelter

space may lead to two effects: (1) Relatively few suburban residents will be able

to take shelter because of the longer distance required to travel from suburban

homes to protective shelters; and (2) Some persons may attempt to make the move

to a distant shelter by automobile. This latter effect, if at all widespread, will

create traffic snarls and result in clogged streets at the time of the blast.

This last point leads to the problem of collective panic in the event of

nuclear attack. One of the most striking findings of the research by the United

States Strategic Bombing Survey, as well as recent disaster research, is that

panic is a relatively rare occurrence in bombing and other disaster situations.

Again, to cite Chapman's summary of current thinking among social scientists:

The folklore of cataclysm frequently asserts that
panic--in the sense of wild, terror-stricken behavior--
is natural and commonplace. Quite to the contrary,
panic has seldom been found in the study of actual dis-
aster. The accumulated mass of interview data from
survivors concerning what they themselves did during
acute danger and what they saw others doing shows that

behavior under the impact of tornadoes floods, wrecks,
and other crises is surprisingly rational, courageous,
and calm. Panic behavior has consequently come to be
i-ecognized by students of disaster as an exceptional
phenomenon arising under exceptional conditions. 23

Even for the attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Janis concluded that "overt panic

and extreme disorganized behavior occurred in some local circumstances during

the two atomic disasters, but it is unlikely that such behavior was widely prevalent

among the hundreds of thousands who survived the atomic explosions."'
2 4

23,A Brief Introduction to Contemporary Disaster Research, "22*. cit__,

p. 13. See also Enrico Quarantelli, "The Nature and Conditions of Panic, " Amer-
ican Journal of Sociology. LX, 3 (November, 1954), p. 275; Fred C. Ikle and H. V.
Kincaid, Social Aspects of Wartime Evacuation of American Cities (Washington,
D. C.. : National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, 1956), pp. 7-8;
Stanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior and Morale Under Stress
of Bombing (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing Office, 1953), Vol. i,

pp. 15-16.
2 4 trving L. Janis, Air War and Emotional Stress: Psychological Studies

of Bombing and Civilian Defense (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1951), p. 41.
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Panic, then, is an "exceptional phenomenon arising under exceptional con-

ditions, " and probably should not be expected to be widespread, even after massive

nuclear attack. If, however, we examine the anticipated relations between warning,

shelter, and the location of people at the time of attack, we may diccover situations

where these "exceptional conditions" exist in almost classic form and make the

probability of panic behavior fairly high. Let rme elaborate this point.

The "exceptional conditions" under which collective panic occurs are

(1) the presence of an immediate, extreme danger that is perceived to be

(2) ambiguous in its consequences and uncontrollable by any adaptive human action,

and (3) most important, the presence of a belief that there is only a limited route
25

to escape (or a limited time in which to escape) and that this route is closing.

If the escape route is perceived to be completely open, or it is perceived to be

completely sealed off, collective panic will not occur.

The anticipated situation of warning and shelter-taking in the event of

nuclear attack meets these classic panic conditions. Unlike the situation in

Hiroshima where there was no warning whatsoever, the anticipated nuclear attack

today will be preceded by 15 minutes or more of warning, and ther will be a

comparable period after blast for people not debilitated to move to shelters be-

fore the period of extreme fallout danger begins. Before the blast, the problem

of getting to shelters "on time" is a situation of limited access to escape, and

the pressure to hurry will be enormous. Furthermore--and paradoxically- .the

more widely understood the warning signal and the more widely dispersed the

information concerning the moment of attack, the more likely will persons be to

make the frantic dash, by any means whatever, to sheltered places. After the

blast, insofar as warning systems instruct persons to move to shelters and in-

dicate that there is only a limited time to do so, a similar pattern of panic might

2 5 Quarantelli, "The Nature and Conditions of Panic," op. cit., p. 273.

For a much fi.Iler statement of these unique determinants of collective panic, cf.

Neil J. Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior (New York: Free Press of Glen-

coe, 1963), pp. 135-146.
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I ksult; the post-blast panic for shelters, however, is much less probable, because

of the general shock, immobility, confusion, and demoralization at the sight of

mass slaughter, all of which inhibit collective panic reactions. 26

Reasoning thus, we can appreciate the truth behind Fritz' observation--

based on his own research--that "if the choice is between no warning at all and a

warning time that is likely to be insufficient for people to complete the recommended

or practiced protective acts, the best choice may be no warning at all. ,,27

If we consider the time of day of attack and the distribution of persons

among different familial, occupational, and educational "role locations, " the

probability of disorganized, panicky behavior becomes even greater. A mid-day

attack would find family members separated from one another--the husband at a

work place; the children in school, and the wife either at home, or at some other

work place, or travelling. A night attack would find family members together in

residential units. Considering the daytime situation, we can infer patterns of

behavior from the findings of disaster research. One finding is that family mem-

bers generally do not take cover immediately but attempt to join the others before

taking cover; or, if this is not possiole, they are very likely to display generally
28

disorganized behavior. If, at the time of warning of a nuclear attack, mothers

are separated from children, husbands are separated from wives, etc., it is to

be expected that a significant portion of these family members will frantically

attempt to join their loved ones before the attack. Furthermore, in the post-blast

setting, if an isolated family member survives without debilitation, it is plausible

to expect that he will attempt to search for loved ones, if this is at all possible.

2 6 Janis, Air War and Emotional Stress.

2 7 "Some Implications from Disaster Research for a National Shelter

Program, " op. cit., p. 146.

2 8 William H. Form and Sigmund Nosow, Community in Disaster (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1958), pp. 23, 26-29, 62, 67, 80, 81-82, 90; Lewis
M. Nillian, "The Significance of Multiple-Group Membership in Disaster," Amer-
ican Journal of Sociology, LVII, 4 (January, 1952), pp. 309-314; Reuben Hill and
Donald A. Hansen, "Families in Disaster, " in Baker and Chapman (eds.), Man
and Society in Disaster, pp. 186-190.
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Also, persons in formal organizations that have some assigned role in the event of

attack--e. g., police, military, welfare agencies--may be torn by role-conflict.

i. e., between performing their emergency duty or joining loved ones.29

The moment of attack and the period immediately following, then, may

find many people out of doors, either clogging routes to shelters or seeking loved

ones. Thus wa must face the eventuality--implied by Fritz' observation--that the

present warning and shelter-taking arrangements may result in more casualties

than no warning at all.

How can disorganized behavior and panic be prevented during the warning

and attack phase? It is essential not only that the members of the household under-

stand the' meaning of warning signals, but also that they be carefully "programmed"

with alternative plans for movement to shelters, depending nn the time of day of

attack and the availability of shelter space. They should be instructed that in the

interests of safety it may be necessary to be separated from loved ones for a

period after attack under some conditions, and that dashing frantically to join loved

ones may heighten the danger. Parents should be instructed--even rehearsed--for

the occasions when they should move to school shelters to join children; the occa-

sions when they should take shelter elsewhere and leave the sheltering of children

to teachers; and so on. Even careful instruction in advance may not be effective

in the event of an attack, since the bonds that draw fami'y members together are

often stronger than any alternative "plan" in which they might have been instructed.

Even in this case, however, the general rule holds: advance knowledge, instruction,

planning, and rehearsal will reduce tendencies to random, confused, disorganized,

and panicky behavior.

A secondary but important set of problems in the warning and attack phase

concerns the anticipation of future attacks, both in areas that have been hit and in

those that have escaped damage. For purposes of this analysis I have assumed that

there will be no "second wave" of attacks. From the standpoint of the psychology of

29
For a summary of research on this issue of role-conflict in disaster,

cf. Allen H. Barton, Social Organization Under Stress: A Sociological Review of
Disaster Studies (Washington, D. C.: National Academy of Sciences- -National

Research Council, 1963), pp. 22-72.
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the surviving population, however, it is probable that after the massive onslaught

those not in shelters will be gripped repeatedly by terrible fears, wild rumors of

new attacks, and possibly panicky movement--based on these rumors--toward
30

shelters. After the attack, therefore, officals must continue a steady stream

of authoritative information to control such rumors and fears, and must be pre-

pared to enforce the regulations limiting the movement of population.

The Shelter Phase

In the following discussion I shall distinguish between (a) those a-eas that

have been hit or experience sufficiently heavy fallout to require one or two weeks

of sheltering and (b) those areas that escape these kinds of threats (probably non-

metropolitan, non-strategic areas). Even if the exact pattern of attack were known,

this distinction would of course still be inexact, for variations in winds, rain, etc.,

will produce changing patterns of fallout after the blast. 31

Some of the analyses in the next several pages, especially the analyses of

the undamaged areas, apply not only to the shelter phase but also to the early parts

of the emergence phase which follows.

With respect to that part of the population that requires sheltering for a

few weeks after the blast, it is impossible to specify fully in advance the distribu-

tion of shelters immediately after the attack (for some will have been destroyed);

the distribution of people among shelters (for some people will not have reached

shelters and a limited number will have gone to different shelters than anticipated);

the state of health of persons in shelters; the degree and kind of communication

3 0 Stanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior and Morale
Under Stress of Bombing, Vol. I, p. 158.

3 1Glasstone (ed.), The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, pp. 39-41, 414-415,
458-459. For one estimate of the degrees of contamination throughout the country--
specifying areas requiring no sheltering, requiring up to two days of sheltering,
requiring from two days to one week, and requiring from one to two weeks--for an
assumed attack of more than 5, 000 megatons, see Department of Defense, Office
of Civil Defense, Fallout Shelter Effectiveness: The U, S. Civil Defense Program
(Washington: Department of Defense, July, 1963).
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among different shelters and between shelters and work and rescue crews. All

these conditions will vary widely according to the pattern of the attack and the

amount of damage. It is possible only to make the following general predictions

about the distinctive hardships, needs, and tasks that will face the sheltered pop-

ulation, the possible behavioral reactions to these conditions, and the ways, if any,

to control these reactions.

The sheltered population will probably be subjected to the following needs:

(1) The need to allocate scarce food, water, and medical supplies strictly

and judiciously. Even optimum stocking of shelter space calls for daily rationing.

(2) The need to care for a sizeable number of injured, ill, and dying per-

sons. Some who make their way into shelters will have been wounded or exposed

to radioactive fallout. The special way that exposed people die--an initial period

of symptoms, apparent recovery, then recurrence of symptoms and probable death
32

in the period from one week to several months after exposure - -will be particularly

disruptive for the shelter's inhabitants. In addition to injury and illness resulting

from the nuclear weapons, research has indicated that acute gastrointestinal infec-

tions (resulting from inadequate sanitation in shelters) may also pose medical

problems.

32 refer here to the level of exposure which results in the "acute gastro-

intestinal syndrome" and to the hematopoietic (blood) changes. United States

Congress, Biological and Environmental Effects of Nuclear War, pp. 37-38; Fred

C. Ikl6, The Social Impact of Bomb Destruction (Norman: Oklahoma University
Press, 1958), pp. 21-22.

3 3 Research Triangle Institute, Emergency Health Problems Study, by

W. T. Herzog (Durham, N. C. : Research Triangle Institute, 196 Final Report

Volume I, pp. 21-27. For a study of the effectiveness in treating sick and injured

persons in the shelter (excluding those suffering from weapons effects) by assigning

at least one physician and some medical supplies to each shelter, cf. Research
'r,.iangle Institute, Shelter Medical Support System Study (Durham, N. C. : Research

i riangle Institute, 1963), p. 3. On the general problem~s of organizing and manag-

ing fallout shelters, cf. Dunlap and Associates, Procedures for Managing Large

Fallout Shelters (Stamford, Conn. : Dunlap and Associates, 1959); Dunlap and Assoc-

iates, Physiological and Psychological Effects of Overloading Fallout Shelters

(Santa Monica, Calif. : Dunlap and Associates, 1963); American Institute for Re-

search, The Recruitment, Selection, and Training of Shelter Managers and Core
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(3) The need to contain serious emotional reactions. While wartime and

other research findings suggest it is incorrect to suppose that very severe psychoses,

traumatic neuroses, and other such disorders will be widespread, the following

circumstances will produce sustained anxiety, fear, depression, and grief: the

fact that many survivors will have had the "near-miss" experience, which appears

to induce severe emoticnal reactions;34 the fact that many survivors will have

been exposed to the sight of the dead during the attack and to the dying in the
35

shelters; the fact that some survivors will be bereaved, and will suffer the

typical symptoms of denial, guilt, glorification of the lost loved one, etc.; 36 and

perhaps most important, the fact that many survivors will suspect but will not

know for certain whether loved ones are dead, a fact that would appear to generate

extreme anxiety. Separation from and apprehension about loved ones will be

especially disturbing for children.

(4) The need for information about the damage to the locale, the nation,

the appropriate time for emergence from the shelter, etc.

(5) In case of a prolonged (two or three weeks) stay in a shelter, the need

to sustain morale by recreation and other means. This need will diminish insofar

(footnote 33 continued)Staffs (Pittsburgh, Pa. : American Institute for

Research, 1 963); American Institute for Research, Guide to Shelter Organization
and Management (Pittsburgh, Pa. : American Institute for Research, 1963);
Gautney and Jones, Consulting Engineers, Fallout Shelter Communications Study
(Washington, D. C. : Gautney and Jones, 1962).

3 4Janis, Air War and Emotional Stress, pp. 65, 123.

3 5 Ibid., p. 65; Stanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior
and Morale Under Stress of Bombing, Vol. 1, pp. 103-104.

3 6Erich Lindemann, "Symptomatology and Management of Acute Grief,"
American Journal of Psychiatry, CI, 2 (September, 1944), pp. 141-148; Robert
N. Wilson, "Disaster and Mental Health, " in Baker rnd Chapman (eds.), Man and
Society in Disaster, pp. 127-128.
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as it becomes possible to spend brief periods outdoors as the level of fallout radia-

tion decreases during the later phase of sheltering.

It is plausible to expect the following behavioral consequences to result

from these demands on the sheltered population:

(1) Premature emergence into dangerous fallout areas. At first sight it

would appear that if a person were aware that emergence would endanger his life,

he would not leave the shelter. In some cases, however, this information will not

be available, and even if available, it will not be accepted. In addition, if some of

the needs outlined above are pressing, people may forsake the shelter despite the

known danger of doing so. A threatened shortage of water, for instance, would lead

to emergence and foraging; the desire to search for missing loved ones would tend

to pull persons from the shelters; and finally, if internal conflict (to be discussed

presently) becomes sufficiently severe, people might prefer premature emergence

to the intolerable conditions of shelter existence.

(2) Prolonged apathy and uncooperativeness, especially as a response to

bereavement and feared bereavement.

(3) Wild rumors, especially those concerning the amount of death and de-

struction and the imminence of new attacks.

(4) Internal scapegoa~ing and conflict. A concomitant of many of the

emotional reactions mentioned above- -especially bereavement--is rage. This

means that any conflict among persons in the shelter, including conflict between

occupants and leaders, will be aggravated because of the internal psychic condition

of many occupants. The possibility of the development of a situation of "warring

primairy groups, " akin to the Fituation in temporary prisoner-of-war camps,
38

should not be ruled out.

3 7 Glasstone (ed. ), The Ettcts of Nuclear Weapons, pp. 649-654; Delbert

C. Miller, "Some Implications for Shelter Living Based on a Study of Isolated

Radar Bases, " in Baker and Rohrer (eds. ), Symposium on Human Problems in

the Utilization of Fallout Shelters, p. 55.

3 8 Albert D. Biderman, "The Relevance of Studies of Internment for tWe

Problems of Shelter Habitability," in Baker and Rohrer (eds.), Symposium on
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How can these behavioral reactions, flowing from the special demands of

shelter life, be prevented or controlled? In this case it is difficult to lay down

general rules in advance, since it is impossible to specify the numbers of persons,

their skills, their state of health, and so on, in the shelters.

The key factors governing the success or failure of the management of
39

shelter life are, first authoritative leadership, and second, the division of re-

sponsibility among appropriate tasks. Ideally, defense authorities should assign

certain key personnel-- religious, medical, as well as a general "shelter manager"

who is authorized to assume a legitimate leadership role--to move to certain shel-

ters in the event of warning. 40 This advance preparation--however imperfectly

it would work out in the event of an attack--would constitute at least a step toward

providing a kind of "natural" basis for leadership and division of responsibility to

meet the needs of shelter life. In addition, shelters ideally should be equipped with

radio equipment to receive official communications and to communicate with other

shelters. Again, it is difficult to guarantee these ideal arrangements in advance,

particularly if communication equipment is likely to be destroyed or damaged by

an attack.

(footnote 38 continued)Human Problems in the Utilization of Fallout Shel-

ters, pp. 41-42. For an application of the findings of research on prolonged

isolation in polar regions and in submarines, cf. Rohrer, "Implications for Fallout

Shelter Living from Studies of Submarine Habitability and Adjustment to Polar

Isolation, " ibid., pp. 22-25.

3 9 In an experimental simulation of shelter conditions, J. W. Altman, et al.,

concluded that the presence of an effective manager increased overall adjustment

to shelter life, whereas the absence of adequate leadership led to various kinds of

"deviance, " such as teen-age petting, gambling, etc. which produced in turn some

conflict between the young and the old in the simulated shelters. Office of Civil

and Defense Mobilization, American Institute for Research. J. W. Altman, et al,

Psyzhological and Social Adjustment in a Simulated Shelter. A Research Report.

(Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printinfg Office, 1960). A summary of 'Che

report, as well as the limitations on generalizing from simulated shelter conditions,

appears in United States Congress, Civil Defense-- Fallout Shelter Program, Part II

(Volume 2), p. 4857.

4 0 The federal government has made a beginning on a training program for

shelter managers as well as radiological monitors. Cf. Department of Defense,

Office of Civil Defense, Highlights of the U. S. Civil DINt ise Program (1963), p. 15

and Chart 15.
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Despite this need for advance preparation, leadership and responsibility

roles should not be too rigidEy structured in advance of an anticipated attack, since

the ''legitimized" leaders might lack important qualifications that "spontaneous"

leaders would possess. In short, whatever leadership and division-of-responsibility

arrangements can be made sholcd provide for a general supply of talent from which

"natural" lines of authority and responsibility (i. e. , geared to the unique problems

of the unique shelter) can be drawn. 41

In all likelihood, the ideal arrangements just sketched will be realized in

a minority of shelter situations in post-attack society. Lacking these arrangements,

it is essential that the spontaneous, informal leadership arising in shelters be in-

structed as to the distincti\e needs and problems of shelter life. Civil defense plans

call for supplying shelters with monitors and meters to determine radiation dose
42

rates inside and outside the shelter. It would also be helpful to supply shelters

with instructions for taking an inventory of religious, medical, and welfare person-

ne. within the shelter population. Such an inventory might contribute to an early

crystallization of appropriate roles in the face of the emergency demands placed on

the occupants of a shelter.

Three further measures will help to contain severe emotional reactions

and to control disruptive behavioral responses among the sheltered population:

(1) As large a portion as possible of the occupants of a shelter should be enlisted

to assist in caring for injured, ill, and dying persons in the shelter, even if this

creates a good deal of "make work" for them. Few things are more certain about

immediate post-attack society than that a great many persons will be preoccupied

with the grief, guilt, and suffering that accompanies the bereavement from family

and friends and the shock of an enormous social catastrophe. Ordinarily these

emotions are managed by a process of "grief work" on the part of the bereaved,

which is sometimes facilitated by "acting ou "feelings in legitimate social settings.

For discussion of this issue of the delicate balance between lead•,rship

designated in advance and spontaneous leadership, cf. Fritz, 'Some Implications

from. Disaster Research for a National Shelter Program, " op. cit. , pp. 1-47- 149.

42 United States Congress, Civil Defense-- •961. p. 8.

"413 Lindeniann, loc. cit.,
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To enlist suffering persons in the task of caring for others who suffer, then, not

only helps relieve the physical afflictions of the injured and ill but also helps work
44

through the psychic afflictions of the bereaved. (2) Insofar as possible, official,

authoritative, and accurate information regarding the extent of disaster in the

locale and the nation should be provided to the occupants of shelters. For some

individuals, of course, this information will be anxiety-provoking and will become
45

the focus of morbid preoccupation. On the other hand, if authoritative informa-

tion is not forthcoming, the likelihood of wild, tincontrolled rumors and fantasies

increases. As a fairly general rule, fantasies and rumors that become focused on

authoritative information- -however grim this may be--are less likely to give rise

to disruptive behavior than those that are allowed to run their course in an unstruc-
46

tured situation. This point underlines the desirability, mentioned above, of

maintaining outside communication with the sheltered population. (3) In estimating

future events, such as the time of emergence from shelters, authorities should err

on the pessimistic side. To hold out the promise of early emergence and then to

postpone emergence once this expectation has been establishe,, creates--via the

route of relative deprivation- -more strain on the sheltered population than exists

realistically. Furthermore, unfulfilled promises constitute one of the most general

bases for outbursts of hostility toward authorities.

With regard to the part of the population remaining outside severely dam-

aged areas or are::. requiring protection from fallout, several special problems

4 4There are also medical reasons for relying on non-medical personnel
for treating radiation casuialties. "Due to the fact that there is no known medical
technique for effective I reatment of mass radiation casualties, the advantage of
using medical personnel to treat radiation casualties is of doubtful value. Most of
the treatment measures which are recommended by the medical profession are
within the capabilities of paramedical personnel and skilled laymen. " Research
Triangle Institute, Emergency Health Problems Study, p. viii.

4 5Janis, Air War and Emotional Stress, p. 246; Janis, "Discussion of

Papers, - in Baker and Iolwrer (cds. ), Symposium on Human Problems in the Uti-
lization of Fallout Shellers, pp). 125-129.

Iaor documentation, cf. Smclser, Theory of Ccllcctive Behavior, pp. 158-
I ; I.

47|'mr dhoctmel(,tat iont, ibid. , pp). 2.15-252.
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will possibly arise. The first problem, which may not appear important at first

glance, is to keep persons in undamaged areas from moving into and roaming

through damaged and contaminated areas. Tis is the familiar "convergence" prob-

lem that appears after disasters. Of course, the widespread fear of fallout, as

well as the immediate shortage of fuel and transportation, will tend to reduct this

convergence effect. But insofar as persons outside the damaged areas are appre-

hensive about the life and welfare of loved ones, the pressure to convergF appears,
48

even in tne face of some danger. Certainly this has been the driving force behind

the mass convergences on areas afflicted by natural disasters and on Hiroshima

49and Nagasaki after the atomic explosions. Authorities near damaged and contam-

inated areas, then, should be prepared to take early measures to control the

movement of population.

Almost immediately after the attack, citizens outside the areas requiring

shelter will realize that serious local and perhaps general shortages of fuel,

medical supplies, and possibly food and water, are imminent. Correspondingly,

the danger of black marketeering and hoarding (the latter is a species of panic) will

probably appear within a matter of days or weeks after the attack. Authorities

should be prepared--in advance if possible--to appropriate and ration these

commodities.

The two problems just mentioned involve the prevention of disruptive be-

havior. In addition, it will be necessary actively 'u mobilize the surviving population

for present and future emergencies. The major crises of mobilization during the

early months after attack will be: (1) Recruiting, training quickly, and equipping

work and rescue crews to move into damaged areas, to dispose of the dead, to re-

move the injured, to clear transportation routes, and to distribute essential supplies.

48The pressure to converge becomes greater as the danger from fallout
decreases in the later parts of the shelter phase.

4 9 Barton, Social Organization Under Stress, pp. 112-113; Stanford Re-
search Institute, Social Organization, Behavior and Morale Under Stress of Bombing,
Vol. 1, p. 105. The pressure to converge stems from tne same personal and in-
stitutional attachments as the pressure to desert organizational roles in disaster
and the pressure to emerge prematurely from the shelter, both mentioned above.
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These crews will be overburdened with tasks of great urgency in the period iramed-

lately following the attack, and will require continuous replenishment. Probably

most of the personnel used in this sort of work will be men. (2) Receiving the

initial trickle of early evacuees and preparing to receive the flood of anticipated

evacuees in the coming weeks as persons emerge from shelters in great numbers.

This will involve preparation of motels, public buildings, schools, gymnasiums,

etc., as temporary billeting quarters; making an inventory of households to receive

evacuees, especially orphaned children. Presumably the greatest portion of this

work can be performed by women.

The flood of pressures on all sectors of the population during the month

following the attack will create one compelling, overriding need for post-attack

society: the need for central coordination of rescue and relief of persons, repair

of damage, and control of disruptive behavior. This need has two key aspects:

(1) To coordinate different-purpose organizations--e. g., military, fire-fighting,

medical, construction, etc. Disaster research has shown that the effectiveness

of these organizations depends on unambiguous and authoritative comrnunication
50

among them, sometimes via a central coordinating agency. Otherwise counter-

directives, confusion, competition among organizations, conflicts of jurisdiction,

and other debilitating effects are likely to develop. (2) To direct local community

activity from a central source. Some central- -probably national- -intervention

will be necessary, simply by virtue of the fact that many local and state govern-

ments will have been destroyed. In addition, it appears from disaster research

that local authorities, even if intact, are unable to handle serious crises. Barton

lists two tentative lessons emerging from this research:

Local government frequently is unable to cope with
the overload of problems, and is replaced by an improved
emergency government such as a Citizens' Committee, or by
authorities from state or national agencies.

Very large scale disasters require major national
programs: local efforts are overwhelmed and become in-
effective. 1

5 0 For a review of the literature, cf. Barton, Social Organization Under
Stress, pp. 98-112.

5 1 Ibid., pp. 167-168.
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In the aftermath of nuclear attack--which would dwarf all past disasters--authori-

ties in areas suffering from damage and heavy fallout cannot be expected to have

survived; local authorities in areas not suffering from these effects cannot be ex-

pected to cope with the flood of problems; and local authorities cannot be expected

to be aware of the overall pattern of needs of the surviving society, and must there-

fore be actively coordinated from a central place.

Present defense arrangements concerning federal intervention in localities

in the event of nuclear attack--at least insofar as they are publicly recorded--are

replete with paradoxes. On the one hand, government policy rests on the assumption

that local governments will assume primary responsibility for local civil defense

arrangements. According to the testimony of Assistant Secretary of Defense

Steuart L. Pittman,

I should say that we are depending on local government as
the "hands and feet" of civil defense and in the event of a nuclear
attack, contrary to the opinion of some, I think that there will be
no substitute for the mayor and the county commissioner and the
civil defense director and his communications channel and his
equipment and local police and firemen being the principal tool for
survival in the first few weeks of an attack, for the people in the
immediate locality... there has to be a capability for communities
standing on their own feet at the local level in the United States.
Therefore, it is important... that we build up local civil defense
organization in the ways that are now available. 52

On the other hand, aside from some notable exceptions such as the state of Minne-
53

sota, states and municipalities are at present woefully unprepared and in great
54

need of area-wide and national coordination. At the federal level, there have

5 2 rUnited States Congress, Civil Defense--Fallout Shelter P-ograrn, Part
I, p. 3081.

5 3 Ibid., Part II (Volume 2), pp. 5478-5485.

)4In a preliminary report on an ongoing study, "Organizing Municipal
Governments for Civil Defense, " the American Municipal Association states the
following: "The study... finds serious deficiencies in local government capabili-
ties and points to the need for civil defense programs, plans, and staff agencies
which embrace and serve more than a single municipality. " In a preliminary
report on another study. "Intergovernmental Civil Defense Programs, " the
Association concludes: "Small municipalities and counties, as well as large
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been in the past three years a number of executive orders assigning preparedness

responsibilities to various Departments and Agencies--for example, in the event

of emergency the Department of Agriculture will have primary responsibility for

allocating food, the Department of CommeLce for supervising production and trans-
55

portation, and so on. These executive orders have instructed the Departments

and Agencies to coordinate their activities with local authorities. Apparently, how-

ever, the instructions have scarcely been implemented; there now exist few viable
56

lines of cooperation between federal and local authorities. Indeed, given the

policy of local gcvernmental autonomy in matters of civil defense, there is a pre-

sumption that the federal government will not interfere unduly with local efforts.

(footnote 54 continued)central cities, have encountered problems which,

generally, they have not solved because of resource deficiencies resulting from
their particular size, organization, or the limited number of functions they regu-
larly perform. While the problems encountered by small municipalities and counties
differ both in degree and kind from those encountered by large central cities, all
local civil defense programs could be strengthened by the creation of more viable
area-wide civil defense units. " These studies are reported in Information, Agenda,
Project Summaries and Work Group Assignments for OCD Systems Evaluation
Conference, November 20-22, 1963 (Durham, N. C. : Research Triangle Institute,
1963), pp. 1-2.

55Office of Emergency Planning, Executive Orders Prescribing Emergency
Preparedness Responsibilities of the Federal Government (1963).

56"See the preliminary work statement of the study, "Analysis of the Total
CD System, " conducted by the Institute for Defense Analyses and reported in
Information, Agenda, Project Summaries and Work Group Assignments for OCD
Systems Evaluation Conference, November 20-22, 1963, p. 31.

571 should limit the thrust of this general observation by noting that recent
thinking and planning in the Department of Defense appears to be confronting more
realistically the practical complexities in achieving effective coordination of central
and local authorities. Such coordination, especially where it might involve critical
support functions by local military units, requires not only the resolution of Con-
stitutional-legal issues and basic doctrinal decisions about the scope of military
support and control missions in local areas in the light of a hierarchy of mission
priorities. It also requires effective appreciation in actual operations of the limita-
tions which may exist upon the feasibilities of providing effective military and federal
support. See Department of Defense Directive Number :3025. 10, April 23, 1963,
on "Military Support of Civil Defens,.,n and Hobert I :imson, "The Army and Civil
Defeiise, " Military fleview, XLIV, 12 (December, 1964), pp. 3-12.
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These paradoxes point to one of the most pressing needs in current civil

defense planning. Much more specific and detailed powers of coordination must

be given in advance to the federal government. Otherwise, reasoning from exper-

iences in much more modest disasters, we may expect that o1Lal governments will

be overwhelmed; and we may expect an increased incidence of disorientation, social

disorder, and failure to mobilize--and consequently an inability of the society to

move effectively toward more advanced stages of recovery.

The same consequences may be expected if the federal civil defense appa-

ratus--even if adequate before attack--is destroyed by the nuclear onslaught.

Therefore it is necessary to specify in advance various alternative sources of au-

thority- -regional, for example--in the event of the destruction of the central

authority structure.

The need for informed, prepared, and active federal intervention is per-

haps greatest with respect to the maintenance of law and order in the event nf

nuclear attack. According to thinking which has been influential in the recent past,

"local government is the basic entity responsible for the emergency maintenance

of law and order. " Only if the local or state government requests federal aid, or

if it is determined that local government agencies are incapable of performing
58

control functions, is it anticpated that federal assistance will be forthcoming.

Military authorities, anxious to preserve their forces for combat operations, see

their role as "assisting civil authority to cope with emergencies. ",59 In the light of

the past inadequacy of local authorities in the face of relatively modest disasters,

however, it is imperative that responsibility for maintaining law and order be

planned in advance by the federal government. This assignment of responsibility

would not only be more in keeping with, the realities than are the present arrange-

ments; it would also probably reduce the need for outright martial law to be imposed

5 8 Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, The National Plan for Civil and
Defense Mobilization (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing Office, 1958),

p. 12. See also Department of Defense. Office of Civil Defense, The Civil Defense
System (July, 1963), pp. 18-19.

5 9 Testimony of General Earle G. Wheeler, Chief of Staff, U. S. Army,

United States.Congress, Civil Defense--Fallout Shelter Program, Part II (Vol-
ume 1), p. 3652.
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in the post-attack crisis. The greatest need for martial law would presumably

arise when it became apparent that local governments were hopelessly inadequate

to handle a chaotic situation. Were the situation handled from the beginning by a

carefully formulated plan for federal action short of military government, this

need would diminish correspondingly. 60

The Etmergence Phase

Within a few weeks after the attack, the sheltered population will be able

to emerge. Fallout will have reached "safe" levels (possible long-term genetic

effects aside), though many areas will still require decontamination. From the

time of initial emergence through approximately the next six months all energies

will have to be devoted to disposing of the dead, relocating the living, decontami-

nating places, rebuilding the rudiments of industry, reconstructing a transportation

syctem, and allocating very scarce skills and resources to these ends. The major

social problems will be to mobilize personnel, to maintain law and order in the

face of possible looting, rioting and scapegoating; and to handle the continuing prob-

lems of mass bereavement.

Let us begin with bereavement. Mourning for the dead--which will have

been a major problem from the date of attack--will continue into the emergence

phase. The proportions of the anticipated national grief are staggering. Basing

his estimates on the Holified attack (considerably smaller than that envisioned in

this essay), Heer estimates that 16. 9 per cent of the survivors will be widowed,

7. 9 per cent of the surviving children will have lost both parents, and another 18. 2
61

per cent will have lost one parent. Though these percentages change in complex

6 0Secretary of Defense McNamara declared before a Congressional Sub-
committee in 196 1: "The necessity for martial law bears an inverse relationship
to the amount and effectiveness of pre-planning. " United States Congress, Civil
Defense- -1961, p. 36. Two years later Assistant Secretary of Defense Pittman
complained of the inadequacy of the Federal ('ivil Defense Act in that "we have an
inadequate legal basis for giving Federal direction, as distinct from guidance, while
we are under attack, except to declare martial law. " United States Congress, Civil
Defense-V-allout Shelter Programn, Part II (\Volume 2), p. 5458.

|l'er, op. cit., pp. 62-63.
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ways under different assumptions about the size and pattern of attack, it is abun-

dantly clear that those who will have lost at least one member of the immediate

family will constitute a large minority of the survivors.

What little discussion of the dead exists in the literature on post-attack
62

society concerns mainly the technical problems of identification and mass disposal.

The problem of handling the survivors' grief is not mentioned. It is evident, how-

ever, that the ntrain placed on religious leaders, medical personnel, social workers,

as well as relatives and friends, will be enormous. They will be called upon to

help millions of individuals in their "grief work. " While it is obviously impossible

to "plan" the most effective ways of recovering rapidly from personal tragedy--

and while some might legitimately question the moral rightness of even allowing,

much less helping people to forget their tragedy--it is necessary to recognize that

the handling of mass bereavement will probably be one of the major social problems

confronting religious leaders and others in the months after the attack.

Religious leaders will possibly play another important role in these months. 63

The kinds of social disruption resulting from massive nuclear attack will likely

create many conditions--mass migration, dispossession of great numbers of people,

and a challenge posed by the catastrophe to traditional religious beliefs--that are

conducive to the growth of extreme, fanatic, and sometimes bizarre religious cults. 64

Many disillusioned survivors will begin to engage in a search for new bases of

meaning and identity ir their shaken universe. Many new srcts will undoubtedly

form, offering varieties of theological syncretisms to explain the tragedy that has

stricken the world and the meaning of this tragedy for the human condition.

What is the role of existing religious organizations with respect to such

tendencies? Insofar as individual grieving and the quest for meaning is "handled"

6 2 Stanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior and Morale
Under Stress of Bombing, Vol. 2, pp. 9-10, 34-38; see also the testimony of
Herman Kahn in United States Congress, Civil Defense--1961, pp. 364-366.

6 3This role will extend into the years of the "adjustment" period as well.

6 4 For discussion of these conditions, cf. Smelser, Theory of Collective
Behavior, pp. 319-348.
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within existing religious belief-systems and by established religious leaders, this

will lessen the tendency to form new cults and sects; much of the despair will run
65

its course in institutionalized channels of expression. A related question is:

What should be the attitude of political authorities toward the proliferation of new

sects and cults, some of which may develop beliefs condemning "wordly govern-

ments"--including our own--for "bringing on" the nuclear holocaust? It is my

conviction that political authorities should maintain--as they often maintained in

American history--a strict distinction between the beliefs that any religious group

holds and the actions it takes on the basis of these beliefs. It is essential that

maximum toleration of religious beliefs be granted--for, indeed, many men and

women will have to seek new bases of identity in the aftermath of the moral tragedy

of nuclear war. In addition, simple repression of sects and cults tends to drive

them underground, from whence they are likely to emerge in an ugly mood when

the opportunity permits. Yet at the same time the political authorities must main-

tain strict prohibition of open political defiance in the name of religious beliefs--

which has also been a theme in the history of American political reaction to

religious movements. It is this combination of flexibility in the face of religious

protest and firmness in the face of attempts to turn religious protest into political

defiance that permits religious freedom but minimizes serious religious challenges
66

to constitutional aUthority.

The danger of challenges to law and order will probably be widespread

during the emergence phase. The most obvious threats will come from the exist-

(enee of local ind perhaps general shortages--in food, fuel, housing, perhaps

clothing--that will persist through these months. In cases of extreme shortages,

pilfering and looting -- even rioting--are difficult to control, both because of the

desperation of the population and because of the deprivations of the enforcement

5i ustorivall.v one of the bases foxr religiius secessionist movements
has been the incapacity of ,xi.tIng religious organmi,:i tions to meet some new crisis
of social idhentity of th, religious membership. See IH. Richard Niebuhr, The
Social Sourucs of, DenoniInaItionalisInI (IaMdnCen, ('ormn. : The Shoe String Plres s, 195-4).

IFor" further analysis of llhe '•oitl'Ol ()I ,t,'\,rIIlst religious and )oliltical
rno ,'ru',nt s, (f. Snrr'lscr, 'ryh,,')r'. o ( Collect, ive Ih, h vior, pp. 32-5-3 33, 364-379.
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personnel (e. g. , police) themselves, which may lead them to join the disorder. 67

Even in less extreme situations violence can be stimulated and aggravated by the

behavior of authorities alone. Many food riots in history have been touched off not

so much by an absolute shortage of food as by unfulfilled p Jmises by authorities,

by apparently unjust distribution, by unexplained changes in pricing and distribution,
68

and so on. In addition, if police authorities vacillate in putting down violence--

which they might well do if they themselves are deprived or sympathize with the
69

sufferings of the population- -this will encourage the spread of disorder. One of

the most pressing needs of the surviving government, then, is to ke-,n the military

and police well stocked with necessary supplies--even at some cost to other groups

in society--and to keep them under the firmest discipline.

Many arguments raised so far underscore the great need for planning, co-

ordination, and direction by the central government in post-attack society. This

need will continue through the emergence phase. The shortages of fuel, heat,

housing, and medical supplies--and food and water in some localities- -will require

central re-allocation of limited supplies to the most stricken areas. The problems

of coordinating masses of migrating survivors will overwhelm many local authori-

ties. And the problems of mobilizing individuals for the tasks of re-establishing

crucial lines of agricultural and industrial production cannot be managed through

free market mechanisms or by local authorities. The central government looms

large on many counts. Furthermore, the longer its parts remain debilitated from

the effects of the nuclear attack, the longer may we expect demoralization, disorder,

and sluggishness in mobilizing the society into the later stages of adjustment.

6 7 For an example of the difficulty in maintaining administrative controls
during periods of extreme hardship, cf. Leon Gourd, The Siege of Leningrad
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962).

6 8 For instances of this in the French Revolution, cf. George Rud6, The
Crowd in the French Revolution (Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1959), pp. 40-
43, 82-83, 63-69, 114-127, 131-141, 143-146, 162-169.

6 9 For instances of this in the French Revolution, cf. Hf. M. Stephens,
A History of the French Revolution (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1886),
pp. 125-126, 368-369, 386-387, 398, 400-441.
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Yet the central government, even if it survives the attack or is restored

to operation quickly, cannot manage everything. It cannot motivate every individ-

ual to contribute to the emergency tasks of short-term restoration; it cannot--and

should not attempt to--enforce or, guarantee the cooperation of every citizen. It

cannot, by itself, re-integrate the whole society and handle every kind of social

conflict. The center of political control must rely on supplementary institutional

mechanisms to re-integrate and re-mobilize people during the period of emergence.

What are these supplementary mechanisms?

The most dramatic mechanisms by which solidarity is re-established are

contained in the "therapeutic community, "which typically arises in the wake of dis-

asters. Barton describes the characteristics of this striking phenomenon as

follows:

An outpouring of altruistic feelings and behavior begins
with the informal mass assault and carries for days,
weeks, possibly in some cases months after the impact
... The characteristics of the therapeutic social system...
Cinclude]:

-- the reduction of social distance and social dis-
tinctions, permitting a high rate of interaction among
all types of community members.

-- the reduction of restraints on emotional ex-
pression, and the tendency to respond to other people's
expressions in emotionally supportive ways.

-- a high rate of participation in cooperative work
to meet the needs of the community; the availability of
directly meaningful activities to all members.

-- the allocation of goods and services on the basis
of need.

The result of these behavior patterns is a, social
environment which helps to compensate for the sorrow
and stress under which many members are living with
an expected abundance of personal warmth and direct
help. Information about needs of community members

is widely shared, there is rapid consensus on actions re-
quired to meet these ne)ds, and highly motivated work
for common purposes.

70Social Organization Under Stress, p. 126; see also Fritz, "Some Impli-
cations from Disaster Research for a National Shelter Program, " op. cit. , pp. 151 -
152; Charles P. Loomis, Social Systems: Essas on Their Persistence and Change
(Princeton: D. Van Nostrand, 1960), p. 71.
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The psychological spirit of this therapeutic community- -emphasizing devotion,

altruism, cooperativeness, and emotional solidarity--can contribute greatly to

relief and reconstruction work. Some studies indicate that this spirit can last for

many months. Summarizing studies of floods, Barton reports that "long-term

helping behavior ariss when families in the undamaged areas voluntarily share

their housing with victims evacuated from a disaster area. These evacuee-host

relationships may go on for a relatively long time, far beyond the duration of the
,,71

general 'therapeutic community' atmosphere. Public authorities should be

prepared to encourage and capitalize on this post-attack burst of potentially pro-

ductive energy.

But it is important also to recognize that the waves of cooperation and

solidarity fostered by the therapeutic community will probably subside and give
72

w.Yy to bitter tensions and conflict. Hosts become suspicious of their evacuees,

and vice-versa; haggling over scarce supplies develops; complaints of injustice

arise. I shall treat the long-term problem of handling I *t-crisis conflict in the

next section. At present I shall merely consider the means of minimizing conflict

and maximizing cooperation during the emergence phase, when relief, rehabilita-

tion, and emergency economic activity constitute the most pressing social demands.

Kinship will continue to be a key nexus of integration during the emer-

gence phase. Research on wartime Germany and Japan reveals that billeting of

evacuees was much more satisfactory when they could make their way to some
73

place where they had kinsmen. The policy lesson from this research is that

evacuees should be encouraged to join relatives wherever possible; they will then

have been placed with someone they feel they can "count on" more than strangers,

and this will undoubtedly reduce conflict between evacuees and hosts.

7 1 Social Organization Under Stress, p. 165.

72Ibid., pp. 163-165; Ikle and Kincaid, Social Aspects of Wartime Evac-

uation of American Cities, p. 94; Heer, op. cit., pp. 276-278.

7 3Summarized in Heer, op. cit., pp. 279-280.
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Helpful as kinship ties might be in re-establishing solidarity and personal

identity, however, they may possibly become dysfunctional from the standpoint of

the needs for emergency mobilization in the months after attack. The "retreat into

the primary group"--especially if this group constitutes the individual's only im..

mediate source of security in the bleak, post-attack world--may motivate him not

to assume various economic and social roles in the larger society which would pull

him away from the kinship unit. We cannot know exactly how serious or widespread

will be this conflict between the warmth of the primary group and the roles in the

larger society; but it should not be ruled out as a source of tension.

In connect.on with this line of reasoning, I should like to discuss briefly

and speculatively the role of groups other than kinship units that are important in

establishing the individual's identity and sense of solidarity in times of crisis. I

refer here to the ethnic and religious groupings in this country--for example, some

Negro neighborhoods; some Catholic parishes; some parts of the Jewish, Greek,

and Armenian communities; some Protestant churches, especially those with a

fundamentalist cast, and so on. One of the possible social currents during the early

months after emergence will be that disoriented people will want to fall back not

only on their own kinsmen but also on "their own kind. " Pressures toward "ghetto-

ization" may develop in some of the evacuation areas as multitudes of survivors

attempt to create a quasi-familial, communal social setting.

What posture should political authorities assume toward these tendencies

to seek solidarity in familistic, ethnic, and religious groupirngs? The government

should not discourage such tendencies. Moreover, even though the government

should emphasize recovery as a national mission of self-sacrifice, it should be

prepared to work informally through the leadership of emergent ethnic and religious

groups in the hope that this leadership will provide the lever to secure the coopera-

tive effort of minority group members in the common crisis. In this way the diffuse,

integrative groups can serve an impcrtant intermediary role between government

and the individual-in-family. This formula permits the existence and continuity of

important security-giving groups but also provides a lever to pry individuals into

emergency roles in the larger society.
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I realize this last suggestion is likely to be unpopular, since a very strong

ideological force in contemporary America would downgrade the differences among

ethnic and religious groups and would condemn suggestions that the solidarity-

potential of minority groups be used for governmental purposes. As a rule I share

this idological position. But I also anticipate that the government, unable to

guarantee cohesion in post-attack society by itself, is going to have to rely on every
74

possible basis of solidarity to re-orient and mobilize a shocked population.

After the crises of the emergence phase have,passed, this suggested reli-

ance on diffuse, solidary groupings will undoubtedly extort its price. Insofar as

these groupings become the basis for re-establishing cohesion, there will emerge

a number of racial, ethnic, and religious cleavages of the sort that have created so

many touchy political problems for American society in its recent history. In fact,

we shall see presently that the adjustment phase (1-5 years after attack) will bring

many delicate problems of controlling conflict that result from the appearance of

such cleavages. On balance, however, I think the value of the temporary solidarity

and mobilization that these diffuse, integrative groups will yield in the few months

after the attack will be worth the price in conflict and tension that the society will

have to pay later.

The Adjustment Phase

In the previous, emergence phase most of the surviving society's energy

will have been devoted to rescuing, repairing, and distributing that part of society's

"working capital" that survives the nuclear onslaught--its people, food, water, fuel,

medical supplies, and housing. This emergency recuperation will have so absorbed

the society that relatively few resources will have been able to go toward rebuilding

productiv'ty through fixed capital investment.

7 4 1n fact, it will be more important for the government to rely on diffuse,
integrative groupings during the early crisis than it will be to rely on surviving
specific-purpose organiizations, such as organized labor, professional associations,
etc. (Here I make an exception of those specific-purpose groups- -Salvation Army,
Red Cross, etc. -- that are oriented specifically to disaster-type situations.) It is
precisely in their specificity of purpose that their limitations lie. The main prob-
lems in the few months after attack will be to re-orient, re-integrate, and motivate
persons in a general way; diffuse, multi-functional groupings probably serve this
purpose better than specific-purpose organizations.
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During the adjustment phase this balance between repair and reconstruc-

tion will shift. To be sure, the preponderance of resources will still have to be

devoted to recovery in the broadest sense of the word. The adjustment phase, how-

ever, will concentrate more on rebuilding a capital base for future production. The

society will have to begin to re-establish a sizeable agricultural production within

months after the attack; it will have to give highest priority to rebuilding harbors

and rail centers; it will have to re-establish key industries, such as petroleum

and steel; it will have to invest considerably in "human capital"--training and re-

training occupational groups that either were decimated by the attack or are obsolete

in the face of the demands of the recovery crisis.

Lacking the appropriate knowledge and skills, I must leave to others the

tasks of estimating the rate of growth, the rate of investment, and the precise pat-

tern of investment during the five years after attack. I shall assume, however,

that the rate of investment and forced saving (largely through taxation) will have to

be extraordinarily high, certainly higher than any peacetime or wartime rate the

society has ever seen; that the production of consumers' goods will be correspond-

ingly dimished; and that the government will have to continue extensive price and

wage controls, rationing, and direct allocation of resources in order to prevent

inflition and black-marketeering and to direct resources toward the highest priority
75

areas. My objective in this section is to indicate some of the distinctively social

problems of the adjustment phase, and to suggest ways in which these problems

might be handled most adequately.

It is plausible to assume that the adjustment phase will see the emergence
76

of a multiplicity of group cleavages and conflicts. These cleavages and conflicts

will result from the interaction of three sets of social forces--forces stemming

from tiie values and social organization of pre-attack American society; forces stem-

ming from the earlier emergency response to the attack itself; and forces stemming

from current, pr ssing adjustment needs.

75But, cf. Hiishleifer, op. cit.

7 6 This is not to say that group conflict will be the only serious social
problem during the adjustment phase. Many of the problems listed as salient in
the emergency phase--such as the appearance of religious cults--may persist
into the adjustnmint phase.
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Many cleavages, already mentioned, will rise as the therapeutic commun-

ity declines. The period of prolonged and unrewarded self-sacrifice will give way

to a period of antagonism, suspicion, and accusation. The basic lines of social

cleavage will be two: (1) The hosts vs. the evacuees. Both groups will, with good

reason, feel sorry for themselves--the evacuees because they have lost their total

livelihood, and the hosts because they have been asked to sacrifice so much to help

the distressed. Each group may be expected to make claims that they are deserv-

ing of special recognition and privileges. This fundamental conflict between hosts

and evacuees may be assimilated to several pre-attack bases of cleavage--rural

vs. urban, one region vs. another, and one ethnic group vs. another. The ethnic

cleavages will be the more salient insofar as the emergence phase has driven people

back on their ethnic groups for identity and solidarity. (2) Members of local com-

munities vs. outsiders. In the wake of many disasters a burst of scapegoating toward

outside relief, rehabilitation, and control agencies--both private and governmental--
77

arises.

A related but distinct source of conflict is that between the reward system

associated with emergency mobilization (the sheltering and emergence phases) and

the reward system associated with the authoritative direction of recovery (the ad-

justment phase). In the earlier phases "heroes" thrive; remarkable acts of courage,

such as dramatically saving lives, will command public attention, and the perpetra-

tors of these acts will become public figures. Like many war heroes, moreover,

these heroes will come to feel--and a considerable body of public opinion will sup-

port this feeling--that they should have some voice in the direction of recovery from

the crisis. Yet as the emergence k .e wanes, heroism loses its special value.

The society now demands competent executive ability to direct resources toward

recovery rather than dramtic acts of bravery. As the society moves into the adjust-

ment phase, the heroes--and those who worship them--will likely feel 'let down"

or "unrecognized" by the society. Given these circumstances, it is plausible to

7 7 For example, Harry Estil Moore, Tornadoes over Texas (Austin: Uni-
versity of Texas Press, 1958), pp. 314-315; Form and Nosow, Community in Disaster,
pp. 17-21.
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expect considerable conflict between the public figures of the emergence phases

and the public leaders of the adjustment phase 78

Still another source of conflict will arise from the resurgence of values

underlying the American stratification system in pre-attack society. Many an-

alysts have pointed out that the American stratification system is based primarily

on the values of individualistic achievement in the occupational world; further-

more, American tradition holds that the individual should be able to choose his

line of endeavor, and that, having chosen it, he should be able to earn his rewards

by personal effort. In the eyes of many citizens these values will suffer from

erosion in the adjustment phase. The government will have to recruit persons to

high-priority lines of endeavor; the allocation of labor and its wages will be

government-controlled to a degree unknown in American history. As the society

moves into the adjustment phase, then, demands on behalf of the traditional
79

values may be expected to appear. Individuals and groups will begin to demand

greater autonomy in their occupational lives and in their educational training;

furthermore, they will buttress their demands by appeal to American values of

individualism and achievement. ,

A related conflict will arise between consumer and government. A treas-

ured value in the American tradition is that the man who earns his livelihood in

the occupational world should, within limits, be able to dispose of his wealth as he

sees fit. Also. American tradition holds that if a man has the money to pay for

what he wants, he should have the right to purchase it. These values will undoubt-

edly have to be slighted in the adjustment phase. The government will probably

have to withhold an unprecedented portion of the dollar in taxes; in addition, it will

7 8 This sort of conflict, while not very thoroughly studied, can be illus-

trated historically. In Lloyd George's call for elections just after World War I
and Winston Churchill's call for elections just after World War II, both leaders
attempted to capitalize on their service to the nation in wartime to gain respon-
Eibility for the direction of the nation's affairs in the ensuing period of peaceful
reconstruction.

79In the sheltering and emergence phases, these sorts of conflicting de-
mands will be somewhat submerged by the therapeutic social system, which
minimizes social differences in the interest of meeting the common crisis.
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have to assign a low priority to the manufacture of many consumers' goods because

of more pressing needs. As the sense of national crisis begins to wane in the ad-

justment phase, then, the society may expect cries of protest from citizens in their

roles as taxpayers and consumers.

Such ,ill be some of the probable cleavages and conflicts of the adjustment

phase. The government will be flooded with demands, and will be faced with an out-

pouring of antagonism among groups and toward itself. It will be a period in which

the government, itself still damaged by the onslaught, will be sorely tried. How

might the conflict and potential instability of the adjustment phase be contained? I

shall mention three types of measures:

(1) The government should institute some form of compensation for the

heroes and sufferers of the sheltering and emergence phases. For the heroes a

system of medals akin to wartime decorations would be appropriate. For those

with exceptional human and property losses a program of monetary compensation

for damages might be entertained--e. g., tax relief for widows--even though the

government cannot hope to make more than a token gesture. Such systems of com-

pensation, however small they will have to be, are valuable not only because they

will give due recognition to bravery and self-sacrifice in a time of national cri.ais;

they will also probably lessen the tendency for the heroes and martyrs to seek their

recognition by engaging in political conflict.

(2) The government should be firm and unyielding in the face of any overt

expression of hostility- -especially conspiracy and incitation to violence--which

threatens law and order. At the same time, it should encourage the continuation of

alternative channels of expression--free press, free speech, etc. -- even though the

government itself will be attacked through these channels. Again, the value of

these measures is twofold: inherent, because the measures are in keeping with

fundamental American traditions; and expedient, because they encourage the ex-

pression of conflict in forms that do not threaten the legitimacy of the government.

(3) The government should act to re-establish, both centrally and locally,

the legislative and judicial branches of government, which have traditionally been

geared to the working out of social conflicts. During the adjustment phase, as in
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the earlier phases, the temptation will be to emphasize the activities of the execu-

tive branch, since so many pressing social needs will involve the mobilization and

coordination of people and resources. But as the season of cleavage and conflict

emerges, the need for the other branches of government to guide and stabilize the

nation will become progressively more imperative.

The Recovery Phase

In considering the several decades following the adjustment phase, it is

necessary to be both very general and very speculative for several reasons.

Fii st, even if no nuclear attack materializes, it is inherently difficult to generate

specific predictions about American society twenty or thirty years from now; we

simply cannot assume as given all the intervening social forces and unanticipated

events. This difficulty is increased if a social tragedy of only partially known

proportions afflicts the society in the meantime. In addition, predictions of long-

term recovery from nuclear attack depend on many contingencies and assumptions

about the nature of the attack and the adjustments of the immediate post-attack
80

period. For these reasons I shall limit this final section to a brief discussion

of some of the institutional components of long-term recovery.

In many respects long-term recovery from nuclear attack poses the same

analytic issues as long-term economic and social development in general. Both

processes require an unusually high investment rate; both processes involve very

extensive re-allocation of physical and human resources; and both processes

create a considerable amount of social dislocation, which in turn breeds the possi-

bility of social and political instability. Yet there are significant differences

between the two types of processes as well. To illuminate these similarities and

8 0 Even in predicting the simple rate of recovery in terms of economic
indices, Sidney G. Winter assumed that "the changes in agricultural practices
required by contamination of farmland, the probability of severe bottlenecks in
at least some industries, possible physiological and psychological effects on the
efficiency of the work force, and so on "would not be problematical elements in
determining the rate of recovery. United States Congress, Civil Defense-- 1961,
rp. 325-326.
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differences, I shall sketch two "ideal-type" patterns of development, then indicate

how the probable pattern of economic and social recovery after a nuclear attack

compares with these two patterns.

The first pattern is abstracted from the development of the Anglo-Saxon

democracies of Northwest Europe and North America, especially the United

States. It has the following socio-cultural ingredients: (1) The cultural background

of these countries provided a rich soil for the growth of industry. In particular,

the climate of ascetic Protestantism and the Anglo-Saxon legal and political frame-

work supplied favorable conditions for the appearance of entrepreneurs and for

contracting for and moving resources relatively freely. (2) Resistances to entry

into the labor force required by industrial society- -resistances stemming from

peasant traditions, tribal attachments, etc. -- were relatively weak. This state-

ment applies especially to the United States. (3) The early industrializing Western

societies, on the whole, developed their technology as opportunities and needs for

industrial development arose. (4) Governmental direction of development was

relatively low in the Anglo-Saxon democracies, partly because of the first two

ingredients; that is, because the impetus to growth lay in cultural values, vigorous

governmental action to pry individuals from their traditional attachments was not

necessary. In this sense the cultural background of the West "permitted" laissez-

faire government. In recent decades, which have been marked by continuing

crisis--World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, and the Cold War--

the government has become progressively more involved in regulating, coordinating,

and mobilizing the economy.

The second pattern, contrasting with that of the West, applies to many of

the countries that have more recently entered the path toward industrialization.

Here I lump together Russia and China, as well as some of the developing nations
81

in Southern and Southeast Asia and Africa. (1) The cultural background does

not provide a rich soil for the growth of industry. Many of the new nations have

inherited very conservative religious traditions, opposed in many respects to com-

mercial and industrial patterns. Consequently they have had to "manufacture, " as

8 1 For a variety of reasons I exclude Japan, the Middle East, and Latin
America.
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it were, a cultural background favorable to industry, in the form of vigorous na-
82

tionalistic movements. (2) Serious resistances to commitment to the labor

force stem from traditional tribal and kinship ties in these nations. Although the

problem of disciplining the labor force in the West was a major one, it has un-

doubtedly been a more serious obstacle to the development of the new nations.

(3) The developing countries have inherited advanced levels of technolog frum

the West by virtue of their having entered relatively late on the industrial scene.

(4) Governmental direction of development has characterized the late arrivers.

These countries have required strong governmental action to overcome the cultural

sources of traditionalism. This feature is especially marked in the Communist

countries, but it is evident also in Southeast Asia and Africa.

Such in broad outline are some of the socio-cultural factors that have

conditioned the supply of capital, labor, etc. -- and through these the rate of growth

itself--in the history of industrialization. What will be the status of these factors
83

in the wake of nuclear attack? With respect to three aspects of the socio-

cultural heritage surviving the nuclear attack, American society will have the

ingredients of a rapid recovery rate: (1) The society, even though it will suffer

a major moral crisis from a nuclear attack, will not lose its "cultural memory"

of those values and ideologies associated with an advanced industrial way of life.

The one possible qualification to this statement concerns the rise of post-attack

religious movements that express mass disillusionment with capitalist or in-

dustrial society, perhaps even holding it "responsible" for causing the nuclear

holocaust; such movements would no ujubt be antagonistic to rebuilding such a

society. (2) With respect to the labor force, there are few reasons to expect

long-term resistances to aczuming roles necessary for recovery. Certainly

8 2 W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1960), pp. 26-35.

83Many economic ad)lustmer problems will arise from the sheer quantity
of destruction of the factors of production thcniselves--for example, if 50 per cent
of the labor force in certain key industries is obliterated, or if the central banking
system is destroyed. In this essay I shall not make any calculations with respect
to the rates of restoration of the labor fore,., or the speed with which the money
and crudit systeni is restored.
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there will be a very large absolute loss of life. In addition, there may be some

additional loss of skills by virtue of the fact that the attack could focus on metro-

politan centers with concentrations of high-level skills. Such circumstances may

well lead to serious and prolonged bottlenecks. On the whole, however, the sur-

viving population will possess a high level of skills and commitment to an industrial

labor force. (3) Even if it suffers a serious nuclear attack, the society will inherit

a very high level of tec.imological knowledge. Principles of advanced production

are not obliterated by an explosion, even though the shortages of the factors of

p, oduction to implement these principles may slow the process of recovery.

These arguments point up a possible contrast between social dislocation

in a developing society and social dislocation in a society recovering from a nuclear

war. In the former most of the dislocation results from tearing individuals from

traditional kinship, tribal, and religious settings and disciplining them in the values

and norms of an urban-industrial labor force. This process creates serious re-

sistances, and lies at the root of the expression of much dissatisfaction on the part

of the working classes. In a society recovering from nuclear attack, however,

the social dislocation, while serious, will not involve tearing individuals from one

cultural conte..., and placing them in another; this process has already been more

or less completed in an advanced industrial society. Rather the dislocation will

result directly from the effects of the onslaught itself and the consequent allocation

of individuals to high-priority recovery goals.

Many of the major institutional problems of long-term recovery will prob-

ably arise from the degree of governmental involvement in the various institutional

spheres. As indicated above, one characteristic of the American tradition is that

this involvement has been relatively low--the "normal" state of affairs for the

economy has been an absence of governmental intervention; the burden of proof has

been on why the government has to intervene (e. g., for reasons of social injustice.

or unfair competition). Similarly with other institutions, the "normal" state has

been one of institutional autonomy- -freedom of religion from governmental interven-

tion, and vice-versa; freedom of public education from central government control

and from religious dogma; freedom of the individual from government by virtue of

his constitutional and civil rights; freedom of the press from governmental control,
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etc. The demands of the post-attack world, however, will mean that--contrary to

tradition--the government will very likely have to assume much more intimate

guidance, regulation, and control of the non-political institutional spheres. Through-

out this essay I have emphasized the need for governmental direction of relief and

rehabilitation, as well as restoration of economic functions; its relations with the

religious authorities in post-attack society are also likely to be closer than before

the attack; and, in the rebuilding of human capital, the government will have to

finance, coordinate, and direct educational institutions.

Given this tension between American traditions and the needs for recovery,

the prognosis is for several decades of continued conflict concerning the proper di-

rections recovery should take. In one institutional sphere after another- -education,

business, medicine, etc. -- conflicts between the political and the non-political will

arise. The adherents of the "political" approach to recovery will continue to

stress the crisis; the adherents of the "non-political" approach will stress the need

to return as quickly as possible to the "normalcy" of traditional American institu-
84

tional arrangements. This promise of a prolonged season of conflict underlines

once more the most important need for American society, should a nuclear holo-

caust ever strike: the need to restore rapidly and preserve a constitutional

framev. rk--alike In ess(.ntnals to the one that has guided the nation in the past--

so that the survivors may more effectively resolve their conflicts and shnpe their

destiny.

8 4 The political tensions of the decades after a nuclear war will not be new

ones for America. They will be reminiscent of the rushes to "returr. to normalcy"
after World War Iand World War I1. But they will dwarf these earlier tensions by
their duration and intentvy.
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Introduction to Chapter III

As a system whose traits depend directly on the existence of individuals,

the human population of society could be among the first of the large scale systems

of society to be markedly altered by nuclear attack. Because of the long interval

required for its regeneration, the population may also be the last large system to

recover its pre-attack characteristics.

In Chapter III, David M. Heer identifies three principal dimeaksions in which

to express the vulnerability of a population to the effects of thermonuclear attack.

These dimensions are population siep composition, and rate of growth.

Population Size

The population of the United States is the fourth largest in the world, after

Mainland China, India, and the Soviet Union. In marked contrast to these three

populations, however, the population of the United States is highly concentrated ---

53 per cent of this population lives in less than one per cent of the land area. This

marked cor--ntration of the population and the complexity of the nation's social and

economic organization create a number of interacting conditions which appear to

increase its vulnerability. Heer points out the ranges of ways in which a potential

enemy could L.creasc the vulnerability of the United States by taking advantage of

these general population characteristics. Not only could the population be targeted

in highly efficient ways, in comparison to other populations, but there is a counter

option: an enemy could deliberately choose to save the large majority of the popula-

tion (assuming fallout shelter), and thereby create enormous pressures ont per capita

consumption standards. If attack resulted in a much smaller population, however, the

United States might experience other problems. One of these could be a reduction

in its power position in international affairs, particularly if other larger nations

were not affected by nuclear P_ -ck. In sum, any marked alteration in the population

size or in the ratio of the population to critical organizational and material resources

could create profound disequilibria in the American social system. Furthermore,

alleviating the effects of these pressures toward disequilibrium could be a protracted

process: Heer calculates that under reali3tic assumptions, "restoration of the
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pre-attack population following an attack reducing the population to half its former

level might take around 56 years". A longer time would be required to restore

the relative position of the United States population, when the possible post-attack

size and influence of the nation are compared to those of nation.: escaping attack,

for the unaffected nations would probably continue growing at more rapid rates. In

the absence of further research, Beer's essay must leave open an issue of poten-

tiaily great importance to policy: In the long run, is a large industrial population

more or less "vulnerable" to the effects of weapons targeted to population than a

large non-industrial population?

Population Composition

Of more immediate importance to vulnerability reduction systems planners

will be predictions of the immediate composition of the population surviving attack.

Heer relies heavily on two non-classified attack patterns in lower ranges (1, 466 and

1, 779 megatons) to show that some previous discussions of radical changes in popu-

lation composition following nuclear attack have probably been exaggerated. He

freely concedes that his findings might change under different assumptions, but the

relative rigor of Heer's analyses appears to warrant the attention of planners to
1

some of his findings. Heer notes that unlike previous wars, a nuclear war will

probably not result in marked changes of the sex ratio in the population. He finds

further that changes in the educational and occupational composition have probably

been exaggerated by certain previous writers. On the other hand, Beer finds that

even with relatively small attacks, there are large changes in the marital and

family status of the survivors. In one attack, up to 17 per cent of the married

persons might be widowed, and 26 per cent of all children might lose one or both

parents. The drastic increase in orphans implies that attack will create a large

and complex social welfare and emotional supportive burden. Could these needs be

met by placing orphans with kin? Would the government be required to subsidize

1In Chapter III, Ileer provides illustrative citations from his book: David
NI. Ileer, After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry (New York: Frederick A.
P'raeger, 1965). The researches reported there were done for the Office of Civil
Defense, Department of Defense, under the general direction of Iluman Sciences
Research, Inc.
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kin placement or develop a system of centers for orphans? The disruption in

families, probable decline in the birth rate in the years just after attack, and age-

specific patterns of mortality may sharply reduce numbers of persons in the age

group born just before or just after attack, in comparison with other age cohorts.

It appears clear, then, that even with relatively low level attacks, change in

population composition could create marked effects in and demands upon other

institutional sectors of society. When these changes are reinforced by particular

crises of social organization --- such as might result from the disarray of the

educational system and resulting longer term lowering of levels of educational

attainment in the oncoming generation of workers --- it is evident that post-attack

population composition will be a critical indicator of the ability of the society and

its planners to maintain pre-attack standards of viability in both the short and long

term.

Rate of Population Growth

Social countermeasures against vulnerabilities created by nuclear attack

may take on new meanings, from the perspective of problems created by restoring

appropriate rates of post-attack population growth. It is to be expected that any

attack will produce substantial initial population losses and declines. Decreased

fertility and increased mortality rates will keep this smaller population growing

more slowly than unaffected nations. Heer foresees that planners may wish to

subsidize birth rates, even while moving with maximum effort to reduce death rates.

Subsidization of the birth rate may be an important drain on scarce resources, and

it may accompany new patterns of social organization for children, including day

care centers for younger children and new forms of educational institutions for

older children. Here further dilemmas may be introduced, for the outflow of

resources to support increased birth rates may come at a time when the society

needs more workers entering its labor force, yet needs to maintain the decreased

population of older children in school. In measures to preserve and recreate de-

sirable patterns of population composition and needed rates of population growth,

countermeasure designers confront potentially formidable problems of "tradeoff"

among policies and systems.
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As Figure Ilia-I indicates, kiecr,6 primary analytic emphasis is upon the

ecological system --- as studied through its human population. His secondary

emphasis is upon the social system, which provides the concrete institutional and

social structural patterns which will organize individuals into the social relation-

ships that define and affect measured values on the three dimensions of population

vulnerability. Heer's essay is the first in this volume to consider in detail the

general dimensions of a particular system which will be critical in mediating and

reflecting social responses to thermonuclear attack.

Figure IIIa-1
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Chapter III

DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF
VULNERABILITY AND RECUPERATION FROM NUCLEAR ATTACK

David M. Ileer

Harvard University

A nuclear war could have certain profound effects on the population of

the United States. In this paper we shall consider what these effects might be.

We shall alco try to specify the possible social and economic consequences of

demographic changes following nuclear attack and thereby clarify what further

changes would be necessary to achieve demographic recuperation. Finally, we

shall attempt to indicate the length of time which might be required for such

recuperation under varying conditions. We shall consider three aspects of

population: (1) size, (2) composition, and (3) rate of growth.

I. Population Size

Some Possible Gross Attack Effects on Population Size

As of today the United States has a population of approximately 190

million and from this standpoint is the fourth largest nation in the world. The

largest, China, has approximately 750 million persons; the second largest,

India, approximately 450 million; the third largest, the USSR, 225 million. If

an all-out nuclear attack were to occur in the near future, the size of the United

States population would, of course, be reduced dramatically. For example,

assuming an all-out attack to occur in 1970, when the population of the United

States would probably total 210 million, the U. S. Office of Civil Defense has

estimated that there would bu 144 million fatalities in thp absence of fallout
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1

shelter or other civil defense measures. Why would the United States suffer

such high fatalities from an all-out nuclear attack? One reason is that the popu-

lation of the United States is very heavily concentrated in and around itc cities.

The U. S. Bureau of the Census defines an urbanized area as a city of 50, 000

persons or more plus its surrounding densely settled urban fringe. These ur-

banized areas contain less than one percent of the nation's land area but over 53

percent of the nation's population. (See Figures III-la, and III-lb, pp. 267-268. )

The U. S. Bureau of the Census defines a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area,

in general, as a county containing a city of 50, 000 or more plus surrounding

counties, if any, of metropolitan character and integrated with the county con-

taining the central city. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas in the United

States constitute less than nine percent of the nation's land area but 64 percent
2

of the population. The payoff to the enemy from destroying these metropolitan

areas with their heavy concentration of military and industrial targets would be

so much greater than from destruction at random that these areas would undoubt-

edly be the focus of any all-out enemy attack.

Of course, it is also possible that nuclear attack will not be a total attack

but only limited attack. For example, it is plausible to assume that nuclear

attack might consist solely of the obliteration of New York City by the Soviets

and of Moscow by the United States. Such an exchange of blows, although terrible

in its human consequences, would not have a very severe impatt on the size of

the United States population because the total population of the New York urbanized

area is less than eight percent of that of the United States zs a whole. However,

such an attack affecting only the New York area might have important effects on

the population composition of the nation and we shall want to discuss these possible

effects later.

1United States Department of Defense, Office of Civil Defense, FallouAt

Shelter Effectiveness - The U. S. Civil Defense Program (Washington: U. S.
Department of Defense, July, 1963), p. 15.

2U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Population: 1960, Volume

I. Characteristics of the Population (Washington: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1964), pp. 3, 40, and 111.
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Relations Between Demographic and Economic Effects: Some Issues

An important component of the nation's internal welfare is the level of

per capita income. How might this be affected by such a reduction in population

size? We speak now of the period following the worst years of post-attack

crisis when the economy had been at least partially restored. Economists and

demographers consider that population size generally has two major effects on

income per capita. The first relates to the amount of natural resources and

capital equipment available per person. The second relates to the economies or

diseconomies inherent in a particular scale of production.

Assuming that a nuclear attack reduced population drastically but did

not reduce the amount of natural resources or capital equipment, the consequence

of such an attack would be a reduction in the ratio of persons to natural resources

and capital. A reduction in this ratio would then decrease the marginal and

average costs of production. The marginal and average costs of land and mineral

resources would decline since the poorer and less accessible resources would no

longer have to be used. Hence, under this condition, a reduction in population

size of substantial magnitude would reduce somewhat the cost of such commod-

ities as oil, iron and other metallic ores, coal, agricultural products, and so

forth. OthIer things being equal, these reductions in cost would lead to an in-

ercase in income per capita. Furthermore, the reduction in population relative

to the amount of capital equipment would allow foi, the use of only the newest and

most efficient equipment and hence, ceteris paribus also lead to an increase in

per capita income.

However, to assume that nuclear attack would reduce population size

without reducing the quantity and quality of natural resources or capital is, of

course, not a realistic assumption. For example, it is, quite possible that much

of the nation's agricultural land may be lost to cultivation for a very long time

period because of its excess radioactivity. Furthermore, fires resulting from

nuclear attack may destroy large portions of our forests. Finally, a very large

proportion of our capital equipment, consisting of factories, housing, schools,

hospita.ds, transport and com-mmunication f'wilities, would also be destroyed.
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Thus, it would be impossible to specify the effect of nuclear attack on the ratio

of population to natural resources and capital having data only on the attack's

effect on population and no knowledge of its impact on natural resources or
3

capital equipment. Nevertheless, it is important to note that a fallout shelter

program x. hich would help to save people but not inanimate resources would have

the unequivocal effect of sharply increasing the ratio of persons to resources.

How much effect this raising in ratio would have on income per capita during the

post-attack period is a central topic for further study by economists.

The second major effect of population size on per capita income is

mediated through the effect of population sizc on economies and diseconomies

inherent in the scale of production. Let us consider first possible diseconomies

inherent in a much reduced scale of production resulting from drastic population

decline. One possibility is that the population might be so reduced that the

economies of mass production manufacturing would no longer be obtainable.

Furthermore, it is reasonable to suppose that a substantial drop in population

might lead to an increase in the cost of transporting goods and persons between

different cities and between cities and rural areas. This would result if, with

decreased population size, fixed transportation costs, such as the costs of main-

taining highways and rail lines, remained constant despite the lower amounts of

traffic. Conversely, however, it is also plausible to assume economies in intra-

urban transportation coinciding with a dramatic decline in total population. Such

economies might result from lessened traffic congestion, the consequent decrease

in transport time, and hence, savings in wage and fuel costs.

In summary, study of the effect of a drastic reduction in population size

on per capita income is most complex. Much would depend on the relative magni-

tude of population loss as compared with loss in natural resources and in capital

3 For an excellent discussion of the possible functioning of the U. S.
economy following nuclear attack, see Sidney G. Winter, Jr., Economic Viability
After Thermonuclear War: The Limits of Feasible Production (Santa Monica,
Calif.: The RAND Corporation, 1963).

4 See Chapter IV below by Sidney G. Winter, Jr. , "Societal Recovery
after Nuclear War: The Economic Dinlensions".
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equipment. To determine precisely the separate effect on per capita income of

a specified attack pattern would necessitate a very detailed economic study.

Nevertheless, it should be emphasized again that a fallout shelter program saving

people but not natural resources or capital equipment might, by increasing the

ratio of population to resources, result in lower per capita income during the post-

attack period than a civil defense program aimed at saving resources as well as

people.

Population Size and Scientific Output

A second internal consequence of a sharp reduction in population size

might be its deleterious effect on scientific output. If a reduction in scientific

output were to occur, we might expect further detrimental ramifications for our

rate of economic growth. An obvious reason for a reduction in scientific output

during the pest-attack period would be that fatalities from nuclear attack would

include many of the existing scientists of the nation. Furthermore, it would not

be easy to support the training of new scientists in the disrupted post-attack situ-

ation. Thus we might expect the drop in the number of scir 'ists to cause a

reduction in total scientific output. On the other hand, it m.ght be argued that the

marginal productivity of the additional scientists lost as a result of nuclear attack

would be less than the average productivity of the scientists who survived attack.

This might be the case if at the present time the marginal output added by each

extra scientist is lest than that of the average scientist already working in a

given field. At the present time, marginal productivity may be less than average

productivity because with every added scientist, each scientist must spend more

time reading the work of other scientists, more time unwittingly duplicating the

work of other researchers, and hence, have less time for research that adds to
5

the sum total of scientific output.

5 For a discussion of communication overload, see Richard L. Meier,
A Communications Thcory of Urban Growth (Cambridge, Mass. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Press, 1962). pp. 60-83.
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Population Size and the External Position of the United States

A sharp reduction in population size might have much greater effect on

the external position of the United States than on its internal welfare. Kingsley

Davis has suggested that the power of a nation in world affairs is best measured

by its national income. In turn, its nationa3 income is determined by two factors,
6

its population size and its productive efficiency. In an elaboration of Kingsley

Davis's work, Katherine and A. F. K. Organski suggest that there are actually

three determinants of national power. To the two factors mentioned by Kingsley

Davis, they add a third factor--the skill and efficiency of the nation's govern-
7

ment. Both Davis and the Organskis agree that although a large population is

not a sufficient condition for a nation to be a major power in world affairs, it is

very definitely a necessary condition. A major power must have not only a

sufficiently large pool of young manpower to staff its armed forces but also a

large enough civilian labor force to provide equipment and sustenance for its

military. Granted then that population size is a major determinant o power in

world affairs how might the power of the United States be affected by a sharp

reduction in population following nuclear attack? Obviously, the crucial con-

sideration here is the magnitude of population loss sustained by other nations.

If a nuclear war were to reduce the population of all the world powers in propor-

tion to their original population, the relative power of the United States in world

affairs might be little affected. On the other hand, to the extent that the popula-

tion of the United States following nuclear attack should change relative to that of

the other major powers, its relative power would probably also be affected. For

example, assume that an attack were to take place currently, causing 100 million

fatalities in the United States but with all fatalities confined to the United States,

0 Kingsley Davis, "Population and Power in the Free World, " in Philip
M. IHauser (ed.), Population and World Politics (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press

1,958). pp. 198-202.

7 Katherine Organski and A. F. K. Organski, Population and World Power

(N,,' York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), pp. 27-31.
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Europe, and the Soviet Union. Under these assumptions, thc size of t.,e United

States population relative to that of certain other nations would be greatly di-

minished, as is suggested in Figure 111-2, page 274. Instead of our population

being approximately one-quarter the population of China, the population of the

United States would now be only one-eighth as large as the population of that

country. In addition, the population of the United States, w.,uld be smaller than

that of Japan, Indonesia, or Pakistan, and only slightly lsrger than that of Brazil.

Thus, under these assumptions, the influence of the United States (and also the

Soviet Union and the major European states) in the world balance of power might

decline considerably.

Hypothetical reduction in total population size gives an incomplete picture

of population vulnerability. In considering the position of a nation in relation to

the economic power of other nations, it is instructive to consider the ways in

which an industrialized population is especially vulnerable because of its indus-

trial characteristics. The extent to which a large population has the metropolitan

configuration characteristic of a modern industrial nation is an important clue to

the damage which an attack directed to its cities could inflict upon it. In Figures

111-3 through IH-7, pages 275 - 279, the proportion of the population in major

metropolitan areas for each of the ten most populous countrl,-s of the world is

shown: first, through a simple, ranked arrangement of the ten countries by size;

then, by dividing the group of ten into the five "more industrialized" and five

"less industrialized" countries (taking per capita income as the rough measure

of degree of industrialization). The close association between a high level of per

capita income and high degree of concentration in urban populations will be imme-

diately evident. Given now the heuristic assumption that attacks on these countries

could be precisely targeted to eliminate exactly the whole populations of the major

urban clusters in each country, the potential damage inflicted by a ceunter-value,

counter-population attack upon a relatively highly concentrated. highly indus-

trialized total population will be immediately and intuitively clear. 8

8 On the other hand, it cannot necessarily be argued as a consequence
that a very large population which is not highly urbanized or industrialized is
less vulnerable to longer term demographic effects of attack than a smaller,
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646. 5

434. 9

400- Figure 111-4

TEN MOST POPULOUS COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD GROUPED BY

DEGREE OF INDUSTRIALIZATION, WITH PROPORTION OF TOTAL
POPULATION OF EACH COUNTRY IN MAJOR METAOPOLISES

(CITIES OR URBAN CONFIGURATIONS OF 500, 000 AND OVER)a, b

Source of population data: as in Figure In-3.

Source of !,er capita national income data:

Cc-t-trt,, o Deutsch (ed. ), The Ec-onomic Almanac, 1964

(N-v Y :k: National Industrial Conference Board, 1984),

p 412;
AFea Briggs, "Tec-hnology and Economic Development",

in Editre s of Scientific American. Tcchnology and
Lconomic Deloment New York: Alfred• Knopf,

Inc., 1963), map of "Underdeveloped Countriev", p. 14.
Eugen, Staley, The Future of Underdeveloped Countries,

(rev. ed. ), (New Yorik: H -per •nd Brothers, for the
Cotincil on Foreign Relations, 1.461), frontispiece map
of "World Income Levels".

"200o "ive "Less Industrialized" . Five "More Industrialized"
200 Countries Countries

179.3

100-- 9b.4
93. 7 93.4

71.0

54.0 52. 7

Mainland West Great
China India Indonesia Pakistan Brazil USSR USA Japan Germany Britain

aPr capita national income figures are for period 1957-1960.

Blra17l h:is a significantly higher per capita income figure than the other four
o.iritri.s in th(. "Less Industrialized" category, each of which has a per
-pla f•i nu.' of "under $100". Japan, with relatiiely low per capita income

in the. More Inrdustrialized" category, is nevertheless a htighly industrialized
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PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION OF
TEN MOST POPULOUS COUNTRIES OF TH1E
WORLD RESIDING IN MAJOR METROPOLISES

(500, 000 AND OVER)a
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Source: as in Figure 111-3

SNotes to Figure 111-3 apply to this Figure.
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Figure 111-6

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION OF
TEN MOST POPULOUS COUNTRIES OF THE
WORLD RESIDING IN MAJOR METROPOLISES
(500, 000 AND OVER), WITH COUNTRIES
GROUPED BY DEGREE OF INDUSTRIALIZATION&
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COUNTRIES, IN ORDER OF POPULATION SIZE WITHIN GROUP

Source: as in Figure 111-4

aNotes to Figure 111-4 apply to this Figure.
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In contradistinction to the foregoing, it should be noted, however, that

the position of the United States in world trade might be improved following a

nuclear attack affecting only the United States, Europe, and the Soviet Union. If

one assumes that heavy fatalities are inflicted on the United States, Europe, and

the Soviet Union, and all fatalities confined to these countries, then the demand

for manufactured products, which in international trade emanate primarily from

these areas of the globe, might remain constant among the largely underdeveloped

nations escaping attack. On the other hand, the international demand for agri-

cultural products, originating quite largely from the underdeveloped nations not

subject to attack, might be sharply reduced due to the attrition of population in

the war-devastated areas. Hence the terms of trade might shift and the price of

manufactured products relative to that of agricultural products might increase.

Such a shift in the balance of trade would be financially beneficial to the United

States and the other war-devastated nations. Such a shift might also counter-

balance to some extent the possible change in U. S. power relative to that of

(Footnote 8 continued) highly urbanized population, even though such a

position has been the basis of the Chinese Communist claim that a massive nu-
clear war would leave the vast population of mainland China in a position of rela-
tive strength. For example, Coale argues, "Population, it appeare, is a major
determinant of relative strength only among countries having access to roughly
equivalent technologies". Ansley Coale, "Population Research and the National
Interest", in Ithiel de Sola Pool et al., Social Science Research and National
Security (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Research Group in Psychoiogy and
the Social Sciences under Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr 1354(08); Task
Number NR 170-379, 1963), p. 169. The question of possible differential vulner-
abilities of very large populations remains an important research issue, as well
as a source of potentially crucial Cold War ideological controversy. It could be
hypothesized that for a given (and necessarily "lower") level of industrial develop-
ment shared by both a more developed country and a less developed country, the
industrial structure of the less developed country is relatively more vulnerable to
the same level and type of attack directed at both countries. It could be argued
that this is so because of the necessarily fewer industrial targets in the less
developed country, the more critical placement of these targets in the total
economy of the less developed country, and the resulting lower level of "redundant"
industrial capacity and social infrastructure in the less developed country. Thus,
the concentration of urban population in relatively few centers could lead to greater
relative demographic and economic vulnerability in a less developed national
society, when those few centers provide the principal locus of industrial develop-

•ent upon which the economic lif. of the society is becoming dependent.
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nations escaping attack occasioned by the decline in United States population

relative to these nations. However, making other assumptions concerning the

international distribution of fatalities, shifts in the terms of trade might bring

results less ben.7ficial to the United States. For example, if fatalities were

confined to the United States and the Soviet Union with Europe escaping without

fatalities, the demand of the underdeveloped nations for manufactured goods

could be at least partly supplied by Europe, and Europe in turn would demand

a large proportion of the agricultural products and raw materials exported by

the underdeveloped nations. Hence, the price of manufactured goods relative to

agricultural products would be increased in much slighter degree. Because of

thi_ importance of the effects on the terms of trade which varying patterns of the

international distribution of fatalities might provoke, detailed study of this topic

by economists would prove valuable.

Population Size: A Preliminary Summary

We have now adumbrated some possible consequences of a substantial

decrease in population size both for the internal welfare of the United States

and for the power of the nation in international affairs. As is obvious, we have

not been able to state that significant reduction in the size of the United States

popul ation would invariably result in given consequences relevant to the welfare

of the nation; rather, we have seen that the results of significantly reduced

population size following nuclear attack would depend on many other variables.

Given the inconclusiveness of our discussion concerning conbsquences

of reduced population size, it is useful to turn our attention to the question of

the amount of time necessary for the recovery of an optimally appropriate popu-

lation size for the nation. If one were to accept the argument that on balance the

negative consequences of a greatly reduced population size are offset by the

positive, then it follows logically that an appropriate population size is alreaay

achieved immediately following attack and no time period is necessary for

recovery. On the other hand, accepting the argument that population recovery

would not be complete until the pre-attack population had beern attained, the
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necessary time period would be quite long. For example, if 100 million persons

were killed out of a total population of 200 million, according to certain very

rough assumptions, it would take 56 years for the population to reach 200 million

again. These assumptions are that there would be no increase in population

during the first ten years following attack9 and a 1. 5 per cent increase per annum

thereafter. Figure III-8, page 283, illustrates recuperation of the United States

population under these assumptions. Anally, suppose one accepts the argument

at the other extreme, that the population of the United States would not return to

normal until it was again the same proportion of the population of the world's

largest country as it had been prior to attack. Accepting this argument, a very

lengthy time period might be necessary for recovery. In fact, it is possible that

this relative position could never be regained. To attain the same population

relative to the largest country in the world would be difficult for two reasons.

The obvious reason is that the great loss in United States population occasioned by

by nuclear attack would have to be made up. The second reason is the likelihood

that for a substantial number of years following attack, the population of the

United States would show no net growth. During this time interval, the world's

largest country, assuming it had been at peace, might continue to increase its

population at its customary rate--in any event, at a rate higher than that of the

United States.

HI. Population Composition

Wars often lead to major changes in the composition of a nation's

population. In general, the higher the ratio of fatalities to survivors, the

greater will be the change in population composition. Thus an all-out nuclear

war would result in a considerably greater shift in population composition than

would a limited nuclear attack limited to one or two major urbanized areas.

9 This assumption will be discussed in greater detail in the section of
the essay dealing with population growth.
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Figure 111-8

ESTIMATED POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES UNDER CERTAIN
ASSUMPTIONS, DURING THE SIXTY-YEAR INTERVAL FOLLOWING A
NUCLEAR ATTACK CAUSING 100 MILLION FATALITIES AMONG A

POPULATION OF 200 MILLION
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Distributions of Age and Sex Characteristicb

In past wars, the largest changes in population composition have

occurred in the distribution of the population by age and by sex. By way of

illustration, we show in Figures 111-9 through IIJ-11, pages 285-287, some

age-sex pyramids for Japan and the USSR in tV.ie post-World War II period in

comparison with an age-sex pyramid for the United States. For example, be-

cause of wartime fatalities, in Japan by 1950 among persons 25 to 44 years old,
10

there were less than nine men for every ten women. In the Soviet Union for

the same year and age group, there were less than scven men for every ten
11

women, and among those 30 to 34 years old, only six mr for every ten women.

Moreover, wars may affect the age and sex structure, not only thrc'igh the

losses of men of fighting age but also through the fact that the number of births

during wartime is often markedly diminished. For example, if we look at the

age structure of the Soviet Union as revealed in the 1959 Soviet Census, we see

only 16 million persons 10 to 14 years old (born in 1944 to 1949) and also only

16 million, 15 to 19 years old (born in 1939 to 1943), whereas in all preceding

and succeeding five-year age groups there are considerably larger numbers of

persons. For example, there were 22 million persons 20 to 24 years old, and

18 million persons 25 to 29 years old.

Changes in the age aid sex structure of a nation are important for

several reasons. Changes in the sex structure, partikularly a reduction in the

ratio of males to females, make it more difficult for all of the surviving popu-

lation to find marriage partners and hence tend to reduce the nation's birth rate.

A reduction in the ratio of males to females will also cause a "feminization" of

the nation's labor force, in which many women will be forced in4o jobs requiring

heavy manual labor normally assumed only by men. Changes in the age structure

may affect the ratio of persons in the economically productive age groups to

1 0 United Nations, Demographic Yearbook, 1955 (New York, United Nations,
1955), p. 248.

11Jamncs %V. Brackett, "Demographic Trends and Population Policy in the

So-viet Union, " in Dimensions of Soviet Economic Power: Studies Prepared for the
Joint Economic Comnmttee, Congress of the United States (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1962), pp. 555-565.
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Figure 111-9

AGE-SEX PYRAMID

JAPAN, 1950

Males Females

AGE:

85 plus 0.03 0.07

80-84 0.1 0.2
75-79 0.3 0,4

70-74 0.5 0.7
65-69 O. 1.0

60-64 1.1 1.2

55-59 1.4 1.4

50-54 1.7 1.7
45-49 2.0 2.0

40-44 2.2 2.3
35-39 2.4 2. 7

30-34 2.4 2.8

25-29 2.8 3.4
20-24 3.8 3.9

15-1E, 4.3I4 4.3
10-14 44 .3

5-9 4.4.7

under 5 5.5. 5

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
(Millions)

AGE-SEX PYRAMID

JAPAN, 1950

Source: United Nations, Demographic YearbotL•_1955 (New York: United
Nations, 1955). p. 248.
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Figure 111-10
AGE-SEX PYRAMIDS, SOVIET UNION

AGE: Males Females
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Sour( e. Jarn•ts W. Brackvtt. lhmgr taphi- Trends and Populaijon Policy
in the Sol, t 1Pnin', in V. S. (C ngr-s. D -, M mensions of Soviet

Ecrlfmen .P v_-: studo,'s Ili_, arj'd for the Joint lconomic

(',Cmmnitt_,- i17th (Cwqrts,, 2nd S'simr, (Washington: If. S.
G ,.rnivrnt Ili lnti, ()0f: I c, 116"2), pp , ,555-556.
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Figure III-I I

AGE-SEX PYRAMID

UNITED STATES, 1960

AGE: M 9e Femles

75 plus 2.4 ?. 2

70-74 1. 2.8
85-69 2. P .3
60-643. 7
55-59 4.1[4. 3
50-54 4.7 9
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40-44 5.7 5.9
35-39 . 6.4

30-34 5.8 6.
25-29 5.3 5.5

20-24 5. 3 9.5

15-196.6.
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5-9 9. 9.2
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InitiU St:it, (W h. utn : P.S. (;Iov r)'l 'rn t Printing Office,
1 i") '' .626.
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persons either too young or too old to be economically active. Changes in this

ratio have a direct effect on the dependency burden which the able-bodied mem-

bers of the society must assume. For example, because of the paucity of births

in the Soviet Ur.ion during World War II, the ratio of dependent children to

working-age adults in 1959 was reduced substantially oelow a normal level. Thus,

in 1959, the ratio of children under 16 years of age to persons 16 to 59 years old

was only . 505, whereas in 1939 it had been . 679. 12

Moreover, the relative size of an age cohort also affects its employment

opportunities. Members of an unusually large age cohort will have a hard time

finding acceptable jobs when they reach the customary age fur labor-force en-

trance, whereas those from cohorts which are unusually small will receive

uncommon preferment. These possibilities are exemplified in the recent history

of the United States. During the 1950's when the small cohort of persons born

during the Depression of the 1930's came into the labor force, they received un-

usually high entering wages and salaries. On the other hand, those persons now

entering the labor force in the mid 1960's, members of the unusually large cohort

born in the aftermath of World War II, are experiencing increasing difficulty

f•ndin g C nlploynient. 13

The writer has recently completed a nLonographic study for the U. S.

Office of Civil Defense concerning the population of the United States following
14

two hypothetical nuclear attacks. One of the objects of this study was to

1 2 USSR Central Statistical Administration, Results of the Ali-Union

Population Census of 1959, Summary Volume (Moscow, 1962), p. 4 9 (in Russian).

13Richard A. Easterlin, The American Baby Boom in Historical Per-
spective (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1962), pp. 29-32.

14David M. Ileer, After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry

(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1965). ThE designation "Holifield Attack"
in the following discussion refers to the fact that this attack was pre-
pared (in 1959) by the Special Subcommittee on Radiation of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, U. S. Congress, when Representative Chet
Ilolifield chaired the Subcommittec. For details, see U. S. Congress, Special
Subcommittee on Radiation of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Biological
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estimate the probable population cemposition of the United States in the immediate

post-attack period. The first of these hy-pothetical attacks, the Holifield attack,

directed at both cities and military targets, explodes 1, 466 megatons of bombs

and results in a 30 per cent fatality rate for the nuation. The second attack,

Spadefork, is directed primarily at military targets, has a megatonnage of 1, 779,

and produces a fatality rate of 18 per cent. A breakdown of fatalities for each of

these two attacks for small geographic areas (Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas and groupings of non-metropolitan counties) has been provided by the U.S.
15

Office of Emergency Planning. Post-attack population composition was then

estimated on the assumption that within each type of geographic area, fatalities

took place at random. For a summary of the findings of this study, see Tables

III-T and 111-2, pp. 290 and 291.

One of the results of this study was the conclusion that nuclear war

would not lead to as profound changes in age or sex composition as have con-

ventional wars in the past. This conclusion reflected an assumption that in a

nuclear .,ar fatalitles among the armed ferces would not be markedly higher than

among civilians. The reasonableness of this assumption is clarified when it is

remembered that the Spadefork attack, aimed primarily at military targets,

-esults in death to 18 per cent of the total United States population. Assuming

no marked excess of fatalities among the military and that the number of men in

the Armed Forces remains near its current small level (2. 7 million men out of

the approximately 17.9 million men 20 to 34 years old), one may calculate that

the sex ratio would not be greatly altered nor the proportion of the total population

in the age group 20 to 34 years old substantially reduced.

(footnote 14 continued) and JEn.ironnmental Effects of Nuclear War, 86th

Conjress. 1st Sc ssion, 1959, pp. 12-55. The SpadeforK Attack was prepared in

1962 by the National Resource lolvailut nn Center of the Office of Einmergency
Planning. See Office of Emtnrgevev l'l anning, National Resource Evaluation
Clnter, i'xercise Spadefork: Si •uation Analvsis (Washington: Office of Emergency

Mlanning, 1963), pp. 2-31.

15)1 .'or furthir (detaiis, st., ibid., pp. 13-17.
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Table III-1

DISTRIBUTION OF PREATTACK POPULATION AND SURVIVORS OF HOLIFIELD
AND SPADEFORK ATTACKS BY REGION, METROPOLITAN RESIDENCE,

AND SIZE OF METROPOLITAN AREA FOR THE U.S., 1962
(Numbers in thousands)

Preattack Survivors of Survivors of
Population Ilolifield Attacka Spadcfork Attack1

Total Percent Total Percent Total Perccnt

U.S. Total 185,712 100.00 130,162 100.00 151, 729 100.00
AllSMSA's 118, 284 63.69 69, 53-3 53.42 89,699 59.00

1 million or more 61,998 33.38 36, $38 27. 84 48, 042 31.66

Other SMSA's 56,286 30.30 33,298 25.58 41,657 27.45

Not SMSA 67, 428 36.30 60, 626 46.57 62,030 40.8,83

Northeast 46,028 24.78 26,007 19.98 37,064 24.42
All SMSA's 36,386 19.59 17,646 13.55 28,458 18.75

* million or more 21, 612 11.63 10, 707 8.22 18, 70-0 12.38

Other SMSA's 14, 774 7.95 6,939 5.33 9,659 6.36

Not SMSA 9, 642 5.19 8,361 6.42 8, 606 5. G7

North Central 53, 255 28.67 42, 104 32.34 43, 789 28.86

All SMSA's 32, 313 17.39 22, 252 17.09 24, 393 16.07
I million or more 19, 214 10.34 12,995 9.98 13,391 8.82
Other SMSA's 13,099 7.05 9,257 7.11 11,002 7.25

Not SMSA 20,942 11.27 19,852 15.25 19,396 12.78

South 56, 654 30.50 40, 243 30.91 48,116 31.71
All SMSA's 27, 966 15.05 15, 432 11.85 21,655 14.27

1 million or more 8,731 4.70 5, 285 4.06 6,711 4.42
Other SMSA's 19,235 10.35 10,147 7.79 14,944 9.84

Not SMSA 28,688 15.44 24,811 19.06 26,561 17.43

West 29, 775 16.03 21,808 16.75 22, 760 15.00
All SMSA's 21,619 11.64 14,206 10.91 15,193 10.01

1 million or more 12, 441 6.69 7, 251 5.57 9,141 6.02
Other SMSA's 9, 178 4.94 6, 955 5.34 6, 052 3.98

Not SMSA 8,156 4.39 7,602 5.84 7,567 4.98

Source: fleer. After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry, Table 1. 10.
(original source: National Resource Evaluation Center, Office of Emergency
Planning, Executive Office of the President)

allolifield Attack - 1,466 megatons, at military plus 71 major population and indus-
trial targets, with all weapons groundburst (maximum fallout)
bSpadefork Attack - 1, 779 megatons, at primarily military targets, with slightly

over half of weapons airburst
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Table 111-2

PREATTACK POPULATION AND PERCENT OF SURVIVORS OF HOLIFIELD
AND SPADEFORK ATTACKS BY REGION, METROPOLITAN RESIDENCE

AND SIZE OF METROPOLITAN AREA FOR THE U. S., 1962
(Numbers in thousands)

Survivors of Survivors of

Area Holifield Attacka Spadefork Attackb

Population Total Percent Total Percent

U.S. Total 185,712 130,162 70.08 151,729 81.70
All SMSA's 118, 284 69,536 58.78 89,699 75.83

1 million or more 61,998 36,238 58.45 48,042 77.48
Other SMSA's 56,286 33,298 59.15 41,657 74.00

Not SMSA 67,428 60, 626 83.91 62,030 91.99

Northeast 46,028 26,007 56.50 37,064 80.52
All SMSA's 36, 386 17,646 48.49 28,458 78.21

1 million or more 21,612 10, 707 40.54 18, 799 86.98
Other SMSA's 14, 774 6, 939 46.96 9,659 65.37

Not SMSA 9,642 8, 361 86.71 8,606 89.25

North Central 53,255 42, 104 79.06 43, 789 82.22
All SMSA's 32,313 22, 252 68.86 24, 393 75.48

1 million or more 19,214 12, 995 67.63 13,391 69.69
Other SMSA's 13,099 9, 257 70.66 11,002 83.99

Not SMSA 20,942 19, 882 94.79 19,396 92.61

South 56,654 40,243 71.03 48,116 84.92
All SMSA's 27,966 15, 432 55.18 21, 655 77.43

1 million or more 8,731 5,285 60.53 6,711 76.86
Other SMSA's 19,235 10,147 52.75 14,944 77.69

Not SMSA 28,688 24, 811 86.48 26,461 92.23

West 29, 775 21, 808 73.24 22,760 76.43
All SMSA's 21,619 4, 206 65.71 15,193 70.27

1 million or more 12,441 7, 251 58.28 9,141 73.47
uther SMSA's 9,178 6,955 75.77 6,052 65.94

Not SMSA 8,156 7,602 93.20 7,567 92.77

Source: Heer, After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry, Table 1. 11.
(original source: National Resource Evaluation Center, Office of Emergency
Planning, Executive Office of the President)
aflolifield Attack - 1, 466 megatons, at military plus 71 major population and indus-

trial targets, with all weapons groundburst (maximum fallout)
bSpadefork Attack - 1, 779 megatons, at primarily military targets, with slightly

over half of weapons airburst
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Daytime attack might have a somewhat different effect on the sex ratio

from nighttime attack. In the daytime, a greater proportion of the male popula-

tion is found in the downtown centers of cities than at night. Therefor,". if a

nuclear attack were to occur during the day and be directed at downtown areas

of our large citiis, it is likely that the ratio of men to women would be very

slightly reduced. On the other hand, an opposite effect would take place if a

nuciear attack with identical targets were to take place at night. This is be-

cause the metropolitan areas of the country contain a lower ratio of men to

women than the non-metropolitan parts and because the fatality rate in the

metropolitan part would be higher than in the non-metropolitan. For example,

for the Holifield attack, it was calculated that daytime attack wculd reduce the

ratio of males to females in the total population from. 968 to. 965 whereas a

nighttim-: attack would increase it to 976. 16

It is somewhat uncertain to what extent nuclear war would lead directly

to other changes in the age composition of the United States. Under the assump-

tion that within each small geographical area there is no tendency for any age

group to have a higher fatality rate than any other age group, thei nuclear atta•ck,

even though varying in its severity among these small geographLial areas, ;iould

have a negligible effect on the nation's age structure. On the other hand, the

evidence from natural disasters, such as hurricanes, and from air raids in

World War 11 is that the elderly and, to a lesser extent, the very young, suffer

a higher rate of fatalities than the remainder of the population. The deaths in
17

these cases are caused by wind ,'r blast damage. Whether or not a similar

picture of differential fatalities by age would emerge from a nuclear attack in

1 6 Ibid., p. 53.

17 H. J. Friedsam, "Older Persons in Disaster, " in George W. Baker
and Dwight W. Chapman (eds.), Man and Society in Disaster (New York, Basic
Books, 1962), pp. 151-182.
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which fatalities result not only from blast damage but also from thermal effects

and from radiation, can only be conjectured. 18

We have now discussed the possible effects of nuclear attack on the age-

sex composition of the population immediately following attack. However, we

must now consider long-term changes in this composition during the post-attack

period. In the long run, the age structure of the United States population would

be affected not only by the age structure immediately following attack but also

by the course of births and deaths in the period thereafter. In particular, it is

plausible to believe that the birth rate would be substantially reduced in the

immediate period following all-out attack, principally because of the large

number of adults suffering from temporary sterility and the large number of o

persons recently widowed. Add-tional possible reasons provoking a decrease in

the birth rate might be an economic collapse following attack and widespread

feelings that it was cruel to bring children into the world. A deficit of births in

the immediate post-attack period would distort the nation's age structure at least

for the lifetime of those born during the period of birth deficit and to a lesser

extent during the lifetime of their children.

It is also possible that the age-sex structure of the United States popula-

tion in the period following attack would be affected by changes in the age pattern

of mortality in the period following attack. In particular, we might expect in the

post-attack period, as compared with the pre-attack period, a very much higher

1 8 The assumption that within each small geographical area, fatalities
take place at random is a very useful assumption in studying the effects of attack
on population composition. Making this assumption and utilizing knowledge con-
cerning the impact of attack on each of the small geographica:l areas in the nation,
one can estimate the post-attack composition of the nation in terms of such vari-
ables as educational attainment, occupation, race and ethnicity, fertility history,
etc. To some extent, calculations concerning population composition based on
this assumption will be biased if within given geographical areas, the elderly and
the children do have a lower chance for survival. However, this fact would not
affect population composition variables such as current occupation, which are
classifications only of adults, very few of whom are elderly. Furthermore, differ-
ential vulnerability by age would not affect other variables which are not them-
selves correlated with age. Thus calculations concerning post-attack composition
by race would not be affected by variations in vulnerability by age since age is not
closely associated with race in the United States.
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proportion of all deaths to be among infants and children. This is plausible if

We assume that following nuclear attack the pattern of mortality in this country

might revert to the patterns prevalent now in the underdeveloped nations. Life

tables for undei-developed nations show a much higher proportion of all deaths

occurring to persons under- 10 years of age than do life tables for developed

nations. 19

There are, therefore, three factors during the post-attack period which

may create an indentation in the nation's age structure centering among the per-

sons born in the years immediately preceding or following attack. The first of

these is the probable reduction of births in the first few years immediately

following attack. The second and third factors are the probable heightened fa-

tality rates among young children during attack -,nd in the immediate years

following attack. If this indentation occurred, it would have three effects. The

first effect chronologically would be distinctly positive--a lessening of the cost

to the nation of supporting its child population. Expenditures on food, clothing

and shelter for children could all be reduced. In addition, there would be a

reduced load on our educational institutions beginning with elementary school and

continuing on later to high school and college. Still later, the dent would have a

second noticeable effect--a reduced number of entrants to the labor force. As in

the United States in the 1950's when the small cohort born during the depression

years reached working age, this reduction in the number of labor force entrants

would probably bid up the wage and salary level of entrants but would create

difficulties for employers looking for applicants to fill vacant positions. Finally,

as the cohort born near the time of attack reached retirement, some 60 to 70

years following attack, its small size might considerably reduce the nation's

expense for old age support.

If during -ind immediately after attack, the elderly suffer particularly

high death rates, then there will also be a dent in the age structure among the

very oldest age groups directly following attack. The immediate effect of this

1!)United Nations, "Methods for Populatico Projections by Sex and Age",
I'opulation Studies No. 25, (New York, 1956), pp. 70-81.
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indentation would be favorable to the national burden of dependency. However,

this benefit would be short-lived and would disappear perhaps tell years following

attack, at which time death would have claimed almost all persons already el-

derly at the time of attack.

Marital and Family Characteristics

A possibly more serious effect of all-oct nuclear war woiad be its effect

on tWe marital and family status of the nation, Calculations concerning the effect

on marital and family status of the two previously-mentioned hypothetical atomic

attacks have also been made. Following the Holifield attack, up to 17 percent of

all married persons might be widowed and up to 26 percent of all children might

lose one or both parents (8 percent losing both parents and 9 percent each losing

mother or father alone). Following the Spadefork attack, the proportions widowed

and orphaned would be smaller but still of substantial magnitude. 20

Since a nuclear attack under these assumptions would not markedly

disturb the sex ratio, the restoration of a normal proportion of married persons

would probably be fairly rapid. Possibly within a few years following attack, the

great majority of persons losing their spouse during attack would have remarried,

but trhc situation with respect to bereaved children would be more serious. Tra-

ditionally within our society the cost of raising children has been met very largely

within the nuclear family Hovkever, after an atomic attack this mode of meeting

child-rearing :osts could no longer be so prevalent. Part of the financial re-

sponsibility for rearing the war orphans could be shifted to other members of

their extended kin groups. The extent to which this would be possible is worthy
21

of detailed study. Probably, much of the enormous financial burden of

20See David M. Heer, o_2.. cjit., pp. 55-65, for details of the results

and of the methods u.ed to estimate possible post-attack proportions of widowed
married persons and orphans.

2 1 It is at this point that a dem )graphic portrait of post-attack society

i,i,-hes with a different level of social analysis--the description of social struc-

ture and patterns of interaction among members of the population. The projected

use. of extended kinship groups as social locations for placing orphans implies
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supporting widows and children would have to be met by the Federal government.

State and local government would not be able to cope with the problem because of

the very uneven incidence of the burden by area. Many of the orphaned children

might have to be placed in ins:. utions. On the other hand, others might be

placed with relatives to whom the Federal government could grant special child-

care payments. In addition, there would be need for the nationwide establishment

of large numbers or day-care centers for children. These would be especially

necessary for children losing their mother but not their father, yet they would

also be necessary for children who had lost oily theiF father and whose mother

was working. Both the increased frequency of children in institutions and the

greater prevalence of children receiving care in day centers would have the effect

of removing from the family much of its traditional child-care function. A com-

plete restoration with respect to the proportion of children living in traditional

family circumstances could not be reached until some twenty years following

attack--the time necessary for the youngest of the orphans to reach adulthood.

Of course, however, tho, situation would show gradual improvemert during this

period as fully-orphlaned children attained maturity or could be placed with rela-

tives, and as men and women, who had been forced to place their children in the

day-care centers, remarried and became able to give their children a more

conventional family life.

HIowever, it is possible that a full restoration of the pre-attack system

of child-care would never be accomplished. Parents who had accustomed them-

selves to the use of public child-care facilities rrdght wish to continue using them,

and it is therefore quite likely that the proportion of children receiving attention

F(xI'ootnote 21 Continued) that it is possible to describe kinship networks

and their variations in pattern for the whole population. In a recent study at
Northwestern University, Greer and Winch present data which suggest that for
some significant groups in the population, there are patterns of kinship and
voluntary organization which could potentially provide the social bases for mana-
ging dislocated individuals following attack. Scott A. Greer and Robert F. Winch,

h"inship and Voluntary Organization in Post-Thermonuclear Attack Society: Some
Exploratory Studies (McLean, Va.: Human Sciences Research, Inc. , 1965).
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in day-care centers would never drop to the level of the pre-attack period. (in

1959 on,) 121, 000 out of 5. 1 million children unde>r 12 years old whose mothers
22

were working were in group care centers).

Levels of Education, Training, and Occupational Skill

Recently considerable concern has been expressed that one aftermath

of a nuclear war would be a shiarp decline in the average educational attainment

cf the nation's adults and in their level of occupational skill. It is contended that

the brunt of nuclear attack will be born by the metropolitan areas of the nation

and that it is in these metropolitan areas that the bulk of the nation's most highly

trained and skilled persons are to be found. 23 However, there is evidence that

a very pessimistic view of this situation may exaggerate the difficulties involved.

Let us consider first some previous calculations concerning the effect of the

Ilolifield and Spadefork attacks. These are illustrated in Tables II1-3 through

111-12, pages 298 - 307. According to these calculations, the greatest change

in educational and occupational composition would follow a daytime version of

the I-lolifield attack. Subsequent to this attack, the proportion of college gradu-

ates among men and women 25 years old and over would decline only from 7. 7

(Table 111-3) to 7. 3 per cent (Table 111-6) and the proportion among adult males

only from 9. 7 (Table 111-4) to 9. 1 per cent (Table 111-7). FIu;thermore, the pro-

portion of professional, technical, and kindred workers (Census classification)

among employed persons of both sexes would be reduced only from 11. 2 per cent

(Table 111-8) to 10. 9 per cent (Table III-11) and among men from 10. 3 per cent

(Table 111-9) to 9. 8 per cent (Table 111-12). Changes following a nighttime version

2 2 Henry C. Lajewski, Child Care Arrangements of Full-Time Working
Mothers (Washington: U. S. Children's Bureau, 1959), p. 15.

2 3 Robert A. Dentler and Phillips Cutright, Hostage America (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1963), p;). 15-17. The attack labeled the "Holifield Attack" in
the present essay received special attention from Dentler and Cutright, who
sought to reexaminc its possible effects. Suc ibid., Chapter 1.
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if ie Holifield attack or either day or night versions of the Spadefork attack

vould be less pronounced, with the least change occurring after the nighttime

3padefork attack. Following that attack, the propirtion of college graduates

umong adults of both sexes would be reduced by only two-tenths of one per cent

md among males by only one-tenth of one per cent. Similarly, the proportion

3f professionals among the employed of both sexes would be reduced by only
24

3ne-tenth of one per cent and among males by two-tenths of one per cent.

On the other hand, it is obvious that the picture presented above is too

3ptirnistic for several reasons. The first relates to the size of the attacks

chosen for analysis. Both the Holifield and Spadefcrk attacks are relatively light.

For example, the number of fatalities caused by the Holifield attack (55 million)

is considerably less than the probable number which would occur if an attack

were to take place currently. The author has previously shown that whenever

the thrust of attack is directed at metropolitan areas, changes in population com-
25

position will be directly proportional to the size of the attack. Therefore, an

attack occurring today would probably produce greater changes in educational and

occupational composition than those calculated for the Ho~lfield and Spadefork

attacks. The author has also shown that there is a probable lRmit to the amount

of change in population composition that the very largest attack could bring. This

Limit is simply the composition of the population of the United States living outside
26

3f metropolitan areas. It is assumed that the very heaviest attacks might kill

everybody in the metropolitan areas and that all survivors would be in non-

metropolitan areas. In that event, it is highly likely that the surviving population

would have the same population composition as the pre-attack non-metropolitan

population. Since data are readily available for the educational and occupational

2 4 David M. Heer, op. ci..t., pp. 174-195 and 206-232.

2 5 Ibid., pp. 27-34.

26Ibid.., pp. 33-34.
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composition of the non-metropolitan population of the U.iited States, this maximum

decline can be easily calculated. For both sexes the proportion of college grad-

uates might decline from 7. 7 percent to a minimum of 5. 7 percent and for males

from 9. 7 to 6. 7 percent. The proportion of professionals among employed per-

sons of both sexes might decline at maximum from 11. 2 to 9. 3 percent and among

employed men from 10. 3 to 7. 3 percent. 27

Secondly, it must be admitted that the loss In personnel among the very

skilled will be greater than the loss among the skilled population as a whole. For

example, physicians tend to be spread fairly evenly over the whole country with

only a moderate concentration in urban and metropolitan areas. Nevertheless,

the most skilled specialists and the most renowned research workers are most

likely to be located in the largest metropolitan areas. Therefore, nuclear attack

will cause greater fatalities among the best members of the medical profession

than among the average members. The same will hold for other professionals

and for businessmen as well. Thus, even an attack on New York City alone might

have a very important effect on the number of top-flight professional and business

leaders surviving attack.

A third difficulty arises from the fact that the loss in skilled manpower

may not be confined to that occurring at the moment of attack. To the extent that

our educational system cannot be restored following attack, young persons

growing up in its aftermath will not receive the quality and quantity of education

they would otherwise have received. The immediate restoration of our educa-

tional system will be difficult for two reasons. First, funds for educational

restoration will have to compete with demands for capital for many other worthy

goals, such as the reconstruction of industry, agriculture, housing, etc. Second,

there will be the important dilemma of whether adolescent students should spend

time in school or enter the labor force directly so that they may make an imme-

diate contribution to production and help the nation rebuild its damaged economy.

2 7 Ibid.L, pp. 175-76, 178-79, 207-08, and 210-211.
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It is, in fact, conceivable that the loss in education and skiUs resulting from

post-attack events may be greater than the loss in skills resulting directly from

attack.

Restoration of losses in educational level would, of course, take a

lengthy time period. Persons five years old at the time of attack and receiving

a markedly inferior education in the post-attack aftermath would still be in the

labor force 55 years later. Thus age cohorts with highly diverse levels of edu-

cational attainment would coexist for a long period of time. However, the period

of time required for restoration of the nation's skili level could be decreased if

adult education facilities were later made available to persons suffering disrup-

tion of their regular education in the immediate post-attack period.

Incidence of Sick and Disabled

A final change in population composition which a nuclear attack might

induce would be in the prevalence of sick and disabled persons. Nuclear attack

would no doubt cause many persons to go blind, to lose one or more limbs, to be

severely burned, or to suffer at least temporarily from radiation sickness. To

the extent that rehabilitation would be possible, improvements could be made

before the generation of disabled had completed its life span. On the other hand,

the hard core of persons who could not be rehabilitated would remain within the

population for as long as 80 years following attack. Further research to estimate

the total man-years which might be lost due to disabilities would be of great

value to civil defense planning.

Recovery of Appropriate Composition: Summary

We may now summarize this discussion of the recovery of appropriate

population composition following all-out attack. First, as a result of attack, we

can expect some changes in age composition. These may be caused directly by

attack, or by changes in age-specific mortality following attack, or by a reduc-

tion in the number of births immediately following attack. These changes in age

composition will have various consequences, both beneficial and adverse, ovc-r a
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period of time lasting up to 80 years. Second, during the first few years

immediately following an all-out attack, we may expect a sharp reduction in the

proportion of persons currently married and for a period up to twenty years

following attack a sharp increase in the proportion of orphaned children, many

of whom will require care in an extra-family setting. Third, there will be a

decline in the nation's educational and occupational skill level, caused directly

by attack and by the strong possibility that educational facilities could not be

restored to the pre-attack level until several years thereafter. This decline in

skill level might endure for at least 55 years. Finally, there will be an increase

in the proportion of disabled persons, continuing up to 80 years following attack.

III. The Rate of Population Growth

The rate of population growth is equal to the algebraic difference between

the birth rate and the death rate plus the algebraic difference between the rates

for immigration and emigration. In the absence of migration, the rate of popula-

tion growth is simply the algebraic difference between birth rate and death rate.

Currently, neither immigration nor emigration is an important component of

United States population growth. We shall presume that these two components of

population growth would remain relatively unimportant during the post-attack

period and therefore confine our discussion in this section of the essay to birth

and death rates. We shall conoider first the changes in these rates which might

be occasioned by nuclear attack, second, the definition of appropriate birth and

death rates for the post-attack period, and third, the time period necessary for

recovery of these rates to appropriate levels.

Birth Rate

Let us consider first the impact of nuclear attack on the American birth

rate. Currently, the birth rate in the United States (and also more refined mea-

sures of fertility) is substantially higher than it was a generation previous and

also considerably higher than in the countries of Western Europe. However, the

4
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American level of fertility falls far short of the physiologically possible maximum,

and is substantially exceeded by that in many Latin American, Asian, and African

nations. 
28

A nuclear attack would have certain immediate effects on women preg-

nant at the time of attack. From observations carried out following the atomic

bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, we know that women exposed to large

amounts of radiation have a substantially higher probability of miscarriage and

stillbirth than wom;n in normal circumstances. However, the available evidence

is too fragmentary to assert quantitatively how much adverse effect each added

exposure to radiation produces. 29

Secondly, the radiation accompanying a nuclear attack would increase the

incidence of sterility among both men and women. Again, we do not have sufficient

evidence from existing data to state quantitatively just how much damage would

result. However, few persons would be made permanently sterile by radiation.

Radiation doses sufficiently large to instill permanent sterility will also prove

fatal for most persons. Nevertheless, as one consequence of nuclear attack,
30

many persons would suffer temporary sterility. Because of the prevalence of

this temporary sterility, the number of births would be decreased by some unknown

degree from a period beginning nine months after attack and extending one or two

years thereafter. The larger the attack and the greater the amount of radioactivity,

probably the larger will be the proportion of the total population temporarily

sterilized.

28In 1962, the birth rate in the United States was 22. 4 per thousand popu-

lation. Among the tountries having lower birth rates were the United Kingdom
(17. 8 per thousand in 1961), France (17.9 per thousand in 1962), Sweden (14.2 per
thousand in 1962) and Hungary (12. 9 per thousand in 1962). Among the many
countries with fertility higher than that in the United States were Guatemala (49. 9
births per thousand population in 1961), Egypt (44. 0 births per thousand in 1961),
and Ceylon (36. 6 per thousand in 1960).

29"2 David M. Ifer, oyp. cit., pp. 317-318.

3~0
National Acadcni,' of Sciences - National Research Council, Long-Term

Effects of Ionizing Radinition- from P\tcrnal Sources (Washington: National
Academy of Sciences-National vLcsearch Council, 1961), pp. 23-24.
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Third, fertility in the immediate post-attack period would be reduced

by the greately increased incidence of widowhood among persons of reproductive

age. As widowed survivors of the attack remarried, the number of births would

have an opportunity to increase but it is reasonable to expect that not all of those

widowed by the attack would have remarried until perhaps five years or more

following attack. Again, the larger the attack, the higher the proportion who

would be widowed and the greater would be the reduction in the birth rate.

Fourth, as we mentioned earlier, the willingness of couples to bear

children might be reduced if, following attack, the economy should collapse or

the future looked so bleak that couples developed the belief that it would be cruel

to bring children into the world.

In summary it appears likely that the birth rate in the United States for

perhaps the first five years following an all-out nuclear attack would be substan-

tially lower than in the period immediately prior to attack. On the other hand, it

is quite possible that the prewar level could be restored at the end of this initial

five-year period. In fact, several factors would be conducive to a rise in the

level of fertility. First, women surviving the attack would be those whose fertility

in the pre-attack period was somewhat higher than that of those in the total pre-

attack population. Second, there might be a dearth of contraceptive devices due

to lack of means for their production or distribution. Third, some couples who,

if attack had not occurred, would have wanted no more children might now want

additional children as a replacement for those killed during the attack.

Death Rate

What can we say about the death rate in the United States following a

nuclear attack? Unfortunately, assumptions concerning mortality subsequent to

nuclear attack are hinged with great uncertainty. We do not know to what extent

great disease epidemics would sweep the nation. Nor do we have exact data on

the amount of life-shortening and other long-range effects induced by radiation.

However, one generalization is fairly certain. This is that the level of mortality

%mong initial survivors of an attack will be a function of the size of attack. As
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Allen Barton has pointed out, the amount of help which can be given the disaster

area by the segment of the society which has not experienced a disaster depends

on the total size of the disaster. 31 The less help that can be brought in from the

outside, the higher the death rate will be among the initial survivors.

In the popular imagination one of the most severe long-term conse-

quences of nuclear attack would be a sharp increase in mortality from radioactivity.

However, the popular view may again be exaggerated. Some light on the impact

of radiation on mortality from all causes is obtained by a study conducted by the

Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission among the survivor a of the Hiroshima and

Nagasaki attacks. 32 Data were obtained concerning deaths and death rates in these

cities during the period 1950-58. The study was concluded with these cautious

words:

The present data, therefore, offer no substantial
support for the hypothesis that radiation exerts a con-
siderable influence on mortality from all causes in man.
The present samples are, of course, small. Moreover,
the particular segment of time (1950-58) may be too early
to allow the expression of conditions with long latent
periods following exposure. Hence if the present data do
not confirm a general mortality effect of radiation in man,
neither do they refute it,

From these results I have come to the conclusion that even if radiation

does have a general effect on mortality, its effect will be overshadowed by other

moi e important effects. It therefore becomes important to consider the level of

mortality immediately after the end of World War II among those European nations

which suffered the heaviest losses in population and capital during the war. As an

example, let us consider death rates in East Germany. Very carlty in World War 1I,

1940, the death rate of all of Germany was 12. 7 per thousand population. In 1946,

31Allen A. Barton, Social Organization Under Stress: A Sociological
Review of Disaster Studies (Washington: National Academy of Sciences - National
Rlesearch (Council, 1963), pp. 185- 192.

2Gilbert %V. Beebe, 0t al._ , Life Span Study, Report Number 1 (1liro-

shi na: Atomic Bonib Casualty CoMmission, undated).
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the year following the end of World War II, the official death rate had risen to

22. 9 per thousand and by 1947 was only slightly lower (19.0 per thousand). By

1960 the death rate had declined to approximately its prewar level and was 13.3

per thomsand. The death rate in the USSR immediately after World War II was

probably even higher than in East Germany. Although no figure is available for

1946, an estimate for 1947, computed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census on the
33

basis of various statements by Soviet officials, is 22. 0 per thousand.

During World War II, the war-induced fatalities in the USSR were

approximately 10 percent of the prewar population, and 6 percent of the total
35population in Germany. Each of these percentages of war-induced fatalities

is much less than that anticipated for the United States as a result of either the

Holifield or Spadefork attacks, and far less than the 69 percent fatality figure

envisioned as possible in 1970 in the absence of civil defense preparations. Thus

to assume that the death rate in the United States after an all-out nuclear attack

would be at least as high as that in postwar USSR or East Germany seems a very

conservative assumption. Even such a death rate, of perhaps 23 per thousand for

the stationary population, would be more than one and one-half times the present

stationary death rate in the United States. 36

However, if the death rate in post-attack United States were to follow the

international pattern following World War II, it would not long remain at its high

initial level. For example, following the post-World War II pattern, a death rate

33
Arthur A. Campbell, "A Method of Projecting Mortality Rates Based

on Postwar International Experience, " in International Population Reports, Series
P-91, No. 5 (Washington: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1958), p. 27.

34David M. Heer, op. cit._ , p. 313.

3 5 Karl Schwarz, "Deutsche Bevolkcrungsbilanz des 2. Weltkrieges," in
Wirtschaft und Statistik, VIII, 10 (October, 1956), p. 494.

36 rhe death rate for the stationary population is the death rate which

would obtain in a population if the age structure of that population was identical
to that of the life table pertaining to that population's age-specific mortality
schedule.
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of 23 per thousand for the stationary population would be reduced to 17 per
37

thousand after ten years and to 15 per thousand after twenty years. However,

even with such rapid deceleration, a period of twenty years would be not quite

sufficient to restore the American death rate to its pre-attack level, which in

1962 was 14. 3 per thousand for the stationary population.

Problems in the Recovery of Appropriate Birth and Death Rates

We have now discussed what might be the conseqiences ol all-out nuclear

attack for birth and death rates in the United States. We have yet to discuss what

we mean by the recovery of an appropriate set of birth and death rates and an

appropriate rate of population growth or how long it would take to achieve such

recovery. It is obvious that if we aim at a given rate of population growth, this

rate can be achieved by increasing the birth rate even if the death rate remains

inordinately high and cannot be reduced. On the other hand, there is most prob-

ably a consensus that the most satisfactory way of achieving a given rate of

population growth would attempt to minimize the death rate and strive for a birth

rate just sufficiently high to assure the desired rate of population growth.

Let us begin then, by considering what we might mean by a restoration

of an appropriate level of mortality. One definition of restoration might be the

recovery of the death rate existing in the United States immediately prior to

attack. As we have seen, if the experience of nations after World War II is a

guide, then ••en the pre-attack death rate could not quite be achieved within

twenty years following attack. A better definition of recuperation in the death

rate wOuld be the attaiimnent of that death rate which would exist if attack did not

take place. This last rate will be lower than the pre-attack death rate to the

extent that \xithin the foreseeable future medical science is able to eliminate cer-

tain current causc, o' (heath. To attain a death rate comparable to that occurring

without attack would, of' c•urse, take 'o'.,iderably longer than merely to restore

the le\cl e \istiwg prior to, ,ttack.
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The restoration of an appropriate birth rate would be achieved when the

birth rate had attained a level sufficient to obtain the desired rate of population

growth given existing mortality. As we have mentioned previously, restoration

of the pre-attack birth rate might well take place within five years following

attack. How'ver, one might argue that the pre-attack fertility level might not be

sufficient in the post-attack situation. Because a greatly reduced population

might present a danger to America's international status, the nation might con-

sider it imperative to increase its population at a fairly substantial rate. Given

the possibility hat the death rate might still be abnormally high, this population

increase would only be possible through raising the birth rate substantially above

its pre-attack level. Such an increase in the birth rate might be accomplished by

government-sponsored incentives for large families. In order to attain as rapidly

as possible a population equal to that of the pre-attack period, such artificial

stimulation of the birth rate might have to continue over quite an extended period- -

certainly at least a generation. On the other hand, the costs of such a policy of

subsidized fertility increase would also have to be recognized. The costs would

include not only the direct cost of the family allowance payments but the personal

expenditures of parents in raising the additional children, the cost of additional

educational facilitiea, and the costs of having adult women spend a greater pro-

portion of their time in child-rearing and less time in gainful employment outside

the home. Meeting these costs would militate against expending funds on resto-

ration of capital equipment and thereby delay the rise in gross national product.

Consequently, although the nation might gain its population increase, it is not

certain whether or not its power in international affairs would increase corre-

spondingly. Thus a high or even moderate rate of' population growth might not

prove to be advisable in the post-attack situation, and an appropriate birth rate

might soon be achieved with little conscious effort directed to fertility increase.

I V.- Su mmnrary

In this paper 1we have attempted to discuss the possible effects of nuclear
attack on the size. composition, and growAth rate of the United States population.

A,17
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We have tried to indicate some of the social and economic consequences of these

demographic changes, to clarify what further changes would be necessary to

achieve demographic recuperation, and to delineate the length of time which

might be necessary for demographic recuperation under varying circumstances.

In our discussion of population size we emphasized that in the absence

of civil defense preparations an all-out nuclear attack occurring around 1970

might kill approximatey 69 per cent of the total population. One reason why the

nation would be so vulnerable to nuclear attack is the high concentration of our

population in urbanized areas, which comprise less than one per cent of the na-

tion's land area but contain over 53 per cent of the nation's population. A drastic

decline in the nation's population might have important social and economic con-

sequences. The consequence of such a population reduction for the nation's

standard of living would depend heavily on the amount of capital and natural re-

"sources also destroyed during attack. A fallout shelter program preserving

additional lives but not additional resources would complicate the problem of

making a living in the post-attack environment. A sharp reduction in population

size would also affect the economies and diseconomies inherent in alterations of

the scale of production. A smaller scale of production might present both eco-

nomic disadvantages and advantages.

A very large reduction in the size of the United States population might

also, by drastically curtailing the number of scientists, adversely affect scien-

tific output in the nation and, hence, its ability to make technological advances.

Furthermore, a much smaller population might, under certain circum-

stances, reduce the power of the United States in international affairs. Here

perhaps the most important conditioning factor would be the degree of population

loss sustained by other world powers. The greater United States population loss

compared with that of other major nations, the greater the probable loss of United

States power in international affairs.

A rather lengthy time period would be necessary in order for the United

States population to recover to its pre-attack level. For example, under certain

realistic assumptions, restoration of the pre-attack population following an attack
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reducing the population to half its former level might take around 56 years. An

even longer period of time would be necessary to enable a restoration of United

States population relative to that of nations escaping attack.

The aftermath of nuclear attack would also entail some changes in the

composition of the United States population. Change in the sex composition of

the population following a nuclear attack would probably be much less than that

following conventional wars, in which members of the military have suffered a
38

high number of fatalities compared to losses among civilians. It is possible

that immediately following nuclear attack, the composition of the United States

population by age would remain essentially unchanged. On the other hand, there

is some evidence leading to the conclusion that the elderly and, to a lesser extent,

the very young might suffer higher fatality rates from nuclear attack than adults

of economically productive age. Moreover, other changes following attack might

create further changes in the nation's age structure. In particular, a decline in

the birth rate in the first few years following attack and changing patterns of age-

specific mortality might cause a sharper reduction in the number of persons who

had been born just before or after attack than in other birth cohorts. Such a re-

duction in the number of persons who had been born near the time of attack would

have the immediate effect of reducing the ratio of dependents to wage-earners

and hence enable the nation in the immediate post-attack period to have a higher

standard of living than would otherwise be possible. On the other hand, it would

tend to create a labor shortage some twenty years after attack, when a relatively

small cohort would enter the labor market. Another possibility for the immediate

post-attack period--a reduction in the proportion of aged persons--would also

temporarily reduce the nation's burden of dependency.

Nuclear attack would create large changes in the marital and family

status of the surviving population. According to calculations made with reference

to the relatively small Holifield attack, up to 17 per cent of all married persorns

38 This assumes that the principal losses of the nuclear war result from

early-phase ni;t.si ,e nuclear exch.ange and not fromi j related or subsequent con-
vcntional military engagements.
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rni, it be widowed and up to 26 per cent of all children might lose one or both

par nts. Sich drastic disruptions of family ties, particularly those for children,

mik it endure for relatively long periods and necessitate a major shift in the locus

for he performance of child-care functions--away from the nuclear family to

mom e impersonal arrangements subsidized by government.

The extent to which nuclear attack would directly change educational and

oc( pational composition of the nation's population has probably been exaggerated

in , !rtain previous writing. It is doubtful that nuclear attack could reduce me-

dia educational attainment or occupational level below the not insubstantial level

nov obtaining among inhabitants of non-metropolitan areas. However, whereas

att, Ak might not reduce substantially the ratios of all professionals or of all

col !ge graduates to the total population, the ratio of outstanding professionals

anc business leaders to total population might be greatly decreased. Further-

me' e, it is likely that a disruption of our educational system in the immediate

po, -attack years could cause a very large segment of our population to grow to

adti thood without an adequate education. This last indirect effect might be

grt ter than the direct effect of attack itself. A loss in educational attainment

for he group born near the time of attack might retain its mark on the quality of

the iation's labor force as late as 55 years following attack.

A final important consequence of nuclear attack for the composition of

tht Jnited States population would be an increase in the proportion of the perma-

n, 'y disabled, an effect lasting up to 80 years following attack.

Nuclear attack would also have an important effect on the nation's rate

of )pulation growth during the post-attack period. If past experience concerning

th, itermath of wvar is a valid guide, the death rate in the United States in the

ini ediate post-attack period would be very much higher than it had been before

att k. One estimate is that it would take somewhat more than twenty years fo-

tht re-attack death rate to be restored. Nuclear attack would also affect, at

le;, temporarily, the nation's birth rate, A reduction in the birth rate of per-

ha! five year's duration would result from the temporary sterilization of many

adt. a and the increase in the proportion of widowed persons.
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As a result of the increase in death rate and the decreased rate of

births, the growth rate for the post-attack population might be nil for some time

following attack and for a longer period might be lower than before attack. There

would probably be a consensus that all possible efforts should be made to reduce

the death rate as rapidly as possible during the post-attack period. Even

assuming maximum efforts to reduce the death rate, it might be argued that the

birth rate should be financially subsidized to achieve the high rate of population

growth necessary to restore the United States populatiorn to its pre-attack size

as rapidly as possible and thereby improve the standing of the United States in

world affairs. On the other hand, the higher the birth rate during the post-attack

period, the higher would be the costa of child-care to the nation. Meeting these

costs could detract from the effort to restore other components of the nation's

power. Thus, without corresponding compensatory policies or measures, a

governmental attempt to encourage high fertility might possibly defeat the in-

crease in national power it was designed to achieve.
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Introduction to Chapter IV

Tn contrast to the longer term required for the restoration of post-attack

population characteristics, the processes of restoring the post-attack economy will

be dependent on a series of shorter term solutions to urgent problems in using

surviving organizational and technological resources. Sidney G. Winter, Jr. takes

as his task in Chapter IV "the assessment of the impact of nuclear war oa the

economic activity of the nation, the determination of conditions under which a

meaningful degree of economic recovery might occur, and the development of

policies which would enhance the prospects for such recovery". As a result,

Winter's essay is marked not only by a detailed attention to the actual character-

istics of the post-attack economy and its resources under a range of possible attack

conditions; the essay also shows in unusual detail how policy problems directly de-

rive from these characteristics and their configurations.

Preparatory to describing the basic characteristics of the post-attack

economy, Winter indicates that there will be three sources of inherent ambiguities

in the concept of recovery which guides post-attack operetions. "First, there is

a lack of unanimity in the society at present as to the proper uses of the nation's

resources and the most appropriate form- of economic organization". Second,

general, systematic, fundamental shifts of basic values could occur, in the pos.-

attack population as contrasted with the pre-attack population. Third, there is

likely to be a lack of unanimity concerning social goals and ultimate definitions of

recovery in the post-attack society.

With these sources of ambiguity exerting their effects, the planner and

post-attack manager must confront an economy with the following basic character-

istics and basic constraints:

-there will be an immediate threat to population survival,
requiring that necessities of life be provided to survivors;

-national objectives will be dominant over private objectives;

-basic economic institutions will be greatly crippled;

-expectations about the future will be unsettled;
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-there will be a radical alteration in patterns of relative

scarcities;

-there will be an abrupt decline in consumption standards.

The management of an economy with these characteristics will require solutions to

a number of interacting, continuing technological and organizational problems. In

the survival phase after attack, "the central economic problem would be the distri-

bution of existing stocks and goods in support of the effort to meet immediate threats

to population survival". In the reorganization phase after attack, the central eco-

nomic problem "will be that of getting production restarted and up to the level

required to meet essential demands without drawing down inventories". In the

phase of final recuperation, "the problem will be to follow a course toward desired

goals in terms of production, consumption, and patterns of economic organization".

For all phases, restoring the viability of the economy will require constant attempts

to create the organizational forms which restore institutional processes for allo-

cating scarce resources and services, before existing stocks have been depleted

below critical points. Technological problems of resource availability will con-

stantly constrain the kinds of organizational arrangements which must be designed

or improvised.

As part of his intellectual framework for considering the problems of post-

attack economic organization and institutions, Winter turns to methods and per-

spectives from welfare economics, especially Pareto's F'irst Optimality Theorem.

In this perspective, Winter considers types of "market failure" which will occur

after attack and steps for dealing with these failures. Winter then moves to a

detailed consideration of the economic dilemmas which will occur over a range of

possible situations after attack. Of interest is Winter's detailed consideration of

the ways in which variable attack assumptions create varied economic problems.

After defining the critical resource base required for resuming economic

activity in the survival ihase:, Winter locates the critical organizational problems

hcl')i must be niet in the short term. These include:

-control ovur stockks of essentials;

-pr oc edure s !,tr (qu ltabl , (h stribut ion of i.sseit ial stocks;

-operation ofl ssf'iitial scrvlces.
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Assuming that the survival phase can be negotiated, the central problems

of the reorganization phase can be confronted. These problems focus on the achieve-

ment of viability: essentially, the restoration of production to meet bhorter and

longer term needs without exhausting inventories in the interim. The problem of

achieving viability emerges as the most critical purely economic problem of post-

attack society and its institutions. Winter demonstrates the problems in achieving

viability through an illustrative model, and then he applies this model to economic

reality, by reviewing the problems in actually using probable patterns of post-attack

resources in a range of critical sectors. He draws on historical examples to illu-

minate the dilemmas of centrally managing resources and institutions to achieve

viability. After defining the most general alternatives of economic policy as being

between relative centralization and compulsion in economic organization and relative

decentralization with private incentives, Winter makes a number of pragmatic pro-

posals for restoring a market economy. The proposals recognize that planners'

concepts of tight post-attack economic control may be based partially on fantasy.

If the problems of achieving viability have been met in the reorganization

phase, then the recuperation phase with its more ambiguous goals gradually begins.

Winter proposes a model of recuperation time and recuperation possibilities based

on surviving physical capacity and capital, per capita consumption needs, contin-

uing demands to maintain viability, and the requirements for achieving levels of

output each year which move toward the recovery of the pre-attack level of Gross

National Product. This model provides a certain degree of support for the prop-

osition that no more than about two decades would be required for "recuperation",

defined narrowly. Winter holds that "If viability were achieved at all, it would

almost certainly be achieved with enough 'room to spare' to make full recovery

possible in two decades or less". And, "to doubt the feasibility of recuperation

in two decades is essentially to doubt the feasibility of achieving viability - - - the

zone between 'collapse' outcomes and 'recuperation in two decades' outcomes is

too narrow to be interesting".

In summary, "The most critical question about the economic consequences

of nuclear war is whether economic viability can be achieved --- whether production

will recover to a level adequate to support the survivors before the grace period
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afforded by surviving inventories comes to an end". How economic institutions

can be organized to meet this challenge is probably the most crucial strictly

adaptive problem confronting the social system after attack.

Figure IVa- 1

PRIMARY TOPICAL EMPHASIS OF CHAPTER IV

TARGET SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL PRIMACY IN
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Chapter IV

SOCIETAL RECOVERY AFTER NUCLEAR WAR:
THE ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS

Sidney G. Winter, Jr.

University of California, Berkeley

I. Introduction

Investigation of the implications of nuclear war is an intellectual activity

that has as its primary object the avoidance of situations in which the Liust relevant

data would become available. The secondary object of the activity is to guide the

development of measures that promise to mitigate, in some degree, the disastrous

consequences of a failure to achieve the primary objective. Undeniably, these fea-

tures lend a bizarre quality to the activity. They givea sunerficial plausibility to

the argument that an intellectual interest in the subject may be indicative of a

failure to appreciate its proper ends. Hence, they impose upon the investigator the

necessity of explaining why he has devoted himself to the systematic development

of propositions that hopefully will never be subjected to definitive empirical test.

National Policy and Nuclear War

Whatever the present remoteness or immediacy of the threat of nuclear

war, it is plain that from day to day national policy decisions are being made that

relate to that threat and have some impact, perhaps undeterminable, on its future

severity. It is equally plain that the extent and direction of that impact is not the

only consideration bearing upon the decisions made, nor is it the onrv consideration

explicitly invoked in discussions of alternative policies. Other objectives--in

particular, the maintena -e of national independence and all that it implies--are

highly valued, especially in the context of policy discussions relating to the near
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future. Responsible decision making demands, thercfore, a weighing of the com-

peting demands for minimization of the threat of nuclear war and minimization of

the threats to attainment of other national objectives. The greater the ignorance of

the true dimensions of these various threats, the greater the danger that they vwiil

be weighed erratically in a tense situation. It is a premise of this paper that re-

sponsible policy discussion and decision making in the nuclear age must involve a

confrontation with the best description of the implications of nuclear war that is

attainable--however imperfect that description may be--and however unpleasant

the confrontation.

While there is probably wide agreement that responsible decision making

must be based on the fullest possible understanding of the implications of nuclear

war, there is undoubtedly less agreement about the desirability of a full investiga-

tion of the possible usefulness of preparedness measures in mitigating the impact

of a nuclear war. To some extent, the disapproval of such an investigation is

derivative of a policy position on the current desirability of undertaking specific
2

preparedness measures -- namely, that the available information indicates strongly

that such measures would be an undesirable use of the nation's resources. There

is, however, no connection in logic between the desirability of better understanding

of the preparedness problem and the desirability of undertaking specific measures.

A more accurate appraisal of the problems may as easily reflect adversely as

favorably on any given program of preparedness measures. More importantly, ary

judgment of the current desirability of particular measures is necessarily based iv

part on some views as to the current international political and strategic situation,

Many persons who are urgently concerned with present threats to na-
tional security and independence would probably grant that, in the long run,
modern technology is likely to force fundamental adjustments in the nation-state
system. In this sense, they would agree, the threat of nuclear war may ultimately
have to be dealt with at the expense of national independence. See, e. g. , Herman
Kahn, Thinking About the Unthinkable (New York: Htorizon Press, 1962), Chapter
7 and pp. 230-231.

-The words "preparedness measures" and "preparedness policies" are
used throughout this essay to refer to a range of policies significantly wider than
that commonly associated with the words "civil defense.
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including views on the probable size and nature of a nuclear war and the probable

list of participants. Whatever the subjective confidence with which such views may

be held, history suggests that it would be prudent to regard them as being subject

to radical change under the impact of events occurring over a rather short period

of time. On the other hand, many of the least understood aspects of the preparedness

problem relate to features of nuclear weapons and of our society that are much more

likely to remain relatively constant over a long period. The desirability of improved

understanding of these aspects of the problem is largely independent of specific

judgments about the current context.

This paper is an examination of a rather poorly understood aspect of the

preparedness problem--the assessment of the impact of nuclear war on the eco-

nomic activity of the nation, the determination of conditions under which a mean-
ingful degree of economic recovery might occur, and the development of policies

which would enhance the prospects for such recovery. Although two decades have

passed since the first nuclear explosions, this paper is still very much a pre-

liminary examination of the economic implications of nuclear war. The number of

directly relevant studies that can be cited is very small in comparison with the

magnitude of the problem- -or in comparison with the literature on relatively minor

facets of economic policy problems of the traditional sort. More specifically, the

existing literature is deficient in its treatment of the q. . ,tion of how economic

activity would be guided in relation to national goals in the aftermath of a nuclear

war, and some critical questions that are close to the boundaries between economics

and other social sciences have barely been defined, let alone investigated. The

present paper gives, therefore, considerable attention to the task of defining the

questions in these areas and suggesting theoretical and empirical approaches that

might be taken to resolve them. Although the primary emphasis throughout is on

developing appropriate conceptual apparatus rather than on reaching substantive

conclusions, it is of course truae that this work cannot be done in a complete factual

vacuum. Available factual knowledge is brought to bear on the problem of develop-

ing a useful conceptual structure.
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Questions of Methodolog,

Before proceeding with the main task, it will be helpful to attempt to clar-

ify the special methodological problems of this bizarre intellectual activity. How,

for example, is it possible to engage in a scientific discussion3 of the proposition:

"Gross national product [GNP] In 1965 prices could be restored to its pre-war

level in ten years after an attack in which nuclear weapons with an aggregate yield

of under two thousand megatons were exploded over a reasonable list of military

and industrial-population targets in the United States"?

If this proposition we.re of purely scientific interest, then discussion might

reasonably be focused on preparations for ascertaining its validity if the appropri-

ate conditions were to occur--as if one were preparing to make scientific use of an

earthquake or an eclipse of the sun. The purely scientific interest in the proposi-

is, however, negligible; the primary interest lies in its relevance to policy decisions

that might be made before such an attack occurred. That being the case, it is clear

that the possibility of useful scientific discussion of the proposition turns on its be-

ing understood as having implications that can be tested by reference to data either

in existence, or attainable in the absence of nuclear war.

The methodological problem here differs only in degree from that presented

by any case of genuine prediction; it is, essentially, the classical philosophical prob-

lem of induction. Logic alone can provide no assurances that regularities observed

in the past will continue to be observed in the future, whether these regularities

have to do with the motions of the planets or the motions of the gross national prod-

uct. No proposition about the future can be assessed scientifically, therefore, unless

it is first agreed that presently available evidence is relevant to its validity. To put

it another way, the validity of a genuine prediction is not discussable (prior to the

relevant "experiment") unless the prediction is understood to be one of a class of re-

lated statements that will stand or fall together, and some of which are testable

against presently available evidence. It is the character of the presently available

3If "scientific" has too narrow a connotation, the reader is urged to sub-
stitute "rational and systematic.
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evidence that leads us to have greater confidence in predictions of next year's

eclipses than of next year's gross national product, and more in predictions of

next year's gross national product than in predictions of the gross national product

ten years after a nuclear war.

The difference is explained in large part by the past record of successful

prediction of eclipses, as against the indifferent success of various methods of

predicting gross national product, and, further, as against the complete absence o:

any experience with methods for predicting the implications of nuclear war. It

should be noted that a record of successful prediction by a procedure that remains

essentially fixed is much alronger evidence in support of a scientific theory than

a mere showing of consistency between the theory and all the experience accum-

ulated up to a certain point in time. The problem of predicting the GNP illustrates

this point; it is not a difficult matter to develop a model of the determination of the

gross national product that will fit the available time series of GNP data extremely

well--all that is required is a fairly liberal use of explanatory variables. What is

difficult is to develop a model that will give a good fit to data other than those from

which it was derived.

Aside from the past record of successful prediction with the same proce-

dure, the most important factor affecting the confidence in a prediction is the

degree to which the procedure has a place in an extensive and well articulated body

of theory that, taken as a whole, successfully confronts a wide range of different

bodies and types of data. That is, a specific procedure for predicting the answer

to a specific question acquires a good deal of "prestige by association"if it has an

intimate logical connection with other procedures that have a record of succesE,.

This is the reason why predictions of the answers to questions in the physical

sciences sometimes carry a very high degree of subjective confidence in spite of

the complete absence of any experience with the specific question raised. Or, to

return to the problem of predicting the gross national product, the skeptical recep-

tion accorded models with an excellent empirical fit to GNP data is in part attribut-

able to the absence of strong confirmation of the assumptions of such models when

tested against other types of data, e. g. . cross section observatiors on decision

making units.
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Clearly, in the absence of any experience by which to judge the ability of

rious procedures to predict the consequences of nuclear war, the only available

rn mdard for such judgments is the degree to which a given procedure is derivative

(% a theory that is well corroborated in other applications. This standard excludes

f, )m scientific discussion all statements to the effect that nuclear war is "not

toparable" to any situation that has occurred previously, if such statements are

derstood to mean that events after a nuclear war would be governed by their own

culiar laws, unrelated to any present reality. These statements merely assert

e impossibility of useful discussion; they do not carry any weight for or against

specific prediction. If the logic of such statements is applied impartially, it puts

e prediction "nuclear war would be horrible" on the same level of meaninglessness

the prediction "nuclear war would be delightful. " To defend the prediction that

.clear war woulA be horrible, it is obviously necessary to grant at the outset the

levance of pr2sently available evidence not only on the physical and biological

fects of nuclear weapons, but also on the reactions of human beings to particular

ýperiences.

There remains, of coirse. an enormous range of possible disagreement

.aong investigators who are equally willing to agree that presently available evi-

.nce is relevant, but who differ on the devree of relevance of specific bodie& of

ta. In the absence of a scientific court of unquestioned impartiality, such differ-

Lees cannot be finally resolved. They can, however, provi de a stimulus for a

,ntinuing effort to resolve particulax issues, provided that the attempt is made to

,velop a coherent theoretical framework within which tests of alternative hypothe-

*s can be carried out. For example, predictions of economic recovery based on

e assurnpt vzý of a fairly efficient use of ,ýurviving resou~rces may be objected to

Stht ground that the general chaos and breakdown of economic institutions would

.eclude efficient utilization. If this objection is taken to mean that a nuclear war

uld present historically unique features which would automatically preclude the

fiient use of resources, then the issue raised is unresolvable. But if it is taken

be a general hypothesis about the effects of war or other catastrophes on economic

"-ganization, then there is a wealth of data available from which one might attempt
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to assess the extent of the probable impact on efficient allocation, the rate of spon-

taneous development of new economic institutions and relationships, the role of
4

governmental policies in mitigating or accentuating the difficulties, and so forth.

Although the problem of predicting the implications of a nuclear war does

not present any methodological difficulties of fundamental novelty, the substantive

difficulties are nevertheless enormous. When the question is finally raised as to

the relevance of particular research results to the choice among alternative poli-

cies, there can be no escape from the task of assessing the confidence that should

be placed in an extension of the results to the unprecedented situation of nuclear

war. About all that can be said of this assessment is that there is no strictly

scientific procedure for making it, and that the case for great caution seems per-

suasive. Indeed, a part of the research task is to set forth explicitly the range of

alternative predictions that are derivable from theories with roughly comparable

support from existing data. With this range of predictions before him, the cautious

policy maker can attempt to develop policies whose performance will be insensitive

to the differences among the predictions. But he cannot be given scientific assur-

ance that the full range of possibilities has been visualized, let alone that any single

outcome will materialize. Thus, when a decision must finally be reached, the be-

lief that it is desirable to let the decision be influenced by the best scientific advice

available can only be an article of faith.

Questions of Value and Ideology in an Economic Analysis

The elementary textbooks summarize the central economic problems of

society by three questions: What shall be produced? How shall it be produced?

For whom shall it be prodLCed? In societies where the pursuit of private gain is

a major determinant of the answers to these questions, the study of economics

focuses on the processes by which prices and markets coordinate individual de-

cisions and generate answers to the questions which have certain elements of

4 For a discussion of the role of government economic policies in some
historical instances of disaster, see Jack Hirshleifer, Disaster and Recover
A Historical Survey (Santa Monica, Calif. : The RAND Corporation, R--MO09f7-
PR, April. 1963).
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rationality. But the three questions can also be understood to refer to the struc-

ture of the economic system itself, rather than to the details of the allocation

processes generated by any particular system. To confront the problem of eco-

nomic recovery after a nuclear war is to confront the three questions in this more

fundamental sense, for there is clearly no guarantee that an event of such enornious

proportions wuill leave the basic institutions and premises of the economic system

unaltered.

Consider first the question of what shall be produced. As a first approx-

imation to a definition of economic recovery, it is plausible to associate recovery

with the restoration of pre-attack levels of production, either in absolute terms or

per capita terms, and either in the aggregate or in detail. It is not obvious, how-

ever, that recovery in this sense would appeal to the survivors of a nuclear war as

a desirable goal, or that the objective of economic preparedness measures should

be to facilitate recovery in this sense. It is conceivable that the experience of

nuclear war might produce a general change of attitudes toward mate"ial satisfac-

tions, or toward the conditions that an extensive division of labor imposes upon

social life in general. ft is possible that a sharp decline in consumption relative to

previously attained standards would greatly affect the subjective urgency of immed-

iate as against future consumption in one direction or the other, so that the general

willingness to sacrifice immediate consumption to the cause of "recovery" might

be either very great or very small. It is probable that the international political

context following a nuclear war would be sufficiently different from the present one

to produce dramatic shifts in the levels and types of military expenditures that

would seem appropriate, in the foreign sources of basic materials, and in export

markets. It is likely that there would be a great many shifts in the detailed

structure of demands for goods and services, some of them traceable to changed

environment (e. g. , the effect of higher incidence of some diseases on the demand

for medical care), others reflecting the impact of the war on the composition and

geographical distribution of the nation's capital stock, and others produced by

more subtle mechanisms. There is, in short, no strong presumption in favor of

the proposition that the pre-attack level and composition of production would or
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should be regained, nor is there an obvious measure of the total output of the post-

attack economy that is clearly relevant to the attainment of post-attack goals.

Consider next the "how" question--understood as referring to the mecha-

nisms by which economic activity would be guided, rather than to the technological

details of production processes. Here there is a widely held presumption to the

effect that the enormous economic difficulties of the first morths and years after

a nuclear war would necessitate a great increase in governmental control over the

allocation of resources, but that "recovery" would bring with it a reversion to pres-

ent ways of doing things, including presumably the reliance upon private ownership
5

and "free enterprise" as basic elements of economic organization. The sources

of this view, and the objections to it, will be discussed in detail in Section II. For

present purposes, it suffices to remark that while the demand for rational central-

ized control of econorric activity may indeed be high after a nuclear war, the supply

forthcoming may be meagre and the price in terms of foregone opportunities ex-

tremely high. One can as reasonably argue that the limited capabilities of the

surviving government would dictate an economic policy of complete laissez-faire

as that the limited capabilities of the private ownership economy would dictate a

reliance on "disaster socialism. " Furth.-rrnore, it is not easy to predict the shifts

in values and ideological positions relating to alternative forms of economic organ-

ization that might follow from the experience of the war and the ensuing attempts

to deal with economic problems. It is correspondingly difficult to estimate the in-

fluence of such shifts on the direction of evolution of economic organization in the

years fol lowinlg the war.

Finally. consider the "for whom" problem. At present, this question is

largely s( ttled by the distribution of income, which itself is influenced by patterns

of inheritance, by the prices for services of individuals that are established in the

market place, and by the laws relating to taxes and transfer payments. The dis-

tribution of purchasing power as among different states and regions, and also among

5See, e. g., Office of Emergency Planning, The National Plan for Emer-
gency Preparedness (Washington, 1). C, : Government Printing Office, 1963); Neil
.1. Smelser, "Methodological Issues in the Analysis of Nuclear Attack and Recovery,
Chapter VI below, pp. 636-643.
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occupations, is affected to some extent by political decisions at the federal and

state levels. A nuclear war and its chaotic aftermath would leave the surviving

wealth of the society capriciously distributed over the surviving population--

P-asurning that private ownership of most of the nation's wealth would not be aban-

doned in the face of the enormous confusion of property rights. Wage and salary

incomes would probably fall to a minute fraction of their former levels for some

period of time; and when they recovered, the pattern of relative scarcities of

different types of skills might be drastically different from what it had previously

been. Governments at all levels would employ drastically new systems of taxes

and transfers to obtain resources and relieve in part the distress of the popula-

tion; direct conscription and redistribution of various types of property would be

a distinct possibility. Attempts by the Federal Government to mitigate drastic

differences in the material well-being of different geographical areas might en-

counter strong resistance from the relatively fortunate areas.

With respect to each of the three questions, we find reasons to doubt the

appropriateness of using existing patterns of values as a standard by which to

judge the performance and organization of the post-attack economy. Values, in

the widest sense, will be altered to a greater or lesser extent by a nuclear war

and its aftermath. The exchange values of goods and services will change, as

will the values attached to work and leisure, consumption and savings, the values

and ideologies attached to alternative patterns of national economic organization,

and the attitudes relating to the legitimacy and equity of distributions of wealth

and income among persons, occupations, and regions. But if the economic sys-

tem is potentially mutable in so many respects, the concept of economic "recovery"

becomes elusive. The analyst and the policy maker concerned with preparedness

measures are confronted with serious ambiguities in the definitions of their re-

spective tasks.

There are, in fact, three related sources of ambiguity involved here.

First, there is a lack of unanimity in the scciety at present as to the proper uses

of the nation's resources and the most appropriate forms of economic organiza-

tion. For example, there are fundamental differences of opinion as to the proper

role of government in economic life--as the 1964 election campaign reminded
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us. There are disagreements about the broad features of the allocation of resources

among, for example, military and space activities, the accumulation of consumer

durables by those who can afford them, the provision of the necessities of life to

those less advantaged and a degree of opportunity to their children, and so forth.

Almost inevitably, such disagreements about the present situation imply corres-

ponding disagreements about the desirability of hypothetical post-attack situations.

One individual might regard private ownership of basic industries as being an es-

sential feature of full recovery, while another might be indifferent to this question

but much concerned that inequalities in the distributions of wealth and income

should be no greater in the recovered economy than at present.

The seriousness of ambiguity to which these disagreements contribute is

compounded by the fact that the actual structure of the present economic system is

highly complex and very inadequately rationalized by any widely accepted ideologi-

cal position. This absence of a coherent rationale for American economic practice

is reflected in the recurrent efforts to find a name for the system that is more

suggestive of its true nature than "capitalism" and "free enterprise. " The neutral

phrase "mixed economy" and the charged one "welfare state" have their merits as

names, but they are merely names and not the titles of any coherent and widely

known body of politico-economic doctrine. Thus the analyst is left to rely on his

own devices in the attempt to distill the "true" principles underlying present prac-

tice and to determine how those principles might be applied in a radically different
6

situation.

A second source of ambiguity in the recovery concept is the possibility of

a general and systematic shift of basic values as between the present population

and the population of survivors of a nuclear war. Some illustrations and possible

mechanisms of such a shift have been noted above. If one assumes for the sake of

argumetzi tnat it is p=zzible to arrive at a useful summary of present values re-

lating to the economic system, and that it is possible to predict the alterations in

6 It is suggested in Section II of this essay that the rather abstruse subject
of theoretical welfare economics comes reasonably close to providing the required
conceptual framework.
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these values that nuclear war would produce, then the question arises as to whether

it is the present values or the predicted ones that provide the basis for a definition

of recovery, Shall the objective of preparedness measures be taken to include the

manipulation of the value system of the survivors of a nuclear war, or the attempt

to constrain post-attack behavior to conformity with present values? Or should

the alterations in values be taken as given, and the attempt made to design mea-

sures in conformity with the altered values? Would we, if we could, confront the

survivors of a nuclear war with a choice between free enterprise and famine?

Should the means to preserve national unity and independence be assigned a priority

in preparedness measures that is commensurate with our present attitudes toward

these objectives, or should we attempt to anticipate their place in the post-attack

hierarchy of goals? If present values are relevant for some purposes, and post-

attack values for others, what is the principle that controls the distinction?

The third component of ambiguity in the recovery concept is the anticipated

absence of unanimity within the post-attack society. To some extent, preparedness

measures can influence the distribution of political and economic power among

survivors, and that distribution will influence in turn the political and economic

evolution of post-attack society. Different groups will attempt to impose different

definitions of recovery on the society. It may well be f'l case that it is easier to

predict tne general pattern of the differences than it is to predict the general and

systematic shift of values between present and post-attack society. Thus the influ-

ence of preparedness measures on the distribution of political and economic power

may be the most important mechanism by which post-attack decisions on resource

allocation and economic organization can be influenced. However, the deliberate

use of this mechanism would raise the same issues between present and post-

attack values that were noted previously. The task of predicting the distribution of

political and economic power anmong survivors has, in any case, an intimate con-

nection with the problem of defining recovery.

Clearly, the existence of these three ranges of disagreement on the ques-

tion of which valhes art to be preserved or restored is a formidable obstacle to

the forllulation of a prevcise, relevant and gene rally accepted definition of recovery.

It would be fallacious, however, to assert that 'he logical priority of these difficult
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issues implies that any discussion of recovery from nuclear war remains meaning-

less until they are fully settled.

We are protected from the necessity of a stark confrontation with them by

the existence of a fourth range of disagreement on the problems of resource alloca-

tion and economic organization after a nuclear war: in the absence of a clearly

defined picture of possible post-attack situations, no single individual is likely to

be capable of a careful comparison of them in terms of what he considers to be his

present value system. A clearer formulation of the problems of value that are

involved can be achieved only to the extent that the facts of the post-attack situation
7

can be predicted and ranges of concrete policy alternatives defined. Furthermore,

it should be noted that agreement on objectives is neither a necessary nor a suffic-
8

ient condition for agreement on policies. Hence, the analysis and elaboration of

particular preparedness policies may be fruitful even in the absence of prior agree-

ment on objectives.

Although a full and precise resolution of tho various difficulties raised

here is neither attainable nor necessary, the remainder of this essay does not pur-

port to be completely neutral toward them. Rather, it is based on certain general

premises of fact and value which should be made explicit.

First, it is assumed that in the event of nuclear war the Federal Govern-

ment will exist continuously through the war and its aftermath, that the United

States will not suffer occupation of its territory, that the office of President of the

United States will not be vacant for more than a few days at a time, and that the

legitimacy of the Federal Government's authority will not be seriously contested

during the war or within a few weeks thereafter (if at all). The attempt is made in

this essay to discuss post-attack policy alternatives in terms in which they would

be confronted at the upper levels of the sur'viving government.

7
For elaboration of the view that values are defined concurrently with

policy positions, see C. E. Lindblom, "Policy Analysis, American Economic
•ivA•Jw, XLVIMI0 3 (June, 1958), pp. 298-312.

8 Ibid.
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Second, the following hierarchy of values is assumed to be roughly de-

scriptive of the views not only of the surviving leadership of the federal government,

but also of the individuals who are now or will in the future be most concerned with

the development and implementation of preparedness policies: The highest priority

is attached to minimizing the decline in the population produced by the war and its

aftermath. Second priority goes to the maintenance of national unity within the

present boundaries of the United States. Third priority is assigned to the minimi-

zation of immediate threats to national independence. This hierarchy is not, of

course, absolute. Some sacrifice of higher priority objectives would be accepted

if it would make possible a much higher level of attainment of lower priority ob-

jectives. However, the claim to relevance of this hierarchy rests in part on an

assumption that, as a matter of fact, attainment of the higher priority objectives

in the post-attack situation would be essential to the attainment of the lower ones.

For example, it is assumed that national unity and independence could not in fact

be obtained by the loss of a large fraction of the population.

As a corollary to the foregoing, it is explicitly assumed that questions of

national political and economic structure are subordinated aE long as there is an

immediate danger of failing to achieve the three objectives just set forth. For

example, if socialism and presidential dictatorship are the price of meeting the

emergency, the price will be paid. However, it is also assumed that the longer

run implications of alternative forms of emergency organization are relevant. As

between two forms of organization that are indistinguishable in terms of their ability

to achieve the three highest priority objectives, that form which seems most con-

sistent with pre-attack values will be preferred.

Third, preparedness policies would continue to be controlled by the pri-

orities indicated above even if it were predicted that these priorities would not be

shared by the sarvivors of a nuclear war. Such a prediction would be regarded as

posing a problem to be solved by preparedness polic'es, not as a fact to which such

policies should be adapted. The same reception would be accorded to a prediction

that the political system of post-attack society would not ultimately display the

gereral characteristics of the present Western democracies.
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Fourth, it is assumed that the Federal Government will attempt to influ-

ence economic activity so as to bring about rates of growth in real GNP per capita
9

at least equal to the historical average (conservatively, 1. 5% per year). This,

of course, does not imply that the government's efforts will be successful, or even

that the policies chosen will be productive.

Finally, nothing in the foregoing discussion or in the remainder of this

essay is intended to be prescriptive of a particular course of action or of particular

value judgments. The various assumptions are intended to be descriptive of a vague

consensus within which policy might actually be formed. The analysis here is in-

tended to be persuasive only insofar as it contributes to a clarification of issues

and a better appreciation of the relevance of certain facts. In particular, the

author does not consider a discussion of the implications of nuclear war to be a

proper occasion for the implicit advocacy of his program for reform of the exist-

ing society.

An Overview of This Essan

Section II is concerned with the definition and structuring of the economic

problems peculiar to post-attack society. A distinction in developed between the

technological aspects of these problems, (those controlled by the physical and bio-

logical conditions of production and the support of the population), and the organiza-

tional aspects (having to do with economic institutions, the coordination of economic

activities, incentives, etc. ). The methods of theoretical welfare economics are

described briefly and their relevance to problems of post-attack economic organiza-

tion is indicated. A scheme of time phases of economic recovery is set forth. In

the immediate post-attack phase, the survival phase, the central economic problem

would be the distribution of existing stocks and goods in support of the effort to

meet immediate threats to population survival. In the reorganization phase, the

central problem will be that of getting production restarted and up to the level

9The precise interpretation of this assumption presents some difficulties,
in view of the problem of choosing appropriate prices by which to measure "real"
GNP. However, the problem is not as serious in this context as in the context of
an attempted comparison of present and post-attack levels of GNP.
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required to meet essential demands without drawing down inventories. In the final

or recuperation phase, the problem will be to follow a course toward desired goals

in terms of production, consumption, and patterns of economic organization.

The remainder of the essay treats in turn the particular problems of each

of the three phases. The existing knowledge of these problems is summarized, and

the most important gaps in present knowledge are identified. The central issues of

national economic policy in the three phases are set forth, and the range of organi-

zational devices for formulating and implementing appropriate policies is discussed.

II. The Economic Problems of Post-Attack Society

Distinctive Features of the Post-Attack Economy

Undoubtedly, the most important economic consequence of a nuclear war

would be a sharp increase in the scarcity of economic resources in general rela-

tive to the urgency of the wants to be satisfied. But since the scarcity of resources

relative to wants is the fundamental fpct on which the entire subject of economics is

built, it can hardly serve to characterize the distinctive economic problems that

would be created by a nuclear war. As a preliminary step toward analysis and

description of those problems, it will be helpful to consider in general terms the

various factors which differentiate "post-attack economics" from economics in

general. Fortunately for the analyst, these factors appear in various combinations

in other situations. Taken together and considered in contrast to the present situa-

tion of the American economy, they constitute a very special set of economic cir-

cumstances.

The Threat to Population Survival: Providing Necessities of Life to Sur-

vivors. Foremost among the distinguishing factors is the probable existence of a

substantial doubt that the economy would prove to be capable of providing the neces-

sities of life to the entire population that survived the war itself. In fact, it is

virtually certain that in the immediate aftermath of a nuclear war some lives would

be lost as a result of the inability of the economic system to provide adequate
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amounts of shelter, food and water at the places where they were needed. When

the immediate threats had passed, there would remain a su'bstantial uncertainty as

to the ability of the economy to support the survivors when surviving inventories of

necessities were exhausted.

Differences in the performance of the economy that would be of little -on-

sequence under present economic conditions might, under post-attack conditions,

represent the difference between life and death for hundreds of thousands of people.

Differences in performance that loom large in the historicl record of the

American economy--the difference between 1929 and 1933 performance, for

example--might under post-attack conditions mean the difference between the steady

restoration of a modern economy and a catastrophic collapse to a subsistence econ-

omy supporting a small fraction of the present population. While many national

economies today operate close to the margin of subsistence for a large fraction of

the population, they do so under comparatively stable conditions, and the threat of

a decline to a position far below the margin is not imminent. There are very few

historical precedents for a situation in which the range of uncertainty about the

performance of the economy would imply such a large range of uncertainty about

population survival,

Dominance of National over Private Objectives. A related factor is the

reasonable expectation that, at least in the minds of those concerned with the direc-

tion of national economic policy, the standards by which economic performance

would be judged would be dominated by a concern for the achievement of national

objectives--as opposed to a concern for creating an environment in which individuals

could effectively pursue their own objectives. This point was noted in the preceding

section, in the form of an assumption that a concern with national objectives of popu-

lation survival, national unity and national independence would override concerns

with the forms of political and economic organization. For example, respect for

property rights would probably not inhibit the Federal Government from carrying

out massive redistributions of existing stocks of food, fuel, clothing, and other

necessities if such redistributions were required to stave off major population losses

from famine and exposure, nor would it inhibit government ownership and operation
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defense-related industries if this seemed to be the only means to meet the 1Jili-

ry requirements of national independence. The assumption that the Federal

wvernment will do "whatever is necessary" to achieve essential national objectives

defensible on the basis of the historical record of government action in times of

itional emergency; in addition, it is explicit in present emergency planning. Of

)urse, it is assumed as -well that there would be a rough proportionality between

"e extremity of the emergency and the extremity of government action.

Crippling of Basic Economic Institutions. A third distinctive feature of

"o post-attack economy would be the great crippling of the basic institutions of the

•onomic system. Most prominently, the institution of private property would be

-verely shaken by the deaths of millions of individuals, the destruction of enormous

nounts of real wealth, and losses of securities and records of transactions. The

)rrnal processes of estate settlement, bankruptcy proceedings, elections of boards

d directors, and the like would be utterly inadequate to untangle the snarl and deter-

ine who would own and control the nation's surviving assets. Massive insolvelcy

-Duld overwhelm the banking system and, in the absence of drastic emergency

easures, the entire money and credit system would probably collapse. At least

1 0 The following passages from The National Plan for Emergency Prepared-
ss, Ibid., are relevant he.'e: "The actual occurrence or imminence of nuclear
tack would requirc the immediate implementation of comprehensive emergency
easures to mobilize the nation's resources for the defense, survival, and eventual
.cowery of the United States. Action wouid be necessary in r.oninection with mili-
ry operations, wartime functions oi the Government, protection and care of the

,pulation, stabilization and Ma_,nIr-ment of the economy, maintenance of law and
dier, protection of essential iacilitie,,, control and allocation of all essential
sources, and implementation of othex programs necessary to national survival
d recovery. " (Chapter 1, "Basic Prii 'iples, " p. 2, emphasis supplied. This
ssage was revised considerably in the , 'rsion of the National Plan promulgated
December, 1964.) 'Although the Government must and will take whatever action

_!red to insure national survival in times of great peril, this does not mean
Send of' personal and political freedoms... Consequently every effort shall be

Adc to preserve...private operation of industry, subject to government regulation
ly to the extent necessary to the public interest.' (Qp. cit. , p. 5, emphasis
ppl ied. ) Presumably, the word "hopefully' is tacitly understood in the phrase"
Stiis does not mean....
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a temporary loss of confidence in the currency would be a distinct possibility and

would further complicate the monetary problems. Governments at all levels would

have enormous difficulties in raising funds, and resort to inflationary finance by

the tfederal Government might severely inhibit the recovery of the normal pro-

cesses of monetary exchange. The courts would be crippled by the massive de-

struction of records as well as by losses of personnel and facilities. The entire

structure of normal economic regulation by state and Federal governments would

quickly become irrelevant, and the agencies with regulatory functions might no

longer exist. Indeed, it would be hard to think of an economic institution that would

not be highly vulnerable under a nuclear attack of plausible size and distribution.

Unsettling of Expectations about the Future. The effects of the war on

basic economic institutions would tend to aggravate another one of the distinctive

problems of the post-attack economy: Expectations about the future would be ex-

tremely unsettled. In the drastically altered circumstances of the post-attack

economy, the elaborate fabric of mutually consistent expectations that provides

the context for rational economic action would be torn and shredded. No longer

would there be a reasonably certainty that contracts would be performed, that the

value of money would not change abruptly, that the relative prices of commodities

would be approximately the same in the future as they were in the past, that govern-

merits would not resort without warning to new systems of taxation, that people

would respond to material incentives in familiar ways. Individual economic agents

would be faced with the destruction or inacessibility of accustomed sources of

supply of the things they purrhase and accustomed markets for the things they have

to sell, and would have to search out entirely new patterns of activity. The reason-

able consistency of views of the future held by different individuals, largely a con-

sequence of stable conditions, is undoubtedly an important factor contributing to

the efficiency of economic systems in which decision making is widely dispersed.

In the vbsence of this consistency, the int.rmediate and long range plans of differ-

ent individuals would either fail to mesh, or, in anticipation of that possibility,

such plans would not be made at all.
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Radical Alteration of Pattern of Relative Scarcities. A nuclear war in-

volving massive attacks on urban-industrial targets w,-,uld leave the economy with

a radically altered pattern of scarcities of skills and productive facilities. The

destruction of plant and equipment might be minimal in some industrial categories,

while in others it would b- virtually complete. The occupational groups in the

labor force that are highly concentrated in large cities would presumably suffer

disproportionately large losses. Since people tend to live close to their places of

work (on the distance scale appropriate for large yield nuclear weapons), dispro-

portionate destruction of physical plant in a given industry would tend to be accom-

panied by correspondingly high losses in the associated skill groups. Disruption

of the transportation network would give rise to new patterns of interregional trade,

with further implications for relative resource scarciLies within regions. In some

cases--agriculture and water purification, for example--the effects of the war on

the natural environment would amount to the destruction of existing categories of

productive resources (uncontaminated land) and their replacement by physically

altered resources (contaminated land). Labor supplies would be altered, not only

by deaths and disabling physical injuries, but also by possible psychological effects

of war experiences, shifts in attitudes toward work, more hazardous working con-

ditions, and changed contractual relationships. Economic recovery would involve

a gradual reduction of tUese various distortions, but in the early stages of recovery

the attempt to deal with them would involve resort to methods of production much

different from those used pre-attack.

Abrupt Decline in Consumption Standards. Finally, the economic situation

following a nuclear war would present an extreme example of an abrupt decline in

consumption standards for an entire national population. It may be suggested that

the process of downward adjustment of consuxiption aspirations would be painful

and possibly productive of distinctive pattvrns of social unrest.

Summary: "Post-Attack Economics". To summarize, the study of "post-

attack economics" is essentially concerned with marshaling facts and developing

conceptual and theoretical structures bearing on six distinctive features of the
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post-attack economic situation: the threat to population survival, the dominance

of national objectives, the crippling of basic economic institutions, the unsettled

state of expectations, the radical alteration of patterns of relative scarcities, and

the abrupt decline in consumption standards. These various elements are inter-

related in many complex ways, and a major part of the task is to isolate subprob-

lems for intensive study without losing track of crucial interactions.

Organizational versus Technological Considerations: A First
Partitioning of the Problem

There is one partition of the total problem that is extremely useful as a

step toward the iaolation of tractable subproblems. This is the distinction Detween

those features of the post-attack economic situation that w:uld derive primarily

from the technological conditions of production and the availability of resources on

the one hand, and those that would derive from the institutional devices used to

guide economic activity on the other, In examining the former, or technological,

aspects of the situation, one views the economy as a gigantic, geographically dis-

tributed and complex machine. The machine can transform goods and services

into other goods and services, according to known productive techniques taking

place over time. It can, in particular, transform a supply of labor available at

one time into an equal supply available at a later time by employing as additional

inputs certain quantities of food, clothing, housing, etc.

The machine does not function in an entirely deterministic wRy; on the

contrary, in each time period the existing stocks of economic resovirces covld be

used in many different ways zo produce different stocks in the next time period--

or, alternatively, some resources could be withdrawn from the machine and used

for other purposes. The functioning of the machine may not be completely deter-

ministic in another st"se as well; the outputs of some of its processes may be

influenced by random, uncontrolled events (e. g., the weather). In principle, the

1 in the post-attack context, the "production" of labor by consumption

goods would be chiefly a matter of maintaining the labor supply by meeting physio-
logical needs. The post ible role of consumption standards as an influence on the
birth rate need not be considered here.
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machine could be programmed to carry out a specific, highly complex task over

time--provided that the initial stocks of resources and the properties of the ma-

chine are such that the task is feasible. Alternatively, it could be programmed

to maximize the achievement of designated objectives--provided that the objectives

are specified with sufficient detail and internal consistency so that it is possible to

say wheth.!r a given performance by the machine is superior, inferior or indifferent
12

to another performance. To give a concrete example, the machine might be

programmed to maximize the gross national product at 1965 prices as of twenty

years after being started (post-attack) and subject to the condition that the labor

supply shall not fall below 99%76 of its initial value at any time.

The organizational aspects of the post-attack economic situation are those

that relate to the way in which the productive machine will be "managed. " That

is, assuming that it is reasonable to assume the existence of certain technological

limits to what could be accomplished with surviving resources, there remains the

question of what would actually be done with the available technological possibilities.

It is not, of course, necessary that the machine be managed at all, in the sense

that anyone would attempt to direct it toward a clearly defined overall goal. Some

of the "resources" upon which the machine operates would have objectives of their

own, plus control over the use of other resources, and the actual functioning of the

machine would reflect the exercise of that control in the pursuit of those private

objectives. National leaders, who could more appropriately be cast in the role of

"managers" of the machine rather than as a part of the stock of resources, might

include in their view of national objectives a degree of freedom for the pursuit of

private objectives. 13 Also, they might view a substantial degree of decentraliza-

tion of control over economic resources as being both inevitable and potentially

effective as a means to their own ends, and seek to influence the way in which that

control would be exercised by broad policies rather than specific directives. But

regardless of the institutional processes involved, it is clear th-i. in one way or

12 1f there are random influences on the machine, the maximization must
relate in somo sense to the expected results of alternative programs. More pre-
cisely, only a choice among probability distributions of outcomes is possible, and
preferences must therefore relate to such distributions.

1 3 Scc footnote 10 above.
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another economic resources would be devoted to specific uses at specific times.

All of those social phenomena which together would determine the specific perform-

ance of the machine within the range of technological possibilities are subsumed

under the general heading of "organizational considerations. "

Inevitably, the distinction between the technological and organizational

considerations cannot be completely precise, and some of the difficulties with the

distinction have doubtless occurred to the reader. There should be no misunder-

standing as to the importance of these difficulties; their position at the boundary

between two broad classes of problems is intended to be one of prominence, not of

obscurity.

Consider, for example, the problem of labor supply. The individual mem-

ber of the labor force represents, from the technological point of view, a supply of

a resource which can be made available to the productive machine at a certain

price in terms of other resources (necessities of life). From the organizational

point of view, he exercises a considerable amount of effective control over the use

of his own labor, and perhaps over other resources as well, and is therefore a part

of the institutional apparatus that determines how the productive machine will op-

erate. These two points of view must converge, however, on the specific question

of whether the worker's labor will or will not be available for effective utilization

in the productive machine. It will not be available if starvation has left him too

weak to work; neither will it be available if hunger leads him to devote most of his

energies to direct political action against the prevailing economic policies, or to

aitempt to make his livelihood by black marketeering or plunder. The strictly tech-

nological (physiological) conditions for the continued availability of his labor may

be irrelevant as a result of his organizational role; alternatively, an impending

failure to satisfy the technological conditions may become manifest in his perform-

ance of his organizational role. Clearly, the two sets of considerations must be

analyzed consistently and simultaneously if the correct conclusions on labor supply

are to be reached.

Another extremely important question at the boundary between the two sets

of considerations relates to the resource requirements of organizational arrange-

ments. The productive machine must supply the telephones, calculating machines,
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paper, typewriters, clerks, judges, policemen, prison guards and so forth required

by the institutional devices which direct the machine. Different organizational ar-

rangements will have different resource requirements, and resources devoted to

organization cannot in any case be devoted to productive activities in a narrower

sense. Thus, the technological considerations of resource availability and produc-

tion technique have a great deal to do with the feasibility and desirability of alterna-

tive organizational arrangements. For example, it might he the case that widely

different forms of post-attack economic organization would be appropriate depending

on whether most of the highly specialized resources located in Washington, D. C.

did or did not survive the war. Consistency between the technological and organiza-

tional analyses of a given post-attack situation demands at a minimum that the re-

source requirements implied in the latter not be clearly contradictory of the condi-

tions of resource availability postulated in the former.

The distinction between the technological and organizational aspects of

post-attack economic problems reflects a sharp distinction between the techniques

and factual bases of the two types of analysis. Given a tentative resolution of the

troublesome and important issues at the boundary between the two areas, the tech-

nological analysis presents problems that are relatively familiar to economists.

They are broadly similar to those confronted in other contexts, e. g., planning for

war mobilization or for economic development. A large body of systematic tech-

nique exists, and the factual base is highly quantitative and well developed. The

organizational analysis, however, presents many question3 of fact that are intimately

connected with issues of value and ideology in the field of economic organization, and

disagreements on these issues has clearly inhibited the resolution of the questions

of fact. Furthermore, the scientific problems involved (e. g. , the cost and value

of information, the nature of the employment relation, the goals and effectiveness

of business leadership) appear to be intrinsically more difficult, and to be much

less susceptible of quantitative treatment at an aggregative level. Hence, it is in-

e%,itable at the present state of knowledge tnat the organizational analysis be looser,

more intuitive, and based on historical analogy, to a greater extent than the techno-

logical analysis.
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The Methods of Welfare Economics: Ideal Markets

The possibilities for scientific discussion of problems of national eco-

nomic organization are, however, much greater than is generally recognized

outside of the economics profession. Economists have struggled since the time of

Adam Smith with the problem of the efficacy of Smith's famous "invisible hand. " 14

In what sense and in what degree is it true that the pursuit by individuals of their

own private economic interests, within a system of prices and markets based on

private property and the enforcement of contracts, leads to results that are so-

cially desirable? The problem can be given other formulations which raise a still

wider range of issues; for example: given certain socially desired ends, what is

the maximum role that the pursuit of private economic interests can play as a means

to those ends? Or: to what extent do particular ':non-economic" aspects of social

organization tend to facilitate or limit reliance upon the pursuit of private economic

interests as a basic element of economic organization?

Problems of such great scope are highly resistant to analysis, and to con-

tend that a final resolution of them is in sight would be absurd. Nevertheless, the

products of almost two centuries of sybtematic thought should not be neglected in

any jiscussion of the forms of economic organization that would be appropriate

under drastically altered circumstances. There are concepts and theoretical prop-

ositions available which at least provide a plausible rationale for many features of

the present organization of the American economy, as well as a basis for rational

and detailed criticism of that organization. Furthermore, these concepts and

14 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (New York: Random House, Inc.,

Modern Library Edition, 1937; original edition, 1776), p. 423.

15
1 5One has only to pose a reaponably specific question to recognize the

complete inadequacy of ideological slogans for these purposes. For example:

how does it happen that there is substantial and more or less successful resist-

ance to government control of the price of steel in 1965, given that the principle

of price regulation in the public interest became national policy in the case of

the railroads in 1887') A framework inadequate for systematic analysis of that

question is hardly likely to yield a useful analysis of alternative forms of eco-

nomic • ganization after a nuclear war.
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propositions can be directly related to the distinctive features of the post-attr

economic situation, and thus provide some guidance as to the nature of the insti-

tutional innovations that might be called for.

Some Relevant Assumptions and Concepts from Welfare Economics. An

attempt will be made here to summarize briefly the propositions in the highly

technical and rapidly expanding literature of welfare economics that are most

relevant for present purposes. One starts from the assumption that all of the in-

dividual consumers in the economic system have well-defined preferences with

respect to consumption of goods and services (including leisure), and that their

dealings in the market place are directed to the end of obtaining the most preferred

consumption position possible. Producers (firms) are assumed to maximize their

profits and resource holders to maximize their incomes; a single individual may

be, and generally is, a resource holder as well as a consumer, and he may be a

producer as well. A competitive equilibrium is a set of choices by all participants

and an associated set of prices for all commodities such that demand and supply

are equal in every market and every participant has attained the most favored po-

sition available to him, given the prices he confronts and assuming that these

prices are not subject to influence by Lis actions alone. A Pareto optimum is a

situation in which given initial resource availabilities and production possibilities,

no single consumer can be made better off in terms of his own preferences without

making at least one other consumer worse off in terms of his preferences.

With these concepts, one may state the First Optimality Theorem of wel-

fare economics: If there are no non-market processes through which the market

behavior of one participant influences the market opportunities or performances of
16

another, then a competitive equilibrium is a Pareto optimum. This technical

proposition is the germ of truth in the Sinithian doctrine of the invisible hand. The

important condition on non-market interactions may be explained by an example:

16 16or a self-contained and comparatively accessible treatment of this
theorern and related basic propositions of welfare economics see 'I. C. Koopmans,
Three lss'avs on the State of Economnc Science (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
1957). pp. 1-126, esp. pp. 46-49.
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If Smith becomes more willing to eat hamburger because he observes Jones driv-

ing an automobile and wants to own one himself, that is a non-market interaction

between Jones and Smith which, in general, will destroy the Pareto optimality of

competitive equilibrium. On the other hand, if Smith is merely affected by what

Jones tells him, independent of the economic decisions that Jones makes, then that

is merely a part of the non-economic processes by which Smith's preferences are

formed, and the condition for Pareto optimality is still met.

It should be noted that the First Optimality Theorem does not assel t that

competitive equilibrium is possible in the economy; it merely says that if such an

equilibrium exists, and the non-market interactions condition is satisfied, then the

equilibrium is Pareto optimal. In general, a great many Pareto optimal positions

will be technologically possible in a given economy, all differing with respect to

the levels of satisfaction experienced by different individuals. Some, none, or all

of these Pareto optimal positions may be attainable as competitive equilibria,

given an appropriate initial distribution of resources or units of purchasing power.

From the rarefied atmosphere of the First Optimality Theorem, the wel-

fare economist descends to reality by a series of steps. At each step, he inquires

as to the most important factors existing in reality that may obstruct the ideal

functioning of markets envisaged in the theorem. lie then seeks to invent institu-

tional devices which will either remove the obstacles or replace a defective portion

of the market mechanism by some arrangement that is likely to be more efficient. 17

However, at the present level of knowledge, the analysis of the functioning of these

17For an excellent example of the sophisticated application of the princi-

ples of welfare economics to a policy problem see Kenneth J. Arrow, "Uncertainty
a.nd the Welfare Economics of Medical Care, " American Economic Review, LIII, 5
(December, 1963), pp. 941-973. For an examination of existing government
spending programs employing these principles, see Francis M. Bator, The Question
of Government Spending (New York: Harper Brothers, 1960), esp. Chapters 6 and
7. For a treatment of government programs from a much different political view-
point, but employing the same principles, see Milton Friedman, Capitalism and
Freedom (Chicago: The University oi Chicago Press, 1962), esp. Chapter 2. For
a suinniary of welfare econonics ai d a critique of its relevance, see J. de V. G
Giaaf, rh,,(wetici Woif'irv Economics (Cambridge, Mass. Cambridge University
Press, 1957).
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alternative devices cannot be fully integrated with the analysis of market processes.

As a result, theoretical analysis of the possible causes of "market failure" provides

only suggestive guidance to the effort to find remedies for the defects. A few illus-

trations will now be given of types of market failure in the existing economy and in

the post-attack context, and the general character of the remedies suggested by

theory will be indicated. 18

Types of Market Failure and Applications to the Post-Attack Situation.

The first point to be noted is not strictly a type of market failure, but reflects the

incompleteness of Pareto optimality as a criterion: There may be strong reasons

for preferring one Pareto optimal solution to another, but no generally acceptable

principle is available for choosing among them. In particular, unless one is will-

ing to ma.ke specific value judgments endorsing the historical processes which

have produced the existing distribution of control over economic resources and

attaching normative significance to the resource valuations generated by the mar-

ket process, there is no reason to view with particular favor the outcome of a

completely "laissez-faire" solution to the market process. There is not, even in

purest theory, any tendency for the market process to operate in accordance with

any particular distributive ethic except the ethic which simply endorses the process

itself. Hence, no violation of any principle of welfare economics is necessarily

involved if governmental programs increase the levels of satisfaction of some

members of the society at the expense of those of cthers, even if the redistribution

replaces a situation thit is Pareto optimal with one that is not. The economist may,

however, be able to suggest ways of carrying out the redistribution that will be

efficient in the sense that the resulting situation is Pareto optimal.

This point is of obvious importance in a society in which disagreements

about the division of the economic pie are an important source of disagreements

18See Francis M. Bator, "The Anatomy of Market Failure," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, LXXII, 3 (August, 1958), pp. 351-379, for discussion of
the types of market failure and the indicated remedies.
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about economic policy. It is of even greater importance in relation to the distinc-

tive features of a post-attack situation: If it is granted that population survival and

national unity are likely to be dominant national objectives, and that a nuclear war

will result in a capricious redistribution of control over economic resources, then

here is a specific sense ir which the working of the unfettered market system is

not to be trusted. There is no guarantee that even the healthiest survivor would

be able to support himself by the sale of his labor, or that inequities would not

give rise to crippling political conflicts. Massive redistribution of command over

resources may be required in the interests of population survival and national

unity. But such redistributions could be made in seriously inefficient ways; for

example, use of the income tax to release purchasing power from the more for-

tunate might tend to increase the attractiveness of withdrawal from productive

employment in favor of less productive activities offering greater opportunities

for tax evasion. Ideally, the redistribution should be carried out once-and-for-

all, and the tax liability of an individual should depend on his economic situation

soon after the attack; i. e., his wealth, and not on his performance over a period

of time, i. e., his incorne.

A second type of market failure is exemplified in "public utility" indus-

tries such as railroads, electric power, gas distribution, water, and telephones.

In all of these cases there are underlying technological reasons why competition

tends to be difficult or impossible to maintain in the long run. A single large

firm can serve a given market at lower unit costs, or provide qualitatively su-

perior service, than several small ones. For example, if a single railroad link

between two points provides for more than enough capacity, unit costs will clearly

be higher if two are built. A single telephone company provides a qualitatively

superior service because every purchaser of telephone services can talk to every

other purchaser. Under these conditions of "natural monopoly, " competition

tends to give way either to dominance by a single firm or a collusion among the

survivors which produces approximately the same results as monopoly. If the

good or service in question is highly essential to the prosperity and well being

of large numbers of people, then abuse of the technologically-based monopoly
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pow•er is likely to lead to effective pressure for control of that power by one means

or another.

In theory, the remedy for this type of market failure generally takes the

form of a set of rules for operating the industry which departs in one way or another

from profit maximization. In practice, the attempt to restrain the pursuit of pri-

vate profits in these industries takes the form of government regulation of rates

and service, or outright government ownershii, and operation. Unfortunately,

the theoi etical solution often suggests not merely that monopoly profits should be

eliminated, but that the industry should be operated at a loss and the deficit made

up by the taxpayers. l-or reasons which may or may not be sound in a wider

context, chere has been little attempt to implement this feature of the theoretical

solution. Subsidies to regulated monopolies, or government enterprises operating

at large losses, would generally be viewed with disfavor. Furthermore, the

detailed structure of regulated rates bears little resemblance to the theoretical

ideal. Rather, it amounts to public acceptance of the monopolistic practice of

price discrimination--differences in price are unrelated to differences in cost.

Whatever the merits and demerits of existing public policy toward the

public utility industries, it is clear that those policies would be hopelessly irrele-

vawn in theO aftermath of a nuclear war. Censider, for example, the regulation of

railroad rates. The regulatory standard for the general level of rates is that of
"a fair return or, the fair V'alue of the investment." But what does the pre-attack

value of the investment in a railroad have to do with the rates it should charge

after a nuclear war,- If the railroad's customers have been reduced to a small

fractioni of their former levels of activity by the war, while the railroad survives

relatively intact, there may be no set of rates which would provide a fair return--

and the ratvs which would come closest to doing so may be so high Ps to exclude

many potential customers and leave muCh of the railroad's capacity standing idle.

1 9See Clair Wilcox, Public Policies Toward Business (Homewood, Ill.
Richard D Irwin, Inc. , 1955), Chapters 18, 19, and 21, for an account of rail-
road reguaItion.
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On the other hand, i' the railroad's customL rs largely survive, while alternative

routes between the cities it serves are destroyed, the demand for the railroad's

services may far exceed its capacity. In this case, the "fair return" rates will

serve none of their economic function of allocating the services of the railroad

among the most urgent uses. Similar comments apply to present metnods for

regulating the detailed structure of rates--the extension of these methods to

post-attack conditions would tend to involve uneconomic discrimination against

the rnocment of precisely the most essential commodities. It is e.ear, there-

fore, that drastic changes in the methods by which railroad transportation is

allocated among different users would be called for in the aftermath of a nuclear

War.

As a final example of possible market failure, consider the problem of

planning production over time. Suppose that a steel producer is undertakiing the

construction of a new plant. When the additional capacity is in operation, there

will be more steel available and this may exert downward pressure on steel

prices, or at least improve the speed and cert: ýnty of delivery. This in turn

will. tend to expand the opportunities for profitable use of steel, and there

should be some adaptation of technique or expansion in steel-using industries

as a result. But these adjustments take time, and tney should clearly be begun

before the additional, supply appears on the market. Otherv, ise, steel capacity

may stand idle, or some steel will be diverted for a time to relatively inferior

uses. How does the market mechanism assure that the expansion of the

steel-using industries will be properly scheduled in relation to the expansion of

steel capacity?

In theory, the answer to this question is that there should exist markets

in which contracts for the delivery of steel at all future times can be bought and

sold. The steel producer can make commitments to sell his additional output at

stipulated prices when his new capacity comes into production, and thus assure

hims,'lf of the existence of the demand that justifies the expansion. Similarly,

the steel users will be notified of the intended expansio,, by the appearance of

additional offers it, the futures market, plan their own expansion accordingly, and
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assure themselves of the reasonableness of the plans by actially buying additional

contracts for future delivery. The same practices, extended to all conimodities,

will in theory provide an efficient scheduling of the development of the entire

economy, eliminating in the process the abnormal profits and losses that are the

indicators of inefficiency.

In practice, organized futures markets exist only for a few agricultural

commodities and metals, and the transactions relate to periods no more than a

year in the future. There are many reasons why this is the case, but there are

two of central importance: First, a highly developed futures market requires

that the characteristics of the commodities involved be closely specified, so that

buyers and sellers know what they are dealing in, and that large numbers of

buyers and sellers be interested in the same closely specified commodities, so

that prices will not vary excessively with the plans of one or two market parti-

cipants. In reality, however, there are many situations where judgments of

quality are highly subjective, or commodities are produced to the detailed speci-

fications of an individual buyer. Second, the gross inefficiencies that could in

principle result from the absence of futures markets are in large part avoided

as a result of the comparative stability of the economic system and its relatively

small deviations from equilibrium. When price relationships remain constant

over time, there is no need for an elaborate system of futures prices to repro-

duce the informatio-n provided by the current prices. When price relationships

are changing slowly, the range of uncertainty about future prices is small, and

so are the benefits conferred by organized futures markets.

In the post-attack economy, price relationships would be radically differ-

ent from what they are now, and would be subject to equally radical changes over

time as recovery efforts went forward. Hence, if the market mechanism were

relied upon as an important organizational device, there would be an enormous

need for a more comprehensive system of futures markets. Or, in the absence

of such markets, other devices would be needed to perform the essential functions

of coordinating views about the future course of the economy and reducing the
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uncertainties surrounding longer term plans. It is not difficult to think of ways

in which the government could both encourage the development of futures markets

and provide alternative and supplementary devices. Some of these possibilities

will be discussed in Section V.

The illustrations of possible types of market failure in the post-attack

situation could be multiplied, and those giver, above could be treated in much

greater theoretical ind] empirical detail. Hopefully, however, the examples

treated here serve to illustrate the fundamental point: References to the gravity

of the emergency to be confronted, to the necessity of rational coordination of

economic activity, to the values of free enterprise, equity, and humanitarian

concern for the unfortunate, contribute very little to the resolution of concrete

questions of economic organization. In particular, they say very little about the

appropriate or feasible scope for prices, markets, and the pursuit of private

economic interests as organizational devices. These devicc 3 are employed in

some degree in every national economy in the world today, and in many cases

their rolel is much larger than superficial or ideological characterization of the

systems would suggest. In considering the problem of economic organization after

a nuclear war, it is necessary to confront the specific resource allocation prob-

lems involved, the obstacles and opportunities for the use of prices, markets and

private incentives, and the specific organizational arrangements that will supple-

ment, limit and control these devices. For this purpose, theoretical welfare

economics and the closely related literature on socialist economic planning provide

invaluable guidance. 20

Three Phases of Recovery: The Time Dimension

The partitioning of the problem of economic recovery into its technological

and organizacional aspects may usefully be supplemented by a partitioning along the

2 0 For a discussion of recent developments in the use of prices in Commu-
nist economics see Morris Bornstein, "The Soviet Price Reform Discussion,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics LXXVIII, I (February, 1964), pp. 15-48. Also
A. Wakar and J. G. ZieliAski, "Socialist Operational Price Systems," American
Economic Review, LIII, I (Part 1) (March, 1963), pp. 109-127.
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time dimension. Many schemes of trans-attack and post-attack time phases have

been set forth in the literature o vulnerability and recovery; the one employed
21

here was introduced by the author in an earlier study. The particular definitions

chosen for various phases by various investigators are largely a reflection of the

particular aspects of the problem that are to be studied. Thus, it is entirely rea-

sonable that an investigator primarily interested in, say, the problem of radiation

exposure, sets up a somewhat different scheme of temporal phases than the inves-

tigator interested in the division of responsibilities among federal, state, and local

governments. The interest here is in the economic problems, and the scheme of

phases derives from a very simple characterization of the sequence of economic

problems the society would face. It should be noted that in this scheme as in others,

the indications of the lengths of the phases are merely suggestive. The specific

character of the attack (or attacks) and the extent of preparedness measures would

have a great deal to do with the duration of the phases. In addition, the problems

characteristic of each phase would be encountered in different regions at different

times.

In the survival phase, extending from the time of the attack to perhaps

two to four months thereafter, the primary task facing the nation would obviously

be to save as many people as possible from the immediate threats to survival.

The crucial economic resources in the very early period would be medical ser-

vices and supplies, firefighting, police and rescue teams, potable water, shelter,

communications, and local transportation. Within a week or two, food, electric

power, sewage disposal, and intermediate and long distance transportation would

be added to the list. New production of material goods would, however, contrib-

ute very little to the alleviation of the scarcities. Even on the most optimistic

assessment of the possibilities for a rapid recovery of production, the output that

could be forthccming in the space of a few weeks would be negligible relative to

the great needs. Furthermore, surviving stocks of many items would be more

2 1 Testimony before the United States House of Representatives, Military
Operations Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations, Civil
Defense--1961, "Economic Recovery From the Effects of Thermonuclear War,
87'h Congress., Ist Session, 1961, pp. 303-326,
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than adequate for short run needs, while for other items (medical supplies) the

adequacy of the stocks would be determined almost exclusively by preparedness

programs. The economic problems of the survival period would relate primarily

to the production of essential services--including the distribution of food, genera-

tion and distribution of electric power, transportation of persons, and the speci-

fically disaster-oriented services of rescue, firefighting, and police.

In the reorganization phase, the central economic problem would be to re-

store the economy to viability--i. e., to achieve levels of new production adequate

to meet the most essential demands without drawing upon inventories. Clearly, the

task of getting production of material goods started at all would be a majo,- one.

But even a highly efficient utilization of surviving capacity might be inadequate if

crucial economic sectors were so badly damaged as to be unable to make their es-

sential contribution to other industries. Thus, the reorganization task would have

a technological as well as a strictly organizational aspect. Drastic conversions of

surviving capacity might be required to restore a degree of balance to the composi-

tion of output, or, if such conversions were infeasible or inadequate, new capacity

would have to be constructed. If the necessary adjustments were not made in time,

the exhaustion of inventories would plunge the economy into a new crisis of immedi-

ate survival--with hopes for dealing with the crisis much diminished by the absence

of the inventory cushion.

Assuming the successful achievement of viability, the economy would enter

the recuperation phase. The economic problem would be the restoration of levels

of output approximating those attained pre-attack. There would be a range of choice

as to dhe rate of recuperation, and, as recuperation proceeded, the considerations

bearing on the choice would presumably come to resemble tho'- bearing on eco-

nomic growth policy at present.

It is helpful also to have a set of terms to distinguish among the various

mechanisms of population loss during the war and its aftermath. Primary cas-

ualties (or, more narrowly, fatalities) are those directly attributable to weapons

effects. Included in this category are both the pronf2.t or direct casualties pro-

duced by blast, thermal radiation and initial nuclear radiation, and the delayed or
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indirect casualties irom fallout and spreading fires. The minimization of primary

fatalities depends primarily on the implementation of civil defense measures for

which preparations have been made well in advance. Secondary casualties are those

attributable in large measure to economic and social damage intlicted by the attack,

i. e. , to resource shortages and disorganization. The e secondary casualties

are those traceable to failures of survival phase activities- -inadequacies of water

supply, shelter, food distribution, and so forth. The late secondary casualties are

those caused by failures in post-attack production, i. e., by failure or near-failure

to achieve viability, Of course, the lines between these categories are not entirely

dclar--shelters with adequate provisions, for example, will not only reduce pri-

mary casualties, but will enhance the chances for successfully dealing with survival

phase difficulties as well. The categories are, however, sufficiently closely re-

lated to obvious distinctions among preparedness measures and post-attack actions

to make the classification useful.

III. The Survival Phase

Predictions of the success of efforts to meet the short term threats to

populatvon survival after a nuclear war simply cannot be made with any high de-

gree of precision or confidence. Even assuming perfect knowledge of the size

and distribution of the attack, there are too many variables with a potentially sig-

nificant influence on the relationship between the attack effects and the number

of survivors two months later. For example, success or failure in attempts at

fire control, rescue and evacuation attempts over a large area may depend

critically on the details of damage to transportation and communications links,

electric power distribution and water supply systems, and on the responses of

particular individuals "ind organizations to the situation. Resources will be com-

mitt'd to the task of meeting the emergency in ways that Cepend critically on the

organizational capabilities and information available to small groups of individ-

uals at particular localities, and the urgency of the situation will preclude all but

0he crudest consideration of the:tr altirnatie uses. Thus, the effectiveness with

which givelt Surviving resources might be used is extremely difficult to predict.
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Inevitably, many actions would be taken that, in retrospect, would be recognized

as having been horrendous mistakes. Other actions, of course, might prove to be

productive far beyond the expectations or those taking them.

The Analysis of a Range of Possible Situations

It would be possible, however, to define the range of situations that might

result from a given attack by making one estimate on the basis of highly optimistic

assumptions about the effects of the important variables and another on the basis of

highly pessimistic assumptions. Indeed, the usual practice of employing calculations

of the primary casualty-producing effects of various attacks for guidance in defense

decision-making is reasonable only to the extent that these calculations suggest

plausible ranges of outcomes at the end of the survival phase. Estimates of the

effectiveness of various survival phase activities and impressions as to the amount

of difference that such activities could make are essential to the interpretation of

the calculations of primary casualties; the only question is whether the interpreta-

tion is explicit and exploits available knowledge or whether it is implicit and perhaps

even subconscious on the part of the user of calculatiors.

The following example, though it is strictly speaking a part of the problem

of estimating primary mortalities, illustrates the procedure of comparing optimis-

tic and pessimistic estimates of the consequences of a given attack and suggests the

magnitude of the range that may result. Hanunian has estimated the primary fatali-

ties that would result from attacks of various sizes and distributions. 22 He made

separate eslimates assuming (a) that people would have no more protection from

fallout than they would have if they continued their peacetime behavior patterns, and

(b) that they would take advantage of basement protection where available. For an

attack of 3000 megatons, surface burst and directed against military installations,

the difference betweven these two assumptions amounts to a difference in population

survival of about 15 per cent of the pre-attack population. 23

"2Civil Defense--1961, pp. 207-233.

-'Ibid. , Figurc NH-5, p. 228. The 15% figure relates to the case in which
one-sixth of* the attack weight is allocated to missile sites, and represents the approx-
irnate difference between the middle points of the two ranges of uncertainty shown.
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If a similar procedure were employed in dealing with all the considera

tions about which s'ibstantial uncertainty exists--including, for example, the proc-

esses of fallout deposition, the conditions and rate of firespread, the effectiveness

of emergency food distribution- -the range between the completely pessimistic es-

timate and the completely optimistic estimate would undoubtedly be very large

indeed. At plausible levels of attack, the range might well amount to a third or

more of the pre-attack population. Of course, the absolute differences in popula-

tion survivwl will he small at very low levels of attack--when the losses are small

even On onpessimis!ic assumptions--and also at overwhelmingly high levels of attack--

when survival will !), small even on optimistic assumptions.

Systematic quantitative analysis of survival phase activities could serve

to make explicit and to narrow the range of uncertainty as to the extent of delayed

primary and early secondary mortalities. Such an analysis can most easily and

fru,,lv Ity he carried! out in conjunction with detailed comparisons of alternative

civil lc'f(nse systemns, and is in any case beyond the scope of the present paper.

SThe (distcussion below is limited to a description of the considerations which would

d(fini, the conCxt orf action during the survival phase and some remarks on spe-

tific cononitic aspects of Ihe problem of post-attack civil defense operations.

At tack Variables an1d Sur vival

"[lih l•rgc uncertainties surrounding any estimate of the effectiveness of

Survival phase activities afltr a given hypothetical attack must be viewed in the

lped'.l,,iv(, ar)'fe(i tc by a consideration of the plausible range of variation in attack

siluhations. It will be seen that even a highly successful attempt to reduce those un-

ccrtainties wVOuld ntot eliminate the necessity for considering a wide range of levels

ot lpolpua1ittl so i'vival.

The crucial varialh!es descr-ibing at, attack include the total delivered meg-

alonnae, the size di,-t '.hitlion of weapons, the targeting (whether against strategic

retaliatorY torces, military installations in general, or pop,,!ation and industrial

tartLetes), the height of burst (whether surface, air or high altitude), the weather,

the tiinii of (day andl season of the year. In addition, of course, the availability of

shelt,, :nd .l t ,t,,ainoliuttt of war'nin.g have a great deal to do with population survival.
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Depending on the circumstances of war outbreak and the forces and strategies of
fhe combatants, almost any combination of these factors may occur, and the result-
ing range of outcomes in terms of blast, prompt radiation and fallout casualties is

very large. For example, in the Hanunian analysis cited earlier, it is estimated
that an attack weight of 3000 megatons directed against military installations would

produce 5 per cent fatalities in the population if available basements were used for

fallout protection, and the attacker used air bursts except against hard targets. The

same weight of attack would produce r'oughly 60 per cent fatalities if opportunities

for shelter were not exploited, and weapons were surface burst. If the attack were

directed against cities per se, it could produce 80 to 90 per cent fatalities in a com-

pletely unprepared population. 24 It should be noted 'hat 3000 megatons is toward

the lower end of the plausible range of attack weights on the basis of unclassified es-

timates of Soviet delivery capabilities.25

While a quantitative discussion of all the various combinations would be

extremely voluminous, it may be useful to summarize here the relevance of the

most important variables considered separately.

Attack Weight. The general implication of increased attack weight is ob-

vious. However, it is worth noting the less than proportional relationship between

the weight of attack and the extent of damage to any given target system. This

follows from the assumption that the most "lucrative" targets from the point of view

of the attacker will be attacked at low levels of attack; as the target list expands the
added targets are necessarily less lucrative. Thus, if population is the target, an

2 4 Ibid,, Figure NH-5, p. 228, and Figure NH-3, p. 216. The first two
cases compared relate to the case in which one-sixth of the attack against military
installations is allocated to missile sites.

2 5 See, e. g., the table presented in Betty Goetz Lall, "Substantial Reduc-
tions in Strategic Delivery Vehicles, " Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, XXI, 1
(January, 1965), p. 47. As to the plausibility of this weight of attack being directed
against cities, however, see below, p.
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attack of 100 megatons (airburst, 10-megaton weapons) would kill roughly 12 per

cent of Lhe U. S. population in the absence of shelters; 200 megatons would kill 18

per cent, 300 megatons 22 per cent, 1000 megatons 37 per cent. 26

Weapon Yield. The distance to which a given level of blast effect extends

varies as the cube root of the weapon yield; hence, the area covered by at least a

given level of blast effect varies as the 2/3 power of the yield. For example, a

10-megaton bomb produces at least light damage over an area 100 times as large

as a 10-kiloton bomb. Hence, a given total weight of attack will produce more

damage if individual weapons yields are small than if they are large. Other phe-

nomena are involved in thermal effects; the distance to which fine fuels will be

ignited increases somewhat more rapidly with yield than the blast effect. 27

Fission Fraction. The residual nuclear radiation produced by a nuclear

explosion is primarily accounted for by the radioactive elements produced by the

fissioning of weapon material. The larger the fraction of the total energy yield

that is due to fission, the more residual radiation there will be. In thermonuclear

weapons, the fission fraction averages about 50 per cent.

Height of Burst. A surface burst results in local fallout. Material from

the earth's surface is drawn up into the radioactive cloud, becomes contaminated

with radioactive fission products, and falls back to earth within 24 hours, produc-

ing radiation levels on the earth's surface that are potentially lethal. A surface

burst also maximizes the distance to which ground shock and the higher overpres-

sures extend, and is therefore likely to be employed to produce damage on "hard"

26These figures are derived from Table 14, p. 209, in Sidney G. Winter,
Jr.. Economic Viability After Thermonuclear War: The Limits of Feasible Pro-
duction (Santz. Monica, Calif.: The RAND Corporation, 10M-3436, September, 1963)
(Cited herait, r as, Econ.0 ic Viability. . . ).

27 Foc a dis, ,ssion of thermal effects, see Report of Panel on Future

Weapon Effects. Project Harbor (Washinmton, D.C. : National Academy of Sci-
nc',s--National Research Council, 1963), pp. 13-28.
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targets. An air- Iurst (i.(... on(e in which the fireball does not touch the ground)

produces no local fallout of importance, but the distanrces to which low blast over-

pressures and thermal radiations extend are increased. A high altitude burst

(altitude in excess of 100, 000 feet but less than 250, 000 feet), will have markedly

reduced blast offe'ts, but the ignition radius for fine fuels may be very large (for

a 100-megaton weapon, the ignition radius in average clear weather is about 55

miles). 28 In general, the distances at which ignition of fine fuels will occur for

an air burst are roughly the same as those at which moderate plaster damage will

occur.

Target System. U.S. missile sites are located primarily in the Midwest

and Rocky Mountain areas, and thus are fairly well separated from the areas of

main population concentration. Other important military installations are distri-

buted fairly uniformly over the nation. Other things equal, therefore, all attack

will produce far fewer fatalities if it is directed against military instailations than

if it is directed against cities, and the more so if it is directed primarily at missile

sites. Since industrial activity is much more concentrated in cities than the popu-

lation, and industrial plants are not damaged by fallout, an attack against cities

will result in much lower levels of surviving capacity per capita than an attack

against military installations, and the more so if the attack against military instal-

lations inmolves surface bursts and consequent fallout casualties. Since in any

given category of induatrial capacity there are bound to be some plants that are

located in areas of low population density, an attack designed to produce a "bottle-

neckt in a given type of capacity will generally cause significantly lower population

losses than an attack directed at population.

Although nuclear strategy as such is not within the scope of this ýsday,

there is one strategic consideration that has such important implications for the

plausibility of various attack weight and target system combinations that it cannot

b-ý ignored. This is the fact that a nation involved in or initiating a nuclear war

is rather unlikely to pos.,x ess simultaneously abundant means and abundant incentive

for striking at the population of the enemy. The means would be available if the

2 8 Ibid. , p. 26.
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nation were initiating the nuclear exchange and had the time to carry out a care-

fully planned attack--but in this instance the attack would presumably be directed

primarily at the enemy's strategic forces. To divert a substantial weight of attack

to cities could only serve to increase the size of the retaliatory blow and the threat

to the attacker's survival. On the other hand, the incentive to strike at cities might

exist for a nation that had suffered the first blow, since there might be few attrac-

tive military targets to strike at, and both the revenge and coercive aspects of a

city strike might seem attractive. But in this case, the attack would presumably be

mounted with a damaged, uncoordinated and perhaps inefficiently targeted strategic

force. The possible elaborations and qualifications of this line of argument are

numerous and complex, and it certainly does not completely exclude the possiblity
29

of enormous attacks against cities. It does, however, indicate the existence of

a range of possible situations in which the damage to cities would be much less than

a crude consideration of force sizes might suggest.

Weather. Clear, dry weather tends to increase the radius of ignition of

fi~nc `_-els both by extending the distances to which given levels of thermal effects

ex- nd and bh reducing the thermal exposure required to ignite the fuels. Conversely,

clou-dy, wet weather sharply limits thermal effects and brings the limits of such

effý cts well within the area of blast darnage. Heavy cloud reduces the radius of ig-

nition by a factor of two or more relative to the results in clear weather. High

humidity is known to reduce sharply the probability that a large number of point

ignitions will merge into a mass fire. High winds are favorable to the development

of a moving mass fire, while calm conditions are more favorable to the development

of a firestorm--a fire confined within its perimeter of ignition by the radial winds

generated by the fire itself. High temperatures and high humidity will make mass

fallout shelters uninhabitable in a short period unless special provisions for venti-

lation art, made.

29 Se v. g. , Herman Kahn, op. cit. , Chapter 2.
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Time of Day. During working hours, urban populations are especially

vulnerable to direct attack, both because of the greater coacentration of the popu-

lation and because of the likelihood that warning of the attack would merely produce

chaotic traffic jams as people attempted to rejoin their families. On the other hand,

downtown buildings provide more fallout protection than houses, and in the absence

of direct attack the concentration of population in the downtown area would be de-

sirable.

Season. In addition to the obvious relationship with the weather consider-

ations noted above, the season of the year would affect survival by affecting, for

example, the death rate from exposure among persons made homeless by the attack.

Also, disruption of heating fuel supplies would be of little consequence in the sum-

mer, but could have serious implications in the wintertime. The time of year also

has direct implications for the size, location and composition of food stocks, and

the ease of repairing damaged utilities and transportation links.

Shelter and Warning. Although a distinction is commonly made between

fallout shelters and blast shelters, there is no sharp distinction in fact. Few if

any of the shelters referred to as blast shelters will actually withstand a direct hit

by a thermonuclear weapon; on the other hand, at the right distance from the ex-

plosion, almost any eort of protection can mean the difference between life and

death. This point is of great importance because the area covered by blast and

thermal effects lethal to the completely exposed but relatively harmless to the

lightly sheltered is very large. At Hiroshima and Nagasaki, survival rates to the

4 to 6 psi overpressure region were zero for the completely exposed and 95 per
30

cent for those in concrete buildings. If it is assumed (incorrectly) that no one

survived in the over 6 psi region, and everyone survived in the less than 4 psi

region, then the importance of the shelter afforded by concrete buildings can be

3 0 See Carl F. Miller, "Nature and Purpose of Radiological Counter-
measures," Appendix A in Report of Panel on Postattack Recovery Program,
Project Harbor (Washington, D.C. : National Academy of Sciences--National
Research Council, 1964), pp. 61-62.
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described as follows: For a 10-megaton weapon (air burst), sheltering in concrete

buildings will reduce the area of lethality from blast and thermal effects by over

40 per cent. (This calculation does not take into account the substantial fire danger

in this region, but the Hiroshima and Nagasaki survival rates rmflect the effects

of the fires in those cities. ) Thus, even a small amount of warning can have very

important effects on over-all survival rates, provided that it is properly exploited.

Circumstances of War Outbreak. The referrace here is to the sequence

of military and political events leading up to the war. If the nuclear war were to

develop out of an extended period of extreme tension associated with large-scale

conventional warfare, it is reasonable to assume that substantial improvements

would have been made in civil defense capabilities. However, the resource de-

mands of conventional warfare, shelter building and perhaps additions to strategic

forces and active defenses might well have precluded adequate provision for eco-

nomic recovery in the event of nuclear war. Indeed, inventories might be substan-

tially below normal. Hence, a nuclear war in this context might result in relatively

high levels of immediate survival associated with subnormal inventories, and this

would tend to call into question the sharp distinction between the survival phase and

the reorganization phase--there might not be a temporary, inventory-supported

respite from immediate threats to survival. By contrast, a nuclear attack "out

of the blue" would impinge on a society both affluent and unprepared, and temporary

support of the diminished number of survivors would be more feasible.

The Balance between Population and Resources. It is reasonable to assume

that, given the number of immediate survivors, the possibilities for meeting both

short and long term threats to their continued survival will depend on the general

adequacy of other economic resources. On that assumption, the possibilities will

be greater if the attack is small and the population poorly sheltered than if the attack

is large and population well sheltered, if the fatalities are largely due to fallout

rather than blast and thermal effects, if the attack is on military installations rather

than cities, if the attack is "out of the blue" rather than preceded by extended tension

or hostilities, and greater if the attack is in the daytime rather than at night. Note
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level of immediate survival. The prospects would presumably be less favorable

at lower levels of immediate survival, so that the net effects of changes which

lower immediate survival but increase resource survival relative to population

survival are difficult to assess. In general, it is to be expected that the balance

between population and resources will be crucial when population survival is high,

but improvements in the balance do not offset additional population losses when

population survival is already low.

The Resource Base of Survival Activities

Assuming that the nuclear attack is not preceded by a prolonged period

of extreme economic effort, and assuming that the weight of attack on population

and industrial targets does not exceed 2000 megatons, there is likely to be a very

definite pattern in the post-attack balance of supplies and essential needs for ma-

terial goods. In one category are the goods for which the essential requirements

per capita are roughly the same post-attack as pre-attack. For these goods--

food, housing, clothing, consumer durables, etc. -- surviving stocks should be

more than adequate to meet the most essential needs in the first two months, al-

though distribution problems may be critical. The other category consists of goods

required for "repair and patchup" both of facilities and of human beings- -medical

supplies and drugs, bulldozers, wire and cable, sewer pipe, hand tools, nails,

bolts, etc. For these, needs will have increased enormously, and the require-

ments will dwarf the supplies unless stockpiling measures are taken pre-attack.

Obviously, the supply-requirements balance may differ widely within the two cate-

gories, depending, for example, on the locations of the stocks relative to the target

areas and on the storability of the goods. The general pattern referred to will cer-

tainly dominate the over-all picture.

Food. Consider first the food situation. Repeated studies have shown that

surviving good stocks should be adequate, at least in calorie content, to support the
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surviving population for well over one year without any new production whatsoever. 31

Depending on the time of year and the level of population survival, food supplies

would probably be adequate for two years, and might well last even longer. Average

levels of wheat and corn stocks (primarily government surplus) would provide 3000

calories per person per day for the entire population for something over a year and

a half. 32 Stocks in homes, retail and wholesale outlets, food manufacturers' in-

ventories and surplus stocks of other commodities would be available to provide a
33

more palatable diet and would extend the total period to over two years. If live-

stock herds were greatly depleted by the attack, much greater reliance could be

placed on chickens as a source of protein. Chickens have numerous advantages as

an emergency protein supply after nuclear war; they are the most radiation-resistant

of the commonly eaten domestic animals, they are extremely efficient converters of
34

grain into protein, and flocks can be expanded rapidly. For plausible distributions

of the attack, population losses generally exceed in percentage terms the destruc-

tion of food stocks; hence calculations in terms of the total population and present

levels of stocks tend to understate the period for which food supplies would last.

31See, e. g., Paul D. Marr, Food Supply and Production Following a
Mas3ive Nuclear Attack (Menlo Park, Calif. : Stanford Research Institute, October,
1958); Economic Viability...-, pp. 115-119.

3 2 The figure given in Economic Viability..., is 2 1/4 years. The decline
reflects the increase in population and, more importantly, the decline in stocks of
wheat and corn since the calculations in Economic Viability... were made. The
figure of something over 1 1/2 years is based on the average 1963 stocks reported
in Survey of Current Business. 1964, 12 (December, 1964), pp. S-27 and S-28.

3 3 See the testimony of former Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil
Defense) Steuart L. Pittman in United States House of Representatives, Hearings
before Subcommittee No. 3 of the Committee on Armed Services, Civil Defense--
Fallout Shelter Program, 88th Congress, 1st Session, 1963, Part II (Vol. 2),
p. 5156.

3 4 See Report of Panel on Postattack Recovery Program, op. ciSt., Appendix
D, p. 133.
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Heating Fuel. Consider next the problem of fuel for heating. If the attack

came in the winter months, considerable hardship would clearly result from the

disruption of supplies of gas, fuel oil and coal for heating. Unfortunately, no

systematic study appears to have been made of the essentiality of these demands

(in terms of the consequences for the health of the population) or of the possibilities

for economizing on the use of fuel. An illustrative indication of the supply situation

in the case of distillate fuel oil may be obtained as follows: at worst, normal

stocks at the end of a given month will cover something over 80 per cent of the
~35

normal consumption of the succeeding two months. The Stanford Research

Institute study of the post-attack petroleum industry (in which the demand for fuel

for heating was disregarded as inessential) indicates that, at worst, surviving
36

stocks per capita would not be less than 60 per cent of normal. Hence, at worst,

surviving stocks would permit per capita consumption at roughly 50 per cent of

normal for a period of two months. (About 60 per cent of normal consumption is

ounted for by space heating and cooking, the remainder is accounted for by

roads, vessels, manufacturing, and other uses. ) In view of the heating econ-

wxnies that would be associated with increased housing density, a thorough investi-

gation of the problem would probably reveal that no serious hardship would result

from a shortage of heating fuels at any time during the first post-attack year.

3 5 Based on figures for end of month stocks and domestic demand pre-
sented, Survey of Current Business, 1964, 12 (December, 1964), pp. S-35 and
S-36.

3 6 This is an over-all judgment based on the results for four of the attacks
considered by Sanford B. Thayer and Willis W. Shaner, The Effects of Nuclear
Attacks on the Petroleum Industry (Menlo Park, Calif. : Stanford Research Institute,
July, 1960). A fifth attack was considered in which crude oil refineries were sin-
gled out as a target system; this would result in nmuch lower levelsa of surviving
stocks per capita than considered here. The population survival figures for the
vai-ious -ttacks are not presented in the report cited, but may be found in another
study: see 0. E. Williamson and K. D. Moll, Postattack Farm Problems, Part II,
(Menlo Park, Calif. : Stanford Research Institute, October, 1961), p. 197. It is
assumed that the population would take advintage of available fallout protection.
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Consumer Durables and Housing. The per capita supplies of housing,

furniture, bedding, clothing, cooking utensils and other consumer durables and

semidurables are so large in the United States today that a reduction to a half or

a third of present levels would still leave this country well off in comparison with

most of the world. If it is assumed that stocks of these items are geographically

distributed in proport' cn to the population, then an impression can be obtained

of the levels of attack on population targets that would produce reductions of this

magnitude. Only about 250 one-megaton weapons, properly placed, would be

required to produce at least light blast damage (and corresponding fire danger)
37

to one-half of the nation's housing. Roughly 600 one-megaton weapons would
38

produce such damage to two-thirds of the housing. Thus, if 100 per cent popu-

lation survival could somehow be assured, relatively low levels of attack on urban

areas would make significant increases in housing densities necessary. Even

allowing for larger individual weapons, less than perfectly accurate delivery,

and imperfections in targeting, the attack required to damage half the nrtion's

housing is probably not much over 1000 megatons.

If, however, shelter programs were adequate to assure very high levels of

population survival in spite of heavy attacks on urban centers, the shelters them-

selves would provide an adequate supply of emergency housing and would presumably

be stocked to some extent with other essential items. It is more relevant to evalu-

ate thc housing situation under less optimistic assumptions about population survival.

If the entire population had protection equivalent to that provided by ordinary base-

ments, it appears that the proportion of housing rendered uninhabitable by large

37This is based on the population distribution by 20 km square target areas
presented in Economic Viability... , Table 14, p. 209. A one megaton weapon air
burst at the center of such a target area would produce peak overpressures on the
order of 2 to 3 psi at its edges; moderate damage to a wood-frame house (interior
partitions blown down) occurs at about 2.7 psi, light damage at 1.0 psi: see
Samuel Glar'stone (ed.), The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, (rev. ed. ), (Washington,
D. C.: 1I. S. Government Printing Office, 1962), pp. 161, 200-216, 637-640.

3 8 This is the same sort of calculation as the preceding one, but is based
on data not presented in Economic Viability...
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attacks on population centers would not exceed the proportion of population losJes

by more than a factor of 1. 5.39 On this assumption, an attack which kills half the

population destroys 75 per cent of the housing and increases the over-all housing

density by a factor of two, while an attack that killed 57 per cent would increase it

by a factor of three. The weights of attack on cities that wculd inflict these levels

of pot.ulation losses are approximately 1000-1400 (one-megaton weapons) or 1500-
402500 megatons (10-megaton weapons). Of course, attacks directed entirely or

in part against military installations would, if the weapons were surface burst, in-

volve a much lower level of housing destruction relative to population losses.

Enormous difficulties would undoubtedly be encountered in the attempt to

achieve a fairly even distribution of housing space, clothing, etc. among the sur-
41

vivors. The rough calculations presented above should not be interpreted as

meaning that there would be no need for large-scale construction of emergency

housing units, or that quick resumption of production of clothing, bedding, and so

forth would be unnecessary. Rather, they are intended to make the point that, so

far as housing services and supplies of most durable and semidurable goods are

concerned, the problem during the survival phase would not be one of over-all in-

adequacy but of maldistribution- -provided that the level of attack on cities is less

than about 2000 megatons and high quality shelter systems are not installed.

Whether preparedness programs should emphasize measures to overcome the post-

attack maldistribution or programs of stockpiling and post-attack production is a

3 9 This is a very rough estimate, and acutal situations could deviate
from this factor in either direction by substantial amounts. Much would depend
on the extent and rate of fire development in damaged areas (itself dependent on
the weather, among other things, and on the effectiveness of rescue operations).
The factor could be 1. 0 or less if the population were unwarned, it could be 2. 0
or more if the population had the blast protecLIon associated with specially con-
structed fallou, shelters rather than basements.

4 0 Based on Hanunian, op. cit., Figure NH-2, p. 213, after allowance
for fallout deaths.

4 1For a discussion of the relations among housing destruction, casualties,
evacuation, emergency billeting, and so forth under World War II bombing attacks
see F. C. Ikle, The Social Impact of Bomb Destruction (Norman, Okla. : The Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Press, 1958), Chapters 3 and 4.
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that these assertions are made for a given question that would require much more

detailed analysis. Furthermore, it should be reiterated that there is a category of

goods required for repair and patchup, and for these goods the surviving stocks

would, in the absence of deliberate stockpiling, almost certainly fall far short of

obvious needs.

Services. The critical economic problems during the survival phase

would relate not to the production of material goods but to the production of ser-

vices. Leaving aside the specifically disaster-oriented and obviously important

services of fire-fighting, emergency medical care, rescue, etc., there remains

a large category of services in which a very rapid restoration of a minimal level

of production is essential if large numbers of secondary casualties are to be

avoided. Some of these, such as food distribution, gas and water supply, and

sanitation systems, have a direct relation to such threats to survival as starvation,

thirst and disease. Others, such as electr.- power, transportation and communi-

cations provide essential inputs to the services in the first category and in general

make possible the effective utilization of other material resources.

The expectation that shortages of these services would be severe is not

based on an assessment of the physical vulnerability of the productive plant and

equipment involved. On the contrary, the vulnerability to weapons effects is rela-

tively low and the locations of the resources in relation to potential target areas

are comparatively favorable. For example, water treatment plants, sewage dis-

posal facilities and electric generating stations are typically located on the fringes

rather than near the centers of urban areas. Water mains are protected by virtue

of being underground. Although power distribution systems are vulnerable, they

are likely to require only minor repairs in areas in which frame houses are

inhabitable. Railroad rolling stock will survive and remain usable at blast over-

pressures which would cause moderate to heavy damage to residences. Although

damage to gas distribution systems poses a significant fire threat, ignitions from

this source are likely only in areas of severe blast damage. Thus, in general,

the physical components of these various systems are if anything somewhat less
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vulnerable than residential buildings, and somewhat better situated in reference
42

to target areas.

The potential problems arise from three considerations. First, even a

disruption of production of some of these services for a period of a few days may

have severe consequences- -as in the case of water for firefighting and drinking,

or power for emergency communications and shelter ventilation systems. Second,

the "network" character of the systems implies that a very small amount of damage

may render the system inoperative over a wide area- -as when water pressure

fails because of a small number of leaks in the mains, electric power fails because

a high voltage transmission line is knocked down, or rail transportation between

two points is unavailable because a single bridge has been destroyed. Third, both

repair efforts and operation of undamaged portions of the systems in the immediate

post-attack period might be seriously hampered or rendered impossible by the ra-

diation hazard to operating personnel.

It would be extremely difficult to deal with these problems by improvisa-

tion after the attack. The sheer magnitude of the requirements for minor repairs

to power, transportation and communications systems would be overwhelming in

relation to normal stocks of parts and normal supplies of skilled manpower, even

though the individual tasks might be quite routine. Ordinary water treatment

methods remove at least the insoluble portion of fallout material from the water

and probably reduce contamination to a level safe enough for drinking under emer-

gency conditions--but the very process of removing this material creates a radiation
43

hazard in the treatment plant above and beyond the general fallout problem. Coal

4 2 The vulnerability of the resources involved in these various systems
is discussed in The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, op. cit. , especially pp. 245-
273. See also Economic Viability... , pp. 119-121 (on water) and pp. 142-151;
H. L. Dixon, D. G. Haney and P. S. Jones, A System Analysis of the Effects of
Nuclear Attack on Railroad Transportation in the Continental United States (Menlo
Park, Calif. : Stanford Research Institute, April, 1960); and, on World War II
experience, F. C. Ikle, op. cit., Chapters 5 and 6.

4 3 Report of Panel on Postattack Recovery Program, op. cit., pp. 127-
129.
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burning electric generating stations would not be hampered during the survival

phase for want of coal, since most of them maintain coal supplies adequate for two

months or more of normal operation--but during the period of high radiation levels

it would be very difficult to get the coal into the plant without excessive exposure to

the workers. Where problems like these could not be reduced to manageable pro-

portions by preparedness programs, civil defense planning would have to face the

high probability of disruption of these services.

The record of restoration of utilities, provision of emergency food distri-

bution, and repair of damage to transportation systems after natural disasters and

World War II bombing attacks testifies both to the urgency of these services and to

the effectiveness with which emergencies can be handled. Water service was never

completely interrupted in Hiroshima, while in Nagasaki there was partial restora-

tion of service within 24 hours. In both cases, breakage of water pipes at entrances

to buildings, and consequent loss of pressure, were the chief problems. 44 After

the Alaskan earthquake of Good Friday, 1964, telephone and electric power service

was restored in most areas on the following day. Water supply was restored by
45

segments as ruptured mains were repaired. The Alaskan experience was consis-

tent with the generally high level of effectiveness which public utilities corporations

have displayed in coping with natural disasters in the United States, even when the
46

necessary tasks involved substantial risk to personnel. Through traffic was re-

stored on the rail lines through Hamburg only a few days after the great raids had
47

destroyed half of that city's housing. A remarkable example of effectiveness in

emergency food distribution is the case of Nagasaki, where organized mass feeding

4 4 Report of Panel on Postattack Recovery Program, op. cit., p. 37. See
also The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, op. Cit., pp. 264-266.

4 5 Department of Defense, Office of Civil Defense, Office of the Secretary
of the Army, The Alaskan Earthquake (Washington, D. C. : U.S. Department of
Defens3e, May, 1964), pp. , 4, 6, and 10.

4 6 See Allen H. Barton, "The Emergency Social System, " in G. W. Baker
and D. W. Chapman (eds.), Man and Society in Disaster (New York: Basic Books,
Inc., 1962), pp. 243-244.

4 7 F. C. Ikle, op. cit., p. 188.
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piovided an estimated 75, 000 dinners on the day the explosion took place. 48Of

course, in relating these historical examples of relatively prompt restoration of

essential services to the post-attack situation, the unprecedented factor of fallout

radiation must be kept in mind. Whether even the most ambitious preparedness

programs would make possible a comparable degree of effectiveness in these areas

is highly problematical.

Some Organizational Aspects of Survival Phase Activities

The foregoing survey of the recource base of survival phase activities

bears out the general characterization of that period offered in Part 1: even in

the absence of stockpiles of the comparatively narrow category of "repair and

patchup" items, the material requisites for an enormous amount of emergency

action would exist--over a wide range of attack levels. This conclusion applies

not only to such items as food and fuel, but also to most of the plant and equip-

ment inputs to essential services. The remaining discussion in this section deals

with the problem of making effective use of those resources, emphasizing the

economic aspects in contrast to those of civil defense techniques, training and

organization.

Control over Stocks of Essentials. Economic organization in the im-

mediate aftermath of a nuclear attack would be directed first of all '- p.-eventing

the dissipation of essential stocks of finished goods. The possibility of extreme

scarcity of necessities would bý; apparent to everyone, and, in the absence of

clear and effective measures to assure equitable distribution, it would be only

reasonable for individuals to attempt to build up large hoards. Once such hoards

were established- -distributed among the population on the basis of ready access

to cash and other more fortuitous circumstances- -it would be extremely diffi-

cult to identify them and retrieve them for equitable distribution. In some cir-

cumstances, inadequate organizational arrakigements might result not merely in

8Ibid.o p. 147.
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maldistribution but in outright physical loss of some stocks. For example, pre-

scrvation of the meat from livestock exposed to fatal radiation levels would prob-

ably require emergency arrangements among farmers, meat packers, and civil

defense authorities.

The establishment of effective control over essential stocks wov.id reqilire

organization at ,Il levels of government. First, normal distribution methods at

the local level would have to be suspended immediately in favor of some form of

rationing in accordance with emergency consumption standards. Federal and state

authorities would have to tak,• measures to assess, control and protect stocks of

essential commodities at the wholesale level, in transit, and, of course, in govern-

ment stockpiles of food and other commodities. The protection of the larger stocks

from loss through theft, or through spoilage, leakage or contamination brought

about by minor damage, would in itself be a problem of considerable magnitude--

especially in view of the hampering effects of fallout and the urgency of other tasks.

Plans for carrying out these functions have been under development for some time,

especially at the Federal level, and there is no need to discuss here the details of

the division of responsibilities.

Several elements would be crucial to the success of plans for establish-

ing control of essential stocks. First, the enormously wide range of possible

situations in terms of the impact of the war on Federal, state, and local agencies

must be confronted. A single division of responsibilities among geographically

distributed organizational units could hardly be expected to be properly related to

surviving capabilities after an actual attack. Planning must provide for an or-

derly succession of responsibility for at least those major tasks which have wide

geographical significance--just as it must provide for an orderly succession to

the Presidency and to state governorships. Otherwise, some essential tasks will

"19 The National Plon for Emergency Preparedness (Washington, D. C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, December, 1964), especially Chapters 8 and 13.
The executive orders assigning emergency functions to Federal agencies are col-
lected in Executive Orders Prescribing Emergency Preparedness Responsibilities
of the Federal Government (Washington, D. C. : Office of Emergency Planning,
1963).
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be left undone because the responsible authorities have been killed and their offices

destroyed, while in other cases organizational capabilities will be dissipated in

disputes about tile division of responsibilities. In view of the uncertain availability

of communications, the problem of prescribing rules by which a given individual

can determine whether particular responsibilities have fallen upon him is not an

easy one. However, it seems clear that the key to this problem is to make the di-

vision of responsibilities both clear and comprehensive at the level of local govern-

ments, military commands, ard local offices of federal and state agencies. All

major tasks should be assigned to local organizational units with capabilities on the

scene; such units should not require extensive guidance from higher authorities,

but should of course be prepared to accept it if the relevant higher headquarters is

functioning.

Second, there must be pre-established, orderly, and authoritative proce-

dures for overriding the ordinary processes of the private economy. For example, a

temporary "freeze" on food sales, followed by arrangements for compulsory dis-

tribution and perhaps requisitioning will be called for. To minimize enforcement

problems and social strains, there should be at least formal observance of the con-

stitutional requirement for just compensation for private property thus appropriated
50

for public use. Pre-attack values would be both the most appropriate and the

most practical basis for such compensation arrangements, and for this reason a

temporary genera! price freeze at pre-attack levels would be desirable, Such a

price freeze might also confer the incidental benefit of inhibiting an immediate and

general loss of confidence in the value of money, and, if so, would help to contain

the pressures for building up private hoards. It goes without saying that the real

meaning of any formal "compensation" would depend on prices and the availability of

goods when the payments were made. To make "just" compensation possible, it

would be desirable to defer the actual settlement of compensation claims until the

compensation problem could be treated as a apart of the more general problem of

equalization of war losses and restoration of property rights.

50See William K. Chipman, Nonmilitary Defense for the United States:

Strategic, Operational, Legal and Constitutional Aspects (Madison, Wisc. : Na-
tonal Security Studies Group of the University of Wisconsin, May, 1961), pp.
335-366, for a discussion of the legal aspects of the proposals made here and

below.
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Thir'd, the establishment of effective governmental contr'ol over essential

stocks must not be inhibited by uncertainties as to the actual ownership of the

stocks. As with the payment of compensation, the guiding principle must be to

meet the emergency promptly and to defer the whole problem of property rights and

loss equalization until later. To the extent, therefore, that circumstances permit

something other than the outright commandeering of property that is of dubious

ownership, or is owned by persons dead, missing, or simply absent, the appropri-

ate procedures would simply involve making records of the type and location of the

property taken and any available indications as to its probable ownership. Stocks of

essential commodities in transit to distant points, or in businesses or homes whose

owners or occupants were dead or inaccessible, would have to be dealt with in this

way.

Procedures for Equitable Distribution of Essential Stocks. The institution

of procedures for achieving an equitable distribution of food and other necessities

should go forward at the local level more or less contemporaneously with the task

of inventorying and establishing official control over the stocks. Rations should be

set ,'t quite austere levels in the early stages, pending further clarification of the

local, regional, and national resource picture. In localities receiving refugees

from areas of blast and fire damage, severe shortages would appear at a fairly

early stage; with the passage of time the need for re-allocations of supplies over

large geographical areas would become more pronounced. This would present

organizational problems rather different from those of preventing the disappear-

ance of locally available supplies into private hoards.

In natural disasters in advanced economies, a very short time elapses be-

fore the stricken area receives a flood of voluntarily contributed supplies for the

surrounding territory. Indeed, the outpouring of aid from the surrounding "cornu-

copia society" often overshoots the optimum and places additional burdens on the
51

organizations attempting to cop- with the disaster. As has been widely remarked,

it is not easy to extrapolate this characteristic feature of peacetime disasters to the

See Allen H. Barton, op. cit. , pp. 258-259.
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situation that would prevail after a nuclear war. In terms of relative degrees of

need, the areas touched only by fallout or not at all would still represent a poten-.

tial "cornucopia" of essential supplies for areas that suffered blast damage or

were receiving refugees from such areas. But the relatively fortunate areas would,

for the most part, have suffered a large disaster in absolute terms, and people in

these areas might well expect to be among the recipients of aid rather than the

donors. Furthermore, they would certainly be aware that their present affluence

in surviving stocks of necessities could prove to be temporary, and that the future

might bring severe deprivation. Finally, the general magnitude and scope of the

disaster, plus the special problem of fallout, would undoubtedly make it impossible

to produce a large flow of aid from the more fortunate areas for a substantial

period of time--and with the passage of time, disaster research suggests, there is

likely to be a waning of sympathetic concern for the less fortunate.

The problem posed by the absence of a generous flow of voluntary aid from

the more to the less fortunate areas would be most severe in the case of items like

clothing, blankets, hand tools, cooking utensils, etc. For these durable and semi-

durable items, stocks in stores and warehouses are likely to account for a relatively

small fraction of the total "surplus" held by the more fortunate area. A substa.itial

redistribution toward the areas of greatest need would therefore require that sup-

plies be retrieved from private individuals, a process which is likely to be difficult

and inefficient unless it is largely voluntary. Careful consideration should there-

fore be given to the problem of designing a combination of appeals, inducements,

and threats that would be of maximum effectiveness in bringing forth the needed sup-

plies. Some form of compensation for contributions made would probably be a part

of the ideal combination.

The problem of adjusting the distribution of housing space among the sur-

vivors would arise in a severe form early in the survival period and would probably

continue to exist, in a less severe form, well into the reorganization phIse. In the

earlier stages, the adjustment would certainly require billeting the homeless in

private homes of others, as well as the provision of shelter on an emergency basis

in hotels and motels, educational institutions, and so forth. With the passage of

time, these emergency arrangements would be gradually replaced by construction
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of emergency housing units, conversion of non-dwelling structures, and the sub-

division of existing dwelling units. It seems likely that a fairly substantial long

term relocation of population in the less damaged areas would be required, with

attendant increases in housing densities. An important organization problem will

be to make the necessary adjustments in the housing supply with a minimum ex-

penditure of resources on alterations, conversions, and new construction.

A final organizational aspect of the problem of controlling and redistrib-

uting essential stocks concerns the relationships among Federal, state, and local

authorities. To the extent that local anJ state officials consider themselves to

be responsible primarily for the welfare of the citizens of their own political sub-

divisions, redistributions that are urgently needed in a national perspective may

be in sharp conflict with the inclinations of particular state and local officials.

While it is difficult to assess the probability that state and local officials would

refuse to comply with, or hamper the implementation of, Federal directives

removing urgently needed supplies from their control, it would be unwise to as-
52

sume in pre-attack planning that the probability is precisely zero. Preparedness

planning should seek to minimize this probability; in particular, it should not be

predicated on a prolonged total incapacitation of the Federal Government. What-

ever else is lost, the Federal Government must be prepared to retain two essential

bulwarks to its authority: (1) an information and communications system capable

of providing a basis for realistic decisions and communicating the decisions when
53

made, and (2) active control of all military units involved in civil defense activ-

ities, including National Guard units.

5 2 See the remarks of Robert McGinnis on this point in "Postattack Restor-
ation of American Society, " Appendix H in Report of Panel on Postattack Recovery
Program, 2p. cit., pp. 183-184.

5 3 For a discussion of the role of damage assessment systems in provid-
ing the necessary information base, see B. F. Massell and S. G. Winter, Jr.,
Postattack Damage Assessment: A Conceptual Analysis (Santa Monica, Calif.:
The RAND Corporation, RM-2844-PR, November, 1961).
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Operation of Essential Services. While it is conceivable that the organi-

zational arrangements needed to achieve control over essential stocks might be

improvised after an attack, at least at the local level, the problems of sustaining

the operation of basic utilities (including transportation and communications) would

be much less likely to yield to such improvisation. As was noted above, the prob-

lem of protecting essential personnel and making continued operation possible under

fallout conditions should either be solved by suitable preparations, or else pre-

paredness planning in general should reflect the incompleteness or absence of the

solution. Whatever the technological limit on the post-attack operation of utilities,

there would remain the organizational problem of assuring maximum production

within those limits. The foremost requirement is to assure that operating person-

nel are either on the job or in shelters in or very near the place of work. Since

studies of disasters have repeatedly underlined the very strong pull of family

attachments on persons involved in disaster, and the rather high probability that

persons with important emergency functions will desert their posts in order to re-

join and protect their families, the only reasonable solution would seem to be one

in which family attachments and the emergency role pull in the same direction.

This might be accomplished, for example, by programs which would make high

quality shelter space available to utilities workers and their families at the place

of work. If separated when warning was received, families would reunite at these

shelters. As a supplement to these arrangements, and to guard against a possible

reaction by the general public against the "favoritism" shown to utilities workers,

plans could be made for the automatic creation of a paramilitary organization of

utilities workers, in the event of a nuclear attack. Such a form of organization

might prove valuable in carrying out hazardous tasks, in the early post-attack time

period, such as the repair and patchup of transmission lines, water distribution

systems, and so forth.

Success in maintaining or quickly resuming the production of essential ser-

vices during the survival phase will also depend on the availability of fuel, repair

parts and other essential materials. Here, as in the case of the distribution of con-

sumer goods, normal market processes would be ineffective and would have to be
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overridden by administrative fiat. The relevant stocks would come under govern-

ment control and would be allocated in accordance with criteria of urgency. And,

as in the case of consumer goods, the problem of compensation for the private

property acquired should be deferred, but the information necessary to a determi-

nation of appropriate compensation should, if possible, be recorded.

The organizational devices suggested here for basic utilities could be ap-

plied more widely to the operation of other sectors of the economy during the period

of warning, the attack, and the survival phase. Three objectives would be para-

mount in these other sectors. First, damage should be held to a minimum, and

productive resources preserved. In particular, some industries (petroleum, steel)

should be prepared to accomplish an orderly shutdown, with minimum damage to

facilities. For this purpose, the plan of providing shelter for essential workers and

their families at the place of work might be effective. Second, while new production

of survival items is unlikely to be of major importance, it is nevertheless true that

such production should be maximized. Thus, plants producing basic foodstuffs,

medical supplies, hand tools, etc. , should produce as much as the availability of

inputs would permit. Organizational arrangements should assure that production

in such plants would be at the technological limits, regardless of the ownership of

the necessary inputs. In plants where a rapid conversion to production of obviously

scarce items would be possible, plans to make such conversions should be triggered

automatically by the occurrence of the attack. Third, production should be halted

and input inventories preserved in all plants producing items of dubious essentiality.

Surviving inventories of basic materials might contribute a crucial element of flex-

ibility to the reorganizing economy, and this advantage could be lost if the inventories

were converted into finished products which turned out to be in relatively abundant

supply.

The foregoing sketch of the possible forms of economic organization during

the survival phase contains several elements that , re prominent in current thinking

on the subject in the Office of Emergency Planning. In particular, the necessity for

planning for rationing and price control at the state and local level is emphasized.

The gt'enral r'equiirement for governmental control over the allocation of resources
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is recognized as the consequence of the obvious infeasibility of an immediate res-

toration of a private ownership economy regulated by markets, plus the dominance

of redistribution of existing stocks among the nation's economic tasks. However,

in the picture developed above, efforts to maintain production of essentiai services

and survival items are considered to be based primarily on the possibility of run-

ning down input inventories, and only incidentally on the possibility of obtaining

additional inputs on an ad hoc emergency basis--with only minimal recognition of

private property rights. This appears to be a point of difference with the view

implicit in official planning, in that no evolution oi emergency allocation measures

into a comprehensive and regularized system of direct economic controls is con-

templated. The significance of this difference in viewpoint is minor in the early

survival phase, but becomes marked as the survival phase blends into the reorgan-

ization phase--as the following section will indicate.

IV. The Reorganization Phase and the Achievement of Viability

With transportation, electric power and other utilities functioning in the

undamaged areas under government control, the homeless in temporary shelter,

and emergency food distribution systems established, the nation would be able to

live mainly on its inventories and the services of surviving durable goods for many

months. As time passed, however, the depletion of inventories in those sectors

directly engaged in meeting the essential needs of the population would create the

necessity for at least a minimal recovery of production in the industries providing

current inputs to those sectors. For example, some resumption of production in

petroleum refining would be required during the first year, even under austere

rationing, to meet requirements for fuel and lubricants in transportation, power

generation, and elsewhere. The depletion of retail and wholesale food stocks would

make the processing of grain stocks an urgent matter. The wearing out of clothing

would bring the pressure to the apparel and textile industries. If a marked decline

in the quality of the nation's diet were to be avoided, an early resumption of pro-

duction in dairying and produce farming would be needed, and, in the second year
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after the attack, the depletion of grain stocks would become a matter of concern.

Assuming success in all these tasks, urgency would finally extend to replacing

durable equipment as it wore out and expanding capacity in the hardest hit of the

basic industries.

Thus, the necessity for new production would spread back through the

economy from the industries directly engaged in meeting basic needs, touching

particular industries at times dependent in large measure on the durability of

their products, the size of surviving inventories of those products, and the mag-

nitude of the essential requirements for them. This spreading process would not

involve a strictly linear progression from 'later" to "earlier" stages of produc-

tion, but would include a complicated pattern of loops as industries were touched

with the indirect effects of their own demands for inputs. For example, electric

power is essential to most industries, and at the same time electric power gene-

ration requires fuel and equipment inputs from other industries. Such circular

relations among industries are relatively unimportant so far as current flows of

inputs are concerned, but become much more prominent when the services of

durable plant and equipment are considered.

In some circumstances, requirements for ordnance and other components

of the support of military forces, or for aid to other nations, might be judged by

policy makers to be almost as urgent as the essential consumption requirements of

the population. If so, the pattern of demands spreading through the economy would

obviously be somewhat different from that suggested above. However, the produc-

tion of advanced technology weapon systems in the aftermath of a nuclear attack

which destroyed many of the largest urban areas is so plainly infeasible that it is

difficult to believe that the attempt to do so would be long pursued. It is, after all,

a seriously challenging technological task to produce such systems and maintain

them in working order even with a fully intact economy. As for the other compon-

ents of military demand and the possibility of aid to other nations, the pattern of

requirements imposed on the industries of the economy would not differ too much

from that imposed by a corresponding increase in consumption requirements.

The discussion of the reorganization phase in the following pages is pred-

icated on the assumption that the effort to support military forces and extend aid
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to other nations in the post-attack period would not be pressed to the point where

the achievement of viability would be threatened--i. e. , that national priorities

have been accurately characterized in Section 1. Except in cases involving levels

of attack on cities so low as to leave no question of the technological feasibility of

achieving viability, this assumption would certainly imply that national securily

programs would claim a smaller percentage of the nation's output than they do at
54

present. It is further assumed that the attack would not follow an extended per-

iod of economic mobilization that, as noted in Section III, might leave inventories

well below normal and consequently tend to eliminate the sharp decline in the im-

mediate threat to population survival that defines the end of the survival phase.

Finally, it is assumed that the weight of attack on urban-industrial targets would

not be much over 2000 megatons, and that the total pre-attack expenditures on pre-

preparedness programs. shelters included, would amount at most to perhaps 25

billion. As is indicated below, these last assumptions characterize a situation in

which the nation would be relying primarily on the survival of a substantial pro-

portion of its ordinary productive facilities and inventories rather than on extremely

elaborate programs of stockpiling, construction of underground factories, and so

forth.

Technological Aspects of Achieving Viability: Qualitative Discussion

From the technological point of view, the problem of achieving economic

viability is a problem of meeting a time schedule of requirements by making use

of surviving productive facilities and inventories and the efforts of the surviving

labor force. Or, in the terminology of Section II, it is a matter of whether the

initial stocks of various resources available to the productive machine are such as

to make feasible a time sequence of outputs in which the labor supply is never

forced significantly below the initial level and quantities of output sufficient to meet

other essential needs--e. g. , support of the nonproductive elements of the popula-

tion--are withdrawn from the machine at appropriate times.

5 4 National defense, space, and foreign aid programs accounted for
slightly less than 10 per cent of gross national product in 1964.
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An Illustrative Model. Before proceeding with a brief discussion of the

currently available quantitative information on this question, it will be helpful to

examine an illustrative model oi it that brings out its gross features, and then to

discuss some of the more detailed mechanisms in qualitative terms. Imagine that

the productive machine employs only three resources: labor (the quantity ef which

will be denoted by the letter "L"); capital (K), meaning such "produced means of

production" as machines, buildings, etc.; and food (S). Labor and capital may be

employed to produce either food or more capital, and the output from given quan-

tities of labor and productive capacity can be either a certain number of units of

food or an equal number of units of capi'al, or any combination of the two adding

to the same total. That is, food and capital have identical production functions and

resources may be shifted freely from the one sort of production to the other. Fooo

is required to "produce" labor; every unit of labor requires at least c units of food

in a given time period if it is to be available in the following time period, and this

is the only consumption requirement. Furthermore, food supplies are always

equitably distributed over the labor force. The productivity of labor increases

when the amount of capital per "worker" (-) increases, but at a diminishing rate.
L

Depreciation reduces the stock of capital by a certain fraction (d) at the end of each

time period. There is a fixed non-consumption requirement R which must be met

in every time period and is considered to be a requirement for new capital goods

(for export, or for military use); it must be met out of new production.

K

Let p ( L ) be the function relating the productivity of labor to the amount

of capital per worker. Then with labor force L and capital stock K, the machine can

produce a total output L p ( -L- ). If the economy is to be considered viable in a

given time period, this quantity of output (in the form of food or capital in any com-

bination) mus. be large enotugh to meet the current consumption requirement, c L,

the fixed requirement, R, and make good the dc-preciatlun of capital, d K. That is,

the economy is viable if K is large enough relative to L so that

p - j. c I + dK + R
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For a given L, let K be the smallest value of K satisfying this condition, so that

Lp(-) cL + dK + R

Then the economy is viable if K • R.

If, at the end of the survival phase, the economy has a stock of capital

smaller than the required level (for the surviving labor force L)Q and it possesses

no inventory of food, then it cannot achieve viability. The fixed requirement and

the consumption requirement may be met for the time being, but the depreciation

of "he stock of capital cannot be made good. Eventually, capital would decline to

the point where the consumption requirement could not be met, and the labor force

would abruptly aecrease. However, if there is a surviving inventory of food, the

economy may achieve viability even if it is initially nonviable. An initial inventory
Sof S units of food will support the entire labor force for o time periods. During

0cL

this period of time, any excess of output over the sum of depreciation and the fixed

requirement may be used to increase the stock of capital according to the relation
Kt

Kt+ 1 = Kt + L )- dK -- R

Of course, if there is no such excess, viability still cannot be achieved. The sys-

tem will inevitably collapse when the food inventory is exhausted. But if an increase

in the capital stock can be made in the first period, further increases can be made

in subsequent periods until the food inventory is exhausted. If, at this point, the

stock of capital is at least equal to K, then viability has been achieved and the stage

is set for recuperation. If the stock of capital is still below K, collapse will occur.

The situation is summarized in Figure IV-l, page 392. The level K of

capital is the level that wil] just permit the fixed requirement and depreciation de-

mands to be met:

Lp(-•-) dK + R
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K, S

so

Ko

tv =

cL

Figure IV-I

SUCCESS. AND FAILURE IN ACHIEVING VIABILITY

K = Capital

S = Inventory of food
K* Capital required for temporary recovery
L = Labor
K= Capita! required for viability
So = Food inventory at end of survival period
Ko : Capital at end uf survival period
tv - Time of depletion of food inventory
So/cL = Ratio of food stock to food requirements per period
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If the surviving capital is at or below this level, not even a temporary recovery

of output and capital stock can be achieved, regardless of the surviving food in-

ventory. This, it may be assumed, could only be the result of an excessive

fixed requirement--it would always be possible to produce enough output to cover
55 *

depreciation alone. If surviving capacity exceeds K , a temporary recovery

will occur with two possible outcomes. Either capacity will be increased to K

by the time the food inventory is exhausted (the solid curved line), or it will not

(the broken curved line). The difference between the two cases might represent,

for example, the difference between two possible sizes of the fixed requirement,

or it might represent two possible assumptions as to the productivity of labor.

Thus, in this simple model, the reorganization phase can be described

very simply as a race between the exhaustion of the food inventory and the recov-

ery of output. Provided that the fixed requirement is not too large, a large

enough food inventory will always afford enough time for reconstruction of the

required amount of capital. It should also be noted that, for small values of the
fixed requirement and a given level Ko of surviving capital, an increase in the
surviving labor force L will increase the size of the food stock that must survive

if viability is to be achieved. An increase in L not only shortens the time that

the food stock will last, but it also increases the level K of capital that must be

achieved during this time. In general, these effects will not be overcome by the
56

contribution of the additional labor to output.

5 5 If the initial surviving capital were far in excess of the required amount
K, it might be impossible to avoid some decline in the capital stock--but once such
a decline occurred, viability would be achieved. A more realistic model would
recognize that some plants cannot produce any output at all without a certain amount
of labor, and that the specific types of equipment required for viability with a very
small labor force might not have been in use in the pre-attack economy. In this
•'zse, there might be a failure to achieve viability in spite of a great excess of capi-
ti• per worker, because of the inappropriate character of that capital. Such an
eventuality can be safely ignored given the characteristics of the weapons, the
weights of attack, and the preparedness programs assumed here.

5 6 See Economic Viability... . Appendix A, pp. 161-172, for a formal dis-
cussion of the effects of an increase in L in this model.
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This model serves primarily to provide a clear illust.-ation of the possibil-

ity of a temporary recovery of production, supported by drawing upon inventories,

followed by a "viability eý isis" as inventories are depleted and the demands to be

satisfied from current production begin to mount at a rapid rate. It warns against

the practice, all too common in studies of post-attack conditions in individual

industries, of considering only the current demands to be satisfied over some ar-

bitrary time period after the attack such as one or two years. The problem of

achieving viability must be viewed as a whole, with full attention not only to the

rates of consumption that surviving inventories would support, but also to the

total task that must be accomplished before those inventories are completed.

Economic Reality and Limitations of the Model. There are, of course,

many features of economic reality that are not represented at all in this highly

aggregative view of the problem. The great diversity of types of productive fa-

cilities, together with the prospect of large differences in rates of destruction

among the various types, precludes a realistic characterization of the situation in

terms of an aggregate capital stock. Some of the surviving capacity would be

useful only for producing inessential goods such as consumer durables, and would

not be worth operating at all. In other cases, conversion of capacity to more

essential uses could be made, but only at a cost in terms of labor and material

inputs that might or might not have more urgent alternative uses. Very high rates

of destruction in electric power generation and transportation would be much more

crippling than corresponding destruction in, for example, the machinery industries.

For without electric power and transportation, surviving capacity in other industries

would be close to useless; on the other hand, the loss of the machinery producing

industries would impose no such severe limits on the utilization of the surviving

capacity in other industries. Electric power and transportation thus illustrate the

phenomenon of "self dependence", in which the destruction of an industry strongly

inhibits its reconstruction, regardless of the survival of capacity in other industries.

Similarly, a realistic view of the productive machine would have to rec-

ognize the wide range of possibilities for substitution among resources both in

production and consumption. For example, the nation's diet could be adjusted
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in many different ways to reflect the availability of various types of uncontami.-

nated land, farm machinery and fuel, fertilizer, manpower, food processing

capacity, and so forth. The basic materials- -steel, aluminum, wood, copper, etc.--

have overlapping areas of possible application, within which adjustments can be

made on the basis of relati . scarcities. The same is true of energy sources,

and of transport modes. Of particular importance is the possibility of econo-

mizing on manpower, high quality materials and capital goods by sacrificing

durability--and thus postponing resource demands to a later time when output

will be larger. A similar deferral of resource demands can be accomplished by

using plant and equipment more intensively, for example, by going to multi-

shift operations in industries in which this is not standard practice. T'his has

the effect of making the construction of new plant and equipment unnecessary,

but at the expense of having to replace existing facilities at an earlier date. Re-

placement itself can be deferred, however, by expending more labor on main-

tenance and accepting a lower productivity of labor on the equipment in use.

Finally, as noted above, the equipment in one industry may be used to perform

tasks previously performed in another industry- -especially when the equipment
57

involved is identical, which is often the case.

The foregoing does not begin to exhaust the possibilities for a qualitative

discussion of the alternative ways in which the productive machine might be adapted

to a given situation. But it serves to indicate that the analysis of the reorganization

phase requires, in principle, a characterization of the technologically available op-

portunities that must simultaneously be highly detailed, integrated in the sense of

allowing for all of the ramifications of given actions, and capable of application to

to a wide r'nge of possible post-attack situations. In fact, the only available char-

acterizations are quite crude and can provide only rough approximations to the

5 7 1n particular, the great bulk of the machine tools and metal-forming
machines employed in the metalworking industries are general purpose machines
that can be used to produce a wide variety of products. This means that much of
the capacity in any given industry could be converted, if necessary, to the pro-
duction of items normally produced in another industry. See the discussion by
H. M. Markowitz and A. J. Rowe, "The Metalworking Industries, " Chapter 10 in
A. S. Manne and H. M. Markowitz (eds.), Studies in Process Analysis (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1963), especially pp. 266 and 2'2-84.
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technologically available alternatives after a given attack. By far the most am-

bitious attempt to provide the required characterization is the Program Analysis

for Resource Management (PARM) system developed by the National Planning
58

Association for the Office of Emergency Planning. This system was designed

for the precise purpose of developing and testing for feasibility alternative time

schedules of requirements on the economy. In its prototype version, the central

description of production possibilities in the economy is in terms of over three

hundred distinct production activities, plus one hundred thirty-five construc-

tion activities. By the standards of previous attempts to cope with the same

general problem, this represents an enormous amount of detail. It is clear that

the information obtained from PARM computations on various hypothetical post-

attack situations will, in the future, constitute the main source of quantitative

information on the problem of achieving viability--at the time of this writing, the

system has been run only on an experimental basis. Nevertheless, it is important

to note that the PARM characterization of the productive machine is still quite

crude. The geographical distribution of economic activity is not reflected in the

basic description of production possibilities, nor does the system automatically

carry out many of the substitution possibilities referred to above. These defi-

ciencies can be, and are intended to be, compensated for by the liberal introduction

of expert judgment in the course of the computations. But it is clear that the in-

formation base of this expert judgment is of crucial importance, and a major

effort to improve that base is probably called for.

Technological Aspects of Achieving Viability: A Quantitative Survey

In the absence of PARM calculations for a wide range of hypothetical

post-attack situations, still cruder techniques must be employed to acquire a

perspective on the size and distributions of attack that might seriously threaten

the attainment of viability. Generally speaking, what can be obtained at present

A general description of the PARM system may be found in John DeWitt
No-ton, "An Introduction to the Post-Attack Recovery Planning System" (Washington,
1). C. : National Hesoource Evaluation Center, Office of Emergency Planning, August,
1964). (IT'ochn ical Report No. 12.
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is an indication of the size of the task of achieving viability, rather than a full

analysis of the feasibility of accomplishing that task. The discussion that follows

is based primarily on a more complete treatment by the author in Section VII of

"Economic Viability after Thermonuclear War: The Limits of Feasible Produc-

tion".

The Gap between Present Consumption Levels and Subsistence Needs. By

far the most important fact bearing on the ability of the economy to support the

survivors of a nuclear war is an enormous gap between present levels of consump-

tion and anything that could reasonably be regarded as a subsistence level. For

example, only a little over 30 per cent of the 1964 gross national product would

be requirea to provide the per capita consumption standards of 1933 to the entire

1964 population. Less than a quarter of current output would be required to pro-
59

vide the consumption standards characteristic of the turn of the century. It is

clear, therefore, that large losses of productive capacity relative to population

losses could be sustained without threatening the economy with nonviability for

technological reasons -- provided that the destruction did not fall disproportionately

on precisely those sectors that produce essential consumption goods, and that the

surviving capacity in transportation and the other utilities permits the other types

of capacity to be utilized.

Food Stocks. The next most important fact is the high probability that

surviving food stocks would be adequate to support the surviving population for

roughly two years. The importance of these stocks is not at all measured by their

value at current prices, whi-h of course is small (less than $15 billion) compared to

5 9 See Economic Viability..., Table 1, p. 97, for similar comparisons.
The 1964 gross national product at 1954 prices (the basis used in the table cited)
was $515.7 billion. The 1933 level of personal consumption expenditures per cap-
ita, in 1964 prices, was $824. For the 1964 population of 192 million, this amounts
to approximately $158 billion. (Gross national product figures for 1964, cited
here and elsewhere, are from Appendix B in The Annual Report of the Council of
Economic Advisers (1956) (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
January, 1965).
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the total value of the wealth that would survive. Rather, their importance derives

from the mechanism set forth in the simple model of the situation--the larger the

food stocks, the more time is afforded for the restoration of the capacity needed

to support food production in the future. But the simple model does not correctly

represent the working of this mechanism, for it neglects the fact that, up to a

point, a given labor input will yield a larger product if it is applied over a longer

period of time. When a series of tasks must be performed in a fairly rigid se-

quence, as is typically the case in construction projects, a higher rate of applica-

tion of input will not result in a proportional advance of the completion date. Thus,

to the extent that there are technologically determined limits on the minimum time

required for construction of a petroleum refinery, a fertilizer plant, or a railroad

link between two points, the ability to subsist out of inventory for a certain period

can be crucial out of all proportion to the normal value of the inventory. By

exactly the same sort of argument, the simple step of locating food stocks roughly

in accordance with the probable distribution of the surviving population may effect

an enormous reduction in the barriers to the achievement of viability.

Granting that the present economy is far from the margin of viability,

and the specific importance of the food stocks in affording time for a certain amount

of reconstruction, there remains the problem of determining the range of attack

sizes over which these general observations might reasonably be accepted as indi-

cating the technological feasibility of achieving viability. A procedure for answer-

ing this question involves the following steps: First, one or more estimates of the

size and composition of "subsistence consumption" per capita must be formulated.

The second step is to determine the proportions of existing capacity in various sec-

tors that would be required in order to meet the estimated consumption standards

for the entire population.

Industrial Capacity. Third, the changes in per capita capacity in all in-

dustries must be determined for various sizes and patterns of attack, and ranges of

shelter conditions. To define a range of possible situations, it is useful in particu-

lar to consider the possibility that the attack is directed against population, or,
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alternatively, that it is directed against the industrial sectors In which the most

serious "bottlenecks" can be created. Given a particular assumption as to the pat-

tern of attack, it is possible to determine the level of attack that will reduce sur-

viving capacity per capita In some industry below the level previously determined

to be "required. " Of course, since any feasible classification of economic activity

into distinct industries always involves a considerable amount of aggregation, the

fact that capacity in a given industry is above the requirement does not necessarily

mean that capacity in all of the sub-sectors within that industry is above the required

level. Therefore, it must be assumed that such intraindustry imbalances In the

surviving capacity could be remedied by conversion or construction of new capacity

within the period of grace afforded by surviving inventories. Only a more detailed

analysis of technological possibilities can suggest whether this assumption repre-

sents an overstatement of the technological flexibility in the economy.

Finally, as a largely separate part of the analysis, there should be some

attempt to determine whether transportation and other utilities would represent a

severe bottleneck for levels and patterns of attack at which other types of capacity

would be more than adequate. It is clear, of course, that the utilities would be

constraining in the absence " ,najor efforts to deal with a large amount of minor

damage to the various networkR. Indeed, the need for such repairs would be so ur-

gent that it is necessary to assume that preparedness programs would be adequate

to assure the completion of most of the minor patchup work at an early date in the

reorganization phase. The remaining question is whether the destruction of major

system components would be so great as to require a significant amount of new pro-

duction of such components as would be required during the reorganization phase--

e. g., whether the surviving quantities of generators, railroad rolling stock, bridges,

water plurification plants, etc., would be adequate to support reorganizat4on or

would require some augmentation. This question could be answered in a rough

way by considering the total national supplies and requirements for such compon-

ents by the same techniques employed for other sectors--but such an analysis

should certainly be supplemented by an examination of the geographical distribution

oi the immobile components.
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The foregoing program of analysis was carried out, although in a rather

crude way, in the RAND memorandum cited above. The principal results may be

summarized briefly. First, surviving capacity in the manufacturing industries

most directly involved in providing essential consumption goods should be adequate,

at least in the aggregate, even after attacks of several thousand megatons against

population centers. If it is assumed that the population is protected against fallout,

then an attack directed against population as large as 4000 megatons would not re-

ducct the per capita capacity in this "survival industry" category much below the

levels of the late 1930's. An attack against survival industry itself would be another

matter. On the same assumption about population protection, the feasibility of

providing 1933 consumption standards to the surviving population would be in ques-

tion at an attack level of 1000-1500 megatons (10-megaton weapons). For lower

levels of population protection, the per capita balance would of course be improved.

With approximately perfect protection of the population, 1933 standards might be

unattainable at attack. levels of 500-750 megatons. 60

The broad category of "recovery and military support industry" consists

primarily of heavy manufacturing industries- -iron and steel, transportation equip-

ment, farm machinery, and so on. This category is significantly more concen-

trated geographically than survival industry, and an attack directed specifically at

the most lucrative targets in this category would have correspondingly larger

effects on surviving capacity per capita. Less than 100 10-mcgaton weapons,

accurately delivered, would reduce surviving capacity per capita to 50 per cent of

the pre-attack level, assuming complete fallout protection. However, assuming

that "military support" would be negligible, the demands placed against these in-

dustries for the sole purpose of supporting a minimum consumption standard would

be quite small. Under normal conditions, a generous estimate of the fraction

60
For the purposw of these comparisons, the percentage of survival in-

dustry capacity per capita assumed required %o meet the 1933 standard has been
tstimatd at 55 per cvnt, roughly the ratio of 1933 to 1960 per capita consumption
of nondurable commodities. This is a different, anid probably superior, procedure
from that used in Economic Viabilty. ... pp. 100-107, which also differed in that
a 19•10 rather than a 1933 standard was used. Othorwise, the calculations are
has, d on the surviv'al curves presented in 'igrure 4, p. 115, of Economic Viability.
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of gross durable goods output required to make good all depreciation on equipment

and structures directly or indirectly involved in the production of goods and ser-
61

vices for consumption would be 20 per cent. A decline in over-all per capita

consumption levels by roughly 50 per cent (to 1933 levels) would thus mean that

about a tenth of present capacity per capita should suffice to meet this depreciation

requirement. There would be an additional requirement for making good the de-

preciation of essential durables in the hands of consumers, but the decline in per

capita consumption of durables would of course be much larger than the average

decline in consumption. This in turn probably means that the previous estimate of

61This is the result of assuming (1) that "capital consumption allowances"

in the national product tables approximate total physical depreciation in the economy,
(2) that this total can be allocated among production for consumption, government,
net investment, etc., according to the proportions that these categories represent
of net national product. For 1958, this leads to the conclusion that half of the 1958
gross private domestic investment might have been required to make good the de-
preciation of capacity producing consumption goods, the capacity producing replace-
ments of that capacity, and so on. (Both of the assumptions made probably tend to
make this figure an overstatement. ) Assume further that the industry distribution
of this replacement demand is roughly the same as that of gross private domestic
investmer÷ Then the question becomes: how much of the 1958 output of various
durable goods e, ,uld be required, directly or indirectly, to carry out half of the 1958
gross investment? A rxugh answer to this can be obtained on the basis of Table T3
in M. R. Goldman, M. L. Marimont, and B. N. Vaccara, "The InterindustryStruc-
ture of the United States, " Survey of Current Business, XLIV, 11 (November, 1964),
p. 14. That table gives the percentages of gross output required, directly or indi-
rectly, to meet gross investment demands in 1958. For durable goods industries,
excluding construction, the percentages vary from 73. 0 (farm machinery and equip-
ment) down to 2. 8 (ordnance and accessories). An over-all weighted average may
be computed, using as weights the value added figures provided in W. W. Leontief,
"The Structure of the U. S. Economy, " Scientific American, CCXII, 4 (April,
1965), pp. 30-31. (The dollar figures shown there correspond to the 1958 patterns,
though not to 1958 totals. ) The result is that 33 per cent of the aggregate gross
output of the durable goods industries, excluding construction, was required to meet
the gross investment portion of final demand. Half of this gives 16. 5 per ceat as
the desired figuire. The "Recovery and Military Support Industry" category excludeE
construction, but includes a few classifications from the chemicals industry; the
most relevant figure on this basis would be 16 per cent. Although the Recovery and
Military Support Industry category excludes many subclassifications in the durable
goods industries, there is no reason to think that this substantially affects the out-
come. In any case, the 20 per cent figure makes an additional allowance for the
possible shortcomings of this calculation.
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durables is excessive, since producers' durables arc probably disproportionately

required in the production of consumer durables as against nondurablcs and ser-

vices. All things considered, it seems very likely that the proportion of present

durablc.r capacity required for the maintenance of 1933 consumption standards

would be betwen 10 and 20 per cent.

It turns out, then, that the greater geographical concentr'ation of reco\erv

and military support industry is more than offset by the smaller role that these in-

dustries would play in a barely viable economy. Even if the attack were directed

specifically against the recovery and military support category, the attack levels

that would make 1933 consumption standards unattainable are twice the correspond-

ing levels for survival industry. It should be noted, however, that an attack large

enough to destroy 80 per cent or more of this broad aggregate could certainly be

redesigned to destroy 100 per cent of the capacity in specific categories. A more

detailed analysis might reveal that some of these specific bottlenecks might be

created at fairly low levels of attack, but it would also reveal conversion possibil-

ities not taken into account here, and it would probably also show that the conse-

quences of delays in reconstruction in the hardest-hit could be mitigated considerably

by expending more effort on the maintenance of the surviving stock of products,

"cannibalizing" broken machines for spare parts, salvaging materials from dam-

aged structures, and so forth. There is, in short, little reason to believe that the

industries in this category represent the economy's most vulnerable point in terms

of preventing the achievement of viability.

Agriculture and Supporting Industries. In spite of the existence of large

food stocks, the most serious obstacles to the achievement of viability would prob-

ably arise in agriculture and its supporting industries--including in particular

petroleum refining, pesticides and fertilizer production, and transportation. While

blast and fire damage would be relatively inconsequential in agricultural areas, an

zittack in which thousands of megatons were surface burst over U.S. missile sites

would (.o\,cr the nation's most productive agricultural areas with high levels of

fallout radiation. In the absence of adequate fallout protection, over half of the
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farm population might be killed. Losses of food animals would be large, but

under the circumstances leading to the highest losses in the human population the

per capita supplis would probably increase. In the longer run picture, ecological

imbalances resulting from the differences in the vulnerability to fallout radiation

of different organisms present a threat to agriculture whose magritude is difficult

to evaluate. Put the threat is sufficiently well defined to make it d.. finitely im-

prudent to assume that significant reductions in the use of pesticides in agriculture

could be made. Another long-run threat involves the prospect of floods and ero-
' 63
sion problems as a consequence of radiation kitl of ground cover.

Two of the industries supplying current inputs to agriculture have been

identified as potentially serious bottlenecks. First, petroleum refining is highly

concentrated geographically and relatively well separated from the population.

About 50 target areas contain over 80 per cent of the petroleum refining capacity,
and less than 6 per cent of the population. An attack of 1500 megatons (on 150

target areas) could destroy essentially all of the petroleum refining capacity. The

picture is further darkened by the even greater concentration of port capacity ca-

pable of accommodating ocean-going vessels; less than 2000 megatons, perfectly

delivercd, will destroy both the ports and tie petroleum refineries. 64 Although it

is plain that the present capacity in petroleum refining is far in excess of austere

post-attack requirements, it is equally clear that nothing like the present locations

and techniqu, s of agricultural production would be possible without fuel for agri-

cultural machinery, trucks, and diesel locomotives. Even assuming the total elim-

ination of petroleum demands by governments and for operation of private motor

vehicles, it would be difficult to make the case that the economy could be made

62S
see 0. E. Williamson and K. 1). Moll, Postattack Farm Problems,

Part II: Attack Effects on Inputs and Farm Output (MCenlo Park, Ca~if.: Stanford
Research Institute, October, 1961), p). 43.

63See Report of Panel on Postattack Recovery, Program, 2E. cit. Ap-

pendix F, for a discussion of #ecological effects, erosion, etc.

64 Economic Viabilit.y.. Tablehs 17 anti 19, pp. 212 and 214.
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viable with less than 10 per cent of its present use of refined petroleum products. 65

Success in achieving viability after an attack which wiped out all petroleum refin-

eries would therefore depend on success in building new refineries with 10 percent

of present capacity before inventories of petroleum products were exhausted.

Pesticides production is the second example of a potentially serious bottle-

neck in an industry providing current inputs to agriculture. Pesticides are produced

by a variety of processes employing a fairly wide rarge of basic chemicals. The

vulnerability of the industry, according to a Stanford Research Institute study, lies

only partly in the fact that some of the chemical inputs are produced in only a hand-

ful of plants, generally located in major population centers. Equally significant is

the fact that a fairly elaborate sequence of operations, performed at widely sepa-

rated points is often involved in the production of a particular pesticide. Thus,

even assuming the availability of inputs, the industry may be crippled by the dis-
66

ruption of transportation, and its vulnerability to organizational difficulties is high.

Shortages of railroad transportation might well compound the difficulties

noted above and also hamper the distribution of food to consumers. Aside from a

shortage of diesel fuel if petroleum refineries were attacked, the most serious

constraints on railroad operations would probably arise from the destruction of

classification yards--a resource which cannot be moved about in response to the

6 5 The Stanford Research Institute study, The Effects of Nuclear Attack
on the Petroleum Industry, concludes that "threshold of recovery" requirements
for gasoline and distillate would be about 7 per cent and 2 per cent respectively
of pre-attack consumption per capita. However, as is pointed out in Economic
Viability... , pp. 109-111, these estimates do not reflect the full requirements
ior viability. On the basis of the 19,58 input-output study ("The Interindustry Struc-
ture of the United States, " op. cit., Table B and Table 3) it may be estimated
that 27. 1 per cent of the gross output of petroleum refining and related industries
in 1958 was required to meet consumption demands other than the direct use of
gasoline and other petroleum products by consumers--e. g., for production and
transportation of food. Assuming the total elimination of this direct consumption
demand plus all nonconsumption final demands, and the reduction of the remain-
ing consumption demands in the ratio of 1933 to 1958 per capita consumption, one
is still left with a requirement for 14 per cent of 1958 gross output. Of this, over
half is accounted for by the use of petroleum in agriculture and transportation.

66 See Postattack Farm Problems, Part IT: Attack Effects on Inputs and
Farm Output, op. cit., Chapter X, pp. 151-172.
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geographical pattern of demands, and is particularly likely to be destroyed in at-

tacks on population centers. A Stanford Research Institute study of the post-attack

rail transportation system concluded that almost half of the major classification

yards would be destroyed in a 1500-megaton attack on military and population tar-

gets. Although khe study concluded that the railroads would be capable of carrying

out the necessary distribution of food stocks after such an attack, the question of

whether the network would meet the transportation requirements of a viable econ-

omy was not examined. It seems likely that at levels of attack somewhat over 1500

megatons, the destruction of classification yards and other breaks in network links

might well make the system incapable of meeting these larger requirements. 67

Attack Levels and the Achievement of Viability. There are, then, several

different points at which an attack of about 2000 megatons on urban-industrial tar-

gets might reduce the sui-viving resources well below the level consistent with

viability- -assuming levels of population survival such as might be assured by a

complete fallout shelter program. This does not, of course, demonstrate that 2000

megatons is the attack weight at which the achievement of viability would suddenly

become impossible. A detailed analysis might reveal that it would be impossible at

lower levels of attack--if it turned out that the details of the composition and geo-

graphical distribution of surviving inventories and productive facilities were suffici-

ently unfavorable. Or it might be that the economy would be capable not only of the

many feats of conversion, repair, and improvisation of new methods that are im-

plicit in the use of highly aggregative measures of surviving capacity, but also of

carrying out substantial programs of construction of new petroleum refineries,

pesticides factories, port facilities, and so forth within the time allowed by surviv-

ing inventories.

Nevertheless, the evidence is persuasive t. with the population well

protected from fallout, the task of achieving viability would be of a different order

6 7 See A S•stem Analysis of the Effects of Nuclear Attack on Railroad Trans-
portation in the Continental United States, o2. cit., especially Section VIL. It
should be noted that the conclusions stated in the front of the volume (p. xiii) give
an impression of the results that is considerably more optimistic than that pre-
sented in the text.
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of magnitude after an attack on urban-industrial targets of, say, 300G megatons as

compared with what it would be after an attack of 1000 megatons. At the lower level,

the task is mainly one of making minor repairs to assure the effective use of the sur-

viving capabilities of the productive machine. In any aggregate terms, the produc-

tive capabilities lost are well within the margin by which existing capabilities exceed

the essential minimum. Although capacity in particular industries could be reduced

to zero or close to it by appropriate design of the attack, the surviving capacity of in-

dustries not specifically targeted would be well above requirements -- and inventories

of the targeted industry's products would presumably be high as well. In the specific

case of petroleum refining, 97% of the capacity might be destroyed--but over half of

the port capacity wotuld survive this attack, and it should be possible to import the

rather small amount of petroleum products required. At the higher level of attack,

there is not only the possibility of the total loss of some key industries, but there

would be relatively few sectors in which useful capacity survived in amounts much

in excess of requirements. The actual reconstruction of large parts of the produc-

tive machine would be necessary, but probably impossible as a result of the total

absence of some key sectors. Suppose, for example, that 2000 of the 3000 megatons

are directed at the top 200 targets in terms of survival industry. About 60% of the

population would survive, but only 30%0 of the survival industry capacity--less than

the amount required to maintain 1933 living standards. In addition, these same 200

weapons would destroy almost two-thirds of the recovery and military support indus-

try, over 40% of the petroleum refining capacity, 30%0 of the electric power-generatinj

capacity, and almost three-fourths of the port capacity. The full results of this hy-

pothetical targeting are given in Table IV-I, 68 page 407. The remaining 1000 mega-

tons could destroy the remaining petroleum refineries and ports, with weapons left

over. Railroad transportation would certainly suffer much more severely than in

the 1500 megaton attack discussed earlier. Needless to say, as the hypothetical level

increases above 3000 megatons, the number of potential bottlenecks mounts rapidly.

68See Economic Viability... , Table 16, p. 211. The data sources and
methods used in deriving this table are discussed in ibid. , Appendix C, "Technical
Notes on the Derivation and Use of Survival Curves". The basic data for these curves
were compiled by the National Resource Evaluation Center, Office of Emergency
Planning, from original sources in the 1957 Census of Manufactures and 1961 Census
Bureau estimates of the U. S. population.
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The sharp increase in the difficulty of achieving viability over this range

of attack levels implies a corresponding change in the character and size of the

preparedness programs required to assure success. At the lower level, such pro-

grams should focus on measures to assure the effective utilization of the surviving

productive capacity; in only a few narrowly defined sectors would it be necessary

to plan for the quick construction of a significant amount of capacity. Preparations

for quick repair of minor damage to transportation systems and other utilities

would presumably dominate the picture, since these sectors are clearly crucial to

the effective utilization of other productive facilities. The effects of these pro-

grams on post-attack production possibilities would be out of all proportion to their

cost--the ability to repair a short length of transmission liae or replace a railroad

bridge might mean the difference between having and not having the use of several

large factories. At the higher level, preparedness programs must compensate, in

one way or another, for large deficiencies in surviving capacity in many sectors.

Underground factories must be constructed, or large amounts of components stock-

piled and inventories of consumption goods increased to the point where the surviv-

ing population could carry out the needed construction in time. The relations be-

tween costs and post-attack returns for these programs would he little different fron,

those applying to the expansion of capacity at present--the effort takes the form of

creating and putting aside the required amounts of productive facilities.

Per Capita Consumption and the Problem of Defining "Subsistence Levels".

The foregoing discussion of the range of attacks at which the task of achiev-

ing viability begins to mount rapidly in magnitude is based on the assumption that

per capita consumption levels on the order of those experienced in the U. S. in 1933

are relcq"'nt as the basis for "subsistence consumption" calculations. This assump-

tion certainly could not be defended as an estimate of a physiological subsistence

limit. At 1954 prices of consumption goods, the implied level of consumption

expenditure per capita is $824--about 450% of the 1964 level. By way of com-

parison, the Council of Economic Advisers recently proposed a definition of "poveity"

that, translated into the terms used here. corr-,esponds to per capita consumption
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less than about $650. Thus, a reduction to the 1933 level would leave the average

about 250/6 above the level now considered the borderline of poverty. However, a

fifth of the population is below the borderline at present. If the same inequality of

distribution were allowed to persist in the post-attack period, a fifth of the popula-

tion would experience consumption standards of less than about 40%7 of the average--

about $330 per capita.

The 25% difference between the 1933 standard and the present "poverty"

standard is of little importance so far as the above discussion of attack levels is

concerned. That discussion rests chiefly on the supposition that the near total loss

of so-ne key sectors would make it virtually impossible for the rest of the economy

to function. It is important, however, to examine the relevance of an argument

that would relate the subsistence standard to present standards in undlerdeveloped

countries, or in the United States a century or more ago. According to this stand-

ard, the required consumption expenditures per capita might be a tenth or less of

the present level, rather than a third or more as assumed here. A decline in con-

sumption expenditures of this magnitude would involve a reversal of the historical

process by which the production of food has come to require a smaller and smaller

fraction of the economy's total resources--a reversion to a situation in which the

fraction of the labor force employed in agriculture was over 60% as against the

preent 6%0. Per capita expenditures on food would have to decline by something

over 500%, but this decline would primarily take the form of reductions in processing,

transportation, and distribution.

If the effects of the war on the natural environment were not too severe,

the survivors probably could support themselves in such a "dedeveloped" economy--

if the transition ,oul.j once be accomplished. But the transition itself, taking

place within the limited time afforded by the surviving food inventory, would present

enormous difficulties. The geographical distribution of the population and of housing,

the types of equipment on farms, and, most important, the skill distribution of the

labor force are drastically different from what they would have to be to make such a

6 9 The Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers (1964), Wash-
ington, D.C.: 1I. S. Government Printing Office, January, 1.94, pp. 57-58.
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subsistence economy feasible. Furthermore, industrialization has taken a toll in

terms of depletion of natural resources--including the soil, fuel wood supplies,

wildlife--and pollution of water supplies that leaves the environment less favorable

for subsistence agriculture than it was a century ago. An economy capable of

overcoming all of these obstacles to a successful retrogression to an underdeveloped

state would probably be capable of avoiding the retrogression itself. Certainly a

successful retrogression--one accomplished without large population losses--would

not "just happen, " it would have to be the result of a deliberate, well-timed and

effectively implemented policy decision. Such a decision would, of course, involve

the renunciation of all aspirations for a speedy recovery of output and consumption

to pre-.attack levels.

For a brief period in 1945, the authorities in the American Zone of occu-

pied Germany were operating under a policy directive (known as JCS/1067) which

contemplated the conversion of the German economy to a predominantly agricultural

one, lacking not only the capacity for war production but also any industrial base

that might conceivably be used to restore such capacity. This policy appeared in-

feasible from the start to the individuals charged with administering it, and it was

substantially modified under the terms of the Potsdam aggreements in August, 1945.70

General Clay, then Deputy Military Governor in the American Zone, contended in

May, 1946 that the U.S. Zone by itself could not be made self-supporting on any

basis without ';many years" of support by the U.S., and that even the U.S. and
71

British Zones combined would require supplementary food imports for a few years.

In fact, the U.S. Zone passed through what would here be termed a "viability crisis"

in the spring of 1946, and the bizonal (British-American) area underwent a similar

experience a year later. Food rations declined to the point where the "vicious

circle" effect on production became pronounced, and General Clay's account leaves

little doubt that a fatal downward :'piral was avoided only because additional food

701,ucius I). Clay, D.cision in Germany (Garden City, N.Y. : Doubl.eday
and Co. In'. , 1 950), pp. 17-18.

1I)id. , pp. 73-78.
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was obtained from the United States. The German experience is probably indic-

ative of the situation that would arise in the industrial Northeast of the United States

in the aftermath of a nuclear war; hopefully, the stocks of surplus grain would pro-

vide the crucial interim support that U. S. aid provided to Germany. Nothing in

that experience suggests that viability could be achieved on the basis of an inter-

regional division of labor drastically different from that which existed previously.

Thus, the use of a standard of subsistence consumption corresponding

to historical consumption standards of the present century is based in part on the

contention that a decline to significantly lower levels would require adjustments in

the patterns of economic activity so drastic as to be comparable to the difficulties

of achieving viability at a higher level. In the absence of an enormous shift in the

farm-nonfarm distribution of the population, there is no way of freeing most of the

resources required to produce, transport and distribute necessities by present

methods. The fact that the same quantities of necessities might be produced by

methods requiring drastically more labor and less equipment is irrelevant if the

transition is not feasible within the available time.

A more important argument--particularly in relation to the use of 1933

consumption standards--is that the "technological" (physiological) conditions for

the continued availability of the labor supply may be significantly less restrictive

than the organizational ones. This possibility was noted in Section II, and some of

the corresponding issues in th.. survival phase were discussed in Section III. An-

ticipating the further discussion of this problem immediately below, it may simply

be remarked that nothing approaching complete success in achieving an equitable

distribution of a given aggregate consumption is likely to be attainable. This im-

plies that the average consumption that is just consistent with the achievement of

viability is a good deal higher than physiological considerations indicate. What

matters is the full distribution of consumption standards over the population when

the effort to achieve more equitable distribution has been pressed to the point where

the effort itself becomes counterproductive or threatens to provoke some sort of

72 Ibid., pp. 263-280, esp. p. 266.
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secession from the national economy by the more fortunate individuals or regions.

While a 1933 standard is essentially an arbitrary answer to the question thus posed,

it would be difficult to demonstrate that it is unrealistically high. Much presumably

depends on attitudes toward the Federal government, its legitimacy and the effec-

tiveness and equity of its policies. The 1933 crisis of the politico-economic system

provides a convenient standard of comparison for subjective judgments of the pos-

sible severity of a post-atlack crisis.

Organizational Aspects of Achieving Viability: The Relevance of
Historical Experience

The task of assuring the achievement of viability would pose problems

of economic organization similar in fundamental respects to problems faced by

governments in the past and, in some countries, at present. In a wide variety of

situations, the objective of the policymakers is to obtain the largest possible output

from the economy and at the same time to achieve a composition and pattern of use

of output that is drastically different from that which the economic system would

generate if "'eft alone"--i. e., if previously existing modes of economic organiza-

tion were allowed to continue whatever the initial forms of econornic organization.

Whether the new pattern of output is needed to provide war materiel to make a

"Great Leap Forward" in economic development, to achieve a more egalitarian

distribution of consumption goods in the face of some disaster to the cconomic

system, or to achieve economic viability, the same basic dilemma presents itself:

To move the economic system out of its existing patterns of resource allocation by

using the carrot of economic incentives is unsatisfactory because too much urgently

needed output is absorbed a:; consumption by those who respond to the incentives.

To move the system by using the stick of direct compulsion by the political author-

ities tends to depress total output, either because the population resists or evades

the controls, or because the government lacks the technical competence to achieve

efficient allocation by administrative measures, or both. Thus the authorities are

faced, whether they realizo it or not, with a choice between obtaining for their

preferred purposes vithcr a large share of a small output pie, or a small share of

a large ane. Althotigh policies that combine the carrot and the stick have often
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been attempted, cxamph)l- in which the net effects on total output are negative seem

to predominate in the historical evidence. And, in fact, it often appears in retro-

spect that the government's success in diverting output to its preferred uses was
S~73

not sufficient to compensate for the shrinkage of the pie.

This dilemma is inescapable. No economic system could be expected to

display large scale shifts in the composition and distribution of output in response

to mere generalized statements of preference on the part of the political authorities.

Individual economic agents must be informed as to the change in th ýir behavior that

is desired, and, in one way or another, motivated to make the change. Regardless

of the specific organizational devices used to perform this informing and motivating

function, it is quite clear that the process is not automatic and costless, and that

the cost is in some vague sense proportional to the size of the shift in patterns of

economic activity that is demanded. If, as suggested above, governments have

generally tended to err on the side of excessive reliance on direct controls and in-

adequate attention to incentives in their attempts to cope with this problem, this

may be explained by the fact that the former often promises better short run per-

formance than the latter, and it is only after a period of time that the decline in

output becomes significant.

Lessons from American Economic Controls in World War II. It was empha

sized in Section II, that the problem of economic organization in the aftermath of a

nuclear war is clarified very little by references to the urgency of the demands

upon the economy and the necessity for a complete mobilization of its capabilities.

Similarly, the broad similarities between the post-attack situation and various

historical experiences serve to suggest a range of possible policies and pitfalls,

but provide little specific guidance. In particular, the American experience with

7 3 Jaek Hirshliefer (2p. cit. ) has identified a "generalized disaster phe-
nomenon" involving characteristic rresponses by governments to the particular
economic problems of large scale national disasters. An interesting recent in-
stance, distinguished by the fact that the disaster was almost wholly government
made from the start, is the Chinese "Great Leap Forward". See Alexander Eck-
stein. "On the Economic Crisis in Communist China, " Foreign Affairs, XLII, 4
(July. 1964), pp. 655-68.
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emergency economic mobilization in World War II cannot necessarily be taken as

the basic model; experiences in other nations in which the disruption of the system

was greater or the economy was cRloser to the margin of viability are probably at

least as relevant. What is required is a full consideration of the distinctive fea-

tures of the economic situation following a nuclear attack (which were outlined

in Section II), followed by the elaboration of organizational devices that aL•e re-

sponsive to those particular needs. Since, however, the American experience

in World War II is a leading example of reasonably successful use of economic con-

trols, and since that experience has done much to shape official thinking on the

problems that would arise after a possible future war, it will be helpful to recall

the main features of those policies74 and to evaluate their potential relevance in

thc aftermath of a nuclear war.

In World War II, U. S. policyrnakers confronted the following specific

version of the basic dilemma described above: They wished to achieve the max-

imum possible expansion o. production of armaments and other material support

for the war effort, This entailed a large shift in the composition of output, requir-

ing the conversion of factories to war production, geographical relocations of the

labor force and expansion of some skill groups, and so forth. It implied further

that the large amounts of income would be paid out to war production workers (and

to stockholders of the relevant companies) to which no output of consumption goods

corresponded. If these incomes were divided between consumption and savings in

anything like the usual proportions, a large upward pressure on consumption goods

prices would result. This would increase the profitability of production in the con-

sumner goods industries, and firms in those industries would thereupon seek to

expand prod iction, bidding labor and materials away from war industries. At this

point, the go rnment would, if it adhered to peacetime procurement practices and

abstained from controlling the economy, be faced with cost pressures on the prices

for war goods. If it paid the higher prices it would fuirther increase the purchasing

power of its competitors in the market for all production, the suppliers of labor

and othcr productive inputs.

7 4 See Clair Wilcox, Public Policies Toward Business (op• cit. , Chapters
241 and 2.-)), and the r.fe renes cited therein, for more complete information.
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An obvious solution to this dilemma would have been to raise individual in-

come taxes and corporation profits taxes to just the point where consumer incomes

after taxes would suffice to buy at current pricus only that volume of consumer

goods production that policymakers were willing to allow. This "pay-as-you-go"

method would certainly succeed in restraining the production of consumer goods, if

pursued vigorously enough. But the choice of an income tax system poses problems.

If the rates are regressive, or only slightly progressive, then the highly paid workers

in the most rapidly expanding war production industries are likely to bid the prices

of necessities up to levels out of reach of the rest of the population. Even if these

rapidly expanding industries are producing the most urgently needed outputs, it will

hardly be: satisfactory, either politically or economically, to let the rest of the

population suffer malnutrition. On the other hand, if the rates are steeply progres-

sive, the reallocation of labor, the working of overtime, and the entry of additional

persons into the labor force will all be hindered. The small increase in income

after taxes obtainable by moving to a new job in war production, putting in a longer

work week, or adding another member of the family to the labor force will not com-

pensate for the disadvantages of these steps for very many people. Thus the basic

dilemma stands: If incentives in terms of claims on current output are to be used,

their price in current output must be paid.

In World War II, American economic policy dispensed for the most part

with incentives paid in current output. A reasonable degree of equity in wartime

consumption standards was enforced by rationing coupled with price controls that

kept prices from climbing out of reach of the less fortunate. Price control Aso

served to hinder the expansion of output of consumer goods, a desirable result to

the extent that resources were left free for war production, but undesirable to the

extent that alternative sources of supply not competitive with war production were

not encouraged. The desired shift in the composition of output was produced by a

variety of direct controls, including curtailment and limitation orders restricting

the production of nonessential t oninioditics. The most important and effective of

these direct control devices was the Controlled Materials Plan, which focused on

allocating the supplies of steel, copper, aluminum and their alloys. Under this

plan, developed in 1943 after the breakdown of other attempts at materials control,
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materials requirements were first reconciled with prospective supplies by the

government, after which allotments were made to manufacturers of end products.

These nmanufacturers were empowered to pass the allotments along to suppliers

and subcontractors, and so on back to the ultimate suppliers of the materials. This

scheme had the substantial advantage of forcing the government to confront the fact

of scarcity of basic materials in developing its requirements for end products. To

the extent that the materials requirements and supplies (and their timing) could be

accurately estimated, the system would be sure to generate and carry into effect

feasible production schedules. However, it probably tended to diminish the incen-

tives to search for ways of economizing the use of scarce materials, especially in

the detailed design of small components.

Although incentives to work more and to change to higher paying Jobs were

undoubtedly limited by the rationing of basic consumer goods, they were certainly

not eliminated. Some goods remained uncontrolled and unrationed, so the money

left over after purchasing rationed commodities was by no means worthless in

terms of cu:-rent consumption. Furthermore, additional income earned during the

war could be saved, in savings bonds or some other form, in anticipation of the

greater satisfactions it would provide when goods became more freely available.

In fact, personal consumption expenditures in relation to disposable personal in-

come declined from 94.5% in 1940 to 74.8% in 1944, then rebounded to 97.2% in
75

1947. Since the individuals who increased their saving in this dramatic way very

likely failed to anticipate the extent of the increases in the general price level that

occurred when price controls and rationing were removed, the incentive value of

wartime earnings was high and the immediate upward pressure on prices was re-

strained. It is a matter of considerable importance whether the population would

display an equal willingness to invest its savings in assets of fixed nominal value

in a future national emergency, or whether the experience after World War U taught

a lesson that will not be soon forgotten. Unfortunately, it is probably impossible to

resolve this question in any decisive way.

7 5 Council of Economic Advisers, op. cit., p. 208.
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T'he Conltrast betwee-n'e World War II and the Afterniath of Nuclear War

In gener al, and in complarcison with experience in oth er couiltrics, the

performance of the American system of economic controls in World War II was
76impressive. lHowever, in assessing tile relevance of that experience to the

problems of economic organization in the aftermath of a nuclear war, the major

distinctions between the two situations must be kept in mind. F'ist it niust be

remembered that the economy started from a position of depressed activity. It has

been estimated that real gross national product could have been about 30%, higher

in 1940 if it had been pressed to the limits of avaitable resources -li the way the
77

economy was pressed in 1944. As a result, defense expenditures could be

increased dramatically--by almost 180 billion dollars at 1964 prices between 1940

and 1944--witliout cutting into consumption. Real personal consumption expendi-

tures actually rose about 10% from 1940 to 1944, although there was a 2% decline

from 1941 to 1942. Thus, the government was spared a full confrontation with

the basic dilemma noted above by the fact that the economy was not operating under

conditions of resource scarcity in its initial position. The task of shifting the

composition of output would have been enormously more difficult, and the initial

failures of the control mechanism would be a great deal more prominent in the

record, if the task had actually been one of reducing the output of consumption

goods to free resources for war production.

7 6 In particular, it was impressive in comparison with the German perform-
ance. Burton Klein has argued that it was in part the ihcompleteness of Germany's
mobilization early in the war that made possible the rise in war production until
very late in the way. See Burton H. Klein, Germany's Economic Preparations for
War (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1959).

7 7 This result is based on the aggregative production function for "potential
output" estimated by James W. Knowles, "The Potential Economic Growth in the
United States," Study Paper No. 20, Study of Employment, Growth and Price Levels,
Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States (Washington: Government
Printinga Office, 1960). Essentially the same, result would be obtained from the
"equivaltcnt capital stock" potential output production functions estimated by Robert
M. Sotow, "Fechnical Progress, Capital Formation and Economnic Growth,
American E'conomic Reviewxv, LII, 2 (May, 1962), pp. 76-816.

7?8Counii of l.'conomic Advisors, 0o1. cit., pp. 190-91.
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Second, the special institutional devices of wartime controls were added

to a set of institutions for guiding economic activity that were themselves com-

pletely intact. In contrast to the situation that would prevail after a nuclear war,

the government did not have to concern itself with clarifying property rights, re-

building organized markets, recreating a tax system, and so forth. If the govern-

ment had used the pay-as-you-go system with the tax rates and amounts of deficit

financing actually adopted, and foregone control entirely, the increase in war pro-

duction would nevertheless have been large. If it had added price controls and

rationing for consumer goods, and foregone direct controls over the composition

of output, a still better result would have been obtained. To the extent that early

control measures outside of the consumer goods field were ineffective, the fore-

going is a reasonably good approximation to the actual cuurse of events during the

first year and a half of the war. Together with the presence of economic slack,

the existence of a functioning set of economic institutions meant that the penalties

for delay in achieving effective control policies were much less in the World War II

situation than they would be during the reorganization phase.

Third, in comparison with the hypothetical future situation, the govern-

ment possessed at the start of World War II relatively good information on the

supplies of productive resources of various kinds and on the amount of production

of various materials that might be forthcoming. The initial situation was one of

proximate equilibrium, and the changes to be made in the patterns of economic

activity were to be the government's own doing. Prewar prices, or prices pre-

vailing early in the mobilization, could be taken as the initial basis for price con-

trol, and adjustments considered subsequently as the effects of the mobilization

effort spread through the economy. Finally, the government itself possessed a

monopoly of the information and expertise bearing on the question of what output

mix should be produced--it alont, could choose, for example, among the various

mixes of aircraft, tanks and landing craft that it might be possible to produce. All

of these considerations suggest that the government possessed much better infor-

mation on the actual, possible and des~rod courses of economic events in the early

months of the war than it would in the early months of the reorganization period.

In spi'v of improvements in the quantity and quality of economic statistics, and in
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spitu of subst ntiztl tfforts to prepare to meet tili information needs with daniage

ýIsscsslM set syvstenms, 11AIL.\l calculations and other methods, it seems likely that

t.li eniornmous distortions producod by the war and the probable deficiencics of the

systems for acquiring economic information post-attack will leave the political

aut horitis withl il very inadequate information base for detailed control.

Lastly the significant diffcrence between the objective of maximumn war

production and the objective of economic viability should be noted. In wartime, the

output withheld from current consumption is simply a dead loss; it yields nothing

in increased future consumption either during the emergency or after it. In the

reorganization phase, on the other hand, the primary claim on output competing

with current consumption would be investment to achieve viability, and, ultimately

to support recuperation. In this respect, the problem after a nuclear war would be

akin to the problem of achieving a more rapid rate of economic growth. Prior to

the achievement of viability, however, the economic growth problem would be of a

very peculiar sort. The elimination of the most severe bottlenecks would offer a

set of spectacularly productive investment opportunities, but the penalties for a

failure to increase output at a rapid rate would be equally spectacular. Hence, it

would be quite remarkable if the only promising tools of economic policy during

the reorganization phase were ones that are familiar either from the wartime or

economic development context. Some prescriptions that are more specific to the

disease are suggested below.

Designing the Tools of Economic Control: Issue-i

Private Interests as an Obstacle to Effective Control. In any conflict situ-

ation, it is extremely helpful to know the strategy one's opponent will follow before

choosing one's own. In the conflict between the government official trying to shape

the course of economic events and the individual economic agent trying to advance

his private economic interest, the official operates under a serious handicap. So

long as he is committed to the rule of law, and hence cannot punish behavior he does

not proscribe, he must openly define the limits of acceptable behavior. The individual
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on whom the control impinges is then free to pursue his own interest within those

limits--and in doing so he may well prove to be highly imaginative in devising

formally acceptable modes of behavior that the official would have forbidden if he

had thought of them. Of course, the official may be free to change the regulations--

but only after the undesired behavior has gone on for some period of time. Even

if the official is free to decide ex po S..t that certain behavior was criminally sub-

versiv,, ot th(e intent of the regulations, and to punish accordingly, he still operates

under a handic:qp to the- extent that his mea, s for detecting such behavior are well

known to, the pri, ate individual. The indiv tual is at least free to pursue his own

interests wi*hiin the. range of behavior that is unacceptable to the official but not

det.Ct;,bly so. W,,th e'nt.ough spies and secret police, the official may finally succeed

ill making the desire to please him the paramount concern in the individual's mind--

but he had hbest be wary of the extent to which the private interests of the spies and

the secret police coiucide with his objectives.

'he foregoing is, no doubt, an extreme characterization of the difficulties

conf'ronting the official aspiring to control economic events. Within limits, he may

be able to secure'C compliance for his directives on the basis of generalized respect

for the law and the legitimacy of his authority. Within wider limits, regulations

%,ill be coinliied with if their objective is widely known and shared and their fair-

ness and p)robable efficacy generally conceded, lie can dispense with the spies and

the secret pol ice if violations by one individual can be detected by others, and if

the private, interests or values of the others lead them to report the violation. He

caln deter nian'! prospective violators by only occasional succes•es of detection and

pI Inishlnllet, and this % al, achieve a high t'nough rate of compliance to make his

polici.5 ofleet ive. Ih'iiilly, he will very likely meet with success if the damage his

coitr'ols llifl Let mil private intcrcsts--either dire'ctly or in relation to opportunity--

is not too ske'\ot' .

Iesl:rability' of \'oiunztar.y' (,omlfliance. The historical record of attempts

at tcom olic tnit rob suggests st', glby that SuCCeSs rests on voluntary compliance

ailid 4)111\ st.o,. d lrd1 v o•ly th, Ad)lit of thi official to anticipate, detect and punish
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the various forms of undesired behavior. Over a wide range of commodities,

price controls may be evaded (or five year plan output targets spuriously fulfilled)

by allowing the quality of output to deteriorate, or by adjusting the composition

of output toward the most profitable items. If enforcement is sufficiently tight or

public support of the controls sufficiently strong to limit overt black market ac-
79

tivities, various forms of barter may arise. For example, wage controls may

be evaded by improvements in working conditions, subsidization of the cafeteria,
80

or by condoning pilferage of supplies. Individuals who possess supplies of

commodities whose prices are controlled at levels below equilibrium may demand

that buyers also purchase some uncontrolled commodity from them--at a price

far above its true value. Where the rewards are sufficiently high, entirely illegal

systins of production and distribution may persist in the face of quite intensive

efforts to suppress them--as the continued existence of the narcotics traffic illus-

trates.

Consideration of the various factors making for voluntary compliance

leads to the conclusion that the extent of such compliance interacts with the overall

performance of the control system. If flagrant violations go unpunished, if the be-

havior demanded by the system seems irrelevant or counterproductive in relation

to its stated goals, if the temptations offered seem so large that it is difficult to

lheliev,' that others are not yielding to them, or if the system simply appears incap-

able of accomplishing its objectives, even the most public spirited citizen is likely

to consider himself freed from the formal constraints of the system. He may yield

at first only to the extent of adopting illegal means to further the general objectives

of the c'ont rol system--for example, by engaging in illegal transactions to obtain

supplies for the production of items whose production is being encouragecd by the

aMithorities. But an inflriase in this sort of illegal behavior will further degrade

79 See it. Mendershausen, "Prices, Money and the l)istribution of Goods
in Postwar Germany," A' erican Economic Rvview, XXXIX, 3 u0ne,. 1949), pp.
6;4Gi-672, for a discussion of this pattern in postwar Germany, when "black market"
activities wtere considered disreputabhl by the bulk of the population, but 1,ilateral
cxeatigi•' Was not.

80Ihid.. 6. 57.
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the general respect for the system as a whole, and, if it goes unpunished, make it

increasingly difficult to determine precisely what behavior is forbidden. As a

result, there will be an increasing tendency for individuals to resolve their doubts

in favor of their private interests. Ultimately, the control system will have to be

drastically revised, or abandoned, or it may persist as an encumbrance upon a

basically laissez-faire system. The mere forms of control may have some politi-

cal appeal, and the "operation" of the system will provide employment for m-nany

and opportunities for large incomes from extortion for a few.

Administrative Resources in Relation to Control Functions. In designing

the system of economic controls, therefore, it is imperative that the prospective

adequacy of administrative resources be considered in relation to the control func-

tions undertaken, If detailed directives are issued on the basis of inadequate infor-

mation, the recipient is likely to find them irrelevant to his situation. If he requests

clarification or revision, and receives no answer because officials are swamped

with such requests, he may conclude that the system is an obstacle to the achieve-

ment of national goals. If inadequate information on demand conditions leads to

prices in some markets being controlled at levels wildly inconsistent with market

forces, the disappearance of supplies into black market channels may make the

official allocation system meaningless and force everyone into the black market.

If the number of personnel available for the investigation and punishment of viola-

tions is hopeleF:.y inadequate, the example of flagrant and profitable violations by

some will lead others to follow. The system will not always perform in exact pro-

portion to the adequacy of the administrative resources; if resources are too in-

adequate, the system will simply fail.

Thte attempt to achieve a reasonable reconciliation between estimates of

what nkeds to he done in the way of economic control and estimates of what can be

done should incld•de an examination of alternative systems from the various points

of view of the individuals whose behavior is to be influenc¢td. Even a large and

deliberate effort at su0h an t-xamination is unlikely to identify all of the important

modes of behavior that wouild appei. r if the system were in operation. In the
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absence of' such an effort, it is probable that the forces acting upon individuals

and the alternativs open to them will be seriously miscalculated. Gross inconsis-

tencies among different parts of the control system, leading to situations in which

individuals must exert themselves strenuously to identify modes of behavior that

are mnerely legal and productive, may escape detection if no attempt is made to

"role play" an individual facing the system as a whole. It is particularly important

to examine in advance the situation of the typical plant manager in various indus-

tries. flow many different allocations and permits must he obtain in order to

secure inputs for the production he wishes to carry out? How does it happen that

he obtains either all of them or none of them? What happens if he cannot obtain

the materials to which his allocations entitle him, or if he obtains materials of

such inferior quality as to be unusable? What assures that he carries out the

production for which he received allocations?

The possibility of conflict among different parts of the control system is

intimately connected with the question of how much of the task if formulating pro-

duction schedules is to be done centrally and how much left lo indiý,duals and to

the workings of the market. If the government were to limit itself to an effort to

suppress undesired activities, and abstained from the detailed planning of desired

ones, it could concentrate its enforcement resources on one or two very simple

forms of direct control. For example, the ability to deny manpower, or plant

and equipment, or electric power, or transportation, would certainly suffice to

suppress the production of most commodities, provided only that the government

could detect violations. The necessity of simultaneous and coordinated con-

trol of a wide range of productive resources arises only if the government

wishes to achieve a certain detailed composition of output (beyond specifying what

shall not be produced). It may appear desirable to undertake detailed planning of

the coiflp)sit lo101 of',itput if the institutions of the private economy are likely to

funci ion so Ineffectively as to result m a total output tar below the technological

linmits. Il oxe,ve,r, it cannot be seriously argued that complete central planning of
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uitput ln full dtetail. IncludIng Cil liv I )t'lI'ct'ions, is t'ensible It tIiC 1 lan formu-1

lation level, let alone enforceable. 1

Compatibility between Levels of Control andi Institutional Means for Re-

solving Residual Problems. This leads to a second imperative for sound design

of the tools of direct control. The level of detail at which control will be exercised

must be chosen in a way that is compatible with the institutioial devices that will

settle the details that the control system neglects. For example, if the central

plans involve reference to some fairly aggregative commodity category- -fractional

horsepower electric motors--how are the produce,'s of items in this category to

determine the exact composition of output to produce? Lacking detailed directives,

how do they allocate their limited resources among the competing demands of their

various customers? Even if the prices of all the individual items are controlled,

there will not in all likelihood be a matching of demands of their customers at these

prices and their capacity to produce. If some prices are uncontrolled, or specifi-

cations are not fully detailed, the situation is even more obscure. If the producers

CIUUUk' ,,. ttkordaiicC wl.. private profit calculations, they may neglect some cus-

tomers whose demands are more urgent, in terms of national goals, than those

they serve. If price controls are rigid, the neglected customer cannot meet even

a fraction of his needs by offering a higher price. And if customers are free to bid,

what assures iat the results of the bidding process are themselves in accordance

with national goals9 This, clearly, is not a simple problem. If realistic solutions

are not formulated in advance, the control system will tend in operation to evolve

in the direction of more and more detailed planning. As it does so, the previously

rnoted prvoblem of compatibility between the functions undertaken and the resources

available will tend to become more severe. Even if the initial functions were

8 1 If the.re was ev'r any doubt on this point, th'Ž recent controversy over
reform of the planning system il (Communist countries should by now have dispelled
it. See, e. g. , I eon Smol inski, "",•,' t Ne, xt in Soviet Planning"", Foreign Affairs
XIII. 4 (July, I '64), p). 602-613.
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reasonably compatible with the resoure,,s, the impossibility of Q(ýof'imlhiJ4 tLo wys-

tem to ils initial functions will soon C.ause difficulties.

Two Alternatives of Economic Organization: Relative Centralization and
Compulsion Versus Relative Decentralization and Private Incentives

It will be argued here that the range of possible forms of economic organi-

zation during the reorganization period is much more clearly dichotomized between

relatively centralized systems depending on compulsion and relatively de'-entralized

systems depending on private incentives than is normally the case. The reason for

this lies in the magnitude of the task that must be performed after the attack if a

decentralized, private property, market guided system is to function at all. An in-

terim solution to the problems of clarifying property rights, reestablishing mana-

gerial authority in survivin1 firms, preventing mass insolvency, providing a func-

tioning system of exchange, reconciling divergent expectations about the economic

future and collecting taxes will be difficult to achieve. If sn attempt to accomplish

these things meets with only fragmentary success, the resources invested in the

attempt will be essentially a total loss so far as the achievement of viability is con-

cerned. The resulting fragments of a private ownership market economy are more

likely to be a disruptive influence than a helpful supplement to the government's

efforts at direct control.

Rather than foster the illusion that the system is one in which the pursuit

of private economic interests is both legitimate and socially productive, the govern-

ment should act to simplify its own problems of control. An immediate nationali-

zation of all property except specified amounts of personal belongings should be

decreed, and the individuals in de facto control of particular pieces of property

should be declared responsible to the government for its utilization in the public

interest. Such a move would effect enormous simplifications in the legal and ad-

ministrative basis for the resumption of eccnomic activity. Production and ship-

ment directives could be issued immediately, without waiting even for the minor

convenience of a system of prices and monetary exchange. The whole problem of

economic organization would be reduced to two questions: (1) Would the
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,.ovczrnnent be capable of formulating a set of detailed directives that would define

a feasible path to economic viability? (2) If so, could it enforce discipline among

its employees (the population) well enough to get the directives carried out? Later

on, after the emergency had passed, the government could (if desired) sell tile

economy back into private hands, according to whatever set of distributional values

then prevailed.

In any situation in which the achievement of economic viability was sub-

stantially in doubt, to attempt to reconstruct at an early date the forms of the tra-

ditional economic organization would be to invest in an elaborate showpiece with

potentially disruptive symbolic values--a luxury that could not be afforded. The

effort should not be made unless a high return on the investment is anticipated.

While the returns on a restoration of the traditional forms might be high in terms

of a sense of ideological continuity, returns in economic performance could be

expected only if a large part of the substance of the traditional system were present

as well. This means that private individuals, guided in large part by their assess-

ments of their private economic interests, would have to be entrusted with much of

the task of determining the course of economic events. The advantages of a private

ownership market economy lie in its flexibility, its ability to call forth a high level

of effort devoted to economic calculation, and, most of all, in its ability to dispense

with a central compilation of all relevant economic information- -not in its docility

under comprehensive central control. To preserve the forms of such a system

when imn)osig sprLp~lrnentary central control is one thing; to construct the forms

when imposing comprehensive central control is quite another.

The principal drawback of the centralized "disaster socialism" system

is that it would function well only if an enormous central bureaucracy happened to

survive the attack. As noted above, it would be wildly unrealistic to assume full

centralization of ecco.,mic decision making, and one may concede a certain amount

of intelligent individual initiative to the newvy appointed government managers of

productive units. But perhaps the Sovi.t Union my be taken as a reasonable model

of rlat ivlv comroiplete central planning. There, it has recently been stated, "over

ten million specialized officials are engaged in collecting and processing economic
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data". Presumably, not all of these are located in Moscow. To cite a standard

of comparison at the other extreme, the civilian employees of the federal govern-

ment located in Washington in 1943 numbered about 285, 000. In any case, to
assure the survival of a central bureaucracy of the required size would involve the

construction of enormous undergro-.nd facilities, and, if the system were to be se-

cure against surprise attack, continuous manning of these facilities. The alternative

of attempting to assemble the control system after the attack does not seem real-

istic, in view of the timetable of the viability problem.

The timely restoration of a private ownership market economy, its sup-

porting institutions, and the traditional mechanisms of government influence over

the economy would also require extensive pre-attack preparations and post-attack

activity by the government. It is argued below that it would be much easier to

assure the survival of the capabilities for accomplishing these tasks, essentially

because no single administrative unit needs to be charged with very elaborate

responsibilities toward the entire economy--at least, not by comparison with the

alternative scheme. It may reasonably be doubted, however, whether the govern-

ment could in fact provide the organizational basis for "business as usual".

Several times as much doubt must therefore exist as to whether the government

can both provide that basis and then override it with the devices of comprehensive

direct control. To divide limited administrative forces against two such challenging

objectives would be absurd.

Restoration of a Market Economy: Some Suggestions

What follows is a very brief description of some specific approaches to

the problem of restoring a private ownership mnirket economy in the aftermath of

a ruclear attack and guiding it to the achievement of economic viability. it is em-

phasized that the task is large, but not, with advance preparation, infeasible. It

is further emphasized that any surviving administrative capabilities of the Federal
government not absorbed in the task of restoring the normal forms of economic

8 2 Ibid., p. 607. (A Soviet source is cited)
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organization could be productively utilized in "indicative" or "semi-directive"

planning without the adoption of control techniques that would severely restrict the

flexibility of the economy in a crisis.

Individual Property Rights and Property Management. The first and most

crucial problem is whether there can be a reasonably quick clarification of the

question of which individuals are free to operate or dispose of what property. This

problem has several elements, but the most difficult one is the fact that an enor-

mous number of business firms would find themselves bankrupt either because of

the destruction of real property or the destruction of their debtors or of the evi-

dence of the debts. An imaginative tool for coping with this problem has been

developed by the Federal Reserve Board. Under this proposal, an Asset Valida-

tion and Equalization Corporation (AVEC) would be set up to assure the paper

solvency of the economy. Essentially, AVEC would issue bonds of indefinite ma-

turity and against any reasonable evidence of a previously existing asset that had

been destroyed or was currently inaccessible. Thus, the value of destroyed or

inaccessible assets in each firm's balance sheet is simply replaced by an equal

value in AVEC bonds. Since AVEC would not pay out any money until the bonds

matured, this vast infusion of paper wealth would not by itself cause an inflation

problem. If the Federal Reserve System is prepared with a line of succession to

the role of central monetary authority, there would be no reason why the identical

line should not serve for AVEC headquarters. Furthermore, local commercial

banks could be prepared to begin to carry out this operation at the earliest possible

date.

The AVEC bonds solve the balance sheet aspect of the solvency problem,

but they do not solve the liquidity aspect. For this purpose, a rudimentary credit

control scheme would be required. Banks should make loans against the collateral

of AVEC bonds to the extent necessary to permit firms to meet their previously in-

curred obligations as they came due. But they should apply more rigid standards

to requests for credit to finance new operations.

The next obvious problem is to aetermine who would manage the firms

whose solvency would be thus assured. For the larger corporations, the advance
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development of adequate emergency plans could be required. These should provide

in particular for the independent operation of any particular plant in the event of the

destruction or temporary isolation of central headquarters. Lines of succession

should be formulated in advance at each location and for the firm as a whole. In

the case of smaller firms, and of residential real estate, it might happen that all of

the former owners and/or managers would be missing and presumed dead. Emer-

gency Boards of Settlement might be established in each community, prepared to

appoint receivers of such property pending clarification of ownership. If no such

clarification were obtained within a reasonable time (depending on the urgency of

permitting full u,;e of the property) the Board could assign actual ownership in ex-

change for the assumption of a reasonable long term debt to the AVEC--with

reasonableness judged by the extent to which other individuals are willing to take

on the same obligation. In this way, the property left without owners would in the

long run provide the partial basis for the retirement of AVEC bonds--the compen-

sation for the owners left without property. The remainder of the compensation

would, however, have to be financed by other means.

As the earlier discussion in this section suggests, the chief drawback of

the basic proposal to allow private profit calculations to guide economic activity is

that high profits might provide the basis for large amounts of "technologically"

unnecessary consumption. This is, in part, an inescapable price of this sort of

system. However, a substantial reduction in this price could be obtained by the

relatively simple device of prohibiting the payment of corporate dividends for the

duration of the emergency. Furthermore, ceilings on the salaries of corporate

managements should be imposed at fairly austere levels. But steps might be taken

to assure that executives were generously provided with stock options exercisable

after the payment of dividends again became legal. These controls might be evaded,

but equally attractive opportunities would exist if the executives were technically

government employet s. To the extent that the controls are effective, they should

promote careful attention ýo the productive reinvestment ,f profits.
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Reestablishment of Monetary System. Next to the clarification of prop-

erty rights, the most urgent step toward the restoration of a privately managed

economy would be the reestablishment of a functioning monetary system. This

problem is intimately connected with that of solvency and clarification of prop-

erty rights, and also wvith the problem of real finance of recovery--of how con-

sumption is to be restrained and output is to be diverted into investment in large

enough amounts. Assuming that the AVEC or some similar device can at least

assure the solvency of the banking system, the main questions remaining are (a)

whether inflation would be resisted or encouraged, and (b) the timing and nature

of currency reform, if any.

Altiiough rapid inflation is generally considered to be something that

should 1-.c avoided, it does offer a crude but probably quite effective means for free-

ing the private economy from the depressing influence of past obligations unrelated

to current reality, and without any substantial change in legal forms or necessity

for institutional innovations. If the value of money were allowed or encouraged to

decline by a factor of ten in the first six months after the attack, relatively few of

the surviving firms or individuals would have much trouble in meeting financial

obligations. Thus, in the absence of adequate pre-attack preparations to carry

through the AVEC proposal or some similar concept, a program of solvency through

inflation should be given serious consideration. To be fully effective, such a pro-

gram should include a temporary moratorium on all debts incurred pre-attack (to

allow time for the debts to be made meaningless), and a comprehensive subordina-

tion of pre-attack to post-attack obligations (meaning that the large nominal claims

of post-attack creditors would be senior to the small ones of the pre-attack credi-

tors in any bankruptcy proceeding). In addition, some devices to allow relief from

the performance in real terms of very long term pre-attack contracts should prob-

ably be developed--but the depressing effects of failure to do so would probably not

be nearly so serious as those of a failure to provide a form of relief from obligations

of fixed monetary value.

A first objection to this scheme is its obvious inequity between net credi-

tors and net debtors. However, it must be remembered that the haphazard patterns
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of destruction of weaith are already a cause of tremendous inequity, and the two

sources of inequity may tend to cancel out--at least, they are not simply additive.

Unless there is a reasonable prospect of being able to rectify the inequities of the

war itself, the additional inequities from the inflation probably are of little moment.

Without adequate advance planning, there will be no such prospect. A second ob-

jection is that the scheme will be counterproductive because the monetary exchange

system will break down in a sudden flight from the currency. This prediction can-

nut be defended on the basis of the historical evidence, which is enormously per-

suasive of the resiliency of monetary exchange under inflationary conditions.

The tendency toward a barter economy in Germany after World War II, for example,

was apparently produced not by lack of confidence in the currency, but by the ir-

relevance of the currency in a system encumbered by rationing and other direct

controls. 83 The lesson from the great hyperinflations is that prices did not simply

explode when the rate of price increase reached 50% a month and more, but tended

to rise mainly in response to the rate at which the government introduced new money
84

into the system. Thus, the evidence suggests that the government could promote

solvency and obtain the resources it needed in the emergency by "resort to the

printing press", with considerable confidence that the price level would stabilize

and the system function normally whenever the press was stopped.

A currency reform could either be a part of an alternative to the inflation

program, if aJcpted early, or a supplement to it, if adopted late. If adopted early,

it would offer the considerable advantage of an opportunity to rectify the fortuitous

distribution of access to liquid assets and thus relieve the tendency toward an ex-

tremely unequal distribution of consumption in the early time period. Access to

purchasing power could be rigidly controlled by the terms and time schedules under

which conversion of old money into new would be allowed. If pursued v;igorously

enough, it should make it possible to dispense with rationing of consumer goods at

8 3 See Mendershausen, op. cit., p. 655.

8 4 See Phillip Cagan, "The Monetary Dynamics of Hyperinflation," in
Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money, Milton Friedman, ed., (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 25-117.
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an early date in the reorganization phase. If adopted late, it would at least make

it possible to mitigate the inequalities produced by the inflation, if not the inequities.

This, of course, would be accomplished by a progressive system of conversion rates.

It would also contribute to expectations of future stability by restoring the general

level of prices to normal.

Command over Resources for Investment. The next question is that of

real finance, i.e., of providing adequate command over resources to those who

will use it for investment for viability and other essential purpuses. Three sug-

gestions in this area have already been advanced. First, if the inflation program

is adopted, the inflation will operate as a real tax on holding money--the govern-

ment obtains 100% of the first use of the new money it creates. A rapic expan-

sion of bank loans to finance recovery investments, supported by the Federal

Reserve and perhaps directed into desired channels by appropriate credit controls,

would allow the government to finance private investment activity by inflation

without becoming more directly involved in the determination of the investment

program. Second, the temporary prohibition of corporate dividends would make

corporate profits entirely available for investment. This would not necessarily

foster an undesirable distribution of investment, since firms would be free t0

invest in other firms. Under the assumed conditions of labor surplus, this should

be a very powerful device for promoting investment. Third, if a currency reform

were adopted early, favorable conversion opportunities could be offered to firms

undertaking desired investment programs.

If the foregoing measures were inadequate, a revised version of the World

War II rationing and savings bond scheme could be adopted. This would involve the

control of the level of money wages, but would allow firms to compete for labor by

offering additional payment in the form of recovery bonds, which they would pur-

chase at par from the go~ernment. The bonds rmight be of relatively short maturity,

appropriate to the length of the reorganization phase--perhaps two to five years. If

fears of future price increases made them unattractive, they could be "purchasing

power" bonds, with nominal value tied to some price index. (This device, however,
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should be used very conservatively. ) Finally, to enhance their attractiveness

further, they could be made fully negotiable. The price of the bonds would be de-

termined in the short run by the general willingness to abstain from present

consumption--but since the government would not redeem the bonds before maturity,

the aggregate level of consumption would be restrained by the control of money

wages. Unlike the World War II system, rationing of consumer goods would not

be among the forces promoting the sale of bonds. And the proposal reflects the

fact that, in contrast to the World War II situation, it would be realistic to offer

real rewards for abstaining from current consumption. 85

Some Other Governmental Influences on a Private Ownership Economy,

Short of Full-Scale Direct Controls. The foregoing suggestions indicate how the

government could act to restore a private ownership market economy, and to

encourage a high level and generally desirable pattern of investment, without be-

coming involved in the detailed planning of the composition of output. Since, in

contrast to the World War II situation, the government would have no important

monopoly of detailed information bearing on the desired future composition of out-

put, it could be argued that the government should confine itself to the foregoing

functions. There remain, however, a great many ways in which the government

could influence the composition of output in more detail without significantly en-

cumbering the economy with direct controls. To the extent that its information

systems provided it with information on the overall course of economic events

that would not automatically be reflected in market prices, the government could

usefully supplement the market forces shaping the composition of output.

First, it could engage in "indicative" or "semi-directive" planning. That

is, it could calculate, in as much detail as possible, a desired path to economic

viability. It could then seek to bring this result about, not by detailed control, but
by focusing expectations, convincing large firms of the profitability of acting in

accordance with the plan, and a limited use of credit controls and other more direct

8 5 Aside from this feature, the proposal is very much like an expenditure

ration.
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tools. In particular, it should certainly make the grOSS deCisiOnS on the geo-

graphical pattern of reconstruction, duciding which regions should be relied upon

and which held back or written off. m]'c ,arket lacks an adequate mechanism for

assuring that private decisions are adequately coordinated in such large matters.

Also, it should seek to make up for tile deficiencies, noted in Section II, in thc

market's ability to coordinate long run plans. In part, this might be done by simply

forecasting future supply and demand conditions on a month by montlh. basis; in addi-

tion, ;ome expansion of future markets might be encouraged by government action,

and the government itself might participate in the markets.

A promising area for direct government controls is transportation, clec-

tric power and the other regulated industries. Indeed, if steps are not taken to

improve the performance of the regulatory function in the post-attack context, the

inflexibilities of present methods of regulation might be a significant drag on the

system as a whole. In cases where resources were being devoted to outrageously

unproductive purposes, the government might suppress such activities by a dis-

criminatory increase in utilities rates or by outright prohibition--but if other con-

trol functions are performed well, this should not be necessary very often. In

developing improved methods for pricing and allocation of these services in tile

emergency, some consideration should be given to the feasibility of making a cer-

tain amount of capacity available to private individuals and firms on a completely

free market basis--essentially by periodic auctions. This would provide a legal

outlet for the most severe pressures operating against the schedule of controlled

rates and allocation criteria, and might therefore tend to protect the control system

from these prtssurcs. In addition, it would serve a useful information function by

revealing what sort of profitable activity the system was prohibiting.

The Alternative to Viability

As a "nclusion to this discussion of the problems of economic organiza-

tion for the achievement of viability, mention will be made once again of the organi-

zational influences o, the level of subsistence consumption. It would be unrealistic

86r
This is essentially economic planning on the present French model.
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to assume that the principal alternative to viability is more or less simultaneou.-;

starvation of the entire populatiolL. Failure means, by definition, the occurrence

of a situation so drastic as to produce a rate of population loss of the general order

of magnitude of that suffe'red in the war itself. But, in all probability, some of the

survivors would ultimately reconstitute some sort of viable economy. The question

of which survivors would actually survive in the long run, and the nature of their

political and economic organization, is related to the problem of the strains on the

system of political and economic control that would arise as consumption declined

to a critical level. It is likely that the first form of withdrawal from the system to

occur would not be starvation, but the refusal, by individuals or political units, to

comply voluntarily with the economic controls. These might be the individuals, or

political units, that were relatively well off, but were suffering increased depriva-

tion as the att(,mpt was made to enforce greater equality to bring the entire

population through the emergency. Such a withdrawal is even more likely to produce

disastrous r(sults than one by the least fortunate elements of the population, for the

resources withdrawn would be larger. Thus, the alternative to viability is probably

not the complete starvation of the population, but large scale starvation coupled with

the loss of national unity and change in the forms of political and economic organiza-

tion.

V. The Recuperation Phase

The successful achievement of economic viability would mark the end of

the period in which recovery goals were largely the corollaries of dire necessities.

Barring the appearance of important and unfavorable long run changes in the natural

environment, large outbreaks of disease, or new man-made disasters, there should

be no difficulty in maintaining viability if production levels adequate to meet essential

current needs and maintain productive facilities were once achieved. Indeed, it is

a rgued below that there is every likelihood that the economy would quickly attain a

level of output large enough to provide a substantial margin of safety and make any

relapse into nonviability extremely unlikely. There would soon appear, therefore,
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a substantial range of technologically available alternatives from which, by various

institutional mechanisms, the society would "choose" its path to "full recovery".

At this point in the discussion, the various ambiguities in the recovery

concept noted in Section I become salient, and the particular hierarchy of objectives

explicitly assumed there is inadequate to structure the analysis of a situation in

which the highest priority objectives are assumed to be attained. Whether pre-

attack output levels would be regained quickly, slowly or never is, in large part, a

question about political decisions in the post-attack society, and to answer it one

would have to predict the main features of the post-attack equivalent of the recent

discussion of the rate of economic growth in the United States. Similarly, discus-

sion of the forms of economic organization can no longer be confined to the technical

merits of alternative means to fairly well defined ends, but must include reference

to the values and ideologies that might prevail in the post-attack situation. Further-

more, these predictions c;f p,-•.t-attack political events could hardly be unconditional,

but would have to vary over an extremely wide range of possibilities in terms of the

size and character of the attack, the heritage of institutions, distributions of wealth

and income and so forth .'"om the earlier phases of recovery, and--.f great import-

ance--the internatio-ial political and military environment. Such a compounding of

speculative predictions hardly seem- fruitful, and the discussion here does not

purport to relate to what would happen in the recuperation phase, but only to the

gross features of what could happen, i. t-., to the range of choice the society would

face.

Recuperation Time

If the view put forward in the preceding section of the requirements for

viability is approximately correct, the per capita gross national product just con-

sistent with viability is on the order of a fourth to a third of the levels of the early

1960's. "Full recovery" in the specific and narrow sense of GNP per capita would

thus require, with a constant popuwation, an increase of GNP by a factor of three or

four over the level required for viability. If the concept of a level of output just

consistent with viability is taken literally, then it is possible in principle for the
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economy to remain stuck forever at the margin of viability, unable to produce that

slight increment of output which, if invested in additional capacity, would provide

the basis for a cumulative expansion of nutput. It is conceivable also that the econ-

omy might be above the margin initially by such a tiny amount that the expansion of

output would be exceedingly slow, and many decades or centuries might be required

for recovery to occur. But it will be shown here that these theoretical possibilities

are very unlikely to materialize. So far as strictly technological considerations

are concerned, the margin of viability is a highly unstable equilibrium position for

the economy. If viability were achieved at all, it would almost certainly be achieved

with enough "room to spare" to make full recovery possible in two decades or less.

To develop the basis for this generalization, consider first the opportuni-

ties for a rapid expansion of output that would exist when the economy had just

achieved viability. Severe imbalances would still loom large in the economic picture.

In some industries and areas, output would be pressed to the limits of the capacity

of workers, equipment and supporting utilities systems; elsewhere, productive re-

sources would be idle or severely under-utilized for want of some crucial comple-

mentary input. This is only to recast the earlier conclusion that it is the possibility

of unbreakable bottlenecks in key sectors rather than an overall deficiency of pro-

ductive capacity that poses the main threat of economic collapse. To achieve viability,

it wnuld not be necessary to overcome these difficulties completely and restore the

economy to balance, but only to overcome them to the point of making it possible to

meet current needs out of current production. Any output that could be devoted to
the further alleviation of imbalances--for example. to the construction of another

petroleum refinery beyond those just required to support essential consumption--

would yield a high return, since it would make possible the utilization of other

capacity already in existence--for example, the ,itilization of surviving tractors,

trucks and diesel locomotives standing idle for want of fuel.

Under these cit c instances, a dollar invested in lant and equipment of

the appropriate type may yield a continuing flow of additional output of several

dollars per year. Furthermore, the more pessimistically owe assesses the possi-

bilities of efft ctive utilization of surviving capacity, the more optimistically one
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must assess the productivity of new investment. If the interdependence of the econ-

omy means that for every machine destroyed, another will stand idle, then it also

means that for every new machine built, two will come into production. Thus,

given the achievement of viability and the possibility of a small amount of net invest-

ment, different estimates of the consequences of interdependence quickly converge

on the same conclusion- -namely, something very close to full utilization of surviv-

ing capacity. 87

Recuperation Time: A Simple Model of Recuperation Possibilities. A

simple model of recuperation possibilities will now serve to indicate the extent

to which recuperation time estimates in excess of two decades are implausible.

Assume for the time being that the viable economy can produce an output in the

same proportion to the value of its surviving physical capital in the forms of plant,

equipment, roads, etc., as obtained between the pre-attack output and the pre-

attack capital. This means that the higher survival rate of the labor force in

relation to physical capital in various forms is assumed to compensate for the

inappropriateness in the composition of the stock of physical capital. Assume

further that this same ratio will prevail until recuperation is complete, at which

point the pre-attack ratio between labor supply and physical capital will be re-

stored. For simpliuity, the discussion will proceed on the assumption that all of

the labor force survives; since it relates essentially to per capita quantities of

output and capacity, this is no restriction. Letting Q denote output (gross

national product at pre-attack prices), and K denote capacity (physical capital

valued at pre-attack prices), the assumption is:

Q=bK

Assume, as in the simple model of the reorganization problem, that a proportion

d of the stock of capital wears out and must be replaced in each time period. Let

A denote the total demands that must be satisfied in order to maintain viability,

8 7This assumes that useful conversion of almost any type of capacity is

possible with a small amount of supplementary investment.
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except for the replacement of worn out capital, Then the capital K required for

viability satisfies

bI = A+dK or K = _ I A
b -d

Assume that when the economy is viable the amount of output devoted to gross in-

vestment, I, is equal to the depreciation on the required capital K plus a certain

proportion, s , of the excess of actual output over that required for viability:

I = dK +s (bK-bK)

The stock of capital in one year is the same as that in the previous year, less de-

preciation and plus gross investment:

K t +I K Kt~ a K t+ I t

or, substituting for It,

Kt+1 :(l-d) Kt+ dK + s b (Kt - K)

K (l+s b -d) K - (s b - d)Rt+l t

This is a first order difference equation in K. If K is the initial capital stock,
o

the solution of the equation gives K as the following function of K, K and t:t 0

Kt = K + (1+ sb - d)t (K° -. K)

The initial stock K is to be regarded as the level of capital that can be0

achieved after all surviving inventories are drawn down to the minimum levels

required to "fill the pipelines" and keep the productive machine functioning. If

the economy achieves viability with no inventories to spare, then K= K and the0

system remains at K. If it does have inventories to spare, then the amount of

"excess capital" can grow subsequently at the rate s b-d per year. If the pre-

attack capacity was K', then recuperation time, T, satisfies:

K'K + ( + s b-d)T (K - K)
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This gives

K' - K =( + b-d)T

K-K
0

Dividing numerator and denominator on the left hand side by K, and
I Ko

letting r' K -1 and r = K , -1 we have
R K

r' ( + s b-d)T
r

0

Taking logarithms,

log r' - log r = T log (1 +b - d)
0

Or,

log rt - log ro

log ( + s b -d)

If, as assumed above, K' exceeds K by a factor of three or four, then

r' is two or three. The generalization offered earlier may now be rephrased as

follows: For plausible values of thc quantity s b - d, only very small values of

r will lead to a value of T as large as 20 years.o

The problem remaining is to determine the range of plausible values of

s b - d. In 1960, the value of the stock of business owned plant and equipment at
88

1954 prices was a little over $650 billion. The actual output produced with this

capacity, "business GNP", was about $345 billion (1954 dollars). It is estimated,

however, that with fully intensive utilization of capacity, corresponding to World

War II utilization, the output could have been about 2816 higher, or about $440
89

billion. Thus, the value of b, output per dollar's worth of capital, would be

about . 67. Both the capital figure and the output figure are, however, confined

8aThis is based on unpublished capital stock figures from the Council of

Economic Advisers--the same data from which Solow's potential output production
functions were estimated. (Op. cit. )

89The $345 billion figure is the business GNP figure used by Solow (O.
cit. ). The higher figure is that given by Solow's "J 3 " equivalent capital stock pro-
duction function estimate, evaluated at a conventional unemployment rate of 1. 006.
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to the business sector. They do not reflect the national product originating in gov-

ernment, households, or the services of houses, nor the corresponding buildings,

equipment and residential structures. These account for about a fifth of the ordin-

ary GNP, but a considurahly larger fraction of the capital stock. Neither are

business inventories allowed for in the capital stock figure, at least some of which

are required for the smooth operation of the productive process. However, allow-

ance for these omissions would not reduce b below . 4. As for depreciation rate,

a value of . 04 would be on the high side. The average service life of equipment

has been estimated at 17 years and that of plant at 50, and plant accounts for more
90

than half of the total. Furthermore, the average age of the nonbusiness portion

of the stock would be more like that for structures.

If the condition for the continuing availability of the labor supply is actually

that a certain level of per capita consumption be attained, then there would seem to

be no reason why any increment of output above that required for viability should not

be devoted ei. irely to capital formation--i. e. , s - 1. Certainly, this would be the

conclusion if physiological limits alone were considered. But the problem of de-

fining the boundary between the technological and organizational determinants of

labor supply arises once again. It may be that the various nonphysiological mech-

anisms that might reduce labor supply would be brought into play by a failure to

satisfy aspirations for risin consumption standards. Also, the problem of devising

taxation or incentive schemes that would produce a very low rate of consumption out

of increments to output is a very difficult one. As a more or less arbitrary allow-

ance for these considerations, assume that a value of s of . 75 can be enforced.

The resulting value of s b - d is then (.75) (.4) - (.04) = .26. For the sake of

mitigating the spurious impression of accuracy, round to the nearest . 05 and take

.25 as a reasonable conservative approximation to the attainable value of s b - d.

Now take r' = 3 as the largest value of r' that might be considered rea-

sonable on the basis of the foregoing analysis of the conditions for viability. Then

the formula for recuperation time as a function of r becomes:

0
9 0 See James W. Knowles, "The Potential Economic Growth in the United

States, " (2E. cit. ) pp. 21-22. The same service life figures were used in arriving
at the capital stock estimates mentioned above.
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log (3) - log r

log (. 25)

Taking logarithms to the base ten,

T = 4.92 - (10.32) log r
0

This relationship between T and ro is plotted in Figure IV-2, p. 443, It yields a

T of twenty years for ro = . 04 -- i. e., if the economy can produce an output 4%

above that required for viability by the time that surviving inventories have been

run down to the minimum levels consistent with efficient production, then it is tech-

nologically feasible to achieve a factor of four increase in output and capital stock

within twenty years. If ro = . 10, recuperation will take just over fifteen years,

and if ro = .5, it will take eight years. Even if ro = . 01, a situation in which the

economy comes extremely close to failure to achieve viability, the indicated recup-

eration time is a quarter century. Thus, the line between success and failure in

achieving viability is very little different from the line between success or failure

in recuperating within two decades--if the society "chooses" to recuperate at that

rate. Or, rephrasing the conclusion once again, to doubt the feasibility of recuper-

ation in two decades is essentially to doubt the feasibility of achieving viability--the

zone between "collapse" outcomes and "recuperation in two decades" outcomes is

too narrow to be interesting.

A more realistic interpretation of this mode would involve regarding Ko

as the "effective" initial capital stock, recognizing the probability that some of the

surviving capital would be unutilized or very inefficiently utilized early in the re-

cuperation phase. Then, of course, the actual destruction of physical capital must

be smaller than previously assumed if viability is to be achieved. As noted pre-

viously, the other side of this coin is that the payoff to investment in the early stages

of the recuperation effort will be extremely high. Values of b of one or more

might prevail for the first few years, and only after a considerable period would b

fall to a value as low as .4. A similar argument applies to r': While a quarter

or less of pre-attack consumption per capita might suffice for viability if the com-

position of that consumption were well adapted to the level, in fact, the surviving
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Figure IV-2

RECUPERATION TIME AS A FUNCTION OF
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capacity will be such as to result in inefficiently "luxurious" ways of doing things.

For example, transportation to and from work could be provided at much lower

operating costs if mass transportation systems were available, but in fact, the sur-

viving capital will be heavy on automobiles and light on buses and subways. Suppose,

then, that r' = 2 is a more realistic value, and take b =. 67 as a reasonable aver-

age value of b for the entire period. This, with previous values of s and d,

gives s b - d equal to about .45. The resulting formula for recuperation time is:

T = 1.87 - 6.21 log ro

This relationship is also plotted in Figure IV-2. It gives a recuperation

time of two decades (actually, 20.5 years) for a value of ro of . 001 -- i.e., an

excess of the initial capital over that required for viability of a tenth of one percent.

To phrase this result in more meaningful terms, recall that the stock of business

owned plant and equipment in 1960 was worth $650 billion at 1954 prices. Assuming

full population survival, the amount of effective surviving capital required for viability

(taking r' = 2) would be $216 billion, and . 001 of this is $216 million, or roughly a

dollar per person of extra capital stock. After a little over six years, the extra capi-

tal would have grown to only 2. 16 billion, and in twelve and a half years to 21. C

billion. (The use of b = . 67 is certainly conservative up to at least this point.)

Then, in the remaining eight years, the same rate of percentage increase would

finally produce significant results in absolute terms.

Thus, the more one emphasizes the high degree of interdependence of the

economy, the imperfect adaptability of its plant and equipment, and the implied prob-

ability that some surviving capacity will be unusable and that consumption patterns

will not be well adapted to the level of consumption, the more one strengthens the

conclusion that the important issue is the feasibility of achieving viability. Given

success in achieving viability, the feasibility of a restoration of pre-attack levels of

per capita within two decades can hardly be in doubt, and recuperation times of 10

years or less are plausible. This relationship is entirely reasonable, for to empha-

size the elements of inflexibility in a modern industrial economy is essentially to

argue that it likely either to work well (recuperate quickly) or not at all (fail to

achieve viability). The aggregative calculations just presented probably tend toward

a significant understatement of this "brittleness" in the economy.
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Of course, if s is so low that s b - d is close to zero, recuperation

may require a very long time even if ro is fairly large. As indicated previously,

prediction of the actual recuperation rate becomes in large part a problem of pre-

dicting government policies, which themselves would be influenced by their antici-

pated effects on the recuperation rate. Wit],out advancing a definite prediction, one

might reasonably speculate that the urgency of increases in consumption would

appear very great for the first two or three years, and that fairly low values of s

would result. During this period, however, the very high value of b would be a

compensating influence teading to hold the value of s b - d at a respectable level.

A period of rising s and declining b might follow, resulting in an approximate

constancy of s b - d. Finally, one might expect that s would decline toward more

"normal" values (.20) as recuperation neared completion. The overall result, of

course, would be a recuperation time considerably in excess of the minimum tech-

nologically feasible.

As a check on the reasonableness of the foregoing conclusions on recu-

peration time, it is of interest to compare the implied rates of economic growth

with historical experience. When r' = 3, GNP increases by a factor of four during

the recuperation period. For this to be accomplished in twenty years, the (geo-

metric) average rate of increase must be about 7. 2% per year. For r' = 2, the

implied average rate is a little over 5.6%. Considered as rates per capita or per

man year, these may be compared with the actual rate of 6. 1% for Japan over the

1950-59 period, or 6.8% for West Germany in the period 1950-57. This rate was

accomplished in Germany with an average of 20. 6% of gross national product de-

voted to gross domestic fixed investment. After the severe "viability crisis" of

1946-47, per capita consumption was restored to 1938 levels in West Germany by

1954. Thus, the average rates of growth implied by the above analysis are by no

means seriously out of line with historical experience. It might be objected that

the Japanese and West German rates were not sustained for the long period assumed

above, and that in any case the rates implied for the end of the recuperation period

are higher than any that have been observed in advanced economies. But this may

be countered by observing that the calculations above refer to technological maxima,

and there is no evidence to indicate that rates of increase of output per capita on the
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order of 15% per year would be infeasible at present in the United States if the share

of gross investment in output were increased to something on the order of . 5.91

Qualifications to This Analysis

Considered on its own terms, the foregoing discussion of recuperation

is rather heavily slanted toward overestimation of the minimum time required for

recuperation. In particular, if explicit account were taken of the effect of the

changed capital-labor ratio on the productivity of capital, values of b higher than

those considered above could be defended for the early part of the recuperation

period even without any appeal to the existence of underutilized capital. Further-

more, no account has been taken of the possibility of incorporating the most modern

technology in the new equipment put in place during the recuperation period, let

alone of the possibility of further technological change during the recuperation per-

iod itself. The calculations have been based on the assumption that the capital stock

would simply be reconstructed in its former composition. If these possibilities were

admitted, the amount of investment required to restore output per capita to its pre-

vious level would be considerably smaller than that implied above, and the time

required to accomplish this amount of investment would be correspondingly smaller.

Absolute Levels of Destruction. However, it is plain that these relatively

crude calculations ignore some consequences of a nuclear war that could have im-

portant effects on recuperation time, and the conclusions must be qualified accord-

ingly. The most important qualification has to do with the fact that the calculations

relate entirely to the relative proportions of surviving capital and population or

labor supply, as if the absolute level of destruction made no difference. Clearly,

this sort of analysis cannot be pushed to the absurd point of claiming that a few

thousand survivors scattered around the country would enjoy high standards of

9 1 Besides which, the following rather plausible program also yields a less
than two decade recuperation time: Let ro = . 04, and let b = . 67 and s b - d = . 45
for 7. 5 years, at which point the average gross investment rate has risen to . 30.
Then hold the gross investment rate at that point and drop b to . 4, resulting in an
8% growth rate. In 11.5 years, this gives full recovery.
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living if they were equipped with twice as much plant and equipment per capita as

the current average. The analysis is most relevant for cases in which the fraction

of the population surviving is high, and the damage to the economy is severe--

which is to say that it is relevant for cases in which extensive preparations to as-

sure population survival have been carried out, but nothing has been dione in the

way of creating an "underground economy".

Absolute Levels and Patterns of Survivor Productivity. As the fraction of

the population assumed to survive declines, there are several possible effects on

the productivity of the survivors that should be noted. First, and most important,

there is the possibility that the distribution of skills in the surviving labor force

might be out of balance and unsuited to the needs of the economy. This effect is

quite analogous to the possibility of inappropriate composition of the surviving stock

of physical plant and equipment. And, as in that case, one assumes that there is

a considerable degree 3f substitutability among workers with different degrees of

training and experience, and that the consequences of the imbalance would become

severe only if the imbalance were quite extreme. For example, if an attack were

directed at petroleum refineries and succeeded to the point of destroying 95% of the

capacity and killing the associated managers, engineers and production workers,

then it would be reasonable to assume that the surviving petroleum labor force

would contain a large enough pool of experience and skills to operate perhaps ten

or fifteen per cent of the original capacity, with the help of inexperienced workers.

Thus, during the reorganization period, the shortage of physical production facil-

ities would be the chief problem, but further increases in output during recuperation

might be constrained by the labor shortage. On the other hand, the total loss of the

labor force in petroleum refining would pose very serious problems from the very

start of the reorganization period. And, of course, if disproportionately heavy

losses occur in very broadly defined skill groups, the possibilities for useful sub-

stitution are limited. The engineering talent needed to rebuild the petroleum in-

dustry might be found in, for example, the chemical industry. But if losses were

very heavy in all categories of engineers, the theoretical possibilities of substitu-

tion among the categories become irrelevant.
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Even if the distribution of loss of life over skill categories were random,

the skill distribution among survivors would tend to be drastically different from

the pre-attack distribution at levels of attack which inflicted very high percentage

rates of overall population loss. In fact, if fallout protection were available, losses

would be concentrated in those skill groups that concentrated in large cities. In

particular, the managerial and technical elites of the nation would be hard hit, for92
these groups are concentrated in a few of the largest cities. The disproportionate

losses of capacity in manufacturing industry would be matched by disproportionate

losses in the labor force in manufacturing--and labor force losses might be highly

correlated with physical plant losses on ar, industry-by-industry basis ; s well. A

detailed study of the probable patterns of population loss, the requirements for

various skills, and the amounts of education and training required to obtain the

skills would be needed if the extent of the possible drag on recuperation were to be

"estimated accurately. For the moment, it seems reasonable to assume that the

drag would not be particularly important if overall population losses were less than

a third of the population. Also, it should be noted that any defense measures which
would effectively reduce the vulnerability of the populations of the largest cities

would mitigate this problem considerably.

Changes in the Natural Environment. A second potentially depressing

influence on the productivity of the survivors would be the changed natural environ-

ment of agricultural production. Some of the effects hypothesized in discussions

of this problem might develop in a cumulative fashion for a period of several years

unless checked by deliberate and massive efforts. It could happen that, after once

achieving viability, the economy would be forced to devote an increasing propor-

tion of its resources to the effort to bring erosion, floods and perhaps insect plagues,

etc., under control. These difficulties would have to be of enormous scope to pro-

duce effects on agriculture so large as to affect seriously recuperation in the

92See Margaret B. Rowan and Takuya Maruyama, The Concentration of
ECssential Personnel in American Cities, (Santa Monica, Calif.: The RAND Corp-
oration, JNM-1722, May, 1956).
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economy as a whole. However, in the absence of quantitative evidence on the

likely magnitude of these difficulties, the possibility that they would be large enough

to have serious effects cannot be excluded.

Higher Transportation Costs. A third factor tending in the same direc-

tion would be the higher transportation costs associated with the post-attack distri-

bution of population and productive facilities. Surviving productive facilities would

be at greater average distance from suppliers and markets than they were before.

Where previously there were ten plants distributed around the country, after the

attack there might be three--and possibly three in the same general region. Where

previously the facilities existed within a particular region to perform a sequence

of operations on a given raw material, after the attack it might happen that the

only surviving facilities for performing one operation in the sequence were located

at a great distance, necessitating shipment back and forth. In the course of recup-

eration, these distortions would be partially eliminated. Again, it is difficult to

estimate the impl-cations for recuperation time, which obviously depend to a con-

siderable extent on the details of attack. But, as in the case of agriculture, the

low present share of transportation in total national product provides some basis

for a belief that the effects could not be large at low levels of attack.

Survivor Disabilities. Lastly, the possible debilitating effects of the

war upon the survivors should be mentioned. Radiation exposure, it is believed,

has general life shortening effects in addition to such specific effects as increas-
93

ing the incidence of leukemia. To the extent that the implied increase in the

death rate merely restrains population growth during the recuperation period, it

probably hastens the attainment of pre-attack per capita standards. But if a gen-

eralized increase in illness and decline in strength were a facet of this deterioration

of health, labor productivity would suffer. In addition, of course, survivors with

disabling physical injuries or psychological traumas would not be in the labor force.

From the point of view of the population as a whole, the presence of unproductive

9 3 The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, op. cit. , p. 599.
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survivors is equivalent to another decline in productivity. Given the assumed con-

ditions of high survival of labor relative to capital, there is little reason to sup-

pose that recuperation would be much retarded by these factors in the early stages.

If, however, the influence of these factors had not diminished substantially by the

time that the capital stock was restored to its former proportion to the effective

labor force, the retarding effect could be significant.

Summary. It is obvious that these considerations, and others that could be

mentioned, completely overturn the conclusions of an analysis in per capita terms

if the rate of population survival is low enough. The difference they might make

in the range of 50% to 75% survival, where the assumption of success in achieving

viability is more acceptable, is less clear. In particular, the seriousness of the

threat to productivity in agriculture is difficult for an economist to judge. As for

the other considerations, the pessimistic biases in the aggregative calculations

seem at least as imposing so far as the feasibility of rapid recuperation is

concerned.

Organizational Aspects of Recuperation

Assuming that the basic values of the recuperating society would be such

as to make a general reversion to pre-attack modes of economic organization

attractive, the last half of the recuperation phase would presumably see the dis-

mantling of much of the special institutional apparatus required in the earlier

emergency. This process might encounter some of the traditional obstacles to a

cutback in government programs, but, where emergency economic controls are

concerned, these obstacles have not in the past proved very hampering.

Of course, if the "disaster socialism" course were adopted during the re-

organization phase, the dismantling process might include the major task of restor-

ing the institutions of private ownership. Barring dramatic shifts in politico-economic

values and ideologies, or dramatic improvements in the technology of central plan-

ning, a substantial restoration of those institutions seems likely even after a prolonged
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bout of disaster socialism. The information flows and administrative apparatus

required for central planning of details of output in agriculture, retail trade, per-

sonal services and much of manufacturing are so out of proportion to the conceivable

gains from control as to make it virtually inconceivable that a . tion without a strong

ideological commitment to central control would persist in central control of these

sectors if alternatives could be developed. In disposing of the nationalized property

in these sectors, the government might begin by setting up firms with the formal

structure of private enterprises, with assets valued realistically on the balance

sheet, perhaps with the government's managers as minor stockholders, but with

the government itself retaining a large majority of the stock. It could then cut large

numbers of such firms loose from the direct control systems at one time, hopefully

in such a way as to create reasonable competition in the sectors thus denationalized.

After exercising its influence as controlling stockholder to prevent catastrophic be-

havior during the transition period, it could gradually dispose of the remainder of

the stock in any one of several ways.

Whether the denationalization process would extend to the major manu-

facturing industries in which competition is currently weak, or to the regulated

industries, is another matter. It is easy to imagine that the forms of economic

organization would be permanently altered in the direction of the present Western

European economies with large nationalized sectors. It is easy to imagine, too,

that the power of the federal government would be permanently enhanced in other

spheres of activity, relative to the power of state and local governments. On the

other hand, it is quite possible to imagine the opposite. We are now well past the

point of diminishing returns to conjecture.

It is, however, very tempting to conjecture that the disaster socialism

system is a good deal less favorable to the ultimate restoration of an economy

organized for the most part around the institution of private property than is the

alternative system sketched earlier. Whether this means that it is less favorable

to ultimate social recovery depends on the definition of recovery, and that is not

a simple matter to settle.
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VI. Conclusions

This essay has attempted to provide a structured view of the economic

dimensions of societal recovery after nuclear war. In vast areas of the subject

where the existing research is exceedingly thin and often lacking in a useful orien-

tation, very crude empirical judgments and calculations have been employed in the

attempt to generate a conceptual structure that will assist in the formulation of

meaningful, important and relatively researchable propositions. It should go with-

out saying that the judgments expressed are regarded as hypotheses that, hopefully,

will provide a fruitful and reasonably coherent orientation for future research.

Refinement, testing, and strenuous systematic criticism of these hypotheses are

both possible and--if we want to comprehend the implications of our technological,

political and military environment- -desirable.

The main hypouheses may be summarized as follows: The most critical

question about the economic consequences of nuclear war is whether economic

viability can be achieved- -whether production will recover to a level adequate to

support the survivors before the grace period afforded by surviving inventories

comes to an end. It will not be technologically feasible to achieve viability with a

drastically more primitive division of labor, involving a large factor increase in

the percentage of the population living on farms, unless perhaps this policy is de-

liberately adopted and prepared for. If the alternative of a major relocation of the

surviving population is foreclosed, the levels of real gross national product per

capita required for viability are certainly not below those characteristic of the early

years of this century, and are probably more like those of 1933--i. e., a fourth to a

third of present levels. It is assumed that any economic preparedness programs

will be designed primarily to permit the effective use of surviving resources, and

will not involve major efforts to increase aggregate resource survival. On this

assumption, levels on the order of 2000 megatons (plus or minus 1000 megatons) on

urban-industrial targets might well make the attainment of the required levels of

GNP per capita infeasible within the first year or two after the attack--roughly the

time that might be made available by preparedness programs of the indicated type.

The most obvious potential cause of such a collapse would be an all out attack on
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petroleum refineries, coupled with enough damage to transportation and to durable

goods manufacturing to severely delay reconstruction. If, however, viability were

successfully achieved, then it would probably be feasible to restore pre-attack levels

of per capita GNP within two decades or less--barring drastic influences of a changed

natural environment on agricultural productivity,

The question of the rate of recuperation that would or should occur and

the related question of the eventual forms of economic organization must remain

obscure in the absence of a reasonable basis for predicting the values, ideologies

and political attitudes that would (or should) prevail in post-attack society. How-

ever, questions of economic organization in the survival and reorganization phases

would presumably be generally regarded as questions about the technical perform-

ance of alternative systems in minimizing population losses. In the survival phase,

the immediacy of the threats to population survival will place the task of effective

and equitable distribution of existing stocks in the foreground, and in this situation

the institutions that normally guide economic activity will play no role. With the

passage of these immediate threats, a fairly clearcut choice must be made between

a pattern of organization involving detailed central planning and one predicated on

the restoration of private property, markets, and related institutions. Given suf-

ficient advance thought, planning and preparations, either system could probably

be made to work. However, the system based on the restoration of private property

probably requires significantly less in the way of preparations, and is likely to be

far superior if the survival of a large fraction of the Federal bureaucracy is in doubt.

This does not mean, however, that the government should take a passive role as the

economy moves toward viability. On the contrary, a wide variety of devices of eco-

nomic control and influerce could be developed that would usefully supplement the

workings of the market.

Of the many unsettled questions of fact that bear on the validity of these

hypotheses, none are more crucial than the set of related issues involving the organ-

izational determinants of the level of subsistence consumption, the conditions for

the breakdown of economic control systems, and the pressures and incentives that

might lead individuals to take actions that would militate against the achievement of
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a viable and unified national economy with the maximum possible surviving popu-

lation. A fully satisfactory answer to these questions may not be attainable in the

foreseeable future, but there is clearly an abundance of historical and other evidence

that awaits interpretation with the proper combination of social science techniques.
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Introduction to Chapter V

Howard R. Swearer's essay on local government in the United States and

the Soviet Union under stress has a dual function in this collection of studies of the

social dimensions of nuclear attack.

First, as a study of the dimensions of stress in administrative organiza-

tional patterns, Swearer's essay is a study of the ways in which formal agencies

for social control and for the communication of social goals to a population may be

disrupted by nuclear attack. It is in patterns of administrative organization that

the political institutions of a society are brought into direct contact with daily needs

of local areas and the general citizenry. These contacts, when translated back

through administrative channels, provide the principal formally organized means

for communicating local needs and local conditions to the level of government

charged with taking a society-wide view of social needs and goals. How will ad-

ministrative structures respond to nuclear attack?

Second, Swearer's essay uses the comparative method of social analysis

to show how different basic value and procedural assumptions deriving from dif-

ferent cultural systems are manifested in contrasting patterns of administrative

organization. Demographic and economic studies of the social effects of nuclear

attack have the advantage of readily available bodies of data and conceptual tech-

niques for simulating the particular effects of nuclear attack. In a study of the

effects of attack on political institutions, the analytic task shifts into domains where

less precise techniques are available, especially if the goal is to make predictions

of institutional processes over time. The use of the comparative method offers

the possibility of making comparisons between institutional systems in the absence

of analytic techniques for defining and directly projecting institutional processes

within a single institutional system.

The Soviet Union is used for purposes of comparison with the United States,

since it is a large complex society which has followed an alternate institutional path

toward industrialization. Within the cultural system of Soviet society, a relatively

high degree of official and ideological control over individual behavior has been
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customary. Soviet administrative organizations function, therefore, in a cultural

and institutional environment which contrasts markedly with the assumptions which

govern American administrative patterns. By contrasting the bases of American

administrative patterns with those of the Soviet system, Swearer has sought greater

clarity in defining the dimensions and projecting the responses of the American

administrative system as it might be subjected to hypothetical nuclear attack. The

ambiguities in projecting American responses reflect the pluralistic foundations of

American government and politics. As a vehicle for defining the domains of these

ambiguities, the contrasting example of Soviet practices and assumptions provides a

basis for systematic comparisons. Even more than being an essay on patterns of

social structure and social organization, then, Chapter V is a study of the compar-

ative effects of values and assumptions in contrasting cultural systems, as these

systems act as determinants of institutional and organizational structure.

Swearer examines the vulnerability of political institutions as it may be

a product of problems in two complementary stages of emergency. In the shorter

term, the crucial question is whether the political system can handle the shock of

attack, to maintain order arid to mobilize the population for the enormous tasks

which will follow attack. In the longer term, the crucial question is "the capacity

of the political system to facilitate longer-run social and economic development".

Complicating the problem of defining the vulnerability of political institutions is

the possibility thM.t political institutions and their bases may shift after attack ---

but shift in fundamentally adaptive directions. This possibility is especially im-

portant to consider when it is remembered that political institutions appear to be

especially subject to pressures from other institutional sectors.

With this as background, Swearer sketches the striking differences between

American anid Stvwijt c\'pcrinces with massive disaster. Whereas American insti-

tutions have experienced only localized disaster in recent history, the Soviet Union

has had three major periods of generalized disaster. During 1914-1921, during

the institutional reconstruction of the 1930's, and during World War II, Soviet

institutions were defined and subjected to widely pervasive stress. Although there

were important variations from these generalizations, Swearer summarizes the

Soviet experience ini World War II in the following terms:
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(1) "By and large the Soviet population remained loyal".

(2) "The Party cadre assumed direct and detailed leadership
of the war effort throughout the country".

(3) "Local authorities demonstrated some initiative and flexibility
in coping with the tremendous demands. Nonetheless, this flexibility
was contained within the existing organizational and institutional
structures".

(4) "The end of the war was soon followed by a national cam-
paign to purge the Soviet Union of any deviations resulting from the
dislocations of the war. Central direction in. economic planning
and political organization was ruthlessly enforced. 'Rootless
cosmopolitanism' became the focus of attack in a campaign to re-
store ideological orthodoxy".

Although Soviet administrative structure is extraordinarily rigid by American

standards, it has been sufficiently flexible to create patterns in which adaptive

responses to disaster could be made. Swearer observes that "In a very real sense,

the Soviet political system was born and tempered in disaster. Indeed, it was

designed to handle crisis, in part induced by the political system itself". Thus a

very important question emerges which is not fully resolved in Swearer's essay:

Is the Soviet system "better adapted" for withstanding massive stress than

American institntions? If so, what might American planners derive from a more

intensive study of Soviet processes? But here the question must be redefined.

The Soviet s,,ystem appears well adapted to withstand the immediate stresses of

massive disaster, but is it as well adapted to longer term processes of reconstruction

and recuperation? Here it is important to note the problems which Soviet planners

have encountered in guiding general institutional processes of industrialization and

modernization.

In providing tentative answers to these issues, Swearer applies a contrast-

ing pair of ideal types to the description of societies at various stages of moderni-

zation and recovery. The United States is an example of a "market" type of society,

whose patterning of complex institutional differentiation creates interacting problems

and ambiguities in control, but also relatively greater institutional resources for

a variety of social tasks and challenges. The Soviet Union is, on the other hand,

an "organizational" society, with less differentiation, greater immediate abilities
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for precise social controls, and more rigid constraints upon institutional develop-

ments and adaptations. Swearer proposes that massive stress against the American

society will stimulate the growth of "organizational" characteristics, although this

would not necessarily mean that the United States ceased to be a "market" society.

In contrast, the same disaster striking Soviet society is likely to retard or reverse

the development of "market" characteristics, which allow greater long term variety

and flexibility in adaptive responses. Nuclear attack is likely to be an occasion for

"the re-affirmation of the organizational society" in the Soviet Union. For this

reason, it may result in a relatively greater long term loss to the Soviet Union,

both in capacities for specific recovery and in resources for the complex de'ands

of maintaining an industrial social order.

As an essay in comparative analy.As, Chapter V compares two differing

cultural systems, which contain the effects of marked differences in historical

experiences. From these cultural systems derive patterns of social structure

which appear to have characteristically different capacities to respond to the ad-

ministrative and organizational demands created by nuclear attack.

Figure Va-i
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Chapter V

LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE U.S. AND THE U.S.S.R. UNDER STRESS:
A COMPARATIVE VIEW OF SOME POLITICAL-ADMII-;ISTRATIVE

DIMENSIONS OF NUCLEAR ATTACK

Howard R. Swearer

University of California, Los Angeles

I. The Vulnerability of Political hIstitutions

This paper addresses itself to a cluster of related questions concerning

local government under stress: which clharacteristics of political-administrative

institutions enhance their abi]ity to cope with the enormous social, economic, and

political strains generated by a major, generalized disaster such as nuclear attack;

and which impair their ability to function under such conditions? Further, what are

the features of a local government that promote long-range economic and social re-

construction? Under what conditions might the stresses set in motion by a nuclear

attack result in major modifications in the pre-attack political system, and in what

directions ?

This working paper should be regarded as an initial exploration of the

complex analysis of the vulnerability to nuclear attack and recovery capability of

local political authority in the United States and the Soveit Union. It makes no

claim to be definitive or to have exhausted all the possibly relevant data for such

a study. Rather, I have sought to explore the methodological problems involved

in such an investigation, to examine the characteristics of the two political sys-

tems which might be critical in recovery from a generalized disaster, and, finally,

1 In fa( t. at this stage of investigation, I would be greatly surprised--
and disappointed--to find overwhelming agreement with all parts of the analysis
contained herein.
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to suggj.,'t sCr(ta (if the possible (tInMensionS Of political recovery f'om nuclear at-

tack. The matetrials on which this study are based have been drawn from disaster,

rvcoverv and civil defense studies, literature on comparative government and po-

litical modernization, and studies of American and Soviet government and politics.

In addition, I have utilized knowledge gleaned from my own studies of Soviet local

admit. itration and politics.

I am only too painfully aware of the staggering difficulties of saclh a proj-

ect. A society has never sustained a general nuclear attack, and hopefully never

will; therefore we are analyzing a situation with which we have had no historical

experience. Data from local catastrophes and generalized non-nuclear disasters

and studies of recovery from World War I1 are useful, but in the nature of things,

can only be suggestive of how political systems might react under the tremendous

stress of a nuclear attack. Not only are the methods of extrapolation from the

existing situation to that of post-attack society difficult to determine; the problem

is compounded by the fact that we are extrapolating from a partially comprehended

present. The number of possibly relevant variables--even in a delimited study

such as this--are immense, not to mention the difficulty of ordering them accord-

ing to relative vulnerability and importance for societal recovery.

In the Soviet Union and the United States, we are dealing with dynamic,

not static, political systems whose directions and rates of evolution are not en-

tirely understood. Descriptions of these two political systems which were standard

ten years ago may now be invalid in several critical respects. This paper attempts

to delineate lines of change, but it may well err on the side of caution in estimating

their potential impact on political vulnerability to nuclear attack.

Finally, the biases of the writer cannot be wholly eliminated from such

a study. The selection of data and the focus of attention will reflect his own values

and intellectual predilections. The greater ttWe number of variables to be handled,

the broader the level of generalization, and the further extrapolation takes one

from verifiable descriptive material, the more significant become these values.

WVhile I do not have an axe to grind in this study---which does not always appear to

he the case with some studies of this genre--there are at least two types of bias

to which such a study is prone. The author has known personally as a citizen
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only one of the political systems involved, a society to whose institutions and

values he is intellectually and emotionally tied. Moreover, as will be discussed

in the body of the paper, the political values of American society are multi-

faceted and sometimes contradictory and the author may give greater weight to

some aspects of the American tradition than to others.

There is yet another level of bias to which studies of recovery from nu-

clear war are uniquely susceptible. The general question of what will remain after

a nuciear holocaust is highly controversial. Some have asserted that in the event

of nuclear war there would be precious little, if anything, left to recover; or that
2

civilization would be set back to at least the level of the Middle Ages. Such views

imply that not only are studies such as this useless or fantasy; even worse, they

are inherently irresponsible for they soften the catastrophic appearance of nuclear

war and make it seem less awesome; they may well, therefore, have the effect of

lessening fear of a nuclear conflict among policymakers and the population at large.

There can be no doubt out that a thermonuclear war would be an unmitigated disas-

ter, not only in human casualties and property damage but in permanent alterations

in the character of the devastated society. Even if a society could recover fairly

rapidly, many of its institutions would probably undergo profound transformations--

and of a nature that might very well not be welcome from our present perspective.

Nevertheless, the assertion that civilization, as we know it, would be

completely wiped out is unprovable (as indeed is the opposite proposition that so-

ciety would recover rapidly from such destruction); and while we stand in dread

of a thermonuclear war, there is good reason to study its possible effects. By

anticipating the impact of such a disaster, planning and precautions may be taken

to lessen its consequencoes and speed recovery should ever the unwanted holocaust

occur. Moreover, aside from the problems of vulnerability to nuclear attack,

such an investigation has a broader purpose. By hypothetically placing institutions

2 See footnote 8 for official estimates of fatalities in the event of nuclear
attack.
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under tremendous stress and testing their reactions, new insights may be gained
3

about present political systems.

Not only does this study assume that society will recover, but that the

post-attack society will have some continuity with pre-attack society, i.e. , the

legacy of the past will have some relevance for the future. If one were to proceed

on the assumption that there would be complete discontinuity, that the slate would

be wiped clean and the society would build from scratch, there would, of course,

be no grounds for making such a study and speculation could only be rank. The

latter assumption does not strike the author as tenable; for while undoubtedly there

would be considerable innovative behavior after a nuclear disaster, the traditions,

ideas, beliefs and institutional remnants would profoundly affect patterns of inno-

vation. Nonetheless, since innovative behavior is difficult to predict and we must

proceed largely by extrapolating from current behavior, it is quite possible that

this study contains a conservative bias.

3 While this study was undertaken as an addition to the literature on national
security, it is hoped that its worth will extend beyond questions of vulnerability to,
and recovery from, nuclear attack by providing useful comparative perspectives
about Soviet and American political systems--especially their resiliency and sources
of support. Zbigniew Brzezinski and Samuel P. Huntington have recently written a
pioneering comparative study of political power in the U. S. and the U. S. S. R. , which
has been suggestive in the preparation of this study. This paper, however, differs
in focus from the Brzezinski and Huntington work in that it hypothetically places the
two governmental systems under the str&ess of nuclear attack, is concerned primarily
with the lower levels of the political systems and pays greater heed to institutional
structures. See: Zbigniew Brzezinski and Samuel P. Huntington, Political Power:
USA/USSR (New York: Viking Press, 1964).

4 Even if the attack should bring on a fundamental political and social rev-
olution, the most radical form of innovation, the heritage of the previous system
would have to be reckoned with. The R-issian Revolution of October, 1917 certainly
marks a watershed in Russian history, but it did not and could not mean a complete
discontinuity in the development of Russian society. For a comprehensive analysis
of continuity and change in Rus-ian -ociety, see: Cyril E. Black (ed.), The Trans-
formation of Russia- Soc!h'ty (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960). In the
eyes of some readers this paper may seem particularly conservative for it does not
foresee as likely the revolutionary alternative after a ,.uclear attack in either of the
two societies. While one cannot positively rule out revolution under the unknown
physical, institutional and psychological conditions following nuclear war, to hypoth-
esize such a precipitate from nuclear disaster would be more plausible if a society
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1I. The Comparative Study of the United States and the Soviet Union:
Methodological Issues in Assessing Vulnerability to Attack

The Use of Comparative Analysis

This study proceeds through a comparative analysis of American and Soviet
5

local government. At the outset it must be emphasized, however, that there will

be no attempt to evaluate which of the two political systems is most vulnerable to

nuclear attack. Their potential strengths and weaknesses at the local level will be

assayed; but weights will not be assigned, nor will they be jotted up to provide an

overall balance sheet of relative vulnerability. The Soviet Union was selected for

comparison with the United States not only, or even primarily, because it is our

major antagonist, but because it is an industrially developed, increasingly urbanized

thermonuclear power whose political -administrative system varies decidedly from

our own, having evolved under quite a different set of circumstances and operational

demands. By attempting to anticipate the reactions of these two markedly different

sets of institutions to a hypothetical nuclear attack, we may be able to visualize

more clearly those factors that contribute to governmental viability at times of

crisis. Such an enterprise obviously involves sticky methodological questions.

Consequently, this study will address itself to some of these pertinent problems of

comparative analysis; however, it will also attempt to go beyond methodological

considerations by providing a number of observations about the likely local govern-

ment reactions to stress in the U.S. and the U. S. S. R.

(footnote 4 continued)
were already being shaken by revolutionary portents.

The general causes of revolution have been examined by Craine Brinton and others.
Broadly speaking, revolution would appear most likely when the established regime,
prior to the catastrophe, had proven itself ineffective, ceased to be regarded as
legitimate by large and powerful sections of the population, and failed to devise
suitable methods of control--both persuasive and coercive- -to ensure its continued
dominance.

5See Neil J. Smelser, Chapter VI, below, for a discussion of the usefulness
and problems of the comparative method. Several levels of comparison are involved
here: the pre-attack with the anticipated post-attack U.S. local political system; the
pre -attack with the anticipated post-attack Soviet local political system; the U.S.
pre-attack with the Soviet pre-attack local political system; and the U.S. post-attack
with the Soviet post-attack local political system. Both positive and negative com-
parisons are made.
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The variables involved in assessing the vulnerabilities of a whole society

to nuclear attack are so numerous, complex and uncontrollable that to reduce the

investigation to manageable proportions the researcher normally isolates one par-

ticular facet of the total problem for intensive study, e.g., the demographic impact

of nuclear attack or the technological problems in economic recovery. These single

factor analyses must necessarily utilize the device of ceteris paribus ("other things

equal") to simplify the complex real situation. Other factors--psychological,

organizational, political, etc. -- are assumed to be known and constant. For exam-

ple, a study of economic recovery after a nuclear attack can start with a base line

of estimated damage to the economy and then project growth rates on the basis of

past performances of the economy and the state of technological advance, leaving

aside considerations of possible governmental policy. 6

Local Government and Political Behavior

This study isolates the factor of local government--its vulnerabilities and

recovery capabilities--for analysis. It is one of the contentions of this paper that

a major disaster in a modern industrial society will increase the need for, and

sorely test, political leadership. The experience of combatant nations during the

last two world wars and the results of local disasters support such an assertion.

In short, political leadership is a critical factor central to any projection of societal

recovery from nuclear attack.

Not only is political behavior one of the most crucial variables in recovery

from a nuclear attack, it may well prove to be the most difficult to isolate and con-

trol in recovery studies. Prediction in politics, even under normal circumstances,

6 Sidney G. Winter's Economic Viability after Thermonuclear War: The
Limits of Feasible Production (Santa Monica, Calif. : The RAND Corporation,
1963) provides such an analysis. See especially Ch. 7. It is also common to as-
sess future economic capabilities for both the United States and the Soviet Union
during peacetime in this manner, by stating the current indices of production and
projecting them for a number of years according to formulas based on past growth.
As one among many, see United States Congress, Joint Economic Committee,
Hearings: D)imensions of Soviet Economic Power, 87th Congress, 2nd Session,
1962, in which a number of economists assess the potentials of the Soviet economic
system. somnitiines in comparison with the United States'.
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is often hazardous; it becomes even more difficult under conditions of a nuclear

disaster when political leadership (as I argue herein) would find itself operating in

a substantially altered environment and under a greatly increased load of demands.

Political scientists--of both the traditional legal-institutional school and

the behavioral persuasion--have quite naturally and rightly tended to investigate,

and generalize about, political man's patter.ird (i. e., repetitive and/or predictable)

behavior. In their investigations they have sought identifiable, predictable patterns

of political behavior. The institutionalists have seen political behavior in terms

of institutional actions that result from custom or weighty social and economic de-

terminants. The behavioralists view political behavior primarily as a derivative

of more basic economic, social and psychocultural forces.7

As a natural consequence of this concern with patterned political behavior,

a degree of determinism tends to pervade much of the writing in political science;

less weight is given to political creativity and less attention to political systems as
"capable" of largely autonomous variation which can result in profound economic, so-8
cial, and cultural change. The experiences of the Soviet Union and other communist

7Glenn D. Paige, The Rediscovery of Politics (Bloomington: Indiana Uni-
versity Comparative Administration Group, American Society for Public Administra-
tion, September, 1963). (Mimeographed.)

8 rbid., p. 6.

American political scientists have been particularly inclined toward this
orientation which plays down the autonomous rule of political leadership, in large
measure because of our legalistic liberal-democratic political tradition in which
political actions and policy-making are seen primarily as the result of underlying
social forces operating through established and custom-laden procedures and insti-
tutions. The political system is often viewed as a kind of institutionalGeiger-counter
registering the impulses generated by the body politic.

For a penetrating and sprightly discussion of the various theories applied
by social scientists in analyzing the Soviet Union that touches on several of the prob-
lems raised here, see Daniel Bell, "Ten Theories in Search of Reality: The Pre-
diction of Soviet Behavior in the Social Sciences,' World Politics, X, 3 (April, 1958),
pp. 327-365. In another context I have also discussed the difficulties faced by both
Soviet Marxists and Western social scientists in handling the often seemingly
capricious element of leadership in analyses of the Soviet political system: see
Howard R. Swearer, "Bolshevism and the Individual Leader," Problems of Com-
munism, XII, 2 (March-April, 1963), pp. 8,, 93.
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regimes, and those of the new nations, where political leadership is explicitly

viewed as the lever to transform society, has called attention to the importance

of politics as a means by which men, through the setting and organized pursuit of

societal goals, attempt to control their environment. Likewise, a study of the

role of government in disaster and recovery must necessarily be cognizant of the

fact that political behavior is likely to be more innovative than before the crisis.

Not only will there be greater demands for independent, ad hoc action placed on

the political leadership, but a number of precedents and social, economic and

psychocultural determinants of previous political activities will have been affected.

While previously I argued on behalf of the continuing influence of the his-

torical legacy (see pages 461 and 462), here I have emphasized the greater leeway

political man may have to determine his future after a nuclear attack in order to

provide a caveat against expectations that we can determine with precision politi-

cal behavior in post-attack society. For, if one anticipates a heightening of

innovative, relative to patterned, behavior after the disaster, it becomes more

difficult to project current political institutions and strategies into the future.

Assumptions about Attack Impact: The Generalized Case

One of the most dramatic, and recent, threats to existing systems of

political institutions is the possibility of a thermonuclear disaster. To under-

stand the threat involved, we must make some assumptions about the type of

attack envisioned. It should be noted at the outset, however, that precise assump-

tions about the level and pattern of nuclear attack are not as critical in the

examination of political vulnerability as they are in studies of economic and

9 Not only does the likelihood of innovative behavior make post-attack
analysis more difficult, it may also make it more controversial, for some of the
projected innovation may run counter to strongly held current values and hence
be politically sensitive. If, for example, an investigation suggested that martial
law and military rule might be likely after nuclear attack, this conclusion would
affront the deeply held value of civilian supremacy in the U. S. (and in the U. S. S. R.
also for that matter). Again, if a study concluded that only the federal government
could conduct an adequate civil defense program, or that one result of nuclear
attack might be a tendency toward a unitary system of government, a number of
near-sanctified political beliefs would be endangered. This study is doubly jeopard-
ized for not only does it raise sticky questions about innovation, but it does so in a
comparative context with Soviet institutions.
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demographic vulnerability where the quantity of absolute physical damage to the

nation's economic plant and population not only constitutes a base line for estima-

tion of the recovery potential but itself is a major component of the investigation.

Damage to the political system cannot be quantified in a similar manner for we

are concerned not only with the destruction of governmental personnel and records

but with the impact of disaster on values, institutions and the political behavior

of the remaining officials and the population as a whole. Of course, variations in

the severity of the attack will affect the burdens placed on political institutions;

but, for our purposes, it is sufficient to postulate a general nuclear attack, either

counter-force or counter-value in dimension.

We are not concerned here with the destruction of a single city in the

event of a bizarre exchange occasioned by nuclear accident. Although far more

devastating locally, such an occurrence would partake of the nature of a local dis-

aster like an earthquake or hurricane, and the literature on local disasters would

be applicable. Even though such an event might bring about profound changes in

international politics and our foreign policy, it would not likely pose a major

threat to the political structure as a whole.

In a more generalized nuclear attack it is accepted that some regions
10

will suffer more extensive damage than others. Nevertheless, when looking
1 0 For this reason a generalized national civil defense plan for local gov-

ernmental action must take cogr'zance of the possible differential impact of a
nuclear attack upon various sections of the country and upon rural and urban areas.
For example, under some attack possibilities programs that stress fire-fighting,
debris clearance and medical care for mass casualties are needed in urban areas,
which are more likely to suffer the direct effects of nuclear damage. In contrast,
rural areas might emphasize preparations for refugee care, food distribution and
medical assistance to target areas. Local civil defense units need guidance to
maximize their efforts and to fit into an overall program which makes allowance
for possible geographic differentiation of attack impact. It would appear, further-
more, that implementation of differential local civil defense programs has lagged
behind planning.

The present paper deals with the major dimensions of local government
in general and does not attempt to analyze in detail the possible differential impact
of a nuclear attack on various units of local government. Moreover, it implicitly
gives greater attention to urban than rural areas. This broad focus in no way im-
plies that the problem of differential impact is unimportant. For example, anuclear
disaster could pose a particularly severe problem of law enforcement for under-
staffed rural governmnntal units.
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at a system as a whole even a counter-force attack would create a fallout threat

important enough to demand immediate political decision-making extreme enough

in scope so that some nation-wide btresses would occur. A large attack, either

counter-force or counter-value, could substantially diminish the possibilities of

inter-regional assistance and have the effect of reducing--although not eliminating

entirely--the differentiation in kinds of problems met by local governmental units.

The important point is that a massive load of new issues would require governmen-

tal initiatives at several levels. In the United States housing, health, transportation,

communications, food distribution and hundreds of other functions would at least

11In his statement to the House Armed Services Committee on February

18, 1965, Secretary of Defense McNamara indicated that the Administration now
doubted that a counter-force attack could be separated from a counter-value attack.
He provided the following summary of the estimated effect of a nuclear attack on
the U.S. in the early 1970's:

ESTIMATED EFFECT ON U. S. FATALITIES
OF ADDITIONS TO THE APPROVED DAMAGE LIMITING PROGRAM

(Based on 1970 population of 210 million)

(Millions of U. S. Fatalities)

Additional Investment Early Urban Attack Delayed Urban Attack

0 billion 149 122
5 billion 120 90

15 billion 96 59
25 billion 78 41

At the same time, the Secretary of Defense stated that even after absorbing a first
strike, the United States missile retaliation would cause more than 100 million
Soviet fatalities. (It is estimated that the Soviet population in 1970 will be approx-
imately 240 million.) (New York Times, February 21, 1965, p. 10.)

Thus, even if extensive "damage limiting" measures are taken, the de-
struction of a nuclear attack in the early 1970's would place stupendous burdens on
a society and its political institutions. In the worst case, where 149 million per-
sons or almost three-fourths of the population is killed, the problems of recovery
appear to border on the overwhelming.
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temporarily be transformed from private to public concerns. In the Soviet Union

many of these decisions are already integrated into the governmental process, but

again, the increase in volume, complicated by the absence of customary information,

channels of command, etc., will tend to create significant new stresses especially

on the level of local government. The level of attack, then, is assumed to be suf-

ficiently stress-producing to demand innovative behavior, or at least adjustments

of old patterns.

While the survival of governmental personnel, resources and records

would be unevenly distributed among regions and governmental levels, this paper is

based on the assumption that a significant prorortion oi them would be preserved.

Whether in fact they would survive depends on the conditions of the attack- -especially

the amount of warning--and prior civil defense preparations. We cannot know with

certainty the scope of preparations to protect governmental personnel and documents

in either the Soviet Union or the United States. But the assumption of considerable

preparation is more than reasonable, since a relatively small investment used to

protect officials, both Federal and local, would be crucial--and immediately re-

warding--to post-attack society. Moreover, such protection is one of the most

easily implemented forms of civil defense, even in a society where many individuals

are, if not hostile, at least apathetic to a wide-ranging civil defense effort. While

the national governmental apparatus would be orie of the prime targets in any gen-

eral attack, on the other hand, preparations at this level to protect key officials

are more elaborate.

Criteria of Vulnerability of Political Institutions

For analytical purposes, the vulnerability of political institutions may be

examined in relation to two general stages of response to emergency: (1) the ability

of the political system to handle the shock of the attack, to maintain order

and to mobilize the population for the tremendous tasks in the period immediately

following the attack; and (2) the capacity of the political system to facilitate

1 2 The government might decide to use private channels to deal with these

problems, but elected and appointed officials would have to make decisions and
enter more extensively into the process in some way.
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longer-run social and economic development. In reality these two operations

are closely interdependent. The manner in which the political system handles the

first will influence profoundly the second phase of recovery. Administrative insti-

tutions and processes developed to handle the immediate post-attack period will

affect succeeding patterns of governmental organization and activities. As in the

case of the World War I "temporary" buildings in Washington, temporary expedi-

encies have a way of lingering on. As one authority observed in testimony Lefore a

Congressional Committee on the subject of martial law:

It will not do to, say, have martial rule for the first few days
and then switch back to civil administration. Any post-attack ad-
ministration, civil or military, would at once begin to work out ways
to establish channels for getting things done. And, once those pat-
terns were formed, it would be exceedingly difficult to shift to a
different system. 14

13As used here, the "short-term" period following the attack indicates not
the relatively brief period of a month or less when people are protected in shelters,
but the first few months after emergency perhaps extending on to a year or more.
Its exact length would depend on the amount of damage. It includes not only the
emergence phase but also part of the adjustment phase as identified by Neil J.
Smelser, Chapter II above, "The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack. " During
this period the society will be occupied first with handling the immediate conse-
quences of the attack--care of the injured, debris clearance, housing evacuees--
and then with the initial efforts at both physical and institutional reconstruction.
Although communications and transportation will gradually be restored, for a sub-
stantial time local communities will largely be thrown back on their own resources.

"Longer-term" recovery indicates the years following this early period
when the immediate consequences of the attack will have receded and physical and
institutional recovery will be in full swing. Although these two periods can be de-
limited for analytical purposes, in practice they would merge into each other.

Although the shelter phase does not fall within the purview of this paper,
it should be noted that shelter experiences such as the development of leadership
and the existence of conflict or consensus will influence the configurations of the
post-emergence period. With careful planning and preparations, the shelter phase
might be converted into a valuable intensive training period for the survival and
reconstruction tasks facing the population upon emergence.

1 4 Testimony of Professor Charles Fairman, Harva'd University, before

the U. S. Congress, House of Representatives, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Government Operations, Hearings: Civil Defense for National Survival, 84th
Congress, 2nd Session, 1956, Part II, pp. 297-298.

The point of this citation is not that military rule would necessarily con-
tinue for a long time, but that the nature of the immediate response will have lasting
effects, both direct and indirect.
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In an attempt to evaluate the total process, this paper is particularly con-

cerned with longer-ranged political recovery. It is not an extensive survey of the
15

civil defense preparations at the grass roots in the U. S. and the U. S. S. R. ; nor

an attempt to describe in detail how local authorities would likely react to nuclear

disaster. Rather, it attempts to utilize data on civil defense and expectations of

the initial reactions of local authorities to a tack in order to discuss the major di-

mensions of the recovery of political institutions.

A discussion of vulnerability should also note that although the effects of

a nuclear attack cannot be entirely anticipated, suitable preparations could reduce

the capriciousness of the impact. Identifying the potential strengths and weak-

nesses of current political systems under the hypothetical stress of nuclear attack

can provide the basis for planning to shore up political defenses. The degree of

preparedness definitively influences the nature of the post-attack political system.

The Problem of Defining "Political Recovery"

A final theoretical perplexity in the study of political recovery is the con-

cept of "political recovery. " If by recovery we simply mean a return to the status

quo ante, then, of course, there is no definitional problem. However, as men-

tioned already, it may well prove impossible or even undesirable to restore the

pre-attack political system without major alterations in view of other economic

and social imperatives and goals. The preponderance of post-attack literature has

discussed survival and recovery of personnel and physical resources. 16But post-

attack organization depends as well upon maintaining value-invested patterns of

authority: social institutions.

1 5 U. S. studies are numerous and extend from civil defense manuals pub-

lished by the Office of Civil Defense to Hearings before Committees of the Congress.
Selected references to the latter will be made throughout the paper.

A caveat should be added, however, that civil defense studies and plan-
ning do not necessarily represent the actual state of civil defense systems. A study
of preparations in the U. S. S. R. has been made by Ieon Gour6, Civil Defense in
the Soviet Union (Berkeley, Calif. : University of California Press, 1962).

1 6 For studies in the economic field, Sidney G. Winter, Jr. , op. cit.;
Benton F. Massell and Charles Wolf, Jr., Economic Development and Postwar
Recuperation: A Comparison of Industrial Priorities (Santa Monica, Calif. : The

RAND Corporation, January, 1962).
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Economists can speak about economic rccovery with some degree of

clarity since the output of goods and services can be -aggregated and measured at

least approximately by such tools as gross national product. But what is politi-

cal growth? How can it be measured? The difficulty of finding a root definition

derives in part from the lack of consensus about political values. As a popular

concept "to many--perhaps most--A-r.ýricans, political recovery would probably

connote the restoration of viable democratic government, including federalism,

the system of checks and bal,hinces, two parties, limited government. On the other

hand, a number of people might well feel the dislocations attendant on nuclear

disaster had created opportunities for some fundamental political changes. The

majority of the Soviet citizenry would hardly perceive political recovery accoid-

ing to the American image; but they might not necessarily favor a concept of

political recovery which implied a wholesale return to the current political- admin-

istrative system, let alone the earlier Stalinist model.

Still another aspect of the definitional problem is that political recovery

cannot be judged in isolation from other societal processes. Purely political

attributes of a system are not the sole criteria for assessing political development.

For example, it is conceivable that in the wake of a nuclear attack, attempts in

the U. S. to maintain unchanged our carefully balanced democratic political insti-

tutions might be counter to the needs of society for authoritative decision-making,
17

especially in the immediate post-disaster pe:oriod. That is to say, political

recovery cannot be measured only in terms of democratic processes; it must also

take into account the ability of the political system to facilitate desirable economic
18

and social recovery.

1 7 The origins and evolution of American political institutions have pro-

duced a very distinct structure suitable for the current need to represent and
mediate among societal interests. Later discussion of institutional growth and
development will indicate some of the inherent strengths and weaknesses when
these institutions face radical emergencies. See pages 499-503.

1 8 Gabriel Almond has recently attempted to show the relationship between

a political system and its en'ironment in the context of a developmental approach
(i. e., to adapt systems theory in a developmental direction). He introduces the
concept of the "capabilities of a political system" and by so doing raises questions
about the impact of the political system on its environment and vice -,:ersa. In this
manner he hopes to be able to characterize the performance of a political system
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In addition to the more traditionally accepted post-war German and Jap-

anese experiences, the growing body of literature on political modernization in the
19

new nations might provide some insights into this problem. For example, the

following portion of a definition of political, modernization, borrowed from a writer

who has studied the process, might open a fruitful line of investigation: "A politi-

cal system is said to be developing when there is an increase in its ability to sustain

successfully and continuously new types of social goals and the creation of new types

of organization. ".20

Finally, although it is discussed later, it should be noted parenthetically

here that the characteristics of a political system which best equip it to handle

short-term problems after a nuclear attack may not be the same as those which

would best facilitate long-range societal recovery. Thus, while a particular polit-

ical system might perform more efficiently and effectively in the short-run, it

could place a drag on long-term recovery (and vice versa). In any case, the re-

sponses of political systems to nuclear attack would vary from one society to

another in accordance with the dominant political values, the backgrounds and ex-

perience of the major political officials, and the particular nature and operations

of political institutions.

(footnote 18 continued)and to compare political systems according to their

performance. He suggests five categories of capability: extractive, regulative,
distributive, symbolic and responsive. These capabilities are viewed as functional
requisites that any political system must meet to some degree. Gabriel A. Almond,
"A Developmental Approach to Political Systems, " World Politics, XVII, 2 (Janu-
ary, 1965), pp. 183-214.

19For a survey of some of the theories of political modernization see
Alfred Diamant, Political Development: Approaches to Theory and Strateg-v
(Bloomington, Ind. : Indiana University Comparative Administration Group,
American Society for Public Administration, September, 1963). (Mimeographed.)
See also Robert A. Packenham, "Approaches to the Study of Political Develop-
ment, " World Politics, XVII, 1 (October, 1964), pp. 108-120.

2 0 Diamant, 2p. cit_., p. 21. Some writers on this subject eschew the
terms "development" and "modernization" because they have a normative conno-
tation. They prefer a more neutral term such as "political change" which does
not imply evolution toward some pre-conceived end and hence avoids problems of
ethno-centrism.
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Problems in Applying the Comparative Method to the
American and Soviet Cases

The United States. Social scientists know much more about American

than Soviet society, yet we feel less secure in generalizing about our own political

system under stress than about the Soviet system. (In candor, it is often easier to

generalize on the basis of less information. ) In large measure this hesitation de-

rives from the pluralistic character of American society and the heterogeneous

political-administrative structure, especially at the lower levels. Thus, predictions

about local political leadership after a nuclear attack based on knowledge of the

characteristics of the Los Angeles metropolitan area might have little applicability

for New York City or even San Francisco, let alone Topeka, Kansas. While in the

Soviet Union the quality of local political leadership and the scope of political-

administrative activity varies from one locality to another depending on geographi-

cal factors, economic complexion and ethnic and cultural differences, nonetheless,

the construction of political-administrative institutions and the training and experi-

ence of local leadership is relatively uniform, enabling us to generalize with greater

confidence about the reactions of local government under duress. 21

Still another hindrance to prediction about the impact of nuclear attack on

American political institutions is the dearth of historical material from which to

extrapolate. The last generalized disaster22 in this country was the Civil War;

during the intervening one hundred years there have been fundamental transforma-

tions in the demographic, economic, ideological and political complexion of the

country. 23

2 1 See Howard R. Swearer, Local Government in the Soviet Union. (Un-
published Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1960).

2 2 The term "generalized disaster" is used by Jack Hirshleifer in his mono-
graph, Disaster and Recovery: A Historical Survey (Santa Monica, Calif. : The
RAND Corporation, 1963). See his distinction between "generalized" and "localized"
disaster, ibid., p. 2.

23It might be argued that the great depression of the 1930's and the war

effort during World War II constitute generalized disasters. In the sense that they
did place greater strain on the society's political infrastructure, speeded up proc-
esses of change and posed at least a potential threat to certain values sunporting
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There have, of course, been a number of localized disasters in the U. S. --

earthquakes, floods, hurricanes- -many of which have been studied intensively for
24

their socio-political consequences. These localized disasters are aids for this

study, particularly since we are concerned with local government under stress and,

from the viewpoint of the stricken community, a local disaster is "totpl" enough.

Nevertheless, it is obvious that there is a qualitative difference between a localized

and a generalized disaster. 25 In the former, the larger community is unscathed

and can provide rapid and substantial assistance in rescue, recovery and recon-

struction operations. Secondly, the destruction is not so widespread as to pose a

threat to the values and institutions of the entire society.

The Soviet Union. In contrast, the turbulent history of the Soviet Union

provides three case studies of generalized disaster: 1914-1921, a period of world

war, civil war, Allied intervention and class strife; the 1930's, characterized by

fundamental institutional reconstruction, i.volving intensive mobilization of the

population, heavy doses of coercion and terror, and widespread deprivation; and
26

World War II. While all three events are pertinent for our purposes, the data

(footnote 23 continued) rta
primary institutions, these two events can generate

information useful to this study. However, the absence of massive destruction of
both physical resources and the civilian population makes them qualitatively differ-
ent from a generalized disaster such as a nuclear attack.

2 4 The Disaster Research Group of the National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council has been responsible for most of the dissE'ter studies.
A sociological review of most of these studies is undertaken in Allen H. Barton,
Social Organization Under Stress (Washington, D. C.: National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, 1963).

2 5 Jack Hirshleifer discusses this point, 2E. cit., pp. 1-4.
2 6 Some might object to characterizing collectivization of agriculture and

the initiation of the Five Year Plans in industry during the period 1928-35 as a gen-
eralized disaster on a dimension approaching either 1914-21 or 1941-45. It did not,
for instance, entail as many deaths as the other two crises. Nevertheless, there
was widespread deprivation and suffering and enough deaths from starvation, over-
work and political terror to constitute a disaster. In some ways it was a more
difficult crisis for the political regime to handle than either of the other two cases
because it was self-induced. Not only did the regime's frantic pursual of large-
scale social engineering harshly and abruptly disrupt traditional social patterns,
it involved outright class warfare. And, unlike the other two periods, foreign
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to I~e gleaned from the experiences ot World War TI are particularly valuable. 27

Its value as a laboratory to test the Soviet system under strain is enhanced by the
28

fact that it has been intensively studied for precisely this purpose.

(fo -note 26 continued)troops dih, not occupy Soviet soil and, thereby,

serve as lightning rods to deflect mass gr-evances from the political regime.

7 Hirshleifer, op. .it., utilizes the "War Communism" period as a

case of generalized disaster. World War II would appear to be more appropri-
ate. In terms of deaths, decline in non-military production and starvation,
World War II, if not equalling, at least approached the dimensions of War Com-
munism and was in almost every way a disaster of thermonuclear proportions.
A third of the nation's European territory, including nearly two-thirds of its
industrial base, was devastated. Total industrial output declined by one-half;
sixty per cent of the coal production was lost.

Some 25-30 million Soviet civilians and soldiers lost their lives.
(The latter figure is the well-considered estimate of James W. Brackett in tes-
timony before the Joint Economic Committee, op. cit., pp. 509-510. John
Kantner in 1960 suggested the somewhat lower figure of 20-25 million. United
States Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Comparisons of the United States
and Soviet Economies, Part 1, 86th Congress, 1st Session, 1960, pp. 35-36.
J. A. Newth has calculated that the war cost about 40 million lives, including
both casualties and a drop in the birth rate. J. A. Newth, "The Soviet Popula-
tion: Wartime Losses and the Postwar Recovery, " Soviet Studies, XIV, 2

(July, 1962), p. 347.
Moreover, World War II is a more germane historical event. By

1941 Soviet institutions had crystallized, and hence the war would be a better
comparative test of the current Soviet system than War Communism. The
World War TI case, of course, does not fit well into the series of case&, exam-
ined by Hirshleifer to develop the argument that economic recovery is facilitated
by governmental restraint in controlling the economy.

2 8 Alexander Werth's Russia At War, 1941-45 (New York: E. P. Dutton

& Co., Inc., 1964) is the most comprehensive, general traatment of this subject
available in English. Particularly useful, more specialized studies are: John A.
Armstrong, Soviet Partisans in World War 1I (Madison, Wis.: The University of
Wisconsin Press, 1964); Alexander Dallin, Odessa, 1941-1944: A Case Study of
Soviet Territory Under Foreign Rule (Santa Monica, Calif. : The RAND Corporation.
1957); imeon Gour6 and Herbert S. Dinerstein, Moscow in Crisis (Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free Press, 1955); Leon Goure, Political Vulnerability of Moscow (Santa
Monica, Calif. : The RAND Corporation, 1952); Leon GourC, The Siege of Lenin-
grad (-2-pford, Calif. : Stanford University Press, 1962).

Given the focus of this paper, the studies of cities under siege are of
particular note. The siege of Leningrad, for example, comes as close as any
event in recent history to an approximation of the impact a widespread nuclear
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World War II constituted a massive challenge for the Soviet regime and a

trying test of the political, economic and social system which had been radically--

and often cruelly- -engineered in the previous twenty-five years. The challenge was

not the same everywhere in the Soviet Union; nor were the reactions of citizen and

official alike to this rigorous test always uniform. Rumanian-occupied Odessa, for

example, reacted somewhat differently from those cities under German occupation.

Most Soviet citizens loyally defended their homeland; but some did defect--for

various reasons. These variations should serve as a warning that the following

"lessons" from Soviet experiences during World War II are generalized:

(1) By and large the Soviet population remained loyal. In part this loy-

alty was stimulated by the presence of German troops on Russian soil and by the

occupational practice.s of the Germans. The Soviet regime deliberately played on

national and religious sentiments among the citizenry to bolster loyalty. Relations

with the church were improved and old Russian heroes were revived. The war was

referred to as the Second Fatherland War (the first having been that of 1812). At

the same time, Marxism-Leninism was soft-pedalled. The theme of Russian pa-

triotism at times eclipsed the communist and internationalist aspects of the state.

There were rumors- -apparently officially instigated- -that the hated collective

farms would be abolished after the war; peasants were permitted greater leeway for

private initiative. Finally, popular discipline wps reinforced by the knowledge that

the regime would take drastic and swift coercive action against deviant behavior.

(2) The Party cadre assumed direct and detailed leadership of the war

effort throughout the country. At the local level, it was the Party secretary and

his staff who made the major (and minor) decisions concerning economic produc-

tion, food distribution, civil defense, etc. The Party mobilized the population for

ufonnote 28 continued) attack might have on a major metropolitan area.

The Russians were not prepared for swift envelopment of the city by the Germans.
They were under siege for some two and one-half years, much of that time largely
cut off physically from the rest of Russia so that local officials were thrown back
on their own resources to handle staggering problems of maintaining industrial
production for the war effort, providing civil and military defenses for the city,
and obtaining and distributing food to a population on the borderline of mass star-
vation. Nearly 1,000,000 persons, one-tVird of the pre-war population, died in
the Leningrad siege.
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the war effort through its well-established "mass -organizational" techniques; Party
"factivists" and Komsomols spearheaded these mobilization efforts. It should be

emphasized that Party direction of the war effort did not require any fundamental

changes in the mechanics of governing in the Soviet Union, merely an intensifica-

tion of previously established techniques. The ability of ihe local Party leadership

to mobilize the population directly for all manner of tasks and to coordinate the

entire war effort of an area was a source of strength for the system. On the other

hand, the burdens placed on the Party cadre were enormous, sometimes over-

whelming. Not infrequently, the citizenry was mobilized for jobs which were not

the most useful for the war effort.

(3) Local autnorities demonstrated some initiative and flexibility in coping

with the tremendous demands. Nonetheless, this flexibility was contained within

the existing organizational and institutional structures. Moreover, despite the dis-

ruptions of the war, central authorities still attempted to control in detail the

activities of lower echelons. A substantial degree of central direction of the war

effort was inevitable and desirable; however, the political system was so centralized

and rigid that it became a source of vulnerability. Local authorities were often re-

luctant (and afraid) to accept responsibilities not formally delegated from above.

(4) The end of the war was soon followed by a national campaign to purge

the Soviet Union of any deviations resulting from the dislocations of the war.

Central direction in economic planning and political organization was ruthlessly

enforced. "Rootless cosmopolitanism" became the focus of attack in a campaign

to restore ideological orthodoxy. Private initiatives in farming were snuffed out

by a rigid tightening of the collective farms.

Such a summary of historical evidence is, of necessity, onily suggestive

and makes no claim to be exhaustive.

Yet despite the relative abundance of useful historical data for calculating

the impact of nuclear attack on Soviet political institutions, one must exercise

caution and discrimination in the use of these historical analogies. The magnitude

and relatively swift onset of World War II from the Soviet perspective still would

not approach the catastrophic dimensions nor the abruptness of a nuclear attack.
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Only one of several consequences of the latter would be the likelihood of a greater

loss of leadership cadres, especially at the local level. Secondly, the reaction

of the Soviet people to the war effort and hardships during World War II was sub-

stantially influenced by the obvious and painful presence of German troops on

Soviet soil. The initial ambivalence entertained by many Soviet citizens toward

the prospect of defeat of the Communist government at the hands of the "cultured"

Germans was resolved by the physical presence and occupation practices of the

German troops so that popular support was solidified around the Communist re-
29

gime. It is not altogether certain that the government, in the case of a nuclear

attack in which foreig.. troops were not--at least immediately--on Soviet soil,

would be as successful in rallying the citizenry around its patriotic banner and di-

recting mass resentment against the foregn aggressor as it was in tie last war.

The government itself might be subjected to a great deal of scapegoating for blunder-

ing into a nuclear war, especially if the enemy were remote and dimly perceived.

There is still another order of difficulties in extrapolating from World

War II experiences because all the major variables in a situation can never be rep-

licated. Although the last war was the most recent generalized disaster in the

Soviet Union, nonetheless, it occurred twenty years ago; and the period since has

been marked by substantial modifications in Soviet society. It is beyond the scope

of this paper to treat these changes in detail or to become involved in the fruitless

controversy over whether these alterations in the Soviet system are basic and
30

lasting or secondary and ephemeral. Some illustrations at this juncture, how-

ever, will indicate the nature of the problem.

Compared to the situation in 1941, there is probably less basic antago-

nism between the regime and the majority of the population today. Over thirty

years have elapsed since the radical transformations of the early 1930's which

2 9 See especially Alexander Dallin, op. cit., pp. 247 ff. ; Armstrong,
op. cit., pp. 320- 322.

3 0 For a presentation of a variety of views on this matter see Howard
R. Swearer and Richard P. Longaker, Contemporary Communism: Theory and
Practice (Belmont, Calif. Wadsworth, 1963), Ch,. 6.
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alienated large segments of the population; and not only have dislocated and dis-

affected persons been reintegrated into society, but new generations have grown

up knowing only the Soviet system engineered in the decade of the 1930's. The

defeat of Germany and Soviet post-war scier,'ific and economic achievements may

not necessarily be popularly credited directly to the political leadership but they

have been the source of national pride and as such have helped legitimize the sys-

tem, and indirectly the leadership institutions. Although slowing somewhat,

social mobility remains high and hence opportunities for personal advancement are

reasonably good. Compared with the U. S. , the web of controls over the citizenry

remains intolerably tight; but since Stalin's death, the regime has relied less on

open force and terror and more on persuasion and various subtle means of exer-

cising pressure on the individual as procedures for governing society and enforcing

acceptable modes of behavior. Living standards have been slowly but steadily

improving, and the regime has pointedly conveyed to the population its concern

with improving their material welfare. Finally, the number- of persons with a

stake in the system has grown substantially. 31

This is not to say that popular dissatisfactions and disaffection do not ex-

ist and that, given a choice, the citizenry would opt for the existing system in its

entirety. The population, and especially the creative intelligentsia, is less cowed

today than under Stalin, and has pressed repeatedly on the limits of officially-

approved expression and action. The regime could not be completely insensitive

to these pressures. Even though the boundaries of orthodoxy remain narrow by

Western standards and opinions judged heretical by the leadership run the risk of

being castigated as treasonously anti-communist, greater diversity of expression

is permitted. Moreover, improving standards of living and the repeated prom-

ises of even more rapid progress in this sector (like those embodied in the 1961

3 1 The major exception to this generalization may be national antagonism
toward the Russians by the various ethnic groups in the Soviet Union. See Richard
Pipes, et al. , "Soviet Colonialism: Does It Exist?", Problems of Communism,
XIII, I (January-Ft.'hruary, 1964), pp. 1-24.
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Party Program) have whetted popular appetite for the better life. Thus, the re-

gime finds itself under increasing pressure for more rapidly improving living
32

standards and has, perhaps, less leeway in allocating economic resources.

Even though Soviet society remains highly politicized and centrally di-

rected, with the Party acting as the nexus of all societal activities, during the

last decade there has been a noticeable, if still incipient, tendency toward insti-

tutional pluralism. Various segments of the bureaucracy, differentiated according

to function, have developed vested interests and have manifested signs of striv-

ing for increased institutional autonomy. In sum, while, on the one hand, the

political system today has to cope with less dangerous and fundamental popular

alienation than in 1940 and political leadership continues to be the primary instru-

ment for forcing social and economic change; on the other hand, the regime is

less able (or willing) to exercise its will coercively over an unquestioning popu-

lation and, moreover, must assume a greater burden as political broker of

various interests.

Not only has there been some growth of institutional pluralism, but, to

use Weberian terminology, the Soviet bureaucracy has been developing greater

institutional differentiation and role 3pecialization, particularly in industrial ad-

ministration, which has added immeasurably to the tasks of coordination. The

Soviet administrative-economic mechanism is more complex and delicately

balanced and hence might be more vulnerable to massive attack than the rela-

tively less differentiated, specialized and simpler bureaucracy of 1940.34

3 2 The disappointing harvests after 1953 seriously impeded improvement
in living standards and caused a definite morale problem. When the prices of
meat and dairy products were raised in June of 1962, this was the occasion for
demonstrations and work stoppages in some areas. See Albert Boiter, "When the
Kettle Boils Over, " Problems of Communism, XIII, I (January-February, 1964),
pp. 33-43.

33The recent introduction of profit as incentive for textile, footwear, and
other, as yet isolated, sectors of industry should be recognized as a device to
promote greater efficiency. Although these changes may result in more institu-
tional autonomy, they are not primarily responses to such demands.

3 4 For elaboration of this point, see below, pp. 513-520.
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During World War II, local officials were, as a general ruleu, )verly de-

pendent on orders from above. The lack of authority by local officials resulting

from the extreme centralization of the administration was reinforced by the reluc-

tance to accept responsibility, fostered by Stalin's reign of terror. Even during

the siege of Leningrad, Moscow ministries attempted to plan industrial production
35

in the surrounded city. Moreover, the inadequate preparation of Leningrad for

the siege can also be charged in part to over-centralized administration. 36

The Soviet political and economic system remains highly centralized by

American standards and, as will be discusbed later, this feature could be debili-

tating in recovery from nuclear disaster. However, in comparison with World

War II, the administration is probably more flexible and local officials less slav-

ishly dependent on Moscow. Since the mid-1950's, there has been some delegation

of authority to lower administrative levels and local officials have been exhorted

to exercise their authority more aggressively. Moreover, a new generation of

post-Stalinist leaders has been emerging. Although yet to assert their dominance

in the highest policy-making bodies, they are knocking at the doors, and have made

their presence felt at the lower levels. While there is little consensus among

Western observers about the precise character of these new communists in grey

flannel suits or their potential impact on society, it would appear that compared to

their elders, they are better educated, less ideological, more sophisticated, and

more self-assured. Whether, on balance, they would be more resilient and better

equipped to cope with generalized disaster than were their World War II predeces-

sors is difficult to estimate. They may well have less of the frontier improvisation

spirit of their fathers. On the other hand, they are less terrorized and have had

experience operating under fewer central controls and with more authority.

111. A Comparative Overview of the American and Soviet Political Systems

Turning now from methodological considerations, in this section we shall

sketch in the salient dimensions of the American and Soviet political systems as

3 5 Leon Gourd, The Siege of Leningrad, op. cit. , p. 234.
3 6Alexander Werth, 2E. cit. p. 310.
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wholes. Particular attention will be given to their lower levels and to implications

of their structure and functioning for the immediate post-attack period. Finally,

Soviet and American civil defense programs will be described in the context of

their respective political systems. A political system, through which a society

is governed, is composed of a complex interweaving of beliefs, institutions and

elites. Thus, we shall discuss in a comparative manner each of these three com-

ponent parts.

The previous discussion of cases of generalized disaster in Soviet history

may provide an appropriate perspective from which to view Soviet government for

our purposes. In a very real sense, the Soviet political system was born and

tempered in disaster. Indeed, it was designed to hancile crisis, in part induced

by the political system itself. In contrast to America, Soviet government did not

evolve gradually, primarily as a response to the more or less spontaneously ex-

pressed needs and pressures of the society; instead it was consciously forged by

the leadership to impose its will on society and insofar as possible fundamentally

to reconstruct society (and man's beliefs and aspirations). Of course, the Soviet

leadership could not be unaware of the broader milieu in which it operated; certainly

its efforts at social engineering often produced unexpected results; but, compared

to American practice, the Soviet view of the "vocation" of leadership has been less

that of political brokerage and more that of a locomotive of historical evolution.

In short, the political system has been used as an organizational lever to transform

society and to repress, by force if necessary, any popular protest.

In contrast, the political system in the United States has been a reflection

of the society. It has been shaped by, and its development has been a response to,

existing and emerging social patterns. Although not committed to the status quo,

the political system has probably had a conservative impact and has tended to chan-

nel change into gradual, peaceful and legal roads.

3 7 The crisis atmosphere that has typically surrounded Soviet administra-
tior. is reflected in the vocabulary of conflict and war that has peppered leaders'
speeches and official statements. The masses must be "mobilized" for the "struggle"
to overcome "obstacles" in order to complete successfully the current production
"campaign."
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"There is some deliberate exaggeration in the above descriptions. With

iii, passage of time, Soviet institutions have crystallized and society has become

I,, e stable. Various interests have developed some cohesion and represent views

cannot be entirely disregarded by the political regime. Not only has the po-

Ii' al system lost some of its freedom to mold society, its compulsion to do so

hV, cooled. In short, the crisis-sustaining nature of the political regime has de-

ed. On the other hand, the power and involvement of the political system in

s, •ety has grown in the United States. Nonetheless, the general descriptions of

tlli two contrasting political systems remain generally valid.

Viewing the Soviet political-administrative structure as a system designed

to andle crisis not only facilitates speculation on its fate in a nuclear attack, but

V, )s to explain its major features: the prohibition on political opposition, the cen-

ti ization and concentration of political power, the pervasive political direction of

s• iety which runs the gamut of responsibilities from spring sowing to primary ed-

, -ion, the discipline and the hierarchical con, •ruction of administrative chains of

mand, the "command" economy, the wholistic and official quality of Soviet

),p tical ideology, the overlapping administrative and political control systems for

r, dating the behavior of each individual, and the ability and willingness to use

f, e to compel obedience to central directives.

i les and the Political Syste:n

The Soviet Case. The political beliefs, or ideology, that legitimizr, a po-

1I, a] system, assist social integration, help to shape policies and filter reality to

), elites and masses, vary markedly between the U.S. and the U.S. S. R. Here we

not so much concerned with t; e specific content of these two ideologies as with

th, t general nature and how they , )mplement and support social institutions and po-

Ii! al procedures. Soviet ideology is an explicit, systematic and dogmatic set of

p ical ideas that attempts to relate all social and political activity to a F'cheme of
3 8

hi )rical developnient. That is, Marxism-Leninism asserts that there are pat-

t4 s or "laws" of social evolution which c'an bir discerned by proper analytical tools.

:8Brzeinski aind Huntington, op. ci_.t. , see Ch. 1.
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These laws provide a standard by which to judge both private and public activities,

and, naturally, gove-nmental policies can only be c-rrect and progressive if they

are purportedly based on a Marxist-Leninist foundation.

By presenting an extreme critique of pre-Soviet society and bourgeois

society in general, as well as by claiming to provide a prescription for the future

good communist society, Marxism--Leninism has justified radical policies by

the leadership even if implementation requires the use of force. Since the Party

leadership by definition, is best qualified to interpret the single, correct

Marxist-Leninist course, there is no justification for a loyal opposition with all

alternative plan of action. Massive politicization of society, as well as the crea -

tion of unitary and hierarchical administrative chains of command, are corollaries

of the proposition that extensive direction of society by the political leadership is

required to achieve the ideologically prescribed good society. The population

must be activated by the political leadership. The population must be organized

in various mass organizations--like trade unions, local soviets, sports societies,

parent-teachers associations--but these organizations, while built around specific

interests and activities, cannot be permitted to exist autonomously or represent

only a narrow functional interest; rather, they must be overtly coordinated by

the political system--and especially the Party--so that they all contribute toward

national goals as defined by the leadership. Organizational structures, since

they are prescribed by the political elite, rather than sprung up in a more spon-

taneous manner in response to felt needs, tend to be imposed uniformly through-

out the country. As creations of the centralized authority they are subject to

frequent change.

Finally, the ideological emphasis on mobilizing society to pursue histor-

ically-ordained social goals de-emphasizes "individualism" as such and stresses

the importance of the individual in his social context. Any society must balance

the aspirations and freedoms of the individual with the requirements of social liv-

ing. In the U. S., the scale has favored individualism; in the U. S. S. R., the weight

has been placed on the side of society and the individual's place and function within

the "collective." The collectivized natture of social life in the Soviet Union is
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not. the result only of leadership governing strategies, for guided collectiv:! effort

was a characteristic of Russian society long before 1917 and has been reinforced

by living and working conditions.

The American Case. While Soviet political values are formally canonized

in official documents and exegesis by the political leadership, U. S. political beliefs

defy any clear-cut and systematic definition. Changes in American political values

have been gradual, largely spontaneous and unguided; efforts in recent years to sum

up systematically and concisely American political doctrine (i. e., national purpose)
30

have been at best vague and amorphous. Over the years new concepts have been

added, usually imperceptibly and unconsciously, to the corpus of American political

beliefs. These values, which include constitutionalism and the rule of law, indi-

vidual liberty, equality, minority rights, limited government, majority rule, and

yet others, are often in tension with one another and can ccexist in American po-

litical institutions because they have been gradually layered on each other over long

periods of time and because they have not become dogmatized. Moreover, value

conflicts are soft-pedalled because public policies are only loosely related to politi-

cal beliefs, since policy-making is largely pragmatic and policies are justified as

the most reasonable and carefully considered responses to immediate needs and

pressures. In contrast to the chiliastic nature of Soviet ideology with its assump-

tion of scientific laws of historical development, the American political tradition

has not been rooted in a particular scheme of historical development to which public

(and private) actions must be related if they are to be thought progressive.

This loosely woven set of political values, of course, is consonant with

the character of the society and political system in the U.S. The relatively open

American society with its multiplicity of groups and interests and its concern for

the rights of the individual has led to a political system characterized by respon-

siveness to major social and economic interests. The political system is regarded

primarily as a process whereby interests and aspirations are compromised and

39llnited States Presidential Commission on N.'tional Goals, Goals for
Americans (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 19L'0).
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represented rather than as an instrument to impose the will of a handful of leaders

on the population. Not by chance has interest group theory blossomed in the U. S.

where politics is viewed as the "art of the possible. " Since public policies are the

result of political bargaining, since "progress" in public policy is deemed the re-

sult of pragmatic grappling with current problems, political opposition and political

conflict are considered normal and essential parts of the political system.

Government, in the American political tradition, has not been regarded

as an organizational force to implement far-reaching transformations in society.

Indeed, society, as it were, has been viewed as pre-dating government, the latter

being created to perform certain regulative functions for which private endeavors

were not sufficient. Hence, the sphere of governmental activity was to be strictly

limited. Limited government, it should be noted, was valued not only because of

the fear of governmental tyranny over individual freedom, but because of the posi-

tive value attached to the tradition of community self regulation and self help. 40

The powers of government were limited by splitting it into several parts along both

vertical and horizontal lines and carefully balancing these component parts whose

powers derived from different sources. The result was a tripartite national govern-

ment: a federal system in which gaps existed between the powers and responsibil-

ities of the federal and state governments, and local governments maintained some

autonomy of action. Diversity of government at the state and local levels was prized

because local officials were seen as public servants whose modus operandi should

conform to the local environment; and, unlike the Soviet case, diversity was not

smothered by the uniformity produced when attempting revolutionary changes through

the political system.

With the democratization of the political proces!:, the increasing complex-

ity and impersonality of the industrial economy, growing American involvement in

world affairs, as well as the concentration of bureaucratized private powe:- (big

business and big labor), the size, responsibilities and power of government--and

4 0 It should be noted that the premise of limited government contributed to
the ability of the political system to absorb and hold in tension conflicting political
values. Since the society is not highly politicized, internal inconsistencies in
American political doctrine are not as visible, and pressures to resolve value-con-
flicts are not as extreme.
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especially the executive branch of the federal government- -havc rapidly expanded

in the last half century. Nevertheless, the cleavages in American government,

the view of politics as a process through which the pluralistic interests of society

are compromised and represented, and the circumscribed involvement of govern-

ment in society arc in marked contrast to the Sovict Union.

*Soviet Vulnerabilitics and American Vulnerabilities. How vulnerable are

these two political ideologies to the stress of a generalized nuclear disaster? How

might they influence the course of recovery? The efficacy of a political doctrine

for recovery from such a disaster will in large part be measured by how well it

serves as a stabilizing and integrative force while, at the same time, facilitating

necessary institutional and proccdural innovation.

At first glance the systematic and dogmatized Soviet political ideology

would appear to retard desirable social change and to hinder leadership flexibility.

Indeed, during the late Stalin period, this argument was frequently made. With

the benefit of hindsight, however, the proper conclusion to be drawn from this

period is that innovation is mainly a prerogative of leadership. If the leadership

fails to initiate new policies in response to growing problems, stagnation may re-

sult. On the other hand, because the political elite holds exclusive rights of

"creative" ideological interpretation, it can manipulate the ideology with some

flexibility to legitimize new policy directions. In. the 1930's, and again after Stalin's

death, the leadership demonstrated considerable resourcefulness in adapting the

ideology to cha,'ging policies. 41 Thus, ability to manipulate the ideology gives the

leadership greater freedom of action than is true in the United States where deeply

embedded political beliefs can and do impede ir.itiatives by the national government

(this, of course, is not the only factor involved).

The character and role of Soviet ideology, at the same time, tends to

generate a dogmatic propensity among middle and lower political echelons and

4 1 Sce Irzczinski and lluntington, op. cit., p. 54.
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inhibits initiatives by local officials. Hence, under this conservative influence,

one might anticipate that after a nuclear attack the local elite in the Soviet Union

would want to return as far as possible to the familiar political institutions and

processes. They might respond with considerable flexibility within the framework

of the familiar patterns but would tend to be cautious in attempting far-reaching

innovations without central guidance.

Likewise, tthe leadership would encounter problems if they tried to embark

on radical ideological revision at the time of a general crisis when they would be at-

tempting to restore order and re-impose its controls. Despite leadership's ability

to manipulate ideology, revisions do run the risk of getting out of hand. De-Stalin-

ization in 1956-57, for example, opened a Pandora's box of unwanted criticism of

some basic policies and institutions- -even muted questioning of the desirability

4 2 Khrushchev was constantly carping at local officials to show initiative
and try experiments. While there have been signs of incicased self-confidence by
lower cadres and even greater willingness to question some aspects of national
policy, by experience, outlook and conditioning lower party officials can hardly be
considered ideological innovators. Moreover, despite Khrushchev's preachments,
the fact that he was constantly imposing sweeping programs and reforms from
above largely precluded initiatives from below. On this point see Howard R. Swearer,
"Agricultural Administration Under Khrushchev, " in Roy D. Laird (ed.), Soviet
Agricultural and Peasant Affairs (Lawrence, Kans.: University of Kansas Press,
1963).

4 3In his study of Soviet partisans during World War II, John Armstrong

has pointed out that the partisans re-established local soviets, party committees

and other features of the Soviet edifice in the territory under their control behind
German lines. He characterized partisan administration as follows:

At the same time, partisan administration and policy

showed considerable awareness of the necessity of 'flexibil-
ity' and adjustment, albeit momentary, to the particular
demands of the population. Distribution of food, variations
in agrarian and religious poll(y, as well as the general ma-
nipulation of propaganda themes, all tend to support this
conclusion. Thus the Soviet formula, as reflected here,
amounted to rigidity in institutions and lc ig-range aspira-

tions but considerable fluidity in short-tcrm tactics.

John A. Armstrong (ed.), Soviet Partisans in World War II (Madison, Wis. : Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Press, 1964), pp. 319-320.
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of the one-party regime. Because Soviet ideology is dogmatized and policies and

events must be explained in ideological terms, in the aftermath of a nuclear disas-

ter, it would probably be less resilient, less able to adjust flexibly and piecemeal.

Whether it would be totally discredited is impossible to gauge. To forestall such a

likelihood, the regime in the short-run is likely to soft-pedal Marxism-Leninism

as such in favor of Russian nationalism and propaganda about the achievements of

the Russian people under Soviet rule. After having established firm control, the

regimne might be expected to return for a period to more militant ideological ortho-
44

doxy in order to exorci-.e heretical ideas.

It seems doubtful that American political values would exercise as conser-

vative an influence on recovery processes in the United States. Moreover, nuclear

disaster is not likely to challenge the whole corpus of American political beliefs.

Both of these assertions are based on the previously elaborated character of Amer-

ican political doctrine, a loosely woven set of diverse values which have not been

dogmatized. Indeed, such traditions as local self-government, community self-

help and individualism would promote initiative and experimentation at the local

level.

On the other hand, the stress of nuclear disaster would place a severe

burden on the delicately balanced values composing the fabric of American politi-

cal doctrine which have evolved slowly and spontaneously through the years and

rest on the bedrock of the prevailing spirit of political moderation. Some of these

balances would like]-, be upset. One might expect, for example, that inhibitions

on governmental action would be eased, or that equality and the needs of the com-

munity might encroach on individual liberty and private property. Both phenomena

would be more extreme in the short-run, but would also seriously affect long-term

adjustment. The critical question is whether the immediate demands of the sit-

vation (especially under conditions of economic deprivation) or the growth of an

4 4 This, or course, is what happened during and after World War II. Like-
wise, after the "revisionist" ferment in 1956-57, the ideological line hardened
again--although restrictions were never as severe as during the Stalinist period
and lasted only a limited time--and greater stress was given in official propaganda
to the achievements of Soviet science and technology, especially in space.
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extremist fundamentalist political current would result in resolution of the value

tensions and thereby undermine the basis of our democratic political system.

Governmental Institutions and Personnel

The Soviet Case. Local government, as such, does not exist in the Soviet

Union; rather the central government has its various agents stationed in the local-
45

ities. Despite the federal pretensions of the Soviet Constitution, the political-

administrative system is unitary and the responsibilities and a uthority of local

officials at each level are bestowed by their superiors in the hierarchical chain-of-

command. 46

In a so(, iety where the political elite is committed to large-scale social

engineering, the leadership nece-ssarily constrticted a political nervous system which

would be highly responsive to central commanos. Not only are local officials di-

rectly subordinate to their superiors and without independent bases of political

support in their localities, but also below the apex of the governmental hierarchy,

power is fragmented ano responsibilities deliberately overlapped. By differen-

tiating the total bureaucracy into a number of separate chains of command and,

to some degree, setting them against each other, the leadership attempts to en-

sure that its channels of communications and command to the local leve- -e not

short-circuited by informal concentrations of power in the hands of a small local

clique of a single individual. In a city, for example, (the same comments would

hold true for a raion, oblast or republic) the important officials will be the Party

secretaries from the Party apparatus, the chairman and his deputies of the city

4 5 See Howard R. Swearer, "Decentralization in Recent Soviet Administra-
tive Practice, " Slavic Review, LXII, 3 (Septer:iher. 1962), pp. 456-470.

46On
One authoritative Soviet monograph describes central-local government

relationships as follows:
"Higher organs establish the legal basis and framework

of action of lower organs...
"A local soviet, in making a decision on the basis of and

in execution of laws and ukazy, has the right to detail and con-
cretize norms of given acts only to a degree that does not alter
,V substantive content of thest, norms."

(Yu. A. Tikhomirov and 1. M. Stephanov. Rukovodstvo vyisshik organov vlasti
soytu'nyikh respublik mvstnyimi .. .laii ()titatmlt truid1ashi-hikhsya, Moscow,
1.60, pp. 35 and 38.)
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soviet executive committee from the governmental hierarchy, the head of the city

trade union council, the local representative of the KGB, directors of the most

important industrial enterprises, and the local military commander. T'hese men

are all located in separate rhains-of-command and are responsible to their su-

periors at the next higher te-'ritorial-administrative echelon. There are yet other,

lesser officials exercising responsibilities vitally affecting the city, such as the

head of the city department of finance, who is primarily an agent of the powerful

and centralized Ministry of Finance.

Although almost all economic enterprises in the Soviet Union are state

owned, or at least state directed, this fact does not mean that the local officials

have authority over all economic activities within their geographical bailiwicks.

City officials, for example, do not have jurisdic.ion over the most important in-

dustrial enterprises located in their areas; and, not infrequently, these enterprises

own and operate a sizeable proportion of municipal services and housing. Thus,

not only is local power fragmented, but the jurisdictions of local authorities are

strictly limited.

Of course, some horizontal coordination of activities within a territorial-

administrative division is manifestly required . Such territorial coordination is

achieved by placing local officials under dual subordination--to their superiors

and to local coordinating bodies: the local soviet executive committee and, more

important, the territorial party committee. These two bodies, whose member-

ships overlap in part, are composed primarily of the local power elite and represent

interlocking directorates. The Party committee is the most powerful and the local

party secretary is the most important territorial official, having general super-

visory responsibilities for all activities in his area.

Precisely what responsibilities are vested in local authorities and at what

level geographical Lnterests are balanced against central commands varies from

one period to another, depending in large measure on the predilections of the politi-

cal elite. The trends of the last ten years have been contradictory. On the one

hand, there has heen much talk of de-centralizing the administration by granting

more authority to lower officials. Many municipalities appear to have been given

a firmer grip over their municipal services, housing and other local activities.
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By increasing the powers of the Party apparatus at the lower level, the local Party

secretaries have been able to voice more forcefully the territorial point of view.

On the other hand, the centralizing impulse in the Soviet Union is strong.

The habit of command, the rigidities in any huge bureaucracy, and the lasting

heritage of direction from above all tend to impede radical de-centralization. In

addition, the overlapping jurisdictions and control mechanisms, deliberately built

into Soviet political-administrative institutions to facilitate central control, frus-

trate efforts to permit more autonomy to local officials. Finally, too much de-

centralization might foster the growth of "localism, " a tendency toward regional

autonomy.

In mid-1957 industrial administration in the Soviet Union was drastically

re-organized. The highly centralized, industrial -branch ministries were abolished

in favor of over 100 regional economic councils (sovnarkhozy). Each regional

council was charged with administering all types of industry within its geographical

jurisdiction. As a gene.-al rule, the boundaries of each sovnarkhoz coincided with

those of either a small republic or an oblast (province).

At the time, there was speculation in the West that this regionalization of

industrial management may have been motivated in part by civil defense consider-

ations, i. e., managerial talent would be dispersed, decision-making would be

de-centralized and a powerful link of the political command--the republic and oblast

secretaries- -would coincide with the major unit of industrial management. In retro-

spect, however, it appears that civil defense played little, if any, role in the re-

organization, which can be better explained on political and economic grounds.

At any rate, by 1964 much of this re-organization had been reversed. The sovnark-

hozy have been consolidated into forty and strippcd of a number of their operational

powers which have been returned to industrial-branch 'state committees in Moscow.

In many respects, these state committees resemble the old ministries abolished in

47See Howard R. Swearer, "Khrushchev's Revolution in Industrial Manage-
ment," World Politics, XII, 1 (October, 1959), pp. 45-61. Cf.. Alec Nove, "The
Soviet Industrial Reorganization, Problems of Communism, VI, 6 (November-
December, 1957), pp. 19-75.
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1957. The re-centralization of industrial management can be explained on se'e'.al

grounds, but a major factor was the appearance of 'localism. " The term "locE1-

Jsm" covered a number of sins, such as tendencies toward regional uutarchy, the

pursuit of regional interests at the expense of national plans and even growing

corruption stemming from the increased power of local officials vis-a-vis central

contr'ols and the ability of local authorities to short-circuit communications chan-

nels by forming "family groups"; but at the root of the problem was the inability of

the command political economy to tolerate the development of semi-autonomous

power centers. In actual fact, de-centralization of industrial management never

proceeded to the extent originally suggested by Khrushchev, and the sovnarkhozy

were always tightly circumscribed by the State Planning Commission and the Min-

istry of Finance.

The preceding discussion of Soviet local government has highlighted its

dependence on higher authority and the rigidities of the bureaucracy. There can

be little doubt that a major disaster which disrupts the command and communica-

tions links between the center and the localities would create profound difficulties.

Undoubtedly confusion of authority would ensue, especially over control of indus-

trial enterprises whose normal administrative links with the center would have

been cut. Nonetheless, the system contains counteracting features which would

reduce the confusion.

The mechanisms of horizontal control would be activated. During World

War II local authorities were welded into tightly knit operational bodies, emulat-

ing the concentration of authority at the top in the State Defense Committee. The

local party committees, and their bureaus, which, as noted above, form an inter-

locking directorate of the local power elite, are ready-made governing bodies.

Even at present, they perform myriad functions, and it would be primarily a mat-

ter of increasing their authority and controls. Moreover, the party first secretary

at every territorial echelon, with few exceptions, would be recognized as the most

powerful leader who should take charge of rescue and recovery operations. If the

first secretary were killed or disabled, the lines of succession are fairly well

known, his mantle wojld normally fall to either the second secretary or to the chair-

man of the ,soviet executive committee. The basis of this assertion of the likely
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pre-eminence of the party apparatus in the eent of disaster rests on the primary

48
role played by the party at the local level during World War I1 and the fact that

its powers have been increased even further since that time.

By training and experience, the party secretaries are well suited to take
49

on the burdons of leadership under crisis. They have been given formal training

at various stages of their careers, both in agitational, propaganda and "mass-org-

anizational" work, and in technical and administrative skills such as economics,

accolinting, statistics, planning, etc. This formal training in the Lierarchy of party

schools is interspersed with practical experience at increasingly more responsible
50

and demanding pcsitions.

4 8 Alexander Wer'h, op. cit., p. 357; Leon Gourd, Siege of Leningrad,
p. 302. In Leningrad during the siege, the party organization directly shifted

workers ;rom plant to plant and allocated spare parts. See Partiinoe stroitel'-
stvo, No. 9-10 (1946), p. 19.

4 9 For ti,,- purposes of this paper, we combine chairmen of local soviet
executive committees and party secretaries under the rubric "party secretary", for
there is a common leadersiiip pool from which these men are drawn; there is
also considerable intr -change of personnel between these two positions. Not in-
frequently the chairmanship of a local executive committee is viewed as a testing
and training ground for a party first secretary.

When discussing the Soviet Communist Party, it is important to dis-
tinguish between the rank and file and the cadre. The latter are the party appa-

ratchiki or party members fully occupied in party work and paid directly from
party funds. The total number of party apparatchiki has never been published.
On the basis of fragmentary e•'dence in 1960 the author estimated the size of
the apparatus to ue approximately 250, 000. See Howard R. Swearer, Local Gov-
ernment in the Soviet Union: Public Participation in a Totalitarian Society, op.
cit. Leona. d Schapiro in the same year estimated 240, 000. Leonard Shapiro,
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (New York: Random House, 1960), p.
572. Merle Fainsod in 1963 presented some evidence from Soviet sources which
suggested that the apparat might range from 150,000 to 2J0, 000. Merle Fainsod,
How i",ussia is Ruled (Carnoridge, Mass. - Harvard University Press, 1963), pp.
206-201. Thus, the party's professional apparatus is approximately four to Live

per cent of its total merri-ership. Th, size of the apparatus has in all likelihood
decreased during the last tLn years. However, the total number of apparatchiki
is substantially larger than the estimates cited above if one includes Soviet exec-
utive committee chairmen . -id yet others who are temporarily assigned to jobs
in industry and elsewhere.

5 0 John A Armstrong, Soviet Bureaucratic Elite (London: Atlantic

Books, 1959), Ch,
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The Party cadres, by both experience and formal education, are trained

to be "professional political leaders of society, capable of providing expert social-

economic direction within the framework of the ideological goals and political
,,51

vested interests of the ruling Party. The Party apparatchiki are both politicians,

in the sense that they are experienced in organizing and manipulating the population

and directing ideological and agitational activities, and professional administrators.

Furthermore, these politician-administrators are above all generalists and trouble-

shooters whose forte is coordinating the diverse range of activities within a region

and stepping in to resolve administrative tangles and economic bottlenecks. They

ar- normally intimately familiar with "he economy of their area for they often as-
52

sist or cajole industrial managers and farm chairmen directly. Finally, they are

'ised to working under extreme pressure. On,' of the prominent characteristics of

the Soviet system is the overcommitment of resources. Output plans are set high

and supplies are chroni'>ally short. Managerial failure can lead to swift demotion.

Moreover, bonuses, which comprise an important part of management's income,

are tied to plan fulfillment and overfulfillment.

On the other hand, as a bureaucratic politician, the party apparatchik's

authority derives from his organizational position, which in turn rests upon his

capabilities and his relationships with his superiors. Although the local party

secretary cannot be entirely callous to popular aspirations and morale, since, his

power does not derive fror, the populace, he is less concerned about his base of

popular support than about his bureaucratic connections above. This means that

he may feel freer to place pressing demands on the population and enforce them

with compulsion if necessary; it probably also means his authority is less firmly

51
Brzezinski aid Huntington, op. cit. , p. 143.

Gerry Hlough, The Hole of Local Party Organs in Soviet Industrial
I)e,-ision -making. (Wnpublished Ph D. dissertation Harvard University, 1961.

"53See Joseph Berliner, Factory and Manager in the U. S.S.R. (Cam-
bridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1957), David GA'anick, The Red
E.,'x.utive (Garden City, N. Y. Doubleday & Company, Inc. , 1960); Raymond A.
lautr, Alex Inkeles and Clyde Kluckhohn, How the Soviet System Works (New
'ork: I:mdloin lltms \Viiitag' B'3ooks, 1 960).
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bas(td in the mass mind than a politician wh.,se legitimacy rests on the popular vote.

It also suggests that the average local party secretary is more "bureaucratic" in out-

look and action. He looks to his superiors for direction. He is mcre cautious and

less willing to innovate. And he thinks primarily in organizational terms, i. e. , ma-

nipulating the population through the well-known organizational techniques.

As a totalitarian regime bent on rapid social change, the Soviet regime has

always placed a high premium on popular participation no matter how artificially mo-

bilized by Western standards. With the decline of terror as a technique of rule, the

regime has further expanded its efforts to rely on popular participation directed by

political authorities. "Mass-organizational" activities are a major component of the

Party apparatchik's responsibilities. A wide range of mass organizations has been

created, running the gamut from trade unions, local soviets, sports societies, DOSAAF,
54

and parent-teacher's associations to the Komsomol and the Communist Party itself.

The most important core of "activists" in the Soviet Union is of course the approxi-

mately 10. 5 million communists and the 19. 4 million members of the Komsomol.

5 4 Howard R. Swearer, "Popular Participation: Myths and Realities, "
Problems of Communism, IX, 5 (September-October, 1960), pp. 42-51. See also
Swearer, Local Government in the Soviet Union: Public Pprticipation in a Totali-
tarian Society op. cit., Ch. 10.

55Pertinent geographical and functional characteristics of Communist
Party members include the following:

National Composition of the Party, July, 1961

Russians 6, 116,700 63. 3 %
Ukrainians 1,412,200 14.7
Belorussians 287,000 3.0
Uzbeks 142,700 1. 5
Kazakhs 149,200 1.6
Georgians 170,400 1.8
Azerbaidjani 106, 100 1. 1
Lithuanians 42, 800 .44
Moldavians 26, 700 .27

Latvians 33, 900 . 35
Kighiz 27.300 .28
Tadjiks 32, 700 . 35
Armenians 161,200 1.7
Turkmens 27, 300 . 28
Estonians 24, 400 .26

Others 866, 100 9.07
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During a crisis, one would expect the local political leaders to rely heavily on this

shock group to lead the mobilization of the population--as was done during World

War . 56

Moreover, in the Soviet Union the political authorities have greater ac-

cess to the individual since he is willy-nilly encased in a web of organizational

controls. He works in a 'collective, " and carries an internal passport and labor

(footnote 55 continued)

Educational Level of the Party Membership, July, 1961

Higher Education 13.3%
Incomplete Higher and

Secondary Education 29.6
Incomplete Secondary 28. 6

Occupation Distribution of Partj Membership in Territorial
Party Organizations, July, 1961

Occupat ion Per Cert

Industry and Construction 33. 5
Agriculture and Forestry 23. 3
Transportation and Communications 9.2
Procurements, Material- Technical Supply and

Sales, Trade and Public Catering 5.4
Education, Science, Public Health, Culture 15.6
Apparatus of State and Economic Administration

and Party and Public Organizations In. R
Municipal Economy and Other Branches 2.2

Length of Party Membership

Years in Party 1961

10 years or less 40%
11 to 25 years 52
Over 25 years 8

Source: "KPSS v Tsiirakh, " Partiinaya Zhizn', No. 1 (Jan,-ary, 1962), pp. 44-54.

5 6 Leon Gour6, The Siege of Leningrad, pp. 72-73.
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book. At honw, he is subject to the regulations of a block or apartment house

cor.mittee..57 These numerous mass Io rganizations are all plugged into the per-

vasive political comn- ld structure and hence are subject to rapid mobilization

by the political authorities to enforce regulations and induce acceptable modes of

behavior. They are not likely to resist Party direction; nor are they very likely

centers around which politically dissident elements might coalesce. Most stu-

dents of the experiences of the Soviet Union during World War II give considerable

credit to these networks of controls in keeping the population in line. Not only

is the individual largely defenseless against this organizational manipulation, he
58

knows that deviant behavior may be lethal.

The American Case. Governments in !lie United States have a bewilder-

ing number and variety of relationships, born vcrtical and horizontal, including:

federal-state, state-locail, federal-local, interstate and interlocal. Not only are

these various relationships highly intricate and delicately balanced, but below the

federal level, the number, variety and jurisdictions of local governments (i. e.,
5:)

state, county, municipal) are overwhelming. City governments assume a

number of forms, including strong and weak mayors, councils, commissions,

city managers, town-meetings and various combinations of these.

57
During World War II in Leningrad and tisewhere block and apartment

house committees were the major organizers of civil defense measures and
supervised the enforcement of various emergency regulations.

5 8 Black marketeers and looters were occasionally shot on the spot during
World War II. See Werth, o2p. cit., p. 326.

5 9 A few statistics indicate the complexity involved. In 1962 there were
a total of 91,236 political units each with administrative and fiscal autonomy and
some degree of public accountability. In addition to the federal government and
the 50 states, there were 3,043 counties, 17, 977 municipalities, 17, 144 townships,
34, 678 school districts and 18, 323 special districts. The average per state
amounted to 1, 825 separate political units, but the actual numbers ranged from
6, 453 in Illinois to 21 in Hawaii. See Municipal Year Book, 1964 (Chicago, Ill.*
International City Managers' Association, 1964), pp. 30-39.
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A majority of these political units txel 'cIsV not only their own inherent

or delegated powers, but also act as administrators for higher governmental
6O

units. Such admixtures of function and responsibility highlight the intricate

distribution of political authority in America. In each community, there are

several levels of formal political authority, each deriving power and financial
61

resources from a different source. The effect is to create numerous auton-

omous or semi-autonomous bodies compounaing the problems of coordination

and cooperation.

Although local and state governments have been strengthened in recent

years and have become more professional and effective, nonetheless they are

typically weak and decentralized. Even more than in the case of the federal gov-

ernment, local governments were constructed so that they would be highly

responsive to community interests and popular pressures. Thus, powers were

divided and checked with a vengeance, and provisions were made for extensive
62

access by the population in the policy-making process. Where city political

machines moved in to fill the power vacuum, they provided badly needed cohe-

sion; but they have rarely been noted for their efficient, progressive, and pro-

fessional administration in serving the public welfare.

In short, the multiplicity of governmental units creates and supports

a highly delicate system of balanced authority and inter-governmental relation-

ships. The essential feature of the political sys-eni from a macro point of view

6 0 An example of the mixed nature of governmental authorities is the role
of states in the public assistance program. Many of the regulations are established
separately in each state, but state administrators must also accept certain federal
standards in order to receive the all-important federal financial cor.ributions.

6 1 Thus, for example, the welfare departments of the several states re-
ceive power both horizontally and vertically, from state and federal sources.
Eve.n more conducive to conflict is the pattern of multiple localized authorities.
Once thought to increase efficiency and responsiveness, the proliferation of spec-
ial districts has increased the difficulty of establishing overall lines of govern-
mental authority.

6 2 As Edward Banfield has put it: "The general idea seems to have been

that no one should govern, or failing that, that everyone should govern together.
Edward C. Banfield, "The Political Implications of Metropolitan Growth, "Daedalus,
LXXXX, I (Winter, 1950), p. 69.
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is the absence of institutionalized, centralized decision-making apparatus on any

level. This dispersion of governmental power is only rarely ameliorated- -and

then in strictly limited geographical areas--by the existence of a cohesive polit-

ical party. Finally, in comparison with the Soviet Union, broad areas of social

life are designated as private and beyond direct political control (although, of

course, this is less true than 30 years ago).

Fragmented institutional authority was, in the earlier history of the na-

tion, offset to some degree by the informal concentration of community power in

the hands of an oligarchy, or later, political bosses. The power of the latter has

been gradually dispersed, in part to professional administrators, in part to influ-

ential individuals and community groups. Studies of community power structures

reveal a fragmentation and specialization of decision-making groups and individ-
63

uals. Competing and shifting centers of personal, economic and social power

characterize the political process in American communities.

Lines of community authority are blurred as a result of the dispersal of

power, the pluralistic nature of the society, the relatively limited scope of gov-

ernmental jurisdiction and the existence of competing political parties, as well as

the tradition of self-initiated activity by various non-governmental, economic, so-

cial and public service organizations. Unlike the Soviet case, formal governmental

positions may not be a reliable gauge of an individual's power. His authority on a

variety of issues may well be challenged by powerful private groups or influential

private citizens (whose economic and social standing may eclipse that of the office-

holder). Even when problems reach a crisis stage, a local office-holder may be

unable or unwilling to act forcefully because of legal limitations on his jurisdicticn,

6 3 In his study of New Haven, Robert Dahl concluded: "Probably the most
striking characteristic of influence in New Haven is the extent to which it is spe-
cialized, that is, individuals who are influential in one sector of public activity tend
not to be influential in another sector. " Robert Dahl, Who Governs (New Haven,
Conn. : Yale University Press, 1964), p. 169. Many other studies have'reached
similar conclusions. See, for instance, Harry Scoble, "Leadership Hierarchies
and Political Issues in a New England Town, " in Morris Janowitz (ed.), Community
Political Systems (Glencoe, Ill. - The Free Press, 1961).
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or because he is wary of arousing powerful vested interests or running afoul of

democratic values concerning representative leadership. 64

Possible Soviet and American Responses to Thermonuclear Disaster. If,

as every disaster study reveals, a major disaster immediately places a premium

on authoritative and decisive leadership, increases the scope of governmental

activities and dramatically multiplies the burdens placed on the political system,

how might the American and Soviet political institutions respond in the short run

to a nuclear disaster?
6 5

Given the tradition in the Soviet Union of intense political direction of so-

ciety, greater--at least overt--popular submissiveness to political authority and

the priority of collective over individual interests and aspirations, one would ex-

pect the civilian population to look to political leadership for direction more than

in the American case. Compared to the United States there would probably be less

disputation of the policies of the political authorities and less attempt by individ-

uals to assert their rights and interests against those of the community. Such

attitudes would iacilitate control by local authorities. Moreover, the latter have

at their disposal powerful organizational levers to control the behavior of the in-

dividual and would nave more precedent for using force to back up their decisions

than would their American counterparts. Finally, local authorities would most

likely be immediately and clearly identified by the community.

6 4 The sheriff and other local officials of Galveston County refused to fol-
low the standard pattern of communities struck by Hurricane Carla in 1961 and

never did order evacuation of his area. One official candidly stated, "Politics is
one of the biggest problems involved in evacuation. Remember that a sheriff has
to be elected every four years, and when he forces someone to evacuate he is not

makirg friends. " In another county the sheriff waited until after almost all resi-
den' had departed voluntarily before he issued an evacuation order. Harry Estill
Moore. et al.. Bofore the Wind (Washington, D.C. : National Academy of Sciences--

National Research Council. 1963), p. 141.

Police and fire department--, state police and the military have good

records in handling natural disasters. %,_!jsts have attributed their successes
to their organization and training and to their clearly defined and recognizable

roles in the community.
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On the other hand, the population would be less likely and able to under-

take unguided individual and community self-help activities. Local authorities

might be overwhelmed with the immensity of the rescue and recovery job; and, as

a consequence, mobilize the population for jobs which would not prove to be the

most efficient or helpful.

In the United States it is generally assumed that the primary local official--

whether he be mayor, city manager or state governor--would assume leadership
S~66

in the event of nuclear disaster. Because of the nature of the power structure

in American communities, the complex set of governmental relationships and the

fact that there are neither uniformly recognized institutional bases for authority

nor dominant individuals whose authority is clearly recognized by all, the estab-

lishment of local leadership is subject to more uncertainties and limitations than

in the Soviet Union. Moreover, the tradition of individualism and the belief in the

right--indeed the desirability--of the individual to fend for, and protect, himself

and his family may severely jeopardize the authority of local leaders, especially

when their decisions may mean life or death for many.

On the other hand, the American public would probably be more adept at

organizing itself into various rescue and recovery operations, thus lessening the

direct load placed on the political leadership (although coordination would still be

vital); and the spirit of community self-help and mutual suffering would probably

dampen disruptive rebellion against authority.

Civil Defense and Vulnerability Reduction

The Soviet and American Cases. Before discussing post-attack recovery

of two such divergent systems as the United States and the Soviet Union, an exten-

sive caveat must be inserted to emphasize that pre-attack civil defense prepara-

tions will profoundly influence the course and magnitude of the recovery effort. It

is necessary to describe the salient political-institutional characteristics of civil

6 6 See American Municipal Association, Organizing Municipal Governments
for Civil Defense (Washington, D. C.: American Municipal Association, 1063),
Part I, pp. 13-14.
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defense plarning in the two countries, although we cannot know for certain whether

in fact civil defense will be capable of protecting people, to say nothing of institu-

tions or values.

Both American and Soviet civil defense programs closely reflect the re-

spective societies they are designed to protect. The Soviet civil defense program

is an integral part of the political system. There appears to be a centralized civil

defense plan which gives first priority to the protection of administrative, technical

and scienitific personnel and facilities. It also seems reasonable to assume that

some safeguards have been taken to preserve important records and documents.

As with all Soviet programs, compulsion supports civil defense, if not in regular

practice, then as a potential assist whenever and wherever the regime deems it

necessary. To enhance control and ensure continuance of authority, the chief civil

administrator in an area, or the director of an enterprise or institution, is likely

also to be in charge of civil defense implementation. In accord with the ccllectivist

nature of the society, as reflected not only in industrial organization but also in the

overwhelming percentage of urban housing that is supplied by large apartment com-

plexes, shelters have been designed almost wholly for large groups of people. 67

6 7 Evidence indicates the predominance of shelters for 150 or more per-

sons. "They include shelters and cover built into the basements of apartment
houses and public and other buildings... ". (Leon Gour6, Civil Defense in the Sov-
iet Union. Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1962, p. 79 quoting
Uchebno-metodischeskoe posobie po provedeniiu trenirovok i priemu norm "Gotov
k PVO" 1-i stupeni, Moscow: DOSAAF, 1959.)

"Although family shelters do not appear to constitute an
important part of the Soviet shelter program, they are occasion-
ally referred to as being suitable for the use of suburban resi-
dents... In view of the scant attention they receive in Soviet civil
defense literature, family shelter.y are unlikely to be given much
prominence in the over-all shelter program. Moreover, individ-
ual families would find the procurement of building material, labor,
and financing for such private construction fraught with many diff-
ictilties and obstacles, not to mention that a Soviet homeowner may

be dispossessed without compensation if the city authorities decide
to use the area of his property for other kinds of construction. As
family shelters are entirely voluntary ventures, few persons are
likely to have the necessary money and influence to build them."

jIbid., pp. 91-93.)
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Leon Gour6 has studied the published Soviet civil defense materials and

the visible indicators of preparations and concludes there already is an effective

program; but no one outside the Soviet elite can know authoritatively how elaborate

and extensive these preparations really are. The quality of Soviet civil defense

depends primarily on the priority accorded it by the leadership, a judgment that is

most tellingly expressed in terms of personnel, resources and the energy of local

administrators diverted to the program. That is to say, there are no serious in-

stitutional barriers to developing a comprehensive civil defense program, for it

can be dovetailed into the many other functions of the Party-state-mass organiza-

tional complex. The emphasis on mass organizations is reflected in assignment of

civil defense responsibilities to DOSAAF, which works through factory groups,
68

trade unions, block and housing administrators and committees. Any brake on

6 8 DOSAAF is Dobrovolnoe obshchestvo sodeistviia armii aviatsii i flotu,

the organizational arm of the MPVO, the governmental organ responsible for civil
defense. DOSAAF claims 30 million members, making it the largest "voluntary"
organization in the U.S. S. R. See Gour6, Civil Defense in the Soviet Union, oE.
cit., Ch. 3.

After the completion of this manuscript, additional information on the
Soviet civil dLfense program was provided by Marshal V. 1. Chuikov in an interview
with the Novosti Press Agency wraihi was published on March 17, 1965 in many
local Soviet newspapers (but not in Pravda). Chuikov began by placing civil defense
in a broad strategic ccntext by showing how, in the theri"honuclear age, civil de-
fense is an integral part -f a nation's overall military posture. He asserted that,
"We communists- -thoroughly evaluating and not belittling the possible consequences
of a rocket-nuclear catastrophe- -firmly assert: humanity and world civilization
will not disappear, but, if such a destructive war is thrust on us it will lead to the
final destruction of capitalism as a soci,-kcc-_nomic formation and to the victory of
the new, progressive socialist system. " He pointed out, however, that this proph-
ecy depended upon proper p-eparations, one of the most important of which is civil
defense: "To preserve in the course of the war the population--the main productive
force, and also the most vital of the economic and material-technical r, ;ources--
this is now ai task of primary state importance.

After briefly reviewing Soviet civil defense during World Wai I1, the Mar-
shal then outlin.d the expected character of thermonuclear war, stressing the
element of qw-,p;rise and the generalized nature of destruction. He then concluded:

"rhus, such conflitltns in which we may visualize the country in
contemporary war, also have led to the necessity of changing the
local anti-aircraft defense into a new organization--civil defense,
bearing an all-state, national character. Its goal is not local de-
fense of separate cities and districts, but defense of the country,
its population and the national eL..non.y of all citizens.
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an extensive civil defense program in the Soviet Union is most likely to be budget-

ary, and would be determined by the regime's estimate of relative returns accord-

ing to what it considers the most probable patterns of attack or the probability of

any attack at all.

The American civil defense program, likewise, is fundamentally affected

by budgetary considerations but it is also shaped by the federal system of govern-

ment, the continuing importance of state and local governments and the ethos of

individualism. The 1950 Federal Civil Defense Act assigned the federal government

only guiding and coordinating authority for civil defense; operational responsibility

was left to the states and their political subdivisions. In 1958 new legislation recog-

nized joint federal-state responsibility, but emphasis was still placed on the coordin-

ating and guidance role of the federal government in contrast to the operational

responsibilities of tht states and communities. To encourage state and local civil

defense programs, in January, 1961, the federal government was empowered to

provide matching funds for states and localities in support of the civil defense admin-

istration. supplies, personnel, emergency operating centers and training courses.

(footnote 6;8 continued)

Now in the Soviet nation, at all enterprises, industrial centers,
in cities and rural localities organizations of civil defense have
been created. Their basic task is the preparation of the popu-
lation for defense from the means of mass destruction. They
work in close contact with organs of local power, leaders of
enterprises and public defense-mass organizations ...

There are now suh-units and sections of the organs of civil
defense--these are strong points in the defense of the population
against radiation and other destructive elements of thermonuclear
weapons. Around them are being created mass formations of the
civilian population to be ready for action in the case of nuclear

I,

war. (Kazakhstanskaya Pravda, March 17, 1965)

The New York 'rim,'•" Moscow correspondent, Theodore Shabad, in a New
York Times story on March 17, 1965, p. 3, interpreted this statement to mean
that the Soviet civil defense establishment had recently been centralized. The
quotiions cited Ab)vtw do, indeed, indicate the existence of a centralized civil de-
ft'nst, -,•,ahi ;shp nt with sub-divisions in localities; but it is not clear when this
ageny v wais ,-At,d or whether Chuikov's interview signifies a recent change in
Sovi et civil dvi.,nse policies. Shabad's further deductions, however, that the ciiil
,t.f,.lse agecny is part of the Ministry of D)efense and that Chuikov is its likely
dijr'(t tor, .c..r reatsonable.
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Thus, the role of the fed(,ral government in civil defense has been grad-

ualiy expanding, partly becausC the response of state and local governments to

the challenge has been inadequate, and partly because since 1960 it has become

increasingly apparent that civil defense is an integral part of our national defense

posture. The then Assistant Secretary of Defense for Civil Defense, Steuart L.

Pittman, stated a major premise of the American civil defense program at that

time when he told the House Committee on Government Operations in 1962: "We

are looking, the Federal Government is looking to the State governments and county

and city governments to take this responsibility... Specifically, our intentions are

to do everything possible to cooperate with State and local governments in their

efforts to meet these responsibilities, rather than to have a visible and ready al-

ternative of Federal or military resources to throw into the breach... . "69

A study of civil defense preparations by municipal governments conducted

by the American Municipal Association in 1963 indicated considerable disarray in

municipal civil defense preparations and pinpointed the major difficulties in the

program. It summarized its findings as follows:

City chief executives, administrators, and civil defense
officials are not satisfied with the present condition of their
civil defense readiness. They are almost unanimous in their
desire for more positive direction and leadership from state
and federal authority. They have experienced frustration in
building their local civil defense programs because of rapid
changes in national program and doctrine, the absence of
effective state programs in many states, and, except during
periods of unusual international tension, public apathy.
Rapidly rising cests of local government, the need to provide
increased services and undertake major programs of com-
munity development, and severely limited sources of revenue,
have all combined to restrict the commitment of city resources
to civil defense. 70

69United States Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Gov-

ernment Operations, Hearings: Civil Defense--1962, 87th Congress, 2nd Session,
1962, Part I, pp. 161-162.

70 American Municipzl Association, op. cit., p. 1.
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The study suggests a wide range of factors inhibiting the development of municipal

civil defense programs; a number are relevant to this paper since they touch on
71

political and administrative arrangements. It is useful .o list several of these

factors in order to show how they relate to the previous general characterization

of the American political system.

City governments are often too weak and decentralized to provide effective

direction of the municipal civil defense program- -especially in commission and
"weak-mayor" cities. Even in the more unified and stronger city governments,

such as the council-manager type, however, professional administrators find it

difficult to seek adequate civil defense appropriations from popularly elected city

bodies such as the city council. Efforts to develop volunteer and auxiliary forces

have not, on the whole been successful for it is difficult to recruit, train and re-

train volunteers over long periods of time, especially when there is normally no

pressing need for their services. Basing local civil defense organizations on the

existing large number of local governmental units, instead of creating larger re-

gional civil defense organizations, has led to partial, weak and inadequately financed

programs, and has created civil defense jurisdictions unrealistic for the burdens of

a nuclear disaster. 72

One of the major conclusions to be drawn from the report is the need for

greater federal direction and financing of civil defense, not just through the states
73

but also directly in cooperation with local authorities. In many instances, state

governments have not adequately assisted local governments, nor have they taken

proper measures for their own protection.

71 hid., pp. 1-9.

72Ibi.d. pp. 8-9. A strong local civil defense program is especially im-

portant in view of an assumption of the municipal civil defense program: that
localities must be able to proceed with immediate post-attack and recovery opera-
tions on their own for at least one month after a nuclear war.

7 3 Increased regional or area-wide responsibilities could provide one
mechanism for reaching from the federal to the local offices.

7 4 State civil defense expenditures fluctuate greatly from year to year.
They totalled $16, 982, 000 in 1955, a low of $7, 855, 300 in 1960, and $10, 805, 000
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In addition to the growing federal involvement in the program, in recent

years the role of the military in civil defense has also been recast. The traditional

military attitude toward civil defense was expressed by General Maxwell Taylor in

1956 in testimony before Congress:

I sincerely hope that this committee and the country is not
depending upon the Army under this kind of thing, we are
not prepared for it, we are not big enough for it and then
it conflicts with our primary role of combat.. .

Since that time, civil defense doctrine has been modified so that greater participa-

tion of the military is anticipated, partly because there is a growing recognition
76

of the inadequacies in the civilian program. The military command has also be-

come somewhat less reluctant to accept responsibilities in civil defense. Domestic

vulnerability appears increasingly to be recognized as directly related to strategies

in the nuclear age; and, moreover, domestic recovery may be the most important
77

mission for some forces in the event of a nuclear war. The greater involvemernt

of the military in civil defense is symbolized by the placement of the civil defense

program--as distinct from the Office of Emergency Planning--under the Department

of Defense (currently under the Secretary of the Army).

(footnote 74 continued)in 1961. Council of State Governments, Book of the

States (Chicago, Ill. : Council of State Governments, 1964), p. 475. In 1962,
twenty-four states had well-protected emergency operations centers; eight more
had such centers with fallout protection; thirteen others were in the planning pro-
cess. Ibid., p. 472. Twelve states in 1962 did not have legal provisions for suc-
cession to leadership posts in case of disaster. Ibid., p. 474.

7 5 United States Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Govern-
ment Operations, Hearings: Civil Defense for National Survival, 2E. cit., p. 444.

7 6For a general statement of current thinking and doctrine on the role of
the military in civil defense, see Robert Lamson, "The Army .,id Civil Defense,"
Military Review, XLIV, 12 'December, 1964), pp. 3-12.

A Department of Defense directive actually reads:

It is possible that damage will be so extensive as to require
evaluation as to the priority to be assigned to the needs of
civil recovery as opposed to military requirements for
military forces overseas.

United States Department of Defense, Directive Number 3025. 10, April 23, 1963.
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The Army's civil defense role, however, is limited by lack of available

personnel and because its primary function is considered to be the combat mission.

There is another serious consideration, however, particularly pertinent to this

paper, in discussing the Army's civil defense mission: civil-military relations.

The tradition of military subordination to civilian government is deeply rooted in

the United States; both the military and the government are wary of disturbing

their traditional roles by anticipating the necessity of widespread military govern-

ment at the local level in the event of attack. The unhappy experience of Operation

Alert in 1955 directly raised this embarrassing and knotty conundrum because it
78

resulted in the partial (and confused) imposition of martial law. The likely re-

sult, according to one expert, Harvard law Professor Charles Fairman, would

have been:

All these directives would suddenly be routed over
to the Department of Defense, to go down through the De-
partment of the Army, the Continental Army Command...
the respective Army headquarters of the six armies, per-
haps on to the military district headquarters in the several
States, and so to the governor.... To exercise martial law
the Army would require a huge increment of civil affairs
officers... Where would these civil affairs officers be re-
cruited?... This utterly Herculean task calls for thp special
competence of men skilled in public leadership and admin-
istration, in business and industry, in ministry to the human
and spiritual needs of stricken men. It is not primarily a
task for military authority. I repeat, there are many oper-
ations that the Army could most usefully perform: but the
basic problem is governmental and economic, not military.
It calls for civil leadership rather than for military command. 79

7 8 The Presidential proclamation read: "The Secretary of Defense and
subordinate military commanders.., shall carry out determinations and decisions
of Federal agencies... and the proclamations and Executive orders issued since
the attack. " See United States Congress, House of Representatives, Committee
on Government Operations, Hearings: Civil Defense for National Survival, o.
cit., p. 280.

7 9 rbid., pp. 292, 310.

Fairman's view is supported by data that indicate military capabilities
would be limited as compared with the potentials within the civilian population. Ir
1964 Congressional testimony, Secretary of the Army Ailes stated:
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However, the military must always be prepared for the total breakdown

of civil authority. In that case, military units are trained, "under conditions where

civilian control is no longer effective, to assume such control until relieved by

higher military authority or until effective civilian control is established. ,,80 In

view of the Operation Alert difficulties, many potential ramifications of military

involvement in civil defense are neglected by such vague formulations. As just one

example, in the instance that military government in a locality is necessary, by

what means will civil authority be re-established, and who will determine that it

is legitimate? If the Army is likely to play a role in civil defense, rather detailed

plans should be made to promote and implement joint planning between lower mili-

tary and civil defense authorities so that in an emergency roles will be relatively

clearly defined.

(foolnote 79 continued)

S' Our armed forces must retain their capability to
d4al with military threats: The military forces and re-
sources based in this country, even if committed ent~rely
to civil defense operations, could not cope with the require-
ments since these forces represent less than three percent
of the Nation's manpower and equipment potential.

United States Congress, Hearings before the House of Representatives Appropria-
tions Subcommittee on Independent Offices, 88th Congress, 2nd Session, 1964,
Part II, p. 1499. Figures given in 1960 continue to be suggestive: reserves, in-
cluding standby and retired members, included 4 million, as compared with the
10 million involved in civil defense in World War II. United States Congress, Sen-
ate Armed Services Committee, Hearings: Assistance to Civil Defense by Reserves,
86th Congress, 2nd Session, June 1, 1960, p. 22. As reported in Army magazine,
the Secretary of the Army wrote to state governors on April 1, 1964, to ask them
"to comment on a plan that would give the Army a military headquarters in each
state for more effective planning and control of military support of civil defense".
"States Learn of the Army's Civil Defense Plan," Army, XV, 1 (August, 1964),
p. 17. According to this account, the military role would continue to be that of
supporting and not replacing civil participation. Although Federal civil defense
has come under the Secretary of the Army's direct jurisdiction only comparatively
recently, it is nevertheless noteworthy that as late as 1964, the Army lacked
effective state military headquarters for directing participation in civil defense
activities.

8 0Department oi Defense Directive 3025. 10.
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As an alternative to such drastic action, the military is currently empha-

sizing its support role in regard to civil authority. Military responsibilities in

this case would be to provide specialized services for local communities and states.

Qualified teams of medical, firefighting, rescue, ordnance and other needed per-

sonnel and supplies would be sent to assist when requested by the civil authorities. 81

The burden of the argument in this section is not that the American civil

defense program is a complete failure or, necessarily, that it is less effective

than the Soviet program (we simply do not have the information about the Soviet

program to make a qualitative comparative judgment). What is suggested, is that

American political institutions and values make the development of a comprehensive,

well-integrated and effective program difficult, especially if that program is designed
82

to buttress current institutional structures in case of nuclear attack. Particularly

crucial are the relations between the federal, state and local authorities and those

between the military and civil governments, not only as they influence civil defense

preparations but also institutional recovery after attack. Vague and widefined rela-

tionships and plans will increase the vulnerability of institutions, especially in the

short run.

IV. Survival and Recovery of Political Institutions

We have characterized the Soviet and American political systems and indi-

cated some of the implications of their nature and major features for civil defense

preparations and recovery in the short run. In this section we turn to a considera-

tion of longer ranged recovery, that is, an attempt to picture some of the evolutionary

8 1 The requirement that all personnel and supplies will continue under mili-
tary command might make even this relationship a complex and trying one.

8 2American values may be used to rationalize inaction in certain areas.
For example, the value placed on individual initiative--coupled with the predom-
inance of single-family housing units- -supported a line of argument voiced in the
late 1950's which avoided facing up to the admittedly difficult task of providing
adequate shelters by stressing the responsibility of individual families to build and
provision their own shelters.
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adjustments resulting from the necessities of dealing with immediate needs for

physical survival. Two lines of analysis and argument are presented. The first

deals with the relationship between the degree of "modernization" and industrial-

ization of a society and its recovery capabilities. The second attempts to add a

dynamic dimension to the cons,,eration of recovery by placing the anticipated im-

peratives of the recovery process ,n juxtaposition with discernible evolutionary

trends in the two societies during recent decades.

Degree of Modernization as Related to Recovery: The Soviet and
American Cases Compared

In the following pages we shall investigate the relationships between levels

of "modernization" and vulnerabilities to nuclear attack. In the author's opinion

evidence and logic suggest that the more modernized the society the greater long-

term capacities it harbors for recovery from widespread devastation; nevertheless,

in the short-term, post-attack period, there may be a comparative advantage in

being relatively less developed. However, since the considerations involved are

so complex and difficult to evaluate, it seems the better part of wisdom to marshall

what appears to be the relevant evidence without ,ttempting to draw definitive con-

clusions.

Although severely damaged, the more industrialized the country and the

more widely dIstributed the industrial plant, the larger the pool of repairable

capital that would remain. A nation with a high ratio of industrial resources to

population before attack would retain the comparative advantage over a less in-

dustrialized society if levels of attack are constant. Similar points could be made

in regard to the fund of technological, scientific and organizational talent and
skiledlabr.83

skilled labor. 8The more economically advanced country, similarly, enjoys a

8 3 As partial and indirect empirical verification for this proposition, one
could point to the experience of the post-war American economic aid program.
The amazing results of the Marshall Plan in stimulating the economic "miracle"
of Europe in the 1950's compared to the much less satisfactory results of economic
aid in Asia, Africa and Latin America, attest to the greater ease of restoring a
damaged economy, even one badly damaged, than of developing an industrial so-
ciety from a low base line.
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higher degrev of scientific, technological and administrative redundancy and un-

used economic potential, along with a larger stock of reserves. Hence, its

absolute level of well-being and the recovery poteantial after an attack would nor-
84

mally be higher than that of a less developed country.

85.
On the other hand, as suggested earlier in this paper, in some respects

the more economically and administratively modernized a society, the more vul-

nerable it is to nuclear attack, especially in the short run, both because of the

complexity and because of the expectations among the population. A substantially

larger rural-oriented population, an economy with less automation and a less

finely calibrated series of economic interrelationships and a less highly differen-

tiated bureaucracy with less role specificity, as indicated below, are all factors

that may actually aid short-term institutional recovery ability.

Urbanization as a concomitant of development illustrates one aspect of

the problem. Not only does urbanization potentially expose more people to the

immediate effects of nuclear attack, but it also magnifies the administrative and

(footnote 83 continued)As Ansley Coale has written:

"The greater dispersion of skills and education
through the population and the existence of a better de-
veloped and higher capacity network of communication
and transportation mean that in a highly industrialized
economy the reaction to disaster is more likely to be
purposeful and efficient than under more primitive
circumstances. "

Ansley Coale, "Population Research and the National Interest, " in Ithiel de Sola
Pool, et al.. Social Science Research and National Security (Washington, D. C. :
The Smithsonian Institution, Research Group in Psychology and the Social Sciences,
1963), p. 170.

8 4 Research on the effects of World War II showed the comparative dis-
advantages of relatively low standards of living as measured by such indicators as
housing density. A developing society is likely to have a severe housing shortage,
which means that unless many more people than buildings are destroyed, the crowd-
ing is likely to increase most uncomfortably. The important element here is the
elasticity of resources. See Fred Ikl16s discussion of this factor in The Social Im-
pact of Bomb Destruction (Norman, Okla. : University of Oklahoma Press, 1958).

8 5 Cf., e.g., pp. 469-475.
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logistical problems in recovery. Disruption of the intricate distribution system,

used to provide necessities as well as luxuries, willcreate more real and psychic

deprivation than in societies where living standards have been lower and distribu-

tion systems more primitive; moreover, severe disruption is far more likely in

an intricate distribution system with many interlocking parts than in a relatively

simpie one characterized by multi-purpose organizations with a low degree of spe-

cialization. Second, the more urbanized the population, the more extensive and

the more difficult will be the likely spontaneous and directed redistribution of the

population. Many people could be expected to migrate from the cities to rural

areas and small towns because of destruction and breakdown in the distribution

system in urban centers. This transplantation would be more difficult for the

highly industrialized society, not only because of the larger numbers of migrants

involved, but because the bulk of the city population would be several generations

removed from rural life, would possess few family and personal ties in rural

areas to assist in relocation and would lack skills and habits readily adaptable to
86

rural environs.

8 6 In 1960 the Soviet urban population constituted 51% of the total as com-
pared to 70% in the U. S. In the same year, 29% of the population of North America
lived in cities of 100, 000 or more compared to 18% in the U. S. S. R. See Murray
Gendell and Hans L. Zetterberg (eds.), A Sociological Almanac of the United States
(Totona, N. J. : Bedminster Press, 1963), p. 91.

Of importance also is the relatively recent origin of much of the Soviet
urban population, which is suggested, in part, by the following table which shows
the number of urban communities in 1939 and 1959:

NUMBER OF URBAN COMMUNITIES, 1939 and 1959

Ali Urban Communities 1939 1959

(Size of Community)
Unde- 3, 000 persons 467 849
3,000-5,000 531 887
5,000-10,000 757 1,288
10,000-20,000 501 810
20,000-50,000 315 483
50,000-100,000 99 151
100,000-500,000 78 123
Above 500,000 11 25

Total: ...... 2,759 4,616

Source: Pravda, May 10, 1959, pp. 1-3.
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A second possible disability of the more modernized nation in the face

of general disaster, and one more central to the f.ocus of this paper, is the higher

degree of specialization and differentiation of its institutions. While increasing

inter- and intra-institutional specialization and differentiation enable a society to

handle a greater number of tasks, they also add to the complexity of the relation-

ships within and among institutions and increase the burdens of coordination. In

normal times coordination is largely decentralized and spontaneous, being based

on contractual relationships within a competitive market framework. (Although thle

terminology is borrowed from economics, the substantive point is applied to the

entire society. )87 Under tremendous stress these market relations would be at

least partially disrupted.

While the degree of institutional specialization and differentiat.ion is in

part a function of industrialization and modernization, it is, of course, also af-

fected by other factors, some general and some unique to a particular society. For

example, an intense drive for industrialization by a society which is attempting to

(footnote 86 continued)Of course, an increase in the number of urban com-

munities does not, standing alone, necessarily show a marked increase in the
degree of urbanization of the total Soviet population. That the increase in the num-
ber of cities and towns was not due solely to general population growth, but rather
to the fact that a higher percentage of the population has been living in urban areas,
is suggested in Congressional testimony by James W. Brackett:

"According to official Soviet estimates, the
urban population increased by 3. 8 million during
1959, 4. 5 million during 1960, and 3. 5 million dur-
ing 1961--atotal of nearly 12 million in 3years. The
average annual rate of increase in the urban popu-
lation, according to the official estimates, was 3. 8
per cent--2. 3 times the officially reported growth

for the country as a whole. "

United States Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Hearings: Dimensions of
Soviet Economic Power, op. cit. , p. 513.

8 7 For a brilliant and thought-provoking analysis of "organizational" and
"market" societies, see T. H. Rigby, "Traditional, Market, and Organizational
Societies and the USSR, " World Politics, XVI, 4 (July, 1964), pp. 539-557.
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"catch up" inmplics at least initial greater gu•idance by tht. cutral government.

American social, political and economic institutions are also more variegated

because they developed under conditions of private property, the economic market-

place, favorable natural resources and a liberal political philosophy. National

policies and trends of societal development in the U. S. have not been so much the

result of determinations of the federal government as the aggregation of hundreds

of thousands of autonomous decisions made throughout the society. Finally, the

economy has been consumer-oriented.

Such a society is a highly intricate and sensitive mechanism with many

delicately balanced parts. The relative abundance of American society can in

large measure be attributed to this "market society"; but a nuclear disaster, es-

pecially in the short run, would be very disruptive. American society is highly

integrated and interdependent and thus heavily reliant on well developed and com-

prehensive transportation, distribution and communication systems. These
89

systems would be seriously impaired by nuclear attack. Moreover, private

8 8 Alexander Eckstein has observed that:

"The urge for massive state intervention in the
process of economic and industrial growth will be the
stronger 1) the greater the range of ends and the higher
the level of attainment sought; 2) the shorter the time
[allowed]...; 3) the more unfavorable the factor and
resource endowments; 4) the greater the institutional
barriers to economic change and industry; 5) the more
backward the economy in relative terms. "

Alexander Eckstein, "Individualism and the Role of the State in Economic Growth,"
Economic Development and Cultural Change, VI, 2 (January, 1958), p. 83.

8 9 Scott Greer and Robert Winch apply a line of reasoning similar to that
expressed here in their discussion of the relative vulnerabilities of the small town
and the metropolis"

"We find, at the macro-level, that the small-

scale Type I local area (whether open country neigh-
borhood. hamlet, small town or local area within the
metropolis) is in the short run extremely flexible. It
is flexible because the same people can do different
things or, from another point of view, different kinds
of people can be substituted for the same sorts of jobs.
In the longer run, however, it is a rigid system, be-
cause it is a system in which there is little exchange
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ownership of the economic r,.-sotirces and the highly developed legal system which

buttresses both the market society and private property would be particularly
90

sensitive to nuclear devastation. The destruction of records and questions of

financing reconstruction .)f damaged capital will raise serious problems.

Less institutional differentiation and role specialization in the Soviet

Union is the product both of the fact that the Soviet Union began the industriali-

zation process at a later stage and that it has not proceeded as far along the

path of all-round modernization. In addition, the organizational character of

the Bolshevik movement, the comprehensiveness of its goals, plus threats to

the regime--both internal and external- -during much of its reign, have rein-

forced the o)rganizational or command aspects of the society and retarded market

elements. The most egregious example of the organizational society is the

Communist Party itself, especially its professional staff. The party cadre are

omni-competent professional politician-administrators who perform a func-

tion of overall coordination. The individual party apparatchik is a generalist

who is frequently switched from one post to another. His professional compe-

tence is not confined to a narrow field; rather, he is a specialist in coordination,

manipulation and expediting.

(footnote 89 continued)

capacity with the remainder of the society. The kinds
of exchange that we have in mind are exchanges of so-
cial control, of human resources (population) and of
material resources.

"to Contrariwise, the larger scale population,
in the short run, is more rigid and vulnerable. It is
so terribly dependent upon exchange relations outside
the local area that it has a very difficult task adjusting
to the many different functions which devolve upon the
specific local area population. However, in the long
run such populations are probably more flexible and
able to face the job of reconstitution in the society. "

Scott A. Greer and Robert F. Winch, Kinship and Voluntary Organization in Post-
Thermonuclear Attack Society: Some Exploratory Studies (McLean, Va.: Human
Sciences Research, Inc. , 1965), p. 20.

9 0 It is more than symbolic that there ace so many lawyers in the United
States coompared to the Soviet U1nion and that in the latter country the lawyer has
little prestige or power.
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The Soviet economy as a whole is also less complex and sophisticated

than the American. While disruption of the planning-command system in the

event of nucltear disaster would seriously impair the economy, Soviet enterprises

might be better able to cope individually with the emergency than their American

counterparts; for despite the centralization of industrial administration, the

Soviet enterprise is more self-reliant in the sense that it performs more stages

of the production process itself and provides more of its own services and main-

tenance work rather than subcontracting or otherwise relying on outside -upport.

Such practices may be inefficient and duplicative (as Soviet economists them-

selves realize), but in a disaster they could prove to be a hidden source of strength.

Tendencies toward greater unit autarchy and a lower level of inter-unit relation-

ships compared to the United States result from the difficulties of centrally

planning a highly fragmented industrial plant and the fact that-the Soviet economy

has not traditionally been consumer-oriented.9 1

An additional factor leading to greater enterprise self-reliance has been

the extreme shortage of supplies that is the inevitable result of operating an econ-

omy at full throttle. Under such con6itions, no manager wishes to be too reliant

on deliveries from elsewhere. Consequently, Soviet managers, although circum-

scribed by operations of the command economy, nevertheless have demonstrated

considerable -'esourcefulness in meeting the pressures from above for production

by sometimes dubious and officially deplored measures. The use of influence

(blat), hoarding, arranging illegal or semi-legal barter deals and still other prac-

tices are widely employed.92 Again, such experience might prove useful in the

wake of a nuclear disaster. Indeed, Soviet managers are, on the whole, a rugged,

hard-driving breed who have been technically trained and have had on-the-job ex-

perience in the line operations of the plant. It is a moot question whether American

9 IFor an excellent general treatment of the Soviet economy with a partic-
ularly perceptive analysis of its institutional make-up, see Alec Nove, The Soviet
Economy: An Introduction (New York: Praeger, 1961).

92J. Berliner, op. cit.
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managers (as distinct from entrepreneurs) would be more enterprising and re-

sourceful than Soviet in the event of disaster.

Long-Term Political Recovery

We now turn to a discussion of longer-range recovery and possible patterns

of institutional change over a period of years. At least two sets of considerations

are involved: the number and the nature of the burdens placed on the political

systems by the disaster in both the short and long run; and the evolutionary tend-
94

encies currently operating in the two political systems. If the burdens would
95

tend to support evolutionary trends, one might anticipate their acceleration; on

the other hand, if post-disaster demands run counter to these trends they might

be temporarily reversed or at least slowed. It is my contention that the former

situation more nearly characterizes the American case and the latter the Soviet.

The American Case. The pressures of changing economic and social

conditions, gradual mutations in values, growing democratization, and the demands

of international politics have been altering American political institutions along

several lines during the last half century. American politics and government at

9 3 For a comparison of Soviet and American managers, see David Granick,
OP. cit.

9 4 The purely physical effects of nuclear attack provide the basis for the
reader's independent evaluation of what demands will impinge on governmental
institutions. A very thorough discussion is found in United States Congress, Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, Hearings: Biological and Environmental Effects of
Nuclear War, 86th Congress, 1st Session, 1959. Neil Smelser, in his working
paper that introduced this series, has examined some of the independent variables
that will arise from the situation described in the Hearings. See Smelser, .2P. cit.,
Ch. II above.

9 5 Just one example from disaster research is quoted to illustrate this
point. "When Hurricane Audrey struck, Cameron Parish [Louisiana] had just
undergone a major series of changes which made future change inevitable. " Gov-
ernmental services, such as garbage collection, a municipal water supply system,
street lighting, were instituted after the hurricane in response to the dramatic needs
which had actually been building up for years. See F. L. Bates, et al., The Social
and Psychological Consequences of a Natural Disaster (Washington, D. C. : National
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 1963), pp. 93ff. The quotation
is from page 112.
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all levels have become more nationally oriented and less parochial in outlook and

format. A number of political and administrative subdivisions established well

over a hundred years ago are feeling the pressure of mounting economic and de-
96

mographic problems.' The appointed professional administrator has increasingly

encroached on the territory of the elected semi-professional politician, both at

the national and local level. Some two-thirds of our smaller cities are now run

by professional managers and the mayors of large cities have much better staff
97

assistance than they did twenty-five years ago. The responsibilities and powers

of the federal government, and especially its executive branch, have greatly ex-

panded both directly, and indirectly through joint programs with the state and local

governments. Finally, the role of government, in general, has increased in

society.

It is part of the nature of American processes that these changes have

been piecemeal, halting and ill-defined. There is a time lag between changing

social and economic conditions and the adjustive response of political institutions;

the more rapid the underlying change, the more out of kilter the political institu-

tions. Vested political interests, the pervasive legalism in American attitudes

and social processes, tradition, and the inherently conservative nature of Amer.

ican political processes designed to channel and temper change, all account for

this gap between the burdens placed on the political system and its capacity to
98

handle them. A process of gradual adaptation, of course, has the advantage of

9 6 As one authority on metropolitan government has noted:

"polluted air and water, crime and fire and
hydrogen bombs, are no respecters of our divided jur-
isdictions. Indeed, fragmentation may increase our
vulnerability; the juvenile gang which takes care never
to be booked in the home community cannot be identified
if no central records exist. "

Scott Greer, Governing the Metropolis (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1962),
p. 114.

97
Banfield, op. cit., p. 71.

9 8 For a useful summary of the inhibitors to needed structural changes
found specifically in metropolitan government, see Greer, op. cit., pp. 124-125.
Greer, inter alia, argues forcefully that the "Jacksonian ideology-" of radical
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avoiding costly errors which might be incurred by rapid Qnd sweeping change;

and, by maintaining continuity, it generates popular consensus behind political

institutions and thus legitimizes them. Nevertheless, from the point of view

of technological and economic efficiency, some political institutions appear in-

creasingly dysfunctional.

In the American case, a nuclear disaster would in many respects appear

to speed up these patterns of change. Vested interests would be undermined and

some of the inhibitions imposed by legalism and tradition would be loosened.

Rescue and ear'ly recovery activities upon emerging from shelters would

have to ignore traditional political boundaries. For months, perhaps several years,

politics and party competition would perforce have to take second place to adminis-

tration. Initially upon emergence, the skilled activist--the trained rescue worker,

the technician, the engineer--would bear the brunt of the rescue and recovery ac-

tivities. The manifest need for coordination and efficient direction of the recovery

effort, however, would soon put a premium on the administrative expediter and

generalist with his professional staff. The successful administrator would have

to have political talents to obtain agreement on the means of recovery and to mobil-

ize massive popular support for the reconstruction effort. Nevertheless, the

"luxury" of democratic politics would probably have to be foregone for some time.

As a concomitant, the administrative direction of the recovery would also eclipse

legislative bodies.
9 9

(footnote 98 continued)grass-roots democracy--which includes "direct ex-

posure of the governmental system to the veto of the voters"--acts to maintain the
status quo in governmental boundaries arid structures.

99 Legislative bodies--the Congress, state legislatures, city councils, etc. --
might be (and should be) rather quickly convened to provide continuity of political
authority and to legitimize the recovery efforts. In the short term, however, their
functions would likely be more symbolic than substantive. During World War II,
for example, both Parliament in Great Britain and Congress in the United States
continued to hold sessions. (In the U. S. even Congressional and Presidential elec-
tions were held.) However, in both countries, the legislative body played a decid-
edlv subordinate role; Prime Minister Churchill and President Roosevelt co~npletely
dominated the governments and directed the war effort.
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Some of these initial reactions would later be modified; but they would

leave their impact. As reconstruction proceeded, it would be reasonable to

expect pressure for new and larger political boundaries, more consonant with

demographic patterns and economic activities. Increasing uniformity in local

governmental structures would be encouraged. Political parties and political com-

petition would gradually revive after a hiatus on politics, and efforts would be

made to re-establish old or to fashion new popular controls over the professional

administrator; but one might expect more professional management of public af-
100

fairs than was the case before the attack. Finally, the pluralism, individualism

and tradition of limited government might be expected to effect a gradual de-

politicization of society. Reduction of governmental powers would also result

from the increasing ability of institutions, such as churches, schools and families
101

to manage their own affairs.

Although asserting that, at least in the short run, there would likely be

an increase in governmental powers, I have thus far begged the questions: (1) at

what level these powers would be exercised- -federal, state, local, or yet some

new political subdivision-- and (2) whether, in the long run, the government--and

especially the federal government--would suffer an increase or diminution of its

powers. One can assert with some certainty that a number of the existing com-

plex relationships among various governmental units would be disrupted and would

have to be simplified to promote more decisive rescue and recovery operations.

However, the variables are so complex that the answers to the two basic questions

posed can only be approached with timidity.

1 0 0 Even though the exigencies of the situation would probably vitiate the
real operations of democratic processes for a time, one might expect the motions
to be observed and repeated pledges made to return to normal practices as soon
as possible. Such verbal maintenance of traditional practices and values would
support eventual reestablishment of the substance, although form might be altered.

1 0 1 Smelser argues persuasively that a great deal of the political conflict
in the years and decades after the initial recovery effort will revolve around the
rate and nature of de-politicization of society. Pervasive governmental direction
of society in the initial post-emergence period would conflict with the American
tradition of a relatively low level of governmental interference in society and with
much of the American political cult -e. See Smelser, Ch. It above, pp. 246-247
and 259-260.
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In part, the answers rest on pre-attack civil defense arrangements; and

secondly, the capacity of the various ievels of government to handle the immediate

crisis. Yet another complicating factor is the possibility that in many areas the

military might have to step in to establish order. In short, the role of the federal

government, in both the short and the long run, would rest on the effective capa-

bilities demonstrated by governmental authorities at all levels and by the military

at various stages of the recovery.

Evidence can be cited on both sides of the question of the need for gov-

ernmental action after nuclear war. Hirshleifer arrays considerable historical

evidence on the side of his argument that extensive governmental controls hamper

economic recove-y: war communism and the N. E. P. in Russia, the American

Civil War, and the Japanese and German recoveries from World War II. 102 How-

ever, historical analogies can also be marshalled on the side of extending govern-

mental direction of the economy: the wartime motilization in the U. S. and Great

Britain, the great American depression in the 1930's and, most significantly, the

rapid recovery of the Soviet economy after World War II under the mechanism of a

a command economy. It can be argued that in a nuclear war the federal govern-

ment might lose popular support since it could be at least partially blamed for

blundering into the disaster, and, moreover, that much of the apparatus and rec-

ords of the federal government would be destroyed.103 On the other hand, the

federai government has taken more precautions than most local and state govern-

ments to ensure the survival of records and key personnel and has more carefully

developed emergency plans. Although still not necessarily thoroughly protected,

the federal government would be in the best position to allocate scarce resources

and to direct most efficiently and effectively the recovery effort. Evidence gleaned

from disaster studies does not suggest that during and immediately after a crisis

1 0 2 Hirshleifer, op. cit.

10 3 See, for instance, Kenneth E. Boulding, "A Pure Theory of Death:
Dilemmas of Defense Policy in a World of Conditional Viability, " in George W.
Baker and Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr. (eds.), Behavioral Science and Civil Defense
(Washington, D. C.: National Academy of Sciences- -National Research Council,
1962), pp. 53-72.
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the mass of the population is in any condition or has any inclination for rebellion

against authority.104 On the contrary, the bulk of the population might be ex-

pected to look to established and recognized leadership for guidance and support.

F Popular views of the government's legitimacy previous to the attack and the gov-

ernmental efficacy in handling the crisis itself will affect the people's reactions

to authority. But even under fairly negative conditions in these two respects

people would probably continue not only to obey, but also to look to government

for leadership.1 0 5

Ab biiould be expected, specueiALAI ausout such uevelopmernts ,,ucil

steps removed from the actual disaster are likely to be as prescriptive as they are
descriptive and analytical. Those who believe that federal regulations and con-

trols have become so extensive as to threaten individual liberties or to hamper

economic growth, will tend to expect (and hope for) a lesser federal participation

in recovery. 10 6 The opposite is true for those who favor increasing federal par-

ticipation in the life of the country for one reason or another: because of the

alleged greater efficiency and expertise cf the federal administration compared

to local governments; because the federal government can be more effective due

to its larger resource base; because the federal government expresses a national

104See Fred Ikl, op. cit., Ch. 1.

10 5 Smelser argues that "the overriding need for post-attack society Cis]
... for central coordination of rescue and relief of persons, repair of damage, and
control of disruptive behavior. " His discussion provides a concise summary of
the argument that the post-attack society will require extensive federal governmen-
tal direction. He rests his case on the need for central coordination of various
organizations to conduct an effective recovery effort and to prevent debilitating con-
flicts, competition and confusion; and the inability of local governments to cope
with the overload of problems from a nuclear attack. He cites Barton's conclusion
after reviewing the disaster literature to the effect that, "very large scale disas-
ters require major national programs; local efforts are overwhelmed and become
ineffective, " Smelser, Ch. II above, pp.

1 0 6Hirshleifer's argument appears to me quite value-laden, if only by his
selection of historical cases. Boulding quite explicitly states that he is being pre-
scriptive. Both argue that, to use Boulding's phrase, "the price-profit system has
extraordinary powers of regeneration and recuperation." Boulding, loc. _cit.,
p. 67.
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as against a regional point of view; or perhaps because they believe that local gov-

ernments are less democratic and representative and less supportive of individual

freedoms than the federal government, especially in the area of civil rights and

liberties.

The prescriptive content of these speculations is recognition, sometimes

unconscious, of the fact that the actions of political man are not necessarily pre-
107

determined and that hý.: will have some control over his destiny. To reinforce

the point made above, the preparations made before an attack and the immediate

response to the attack will have a considerable impact on the long-range implica-

tions for the role of the federal and local governments.

The Soviet Case. In the Soviet case, it is more difficult to discern with

clarity the trends of change for they are more recent. We have already noted the

greater use of persuasion and mobilized popular participation in the place of force

and terror, and the limited relaxation of overt controls on criticism. In the eco-

nomic realm during the last ten years there have been increasing signs of dissat-
108

isfaction with the highly centralized command economy. Steps were taken in

the 1950's to remove some of the more rigid administrative and legal controls

over industrial labor imposed in 1940 and to rely more heavily- -although far from

completely--on market forces and incentives to regulate the allocation of labor.

A number of administrative experiments were attempted to improve industrial man-

agement in the late 1950's and early 1960's but they were largely palliatives which

did not prove lasting. Finally, during the last four years there has been a sur-

prisingly far-ranging public discussion of various schemes to build greater flex-

ibility and initiative into the management of the economy; some pilot projects have

been instituted which could point (although not inevitabiy) in the direction of some

eventual form of market socialism, in the style of Yugoslavia or Czechoslovakia.

107 Cf. pp. 7-9.

1 0 8 For a concise and perceptive summary of the nature of the "command
economy" see, Gregory Grossman, "The Structure and Organization of the Soviet
Economy, " Slavic Review, XXI, 2 (June, 1962), pp. 203-223.
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109
The issues are too involved to be discussed here. However, the difficulties

with the present commanr& economy revolve around the problems of centrally

planning in detail an increasingly complex and sophisticated economy which is

also giving greater attention to the consumer sector.

In agriculture, also, there is some prospect of change. The ell-adver-

tised Soviet agricultural disappointments since 1958 typically led to some frantic
110organizational improvisation by Khrushchev, but without notable success. In-

deed, after his ouster, he was obliquely accused of damaging agriculture by giving

vent to his "organizational itch. " Lagging agricultural production has resulted

from a number of factors, including a relatively unfavorable natural environment,

and the favoring of industry at the expense of agricultural development. The

collective-state farm system, however, with its built-in rigidities and lack of

peasant incentives, has certainly contributed to the dismal showing of this sector

of the economy--as recognized by the greater scope given to private initiative on

the collective farms soon after Khrushchev's ouster in October, 1964.

With some exaggeration, these incipient trends in the Soviet economy can

be capsulized as beginning a process of loosening the bonds of the command econ-

omy run primarily by administrative fiat backed up with a whiff of grapeshot. If

continued they would seem to imply a decreasing direct political guidance of the

economy and greater reliance on indirect control by manipulating supply and de-

mand. As a corollary, one would also expect to see the evolution of greater in-

stitutional differentiation- -not necessarily only in the economy. Even the party is

subject to the trend toward increasing specialization.

Would a thermonuclear disaster reverse or retard these trends or would

they be accelerated? The evidence is mixed. With the disruption of the central

planning system, enterprises would be thrown to a large extent on their own re-

sources, and managers would willy nilly find themselves possessed of greater

See Alec Nove, "The Liberman Proposals, " Survey, No. 47 (April,
1963), and Howard R. Swearer, "Khrushchev's Administrative Reforms," Chal-
lenge, II, 1 (April, 1963), pp. 18-20.

1 1 0 Swearer, "Agricultural Administration Under Khrushchev, "in Roy

Laird, op. cit.
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autonomy of operation. In agriculture, difficulty in controlling spontaneous peas-

ant efforts to enlarge their private plots or either covert or overt government

encouragement of private initiative as a way to stimulate production would lead to

looser bonds within collective farms. During World War II, in ncany areas the

peasants, with the tacit approval of the local officiala, did enlarge their private

plots and the proportion of private production increased. Moreover, rumors were

afloat, perhaps started by the regime, that after the war the collectives would be

broken up.

These short-run reactions would buttress the trends visible in the econ-

omy as outlined above. Moreover, as in the United States, the disaster, by

breaking the cake of custom, could encourage greater innovation. In view of the

fact that the regime had faced increasing difficulties with the centralized command

economy before the attack, might it nut resolve to encourage lines of recovery

that would avoid a similar situation sometime in the future when the economy had

been restored?

Nevertheless, I find more persuasive the evidence also derived from

World War 1I experiences in support of the proposition that nuclear disaster would

ultimately result in a tightening of the command economy and a reinforcement of
ill

political control over all institutions. The burdens of the attack would most

likely re-emphasize political direction of society through the Party, nipping trends

toward intrtitutional autonomy. Inbred habits of mobilizing and allocating re-

solrcrf- -both physical and human--t'hrough administrative fiat would strongly as-

sert themselves. It should be noted, in this connection. that cutting off the normal

administrative and planning connections between industrial enterprises and higher

authorities, which will force managers to operate more autonomously, does not,

by the same token, necessarily mean that local or regional industrial economies

will be freed from administrative controls and will begin spontaneously to operate

under a profit-price system. More probable, under the exigencies of the situation,

the primary role of the Party and the ingrained habits of the command economy,

lllSee pp. 475-482 and pp. 502-503, above.
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the local Party apparatus will intervene directly and massively in allocation of

resources, the movement of labor, etc. Although a return to terrorism might

not be required, the local authorities would probably treat harshly any devia-

tional behavior which it considered dangerous, and the litmus test of political

orthodoxy would be male more sensitive.

Despite the strong possibilities of loosening the collective farm system,

the institution itself is not likely to be abandoned; after recovery was underway.

a retightening of collective controls might be expected. This is what happened

after World War II when a currency reform wiped out the wartime savings of the

peasants and collective farm lands were reclaimed from the private plots. The

collective farms over the long haul may not have proven themselves very effec-

tive in stimulating the growth of agricultural production; but, they provide a

convenient format for enabling the regime to extract food from the countryside

cheaply to feed the cities and support industrial production. For this very rea-

son the Germans kept the collective farms in their occupational zones.

As noted earlier, in the immediate post-attack period, under the local

Party apparatus, fragmented local authority could be welded together rapidly and

local governmental units would perforce have to operate with considerable auton-

omy. If permitted to persist over a long period of time, habits of local autonomy

might develop that would threaten the power of the national elite. "Localism" be-

came a problem in 1957-62; it would be even more serious in the eyes of the

national leadership under the circumstances prevailing after a nuclear attack.

Localism would assume an even more dangerous complexion if it became larded

with nationalistic sentiments in the non-Russian parts of the Soviet Union. For

this very reason the leadership would likely move as rapidly as physically possi-

ble to re-assert its controls at the local level. It is difficult to see how local

officials would resist the re-imposition of central controls even if they so desired.

On its part, the leadership would probably not hesitate to use force if necessary.

In the political realm local party cadres would be disciplined and shifted from one

locality to another when enough time had elapsed to make this possible. Various

propaganda-agitation campaigns for partiinost (party-mindedness) and other na-

tionally-oriented values would be launched. As the links in the planning-industrial
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administration system were restored, Gosplan and central industrial-branch com-

mittees and ministries would assume the job of directing the national economic

recovery. Gradually, one might expect a re-imposition of the old system of over-

lapping and fragmented authority at lower levels and some contraction of direct

involv,'ment by lower Party functionaries in daily administration.

To summarize the argument and make the time sequences explicit, in the

initial post-emergence phase tendencies in institutional developments would be

mixed. Greater reliance on private initiative in the collective-state farms and in

trading might be encouraged to promote economic recovery. Local industrial

enterprises would be thrown back on their own resources and forced to improvise.

On the other hand, visible and recognized local authorities- -primarily from the

party apparatus--would be expected rather quickly to exert their control over lo-

cal activities. While local political authorities mnight even encourage for a period

these "spontaneous" efforts in recovery, this flexibility probably would not counte-

nance dismantling the pre-attack institutional structures themselves nor result in

major ideological modifications. Moreover, pressures for permitting greater

private initiative and organizational autonomy in recovery would be countered by

the tendency of local authorities to rely on the well-worn political-administrative

and mass-organizational techniques to control the population. Conservatism, ex-

pressed ýn maintenance of established institutions, ideological orthodoxy and

re-assertion of massive political direction of society, would also be encouraged

by the national leadership. In addition, as soon as it could physically exert its

will, the national leadership could be expected to discipline local authorities in

order to control any manifestations of local autonomy and to enforce a "national"

recovery effort.

These predictions, of course, follow rather closely the events following

World War II in the Soviet Union. Certainly a post-nuclear disaster recovery

would not replicate the 194--50 period; but the situations appear to be sufficiently

alike to suggest that the general configurations would be similar. The re-imposi-

tion of central controls and the tightening of the command economy after World

War 1I was rapid and often vicious. While other factors- -especially personal riv-

alries among the poltical (tite and Stalin's obsession to nil) in the bud any
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potential resistance to his will--were also at work, the post-war purges in the

localities, especially in Leningrad, were probably related to this drive to crush

any local autonomy from central controls.

The Need for Institutional Responses to Stress

By way of summary, let us revert to the use of the concepts of the "mar-

ket" and "organizational" societies employed in the discussion of modernization

and recovery. We have described the Ulnited States as a market society and the

Soviet Union as an organizational society; yet, within each society elements of the

other type exist and appear to be increasing in importance. Broadly, the impact

of a generalized nuclear disaster in the United States would appear likely to pro-

mote the fur-ther growth of organizational characteristics (although not necessarily

to the degree of pushing it from the market to the organizational category). In the

Soviet Union a nuclear disaster would likely retard or reverse the growth of mar-

ket elements and result in the re-affirmation of the organizational society.

If nothing else, it is hoped that this paper has highlighted the fact that post-

attack recovery depends on far more than merely the survival of personnel and re-

sources. How a society prepares for nuclear disaster, withstands the shock of the

attack and handles the long-range recovery will depend in considerable degree on

the nature of its institutions, particularly its political institutions. Moreover, these

institutions themselves are vulnerable in varying degrees. Consequently, if they

are valued, their defense must also be shored, a job that is complicated by the fact

that the creation of such defenses may itself require some difficult institutional modi-

fication. One point is clear: it would be a grave mistake to indulge in wishful think-

ing along the lines that even if there were massive physical destry, tien, a society

would muddle through with its institutional structure unscathed. As Karl Deutsch

has recently observed: "Almost every culture or political system assumes tacitly

that its values are compatible with its continued survival, but history records that

in the past such assumptions proved sometimes mistaken."112

11 2 Karl Deutsch, Nerves of Government (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press,

1963), p. 60.
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Introduction to Chapter VI

In this chapter on "Methodological Issues in the Social Analysis of Nuclear

Attack and Recovery", Neil J. Smelser returns to the domains of social dimensions

and social phenomena which he considered in Chapter I1. Now, however, his

primary concern is with the methodological status of propositions about post-attack

behavior and society. In particular, he is concerned with the scientific status of

these findings. Smelser sees inferences about the social and psychological aspects

of nuclear attack and recovery as deriving from four orders of knowledge: knowledge

about the potential physical effects of nuclear weapons; knowledge consisting of

empirical data about attack targets (including demographic and geographic knowledge);

knowledge about the effects of other phenomena which are, in certain respects,

similar to nuclear attack and its aftermath; and knowledge which consists of a com-

plex store of theory and empirical propositions on the general traits and inter-

relations which characterize social and psychological phenomena. The central

question of Chapter VI is, then, "What scientific canons should be observed in

combining these four orders of knowledge if we are to generate the most nearly

adequate predictions about the social and psychological consequences of nuclear

attack?" Smelser proposes to begin his discussion in a review of the characteristics

of scientific inquiry and, by stages, to move into an arnalysis of the kinds of systems

of predictions which can be made about post-attack social phenomena. He will con-

clude with an examination of the limitations upon present attempts to construct a

scientifically valid model of post-attack societal recovery.

Scientific inquiry begins in specifying a problem, which occurs when analysts

identify "some observable range of empirical variation and [ask] under what con-

ditions this particular kind of variation occurs. The range of variation in question

(ofte i referred to as the dependent variable, or outcome) constitutes what is to be

explained. The conditions (often referred to as the independent variables, factors,

determinants, or causes) constitute that which is used to do the explaining". The

basic task of scientific analysis is to organize these variables into simplified se-

quences which exhibit patterns of association. The distinction between "independent"

and "dependent" variables is a relative one; sometimes, it is more useful to
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distinguish conditions which are treated analytically as parameters from conditions

which are treated as operative Variables. "Parameters are conditions that are

known or suspected to influence the dependent variable, but which, in the investi-

gation at hand, are made or assumed not to vary. Operative variables are condi-

tions that are known or suspected to influence the dependent variable and which, in

the investigation, are made or allowed to vary in order to assess this influence".

On the basis of his preliminary distinctions, Smelser distinguishes

explanation from prediction and prophecy. "Scientific prediction, ... , is a state-

ment of the conditions under which an event may be expected to occur; prophecy is

a statement that an event will occur".

Depending on the kinds of data which are available and the kinds of analytic
manipulation to which the scientist can subject his analytic problem in a particular

situation, the scientist may choose one of several methods of scientific inquiry.

These methods utilize characteristic ways of transforming conditions into parameters

and operative variables. The principal available methods are the experimental

method, the statistical method, the comparative metl-od (which, "like the statistical

method, is an imperfect substitute for experimentation"), the method of heuristic

assumption, and the case study method (of two types: deviant case analysis and

isolated clinical case analysis). Smelser finds that the special requirements of

making inferences about effects of nuclear attack require use of the comparative

method. "The social units being compared in this particular case are, first, the

hypothetical post-attack society, and second, known historical situations that re-

semble post-attack society in certain respects. Since this operation involves com-

paring social phenomena in very diverse socio-cultural settings, it raises all the

problems of comparability that plague the method of comparative analysis in

general". Among these problems are three of special importance:

-"How can we be certain that the events and situations we wish
to explain --- the dependent variables --- are comparable from one
socio-cultural context to another?"

-"How can we be certain that the dimensions used to compare
societies cross-culturally do not distort the events and situations
being compared?"
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-"How is it possible to compare very different social units (or
social systems) with one another?"

Smelser argues that "The amount of difficulty generated by these three questions

rests entirely on how adequately the investigator chooses and operationalizes his

comparative dimensions".

In beginning his specific discussion of the post-attack situation, Smelser

lists kinds of dependent variables --- "the phenomena we wish to explain"

according to whether they are short-term or long-term consequences of attack.

"Among the short-term consequences are various psychological effects (including

bereavement and all its complications, depression, anxiety, hostility, psychosomatic

disorders, and so or0); trial-and-error, dazed, or immobile behavior; rumor; panic;

heroic rescue and relief behavior; hostile outburst and scapegoating; criminal and

other deviant behavior (black-marketeering, looting, murder, cannibalism); con-

flict among social groups; religious behavior, including the rise of cults; political

behavior, including revolutionary challenges against the surviving government.

Among the long-term consequencea are the relative rates of recovery of social

resources, population, productive capacity, and institutional life in the months and

years after attack". Smelser then restates the independent and intervening variables

which he outlined in Chapter II, in preparation for arranging them into patterns of

parameters and operative conditions which affect these dependent variables.

Smelser points out that "predictive propositions about post-attack society

also rest on the distinction between parameters and operative conditions. To

generate these propositions it is necessary to make certain parametric assumptions

about certain of the variables --- i. e., to 'immobilize' these variables by making

them parameters --- then to investigate the effects of other variables that operate

within this framewo-k of assumptions". Smelser notes that Sidney Winter (see

Chapter IV, above) has concentrated on technological variables in his model of

viability: for analytic purposes at hand, Winter has converted a number of poten-

tially operative variables into parameters. Speaking more generally, Smnelser

points to "two especially delicate problems with respect to the relations between

parameters and operative variables":
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-"many parametric assumptions about the dimensions of attack
and the disposition of society at the time of attack must be continu-
ously revised in the light of the changing technology of nuclear
warfare and defenses against it".

-"One of the peculiar --- and alarming --- features of modern
nuclear war is that in certain instances one variable may 'overwhelm'
all others that otherwise might be operative in post-attack society".

There are a number of particular problems which arise when the analyst attempts

to apply data from other situations to the case presented by nuclear war and post-

attack society. The investigator must cope witl, many restrictions on his ability

to isolate and control operative variables. Furthermore, he is "restricted in the

degree to which variables can be quantified effectively". Finally, in using the

comparative method for bringing data from other situations to bear on the study of

nuclear attack effects, the investigator inherits the difficulties of the comparative

method in controlling time and in generating causal inferences by examining "before-

and-after relations".

After this extensive analysis of the key scientific issues, Smelser turns in

Part III of Chapter VI to a study of types of comparative analysis in the study of

nuclear attack and recovery. He constructs a typology based on three dimensions:

types of dependent variables that enter the analysis; the number of social units in-

volved in the comparison; and the static or dynamic quality of the comparison. He

differentiates the principal levels of dependent variables in social analysis as:

"-"Variations in aggregated attri' t-,s of the population of a
social unit".

-"Variations in rates of behavioral precipitates in a population
over time".

-"Variations in patterned social interaction (social structure)".

-"Variations in cultural patterns".

These variables stand in an analytic hierarchy. As the analyst moves upward in the

hierarchy, from relatively specific aggregated attributes to very general cultural

patterns, variables that it had been convenient to treat as parametric now become

operative, with precise requirements for analytic manipulation.
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The reader will note that Smelser's discussion of this shift illuminates

one of the most persistent confusions in the application of evidence from other

situations to the study of post-attack social phenomena. So often, analysts will be

struck by the "relevance" of such events as earthquakes, famines, and plagues to

the study of possible post-attack social phenomena. So often, however, the analysis

bogs because the analyst is unable to say precisely why and how these cases are
1relevant. Failure to differentiate the levels at which operative variables must be

compared in their effects is a prime reason for this failure. In Table VI-1,

Smelser presents an application of his total typology, to illustrate the differences

in kinds of data which are available and how they may be applied to the study of

post-attack society. This Table may assist analysts in making a number of distinc-

tions which have heretofore been so elusive in the social analysis of nuclear attack.

Smelser now proceeds to conduct a methodological review of the phases

and variables which he employed in his earlier chapter. His special concern is to

show how the comparative method illuminates methodological issues which were

only partially stated in that Chapter, and how research might continue --- following

new definitions of the salient problems. Smelser assesses the work of Mack and

Baker on public reactions to false warnings, showing that it conforms to many of

the criteria he has laid down for sound comparative analysis of the operation of

variables. As an example in the refinement of emerging theory about the post-attack

society, Smelser concludes his long review of substantive propositions with an

assessment of the problem of "role conflict" and its potential consequences after

nuclear attack. Finally, Smelser offers some comments on the problems in

addressing the task of creating formal models of attack and recovery. Such a task

is actually a special case in the larger issues of constructing models of the pro-

cesses of social change, and at this point, Smelser comes to one of the principal

frontiers in the social sciences today.

1 For a recent study which tries to overcome some of these problems of
comparing cases from markedly different eras to present circumstances, see Jack
Hirshleifer, Disaster and Recovery: The Black Death in Western Europe (Santa
Monica, Calif.: The RAND Corporation, RM-4700-TAB, February, 1966).
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Throhout his essay. Smelver seeks to draw on the mainstream of sub-

stantive data In the social sciences. Some readers may object that his approach is
mote sited to constructing limited empirical genzeralization. about collective be-

havlor in the socal system than it is to setting up broad, firmly based propositions

and predictions about patterns of institutional evolution after attack. The reply

would be, in part, that if conditional predictions of post-attack phenomena are to

have substantive basis, they must begin in the wealth of information available about

behavior in the immediate situation of action, and then work toward more compre-

hensive propositions and predictions. The meaning of Smelser's use of the com-

parative method as a framework for a methodological critique is, in fact, that it

permits and encourages this process of "induction upward", but that it grounds this

process of induction in orders of data which have clear analytic relations to the

most relevant empirical realities.

Figure VIa-i
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Chapter VI

M ETHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
IN THE SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR ATTACK AND RECOVERY-,'

Neil J. Smelser

University of California, Berkeley

I. Some Methods and Approaches from the Social Sciences

The objective of this working paper is to analyze some of the methodolog-

ical issues that arise in connection with making scientific predictions about the

social and psychological effects of a nuclear attack and the patterns of recovery

from such an attack. The paper is both an essay on the methodology of social-

scientific investigation, and an application of this methodology to a range of

empirical situations that would likely arise if American society were to sustain a

massive nuclear onslaught.

At first glance, to build scientific knowledge about post-attack society--

and to outline the methods of building it--seems impossible, simply because a

nuclear war would be su'ý, an awful and novel thing. With respect to its awfulness,

it is evident that many v ould prefer not to gain knowledge or even think about the

effects of a nuclear war, but would prefer to deny that it could happen or to

Responsibility for all the ideas set forth in this working paper is solely
mine. Several portions of the paper, however, especially those on the scientific
method in general, were written for incorporation not only in this paper, but also
in a separate manuscript- -"The Methodology of Comparative Analysis" (in prep-
aration)--co-authored with Se) nour Martin Lipset. Though I drafted all the ma-
terial that both papers share, I profited from discussions with Lipset, and would
like to acknowledge my debt tu him.

1
The present paper iý" a methodological supplement to my earlier working

papei -- The Soc2ial Dimensions cf Nuclear Attack (Chapter II of the present volume)
in which I emphasized .ubstantive predictions about probable consequences and
ranges of reco•e•ry in post-attack .,ociety,
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preoccupy themselves solely with possible ways of preventing it. Even if we are

willing to think about the consequences of this possible war, we must contend with

its novelty. A nuclear war of the magnitude now possible has never occurred; its

effects, unlike the effects of past wars, are unknown, because they lie in a future

we hope will never come to pass. Furthermore, because of the destructive poten-

tial of nuclear weapons, such a war would be in many respects qualitatively different
2

from anything human civilization has ever known; we therefore have no directly

comparable situations from which to draw inferences about the social and psycho-

logical aspects of nuclear attack and recovery.

We do possess, however, four orders of knowledge which, if properly

combined, can serve as a basis for drawing such inferences. First, we possess

fairly reliable knowledge about the potential of nuclear weapons for physical and
3

biological destruction. Second, we possess empirical data about the targets of

nuclear attack--the size of the populations nf the countries of the world; the distri-

bution of these populations between metropolitan and rural areas; the distribution

2 While it is important to underscore the incomparable and unfamiliar
features of nuclear war, it is essential to avoid leaping to hysterical conclusions
we may be tempted to embrace whenever we regard a frightening and unfamiliar
situation. It is well to remember Titmuss' commentary on the British mentality
before the outbreak of bombing in World War II: "A war of armies and navies was
understood; discipline and behavior were under control, the individual took from the
group a recognized and accepted standard of conduct, and behavior was within cer-
tain limits predictable. But how would civilians behave? They could not be put
into uniform, neither given the same group loyalties nor controlled and led in the
same way as an army. Military authorities, when considering the problems that
might arise in a future war, were rarely led to contemplate the contingency of
wholesale neurosis and panic in the armies under their control. But this was a
possibility which was never far from the minds of the civil authorities when they
considered the need for emergency services to provide for the social consequences
of a war on civilians. It seems sometimes to have been accepted almost as a
matter of course that widespread panic would ensue... it is difficult to find a hint
that this fear of a collapse in morale was based on much else than instinctive opinion."
Richard M. Titmuss, Problems of Social Policy (London: His Majesty's Stationery
Office and Longmans, Green & Co., 1950), pp. 16-17.

31 do not mean to imply here that the knowledge of the physical and bio-

logical effects of nuclear weapons is perfect. Indeed, among the scientists who
have attempted to analyze these effects, significant controversies have developed
and remain unresolved to the present day- -controversies over subjects such as
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of skills in these populations; the distribution of strategic military points. In

short, we know much about the size and shape of what is facing destruction. Third,

we possess considerable empirical knowledge, however imperfect, about the social

and psychological effects of other phenomena- -famines, disasters, conventional

bombings, for example--that resemble hypothetical nuclear attacks in some and

differ from them in other respects, And fourth, we possess a store of theory and

empirical research on the general relations among social and psychological phe-

nomena. This last type of knowledge is of mixed quality. For instance, we know

more about the relations among investment, income and prices under various

economic conditions than we do about the relations between social disorganization

and political protest. Despite its mixed quality, this store of general social-

scientific knowledge provides a basis for understanding heretofore uninvestigated

situations.

The central question of this paper, again, is: What scientific canons

should be observed in combining these four orders of knowledge if we are to gen-

erate the most nearly adequate predictions about the social and psychological

consequences of nuclear attack?

In cr •'ronting this question I shall develop an argument by several steps.

First, I shall review the general character of scientific explanation and prediction,

and present the various methods by which these are attained. These methods are

the experimental method, the statistical method, the comparative method, the

method of heuristic assumption, and the case study method. I shall outline the

similarities and differences among these methods. In this initial stage of the argu-

ment, most of the empirical illustrations will not refer specifically to conditions

in post-attack society.

(footnote 3 continued) the effects of terrain and climate conditions on

fallout, the long-term genetic effects of exposure to radioactive fallout, the casu-
alty effects of direct blast, and so on. Many of these controversies stem from
inadequate scientific knowledge. Nevertheless, it is true that in comparison to the
state of knowledge concerning the psychological and social effects of nuclear attack,
knowledge in the physical and biological realms is relatively reliable.
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Second, I shall examine the issues that arise when these methods of

scientific inquiry are applied to the study of the social and psychological effects of

nuclear attack. In this connection I shall give special consideration to the compar-

ative method and the method of heuristic assumption, since these are the most

appropriate methods for generating predictions about post-attack society.

Third, I shall outline the kinds of changes in post-attack society we wish

to explain- -changes in the composition of the population, changes in people's be-

havior, changes in social structure, and changes in cultural patterns. In scien-

tific terms these constitute dependent variables. On the basis of these variables

it will be possible to classify the several levels of comparative analysis to be used

to bring social-scientific knowledge to bear on post-attack changes in behavior and

institutional structure. After specifying these dependent variables, moreover, I

shall be able to discuss the criteria for defining the concepts of "societal vulner-

ability" arid "societal recovery, " which are central in the analysis of post-attack

society.

Fourth, I shall identify a number of ind2penLent and intervening variables

from which propositions concerning changes in the dependent variables may be

generated. Among these independent variables are the intensity and extensity of

the nuclear attack, the disposition of the society at the time of the attack, and the

ways in which the agencies of social control operate in post-attack society. I shall

show how these variables operate in various non-attack situations and indicate how

they would operate under conditions of nuclear attack. At the same time, I shall

suggest respects in which non-attack situations are comparable with hypothetical

nuclear attack situations and the respects in which they are not comparable.

F'inally, 1 shall explore the possibilities of refining and combining inde-

pendent and dependent variables into determinate systems of predictions (models

and theories). I shall perform two analytic exercises: (a) I shall take a discrete

set of empirical relations--between disaster and role-conflict on the one hand and

betwvccn role-conflict and individual behavior on the other--and show what steps

arc, twccssary to incorporate these relations into a determinate theory of individual

behavior in the face of a nuclear onslaught. (b) I shall spell out the criteria
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necessary for creating a complete scientific model of post-attack societal recovery.

Then, on the basis of these criteria, I shall show the limitations of any attempt to

create such a model in the present state of knowledge in the social sciences. In

this connection I shall set forth some observations on various efforts to create

models of post-disaster recovery.

In developing the analysis in the remainder of the paper, I hope that what-

ever results I produce may prove valuable in two ways--first to serve as a set of

methodological criteria for assessing existing research, and second to serve as

guidelines for future research on post-attack society.

Methods of Scientific Explanation and Prediction

The Character of Scientific Inquiry. Scientific inquiry rests in the first

instance on the specification of a scientific problem. We specify a problem by

identifying some observable range of empirical variation and asking under what

conditions this particular kind of variation occurs. The range of variation in ques-

tion (often referred to as the dependent variable, or outcome) constitutes what is

to be explained. The conditions (often referred to as the independent variables,

factors, determinants, or causes) constitute that which is used to do the explaining.

The dependent variable may be represented as an empirical universal,

displaying no variation: as, for example, in the scientific question, why do all

societies everywhere prohibit marriage between fathers and daughters?4 Or

olternatively, the dependent variable may be represented as a range of different

values: as, for example, in the scientific question, why do voters at different

4 For a statement of this universal and an attempt to investigate some of
the social and psychological conditions underlying it, cf. George P. Murdock,
Social Structure (New York: Macmillan, 1949), p. 12 and Ch. 10; also Talcott
Parsons, "The Incest Taboo in Relation to Social Structure and the Socialization
of the Child, " British Journal of Sociology, V, (2) (1954), pp. 101-117. For one
of the several challenges to the "universality" of this phenomenon, cf. Russell
Middleton, "Brother-Sister and Father-Daughter Marriage in Ancient Egypt,"
American Sociological Review, XXVII, 5 (October, 1962), pp. 603-611.
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income levels turn out to vote in. different propor'tions ? In one respect it does not

matter whether the dependent variable is represented as a universal or as varying

empirically; in both cases a regularity in the range of variation is identified; in the

former case this range happens to be zero.

For any given dependent variable, the number and kinds of conditions that

may affect its variation are, at first sight, discouragingly great. An individual's

ability to perform a simple task in a small-group sctting, for example, is influ-

enced most immediately by his intelligence, training, and motivation. These three

factors are further conditioned by his social-class background, his ordinal position

in his family, the presence or absence of others in the same room when he is per-

forming the task, the behavior of the person assigning him the task, and a hundred

other factors. When we turn to the search for conditions influencing the movement

of complex social aggregates, such as changes in the divorce rate over the past

century, the number of potentially operative conditions is even more formidable.

The initial picture, then, is one of a multiplicity of operating conditions, a con-

founding of their influznces on the dependent variable, and an indeterminacy

regarding the effect of any one condition or several conditions in combination. The

corresponding problems facing the scientific investigator are to reduce the number

of operating conditions, to isolate one condition from another, and thereby to make

precise the role of each condition, both singly and in combination with other condi-

tions. How does the scientific investigator face these problems?

The answer to the question is that he imposes some sort of organization on

the conditions. One of the simplest ways of organizing conditions is seen in the dis-

tinction between independent and intervening variables. An example will show the

simplifying power of this distinction. On the basis of a fairly systematic coverage

of the croi s-cultural literature, Whiting and Child foi,,d quite strong cc.-relations

between types of child-training practices and types of beliefs concerning the genesis

5 For a summary and evaluation of conditions relating to differential voting
behavior, cf. Seymour M. Lipset, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Allen H. Barton, and Juan
Linz, "The Psychology of Voting: An Analysis of Political Behavior," in Gardner
Lindzey (ed.), ll•ndbook of Social Psychology Vol. II, Ch. 30 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Addison-\\v.•ly, 1.954), pp. 1,124-1175.
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of disease; for example, cultures that impose strict and early weaning on their

children tend in their belief-systems, to attribute diseases to "oral" causes such
6

as poisoning. In interpreting this association, Whiting and Child asserted first

that certain personality variables--such as fixations on traumatic childhood ex-

periences, and typical defenses against the anxiety associated with these fixations--

"intervene" between child training and adult beliefs. That is to say, the personality

variables are dependent in relation to child-training practices, but independent in

relation to adult beliefs. Speculating further, Whiting and Child maintained that

child-training practices are themselves dependent on a society's "maintenance

systems "--"the economic, political, and social organizations of a society. .. sur-

rounding the nourishment, sheltering, and protection of its members. ",7 The

several classes of variables thus constitute a chain of independent, intervening,

and dependent variables, as shown in Figure VI-1.

Figure VI-1

REPRESENTATIVE CHAIN OF DEPENDENCIES
AMONG CLASSES OF VARIABLES

Classes of Classes of
INDEPENDENT INTERVENING AND

VARIABLES DEPENDENT VARIABLES

[Maintenance Systems • - hild Training PracticesI

$' [Personality Variabl~es:]

Projective Systems
LJ

6John W. M. Whiting and Irving L. Child, Child Training and Personality:
a Cross-Cultural Study (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953).

7 Ibid.., p. 310.
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The picture of the variables, thus organized, is much simpler than the picture

of the lengthy list of associations among each pair of variables. 8

The example also reveals that the distinction among independent, inter-

vening, and dependent variables is a relative one, and that the status of a given

variable may change according to the analytic purpose at hand. For example, the

variable, "child-training practices, " is dependent with respect to "maintenance

systems"; it is independent with respect to "personality variables"; and it is inter-

vening with respect to the relation between "maintenance systems" and "personality

variables. " Furthermore, while the variable, "projective systems, " is in every

respect dependent in the example above, these beliefs may themselves turn out to

be important independent variables if we inquire into the determinants of the

"maintenance systems" themselves. In scientific investigation, then, a single

substantive variable cannot be considered as inherently independent, intervening,

or dependent.

Another important way of organizing conditions in scientific investigation

is found in the distinction between conditions treated as parameters and conditions

treated as operative variables. Parameters are conditions that are known or sus-

pected to influence the dependent variable, but which, in the investigation at hand,

are made or assumed not to vary. Operative variables are conditions that are

known or suspected to influence the dependent variable and which, in the investiga-

tion, are made or allowed to vp'y irn order to assess this influence. By making

variables into parameters fcr purposes of analysis, most of the potentially op ra-

tive conditions are made not to vary, so that one or a few conditions may be

isolated and examined. As we shall see presently, each of the several methods of

scientific inquiry rests on the systematic manipulation of parameters and variables.

Like the independent - intervening- dependent distinction, the distinction

between parameters and variables is a relative one. What is treated as parameter

in one investigation may be treated as a variable condition in another. Suppose,

"8 To construct such implied causal sequences on the basis of simple asso-

ciations alone, ho,vevcr, is fraught with methodological dangers, as we shall see
below.
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for example, it is known that foreign trade is a determinant of the national income

of a society, but that calculation of the impact of foreign trade on the domestic

economy is impossible unless certain internal relations--say, between private

investment, government investment, and consumption- -are already known. The

investigator may proceed by assuming that foreign trade is a parameter--i. e.,

that it does not exist, or that it is constant throughout the time period in question--

and, by thus simplifying the picture of the determinants of income, may proceed to

establish national income as some function of private investment, government in-

vestment, and current consumption. Having established these relations, he may
then "relax" the restrictive assumption about foreign trade, and "allow" it to vary,

thus tracing its impact on the known relations internal to the economy. In this last

operation the investigator has transformed the parameter into a variable. In the

same operation he may very well have chosen also to transform domestic invest-

ment into a parameter--i. e., assumed it not to vary--in order to pin-point the

impact of foreign trade more precisely.

By this continuous and systematic transformation of conditions into para-

meters and variables scientific explanation is refined and generalized. And when

the investigator is able to assess the influence of the various conditions, in both

their individual and combined forms, and express the causal relations among these

conditions in some logical form--such as a series of equations--a systematic

scientific theory is at hand.

For purposes of exposition I have developed the notion of a scientific theory

"inductively"- -beginning with an empirical problem (or set of problems), then

showing how propositions relating to this problem are formulated and tested scien-

tifically, and finally indicating how these propositions are combined into a coherent

theoretical structure. It would have been equally permissible to characterize

scientific inquiry "deductively"--beginning with a relatively formal definition of

theory (for example, "a logically consistent set of relations among variables, from

which is derived testable empirical propositions"), then proceeding to examine the

logical canons by which propositions are derived from these relations, and finally

examining the methods by which these propositions are tested empirically. Whether

one characterizes scientific theory by beginning with empirical problems or with
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theoretical systems is, to my mind, a matter of indifference, since either option

invariably raises the identical set of scientific issues: How are propositions veri-

fied or rejected? Hlow are propositions derived? How are scientific models

created? How do we modify scientific theories in the light of empirical findings?

And so on. For these reasons 1 believe it is an error to view "induction" and

"deduction" as competing methods of arriving at scientific truths. Both the opera-

tion of moving from facts to theoretical systems and the operation of moving from

theoretical systems to facts are integral parts of the scientific enterprise. Both

proceed in complicated interplay as scientific knowledge develops.

lxplanation, Prediction, and Prophecy. Before examining the several

methods of scientific inquiry, I would like to distinguish briefly between explana-

tion and prediction on the one hand, and between prediction and prophecy on the

other. Both distinctions are important for the analysis of post-attack society.

Scientific explanation is--in the methodological language I have been using--

a theoretically derived and logically exhaustive statement of the conditions (para-

meters and operative variables) by virtue of which a dependent variable displays

a specific outcome (or range of outcomes) rather than some other outcome. An

illustrative explanatory questi±_n is: "Under what conditions does an economy ex-

perience inflation rather than deflation?" Or even more precisely: "Under what

conditions does it display only so much inflation, neither more nor less?"

Scientific explanation can be formulated at two levels- -analytic and em-

pirical. At the analytic level the explanatory question is posed in the context of a

hypothetical model--for example, "Under what conditions does an economy

experience an inflationary rise -of ten per cent?" The answer is derived from the

logical relations among the determinants of the price level as stated in the model.

Absolute explanatory precision can be attained at the analytic level, since the

investigator is dealing exclusively with logical relations among variables. At the

empirical level the explanatory question is posed with respect to some concrete

historical event or events--for example, "What were the conditions that led to a

two-fold increase in prices between 1937 and 1957?" The answer is found by

examining the historical conditions influencing the price level in this time period.
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Explanat.ons are far less precise at the empirical level th:Sn at the analytic level,

since all the variables that operate historically are not so readily controllable as

they are at the analytic level. In fact, absolute explanatory precision is possible

at the empirical level only in the case of the perfectly controlled experiment, in

which the investigator is able to control completely all the operating situational

(historical) variables; but as we shall see, this perfect experiment is in principle
9

unattainable. Explanatory precision at the empirical level is, therefore, always

a matter of degree.

The distinction between scientific explanation and prediction can also be

viewed at the analytic and the empirical levels. At the analytic level there is no

diffe-ence between the two, since explanations in the context of an abstract model

are neither past nor future; they refer to hypothetical ranges of data. At the em-

pirical level there is only one difference between explanation and prediction:

whether or not the empirical phenomenon in question has occurred. Otherwise the

two are identical; the scientific account of a past event (e.g., accounting for the

outcome of a past experiment) involves the same operations as does the scientific

prediction of a future event (e. g., hypothesizing the outcome of a future experiment).

Both involve a derived, exhaustive statement of the conditions for the occurrence
10

of the event.

Now let us turn to the distinction between scientific prediction and pro-
11

phecy. Both concern future, unknown events. The major difference between

9 Below, pp. 552-553.

!0
-0It is sometimes maintained that predicting future, unknown events is a

more rigorous test of a scientific proposition than explaining past, known events.
In one sense this is correct. In the latter the scientific investigator can more
readily "stretch" his theory by introducing ad hoc, non-derived explanations on
the basis of already-known outcomes. This observation refers, however, to the
relative opportunity for investigators to fail to live up to scientific norms, not to
the logic of scientific explanation and prediction as such.

11
I use the term "prophecy" to refer to an unconditional prediction about

future event or state of affairs. This usage is not to be confused with the widely-
known concept, "self-fulfilling prophecy, " which refers to the fact that when per-
sons hold a social belief (e. g., a belief about the personal characteristics of a
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the two is that scientific prediction rests on carefully specified conditions, where-
12

as prophecy is unconditional. For example, it is a scientific prediction to

forecast that the United States will experience a ten per cent rise in prices over the

next two years if government spending continues to increase at As present rate,

if no tax increases are voted, if the usual wage increases are granted by the steel

and automobile industries, and so on. It is a prophecy to forecast, without ref-

erence to conditions, that the United States will experience a ten per cent rise in

price over the next two years. Or again, it is a scientific prediction to forecast

that the American economy will recover its productive capacity within fifty years

after a nuclear attack if half of its productive capacity is destroyed, if forty per

cent of its population is killed, if its constitutional form of government is not over-

thrown, and so on. It is a prophecy to forecast that the American economy will

recover its productive capacity within fifty years after a nuclear attack. Scientific

prediction, then, is a statement of the conditions under which an event may be

expected to occur; prophecy is a statement that an event will occur.

Stated another way, the difference between scientific prediction and

prophecy is that the former rests on a complex set of relations among parameters

and operative variables; the latter rests either on some notion of "immanent

process" or a single causal variable that overwhelms all other conditions. Stated

still another way, the difference is that scientific prediction rests on the notion

that all relevant variables are not controllable in the future, so that absolute

(footnote 1 I continued)minority group), the fact that they hold it becomes

an independent variable in the creation of the social characteristics ascribed by
the belief. See Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Revlsed and
Enlarged Edition) (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1957), Chapter XI.

1 2 Prophecy is an example of what Kaplan calls "prediction without expla-
nation. " Abraham Kaplan, The Conduct of Inquiry (San Francisco: Chandler Press,
1964), p. 349. Another difference between prophecy and prediction is that the
former usually implies the presence of a degree of wish-fulfillment and an affective
charge, whereas the latter does not. Since my concern with differences is pri-
marily methodological, I shall not explore the subtle contrasts in emotional tone as
between prophecies and predictions.
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certainty in forecasting empirical events is not possible; whereas prophecy, being

unconditional, rests on the notion that extraneous variables are not relevant to the

future outcome, so that absolute certainty is possible. 13

Contemporary thinking about the occurrence and consequences of nuclear
14war abounds in prophecies, both optimistic and pessimistic. While the horrors

of nuclear warfare are such as to create widespread belief in such prophecies,

they are oversimple and therefore disadvantageous when it comes to thinking

carefully and objectively about the complex tangle of v 1riables that influence the

vulnerability and the probable patterns of recovery of American society in the

event that it sustains a nuclear attack. In this essay, I shall assume that simple

prophecies- -statements that envision, for example, physical or moral destruction,

or easy recovery--are scientifically inadequate; my discussion will be limited to

the methodology of establishing conditional predictions on the basis of existing

theory and research in the behavioral sciences.

Methods of Scientific Inquiry. Up to this point I have been considering

the general character of scientific inquiry. All scientific knowledge, however, is

not generated by the same methods of inquiry; different scientific problems--as

well as differences in the availability of data--force the investigator to vary his

methods from situation to situation.

The differences among the several methods of scientific inquiry can be

understood in terms of the ways that conditions are transformed into parameters

and operative variables, respectively. Consider the following five methods:

(1) The experimental method involves the direct manipulation of situations

to create parameters and operative variables. In a simple experiment in the

1 3 In practice the line between scientific prediction and prophecy is not so
fixed as my characterization suggests. Many statements that al pear to be
prophecies (unconditional predictions) are based on implicit, loosely organized

assumptions about conditions. Such statements lie between outright prophecy and
explicitly derived scientific prvdic ion.

14Smelser, The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attacks Chapter II above,
pp, 213-215.
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natur'al sciences, the investigatcr wishes to determine the effect of temperature on

the boiling point of water. To assess this effrct, he must be certain that a number

of other conditions--for instance, purity of the water and atmospheric pressure--

are treated as parameters, i. e., not allowed to vary. If he does not assure this,

the precise relation between temperature and the changing state of water will be

"contaminated" by variations in these other conditions; and the investigator will

not be able to determine the precise effect of the temperature changes. If he does

control for purity and atmospheric pressure, the investigator will discover the

"principle" that water boils at 212°0 Fahrenheit. To illustrate the relativity of the

distinction between parameters and operative conditions, it may be pointed out

that the investigator might have decided to treat atmospheric pressure as the op-

erative variable and heat and pressure and parameters. In this case he would

discover that other principles link independent variables with the changing state of

water. In every case the emergent principle (or law, or prediction) is not a

simple empirical universal, but a highly conditional statement of regularity, in-

volving a number of assumptions about parametric constants within which and only

within which the regularity holds.

In the behavioral sciences use of the experimental method is limited

mainly to social-psychological and small-group experimentation. Most often ex-

periments are conducted by establishing two groups--the experimental and the

control- -that are identical with respect to many known or suspected sources of

variation, such as age, sex, intelligence, educational level, socioeconomic back-

ground, and the like; these conditions shared by the two groups are treated as

parameters. Then, with regard to the operative condition under investigation, the

experimental group is stimulated, the control group not; this condition not shared

by the two groups is thus treated as the operative variable.

The experimental method has three advantages over the other methods of

scientific investigation to be reviewed presently. First, because the investigator
15

is able to manipulate the situation itself, he is better able to isolate precise,

"As contrasted with his being able to manipulate only the data produced
by the situation by conceptual means.
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relatively uncontaminated relations between independent and dependent variables.

Second, and for the same reason, he is able to measure these isolated variables

and relations more effectively. Third. because he is able to establish unambigu-

ously what comes "before" and what comes "after" in the cxperimertal setting--

i. e. , because time can be situationally controlled--he is better able to ascertain

which variables are genuinely causal. Even with carefully -conducted experimen-

tation, however, the investigator can never be completely certain of his results,

because he can never be aware that he has made every possibly operative

condition but one into parameters.

Unfortunately, most of the data of the social sciences are historical; they

are the precipitates from social life that ebbs and flows without benefit of the

presence of control groups. Furthermore, even if the investigator actually wishes

to establish experimental and control groups, ethical and practical considerations

prevent him from doing so in many instances--in studying suicide and crime rates,

for example. The social scientist is therefore presented with given data; he is

obliged to ask why these data are arrayed in a certain way and not in some other
16

way. And, because the "some other way" cannot be made concrete in a con-

trived control group, it must be either created in the social scientist's imagination

or approximated by locating comparable historical settings. Yet at the same time

the social scientist is constrained to observe the same methodological canons that

govern explanation by the powerful experimentai method. Because of the nature of

his data, however, he must rely on various imperfect substitutes for this method.

What are these substitutes?

(2) The statistical method, applying mathematical techniques to popula-

tions and samples of events containing large numbers, attempts to achieve the

same transformation of potentially operative conditions into parameters as does the

experimental mediod. The main difference between the two is that experimentation

l 6 1n his methodological essay Weber defined the objectives of systematic

historical investigation as follows: "We wish to understand on the one hand the
relationships [among] historical events.., and on the other the causes of their
being historically so and not otherwise. " Max Weber, The Methodology of the
Social Sciences (Glencoe. Ill. The Free Press, 1949), p. 72. Italics in original.
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does so by situational manipulation whereas statistical analysis does so by mathe-

matical manipulation that either holds constant or cancels out sources of variation
17

or shows them to be actually inoperative.

The statistical method can be understood by describing it point for point in

tcrms of the several advantages of the experimental method just reviewed. First,

with respect to.isolating independent variables, the statistical method proceeds by

correcting for known sources of variation or by showing suspected sources of

variation to be spurious. An example of correcting for variation is seen in time-

series analysis in economics. Suppose we wish to trace the influences on the

long-term trend of potato prices ovpr several years. We know that potato prices

vary seasonaliy as well as year by year, but we do not wish to measure the

seasonal variation. So we calculate the average seasonal variation for fifty years,

and cancel out seasonal fluctuations for each individual year by adding or subtract-

ing the average E,-.asonai variation from the actual prices. In this way we come

closer to removing the seasonal fluctjations, and thus obtaining a truer picture of

uncontaminated long-term price trends. Suppose also that over the fifty-year

period in question, the economy has experienced a steady inflationary trend. To

correct for this trend, and thus arrive at a truer picture of forces influencing

potato prices alone, we deflate the potato price series by the rate of general price

inflation. By these statistical operations we make parameters oi seasonal fluctua-

tion and general monetary inflation, and are thereby enabled to relate trends in

potato prices more precisely to other determinants. A similar s',rt of operation is

frequently found in the soci:logical analysis of intergenerational social mobility.

Over an intergenerational period some social mobility (defined as differences in

17To avoid misinterpretation of this main difference, I should point out
that I do not mean to include under "statistical method" all those techniques and
procedures used in science that arc labeled "statistical. " Indeed, many statistical
models are readily applicable to the interpretatirn of experimental situations.
The distinction I wish to emphasize is between the methods of setting up a situation
to produce data for the investigator's specific purposes of controllirg variablesx
(which I orm calling "experimental" methods) and the methods of manipulating
variables mathematically with respect to data that are produced empirically with-
out reference to the investigator's purposes (which I am calling "statistical"
methods).
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occupational status between father ana son) i', required simply by virtue of long-

term structural changes in the occupational structure itself. If the tertiary

sector, is expanding, for esxample, more sons will necessarily move from other

backgrounds into service industries. Investigators of mobility frequently wish

to inquire irito determinants other than changing industrial structure--

determinants such as family size, ordinal position of son in family, or achieve-

ment motivation. To isolate these other determinants, the investigator

calculates a mobility rate that is to be expected solely on the basis of structural

changes alone, subtracts this rate from the ross mobility rate, and analyzes

the difference in terms of the other suspectet' independent variables. In this

way the effect of the structural changes is held constant--made into a parameter--

for purposes of further analysis. 18

The method of ruling out possibly spurious relations and thus isolating

genuine ones is best illustrated by referring to multivariate analysis as practiced

in survey research. Suppose that it is discovered in a national survey that age

is positively correlated with political intolerance. Suppose also that level of

educataon is found to be negatively correlated with intolerance. Since age and

educational level are themselves correlated (above the age of completed education,

young people are more educated than old people), it is impossible to ascertain,

on the basis of the two correlations alone, if age, or educational level, or both,

or neither is a determinant of intolerance. To gain this knowledge, a method of

partial correlation is applied: holding education constant, what is the apparent

influence of age? And holding age constant, what is the apparent influence of

education? By carrying out a succession of such operations, both on the two

variables in question and on other variables associated with them, the investigator

For an example of research on social mobility using this kind of sta-

tistical manipulation, cf. Natalie Rogoff Hlamsoy, "Changing Rates of Mobility,"

in Neil J. Smelser and Seymour Martin Lipsot (eds. ), Social Structure and Sociai

Mobilit'y in Economic Development (Chicago: Aldine Press, forthcoming).
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makes parameters of a rumber of possibly operative conditions and arrives at a

more accurate statement of the actually operative conditions. 19

With respect to the measurement of variables, it is possible that statis-

tical investigation will be based on finely measured and readily quantifiable data.

If so, the statistical method will approximate the experimental method, where it

is possible for the investigator to arrange that the variables are readily measur-

able. As a general rule, however, statistical analysis must rest on measures that

are inferior to measures in experimentation. The general reasons for this are

two: First, the variablcs cf the qocial sciences (e. g., complex attitudes) have

proved more difficult to measure reliably than many of the variables of the

experimental natural sciences. Second, in uncontrolled historical investigation,

unlike controlled experimentation, the frame of reference of the data-producing

actors or agencies (e. g., the Census Bureau) if often different from the fru.ir-

of reference of the investigator; the data, in other words, are not produced or

measured with an eye to any particular scientific investigation. Investigators

must therefore accept historically given measures, rather than measures geared

specifically to a particular scientific inquiry.

Finally, with respect to the possibility of controlling time, statistical

analysis of historical data is also at a disadvantage to the experimental method.

Statistical manipulation is usually performed on two types of data, both of which

make for difficulty in controlling time. First, with respect to statistical data

procured at a single moment in time (census data, cross-sectional survey data),

temporal precedence cannot be readily established, because all classes of

1 9 For an extended exercise that used the variables of age, education,

and various measures of intolerance, cf. Samuel A. Stouffer, Communism,

Conformity and Civil Liberties: A Cross-section of the Nation Speaks Its Mind
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1955), pp. 89-108. Stouffer actually found

both age and education correlated with intolerance, even after correcting for the
influence of each on the other. For a brief general discussion of this method as
applied to the wartime research on the American soldier, cf. Patricia L. Kendall
and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, "Problems of Survey Analysis, " in Robert K. Merton
and Paul F. Lazarsfeld (cds.), Continuities in Social Research: Studies in the

Scope and Method of "The American Soldier" (Glencoe, Ill. : The Free Press,
1950), pp. 136-141.
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variables- -whether assumed to be independent, intervening, or dependent--must

be regarded as occurring at the same moment. Second, with respect to statistical

r1ata that unfold in an uncontrolled way. in the course of historical events, "before-

after' inferences are difficult to make, and causal priorities are correspondingly

difficult to establish.

Two common -devices are used in the social sciences to overcome the

difficulties of controlling time. The first is the use of the time lag, both as an

analytic assumption and as a research procedure, in investigating associations.

This is most widely used in the study of economic dynamics. in his theory of the

trade cycle, for example, Hicks posited a time lag of three months between in-
20

vestment and the consumption effect of investment. In his analysis Hicks made

no effort to apply this presumed time lag to any particular data to see if investment

and consumption appear to unfold empirically in keeping with the assumed relation

and lag. Kalecki, in developing his theory of investment and the business cycle,

posited two time lags--one between investment decisions and actual investment in

fixed capital, and the other between investment in inventories and the rate of

change in the private sector of the economy. Then, assigning a range of values to

these time lags, Kalecki proceeded to interpret the fluctuations of investment,

gross product, etc. , in the American economy between 1929 and 1940. 21The

nature of this operation is that the dependent variables (investment in the one case

and change in production in the private sector in the other) are lagged systemat-

ically behind the independent variables (decision to invest in the one case and

investment in the other) with the assumption that changes in the causally prior

independent variables will precede changes in the dependent variables. If, by

this assumption, various data can be more plausibly interpreted than by assuming

2 0 J. R. Hicks, A Contribution to the the Theory of the Trade Cycle
(Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1959), Chapter 11.

21M. Kalecki, Theory of Economic Dynamics: An Essay on Cyclical

and Long-run Changes in Capitalist Economy (New York: Rinehart, 1954), Parts
4 and 5.
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no lag or assuming an opposite lag, this creates a presumption in favor of the

causal priority that is contained in the theory. 22

A sociological example of the attempt to establish causal priority by

reference to time lags is found in the effort of Henry and Short to discover rela-

tions between fluctuations in the suicide rate and fluctuations in business activity.

Beginning with Durkheim's prediction that extraordinary windfalls in periods of
23

speculation are disorienting and give rise to anomic suicide, Henry and Short

predictea that if this were the case, suicide would be positively correlated,

especially among males, with rapid increases in the business index. Examining

their own data, Henry and Short found that the low point of the male suicide rate

was reached just before the peak of business expansion. The slight increase of

suicide just befort" the peak of business expansion, moreover, was contributed
24

primarily by the fem.,le, not the male rate. This led Henry and Short to reject

Durkheim's hypothesis i-elating business prosperity and anomic suicide. Further-

more, the grounds on which they rejected it rest on the logic of the time lag: if

prosperity were genuinely causal, suicide rates should have accompanied business

activity upward, perhaps with a slight lag; but since the opposite relation held,

the causal connection cannot be drawn.

The second device used to control time is the panel method. In its first

thorough application, a sample of voters were inter' iewed repeatedly over six

months to gain a measure of their changing voting intentions. In addition, various

2 2 For an example of an attempt to assign causal priority to factors in
business cycles on the basis of temporal priority, or "tleads, " cf. Arthur D. Gayer,
W. W. Rostow, and Anna Jacobson Schwartz, The Growth and Fluctuation of the
British Economy 1790-1850 (Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1953), pp. 531-550.

2 3 Emile Durkheim, Suicide (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1951),
pp. 241-254.

2 4 Andrew F. Henry and James F. Short, Jr., Suicide and Homicide:
Some Economic, Sociological and Psychological Aspects of Aggression (Glencoe,
Ill. : The Free Press, 1954), pp. 42-44.
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other data that might be relevant as determinants of changes in intention (exposure

to mass media, personal contacts, etc. ) were gathered. Because several observa-

tions of different variables were made at different points in time, the investigators

were able to determine whether changes in the presumed independent variables

actually occurred before changes in the dependent variables--In this case voting
25

intention. If they did occur before, the investigators could place greater confidence

in their assertion that the presumed independent variables were causal. In this

way the panel technique approximates the experimental method; the main difference

is that in experimentation the investigator introduces the independent variable

himself at an appropriate time, whereas in the panel method the investigator re-

cords its introduction, which he cannot control. But in both cases, time is

systematically controlled, with the end in view of facilitating causal inferences. 26

(3) The comparative method, like the statistical method, is an imperfect

substitute for experimentation. Unlike the statistical method, however, it is

employed in the scientific analysis of historical data, the number of cases of which

is too small to permit mathematical manipulation. This method is evidently re-

quired in the comparative analysis of national units, which are few in number, but

may also be required in comparing regions, cities, communities, and other

sub-national social units. Because of the restricted number of cases, the inves-

tigator is forced to rely on the method of systematic comparative illustration.

Despite this unique restrictive feature, the logic of the comparative

method is identical to the logic of the methods just reviewed in that it attempts to

attain scientific explanation by systematically manipulating parameters and opera-

tive variables. A classic example will show this identity. One of Durkhoim's

2 5 Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, The People's
Choice: How the Voter Makes up his Mind in a Presidential Campaign (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1948), pp. 3-8.

2 6 Kendall and Lazarsfeld, "Problems of Survey Analysis, "2op cit.,
pp. 142-145. For an elaboration of these simple assumptions into quite a complex
technique, cf. Donald C. Pelz and Frank M. Andrews, "Detecting Causal Priorities
in Panel Study Data, "American Sociological Review, XXIX, 6 (December, 1964)
pp. 836-848.
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central findings in his study of suicide was that Protestants persistently display
27

higher rates of suicide than Catholics. The variable he employed to explain this

finding was integration: Protestants, with their individualistic, anti -authoritarian

traditions, are less integrated into a religious community than Catholics and hence

less protected against self-destruction. On examining the countries on which his

religious data were available, however, Durkheim noticed that Catholics were in

the minority in every case. Could it not be. he asked, that minority status rather

than religious tradition is the operative variable in the genesis of lower suicide

rates among Catholics? To throw light on this question he ez-amined regions such

as Austria and Bavaria, where Catholics were in the majority; in these regions he

discovered some diminution of differences in suicide rates between Protestants

and Catholics, but Protestant rates were still higher. On the basis of this exam-

ination, he concluded that "Catholicism does not owe Cits protective influence]

solely to its minority status. ",28 In this operation Durkheim used no statistical

techniques; yet he was approximating their use through systematic comparative

illustration. He was making minority status into a parameter to isolate the dis-

tinctive influence of the religious variable.

The comparative method is frequently divided into two types, positive and

negative. Another classic example--Max Weber's studies on religion and rational

bourgeois capitalism- -will illustrate this difference. Given that certain societies

(mainly in Northwest Europe and North America) had developed rational bourgeois

capitalism, Weber asked what characteristics these societies had in common. In

so doing he was using the positive comparative method- -identifying similarities in

independent variables associated with a common outcome. Then, turning to

societies that had not developed this kind of economic organization (e. g. , classical

India, classical China), he asked in what respects they differed from the former

societies. In so doing he was using the negative comparative meihod- -identifying

differences among independent variables associated with divergent outcomes. By

2 7 Suicide, op. cit. , pp. 152-156.

2 8 1bid. , p. 157.
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thus manipulating the independent variables and the outcories. Weber built his case

that differences in religious systems were crucial in accounting for the different
29

economic histories of the various societies. Translating Weber's comparative

analysis into the language of scientific inquiry, we cin say that he was making

parameters of features shared by both the West and his Oriental cases (for in-

stance, he ruled out the influence of merchant classes on industrial development by

pointing out that both Chin. and the West had these classes prior to the development

of capitalism in the West); and he was making operative variables of those

religious features not shared by the West and the Oriental cases. The Oriental

societies that did not develop capitalism are logically parallel to control groups

(because they were not affected by the crucial variable of other worldly ascetic

religion); the countries of the West are logically parallel to experimental groups

(because the crucial variable was operative).

Since the comparative method must be relied on disproportionately in

drawing inferences about post-attack society, I shall devote the next bection to dis-

cussing some distinctive issues and problems that arise in employing this method.

At present, I shall review its characteristics in terms of the three advantages

cited above for the experimental method. First, with respect to isolating operative

variables, the comparative method stands at a disadvantage to both the experimen-

tal and statistical methods because the investigator can manipulate conditions

neither situatiorally nor mathematically. He must rely on even more imperfect

types of manipulation, such as illustrative replications at different analytic and

empirical levels, deviant case analysis, elaboration, and so on. I shall illustrate

these types of manipulation later. I might note at present that the comparative

method and the statistical method shade into one another with respect to the isola-

tion of variables and associations among them. As soon as the number of units to

be compared becomes large enough to permit the use of statistical techniques, the

line between the two is crossed. In his classic comparative study, Social Structure,

Murdock compiled data on 85 societies from the Human Relations Area files, and

"2 Rhlevant works include The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
(l.jndon: Allen & Unwin, 1948); The Religion of China (Glencoe, Ill. The Free
Press, 1951); The Religion of Ihdia(Glencoe, I1.: The Free Press, 1958).
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acquired comparative data on 165 other societies from the general anthropological

literature. Having an N of 250 to deal with, Murdock could go beyond the method

of systematic comparative illustration and use statistical methods such as Yule's

Coefficient of Association and Chi Square. 30 With respect to those exceptional

cases that did not reflect the general patterns of association, however, Murdock

saw the necessity of returning to the method of systematic comparative illust'ation:

"It @isJ scientifically desirable to examine every negative or exceptional case to

determine the countervailing factors apparently responsible for its failure to accord

with theoretical expectations. .. '.'31 The ;nvestigator, then, must be . repared to

shift back and forth between statistical and comparative methods according to the

character of his data.

With respect to the measurement of variables, the comparative method

suffers the same disadvantage as the statistical method, since most available data

are historical data, precipitated or produced from social behavior that has trans-

pired without reference to the scientific purposes of the investigator. Therefore it

may not be represented in appropriate form for purposes of the investigation at

hand.

Finally, because of the qualitative character of much historical data, and

because almost all of it has unfolded in the flow of historical events, the compara-

tive method suffers even more than the statistical method from the inability to

control time and thereby to establish before-after relations and, by derivation,

catsal relations. Some historical events- -outbreaks of wars, assassinations of

political leaders, natural catastrophes, and so on--do occur at definite times and

do constitute definite breaking points around which we may speak of a "before" and

an "after. " But such events are not necessarily the most important ones from the

standpoint of systematic comparative investigation.

3 0 Social Structure, op. cit. , pp. vii-x.

31Ibid. , p. ix. See also Murdock, "The Cross-Cultural Survey,
American Sociological Review, V, '3 (,I in, 1 l.o), p. 370.
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Two examples of the limitations of tne comparative method in establishing

before-after relations may be cited. In interpreting the observed association be-

tween child-training practices and adult belief about the origin of disease, Whiting

and Child held child-training practices to be independent variables, personality

factors to be intervening variables, and adult projective beliefs to be dependent
32

variables. In reviewing their interpretation of these findings, the authors per-

mitted themselves the following speculation: "Let us imagine for the moment that

our findings are due entirely to an effect of adult personality characteristics upon

child training practices. " 33 Since the authors had evidence only on the close

association between child-training practices and adult beliefs--and no evidence on

the temporal priority of either--this speculation appears as plausible as the

psychoanalytic interpretation set forth by the authors. Whiting and Child realized

this when they observed that "it is an unfortunate defect of the correlational

method... that it can provide no conclusive evidence about the direction of causal

relationships. ",34 The authors were correct, then, in calling for further research

on the clinical histories of individuals--in which the time factor can be observed--

to sort out the temporal and causal priorities among the variables they found to be

associated.

A second example is found in the swirl of controversy that has surrounded

the Weberian thesis on religion and the rise of capitalism. One of the criticisms

of Weber is that his thesis lacks validity because--as one critic put it--"Europe

was acquainted with capitalism before the Protestant revolt. For at least a cent..ry

capitalism had been an ever growing collective force. ",35 In one sense such a

criticism is unfair to Weber, since he insisted on the interaction among economic

3 2 Above, pp. 544-546.

3 3 cChild Training and Personality, o. cit., p. 318.

34 Ibid._. ,p. 319.

3 5 Amintore Fanfani, "Catholicism, Protestantism and Capitalism, " in
Robert W. Green (ed. ), Protestantism and Capitalism: The Weber Thesis and Its
Critics (Boston: D. C. Heath, 1959), p. 87.
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factors and ideas rather than the exclusive causal impetus on either side. 36 At the

same time, however, the criticism does highlight the difficulties of sorting out

precise causal relations among historical phenomena, because of the difficulty of

controlling time and establishing before-after relations.

Before moving to a more detailed consideration of the comparative method,

I shall discuss the methodological status of two other methods--the mnethod of

heuristic assumption and the case method.

(4) The method of heuristic assumption is a very widely employed method

of transforming potentially operative variables into parameters. The most

familiar version of this method is the economists' famous strategy of ceteris

paribus--other things equal. Economists explicitly assume, for instance, that for

purposes of many economic analyses various non-economic factors- -especially

institutions and tastes--must be assumed to be constant, i. e. , must be treated as

parameters. Economists also have traditionally assumed some version of the

postulate of economic rationality: If an individual is presented with a situation of

choice in an economic setting, he will behave so as to maximize his economic

position. By extensive use of this method of simplifying sources of variation,

economic analysts have been able to reduce the number of operative variables to a

manageable number and create relatively simple and elegant models of economic

variables; the extensive use of this method, in fact, accounts in part for the level

of theoretical sophistication of the field of economics.

Helpful and necessary as the method of heuristic assumption has been in

fields such as economics, it is in many important respects inferior to the methods

of experimentation, statistical analysis, and comparative analysis. The reason for

this is that the method of heuristic assumption rests on no form of situational or

conceptual manipulation other than making simplifying assumptions. Seldom if ever

are serious attempts made to establish the empirical validity of the assumptions or

to "correct" for the degree to which the assumption is not valid. The method of

"heuristlL asssumption accomplishes by "making believe" what the other methods

"Trhe Protestant Ethic :nd the Spirit of Capitalism, 2p. cit. , p. 23.
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accomplish by situational or conceptual manipulation in the light of some known or

suspected empirical variation. Nevertheless, despite the fact that heuristic

assumptions do their job imprecisely and without benefit of being empirically in-

formed, they provide the investigator the same kind of service as the experimental,

statistical, and comparative methods- -systematically to transform operative

conditions into parameters to permit the isolated investigation of a limited number

of selected operative conditions.

In fields other than economics, the method of heuristic assumption is as

widely but not as explicitly employed as in economics. In an experimental

small-group setting, for example, in which the influence of different leadership

structures on morale is being investigated, the investigator makes use of a number

of important but unexamined heuristic assumptions- -that the subjects speak the

same language, that they operate under many common cultural assumptions, that

they are more or less uniformly motivated to participate in the experiment, and

so on. All these factors, if treated as operative variables, would certainly in-

fluence the outcome of the experiment; but they are implicitly assumned not to be

operative variables--i. e, , to be parameters--for purpcsep of analysis. To choose

another example, studies of voting behavior proceed on the assumption that voting

behavior takes place within an unchanging constitutional, legal, and electoral

framework. This framework, if varied, would certainly influence the rates and

directions of voting. But for tne purposes of analysis, the investigator assumes

this framework to be parametric.

(5) The case study method can be subdivided into two types: deviant case

analysis and isolated clinical case analysis. The former is explicitly a species of

comparative analysis, the latter only implicitly so. Let me illustrate the difference.

The method of deviant case analysis is understood only in relation to some

larger statistical or comparative analysis, in which an association- -and presumably

a causal connection--has been established. The starting point, in fact, for deviant

case analysis is "the empirical fact that no statistical relationship, particularly in

the social sciences, is a perfect one. In deviant case analysis, the investigator

3 7 Kendall and Lazarsfeld, "Problems of Survey Analysis, " op. cit. , p. 167
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takes the instance or instances that are exceptions to the general association, and

attempts to locate independent variables that distinguish them from the majority o0

cases and thus override the general association.

Methodologically, deviant case analysis parallels the negative compara-

tive method, That is to say, the investigator takes two "groups" that differ in

outcome (dependent variable) and attempts to locate differences in conditions

between them (independent variables). In deviant case analysis, one "group" is

the deviant case itself, the other the majority of cases expressing the more general

association,. The comparative operation is also logically parallel to Weber's

method of determining in what ways classical India (which did not develop rational

bourgeois capitalism) differed from the countries of Northwest Europe and North

America (which did so); in Weber's example the "deviant case" would be India,

which shared some characteristics (a tradition of high civilization, a complicated

stratification system, etc. ) with the West, but did not produce the same kind of

economic system.

The method of deviant case analysis can also be viewed as a process of
"reading backwards" to approximate the experimental situation. Tn an experiment

the independent variable is varied as between experimental and control groups to

produce different outcomes. In deviant case analysis the starting point is the

different outcome itself (as between the deviant case and the majority of cases);

the investigator then "reads back" to presumed operative conditions to determine

the respects in which the conditions affecting the deviant case (the "experimental

group" by parallel) differ from the conditions affecting all the other cases. The

main difference between deviant case analysis on the one hand and experimental

ind statistical methods on the other is that the N of the exception is always one or

a few, so that it is difficult to discern which of the many respects in which the

deviant case differs from the majority of cases is the important one. For this

reason deviant case analysis cannot be regarded as "es tablishing" findings in the

same sense as the other methods--experimental, statistical, and to a lesser extent

comparative--but must be regarded as a method of refining or locating new vari-

ables, which t an then be established or rejected by the application of more

powerful research methods.
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An example of the usefulness of deviant case analysis can bc. found in a

typical study of cross-cultural association. In a comparative analysis of the inci-

dence of sorcery as a cultural explanation of the onset of disease, Beatrice Whiting

hypothesized that in societies that had an authority delegated to mete out sanctions

against murder, sorcery would not occur as an explanation of disease; whereas in

societies in which murder was settled by retaliatory methods sorcery would be

widespread. Taking fifty societies as a sample, she found that the association be-

tween sorcery and the presence of a superordinate system of justice was significant

in the predicted direction. Despite this strong association, it was apparent tnat
"Africa was strikingly aberrant, all but three of the nine tribes sampled having

sorcery as an important explanation for sickness and not coordinate but super-

ordinate control. "38 Taking these African societies as deviant cases, she decided

to " [analyze the material] in more detail to see if some other variable.; could be

discovered." 39 (This is the essence of deviant case analysis. ) Starting from

Evans-Pritchard's account of sorcery among the Azarde, she discovered that in

this society justice is in fact decided on by delegated autnorities- -oracles and

chiefs--but the actual retaliation is executed by relatives of the slain party with the

permission of the authority. On the basis of this information, Whiting " Creclassi-

fied] all tribes, distinguishing between superordinate justice and superordinate

punishment, " and recalculated a number of c'.rrelations on tihe basis of this more
40

refined conception of social control. In this particular case the method of

deviant case analysis led to the refinement of the same variable--type of social

control--that was important in the original association; in other cases it could lead

to the discovery of entirely new variables.

Isolated clinical case analysis involves the investigation of an individual

unit with respect to a certain analytic problem. It differs from deviant case

38
Beatrice Blyth Whiting, Paiute Sorcer (New York: Viking Fund Publi-

calions in Anthropology No. 15, 1950), pp. 84-85.

Ibid., p. 85.

4 0 Ibid., pp. 86 ff.
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analysis in that it is not conducted in such intimate connection with a known statisti..

cal regularity that produces notable exceptions. Gouldner's study of the deleterious

effects of managerial succession on worker morale in a single gypsum plant is an
41

example of a clinical case study. Yet insofar as the study is couched in a general

conceptual framework and related to other general findings on formal organizations,

it becomes explicitly a comparative study, When Gouldner, for example, related

his findings to some of Weber's propositions on bureaucracy, he was pointing out

that the particular case he studied differed in certain respects from the general

associations claimed by Weber, and was isolating certain variables that would ac-

count for the difference. In this respect the clinical study comes to approximate

deviant case analysis, or the negative comparative method. In a later case study

Guest isolated an instance of smnooth and successful managerial success in another
42

plant. In contrasting his results with those of Gouldner, and in attempting to

isolate the variables that underlay the differences in the findings of the two studies,3

Guest was bringing the negative comparative method to bear on the general associ-

ations between authority and worker response implied in Gouldner's case study.

In this section I have attempted to show the basic continuity between five

methods--experimental, statistical, comparative, heuristic assumption, and case

study--that are widely used in scientific inquiry. All these methods have two

features in common: they are ways of organizing independent, intervening, and

dependent variables in relation to one another; and they are ways of organizing

independent variables into parameters and operative variables to isolate, measure

and establish the precise causal role of specific independent variables. The

methods differ in efficacy, however, because each faces unique constrictions on

number and kinds of data under investigation.

4 1 Alvin W. Gouldner, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy (Glencoe, Ill.
The Free Press, 1954).

4 2 Robert Guest, Organizational Change: The Effect of Successful Leader-
,hip (l)omewood, Ill. : Dorsey, 1962).

4"3Guest, "Managerial Succession in Complex Organizations, " American
Journal of Sociology, LXVIII, 1 (July, 1962), pp. 47-54. See also the comment by
Gouldn,'r and rejoinder by Guest, pp. 54-56.
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Some Problems of Comparability in Different Socio-cultural Contexts

In attempting to draw inferences about the consequences of nuclear attack,

it is necessary to rely heavily on some variant of the comparative method. The

social units being compared in this particular case are, first, the hypothetical

post-attack society, and second, known historical situations that resemble post-

attack society in certain respects. Since this operation involves comparing social

phenomena in very diverse socio-cultural settings, it raises all the problems of

comparability that plague the method of comparative analysis in general. In this

section I shall review some of these problems in general terms; in the next section

I shall apply thein to the analysis of post-attack society.

To introduce the problems of comparability, I shall review Radcliffe-
44

Brown's succinct statement of the advantages of the comparative method. To

demonstrate these advantages, he began with a specific example--the existence of

exogamous moieties named after the eaglehawk and the crow in a certain region in

Australia. Instead of concentrating on the highly specific historical factors which

might account for the evolution of this particular division in thiE ',,;rticular region,

Radcliffe-Brown decided on another strategy: the comparative strategy. He

turned to other societies, both in Australia and elsewhere, and discovered that the

division of the social order into opposed groupings based on animal identities was

very widespread. By thus enlarging his perspective Radcliffe-Brown substituted

"certain general problems, " demanding general explanations, for "a particular

problem of the kind that calls for a historical explanation. " These general problems

were, for instance, the problem of totemism--the association of a social group

with a natural species--and, even more generally, the "problem of how opposition

can be used as a mode of rocial integration." By using this comparative, general-

izing strategy, moreover, Radcliffe-Brown was able to locate general sociological

variables which could be brought bz ý.k to bear on the explanation of the particular

division between the eaglehawk and crow moieties in the Australian tribes. Sum-

marizing the ad'.antages of his comparative strategy, Radcliffe-Brown commented,

4 4 A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, Method in Social Anthropology (edited by
M. N. Srinivas) (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 126-127.
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"I [the] comparative method is... one by which we pass from the particular to the

general, from the general to the more general, with the end in view that we may

in this way arrive at the universal, at characteristics which can be found in
",45

different forms in all human societies.

In connection with this comparative method, three interrelated sets of

problems arise, all of which can be subsumed under the heading, "The Problem of

Comparability": (1) How can we be certain that the events and situations we wish

to explain--the dependent variables--are comparable from one socio-cultural

context to another? How, for example, can crime rates a century ago be compared

with crime rates now? Were not recording procedures different then from now?

Was not the social meaning of a crime different then from now? Or, turning to

Radcliffe-Brown's example, how can we compare social groupings such as moieties

in various societies with one another, when the social meaning and context of these

groupings differ from society to society? (2) A related but more general way of

putting these questions is: How can we be certain that the dimensions used to com-

pare societies cross-culturally do not distort the events and situations being

compared? For example, suppose we wish to compare the "political" aspects of

two societies with very different cultural traditions and social structures. In what

sense does the concept "political" apply both to the role of an African chieftain and

to that of an American legislator? In what sense are both "political" roles rather
46

than some other kind of roles? Or, to use Radcliffe-Brown's example, in what

4 5 Ibid., p. 127. Radcliffe-Brown's account of these advantages is similar
to Whiting's brief characterization of the advantages of the comparative method:

"The advantages of the cross-cultural method are twofold. First, it ensures that
one's findings relate to human behavior in general rather than being bound to a

single culture, and second, it increases the range of variation of many of the
variables. " John W. M. Whiting, "The Cross-Cultural Method," in Gardner
Linzey (ed. ), Handbook of Social Psychology. Vol. 1. Ch. 14 (Cambridge, Mass.
Addison-%%esley, 1954), p. 524.

4 6 Elsewhere lRadcliffe-Brown recognized the importance of this kind of
question when hle asserted: "If we are to study political institutions in abstraction

from othcr features of social systems we need to make sure that our definition of
'political' is such as to mark off a class of' phenomena which can profitably be made
the subject of separate theoretical treatment. ' A. R. Rad-liffe-Brown, "Preface,
to MN. I-orts and E. E. Evans-Pritchard (eds.) Africal Political Systems (London:

Oxford Uiniversitvy iress, 1955), 1). xii.
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sense is it legitimate to intcrpret social groupings such as moieties as reflecting

"opposition... used as a mode of social integration"? Certainly some general

dimension is necessary for engaging in comparative analysis: otherwise the inves-

tigator is committed to a particularism and relativism that prohibit him from
47

moving beyond the confines of a single social unit. But the soundness of this

general point does not indicate which particular comparative dimensions do least

violence to the distinctive socio-cultural meaning of events and situations, and at

the same time provide a genuine basis for comparative analysis. (3) Moving to

an ever more general way of posing the question of comparability, we might ask:

I-low is it possible to compare very different social units (or social systems) with

one another? Does it make any sense to compare a highly complex nation-state

like the United States with a hunting-and-gathering tribe in Australia, when it is

obvious that they differ from one another in almost every conceivable respect?

The amount of difficulty generated by these three questions rests entirely

on how adequately the investigator chooses and operationalizes his comparative

dimensions. Let us explore this criterion in greater detail.

The first rule of thumb for the investigator is to avoid concepts that are

so tied to a particular culture or group of cultures that no instance of the concept,

as defined, can be found in other socio-cultural settings. The concept, "civil

service, " for example, is so intimately linked with a bureaucratic administrative

form that it literally cannot be instantiated in societies without a formnal state or

governmental apparatus. The concept, "administration, " is somewhat superior,

since it is not so intimately tied to particular forms of bureaucracy, but even this

term is quite culture-bound. Weber's concept of "staff" 4 8 is an even more helpful

4
"1Clyde Kluckhohn, "Universal Categories of Culture, " in A. L. Kroeber

(ed.), Anthropology Today: An Encyclopedic Inventory (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1953), p. 520.

48Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1947). pp. 329 ff.
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term, since it can encompass, without embarrassment, various political arrange-

ments based on kinship and other forms of particularistic loyalties. "Staff" is

more satisfactory than "administration," then, and "administration" more satisfac-

tory than "civil service, " because the former allow for more nearly universal

instantiation.

Merely to select a concept that can be illustrated empirically in a large

number of societies, however, is not sufficient. Comparability also depends on

how the concept is identified in different socio-cultural settings. To underscore

the importance of this point, let me illustrate from the field of economics. Clearly

the term "economic" is a concept that is in principle universally identifiable. All

societies face the problem of scarcity of natural resources and human skills, and

all societies come to terms in some institutionalized way with this problem of

scarcity. Thus all societies have an "economic problem" and display "economic

behavior. " To say this, however, is only to begin an adequate comparative

account of economic behavior. It is also necessary to ask how economic behavior

is identified, in terms of actual operations, in different socio-cultural contexts.

How have economists handled this problem?

One convnient arid widely-used method to identify "economic" is to limit

the empirical referents of the term, as did Alfred Marshall, to those aspects of

men's attitlud-s and activities which are subject to measurement in terms of
.19

money. 49From the standpoint of empirical precision, such an index has obvious

adv intages. From the standpoint of encompassing economic behavio on a uniform

and universal basis, however, the index has severe limitations. Even in our own

society, many economic activities- -housewives' labor, lending a hand to a friend,

etc. -- are seldom expressed in monetary terms. In the case of economics based

on subsistenrc farming and domestically-consumed household manufacture, the

limitations of the monetary index are more evident, since the most fundamentally

economic kinds of behavior- -production, distribution, and consumption of

foodstuffs- -never become monetized. In addition, tht, monetary index is restricted

4 9 Alfifd Marshall, Principles of Economics, Eighth edition (New York:
Macmillan, 11920), pp. 14-28.
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from the standpoint of comparing a growing economic system with its own past,

since one of the concrnnitants of economic growth is the entry of an increasing

proportion of goods and services into the market context--and hence their

increasing monetization. Thus if the monetary definition of "economic" is used,

the rate of growth will be artificially "inflated" by virtue of the fact that non-

monetized economic activity is transformed into monetized economic activity. 50

Despite these limitations of the monetary index in representing the

dimension, "economic, it is employed frequently in international comparisons.

Scholars and laymen alike are familiar with comparisons of per capita per annum

income )f the nations of the world, ranging from around two thousand dollars for

the United States to less than one hundred dollars for some underdeveloped
51

countries. Such figures are inadequate as comparative measures for at least

two reasons: (1) Being based on monetized aspects of economies, they under-

estimate the income levels of subsistence and other kinds of economies with limited
52

monetization. (2) They involve translations of various currencies into dollar

equivalencies, usually on the basis of existing international currency exchange

ratios. Since many of these ratios are "pegged" artificially and do not represent

true economic exchange rations, additional bias creeps into the comparative

estimates.

50Some definitions of economics do not limit economic activity to mone-
tized activity. Thus Samuelson's textbook definition is ". . the study of how men
and society choose, with or without the use of money, to employ scarce productive
resources to produce various commodities over time and distribute them for con-
sumption, now and in the futur.e, among people and groups in society, " Paul A.
Samuelson, Economics: An Introductory Analysis, 5th edition (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1961), p. 6. Emphasis added.

51 x v l an So r e ofI c mFor an example, see United Nations, "levels and Sources of Income

in Various Countries, " reprinted in Lyle W. Shannon (ed.), Underdeveloped Areas
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1957), pp. 22-25.

S2 S. Herbert Frankel, The Economic Impact on Underdeveloped Countries
(Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1953), pp. 29-55.
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Another possible definition--also oversimplified--of "economic" has been
53

suggested in the work of Polanyi, Arensberg, and Pearson. Reacting negatively

to the preoccupation of formal economics with market economies, these authors

suggest that economic activity be defined as that instituted process which results

in a "continuous supply of want-satisfying material means. " This material index

introduces a bias precisely opposite to that of the monetary index--a bias in favor I
of the primitive and peasant societies. In such societies it appears (but is not

necessarily the case) that economic activity is devoted to material subsistence--

food, clothing, and shelter. In advanced market societies, however, in which

expressive behavior, ideas, personalities, and other non-material items have

economic value, the formula of the "economic" as the "supply of want-satisfying

material means" collapses as an adequate comparative tool. It is as illegitimate

to try to force a material bias on all economic activity as it is to impose a fully-

developed market analysis on all economic activity.

Any encompassing definition and measurement of economic activity, then,

must involve more than some convenient measure of monetized activity or physical

production. It must involve a definition of the production, distribution, and con-

sumption of scarce goods and services in relation to individual and social goals.

Economists have long recognized this relational quality of economic activity in their

preoccupation with utility as the basis of economic value; yet their preoccupation

has been predomi,,antly in terms of the wants of individuals, notwithstanding the

tradition of welfare economics that has pursued questions of inter-individual coin-55
parability and community welfare. Furthermore, economists have generally

593K. Polanvi, C. M. Arensberg, and 1I. W. Pearson (eds.), Trade and

Market in the Early Empires (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press and the Falcon's
Wing P'ress, 1957).

"For further development of this point and further criticism of the formu-
lation put forth by Polanyi, et al., see Neil J. Smelser, "A Comparative View of
Exchange Systems, " Economic Development and Cultural Change, VII, 2 (January,
195!), pp. 173{-182.

5So, for example, I. M. D. Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics
(Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1950); Jerome Rothenberg, The Measurement of
Social Welfare (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, 1961).
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tended to treat wants (goals) as "given" and therefore subject to no further analy-

sis. 56 But in comparing very diverse cultural systems the question of wants as

the ultimate defining basis for economic activity and economic measurement can-

not be taken as simply "given. " The definition and measurement of economic

activity--if it is to be genuinely comparative-- must take more direct account of

societal goals. To illustrate: We may assume that a society possesses a value-

system which defines certain goals as desirable for ,sit member,' of society at

various levels. By a process of instituticnalization, the appropriate channels "or

realizing these goals are specified. It is :.pparent, however, that the co.mete

and instantaneous realization of these goa c h <,.nt be guaranteed. Hence an inherent

part of a society's situation is that certain institutionalized attention be given to the

supply of various facilities to attain the valued goals. Part of this attention is

economic activity. The goals--and the institutionalized means for attaining them--

may vary considerably; they may concern perpetuation of kinship lines, attainment

of a state of religious bliss, territorial expansion, or maximization of wealth.

Economic activity is defined as a relation between these goals and the degree of

scarcity of goods and services. Indeed, the definition of economic in any given

society--and the sti-ucture of its economy--will be in large part a function of both

the institutionalized values and the availability (or scarcity) of human and non-human

resources.

In suggesting this definition of "economic, " I have attempted to resolve a

tension inherent in comparative analysis--the tension between the pole of easy

operationalization of an objective index on the one hand and the pole of difficult

onerationalization of subJective cultural meanings on the other. The comparative

analyst is pulled toward the former pole because measurement is easy; but as the

monetary and physical indices of the "cconomic" show, these objective measures

arc likely to distort the concept. At the same time the comparative analyst is

pulled toward th,, latter pole because he wishes to give adequate representation to

what individual cultures themselves define as 'economic." This pole is well stated

Ibid., p. 30.
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by Marcel Mauss, who characterized his own comparative methodology as follows:
".t.. since we are concerned with words and their meanings, we choose only areas

where we have access to the minds of the societies through documentation and

philological i'esearch. This further limits our field of comparison. Each par-

ticular study has a bearing on the systems we set out to describe and is presented

in its logical place. In this way we avoid that method of haphazard comparison in

which the institutions lose their local colour and documents their value. ",57 Yet

if the investigator adheres strongly to this position, he becomes a radical relativist,

who must treat everything as "economic" that any society chooses to define as
"economic" whatsoever, and hence loses the ability to engage in comparative analy-

sis. I believe the definition of economic activity I have given--a definition that

relates social values and meanings on the one hand and scarcity of resources on the

other--avoids the pitfalls of both the objectivistic and subjectivistic positions. In

constructing definitions for comparative constructs, such as the "economic " the

investigator must allow cultural values and meanings to intervene between concepts

and their measures. He must begin by comparing systematically the value-systems

of different societies, then identify and measure--using a differerent set of opera-

tional rules for each society--what classes of activity are scarce in relation to these

values. This difficult and prolonged operation is certainly more plagued with prob-

lems of oprationalization than the simple comparison of market transactions. But

comparative analysis cannot proceed far without introducing social values and

meanings into the comparative identification and measurement of general con-

structs; if it does not undertake this task, it will be burdened by uncorrectable

distoritions for the very outset.

In attempting to define "economic" as a comparative concept, I have raised

a largtv, :',-t of philosophical and methodological tensions that have long persisted

in the social sciences. I refer to the tensions between positivistic objectivism

oi the ort' hand (a position that would define social science concepts and

indict•s without any refe cnce, to human consciousncss and meaning) and

7"7 Marcel .Mauss, The Gift: Forms and F~unctions of Exchange in Archaic
Socie.ties (Gle•rioe, Ill. : The Free Press, 1954), pp. 2-3. Emphasis added.
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phenomenological subjectivism on the other (a position that would make social

science concepts identical to the meanings that individual actors and groups assign

to them). My own position is that definitions and measurements of social-science

concepts must both be as objectively measurable as possible and take into account

the meaning assigned to the concept by the actors under investigation. Individual

and cultural meaning-systems, therefore, must intervene between generalized

concept and empirical index.

The tension between the use of a single, easily-operationalized index and

the use of diversified indices for comparative purposes is further illustrated in the

recent work of Almond and Coleman, who set forth a number of suggestions for the
behaior.58

comparative study of political institutions and behavior. Like many other

political scientists, Almond and Coleman are dissatisfied with the comparative

potential of the traditional categories of political science- -categorie l imited to the

complex constitutional political systems of Western society in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries; they do not find them appropriate "for the comparison of polit-

ical systems differing radically in scale, structure, and culture. " 59 In their

search for more general categories, Almond and Coleman wish to turn to anthro-

pology and sociology. But on the other hand, they are wary of very general

sociological definitio,:s that identify "the political" with concepts like "integration"

"qnd "adaptation, " Such general definitions represent, they fear, "a return to a

dull tool, rather than an advance to a sharper one, for if in pursuit of the political

system we follow the phantoms of integration and adaptation, we will find ourselves

including in the political system churches, cconomies, schools, kinship and lineage

5•Gabriel A. Almond and James S. Coleman (eds.), The Politics of the

Developinig Areas (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960),

59
Ibid. , pp. 3-4. Compare their statement with one of Radcliffe-Brown:

"In the study of the simpler societies the anthropologist finds that th,. concepts and
theories of political philosophers oi- economists are unserviceable or iizsufficient.
They have been elaborated in reference to societies of a limited number of types.
In their place, the social anthropologist has to make for himself theories and con-
cepts which wi l be universally applicable to all human societies, and, guided by
these, carry out his work of observation and comparison." "Preface" to Fortes and
Evans-P1ritcharci (eds.), op. cit., p. xiii.
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groups, age-sets, and the like. "60 It seems to me, in fact, that in order to encom-

pass activities that are political, it is necessary to include and measure the

activities of churches, lineage groups, and so on, since these sociai elements are

politically significant. I say this in full awareness of the difficulty of assessing

and measuring empirically this political significance. Yet Almond and Coleman

do not wish to go this far; being ambivalent as between easily operationalizable

concepts and general comparative concepts, they end with an in-between definition,

somewhat more general than traditional ones, but still not exhaustively .omparative

in principle: ". . .the political system is that system of interactions to be found in

all independent societies which performs the functions of integration. . . by means

of the employment, or threat of employment, of more or less legitimate physical

compulsion. " 61 Physical compulsion, like money, is something "hard, " easy to

operationalize. But to assert that this kind of definition is adequate to analyze

political behavior comparatively is erroneous; to be so, it would have to be more

general, even if less readily manageable from the standpoint of empirical

identifiability.

The tension between easy operationalizability and comparative adequacy

has also made its appearance in the theoretical discussions of structural-

functional analysis, in particular in the discussion of the "postulate of indispens-

ability. " In general terms, the postulate holds that society faces certain universal

functional exigencies (such as the socialization of the young, the integration of

diverse groups in society) and that certain specific social structural forms alone

serve these functions (structural forms such as the nuclear family for socializa-

tion and organized religion for integration, for instance). Thus the postulate of

indispensability links specific behavioral or institutional indices with general

6 0 Almond and Coleman, op. cit. , p. 5.
6 1 Ibid. , p. 7. Emphasis added. Compare Radcliffe-Brown's definition,

which is remarkably parallel: "The political organization of a society is that as-
pect of the total organization which is concerned with the control and rvulation of
the use of physical force. " "Preface" to Fortes and Evans-Pritchard (ecs.), 2E.
cit., p xxiii. Emphasis added.
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social functions, just as the monetary definition of economic activity links "meas-

urement in terms of money" to the general concept of "economic. " The formulations

are parallel. Objecting to the postulate of indispensability, Merton has asserted

that "just as the same item may have multiple functions, so may the same function

be diversely fulfilled by alternative items. Functional needs are... taken to be

permissive, rather than determinant, of specific social structures. ,62 In line

with this assertion, Merton goes on to stress the importance of concepts like

"functional alternatives, " "functional equivalents, " and '"unctional substitutes.

Here Merton is opting for general comparative concepts (functions) that encompass

a wide variety of empirical manifestations (items). I agree with Merton's emphasis,

but recognize that this emphasis creates a host of problems of operationalization

when it conies to the actual analysis of the range of structural variations that fulfill

general functions.

To conclude this general discussion of the problem of comparability, let

us return briefly to the third way the problem was posed at the outset: How is it

possible to compare very different social systems--such as primitive societies and

advanced industrial societies--with one another, since they differ so radically in so
63

many important respects? In one sense this question has already received an

answer: If we choose comparative concepts that are in principle universal, and if

we work out operational definitions in accord with the variety of social goals and

meanings to which these concepts are related, any society is comparable with any

other society. It is clearly possible, therefore, to compare the political system of

a hunting-and-gathering tribe with the parliamentary system of Great Britain if the

right comparative categories and the appropriate operational definitions are

chosen.

6 2 Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, ap. cit., pp. 33-34.

6 3 Or, in keeping with the general emphasis of this essay, the question
might be phrased: How is it possible to compare contemporary American society
with post-attack society, since they would differ from one another in so many im-
portant respects.
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Abo%,!,e and beyond this general answer, it might be s,,ggested as a matter

of research strategy that at the present state of development of comparative analy-

sis it is most fruitful to compare social units that do not differ so radically as do

complex parliamentary systems and hunting-and-gathering tribes. It is a very

fruitful exercise, for example, to compare the differential incidence of suicide in

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden--which are quite close in cultural traditions and
64

social structure; and it is less fruitful to compare the suicide rate of Denmark

with that of India, whose cultural traditions and social structure are vastly different.

Again, it is particularly appropriate to compare differences in political structure

and process among countries with very similar constitutional tradit'.uns--for

example, the English-speaking democracies of Australia, Canada, Great Britain
65

and the United States. The advantage of this strategy can be stated in terms of

the distinction between parameters and operative variables. If two or more

societies have some important characteristics in common- -cultural traditions as

in the case of the Scandinavian countries or the English-speaking democracies;

insulation from a continental land mass, as in the case of England and Japan; and

so on--it is more nearly permissible to treat these common characteristics as

parameters, and proceed to examine the operation of other variables as if these

common characteristics were not important operative variables, because their

operation is presumably similar in both cases. This ability to cornvert potentially
66

operative variables into parameters is of general scientific utility. By contrast,

if two social units that differ in almost every respect are chosen for comparison,

the investigator is forced to consider all sources of difference as operative vari-

ables, because he is unable to "control" them by considering them to be similar.

6 4 For a review of various attempts to explain the different suicide rates
in the Scandinavian countries, as well as an independent attempt to develop an ex-
planation of the differences based on psychoanalytic variables, cf. Herbert Hendin,
Suicide and Scandinavia: A Psychoanalytic Study of Culture and Character (New
York: Grune & Stratton, 1964), pp. 1-26.

65Seymour M. Lipset, "The Value Patterns of Democracy: A Case Study
in Comparative Analysis, " American Sociological Review, XXV!!!, 4 (August,
1963), pp. 515-511.

66. bove, pp. 546-548.
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The more sirnilar are two or more societies with respect to crucial independent

variables, in short, the better able is the social scientist to isolate and analyze the

influence of other determinants that might account for the variation he wishes to

explain comparatively.

One final strategy remains to be discussed in connection with the problem

of comparability. Traditionally it has proved to be burdensome--and still continues

to be so--to compare the content of a specific social or cultural tradition of a given

society with the content of a specific tradition of another society. It is difficult,

for example, to compare the French bourgeoisie of the middle-eighteenth century

with the American middle classes of the twentieth century for many reasons--the

commercial and industrial base of the two classes differ; they are lodged in quite

different stratificational contexts (the French bourgeoisie in an elitist system with

an established, if weakening nobility; the American middle classes in an open,

middle-class dominated egalitarian system). Still more difficulties arise when

culturally more remote social groupings--for example, traditional Indian Brahmins

and the New England "Brahmins"--are compared.

One way of overcoming these problems is to refrain from comparing the

relevant social groups in terms of content, but rather to compare them with respect

to certain intra- societal relations experienced by each, independent of the content

of the traditions affccting the Eroup. For example, a number of historical investi-

gations have revealed that one of the burdens carried by the French bourgeoisie in

the mid-eighteenth century was what is currt.ntly termed "status disequilibrium" or

"lack of status crystallization. " The middle classes, having attained much in

terms of wealth and education, were held back from anything like full social partic-

ipation with respect to political responsibility, accession to privileges and offices

reserved for the nobility, and "high society. " 67 These investigations reveal,

moreover, that the discomfort created by these status discrepancies was an im-

portant determinant of the political alienation of the French middle classes. Now

6 7 For example, Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old Regime and the Revolution
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1856); H. A. Taine, The Ancient Regime (New
York: Peter Smith, 1931); Elinor G. Barber, The Bourgeoisie in 18th Century
France (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1955), Chapters VI, VII.
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compare the American middle classes on this dimension. Surely the American

middle classes- -however we choose to define them--do not, as a whole, experience

the same status discrepancies as were evident in eighteenth-century France. Yet

in the American middle classes identifiable subgroups do experience lack of status

crystallization- -highly educated persons have low-paying jobs; members of under-

privileged ethnic minorities have high-status occupations, and so on. Can these

subgroupings be compared with the French bourgeoisie? With respect to the

content of cultural traditions and aspirations, the answer must certainly be nega-

tive. But with respect to their relation to the various hierarchies that make up the

stratification systems of the societies, the groupings are readily comparable.

They are comparable, moreover, because the basis of comparison is on common

intra-societal relations (in this case relations to the stratification system) rather

than on the unique cultural and social traditions of the groupings.

Another example will show the advantage of analyzing relations rather

than content in comparative studies. Let us suppose we are investigating student

unrest in the United Stat 's and in Latin America. Let us suppose further that the

curriculum studied--law, medicine, liberal arts, etc. -- is an important determi-

nant of the level of student political unrest in both areas. But in focusing on this

determinant, we immediately raise a number of problems of comparability. How

is it possible, for example, to compare law students in the United States with law

students in Latin America? Their courses of studies ai'e different in content;

American law schools have a "vocational" emphasis, Latin American law faculties

a "humanistic" emphasis. The same types of contrasts might be made for other

curricula as well. It is possible to transcend these difficulties of comparison,

however, by asking, instead, in what relation each curriculum stands to the occu-

pational structure--in terms of ease of entry--of the country in question. In so

doing we change the criterion of comparison from the concrete subject matter of

the curricula to a relation between student experience and anticipated experience

in the occupational structure. And in changing the criterion, we push aside the

differences in content between the various curricula. Using the new criterion, we

would predict that engineers in both the United States and Latin America would

show little unrest as students, because the transition between student training and
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adult occupational roles is relatively smooth in both cases; we would predict that

American law students, who move into law firms and other forms of practice

relatively smoothly, would be less subject to unrest than Latin law students, whose

legal training equips them for very few specific occupational positions; and we

would predict that liberal arts students in both cases would be subject to high rates

of unrest, because in neither case is there a smooth transition to adult roles. By

putting the hypotheses in these ways, we by-pass the embarrassing and possibly

unmanageable problems of comparing different cultural contents.

Up to this point I have discussed the scientific method, particularly the

comparative method, in general terms. I have given only passing reference to

post-attack society. This discussion, however, though couched in general terms

contains the very issues that arise in developing such knowledge. I turn now to the

specific applications of the scientific method to the effects and patterns of recovery

fvom nuclear at' -

II. The Application of the Scientific Method to the Analysis

of Post-Attack Society

The Ingredients of the Post-Attack Situation: Dependent and Independent

Variables, Parameters and Operative Variables. First let us characterize the post-

attack situation in the gener'al terms of scientific inquiry. The dependent variables--

the phenomena we wish to explain--can be broken down, for purposes of a prelimi-

nary classification, into short-term and long-term consequences of a nuclear attack.

Among th, short-term consequences are various psychological effects (including

bereavement and all its complications, depression, anxiety, hostility, psychoso-

matic disorders, and so on); trial-and-error, dazed, or immobile behavior; rumor;

panic; heroic rescue and relief behavior; hostile outbust and scapegoating; crimi-

nal and other deviant behavior (black-marketeering, looting, murder, cannibalism);

conflict among social groups; religious behavior, including the rise of cults;
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political behavior, including revolutionary challenges against the surviving govern-
68

ment. Among the long-term consequences are the relative rates of recovery of

social resources, population, productive capacity, and institutional life in the
69

months and years after attack. In the next section I shall present a relatively

formal catalogue of the analytic levels at which these dependent variables lie, thus

classifying the types of scientific problems to be posed in analyzing post-attack

society.

To generate predictions concerning these dependent variables in post-

attack society, it is necessary to arrange various independent and intervening
70

variables into patterns of parameters and operative conditions. What are these

independent and intervening variables? It is convenient to arrange them in three

broad groupings:

(1) The first set of explanatory variables bearing on behavioral and in-

stitutional consequences of nuclear attack are the dimensions of the attaok itself.

6 8Other, even more obvious dependent variables--i. e., consequences of
nuclear attack--are the level of death, injury, and destruction of the population and
physical resources of the society. Since the focus of this essay is on the social
and psychological consequences of nuclear attack, I consider the physical and bio-
logical destruction to be among the conditions (independent variables) influencing
these social and psychological consequences.

6 9 This distinction between short-term and long-term consequences is

meant to be a relative one, not to be interpreted in terms of any absolutely fixed
periods of time. Theoretically, recovery of social resources and population can
begin immediately after attack, and various behavioral consequences at least in-
directly attributable to the effects of nuclear attack can occur long after it happens.

7 0 Depending on the analytic problem at hand, those phenomena that I have
just classified as "dependent" may become "independent. " For example, one of
the conditions (independent variables) that influences the ability of the government
to guide a nation to recovery through adequate mobilization, allocation, and invest-
ment of resources is the degree to which that government is under attack as being
illegitimate. Yet in the discussion immediately concluded, I discussed the rise of
challenges to legitimacy only in their significance as dependent variables. This
illustration should underscore the assertion, made several different ways through-
out the essay, that the status of a variable (independent, intervening, or dependent)
is always relative to the scientific problem under consideration.
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Most immediately these dimensions include the size of the attack, the targeting

pattern (e. g. , whether directed at military targets primarily, population centers

primarily, or some pattern of both), projected fire effects, projected fallout

patterns, and so on. But in or-der to explain the social and psychological effects of

a blast, it is necessary to take account not only of the physical dimensions of the

blast, but also to arrive at some estimation of the direct and indirect effects on the

population and resource base. Some of these effects can be calculated more or

less directly from the size of the attack; for example, an impact of so many thous-

and megatons may be expected to kill so many million people, injure so many

million more, and destroy a certain percentage of residences and other buildings. 71

In addition, the effects of the blast will ramify through the fabric of society and

create new problems for the surviving population. A simple example of these rami-

fying effects is the following: as a result of one possible form of nuclear attack,

the greater part of the society's petroleum reserves will likely be destroyed; this in

turn wiil create transportation crises, even if railway depots, tracks, and rolling

stocks are not destroyed; and these transportation crises will in turn generate local

food shortages and perhaps famine conditions, thus leading to more deaths than

would be caused by the direct effects of blast, fire, and fallout.

Another example of the difference between direct effects and ramifying

consequences is seen in the efforts of the United States Strategic Bombing Survey

to rtssess the economic effects of bombing on the Japanese urban economy. For

7 1For examples of such direct estimates, see United States Congress,
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Biological and Environmental Effects of
Nuclear War (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing Office, 1961);
National Resource Evaluation Center, Exercise Spadefork: Situation Analysis
(Wa&Aington, D. C. : 1963); United States House of Representatives, Civil
Defense--1962. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Govern-
ment Operations. Part I. Testimony of Witnesses (Washington, D. C. : U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1962), pp. 303-330; Norman A. Hanunian, "The
Relation of U. S. Fallout Casualties to U. S, and Soviet Options" (Statement
presented to the Military Operations Subcommittee of the Committee on Govern-
ment Operations of the House of Representatives, Aug. 8, 1961) (Santa Monica,
Calif. : The RAND Corporation, 1961); H. L. Dixon, D. G. Haney, and P. S.
Jones, A System Analysis of the Effects of Nuclear Attack on Railroad Trans-
portation in the Continental United States (Stanford: Stanford Research Institute,
1960).
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purposes of analysis, the investigators isolated three factors that led to the decline

of urban production in 1944-45: "(a) direct effects of bombing to productive plant

and equipment, (b) the indirect effects of bombing (absenteeism, dispersal, dis-

ruption of supply lines, etc. ) and (c) general economic conditions (raw material

shortages, deterioration of equipment, food shortages, etc. ). ,,72 Their subsequent

calculations indicated some twenty-nine per cent of the total aggregate loss of pro-

ductive capacity was due to the direct effects, thirty-nine per cent to the indirect
73

effects, and thirty-two per cent to general economic conditions. In another

study, the JSSBS attempted to show the ramifying effects of bombing on morale.

In terms of direct effects, the investigators concluded that "residents of the most

heavily bombed cities in general show lower morale than residents of unbombed

and lightly bombed communities. ",74 In addition.. the investigators mentioned cer-

tain "radiations" of the effects of the bombing, such as the following:

Those of the more than 8, 500, 000 people who left the
heavily bombed cities went to live with their friends
and relatives in rural and other urban are,-9 scattered
throughout Japan, and told of the terrible destruction
caused by bombing. Often their experiences, admit-
tedly bad, were exaggerated in the telling. All of this
led to widespread rumors about bombing, over which
little control could be exercised by the police and
government officials. These rumors reached the ears
of almost everyone in Japan. 75

These ramifications work their way through the society and create a sort of "multi-

plier effect" that aggravates the direct effects of the attack itself; moreover, these

7 2 United States Strategic Bombing Survey, The Effects of an Air Attack
on Japanese Urban Economy: A Summary Report (Washington, D. C. : United
States Government P'inting Office, 1947), p. i1.

73 Ibid._ , p. 12.

7 4 United States Strategic Bombing Survey, The Effects of Strategic Bomb-
ing on Japanese Morale (Washington, D. C.: United States Government Printing
Office, 1947), p. 54.

7 5 Ibid. , p. 55.
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ramifications must be estimated accurately if the invt stigator of post-attack

society is to gain a true picture of the attack itself as an independent variable. 76

(2) The second set of explanatory variablI(t' bearing on behavioral arid

institutional consequences of nuclear attack concerns the disposition of the society

at the time of the attack. The direct and indirect effects of a nuclear blast are

conditioned, for example, by the distribution of the population at the time of

attack--whether the attack takes place at day or night, whether on a week day or

a weekend, whether during commuting hours or not; and so on. Lther disposi-

tional factors that are more subtle and less subject to measurement are the social

and psychological characteristics of Americar society at the time of attack---

including the level of knowledge people have about warning systems and civil
77

defense measures; the distribution of predispositions to neurotic anxiety in
78

various sectors of the population; and so on. These characteristics of the

target population interact with the impact of the attack itself in producing distinc-

tive behavioral and institutional consequences.

(3) The third set of t:xplanatory variables bearing on the behavioral and

institutional consequences of nuclear attack concern the more or less deliberate

efforts of agencies of social control to influence the behavioral and institutional

reactions to attack. With respect to attempts to control short-term consequences,

I refer, for example, to the behavior of police in the face of actual or threatened

outbursts of hostility, looting, and convergence; the behavior of leaders in

shelters; and the ability of community leaders to handle streams of migrants and

to prevent hostilities between hosts and evacuees from breaking into the open.

7 6 For a dramatic description of the institutional ramifications of the
Halifax explosion of 1919, cf. S. H. Prince, Catastrophe and Social Change, (New
York: Columbia University Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law, 1920).

77
For a report on studies concerning public attitudes and knowledge about

civil defense, see Ralph L. Garrett, "Summary of Studies of Public Attitudes
Toward and Information about Civil Defense" (Washington, D. C. : Department of
Defense, Office of Civil Defense, 1963).

7 8 For a general discussion of cultural predispositions and their relations
to stress reactions, see William Caudill, "Effects of Social and Cultural Systems to
Stress"(New York: Social Science Research Council, 1958), especially pp. 14-18.
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Vo respect to the long-term consequences, I refer, for example, to the ability

,t r nmmunities to recuperate from the destruction and loss of life; and the ability

.f the central and local governments to plan and execute programs of relief, re-

iabilitation, investment, and rebuilding

These three sets of independent and intervening variables not only influ-

'.ice the state of dependent variables in post-attack society; they also influence one

mother. For instance, the attack itself may destroy many agencies of social

•ontrol--e. g., municipal governments- -and render them ineffective in handling

listurbances arising in communities. On the other hand, if these agencies are
79

Nell-sheltered at the time of attack, their viability after attack will be much

treater.

Predictive propositions about post-attack society also rest on the distinc-

tion between parameters and operative conditions. To generate these propositions

it is necessary to make certain parametric assumptions about certain of the

variables--i. e., to "immobilize" these variables by making them parameters--

then to investigate the effects of other variables that operate within this framework

of ascumptions. It is conventional, for example, to posit a certain size and pat-

tern of attack for purposes of analysis, then to trace certain lines of consequences--

for instance, the impact on the religious, political, and familial composition of the

population;80 the rate of economic recovery;81 or perhaps a range of possible or
82

feasible patterns of economic recovery. Certain assumptions are also made

79Sheltering as a variable is an instance of the second class of independent
conditions--the disposition of the society at the time of attack.

8 0 David M. Heer, After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry (New
York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1965).

8 1 For example, Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1980), pp. 78ff.

8 2 For example, Sidney Winter characterized his research strategy as
follows: "No predictions are made of the course of economic events after a thermo-
nuclear war; instead a range of situations is considered and that range is discussed
in terms of t&. limits of production, rather than in terms of the actual outcomes
given particular organizational arrangements." Sidney G. Winter, Jr., Economic
Viability after Thermonuclear War: The Limits of Feasible Production (Santa Monica,
Calif.: The RAND Corporation, RM-3436-PR, September, 1963), p. 111. See
Chapter IV above.
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about the state of society at the time of attack; and these assumptions are informed

by reference to empirical data that are available on the United States. 83 The task

of generating predictions is also sometimes simplified by explicitly refraining

from including certain classes of variables in the analysis. In his research on the

limits of feasible production, Winter concentrates explicitly on the technological

variables, and rules out consideration of other variables:

The highly important questions of economic organi-
zation (including the psychological, institutional,
social, and political context of economic activity)
are not considered, nor are those aspects of the
strategic situation, present or future, that deter-
mine the magnitude and pattern of destruction that
might reasonably be expected to occur in the United
States in the event of a thermonuclear war. 84

These operations make potentially operative variables into parameters.

Once this parametric framework is established, it is possible to generate proposi-

tions and models using other variables that are assumed to be operative. Winter,

for example, built a simple model for achieving economic viability based on

variables such as labor, productive capacity, food inventories, and rates of de-
85

preciation. Which variables are considered parameters and which operative will

vary according to the explanatory problem at hand. Furthermore, within any given

model, each of the parameters may be made to vary to trace the consequences of

different patterns of variables. Winter, again, after developing the range of

possible outcomes within his model for achieving economic viability, considered

8 3 For example, Dixon, et al. , used as one basis for predicting the con-
sequences of nuclear attack a "preattack inventory" which served to characterize
the disposition of the target. A System Analysis of the Effects of Nuclear Attack
on Railroad Transportation in the Continental United States, op. cit., Chapter I11.

8 4 Economric Viability after Thermonuclear War, 2R. cit. , p. iii. This
formulation is very similar to the economists' traditional treatment of non-
economic variables as given or non-operative. It is an example of the method of
heuristic assumption. Above, pp. 29-31.

8 5 Ibid. , pp. 17-24.
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the consequences if he varied his assumptiors about the size and pattern of the
86

nuclear onslaught. In fact, the various parametric assumptions should sooner

or later be systematically relaxed if the model of post-attack behavior and recovery

is to be made as comprehensive as possible.

The analysis of post-attack society poses two especially delicate problems

with respect to the relations between parameters and operative variables.

(1) Many parametric assumptions about the dimensions of nuclear attack and the

disposition of society at the time of attack must be continuously revised in the light

of the changing technology of nuclear warfare and the defenses against it. For

example, before the development of submarines capable of firing missiles with

nuclear warheads, the assumption that nuclear war would take the form of one

massive attack, without repeated onslaughts, was a reasonable assumption. After

the development of this weapons system, however, the possibilities of escalation

are much greater, and the single-attack assumption becomes correspondingly less

serviceable. Again, two decades ago it was reasonable to assume that the

American civilian population was, for all intents and purposes, unprotected against

nuclear attack. To some degree this assumption is still appropriate, but it be-

comes progressively less so as public knowledge and sheltering facilities increase.

(2) One of the peculiar--and alarming- -features of modern nuclear war is that in

certain instances one variable may "overwhelm" all others that otherwise might

be operative in post-attack society. For example, given present technology and

present sheltering capacity, any person suffering blast effects from a nearby hit

is influenced by one crucial variable--a titanic physical force that will kill him

instantly. His psychological vulnerabilities to anxiety, his institutional member-

ships, and other social and psychological variables are obviously irrelevant. To

take another example, one by-product of widespread fallout might be the contami-

nation of the total water supply of a region, so that the death of the entire

population in that region within a few days becomes a real threat. In this case as

well, other possibly operative variables are overwhelmed. The investigator of

8 6 Ibid. , pp. 153 ff.
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the social and psychological consequences of nuclear attack must be alerted--in

so far as the knowledge of the physical and biological effects is adequate--to the

occasions on which this overwhelming effect occurs, and with respect to what

variables.

Comparing Other Social Situations with Post-Attack Society. Up to this

point I have considered the organization of variables with respect to the post-attack

situation alone. For this situation, the values of the dependent variables are em-

pirically unknown (as contrasted with some historical situations, in which the

outcome has been recorded). The independent and intervening variables can be

assigned values on the-basis of what is known about the destructive potential of

nuclear weapons and the disposition of American society at the present time. The

basic method I have suggested for combining variables into hypotheses and models

has been the method of heuristic assumption, as applied to a single clinical case

(the case b3ing post-attack society). While such combinations may make logical

sense, and while definite projections and predictions may be generated, I have not

considered the ways in which the empirical adequacy of these hypotheses and

models might be put to the test. I have not asked why it might be more advisable,

on empirical grounds, to prefer one hypothesis or model over another. To attack

these issues, it is necessary to bring forth knowledge based on other situations

that resemble nuclear attack and recovery in one or more important aspects. The

central task to be faced in the remainder of this essay is to examine the methods--

particularly the combination of the comparative method and the method of

heuristic assumption--by which the knowledge of related situations can be made to

yield maximum confidence in assertions concerning post-attack society.

To put these issues in the language of scientific inquiry: The post-attack

situation parallels the experimental situation, outcomes of which are explained by

reference to combinations of independent and intervening variables. The "other

situations"- -conventional bombings, the Japanese experience wi.h atomic attack,

disasters, situations of prolonged social isolation, simulated stress in experi-

mental settings, and so on--parallel control groups which have some but not all
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features in common with the post-attack situation. It is possible, moreover, to

treat characteristics in which these other situations resemble post-attack society

as parameters, i. e. , as invariant conditions; it is possible to treat characteristics

in which these other situations differ from post-attack society as operative varia-

bles. Finally, in comparing other situations with post-attack society, it is possible

to use both positive and negative comparative methods. The positive method identi-

fies similarities of outcome and associates these with similarities with respect to

independent variables; the negative comparative method identifies differences in

outcome and associates these with differences with respect to independent variables.

By extensive and complicated manipulation of these similarities and differences--

both between other situations and post-attack society and among the other situations--

it is possible to generate comparative knowledge about the social consequences of

nuclear attack.

Before proceeding to a detailed examination of inferences about post-

attack society that may be drawn from research on related situations, I shall

review briefly some of the problems uf comparative analysis- -discussed earlier

in general terms--as they apply to the study of post-attack society:

(1) The investigator of post-attack society is very restricted in the ways
88

he can isolate and control operative variables. With respect to the post-attack

situation itself, it is impossible to achieve empirical isolation, control, and study

of these variables, since this situation is empirically non-existent; any picture of

8 7 The parallel is only a formal one. The methodological difficulties in-
volved in achieving control over variables in the "other situations" are notoriously
great. Only the most remote approximations to experimental rigor are usually

possible. For discussions of these methodological shortcomings of disaster studies,
see Lewis M. Killian, An Introduction to Methodological Problems of Field Studies
in Disasters (Washington, D. C. : National Academy of Sci. -nces- -National Research

Council, 1956), pp. 1-10; Raymond W. Mack and George V1. Baker, The Occasion
Instant: The Structure of Social Responses to Unanticipated Air Raid Warnings
(Washington, D. C. : National Academy of Sciences- -National Research Council,
1951), pp. ix, 58-59; Allen Ti. Barton, Social Organization under Stress: A Soci-
ological Review of Disaster Studies (Washington, D. C. : National Academy of
Sciences--National Research Council. 1963), pp. 8-12.

iii rhis difficulty plagues comparative analysis in any case. Above,

pp. 20-27.
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this situation has to be based on hypothetical constructions, resting mainly on the

method of heuristic assumption. With respect to the "other situations" from which

we draw inferences about the validity of models of post-attack society, it has gen-

erally proved difficult to control and isolate variables. Disaster research, for

example, is especially limited by the fact that "everything happens at once" in such

situations, and the different variables must be isolated and studied by only the
89

crudest approximations of experimental manipulation.

(2) The investigator of post-attack society is restricted in the degree to
90

which variables can be quantified effectively. Much of the available data on

other, related situations are not often quantifiable. The majority of studies on

disasters, for example, are qualitatively descriptive. As for the minority based

on quantitative data, " Ethese data3 could be obtained in some cases by careful re-

examination of records and statistics kept by government agencies and other

organizations; but more often they had to be gathered directly from the population

by the researcher, using survey methods. Furthermore, quantifiable data

gathered by survey methods after a disaster are likely to be unreliable, since they

rest on participants' memories of emotional and confused situations.

(3) All the problems discussed under the heading "The Problem of Com-

parability'"92 appear in the analysis of post-attack society. Suppose, for example,

the investigator wishes to estimate the course of economic recovery of post-attack

society in terms of a measure based on a dollar measure of market transactions

(for example, gross national income). Suppose further that he wishes to examine

other general disaster situations- -such as recovery from defeat in a major war--

8 9 See the references listed in footnote 85.

9 0 Above, pp. 556-562.

91
Barton, Social Organization Under Stress, 2B. cit., p. 8.

9 2 Above, pp. 569-583.
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as comparative cases to inform his estimtes. Such a comparison rests on the

assumption that monetary indicators of economic activity in one historical setting--

for example, the Japanese economy after Worlc War If--are comparable to

estimated monetary indicators in the hypothetical t.conomy of post-attack society.

This assumption is open to criticism, since disaster -ituations typically cause--

in different ways and degrees- -temporary disorganization of market systems, and

give rise to forms of economic activity that are not recorded in monetary terms,

such as barter and direct allocation through political means. Therefore, to make

monetary comparisons between different disaster situations, or between the con-

temporary American economy and a hypothetical post-a. tck economy raises the

same problems of comparability discussed earlier in general terms. The same

difficulties arise with respect to non-economic variables as well, such as political

recovery or the restoration of social integration.

(4) As we have seen, the comparative method suffers from its limited

ability to control time and thereby generate causal inferences by examining "before-

after" relations. 95 In this respect the analysis of post-attack society possesses a

peculiar advantage over other applications of the comparative method. This ad-

vantage stems from the fact that it is possible readily to distinguish the "before"

from the "after" with respect to one set of independent variables--the attack itself--

because of its sudden and dramatic character. If and when nuclear war occurs,

the exact time will be tragically evident. Horrifying as this fact is from a human

standpoint, it does permit the investigator of the phenomenon to establish with

exactne . the time at which some of the crucial variables are introduced. In the

9 3 For comparable situations, see Jack Hirshleifer, Disaster and

Recovery: A Historical Survey (Santa Monica, Calif. : The RAND Corporation,
RM-3097-PR, 1963). Hirshleifer did not actually make these comparisons,

though his intention was to bring forth data that could be used for comparative
purposes (p. iii).

9 4 For a general discussion of the problems that arise in attempting to

establish indices of social integration and disorganization, see John F. Cuber,

"The Measurement and Significance of Institutional Disorganization, " American
Journal of Sociology, XLIV, 3 (November, 1938), pp. 408-414.

9 5 Above, pp. 562-564.
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light of this peculiar advantage, it is perhaps understandable why almost all sys-

tematic analysts of post-attack society envision a temporal sequence of phases--
96

pre-attack, warning, impact, and a series of post-attack phases. This particular

method of organizing variables is not so fruitful in analyzing historical situations
97

in which independent variables are introduced much more gradually and subtly.

The remainder of the essay will be a more detailed and illustrated ex-

amination of the ways in which comparative knowledge may be brought to bear on

the analysis of post-attack society. I shall develop this examination by three steps:

(1) I shall classify, in a fairly exhaustive way, several levels of comparative

analysis; the classification will yield a typology of the kinds of change that are to

be expected as a result of nuclear attack and the subsequent efforts at recovery.

(2) I shall investigate, in a less exhaustive way, the types of independent and

intervening variables that can be brought to bear on changes in these dependent

variables. This investigation will be at the same time an evaluation of the ways in

which existing theory and research can and cannot be used in the analysis of post-

attack suciety. (3) I shall discuss, even less exhaustively, the ways in which the

relations among the independent, intervening, and dependent variables can be

refined and combined into models and theories of post-attack societal recovery.

III. Types of Comparative Analysis in the Study

of Nuclear Attack and Recovery

In this section I shall develop a typology of comparative analysis which
is appropriate to our understanding of nuclear attack and recovery. This typology

9 6 In outlining the various features of the post-attack situation on which
comparative data can be brought to bear, I shall use this notion of a temporal
sequence of phases as a way of organizing variables. Below, pp. 608-611. See
also Smelser, The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack, o22. cit., pp. 220-222. For
a discussion of the methodological status of models based on a sequence of stages,
see below, pp. 650-655.

9 7 Examples of such historical situations that are less readily analyzable
in time-sequence terms are the impact of industrialization on family life, or the
impact of religious belief systems on the process of industrialization.
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is applicable much more widely in the behavioral sciences- -indeed it is quite

general--but the illustrations will be restricted mainly to situations of nuclear

attack.

The typology will be based on three dimensions: (1) the types of de-

pendent variables that enter the formulation of scientific problems; (2) the number

of social units--whether one or more than one--that are involved in the comparative
4

analysis; and (3) the static or dynamic quality of the comparison.

Types of Dependent Variables. In order to pose a scientific question

the investigator must operate within a conceptual framework by which the major

dependent variables are to be described, classified, and analyzed. Without such

a Zramework he cannot identify ranges of empirical variation that are scientifically

problematical. With respect to this characterization of dependent variables I

hold an explicitly nominalistic position: that the dependent variables are not in

any natural way "given" in social reality, but are the product of a selective identi-

fication of aspects of the empirical world of social phenomena by the investigator

for purposes of scientific analysis.

With this philosophical position in mind, let me now identify the several

levels of dependent variables that constitute the subject-matter of social analysis,

with special reference to the situation of nuclear attack and recovery.

(1) Variations in aggregated attributes of the population of a social
98

unit. This is what Lazarsfeld and Menzel term "properties of collectivities"

which are obtained by performing some mathematical operation upon some property
99

of each single member. The mathematical operation may be adding, percentag-

ing, averaging, and so on. Examples of aggregated attributes of a population are

9 8 For purposes of the discussion that follows I do not have any particu-
lar kind of social unit in mind. The discussion could apply to national units, social
classes, communities, formal organizations, or families.

Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Herbert Menzel, "On the Relation between In-
dividual and Collective Properties, "in Amitai Etzioni (ed. ), Complex Organizations:
A Sciolg*t,•il h•Lcdi'r (Nc.\ York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961), p. 427.
Laazarsfeld and Menzel use the term "analytical" to describe these kinds of prop-
,rties, but I would prefer to avoid the use of such a very general scientific term
f,,r this specific descriptive purpose
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proportions of persons of different ages, proportions of persons subscribing to

different religious beliefs, and so on. To pose scientific questions about these

attributes is to ask under what conditions variations in them may be expected.

Sample questions to be asked in connection with post-attack society are: What would

be the consequences of a nuclear attack of a given size and pattern with respect

to the proportion of the population killed? Made homeless? Bereaved? What

would be the effect on the age composition of the population? The religious com-

position? The skill composition? Under what conditions could the population be

restored to half its pre-attack size? To its full educational level?

(2) Variations in rates of behavioral precipitates in a population over

time. Here I refer to variations in rates of voting, religious attendance, crime,

suicide, collective protest, and so on. While at this level, like the first, the

investigator deals with the properties of individual members of the social unit, he

conceptualizes these properties as a flow of behavioral precipitates within a

specified period of time rather than a stock of attributes that may be said to char-

acterize a population at a given point in time. The difference may be illustrated

by the following example: To enumerate the proportion of Ph. D. 's in a population

is to identify an aggregated population attribute; to calculate the proportion of

graduate students attaining Ph. D. Is in 1964 is to identify a rate of behavioral pre-
100

cipitates. The following questions constitute scientific problems with respect

to variations in rates of behavioral precipitates in post-attack society: What will

be the consequences of a nuclear attack of a given size and pattern for rates of

deviant behavior of different sorts (looting, criminal activity, etc. )? Under what

conditions may we expect a steady rate of investment between ten and fifteen per

cent in the three decades following nuclear attack?

(3) Variations in patterned social interaction (social structure). This

variable is similar to what Lazarsfeld and Menzel refer to as "structural properties"

1 0 0 Just as a stock is a resultant of past flows, so in many cases the ag-
pregated population attributes (e. g., proportion of Ph. D. 's) is a resultant of past
rates of behavior (e. g., incidence of attainment of Ph. D. 's). Or, to put the point
in the language of the Parsonian pattern variables, accumulated past performances
(achievements) often become qualities (ascribed characteristics).
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of collectives--those properties "which are obtained by performing some operation

ori data about the relations of each member to some or all of the others. " 101 In

one sense the notion of social structure is very close to the first two types of varia-

bles, since social structure is often operationalized by referring to regularities

in the population's attributes and behavioral precipitates. In using the term,

"family structure, " for example, we refer to the empirical facts that the same

people--adult male categorized as husband and father, adult female categorized as

wife and mother, and several young classified as son, daughter, brother, and

sister- -regularly sleep under the same roof. share economic goods, and otherwise

behave in repetitive ways. The difference between regularities in a population's

attributes and behavioral precipitates on the one hand, and its social-structural

arrangements on the other, lies in the ways the notions are conceptualized. Social

structure, unlike the other two, is conceptual;.zed on the basis of relational aspects

among members of a social unit, not on some aggregated version of attributes or
102

behavior of the individual members. Furthermore, in characterizing social

structure, I assume that the relations among memb, rs are not merely fortuitous,

but are regulated by the operation of certain social forces. These forces are,

first, sanctions, including both rewards and deprivations, and, second, norms,

or standards of conduct that indicate the occasions on which various kinds of sanc-
103

tions are applied. To pose scientific questions about social structure is to ask

101, On the Relation between Individual and Collective Properties. " op.

cit., p. 428.

10 2 Because of this fundamental difference between statistical regularities

among individuals and social structure. I must disagree with Leach when he charac-
terizes social structure as follows: "The social structure which I talk about... is,

in principle, a statistical notion; it is a social fact in the same sense as a suicide
rate is a social fact. It is a by-product of the sum of many individual human actions,
of which the participants are neither wholly conscious nor wholly unaware. " E. R.
Leach, Pul Eliya: A Village in Ceylon: A Study of Land Tenure and Kinship

(Cambridge: at the University Press, 1961), p. 300. Leach here seems to be ruling
out all transindividual. relational characterizations of social action.

1 0 3 Here again I cannot agree with Leach when he says that "[social

s'ructure] is normal rather than normative. ' Ibid.
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under what conditions variations in the patterns of norms, sanctions, and regulated

interactions may be expected. With respect to nuclear attack and recovery, the

major questions concern the ways in which family structure, religious structure,

political structure, etc. , are vulnerable to adtack, and the ways in which these

structures may be expected to evolve during the various time-periods after attack.

(4) Variations in cultural patterns. Cultural patterns- -values, cosmol-

ogies, knowledge, expressive symbols, etc. -- supply systems of meaning and

legitimacy for patterned social interaction. Examples of concrete cultural patterns

are the Judaic-Christian religious heritage, the values of democratic constitutional

government, the Baroque musical style, and so on. Cultural patterns are examples
104

of what Lazarsfeld and Menzel call "global" properties of collectives; they are

not based either on aggregated information about individual members of a social

unit or on specific relations among the n'cmbera. But like the other, more

readily operationalizable types of dependent variables, the concept of cultural

patterns is a construct used to characterize properties of a social unit, changes in
105

which social scientists are interested in explaining. With respect to our curi-

osity about the effects of nuclear attack, there is much concern as to whether

such an attack would threaten the existing cultural bases of our civilization--

including our religious heritage and our political traditions. Though much of our

knowledge in this area is speculative, it is nevertheless possible to pose genuine

scientific questi,,ns concerning the conditions under which cultural patterns will

break down, be restored, or otherwise change.

What are the relations among these several types of dependent variables?

The question may be posed at both the empirical and the analytic levels. At the

empirical level, the variables may influence one another (that is, they may stand

as independent variables to one another). For example, suppose that as a result

104,,On the Relation between Individual and Collective Properties, " op.

cit., pp. 428-429.

10 5 For a brief consideration of a few of the problems that arise in con-
nection with operationalizing global properties such as values, see Neil J. Smelser,
Theory of Collective Behavior (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963),
pp. 25-26.
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t nuclear attack, the proportion of widows and orphans in the population increases
J06

rply. This would be a change in aggregated population attributes. Because

-his change, however, there might also be an increase in various sorts of be-

h• ioral precipitates as well (mourning, deification of the dead, scapegoating, etc. ).

1 rthermore, as a result of these changes, both cf which might pose a threat to

i, ditional family life, new, alternative institutional arrangements such as com-

r ina! institutions for the care of the orphaned may arise to supplement the family.

I is would constitute a change at the social-structural level. Finally, these

,nbined changes might give rise to disillusionment with older family values, and

• a change in the cultural meaning and legitimacy of the family system. This hy-

-.hetical causal sequence shows the complicated feedback relations that characterize

0. several types of dependent variables at the empirical level.

At the analytic level, the several types of dependent variables stand in

hierarchy shown in Figure VI-2.

Figure VI-2

HIERARCHY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPES
IN SOCIAL ANALYSIS

(Dependent Variable Type)

(Increased requirement to Cultural Patterns
treat parametric variables
as operative)

Social Structure

Rates of Behavioral
Precipitates

(Decreased requirement to
treat parametric variables Aggregated Population
as operative) Attributes

1 0 6 11eer, After Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry, a. cit., pp. 62-64.
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The main feature of this hierarchy--from the standpoint of the methodology of

scientific inquiry--is that as we move up the levels more and more variables that

have heretofore been treated as parametric now have to be treated as operative

variables. This means that scientific inquiry becomes more complex as we move

up the hierarchy because it becomes progressively less permissible to ignore the

operation of certain conditions or to "freeze" them by parametric assumptions.

Let us illustrate this point by a running set of examples:

Beginning with the movement of aggregated population attributes, it is

more nearly possible to consider variations in these attributes without reference

to variations in motivated behavior, social structure, or cultural patterns. Sup-

pose, for instance, we wish to trace the course of total population size over a

period of decades. In the first instance, the movement of this aggr-!gate is a

function of birth rates, death rates, and migration rates, Posing the question in

this way, it is possible to proceed without making any particular parametric

assumptions about the psychological determinants of behavior, the social structure,

or cultural patterns. This is possible because the explanation remains at the level

of non-behavioral attributes of aggregated members. 107

Let us now move to the level of behavioral precipitates, considering the

fertility rate as an example. At this level it becomes necessary to make, at the

very least, some simplifying assumption about the psychological causes of fertility.

Suppose, for example, we wish to make a relatively simple hypothesis that size of

family is a direct function of income of family. Even this simple hypothesis intro-

duces the psychological assumption that people treat children as economic

commodities and that they will have as many children as they can afford. This ex-

ample showb that when we move to the explanation of behavior it is essential to

treat psychological variables as intervening between various kinds of conditions and

behavior itself. It is not, however, necessary to consider social-structural and

cultural variables as problematic at this level. Analysis of differential fertility

It may be necessary, however, to inquire into some of the psycholr',-

ical, structural, and cultural determinants of some of the variables influencing
these movements in order to develop a fuller, more adequate explanatory account.
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rates can be performed without reference to family structure itself; or, to choose

another example, analysis of differential voting rates can be performed without

reference to changes in the legal and constitutional framework within which they

occur.

When we move to the social-structural level the problems of considering

variables to be parametric become even more complicated. If we are interested

in giving an account of the impact of nuclear attack on family structure, it is not

legitimate to assume that these changes can be analyzed while holding behavior

within this structure constant. Changes in social structure necessarily imply ad-

justment in the behavioral precipitates from this structure. As we move up the

hierarchy, therefore, a certain assymetry among the levels emerges. It is

possible to analyze changes at the lower levels without necessarily assuming

changes at the higher levels; but analysis of changes at the higher levels neces-

sarily renders problematical the variables at the lower levels. Correspondingly

the problem of the manageability of large numbers of variables becomes greater

as we move up the hierarchy.

The highest level of analysis involves variations in cultural patterns. At

this level, too, the logic of assymetry holds. It is possible to investigate changes

in social structure without necessarily making any assertions about changing

cultural patterns, but changes in cultural patterns necessarily raise questions as

to what is happening at the social-structural and behavioral levels. Because

changes at the level of cultural patterns necessarily involve changes in the whole

system, these changes cannot be investigated while treating other social variables

as parametric. It is for this reason that changes in cultural patterns pose the

most complex problems of all the levels of analysis. 108

The discussion of levels of variables involved in social analysis permits

a few cbsprvations on two concepts that Are used widely in discussions of post-

attack society: the concept of "societal vulnerability" and the concept of "societal

1 0 8 For further treatmLnt df the notion of a logical hierarchy among com-
ponents of social action, see Smelser, 2E. cit., Chapter II.
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recovery." These concepts are not difficult to define in general terms. Vulnera-

bility refers to the degree to which the social and psychological functioning of

society is likely to be impaired by a nuclear attack. Sample questions concerning

societal vulnerability are: Given the existing pattern of concentration of American

industry, in what ways and to what degree is productive capacity likely to be de-

stroyed by a nuclear attack of a given size and pattern? Given the present location

of municipal and state government centers, to what degree will governmental

functions be impaired by a given type of nuclear attack? Thus the concept "vulnera-

bility" breaks into a number of conditional predictions involving the dimensions of

attack as independent variables and various social and psychological variables as

dependent. Recovery refers to the restoration or rebuilding, by constructive
109

activity, of the various social and psychological functions.

When we ask how these concepts of vulnerability and recovery can be

represented by some concrete indices--or, to put the question differently, what

the criteria are for vulnerability and recovery--the question becomes more com-

plicated. Take economic vulnerability as an example. One index of vulnerability

could be identified in terms of population characteristics (for example, what would

be the likely effect of an attack on per capita economic assets?); another in terms

of behavior characteristics (what would be the likely effect on absenteeism and

other forms of behavior in the labor market?); another in terms of social structure

(what would be the likely effect on the banking and credit structure?); still another

in terms of economic values (what would be the likely effect on traditional beliefs

in free enterprise?). The same four criteria could be used in posing questions

about rates of recovery.

The concepts of vulnerability and recovery also refer to sectors of socie-

ty other than the economy. Criteria for political recovery, for example, might be

1091 do not mean to imply that recovery necessarily results in the res-

toration of an identical, or even similar social and psychological fabric as that in
existence before attack. I do not even mean to imply that the survivors' criteria
for defining recovery would be the same as those criteria that we, from the vantage-
point of pre-attack society, choose to impose on post-attack society. Changes in
criteria for recovery are especially likely to occur if nuclear attack gives rise to
substantial changes in cultural patterns. See footnote 198, p. 640.
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the re-establishment of high rates of voting behavior (behavioral precipitate); or

the re-establishment of stabilized relations among the legislative, executive, and

judicial branches (social structurE). Similar ranges of criteria could be listed for

the religious, educational, medical, and other societal sectors.

The indices for societal vulnerability and recovery thus stand in very

complex array when cross-classified by societal sector and analytic level of

variable. From this array alone, it is evidently impossible to select a single cri-

terion for vulnerability or recovery, since the various indices do not move along

identical paths. Suppose, for example, that investment in heavy industry is very

great during the first ten years after nuclear attack; by this index the society

would be recovering rapidly; but in the same years the body politic may be infested

with divisive conflicts, cleavages, and crises of legitimacy, thus indicating a

failure to recover in terms of political stability. Only as it becomes possible to

establish definite relations among the levels and types of post-attack changes will

it be possible to combine the indices and move toward general definitions of socie-

tal vulnerability and recovery. Since we do not understand these relations with the

present state of knowledge in the social sciences, it is possible to define vulnera-

bility and recovery only in terms of a number of discrete indices. 110

110 What is required to establish some kind of general index of vulnera-

bility or recovery'? (1) The first requisite is a logically precise and exhaustive
classification of the various aspects, or subsystems, of society. In the present
state of the social sciences we normally rely on imprecise, overlapping, and non-
exhaustive classifications such as the division of society into its political, economic,
religious, legal, familial, etc. , aspects. (2) The second requisite is an adequate
theory of processes within each societal subsystem, a theory that will produce
determinate accounts of the movement of indices--such as gross national product,
political stability, literacy, and so on--under varidus conditions. The theories
appropriate to the different subsystems of society are developed to various levels
of adequacy in the present state of social-science knowledge. (3) The third req-
uisite is an adequate theory of the relations among the several subsystems of
society, so that the implications of various economic processes, " )r example, for
the various other subsystems, and vice-versa, can be specified. Very little sys-
tematic theory on these relations is currently available. (4) The fourth requisite
is that the theories appropriate to each societal subsystem be thoroughly grounded
in methodologically adequate empirical research. Again, the accomplishments of
the various social sciences along these lines are very diverse.
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These problems of arriving at a general definition of vulnerability and

recovery are logically identical to the problems of arriving at general definitions of

concepts like "development" or "modernization" in the analysis of social change.

Indices of economic development include measures of per capita production, pro-

portions of resources devoted to different industries, and so on; indices of

educational development include literacy rates, ý .oportions of persons completing

secondary education, and so on. The concept of development as a whole, however,

remains indefinite because the relations among the various types and levels of

indices remain theoretically and empirically indeterminate.

The Number of Social Units Involved in Comparative Analysis. This

second dimension involves the distinction between (a) the scientific explanation of
112changes in a dependent varir.ble at different times in the same social unit, and

(b) the scientific explanation of changes in a dependent variable at different times

in different social units. An example of the first type of operation is to compare

the rate of growth of the American gross national product during the two decades

after attack with its growth during various periods in recent American history. An

example of the second type of operation is to estimate the probable incidence of

panic in the event of nuclear attack by comparing the hypothetical state of pQst-attack

society with conditions observed in various other cases of heavy, surprise bombings

(e. g., the German bombing attacks on cities like Rotterdam and Belgrade in

World War II, American atomic attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki). The single

(footnote 110 continued~On the basis of these four requisites it would be

possible to develop a number of aggregative indices of vulnerability and recovery,
considered as general entities. For a preliminary effort to meet some of the
issues raised by the specification of these requisites, see Talcott Parsons and
Neil J. Smelser, Economy and Society (Glencoe, Ill. : The Free Press, 1956),
Chapter IU. Our discussion was not directed to the formation of aggregative indices
of long-term social processes, but it is certainly relevant to this problem.

111For further development of the parallels between recovery and devel-

optment, see below, pp. 638-643.

12In this case it does not matter which dependent variable--aggregated

population attribute, behavioral precipitate, social structure, or cultural pattern--
is under consideration.
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unit analysis is an example of the case-study method, whereas the multiple-unit

analysis is an example of the comparative method. 113 Even though the first kind

of analysis poses serious problems of comparability (in what respects is post-attack

America the same socio-cultural system as pre-attack America?), the difficulties

in analyzing dependent variables within the same social unit over time are pre-

sumably not so great as comparing dependent variables that have been produced in

different socio-cultural contexts (in what respects is post-attack America comparable

to post-war Japan?). The reason for this is that it is more ne&trly permissible to

treat conditions as parameters within the same social unit than it is in different

socio-cultural contexts. 114

The Static or Dynamic Quality of Comparative Analysis. The basic af,-

ference between static and dynamic analysis is whether time is introduced into the

usual associations between independent and dependent variables. An example of

static analysis is to compare the incidence of various crimes in the first six months

after nuclear attack with their incidence at some time in pre-attack society, without

attempting to explain the course of the movement between the two points in time.

Even though static and cross-sectional, the analysis can still be genuinely explan-

atory; in this example, it would be so if the analyst accounted for the different rates

by reference to a number of independent variables influencing the incidence of

crimes in each time period- -variables such as institutional disorganization, rates

of migration, police morale, behavior of welfare agencies, local politics, and

so on.

To make this example dynamic, it would be necessary to trace the at

of crime rates over time, accounting not only for the different rates at two different

times, but also accounting for how they come to move along the path they do. This

involves the systematic introduction of independent variables at specified points in

time, and, if the analysis is scientifically more ambitious, the development of

these combinations of variables into more complicated models of change. Because

1 1 3 Above, pp. 559-568.

'1 1 4 See the general discussion of the problem of comparability above,

pp. 569- 5W•:0
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dynamic analysis introduces the problem of time, the path of change over time,

and the mechanisms by which change over time is fostered, it is more complicated

analytically than static analysis.

The three dimensions reviewed in this section, from which we may de

rive a typology of comparative analyses, are represented graphically in Table VI-l,

p. 607, with a hypothetical research question about post-attack society entered in

each cell. The table reveals that as we move downward and to the right, compara-

tive research becomes more complicated and difficult. At the upper left-hand

extremes of the table it is more nearly permissible to treat discontinuity in soclo-

cultural context, time, and analytically higher-level variables as Parameters. As

we move downward and to the right, however, it becomes necessary to surrender

this advantage and treat these characteristics as operative variables. Dynamic

comparative analysis of cultural changes in different social units is the most com-

plex case of all; each of the features considered to be parametric from the stand-

point of other levels of comparative analysis must now be considered as variable.

IV. Comparing Other Situations with Nuclear Attack

and Recovery

In this section I shall assess--with ample but not exhaustive illustrations--

research on situations comparable in certain respects with hypothetical nuclear

attack and recovery, and thereby show how the canons of the comparative method

may be brought to bear on the analysis post-attack society.

For purposes of analysis, I shall divide nuclear attack and recovery into

a sequence of phases- -warning. impact, shelter, emergence, adjustment, and

recovery- -indicating some important dependent variables at each phase and some

comparable situations that can be brought to bear at each phase. For each com-

parable situation I shall indicate the similarities and differences betweea it and

post-attack society, and specify the bases for drawing relatively reliable inferences

from these other situations. In this section I shall use the subdivision into phases
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as an expository device; in the final section I shall examine the methodological sig-

nificance of dividing the nuclear attack and recovery into phases. 115

I shall use the phases and variables specified in my earlier paper, The
116

Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack, treating them on the present occasion

from the methodological rather than the substantive point of view. The following

phases and variables, then, are important in nuclear attack and recovery:

(1) Warning and attack phase (from 15 minutes to several hours). The

main problems in this phase will concern the adequacy of warning systems, and the

movement of persons to appropriate shelters.

117
(2) Impact phase (from the moment of blast to several hours there-

after). The major p-oblems in this phase will concern the immediate behavioral

reactions- -shocked and dazed responses, adaptive action of various sorts, and

so on.

(3) Shelter phase (approximately one month). In areas heavily contam-

inated by fallout, activity outside the shelters will be impossible, except for

specially-equipped work and relief crews. The major psychological and social

problems in these areas will concern adjustment to shelter life. In areas that have

escaped both destruction and contamination from fallout (presumably thinly-

populated, non-strategic parts of the country) the i,,2jor social problems will be

controlling the movement of the populace, handling apprehensions about future

attacks, and preparing for the care of injured and the billeting of evacuees.

(4) Emergence phase (extending approximately one to six months after

the shelter phase). The major problems in this phase will be allocating and evac-

uating people; disposing of dead and caring for sick and injured; billeting evacuees;

clearing rubble and decontaminating; re-establishing rudimentary distribution

systems for critical resources, such as food, water, and fuel; and re-establishing

115Below, pp. 650-655.

116Oa. cit. Most of the material in the six paragraphs that follow is

taken from that paper, pp. 220-222.

1 1 7 For expository purposes I have added this phase to the phases posited
in the earlier working paper.
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communication networks. The most salient psychological and social problems will

be handling the overwhelming emotions of millions of bereaved people; maintaining

law and order in the face of black marketeering, looting, and widespread scape-

goating (including scapegoating of the agencies of social control themselves); and

mobilizing large numbers of survivors for constructive roles in the adjustment

process.

(5) Adjustment phase (extending one to five years beyond the emergence

phase). The problems of simply rescuing, caring for, and moving people around

the society will gradually recede. Nevertheless, the preponderance of human effort

will be devoted to mobilizing people to repair and rebuild a society afflicted by

great physical, biological, psychological, and social damage. Most activity in this

period will be directed and coordinated by political authorities. It is difficult, for

instance, to envision how the educational system could be allowed to develop on its

own; or how any significant market system- -governed by free prices and wages--

could function effectively. Furthermore, this phase will enforce a moratorium on

the "good things of life"--consumer goods, relaxation, recreation, routine family

life, etc. -- because of the need to devote resources to restoring the nation's

crippled productive capacity. Many social problems will spring from ternsions in-

herent in a period of prolonged political mobilization (especially since this will be

imposed on a society with a tradition of relative freedom from central political

direction); other problems will spring from the conflict that will emerge as serious

social cleavages (e. g., racial, religious) reappear.

(6) Recovery phase (extending several decades after the adjustment

phase). During this final phase the society will devote an increasing proportion of

its resources to social goals other than recovery from the destructive effects cf

nuclear attack. This will involve the growth of greater institutional autonomy for

those sectors of society- -educational, economic, and so on--which will have been

under political direction during the adjustment phase. The major social problems

during this phase will result from the tensions arising from the movement away

from a mobilization-centered society to some kind of pluralistic society. Threats

to social and political stability will arise from social movements that advocate

different directions of change, and from the cleavages and conflicts that accompany

these movements.
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It is necessary to qualify this scheme of phases of attack and recovery

in several ways. First, the phases should not be conceived as discrete time-

periods, each beginning and ending abruptly, and giving way immediately to the

next; empirically the phases fuse indistinguishably into one another. The purpose

of introducing the definite time-intervals is merely to indicate the approximate

time periods during which certain variables become salient.

Second, the version of the phases I have set forth is not necessarily

definitive. Other versions of phases of nuclear attack and recovery are available
118

in the literature; and for certain purposes each phase can be subdiviaed into
119

several sub-phases.

Third, it is difficult to separate the substantive from the methodological

aspects of the several phases. It is evident that to specify the sorts of variables

that are important in each phase is to make a rough substantive prediction about

the range of consequences of nuclear attack; correspondingly, the comparable

"other situations" that are chosen to throw light on each phase are selected with

these substantive variables in mind. For this reason the substantive preoccupations

of the investigator dictate the types of comparable situations he chooses to analyze.

No matter what phases, variables, and other situations are chosen, however, the

same canons for comparative analysis, reviewed in general terms above, still

hold.

With these qualifications in mind, let us now analyze how the compara-

tive method can be employed at each phase:

The Warning Phase. It will be recalled that the experimental method--

and its approximation, the comparative method--rests on the relations among four

1 l 8 For example, Peter G. Nordlie and Robert D. Popper, Social Phe-
nomena in a Post-nuclear Attack Situation: Synopses of Likely Social Effects of the
Physical Damage (Arlington, Va. : Human Sciences Research, Inc. , 1961), pp. 3-
5; Barton, Social Organization under Stress, 2a. cit., p. 14.

119 Mack and Baker, "or instance, divide the warning phase into the
following sub-phases: "(1) A perceived threat; (2) the sending of signals to individ-
uals, groups or social uategories... ; (3) the receipt of the signal; (4) interpretation
of it; and (b) action based upon it. The Occasion Instant, op. cit., p. 4.
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di "rent kinds of variables; these are the independent and dependent variables of

tht experimental situation and the independent and dependent variables of the con-

tr, situation, represented schematically in Figure VI-3.

Figure VI- 3

VARIABLE

Independent Dependent

SITUATION

Experimental X Y

Control X' Y1

hI, ally, the experimental and control situations should be identical with respect to

ai, independent variables except one, so that changes in this one variable can be

t;- ced definitively to the differences between the dependent variables Y and Y'. 120

In comparing the warning situation for nuclear attack with other, related

S-ning situations, the nuclear-attack situation approximates the experimertal
121

ration, whereas the other situations approximate control situations. In

ni, king comparisons, then, it is necessary to make specifications for four types of

,iables:

(1) It is necessary to specify dependent variables that are to be accounted

, in the nucl.car attack situation (Y). In the warning phase, two classes of behav-

i, are of significance: (a) The ways in which the warning signal is interpreted by

I populace. Will people know what the warning signal means? In what ways will

120Above, pp. 551-5553.

1 2 1Above, pp. 560-561.
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it be interpreted incorrectly? (b) The kinds of behavior that will ensue if the

warning is perceived and interpreted correctly. Will people panic? Will they

move in an orderly way to shelters? Will they seek loved ones? Will they display

trial-and-error behavior? Specification of such dependent variables establishes

the appropriate scientific questions for the warning phase, 122

(2) It is necessary to identify other situations, the outcomes of which

(Y') are describable in the same language that is applied to the nuclear attack

situation. These situationa may be natural disasters (hurricanes, floods, earth-

quakes), bombing attacks, and so on. These situations need not have identical

outcomes with the projected warning situation for nuclear attack; indeed, it is by

virtue of comparing similar and different outcomes with similar and different

independent variables that reliable infer-ences about nuclear attack can be made. 123

What is essential, however, is a comparative framework so that the outcomes of

the two types of situation can be described in the same language. 124

(3) It is necessary to specify, on the basis of existing and projected

knowledge, the independent and intervening variables that will be operative in the

nuclear-attack situation (X). These variables include the type of warning system;

the degree of public familiarity with the warning for nuclear attack; the amount of

time that will ensue between warning and attack; the degree to which the public is

aware of this time-interval; the availability of shelters in various communi4 ies;

public knowledge of and attitudes toward the use of such shelters; and so on. Values

assigned to these independent and intervening variables can be gleaned from civil

1 2 2 Above, pp. 543-544.

1 2 3 Above, pp. 559-560.

1 2 4For general discussions of the problem of responses to warning, see
Charles E. Fritz, "Disaster, " in Robert K. Merton and Robert A. Nisbet (eds.),
Contemporary Social Problems (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1961),
pp. 663 ff. ; Irving L. Janis, "Psychological Effects of Warnings, "in George W.
Baker and Dwight W. Chapman (eds.), Man and Society in Disaster (New York:
Basic Books, 1962), especially pp. 67-81.
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defense reports on the current degree of preparedness of the civil defense system;125

surveys of public knowledge of and attitudes about civil defense;126 and various
projections of these variables into the future. Our knowledge of these independent
and intervening variables often leaves much to be desired; but it is essential to
assign some value to them, at least on the basis of informed assumptions, for we
have to know with what hypothetical nuclear attack situation we are going to be
bringing other, presumably comparable situations to bear.

(4) It is necessary to specify independent variables from other situations
(X') which resemble the nuclear-attack warning situation in some respects and
differ from it in others. To approximate control groups precisely, these other
situations should resemble the nuclear situation in all respects but one. Because
variables in these other situations cannot be readily controlled, 127 however, the
investigator has to rely on systematic illustrative examination of the several inde-
pendent variables to reveal the kinds of responses to be expected in the event of a

warning of nuclear attack.

To be at all compar-able with the nuclear attack situation, however, the
other situations must share a minimum number of important characteristics with
the anticipated nuclear attack. For example, from our present knowledge of
delivery, detection, and warning systems, the probable time elapsing between
warning and nuclear attack would be between 15 minutes and several hours. Dis-
asters with roughly comparable warning times will be most helpful in predicting
how people will respond to warnings. Situations with no warning at all- -for example,

1 2 5 For example, Department of Defense, Annual R2eport of the Office of
Civil Defense for the Fiscal Year 1962 (Washingten, D. C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1962); Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, Personal Prepar-
edness in the Nuclear Age (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing Office,
1960).

1 2 6 For example, Garrett, Summary of Studies of Public Attitudes Toward
and Information about Civil Defense, 2E. cit. ; Gene N. Levine (ed.), The American
Public and the Fallout-Shelter IssuL A Nine-Community Survey (New York: Bureau
of Applied Social Research of Columbia University, 1964).

127Above, pp. 591-593.
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some explosions, the Hiroshima and to some extent the Nagasaki atomic attacks--928

are not especially helpful, since the warning and impact phases are indistinguishable.

Likewise, situations of relatively long advance warning--for example, two days to

a week for 3ome floods and storms--are not readily comparable with the nuclear

attack situation, since they permit certain independent variables, such as careful

planning for evacuation, to play a more significant role in determining behavior

than they would in the short anticipated warning-time for nuclear attack. 129

Having established such points of similarity between other situations and

nuclear attack--or having attempted to correct for them by heuristic assumption if

they are not precisely comparable--the investigator should then examine the available

evidence on these ot0--, situations. What, for examplE, is the influence of institu-

tional and personal preparedness of the public on its adaptive action in the face of

crisis? 130 How do persoh.s with severe ne '-otic aixiety differ in their response

to warnings from others, and if so, in what ways? Do differences in cultural

i 2 8 Stanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior, and
Morale under Stress of Bombing (Stanford: Stanford Research Institute, 1953),
Vol. I, pp. 12-13; Donald N. Michael, "Civilian Behavior under Atomic Bom-
bardment, " The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, XI, 5 (May, 1955),
p. 173.

129See, for example, the role of family structure, educational hack-
ground, etc. , that played a significant role in planning for evacuation in the face
of Hurricane Carla in 1961, for which the warning time was two days or more.
Harry Estil Moore, Frederic L. Bates, Marvin V. Layman, and Vernon J.
Parenton, Before the Wind: A Study of the Response to Hurricane Carla (Wash-
ington, D. C.: National Academy of Sciences-- National Research Council, 1963),

pp. 54-59. For an account of the importance of forewarning time as a determi-
nant of social interaction immediately prior to impact, precautionary or protective
action, and loss of life and property, see Charles E. Fritz and Eli S. Marks,
"The NORC Studies of Human Behavior in Disaster, " Journal of Social Issues,
X, 3 (1954), pp. 35-:36.

130On the importance of public unpreparedness for floods, cf. J E.

Ellemers, General Conclusions. Studies in Holland Flood Disaster Volume IV
(Amsterdam: Instituut voor Sociaal Onderzoek van het Nederlandse Volk and
Washington, D. C.: Committee on Disaster Studies of the National Academy of
Sciences--National Research Council, 1955), pp. 9-18.

1 3 1See, for example, Martha Wolfenstein, Disaster: A Psvchological
Essa (Glencoe, Ill. : The Free Press and the Falcon's Wing Press, 1957), pp.
7-8, ?7-38.
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traditions influence the kinds of adaptive and maladaptive actions taken by individ-
132

uals under threat" If situations comparable with nuclear attack display

differences with respect to these several independent variables, it becomes more

nearly possible to draw inference3 as to the relative influence of these variables

in the event of nuclear attack.

A fine example of the use of the comparative method to isolate and assess

the operation of variables in the warning phase is found in the work of Mack and

Baker, 133 who compared public reactions to three "false alarm" warnings of air
1 34

attack in the 1950's. Mack and Baker first noted the common characteristics of

all three false alarm situations: "A siren was sounded. The siren was the warning

signal for an enemy air attack. In no case did the public hearing the signal receive

either beforehand or simultaneously any official countervailing message suggesting

that the siren did not 'mean what it said'. ,,135 These common characteristics,

incidentally, are similar to the anticipated characteristics of an actual nuclear

attack. The three false-alarm situations differed from one another, however, in

other respects. With respect to the time of day, the Oaklaind warning was in the

1 3 2 An excellent study of the role of cultural values in response to dis-
aster is found in Clifford's research on two towns--Piedras Negras, Mexico, and
Eagle Pass, Texas--which suffered from the same flood of the Rio Grande in
June, 1954. Clifford attempted to trace the different behavioral consequences of
the relatively "Gemrinschaft" tradition of the Texas town. Roy A. Clifford, The
Rio Grande Flood: A Comparative Study of Border Communities in Disaster,
(Washington, D. C. : National Academy of Sciences- -National Research Council,
1956).

133The Occasion Instant, op. cit.

13 4 The three studies include William A. Scott's analysis of the surprise

defense alert in Oakland, Calif. , in 1955, in which 146 persons were interviewed

after a false air raid warning; Baker's study of responses to a false air raid warn-
ing in Washington, I). C. , in 1958, with qusstionnaires from 1, 691 federal employees
and with 2!8 interviews; and the study of Katz, et al. , of the surprise sounding of
Chicago's ari raid sirens in 1959, based on 241 interviews, with many interview

questions similar to those in the Washington study.

135The Occasion Instant, op. c.t. , p. 35.
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morning, the Washington warning in the afternoon, and the Chicago warning at

night. With respect to role location, the Oakland warning found husbands at work

and wives at home, the Washington warning reached office workers away from
136

their families, and the Chicago warning found family and friends together. The

findings of this study are not particularly striking, since only three false-alarm

warnings were studied, and since so many other variables than time of day and role

location influenced people's reactions to the warnings; nevertheless, from the

standpoint of the method of comparative analysis, the work of Mack and Baker con-

stitutes a model study.

The Impact Phase. The difficulties of comparing nuclear attack and

other situations are dramatically illustrated in the period of immediate impact,

because a nuclear onslaught would produce an impact of such destructive propor-

tions. Consider, for example, the limited comparability of the following situations:

(1) Some storms and explosions have been as sudden in impact as an

anticipated nuclear attack, but the former present a far less destructive onslaught

than nuclear attack (except for the point of immediate impact), and a much more

limited range of destructive agents (as contrasted with blast, heat, fire, fallout,

long-term genetic effects, etc.).

(2) Similarly, some conventional bombings in World War II share some

characteristics with nuclear attack; but in general these were of limited magnitude,

and with the exception of some surprise bombings--such as the German attacks

on Rotterdam and Belgrade--the warning time permitted the target population to

protect itself much more effectively than would be possible in the case of nuclear

attack. 137

1 3 6 [bid., p. 4.

1 3 7 The Stanford Research Institute concludes in its general survey of
bombings that despite complaints and some failures of warning systems in Germany
and Japan in World War I1, "the air-raid warning systems were apparently well-
planned and efficiently operated. The systems used were satisfactory in alerting
people to the danger of bombing. Even during saturation bombing there was no
general breakdown of the systems. " Stanford Research Institute, Social Organiza-
tion, Behavior, and Morale under Stress of Bombing, o. cit., Vol. 2, p. 85.
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(3) Earlier I made the point that with resl 'ct to the warning phase the

Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic attacks are not too helpful as comparative cases,

since the time-interval between warning and impact was negligible. With respect

to impact, however, these situations are the best comparative cases, since the

size of the weapons--though tiny when compared to the nuclear devices currently

in existence--and the variety of destructive agents come closest to what nuclear

attack might now be like. In addition to differences in magnitude of destruction,

the Japanese cases differ from the current anticipated case on several counts:

Cultural differences between Japanese and
Americans...

The fact that Americans have expectations
and conceptions about the bomb which the Japanese
did not...

The fact that the Japanese were at war where-
as the Americans may or may not be...

Some degree of civil defense measures against
nuclear attack will exist in the eve'-t of an attack on
the United States, whereas in Japan only defense
measures against conventional attack existed. 138

(4) Some serious plagues and famines have decimated a population to

such an extent that the total loss approximates that which might be expected in a

nuclear attack. For example, Ireland had a population of just over 8, 000, 000 in

1841. but in the decade of the plague, it is estimated that between 500, 000 and
139

1, 000,000 persons perished and more than 1. 500, 000 emigrated. The crucial

contrast with nuclear war, however, lies in the gradualness of onset. Contempor-

ary nuclear attack could destroy in a few weeks more of a population than the Irish

famine took ten years to destroy; therefore the two types of situations are scarcely

comparable with respect to impact.

(5) Some wars and revolutions have impaired the productive base of

societies as seriously as a massive nuclear attack might do. The index of indus-

trial output in Russia fell from a figure of 109.4 in 1916 (1913 = 100) to 20. 4 in

1 3 8 Nordlie and Popper, Social Phenomena in a Post-nuclear Attack

Situation, oe. cit. , p. 18.
1 3 9 R. Dudley Edwards and T. Desmond Williams (eds.), The Great

Famine: Studies in Irish History 1845-52 (New York: New York University Press,
1957), pp. 4, 312. 388.
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1920; in these years the Russian nation suffered the ravages of defeat in war with

Germany. the internal Bolshevik revolution, and the early years of chaotic experi-140

mentation under the Bolshevik regime. Yet this enormous destruction also was

relatively gradual in its onset, thereby making this kind of situation only remotely

comparable with the expected ravages of nuclear attack from the standpoint of

impact.

Nuclear war, then, is "unique in its combination of suddenness of de-

struction and generalized scale of effect";,41 and--to the detriment of comparative

analysis--most comparable sudden disasters are localized in their effect, and

most generalized disasters are gradual in their onset. In the face of these limita-

tions on comparability for the impact phase, the investigator has to rely on an

imperfect comparative strategy. The essence of this strategy is to choose situa-

tions that are comparable to nuclear attack in limited respects, to examine

outcomes in these known situations, and to "scale up" these outcomes according to

what is known about patterns of nuclear attack. A few examples will illustrate this

strategy.

The studies of disasters and bombings- -including the atomic attacks on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki--have shown uniformly that persons near the center of

impact who are not killed or severely wounded respond in typical ways: they suffer

numbed shock and disorientation initially; this gives way to a variety of behaviors,

including childlike dependency, mutual aid and seeking for family and friends;
142

overt collective panic is seldom observable. Variables influencing the incidence

and distribution of these kinds of behavior among survivors are how well informed

they were beforehand as to the nature of the impact and how well instructed they

1 4 0 Hirshleifer, Disaster and Recovery, op. cit. . pp. 16-22.

1 4 1 1bid., p. 2.

142J. S. Tyhurst, "Individual Reactions to Community Disaster: The
Natural History of Psychiatric Phenomena, " American Journal of Psychiatry,
CVII, 10 (April, 1951), pp. 766-767; Michael, "Civilian Behavior under Atomic
Bombardment," op. cit., p. 174; Fritz, "Disaster," in Merton and Nisbet (eds.),
op. cit., pp. 671-676.
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were in reacting; how near they were to the point of impact; their degree of expos-

ure to the sight of the dead, dying and injured immediately after impact; and their
143

location relative to loved ones and friends immediately after impact. Given

these findings, the next step is to extrapolate from them to a hypothetical nuclear

attack. This invo]ves setting up a number of models of impact--varying the as-

sumptions of time of day, distribution of population, size and pattern of atatck--and

calculating, on the basis of these models, the proportions of the population that

would be separated from their, families after impact, exposed to the sight of dead

and wounded, exposed to a "near-miss" experience, and so on. By thus inflating

or otherwise adjusting the findings from more limited disaster situations, the in-

vestigator can gain some knowledge of behavioral responses in the immediate

post-impact period of nuclear attack.

A second example concerns the adjustment reactions of children

immediately after impact. Research on natural disasters and air raids in World

War It suggests that the degree of disturbance of children depends on such variables

such as the death or injury of parental figures, separation from parents, and ex-

posure to parental anxiety. 144 To extrapolate from these findings to a hypothetLcal

nuclear attack, the investigator must proceed by several steps: (a) to c3nsolidate

and codify the findings on children's disturbances as completely as possible;

1 4 3 For summary statements of research on these varaibles, see Stan-
ford Research Institute, Sociai Organization, Behavior, and Morale under Stress
of Bombing, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 102-106, 117-120; Fritz and Marks, "The NORC
Studies of Human Behavior in Disaster, " Journal of Social Issues, 2E. cit., pp.
38-41; Harry Estill Moore, Tornadoes Over Texas: A Study of Waco and San
Angelo in Disaster (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1958), pp. 30-31; Moore,
et al., Before the Wind, op.i cit., pp. 142-143.

14 4 Stewart E. Perry, Earle Silber, and Donald A. Bloch, The Child and
his Family in Disaster: A Study of the 1953 Vicksburg Tornado (Washington, D. C.
National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, 1956), pp. 61-62;
Helen Swick Perry and Stewart E. Perry, The Schoolhouse Disasters: Family and
Community as Determinants of the Child's Response to Disaster (Washington, D. C.:
National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, 1959), pp. 61-63;
Stanford Research Institute. Social Organization, Behavior, and Morale under
Stress of ' ornbing, op. cit. Vol. I, p. 245.
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(b) on the basic, of current knowledge about nuclear attack, to estimate the num-

bers of orphaned and otherwise deprived children that will survive an attack;1 4 5

(c) on the basis of these two types of knowledge, to estimate the extent to which

emotional disturbance among children will be a problem in the post-impact period.

The Shelter Phase. For purposes of analysis it is convenient to divide

the population into that portion remaining in areas that would have to be sheltered

for several weeks after attack because of contamination from fallout; and that

portion remaining in areas that escape fallout, whose main activity would be to

prepare for relief and rehabilitation.

To bring knowledge about situations comparable to shelter life to bear,

several steps are essential. First, it is necessary to estimate what shelter

conditions would be like in the hypothetical post-attack society--how many persons

per shelter, the proportion of sick and wounded, the supply of nutritional and
146

medical supplies, the advance designation of authority, and so on. These

estimates cannot be precise, but they can be informed from knowledge about the

number of shelters at the current time, the probable size, pattern, and warning-

time of the attack, and the advance delegation of responsibility for leadership in

shelters through civil defense programs. Second, it is necessary to specify

certain variables about which we wish to make predictions- -variables such as the

level of mental disturbance in shelters, the level of altruistic behavior, the spread

of rumors, the possibility of premature emergence, the kinds of conflict, and
147

so on. Third, it is necessary to specify other situations, the outcomes of which
148

are comparable with the possible outcomes of shelter existence. And finally,

it is necessary to specify various independent variables that have been observed

14 5 Ieer, After' Nuclear Attack: A Demographic Inquiry, 21, cit.,
pp. 62-64.

This first class of variables corresponds to the independent variables

of the experimental situation (X). Above, pp. 613-614.

1 47 These are the dependent variables of the experimental situation (Y).
Above, pp. 612-613.

1 4 8 These are the dependent variables of the control situation (Y'). Above,
p. 613.
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in these other situations, and extrapolate from these situations to the shelter

situation. 149

With these methodological preliminaries in mind, let us identify a num-

ber of situations comparable with shelter existence in some respects, and indicate

also some of the limitations on making comparisons:

(1) Normally we do not think of famines and plagues as having charac-

teristics in common with anticipated shelter existence. But in at least one

particular, some of these situations are comparable. I refer especially to the

pattern of illness and death. The Black Plague, for instance, typically took its

victims in the following way:

It must not be inferred that the majority died
suddenly, i. e. , without warning; those who began

with nose-bleeding or blood-spitting might live a cly,
but not longer. If they were attacked in some other
way they might live till the third day, the day on which

most deaths occurred; one who lived beyond the third
day was likely to die the fifth if he died at all. One
who recovered might be attacked again and again, even
as many as hlalf a dozen times, and was no more
likely to die because of having had the plague before.

This pattern, while not identical with death from radiation fallout, does share with

it the period of prolonged uncertainty about symptoms, and the occurrence of
151

death some time after the initial impact of injury. Situations of prolonged un-

certainty during illness are particularly disruptive for potential survivors.

Careful study of the historical records- -diaries, eyewitness accounts, etc. -- of

such plagues as the Black Death, of individual families subjected to prolonged

illness of one member, would provide valuable comparative evidence on the kinds

of emotional stress to be expected in shelters, which would undoubtedly have a

sizable proportion of exposed sick and dying inhabitants.

149These are the independent variables of the control situation (Xt).
Al)ovc. p. 614.

150B. S. Gowen, "Some Aspects of Pestilences and Other Epidemics,

The American Journal of P:sychology, \V111, 1 (,1 uiiuiw', 1907), p. 7.

1 51 Fred C. Wkle, The Social Impact of Bomb Destruction (Norman, Okla.

Oklahloma 'nkie isity PIress, 1958), pp. :21-22.
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(2) The experience in British bomb shelters during World War 11, while

sharing isolation and overcrowdedness with anticipated nuclear shelter conditions,

are by and large not cumparable from other standpoints. The British civilian

population generally used the underground sheiters as dormitories, sleeping there

often even in the absence of air raids, leaving the next morning, and resuming

normal activities. Because fallout was not a problem in World War II, prolonged
1 52

isolation was never necessary. On the other hand, certain general phenomena

were observed in the British shelters--such as the relation between the rise of

spontaneous leadership and high morale- -which would probably hold in any shelter

situation. 153

(3) Certain extreme situations--prolonged assignment in polar regions

and on radar bases, and prolonged underwater cruises in submarines- -share
154

isolation from the outside world with anticipated shelter existence. On the other

hand, generalizations about shelter life based on these conditions must be very

tentative, L ecause of the obvious differences between them-- submarine crews,

for example, are likely to have more definite authority patterns than shelter in-

habitants; submarine crews are not especially concerned about the life and welfare

of their families; and submarine crews are traired and provided with skills for life

on a submarine, whereas shelter inhabitants wil. not be similarly equipped. De-

spite these differences, certain features of submarine life--the preoccupation with

communication with the outside world, the preoccupation with food, the importance

of leisure as an antidote to boredom, fatigue, and irritability- -are comparable

with hypothetical shelter conditions. 155

1 52 Samuel L. Guskin, "English World War II Bombshelter Experiences
and their Application t o U. S. Civil Defense Shelter Problems, " in Baker and
Rohrer (eds.), op. cit., pp. 82-85.

153 Stanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior, and
Morale under Stress of Bombing, 2E. cit., Vol. 1, 1. 114.

15 4 See John H. Rohrer, "ImpJications for Fallout Shelter Living from
Studies of Submarine Habitability and Adjustment to Polar Isolation. " and Delbert
C. Miller, "Some Implicatitins for Shelter Living Based on a Study of Isolated
Radar Bases, " both in Baker and Rohrer (eds.), op. cit., pp. 22-29, 51-52.

1 55Rohrer, in ibid., pp. 27-28.
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(4) Some entrapment situations--e. g. , mine disasters, groups stranded

ring storms- -provide vaguely comparable situations with shelter existence. In

" study of miners trapped underground for about a week after a mine disaster,

,estigators identified the emergence of two types of leaders among the miners--

)se leaders who emerged in the period when the miners were trying to escape,

a d whose leadership activities centered on overcoming the situational barriers to

e- cape; and leaders who emerged during the period after the miners had more or

'< is given up the idea of escaping, and whose leadership activities centered on the
156

i, xintenance of morale. While entrapment in a mine differs in many respects

:)m anticipated shelter conditions, this research nevertheless suggests that

:'ferent types of leadership may emerge during the period of shelter existence.

ven the several needs facing shelter inhabitants, the following types of leadership

ise: (a) "technical" leadership that would concern testing for radiation from

Slout, rationing food and water, determining appropriate moments for emergence,

c. ; (b) "medical' leadership that would concern caring for the wounded and dying

i, abitancs of the shelter; (c) 'human" lead, rship that would deal with the multi-

,.city of emotional crises and conflicts expected to arise during the period of

eltering. Morale in the shelter would depend in large part on the emergence of

iders in these areas and the coordination among the various leaders.

(5) Some research has been conducted in experimental situations con-
157

Vwd to simulate shelter conditions in various respects. In one of the more

refully conducted experiments, Altman, et al., set up a number of experimental

156H. D. Beach and H. A. Lucas (eds.), Individual and Group Behavior

a Coal Mine Disaster (Was irgton, D. C. : National Academy of Sciences--
LtI urxil Research Council, 1! -,6), pp. 138-139. The authors drew the parallel
twen the escape leaders anc• Bales' instrumental leaders and the survival leaders
d li•aies' expr'es,;ive leaders.

157A brief general discussion of laboratory simulation may the found in
nieý-.. Altiman, "Laboratory Research on the Habitability Uf Public Fallout
eItrý4, " in 11"ker and Rohhrer (eds. ), op. cit. , pp. 157-166.
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groups, varying the factors of temperature, length of stay in shelter, and pres-

158
ence or absence of a trained manager. From this research a number of findings

enmerged--the tendency for small recreational cliques to develop early and rapidly

during the isolation period; the tendency for shelter inhabitants to withdraw from

social interaction in the middle part of the isolation period; the tendency for tension

and hostile outbursts to increase toward the end of isolation; the tendency for

deviance and social control to focus on issues such as the use of foul language and

sexual expression. To extrapolate from these laboratory findings to actual antici-

pated shelter conditions is a questionable exercise, however, since the simulated

conditions differ from "the real thing" in many respects. The subjects in the

experiments knew the isolation was experimental and knew when they would depart

from the shelter; the subjects had experienced no bereavement or property loss,

and were not subjected to the sight of dead and injured in the shelters; and, in the

experiments conducted by Altman, et al. , the subjects not only were generally

sympathetic to civil defense measures, but were paid fifty dollars for participating

in the experiments.

(6) Biderman has drawn some parallels between temporary prisoner-of-

war camps and shelter situations:

The closest parallel to shelter situations

would be the moderate-sized group being
held at a temporary camp or collection

point, where the captor did not exert ac-

tive influence on the affairs of his group.
Units captured more or less intact would
provide a parallel to the neighborhood

shelter; a camp including POW's captured

in a number of different engagements and
largely unknown to one another would ap-

proximate the urban-center shelter. 159

1 5 8 James W. Altman, et al. , Psychological and Social Adjustment in a

Simulated Shelter (Washington, D. C. : American Institute for Research, reprinted

by the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, 1961).

15 9 Albert D. Bidernian, "The Relevance of S tudies of Internment for the

Problems of Shelter Habitability, " in Bakcr and Rohrer (eds. ), op. cit. , p. 40.
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Because of the differences in circumstances of entry, age and se.c composition,

etc., between prisoner-of-war camps and fallout shelters, comparisons between

the two must be very tentative. Nevertheless, certain general findings do emerge,

such as the tendency for primary groups to form almost immediately after the

isolation period begins (as in the simulated shelter experiments), and the tendency

for the prisoners to be initially preoccupied with past primary group attachments--

"locating friends and finding out about their fate. ,,160

(7) Finally, it has been suggested that experiments in which subjects are

deprived of sensory stimulation for periods of varying lengths are at least in some

respects generalizable to shelter conditions, sOne9 the latter may share the condi-

tions of darkness and isolation. It is my impression that very little can be learned

from such comparisons, mainly because in some respects- -especially intimate

social interaction- -the shelter inhabitants must be expected to experience a surfeit

rather than a deficit of stimulation. 161

By systematically extrapolating from these various situations, each of

which resembles shelter conditions in some respects and differs from them in

others, it seems possible to generate quite reliable general inferences as to what

conditions may be like in the shelters. The reasons that such inferences are likely

to be reliable is that the investigator can readily specify conditions of similarity

and difference, since the groups under comparison are isolated physically and of

determinate size.

1 6 0lIbid., p. 41. In the German concentration camps the prisoners also
Were preoccupied with past primary group ties during the early period of imprison-
menit, Hruno t3ettelheim, "Individual and Mass Behavior in Extreme Situations, "

in E leanor E. Maccoby, Theodore M. Newcomb, and Eugene L. Hartley, Readings
in Social lPsvch.)logv (Third edition) (New York: Henry Holt and Company, T958),
pp. :(5":• ;

16 1 Fori a summary of these and other points of difference between the

s m, sry deprivation experiments and shelter conditions, see Jack A. Vernon,
"(1 ,ntralizat ions from Sensory I)eprivation to Fallout Shelters, " in Baker and

irr (eds. ), )p. cit. , pp. 64-65.
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With respect to establishing knowledge about beh'-vior in areas on tne

fringes of direct blast and fallout destruction, however, ccmpai isons and inferences

are likely to be less precise. The main strategy is to locate situatih)ns in which

destruction has been localized in some way, and to extrapolate from the behavior of

persons on the "fringe" areas of the crisis to what might be expected in a hypothet-

ical post-attack situation. The comparable situations ,n this case include natural

catastrophes such as earthquakes and tornadoes; famines and plagues that decimate
162

urban more than rural areas; and air raids on urban centers. Post-attack

society differs radically from these other situations in two respects: (1) Except
163

for a. few of the most disastrous plagues and famines, the level of decimation in

post-attack society will be unprecedented. (2) In contrast to most comparable

disasters, the destroyed areas will be dangerous for several weeks after the attack

because of heavy fallout; furthermore, the danger for those in the fringe areas will

be unpredictable, since wind conditions can bring fallout into areas that have es-

caped blast damage and prior fallout. Despite these differences, other disaster

situations suggest that the following kinds of behavior might be expected in areas

that are unaffected or mildly affected by the blast and subsequent fallout:

(1) Much of the survivors' attention in unaffected areas will be given
164

over to manufacturing rumors which "describe" and "explain" the catastrophe.

especially if--as is likely to be the case- -authoritative information on the extent of

the damage and the likelihood of future attacks is lacking. Almost every past dis-

aster has been followed by a flurry of rumors on the extent of damage, the cause of
165

the disaster, the likelihood of recurrence, and so on.

1 6 2 See, for example, Gowan, "Some Aspects of Pestilences and other
Epidemics, " op. cit. , pp. 7 ff. , for an account of the degree to which urban centers
were affected during the Black Plague in Europe.

1 6 2 I[bid.

1 6 4 ,h~1This statement applies to surviving shelter inhabitants as well.

16o Sep, for example, Durgaanand Sinha, "Behavior in a Catastrophic
Situation: A Psycnological Study of Reports and Rumors, " British Journal of
Psychology, XLIII, 3 (August, 1952), pp. 200-209; Wolfenstein, Disaster, op. ci_.t
pp. 151. 163, 189 ff
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(2) Persons in the fringe areas will tend to converge on the impact area,

mainly to seek out friends and loved ones, but also to satisfy motives of curiosity,
166

exploitation, and so on. In the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings, thousands of

persons converged on the scene of destruction during the days following the

attacks. 167 It may be argued, however, that if people are aware of the dangers of

fallout--which would probably be significant in the few weeks after nuclear attack--

the convergence effect would be less. Other situations in which the area of impact

is known to be dangerous should therefore be studied; for example, in infectious

plagues--such as the Black Death--are primary-group forces that draw persons into

the danger area in any way counteracted by the known dangers of entering the

stricken area? Historical research on population movements during destructive

plagues would throw light on this kind of question.

(3) In localized disasters two forms of relief behavior typically emerge:

(a) Spontaneous patterns of mutual aid, rescue, and other adaptive behavior

develop among survivors in the stricken area itself. (b) The surrounding areas,

undamaged by the disaster, yield a veritable cornucopia of formal and voluntary

relief activities on behalf of the local community. Describing this effect in the

Xvorcestcr tornado, Wallace commented:

The impact area was blanketed with protective
agencies: hundreds of police, firemen, National
Guards, public works people, CD volunteers,

and miscellaneous helpers invaded [Worcester]
during the rescue period; hospitals had more blood
donors than they could handle, the Red Cross
mobilized hundreds of nurses; equipment and
supplies of all kinds were funneled into Worcester

from all over the northeast, and four hundred
twenty-five trailers came from Missouri. 168

166The best stu y -f this phenomenon is Charles E. Fritz and J. 11.

Mathewsom, Conl c rgenc' Behavior in I)isasters: A Problem in Social Control
(Washington, I). C. : National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council,
1954 1)7VStanford Research Institute, Social Organization, Behavior and

Morale uinder itress of B•ombing, op. cit. . Vol. 1, p. 105.

1 68 Anthony 1'F. C. Wallace, Tornado in Worcester. An Exploratory

StudN, Of I1di vidial and ('omrntrnitv Behavior in an Extreme Situation (Washington,

1). C. : National Acadenlvv of SCiCfnccs- -National Research Council, 1956), pp. 155-
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From what is known about the probable aftermath of nuclear attack--

particularly the likelihood of the presence of lethal levels of fallout for several

weeks--these two types of relief are not likely to develop on a large scal,. 169

Spontaneo,.s rescue behavior in the stricken areas themselves will have wo be re-

stricted to within-shelter situations (caring for the wounded, for example); any

attempt by survivors to move about the stricken city (for example, to search for

and help family members feared lost) will result in debilitating exposure to fallout.

Furthermore, entry of outside rescue agencies into the stricken areas will be

limited for several reasons. First, because of the extent of damage, the unafflicted

portions of the society will simply be overwhelmed with a demand for help; they

will not be able to suppl, relief to more than a tiny proportion of the stricken
170

areas. In addition, because of the presence of heavy fallout, only specially-

clothed crews can move into the stricken areas without risking life and health. A

spontaneous mass convergence would result in heavy casualties on the part of those
171

moving into the area.

In the light of these points, it is apparent that the interaction between

afflicted and unafflicted areas during the first month after nuclear attack will be

very restricted. Only that trickle of refugees escaping fallout will begin to appear
172

in the afflicted areas. Those moving into the stricken areas will probably be

1 6 9 This is not to say that heroic relief and rehabilitation will not occur

at all in post-attack society; but its form will be quite different from that observed
in past, localized disasters.

1 7 0 One of the reasons why massive aid converged on Worcester, accord-
ing to Wallace, was that there was an "absence of competition from anywhere
nearer than Ohio for emprgency supplies and personnel. " Tornado in Worcester,
op. cit., p. 156. Surely this condition carnot be expected after a nuclear attack

of even modest magnitude.

1 7 1 Efforts on the part of authorities to prevent convergence behavior
may, however, create additional psychological tension for the survivors. Much
disaster research indicates that very severe psychological stress and "disorganized"
behavior are generated when survivors do not know about the fate of loved ones and
are unable to reach them. Below. pp. 644-645.

1 7 2 After fallout ceases to be an immediate danger, this trickle will
likely turn into a flood. Below, pp. 630-632.
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limit (1 to crews on specific missions, such as disposing of the dead, clearing

rubble, and rebuilding critical facilities such as railway depots and fuel pumps.

The probable effectiveness of these organizations can be estimated from past re-

search on organizational activity in disasters, which has shown, for example, that

advance specification of organizational goals and means makes for greater effec-

tiveness, 173 and that coordination of organizational jurisdiction is essential to the

minimization of conflict among organizations. 174

The Emergence Phase. These arguments suggest that during the shelter

phase, two parts of society--that suffering from substantial blast destruction or

prolonged fallout and that part escaping these effects--will be quite isolated from

one another. As the dangers of fallout recede and if no second wave of attacks

occurs, these two parts of society will re-establish interaction in a number of

ways after several weeks have elapsed from the time of impact. The main form of

interaction will be that the relatively undamaged areas will have to provide food,

shelter, and other forms of welfare--such as it may be--to the flood of refugees

that emerges from the shelter areas. In addition, whatever remains of the society

will have to be mobilized for an emergency restoration of the rudiments of industry,

agriculture, transportation, and communication. And finally, the surviving

society will have to be preoccupied with preserving law and order in the face of

possible looting, rioting, scapegoating, and various forms of collective protest.

1 For an example of the initial chaos that may result when no specific-

pIurlPS, t,rg2anizations are available, see the Stanford Research Institute's summary
(,t arly N. Iltions in Itir'osoi ma after the atomic attack: ". . . it was three months

after the hmhing... that the first streetcar began operating. People still wandered

alti lessly , about the ruins, and only a few shacks had been built as evidence of re-

''Ct1jatiotl of the' city. No systerm for collection of night soil or garbage had been

instituted. I.A'aking water pipes were seen all over the city, with no evidence of

any atttention, It was reported that, following the bombing, several days were re-

quired fm- fisposal of the dead, and then they were simpiy piled into heaps and

hointd, without attempts at id|entifieation or enumeration. Street ars were burned

as .a ri,.thod (tI termnal ng the hodies within. All in all, there appeared to be no

I -. / a ,iiand nti) initiative. " Social Organiztation, Behavior and Morale under

St rZt. (of Blomn ig, Vol. 2, 1). I 37.

17"1Seve B artton, Stotci al ()rganiztation under St.ress, op. cit. , pp. 98-122;

l ,, . ",rnatdtt ,s (Ov rtl' ,'xa:,, op. cit. , p. 87; l'ritz and Williams, "The Human

li 't- 1". Inl ll , + . c'it,, 1). 47 .
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In seeking situations comparable with this emergence phase, the inves-

tigator may turn to some of those very situations that are of limited comparative

value in connection with the earlier phases. We discovered, for example, that

with respect to impact little is to be gained from comparing many floods and storms

(which are limited in scope and often gradual in impact) with nuclear attack (which

is generali7ed in scope and sudden in impact). 175 The emergence phase, however--

and later phases of recovery--create problems of adjustment similar to those

created by these natural disasters, despite the great differences in initial impact.
176

This observation underscores the general point, made above, that comparisons

between post-attack society and other situations must be highly selective.

With respect to evacuation from sheltered areas in post-attack society,

the following generalizations emerge from studies of past large-scale evacuations

under crisis conditions:

(1) Initially the relations betwe°.n the evacuees and the hosts are domi-

nated by the atmosphere of a "therapeutic community"- -with near-universal feelings

of warmth, intimacy, generosity, and solidarity--but sooner or later this gives

way to a period of mutual suspicion, accusation, conflict, and complaints of in-
177

justice. This phenomenon has been well documented in the evacuation experiences
178

of World War It and the Dutch floods of 1953. The social and psychological

1 7 5 Above, pp. 617-619.

17/6
Above, pp. 591-595.

1 7 7 This phenomenon appears to be a very generalized response to dis-

aster. See Barton, Social Organization under Stress, op. cit., pp. 123-126, 162-
66; also Barton, "The Emergency Social System" in Baker and Chapman (eds.),
op. cit., pp. 222-267.

1 7 8 See F. C. Ikl6 and H. V. Kincaid, Social Aspects of Wartime Evacu-

ation of American Cities (Washington, I). C. : National Academy of Sciences--
National Research Council, 1956), pp. 39-52, 94; Titmuss, Problems of Social
10hey, 0p. cit., po. 113-114; M. Jeanne van Doorn-Janssen, "A Study of Social

Disorganization in a Community," in Community Studies. Studies in Holland Flood
Disaster 1953. Volume Ill (Amsterdam: Instituut voor Sociaal Onderzoek van het
Nede, indse Volk; and Washington, D. C. : Committee on Disaster Studies of the
National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, 1955), pp. 157-213;
United States Strategic Bombing Survey, The Effects of Strategic Bombing on
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mechanisms underlying this sequence are not understood completely, but it ap-

pears to be sufficiently general that there is no reason to believe that it would not

characterize the post-attack relations between hosts and evacuees as well.

(2) A major determinant of evacuee morale is the degree to which their

primary group ties are kept intact. Summarizing research findings on the evacua-

tion schemes in Great Britain, Germany, an- Japan in World War II, the Stanford

Research Institute concluded:

Parents seem more willing; to be sepa-
rated from their older c1-ildren than from
each other and their younger children;

children billeting in areas close to their
homes tend to return to their homes more
readily than those who are billeted at
greater distances; children from the poorer

districts of the city are more likely to re-
turn to their homes than those from the
better-off districts; evacuation to relatives
appears more acceptable to evacuees than
evacuation to strange hosts. The place of
employment, the pla',e of residence, and
the presence of family friends and neighbors,

provide significant bonds for tile evacuated
homeless urbanite to his former city.

Separation from the family and worry
about the welfare of members of the family
were the main disadvantages of evacuation.

In all three countries they were prominent
factors in the return of people to their former
homes. Many people preferred to remain
near home and accept poorer accommodations

and added danger in order to be near their
families. 179

(footnote 178 cont intied) , erman Morale, Vol. I (Washington, D. C.

rniltc(I States (Government P rinting Office. 1947), pp. 70-72.

17,oS'ocial Organizatilon, Behavio r, and Morale under Stress of Bombing,
()p. -.•t , Vol. 2, p). 207, also Titmuss, Problems of Social Policy, op. cit. , pp.
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(3) The circumstances of post-attack evacuation will create a great
180

potential for deviant behavior. The heightened emotional state of the population

(resulting especially from mass bereavement); the dislocation of large numbers

of people through evacuation and migration; the existence of local and perhaps

general shortages of vital supplies; and the locai and perhaps general breakdown of

authority--all these variables known to foster deviance will be combined in the

post-attack situation. Consider the following situations, in which only some of

these variables have been present. In the siege of Leningrad during World War I1,

extreme shortages gave rise to black market activities, theft, looting, and even
181

cannibalism. The United States Strategic Bombing Survey reported increases

1 8 0 The theory of deviance and social control, as developed in sociology
and social psychology during the past several decades, is one of the most relevant
bodies of theory for the analysis of post-attack society. Deviance as a generic
term refers to behavior that in one way or another runs counter to the normative
structure of the social system within which the behavior occurs. Examples of be-
havior that are often considered deviant in the sociological literature are sexual
perversions, religious heterodoxy, criminal activity, and addiction to alcohol or
drugs. Types of deviant behavior that would be of especial interest to the student
of post-attack society would be looting and other criminal activity, attacks on the
legitimacy of the surviving government, and the formation of novel and unorthodox

religious cults in the wake of attack.

Social control as a generic term refers to those counter-determinants
that tend to reduce the incidence of deviant behavior. Social controls are frequently
divided into two categories: "preventi',e, " or those that minimize the conditions
giving rise to deviant behavior (an example would be slum clearance in the interests
of crime prevention); and "responsive, " or those controls that are exercised in
direct response to the threat or actual occurrence of deviant behavior (an example
would be police and court action taken against criminals).

For a sample of the theoretical literature on deviance and social con-
trol, see Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, op. cit., Chapters
IV and V; Parsons, The Social System, op. cit. , Chapter VII; and Albert K. Cohen,
"The Study of Social Disorganization and Deviant Behavior, " in Robert K. Merton,
Leonard Broom, and Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr. (eds.), Sociology Today (New York:
Basic Books, 1959), pp. 461-484.

Leon Goure, The Siege of Leningrad (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1962), pp. 21.1-216).
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in looting, riots, crime, and black markets, as well as opposition toward the
182

government, near the end of World War I1 in Germany. And some of the

classic famines of history have produced an increased incidence of theft, poach-

ing, and other forms of deviance. 183

In presenting these illustrative references from situations that are com-

parable to post-attack society in the emergence phase, I have not attempted to

exnaust the problems of this phase. I have said little, for example, about the

difficulties in achieving effective coordination between central and local authori-
184

ties in the direction of restorative activities. Rather than continue with

illustrative generalizations, however, I shall conclude this discussion of the

emergence phase with a methodological observation.

The reader may have noticed a contrast between the discussion of the

emergence phase and the discussion of the earlier phases. In the warning, im-

pact, and shelter phases I attempted to draw out the similarities and differences

between nuclear attack and other, comparable crisis situations. I asked, for

example, how the length of warning of nuclear attack compared with warning time
. 185

in various natural catastrophes; how life in fallout shelters compared and con-
186

trasted with other types of isolated existence. In discussing the emergence phase,

by contrast, I let this preoccupation with the precise similarities and differences

between nuclear attack and other types of crises slip into the background. In fact,

18 2 The Effects of Strategic Bombing on German Morale, a. cit.,

pp. 87-103.

183 dwards and Williams (eds. ), The Great Famine, o. cit., pp. 401-

403', Gowen, "Some Aspects of Pestilences and other Epidemics, op. cit. , pp.
11- 12.

1 8 4 For a few substantive observations on this problem, see Smelser,
The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack, op. cit. , pp. 247-251.

185Above, pp. 614-616.

186 Above. pp. 622-626.
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the only essential point of similarity between post-attack society and other situa-

tions that must be established for this phase i, that large numbers of persons arie

required to be billeted, relocated, and rehabilitated as a result of an impact from

a severe destructive agent. Additional differences between general disasters

and nuclear attack become less pronounced as time eiapses after the impact phase,

the reason for this is that, as time elapses, many intervening adjustment processes

transpire, so that variables such as the precise length cf warning time and the

suddenness of impact become less determinate in their causal effects than they

were in the phases during and immediately following the attack.

This contrast between the early and late phases of the attack-and-

recovery sequence yields both advantages and disadvantages to the investigator

focusing on the later phases. By way of advantages, he is able to bring a wider

range of comparative situations to bear, since those recovery processes that are

linked specifically to the impact of nuclear attack itself gradually recede. In the

later phase he can base his inferences more on his knowledgu of general processes

of recovery, regardless of specific impact. By way of disadvantages, however,

the investigator becomes relatively less able to make his coruditional predictions

about reaction-and-adjustment phenomena as specific as he was able to do in the

earlier phases.

In the warning phase, for example, the investigator faces the -'elatively

manageable--even if complex--task of assussing the effect of warning on a routinely-

functioning society. But if the investigator is attempting to pc.rtray the exact state

of society several months after attack--its level of disorganization, its rates of

deviant behavior, its progress toward recovery--he has to make definite assump-

tions about how soc;.ety has moved through all the previous phases of rc.overy

from the impact. As more and more time elapses after impact these kinds of

asz-umptions becori:e more and more artificial (and the predictions correspondi, gly

more and more speculative) because the investigator cannot control what has trpns-

pired in all the preceding phases. This reasoning Icads to the conclusion that precise

conditional predictions become more difficult in the later phases of recovery, and the
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investigator has to settle for character'izing broader ranges of possibilities of
187

recovery.

The Adjustment Phase. This phase is assumed to extend from one to

five years after the emergence phase. From the standpoint of resources, it is

assumed that both human skills and capital can begin to be withdrawn from meeting

the immediate crises of rehabilitation and repair, and that the economy can begin

to devote more resources to longer-term investment. From the standpoint of

institutional structure, it is assumed that the adjustment phase will see the begin-

nings of the establishment of an independent market system, credit mechanisms,

education and training programs, and so on. In short, the adjustment phase will

be marked by the transition from extraordirAry emergency mobilization of resources

to relatively more routine institutionalized social processes. Exactly when such a

phase begins depends on the magnitude of the original attack and on the effectiveness

with which the society meets the immediate exigencies imposed by the initial

destruction.

The most appropriate comparative data for this phase are found in his-

torical situations in which the destruction of resources or population have reached

proportions similar to those expected for nuclear war. Such situations would

include especially destructive wars (such as the Thirty Years' War and both World

Wars), internal revolutionary convulsions (such as the French Revolution and the

Bolshevik Revolution), and decimating famines and plagues. Because the recovery

processes in this phase involve a period of up to five or six years after impact,

the exact nature of the impact can vary considerably and still not affect compar-

ability adversely, as it would in the earlier phases.188

The most instructive comparative study for the adjustment phase is

Hirshleifer's analysis of recovery following four cataclysmic social upheavals--

the initial period of Russian communism between 1918 and 1921, in which the

18 7 For further discussion of conditional predictions, see above, pp. 548-
551; also Smelser, "The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack, "op. cit., pp. 222-
223.

188
Above, pp. 634-635.
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society suffered an extraordinary decline in production in the wake of a major de-

feat in war and a major internal social upheaval; the decline of the American

Confederacy during and immediately after the American Civil War; Japan during
189

and aiter World War II; and Germany during and after World War IH. With

raspect to the decline of production, these historical situations approximated what

post-attack societ, might be; for example, German industrial production in 1946

was about one-quarter of its 1938 level, and Soviet industrial production in 1920
190

was about one-fifth of its 1913 level. With respect to population loss, however,

these naticoal experiences reached only a fraction of the level anticipated under

conditions of large-scale nuclear attack. 191

Hirshleifer concentrated his analysis mainly on econormic and political

variables; in particular he was interested in the impact of governmental policies

on the rate of economic recovery. Basing his conclusions on the four illustrative

cases, he concluded:

... whatever the technological impact of an
initial disaster upon the productive potenti-

alities of an economy, there is likely to be
a characteristic organizational response to
the crisis in the form of adoption of monetary-

fiscal policies of repressed inflation. At the
extremity of the crisis, when the stress is at
its utmost effectiveness, it would be hard to
say if such a policy really worsens matters.

However, in the initial response to the threat
the effective use of the society's resources is
likely to be impaired by a repressed-inflation
policy; and, almost certainly, recovery after
cessation of the exte ,ial pressure will be
impaired. 192

1 8 9 Disaster and Recovery, op. ci.t.

1 9 0 Ibid. , pp. 20, 89.

1 9 1 Ibid., pp. 121-123.

192Ibid., p. 120.
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The import of Hirshleifer's argument here is that after a period of centralized

mobilization and direct allocation of resources, a judicious policy would be to

allow for a relatively greater play of market forces, i. e. , for greater institu-

tional autonomy of the economy.

Hirshleifer goes on to make a number of looser speculations on the

basis of his four cases--for example, "the catastrophes... seem not to have led

directly to as much changer of popular revolt from the rule of the then-established

antciate. ,193authorities as might have been anticipated. To establish the relative validity

of this speculation, more comparative work on historical cases is required. In

particular, such a proposition should be informed by historical analyses of revo-

lution and counter-revolution. Furthermore, the investigator would do well to

broaden his historical perspective. Many of the variables that are important in

explaining the processes of revolution and counter-revolution are to be found in a

much broader range of historical situations than the sort of social cataclysm

analyzed by Hirshleifer. 194

The Recovery Phase. In concluding his monograph, Hirshleifer ob-

serves that "the subject of disaster and recovery could be regarded as a kind of
,,195

special case of the general problem of economic development. This statement

becomes more applicable as more time elapses from the instant of impact. That

is to day, once the processes of immediate rehabilitation and preliminary restora-

tion have been more or less completed, the more will the general principles of

long-term economic and social changc. (and the less the specific consequences of

nuclear attack itself) figure in the on-going social processes. We would expect,

therefore, that for the decades following the nuclear attack the investigator can

I9 3 Ibid., p. 124.

19 4 For an examination of the general variables affecting revolutionary
and related movements, see Neil J. Simelser, Theory of Collective Behavior (New
York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963), Chapter X.

1 9 5 Disaster and Recovclv, op. cit., p. 124.
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profit from general knowledge of economic and social development that is currently

accumulating in economics, political science, sociology, and anthropology.

Consider first the long-term recovery process in terms of economic

development. With respect to the factors of production, the society will be under-

develcped, because of the massive destruction of natural resources, laborers,

inventories and plant, and organizational ability. On the other hand, the factors of

production, while much reduced in quantity in post-attack society, will have

characteristics unlike other underdeveloped societies. The labor force, for

example, will be decimated by nuclear attack by virtue of simple population loss;

from the economic standpoint labor will be in short supply. But this will be a

unique type of labor shortage. For many underdeveloped areas labor shortage is

not a case of numbers of potential laboreýrs but a case of low levels of skill among

the potential laboring population. In post-attack society it will be a case of vastly

reduced numbers of highlv-skilled workers. Furthermore, the laboring population,

having been socialized in an industrial society, will not likely be resistant to the

discipline of the workplace to the same degree as laboring populations of countries

that have not industrialized. On the basis of such considerations the investigator

can assign a value to the supply of labor in post-attack society. He can also

construct estimates of capital, natural resources, and entrepreneurial ability,

basing these estimates in each case on the expected effects of nuclear attack.

Having made these estimates, as well as estimates of demands for the factors of

production for various projected rates of recovery, the investigator can construct

models of economic growth to be applied to post-attack society. Such models would

be unique in that the values assigned to the factors of production differ from other

models of development, but in logical structure they are identical to general
196

economic models of long-term development. Because of this identity, many of

the theoretical models and empirical results of contemporary economic research

constitute comparative material that can be brought to bear on the long-term

analysis of post-attack society.

196For a review of contemporary models of economic growth, see
Henry J. Bru'ton, "Contemporary Theorizing on Economic Growth," in Bert F.
Hoselivz (ed. ), Theories of Economic Growth (Glencoe, Ill. The Free Press,
1960), pp. 239-298.
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Thc analysis of cultural and social-structural changes in post-attack society can

also profit from research on development. Consider first the role of cultural

values in economic growth. Ever since WVeber's monumental work on the relations

between Protestantism and rational bourgeois capitalism, many investigators of

economic growth have been alerted to the fact that :iermissive or encouraging

cultural values constitute an important precondition for the movement into indus-

rial development. (The values need not be religious; more often than not they have

been the values of aggressive nationalism, as in the case of most of the new nations
197

now attempting to move ahead economically). With respect to the growth of

post-attack American society, cultural values would appear to be a less proble-

matical variable than they have been in most historicai cases of industrialization.

Despite the massive destruction caused by a nuclear attack, it would probably not
198

destroy the cultural values of the majority of the survivors; and some of these

values are those that encouraged and sustained the development of an advanced

industrial civilization for one and one-half centuries. Reasoning thus, and com-

paring post-attack society with other underdeveloped societies, we may conclude

that the cultural preconditiorns of post-attack American society would be relatively

conducive to rapid recovery.

Much can be learned, too, about the processes of long-term social-

structural change in post-attack society from the comparative study of structural

changes that accompany economi- and social development. One of the characteris-

tic features of pre-modern societies is that their social structures are functionally

undifferentiated. Economic production, for example. is typically located in

kinship units, which either consume their own products or offer them for exchange

within a narrow village or tribal conxtext. The whole process of production and

1 9 7 For a brief characterization of forms that cultural preconditions can
take, see W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist
Manifesto (Cambridge: at the University Press, 1960), pp. 26-35.

198It should be kept in mind, however, that the destruction of society is

also likely to create conditions that may breed disillusionment with and attacks on
the legitimacy of the surviving government and the values under which it is insti-
tutionalized. Smelser, The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack, op. cit. , pp.
245-251.
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exchange is frequently regulated by religious sanctions. From a social-structural

point of view, the economic, kinship, community, and religious are relatively

undifferentiated from one another.

As development proceeds, however, these different institutional com-

plexes come to be relatively more differentiated. Production moves to manufacturing

establishments that are separate from the households of the producing agents; ex-

change extends beyond community, even beyond national lines; and distinctively

economic sanctions (e. g., prices) begin to develop independently of traditional

religious and community sanctions for economic activity. As these lines of

differentiation proceed, furthermore, new integrative problems arise. Traditional

mechanisms of social regulation-- such as extended kinship, tribal chieftainship,

and village authority- -become archaic as the activities they once regulated grow

beyond their spheres of control. Societies are thus faced with the requirement

of forming some kind of new integr.,tive structures-- such as political units beyond

the community level, political parties, trade unions, and so on--or else facing a

series of integrative crises. These tensions between differentiation and integration--

plus those tensions resulting from the fact that differentiation and integration

themselves proceed at different rates in different sectors of society--set the stage

for a high level of social strain as development proceeds. This strain, moreover,

is an important determinant of various disturbances (political protest, religious

ferment, riots, crime, etc.) that societies undergoing rapid development typically

experience. 199

Similar processes of change may be expected in post-attack society,

though the characteristics of this society impose distinctive conditions on these

processes. In many respects the early stages of recovery from nuclear attack will

be characterized by a social structure that is relatively undifferentiated by com-

parison with the complex social structure of pre-attack industrial society. Consider

1 9 9 Some of the relations among differentiation, integration, and social

disturbances in economic development are spelled out in Neil J. Smelser, The
Sociology of Economic Life (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.': Prentice-Hall, 1963),
Chapter 5.
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the following examples: (1) In the early post-attack stages governmental involve-

ment in the economic, educational, and other institutional spheres will be

unquestionably greater than at the present time. Political authorities, for ex:ample,

will take greater responsibility for economic mobilization and allocation, and free

markets and credit mechanisms will play a less significant role. The exact

balance bt'tween central and local governmental control, and the required duration

of stringent governmental regulation are open to considerable variation. Neverthe-

less, the main point remains that governmental activity and other institutional

activitics will be closely articulated for a certain period after attack. (2) The

therapeutic community--a highly diffuse, unspecialized form of social integration--
200

will also be conspicuous in the early phases of recovery. (3) There may appear

some tendencies for a "retreat into the primary group, " especially the family,

and a consolidation of ethnic minorities in the months of social disorganization

following the attack. 201

One feature of the recovery process is that such undifferentiated social

arrangements will give way to a more differentia ed social structure, though the

precise timing and directions of change cannot be predicted. The therapeutic

community will give way to more complex, enduring forms of social integration;

autonomous market structures will emerge; educational institutions will begin to

operate with less concentration on the political crisis at hand; medicine can assume

a role that is less directly subordinated to the pressing needs of rehabilitation and

welfare. These processes of change will unfold, moreover, in different ways and

at different speeds in the different institutional spheres. Because of this irregu-

larity, the society will likely experience periodic social disturbances and political

conflicts in the decades after attack. In sonic respects these long-term processes

of insfitutional change will be unlike any other processes of social change in the

history of human civilization But by characterizing the processes in general terms--

as a balance between differentiation, integration, and social disturbance.s--it i3

2 0 0 Above, pp. 63•1-632.

20 1 Smelser, The Social Aspects of Nuclear Attack, 2E. cit., pp. 249-251.
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possible to examine how our general knowledge of processes of long-term social

change can inform our attempts to understand and predict the recovery process.

The Refinement of Comparative Knowledge about Post-Attack Society

In this essay I have been preoccupied with the canons of scientific method

by which an investigator attempts to arrive at reliable empirical propositions re-
202

lating to nuclear attack and recovery. I have scarcely raised the subject of

scientific theory as such, which invo] ves the formal derivation and organization of

systems of propositions. In this final section I shall make some preliminary

observations on how empirical knowledge yielded by the methods outlined in this

essay may be raised to a rn-rc adequate theoretical level.

More specifically, I shall discuss two kinds of theoretical refinement:

(1) Taking the analysis of role-conflict as an example, I shall demonstrate what

steps are necessary to set precise limits to empirical generalizations about post-

attack society. In most of the illustrations throughout the essay, I have assumed

empirical associations to be simply present or absent. Such an assumption involves

an oversimplification, since most empirical associations--especially in the social

sciences--are far from perfect, and are observed only under limited conditions.

In the discussion that follows I shall attempt to set forth procedures by ,. hich limits

can be placed on these associations. (2) I shall examine the criteria for creating
203

formal models and theories of recovery.

In pursuing these lines of theoretical refinement, I shall be even more

speculative than in the rest of the essay. Furthermore, my illustrations from the

literature relevant to the analysis of nuclear attack will be held to a minimum.

02"h. one exception to this statement is found in the section in which I

create a more or less formal typology of levels of comparative analysis. Above,

pp. 595-608.

20Throughout the essay I have been interested in the ways and means of

establishing empirical relations among variables. The discussion of the difficulties
of d,,4ining societal vul, nrabiiity and sorietal recovery did, however, point in the
direction of the need for a statcmen't of systematic relations among propositions.
Above, pp. 602-605.
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The reason for this is that the literature on disaster-- including the literature on
204

nuclear attack--is, with few exceptions, lacking in theoretically refined models.

Most of what is developed in this section, therefore, will have to be a staternent of

what theoretically adequate knowledge should look like, not what it does look like.

T'heoretical Refinement: The Assessment of Role-Conflict and Its Conse-

quences in Post-Attack Society. The concept of role-conflict appears frequently

in the disaster literature both as a dependent variable (cre',Led by disaster) and as

an independent variable (determining various types of behavior in disaster). With

respect to the statuL, of the concept as a dependent variable, Barton summarizes

the litratu re as follows:

• . . membership in numerous groups, in each
of which we have roles expected of us, is a

normal condition. Usually there is a time and
a place for each status and its activities- we
schedule cur tinme between working, family,
organizations, friends, and so on. A disaster
breaks down this normal scheduling of status

responsibilities by creating simultaneously
urgent needs for many of these groups. Many
organizations are in trouble, many families
are in trouble, and many neighborhoods are in
trouble at the same time. The individual as he

sees or guesses at the scope ot the disaster
becomes aware of the multiple demands upon

him of the rmost urgent sort.., this can create
psychological conflict and possibly interpers-
onal conflict. 205

As an independent variable in disaster, role-conflict has varied consequences for

individual behavior, but some research has indicated that individuals who exper-

I(IIIc, ' ye re r ,le-c tnflict are morec likely to display "disorganized" or panic-like

2O04204'or example, Winter, Economic Viability after Thermonuclear War,
op!1. cir.

2 0 -Social Organization under Stress, op,. cit. , p. 46. Barton's summary

is based inainly on Killian 's well-known investigation; Lw wis M. Killian, "The
.Signifi'ance of Multiple-.Group Memzbership in Disaster, " American Journal of

)cilg ', VI.V l I (.I,,Ln , . I''2), I'. 1;0'-311..
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behavior than those who do not. According to the research findings of Form and

Nosow,

Ly.sfuncTional behavior may be expected from
persons physically removed from the disaster
scene, but who are at the samne time uncertain
about the welfare and safety of their families.
Such behavior may also arise when a person

arrives at an impact area and is either unable
to locate his family or finds that his family
has been injured and that others have removed
them from the area... The data Dn panic and
shock show that most people in conflict did not
undergo panic or shock, but that most people
in panic or shock did evidence some conflict in
their behavior. In both cases, the existence of
some functioning social organization in which
the person could assume a significant role was
the crucial variable in minimizing dysfunctional

behavior. 206

Applying these research findings to nuclear attack, we would, according
207

to the program outlined above, estimate the size and pattern of nuclear attack

and the disposition of persons in the target society (according to role-location);

and, on the basis of these operations, estimate the incidence of role-conflict during

the warning ard impact phases, thus attaining an estimate of the probable incidence
208

of "disorganized" behavior rsuitting from role-conflict.

2 0 6 William Ii. Form and Sigmund Nosow, Community in Disaster (New

York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), pp. 85, 109-110. See Barton's general review
of similar findings--and some apparent exceptions--in Social Organization under
Stress, o ci~t., pp. 46-58.

207 Above, pp). 58 3ff.

2081ill and Hanson perform this operation in a loose way: "Because the

urban middle-class family is so typically inwvol'ed in business, school, and other
community organizations, there is a good possibility that family members will be
widely scattered at the time of warning and impact. In nuclear attack grave prob-
lems of tr;ýnsllortation and com municat ion may arise as survivors seek to discover
the fate of th,,i" i-,ve otz,4. The potential for community disruption is obvious.
Rekibt)en Itil and l)D nal -V il nscrn, "['aniily in 1 saste r, in Haker and Chapman
(0ds.), od. cit., p. 217.
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When we examine the associations among disaster, role-confjict, and

various forms of "disorganized" behavior, however, we discover a great deal of

indeterminacy. First, because of the qualitative character of most of the data on

disaster stiuations, the exact empirical strength of the relations between role-

conflict and its consequences is not known. Second, the classifications of the

ultimate dependent variable-- "disorganized" or "dysfunctional" behavior--are

imprecise. Third, many determinants other than role-conflict give rise to "dis-

organized" behavior, however we may identify it. Fourth, role-conflict produces

many other consequences than "disorganized" behavior; much of the research shows,

for example, that persons in role-conflicts simply turn to loved ones first and

ignore other roles that conflict with loyalties to immediate family and other pri-
209

mary groups.

flow might these kinds of indeterminacy be reduced? Or. to put the

quest'.on another way, how might more definite theoretical and empirical limits be

set on the propositions that link disaster and role-conflict on the one hand, and

role-conflict and "disorganized" behavior on the other? I shall mention five types

of conceptual sharpening, which, if informed with appropriate empirical research,

can provide a basis for theoretical refinement:

First, the concept of role itself should be clearly and consistently defined.

As Levinson has pointed out, this concept is often explicitly or implicitly endowed

with at least three meanings in the literature:

a. Role ma. be defined as the structurally
given demands (normi , expectat ions, taboos,
responsibilities, and the like) associated with a
given social position...

b. Hole may be defined as the member's
orientation or conception of the part he is to play
in the organization. It is... his inner definition

Cof the demands]...

Not until all intimates (primary-group members) within reach are
safe, will -i;L indiidual willingly lend his support and aid. to other persons. Only
then will an individual h, lp less intimate friends md organizations (secondary groups)
with whom he identifies. Strangers may be aided, and then possessions and property
are looked after--fix st one's own, then those of close friends and relatives, and
finallv th s•e of others less intimate. " P)id. , p. 186.
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c. Hoie is commonly defined as the actions
of the individual members. . . in accord with or in 210
violation of a given set of organizational norms...

It is certainly legitimate for the investigator to consider these several aspects of

role--indeed, it ma'- be to his advantage to do so- -but it is incumbent upon him to

be clear at all times as to which meaning is being employed. As Levinson points

out, many writers in sociology and psychology tend to scramble these several

meanings into a single omnibus concept, thus producing a construct which tacitly

asserts a questionable unitary relation between the external demands of a role,

individual orientations toward the demands, and individual behavior with respect to

the demands. 211

Second, the concept of role-conflict should be distinguished from closely

related concepts. Parsons defines role-conflict as "the expos',.re of the actor to

conflicting sets of legitimized role expectations such that complete fulfillment of
,212both is realistically impossible. While this definition is fairly succinct,

certain vaguenesses hide in the words, "legitimized" (cannot some role demands

be semi-legitimate or even illegitimate and still create role-conflict?); "complete"

(do role-demands have to be completely filled to avoid role-conflict?); and "realis-

tically" (by what standards shall "realistically" be determined'?). Until such words

are given more specific references, role-conflict is difficult to locate empirically,

and difficult to set off from other phenomena.

Several other concepts are closely related to role-conflict, but should

not be confused with it. "Role-ambiguity, " for example, refers to the fact that

role-expectations are not understood by the actor. Some of the consequcne,-s nf

role-ambiguity (e. g. , anxiety) may be the same as those of role-conflict, but

analytically the two concepts can be seFarated; ambiguity refers to lack of role

definition, whereas conflict refers to counter-pressures set up by two or more

2 1 0 Daniel J. Levinson, "Role, Personality, and Social Structure in the
Organizational Setting, " The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, LVIII, 2
(March, 1959), pp. 172-173.

211 Ibid.. pp. 173-174.
2 12Talcott Parsons, The Social System, (Glencoe, Ill: The Free Press,

1951), p. 28.0.
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defined role-expectations. Even if the definitions of role-ambiiguity and role-

conflict are clear, further conceptual problems may arise. Is it possible for two

ambiguous sets of role-expectations to come into conflict? How can they do so if

the expectations are not specified? How definite do role-expectations have to be

to be capable of coming into conflict? Or even further: Suppose that from the

standpoint of external demands two roles are ambiguous. Suppose, further. that

the actor, by his own interpretation of these demands, makes them definite in his

mind, and in this way they come into conflict? Is this type of role-conflict (which

is generated intrapsychically) the same in its consequences as role-conflict that
213

is situationally imposed? Such questions do not lend themselves to easy

answers. But they must be faced directly if the investigator is to have a concept-

ually adequate definition of role-conflict.

Third, it is essential to distinguish among the relevant types of role-

conflict. Two illustrations of this requirement follow: (a) In the immediate

post-attack situation, a number of different types of role-conflict are possible--

conflict between the impulse of self-protection and the impulse to carry out some

performance on behalf of others; conflict between turning to one's family and

turning to other groups; conflict between playing a "heroic" role and carrying out
214

routine occupational demands; and so on. Different behavioral consequences

may be expected to flow from these different types of role-conflict. (b) In the

immediate post-attack situation, most role-conflict is likely to be immediate and

urgent; in the later p ,ases of recovery role-conflict is likely to be chronic--for

example, the conflict between the tendencies to withdraw into the primary group

for support and to devote energies to roles important for the recovery process; or

the conflict between loyalties to ethnic groups and loyalties to the nation. The

behavioral consequences of short-term, critical role-conflict are different from

those of long-term chronic conflict.

21 5This question shows the importance of distinguishing between exter-

nal demands and personal orientations toward role-expectations.
2 1 4 This classification borrows from Killian, "The Significance of

Multiple-Group Membership in Disaster, " op. cit.
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Fourth, it is necessary to specify the consequences of role-conflict for

the individual actor. From the psychological standpoint role-conflict, like many

other types of strain, gives rise to anxiety, hostility, and fantasy. If the actor

acts on the basis of these psychological states, the results may be flight, inter-

personal conflict, apathy, some form of deviant behavior, or attraction to a

collective protest movement.

Fifth, however, it is necessary to specify the conditions under which

one rather than another of these consequences is to be expected. All role-conflict

does not give rise to all these consequences; sometimes one consequence pre-

dominates. To specify these conditions, it is necessary to identify certain counter-

tendencies to role-conflict and its consequences. These counter-tendencies are of

two types: (a) Psychological: the individual who experiences anxiety or hostility

engendered by role-conflict may "handle" these effects intrapsychically, e. g.,

by characteristic mechanisms of defense, thereby "heading off" the behavioral

consequences suggested above. (b) Social: certain control mechanisms- -such as

hierarchy of ro:e-obligations, temporal scheduling, etc. -- may reduce potential

role-conflict. 215 In addition, there may be structured opportunities for "blowing
"legiimaely 2 1 6

off steam" legitimately; examples are institutionalized "griping" and instituti n-

alized antagonism between class and ethnic groupings. In so far as these

psychological and social factors "cushion" the behavioral consequences of role-

conflict, they must be counted as determinants of these consequences. Furthermore,

in so far as one type of consequence of role-conflict (e. g., hostile outb.rsts) is

more nearly "cushioned" by these psychological and social factors than another

(e. g., public apathy) this creates a presumption that the latter is more likely than

the former to be a response to role-conflict.

These refinements work to set more precise limits tc, the associations

between disaster and "disorganized" behavior as mediated by role-conflict. To

2 1 5 These kinds of protection against role-strain are discussed in Robert
K. Merton, "The Role-Set: Problems in Sociological Theory", British Journal of
Sociology, VIII. 2 (June, 1957), pp. 106-120.

2 1 6 For a discussion of several ways of "structuring out" tendencies to
deviance that result in part from role-conflict, see Parsons, The Social System,
op. cit., pp. 303-308.
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summarize, if we are to have a theoretically determinate account of these associa-

tions, it is necessary to have a conception of role-conflict that is (a) consistently

defined, so we are aware of the entity that is being anadyzed; (b) clearly set off

from related concepts, so that its unique determinants can be discovered;

(c) broken into sub-types, so that the different determinants and consequences of

role-conflict can be more adequately specified; (d) linked with a determinate num-

ber of behavioral consequences; and (e) assessed in connection with a number of

psychological and social counter-tendencies to these consequences. Only if such

refinements are spelled out in detail--which they are not done in contemporary

social-science literature- -will we possess a theoretically determinate account of

the propositions linking disaster with some of its most characteristic behavioral

consequences.
217

The Creation of Formal Models of Attack and Recovery. The litera-

ture on the social aspects of disaster has produced few theoretical statements. 218

I shall illustrate my remarks throughout by reference to the work of Anthony F. C.
219

Wallace, whose formulation of the stages of disaster and recovery comes

closest to a formally adequate theory.

The first requirement of a theory of change is to specify the state of

society at the beginning point of change (in this case society just before the onset

of attack) and at the end of the sequence of change (in this case society after some

2 1 7 The criteria for models of change that follow are not limited to the
situation of nuclear attack and recovery alone; indeed, they are general require-
ments for any theory of social change.

2 1 8 Many writings that treat disaster-and-recovery as a general type of
social change or treat it in theoretical language fall short of theoretical adequacy
in that the discussions are mainly programmatic or remain at the level of empiri-
cal generalizations. For examples of such discussions, see Dwight W. Chapman,
"Dimensions of Models in Disaster Behavior, " and Gideon Sjoberg, "Disasters
and Social Change, " in Baker and Chapman (eds.), op. cit. , pp. 305-336, 356-384.

2 1 9 Human Behavior in Extreme Situations (Washington, D. C. : National
Academy of Sciences-- National Research Council, 1956); Torn do in Worcester,
op. cit.
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process of recovery). Depending on how complicated the theory or change is going

to be, the investigator may wish to specify several alternative beginning and end

points. It is essential that these beginning and end points be described under a

common conceptual framework. A sample version of these categories is found in
220

the classification of dependent variables earlier in the essay.

In facing this first theoretical requirement, Wallace characterizes the
221

beginning of a disaster-recovery sequence as a "steady state" of society. He

describes this state as follows:

This is the system of regular energy-distribution
(action) obtaining in all of the ultimately affected
areas at the moment just preceding the warning
period. The system will probably be in equilib-
rium, or nearly so, at the time of any given disaster.
By equilibrium I mean that energy discharges are
of a repetitive and predictable nature, in response
to chronic stresses; furthermore, such stresses
are eliciting effective conventional responses. In
other words, the cultural system, and the person-
alities of the population, are operating sufficiently
smoothly to obtain stress reductions for the popula-
tion, such that the total quantity of stress in the
area at large is not systematically increasing or
decreasing (although there will be random variation).

The elements of the system of distribution are:

. . . terrain, topography, climate; the culture of the
population involved (including their security agencies
designed to protect them from disaster); certain
non-cultural characteristics of this population, in-
cluding the distribution of various demographic
factors, and the distribution of personality types
("national character"). 223

220Above, pp. 595-608.

2 2 1 Tornado in Worcester, p. 7.

' 2 2 Ibid., p. 7. This characterization of the "steady state" is similar

to what I refer to as the "disposition of society at the time of attack"in this essay.
2 2 3 Ibid .
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Wallace describes the end-point of the disaste r-and-recovery sequence

..imply as "recovery" or "irrever:dible change" n %hich ",• tiew steady state will

haive been established somewhere bUt'. een the situation at the end of... impact and

the pre-disaster equilibrium system, toward the re-establishment of which reha-

bilitation functions were aimed. "224 Though the end-point marks a "change in

system" from the original steady state, presumably the elements of the two

equilibrium systems are describable in terms of th same language (natural setting,

culture, personality types, etc. ý. Ideally, both the statement of pre-attack

conditions and the statement of the recovery system should be in the form of de-

terminate equilibrium systems; that is to say, all the relations among all the

elements of the system should be stated as functions of one another. The present

state of knowledge in the social sciences does not, however, permit such determi-
225

nate statements.

The second requirement of a theory of change is to chart the path of the

system through a series of intermediate stages between the beginning and end
226

points. Earlier in the essay I indicated a number of such stages. Wallace

specifies, in additio:i to the initial pre-disaster conditions and the end state of

recovery, the intervening stages of warning, threat, isolation, rescue, and reha-
227

bilitation. Ideally, each of these intermediate phases should be described in

the same language of equilibrium as the beginning and end states, so a logically

exhaustive classification of outcomes is possible at each stage. In practice, how-

ever, this cannot be done; the investigator more often settles for characterizing

224Ibid_.., pp. 2, 12.

2 2 5 For a discussion of the requirements of a genuinely "dynamic" of a
theory of social action--as well as the difficulty of meeting these requirements in
the present state of development of the social sciences--see Parsons, The Social
System, op., cit., pp. 19-22.

2 2 6 Above, pp. 6081-610.

2 2 7 Tornado in Worcester, op. ct., pp. 8-12.
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each stage in terms of the major preoccupation of the system--e. g., with pre-

cautionary activity in the warning phase, emergency activity in the rescue phase,
228.

and so on.

With these two requirements, the theory of change is still descriptive

and static. As yet there is no statement of why the system moves from phase to

phase, or why one outcome at any given phase is more likely than another. The

third requirement of the theory of change, then, is to present a systematic and

derived statement of determinants affecting the sequence at every stage. These

determinants are of two kinds: (a) The equilibrium system of the previous stage.

The character of pre-attack society, for example, determines in part the effect of
229the nuclear attack. In so far as the description can be in general equilibrium

terms, the precise ramifications of any type of impact can be traced to every part

of the system. Furthermore, if the state of society can be characterized in
general equilibrium terms, at the end of the shelter phase the precise impact of

emergence can be traced throughout the system. (b) The introduction of new

variables at each phase. The most dramatic new variable is, of course, impact

itself. But at later stages other new variables are introduced, such as rescue

efforts, attempts to mobilize people and resources for recovery, and so on.

Ideally, a theory of social change should specify precisely at what point in the

sequence each new variable is introduced. The resultant of the interaction of

these several kinds of determinants is a moving equilibrium system, continuously

affected by the systematic introduction of new variables, and working its way

through the several phases of attack and recovery.

2 28 1_bid., pp. 8, 11. In my characterization of phases I also fell short
of specifying equilibrium conditions at each phase; I merely specified the classes
of variables that would rise to salience at each phase. Above, pp. 608-610. See
also Smelser, "The Social Dimensions of Nuclear Attack, " 2. cit., pp. 219-220.
When I apply the phrase "rise to salience" to a dependent variable I mean that it
becomes an important problem confronting the surviving population during the
phase in question; when I apply the phrase to an independent variable I mean that
this variable accounts for a greater portion of variation in behavior than other
independent variables in this phase or than it did in other phases.

2 29 Above, p. 589. Also Wallace, Tornado in Worcester, . cit., p. 2.
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Wallace attacks these problems of dynamics, but necessarily in an in-

complete way. First, as indicated, he divides the sequence into a number (f time

intervals in order to organize the ,an/y variables that feed into the disaster-and-

recovery complex. In additib a,' e introduces a number of "space coordinates" as

a means of locating variables in terms of their geographic distance from the point
230

of impact. Then, using these time and space coordinates as an organizing

framework, he develops the notions of a "disaster syndrome" and a "counter-

disaster syndrome, " which, takpn together, constitute a kind of moving equilibrium

of forces, the balance among which determines the state of the system at each stage.

The "disaster syndrome" includes those kinds of behavior that arise in response to

the destructive agent. In the first stage people are "dazed" and "apathetic"; this

initial response gives way to suggestibility and dependency, which is followed by

an "ambivalent stage" of complaining and blaming; the syndrome is completed when
231

individuals return to something approximating their pre-disaster state. The

counter-disaster syndrome is vividly illustrated in the hyper-active rescue behavior

of the early stages (which "counters" the numbed, apathetic responses), but

presumably continues into the later stages as well, counteracting the disaster syn-
232

drome at each phase. As indicated, this notion of a moving equilibrium is only

partially developed in Wallace's work, since only a few elements of a full societal

equilibrium system are identified; nevertheless it is a step in the direction of a

theoretically adequate organization of knowledge concerning the impact and recovery

from crisis situations.

I should like to conclude this essay with a suggestion as to the type of

research that is appropriate to our present state of knowledge. It should be

apparent from the tone of the essay that our knowledge of post-attack society car.

be no better than the present state of theory and research in the social sciences.

2 3 0 Human Reactions in Extreme Situations, op. cit., pp. 18-19.

2 3 1 Tornado in Worcester, op. cit. , pp. 109-129.

2 3 2 Ibid., pp. 141-146.
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Our ignorance of the effects of nuclear attack stems only in part from the fact that

we have very limited theoretical knowledge of social change that can be brought to

bear on the anticipated effects of nuclear attack. Or, to put the point positively,

the maximum rate at which our knowledge of the effects of nuclear attack and re-

covery can increase is the rate at which our general knowledge of the processes of

social adaptation and change increases. The appropriate research strategy at the

moment, then, is not to encourage the development of more and more refined

statements as to the condition of post-attack society, but to encourage general

research on a wide range of comparable experimental and historical situations so

that our account of the effects of such a catastrophe can be built on a more solid

empirical and theoretical foundation.
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PART III

SOME APPLICATIONS TO PLANNING



When Etna bask. s and purrs,
Napltes is more afraid
Than when she shows her Garnet T'ooth;

Security is 1loud.

I~ikinscur
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Chapter VII

SOCIAL DIMENSIONS AND DOMAINS
IN PLANNING TO REDUCE VULNERABILITY

With Special Reference to the Uses and Effects of Shelter Systems

S. D. Vestermark, Jr.

The Place of Analytic Tools in Planning

TFnc power of analytic tools in planning begins in the cap-cities to simplify

and organize which they confer. Flanners charged with preparations for reducing

the vulnerability of a society and its sectors to nuclear attack or accident have

especially acute needs for the power 'which analytic tools can provide. The scope

of the potentially relevant data ,ppears overwhelming: In considering the levels

of potential social damage, planners may find themselves drawn to addressing data,

generalizations, and theories on the whole range of institutional and behavioral phe-

nomena which characterize the life of an industrial society. How can they reduce

the vast reach and complexity of these data, so that they can have more coherent

and more manipulable items of relevant information? After they have begun to

reduce this potentially vast domain of information, how can planners organize

emerging concepts, findings, and more theoretical statements into significant de-

scriptions and predictions which can guide planning tasks toward effective measures

for protecting complex social life and its preconditions'?

Given the scientific and organizational limitations under which he must

work, the planner has a triple task in beginning to answer these planning challenges.

HIe must first find the appropriate tools, lie must then apply them to the funda-

mental task of simplifying and organizing the domains of uncertainty inherent in the

study of potential nuclear disasters. In this application, he must constantly retain

a critical awareness of the biases and limitations introduced by his analytic tools.

Even with more limited subjects and goals, analytic simplification rarely

In oceeds in isolation from analytic organization. Procedures and mechanisms
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used to simplify complex domains of data often assume or restrict the frameworks

within which organizing principles and propositions can be drawn from observations
1

of the real world. But jiiqt as they have special need for analytic tools, those who

plan for reducing and managing potential social effects of nuclear disaster must be

esprecially sensitive to the interplay between analytic simplification and analytic

organization. Without some organizing models and principles to guide the inquiry,

it is difficult to gather and interpret useful data on either potential effects among

large aggregates of individuals or large institutional domains which form major

sectors in the social system. Yet, contained within these organizing models and

principles may be rather ambitious theoretical perspectives. To create inventories

of data using these models and principles is simultaneously to create pressures for

restating the analytic tools and for building more adequate theory, particularly

when anomalies appear in the data gathered with the use of these tools. The plan-

ner may become bewildered and impatient from the social scientist's desire to

keep refining the analytic tools, even as he realizes that the scientific adequacy

of the propositions upon which he founds his plans may depend on continuing this

prlocess.

Because of contemporary limits on descriptions of the full range of inter-

acting, empirically observable social phenomena which create a society and its

dynamics over time, and because of the inherent indeterminacies in speculating

IThe mutual dependence of organizing principles and procedures and mech-

anisms for simplifying perceptions and observations is, of course, a continuing
issue of the greatest importance in the study of the philosophical foundations of sci-
entific inuluiry. See, for example, Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962) and Edwin G. Boring,
"'rh' Dual Role of the Zetgeist in Scientific Creativity", in Philipp G. Frank
(Boston: The Beacon Press, 1956), pp. 204-217. But this issue is by no means
confined to the study of scientific procedures. Indeed, it is at the heart of attempts
to specify the fundamental psychological processes through which individuals come
to have coherent sense data about the real world. See Leo Postman, Jerome S.
Bruner, and Elliott McGinnies, "Personal Values as Selective Factors in Percep-
tion", in Guy E. Swanson, Theodore M. Newcomb, and Eugene L. Hartley (eds.),
Readings in Social Psychology (Rev. ed.; New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1952), pp. 375-383, and Jerome S. Bruner, Jacqueline J. Goodnow, and George A.
Austin, A Study of Thinking (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1956).
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about social disasters which cannot be directly studied, the planner will remain

dependent upon the proper application of analytic tools at several stages of his work.

No matter how effective the analytic tools, however, there comes a time at which

the role of the planner and the role of the social scientist sharply diverge. This

divergence is the product of the requirement that the planner both articulate and

apply policy decisions.

Policy decisions aru choices among action alternatives which have vary-

ing degrees of utility and desirability. While the social scientist may inform the

policy-maker and planner of the possible utilities to be gained in a particular course

of action, and show how the utilities from one course may contrast with the utilities

offered by another, the social scientist cannot say which course --- and concomitant

set of utilities --- should be chosen. This is because values and normative state-

ments form the final criteria of desirability. While the social analyst may show

the policy-maker and planner how a policy decision might achieve values, he cannot,

as a social scientist, say whether that value should be achieved. This does not

mean that the social analyst may not have strong opinions of his own as a citizen.

What it does mean, though, is that even the value commitments of ý, scientifically

oriented social analyst must lie in processes of value-commitment and value-

assertion which exist beyond the domains of scientific validation and verification. 2

Within a governmental system, the policy level both reflects and articulates
3

the values of the government's constituency. 3Isofar as planners design programs

2 An extensive literature on the relation between values and scientific pro-
cedures in the analysis of national security issues has evolved since World War I1.
This theme has been a principal preoccupation of journals such as Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists. For a debate on the proper role of ideological and value ele-
ments in the scientific analysis of measures for reducing the vulnerability of
American society to thermonuclear attack, see S D. Vestermark, Jr., "Social
Science as Systematic Anxiety: A Case Study in the Civil Defense Dialogue",
Journal of Conflict Resolution, IX, 2 (June, 1965), pp. 264-287, and Arthur I.
Waskow, "Social Science and Civil Defense: Problems in the Study of an Ulnprece-
dented Future", Journal of Conflict Resolution, IX, 3 (September, 1965), pp. 397-
412.

3 Note that this sociological definition of the value functions of the policy
level is applicable to constituencies other than those of a democratic political
system. Thus, the policy level of an authoritarian, one-party state may both
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and measures for iraplementing value decisions which form the basis of policy

choices, they must accept the value restrictions implied in the choice of one action

alternative over another. Unless it has been specifically agreed that analytic tools

can be used to criticize basic policy choioes of action alternatives and to propose

new ones, it becomes irrelevant for analytic tools to show that there are "better"

ways of achieving valued states. Instead, the first value of the analytic tools for

the planner will be in their ability to show him ways in which a particular action

alternative may be realized. Here, an "action alternative" may range from quite

specific measures to be taken in a given contingency, to the creation of the pre-

conditions and processes required to build a whole new institutional domain in the

society.

Of course, the more uncertain the policy arena, the broader may be the

planner's role in defining the basic alternatives which the policy-maker needs to

consider. The basic value, "Society should be preserved against the ravages of

epidemics", may imply quite specific, though romprehensive, public health action

alternatives. On tlhe other hand, the value, 'Society should be preserved against

the ravages of nuclear disaster", may imply many action alternatives, some of

which will remain unclear so long as their target domains are unclear. If the

process of fulfilling the value to preserve against nuclear disaster can be partialled

into a number of subsidiary processes and programs --- such as preparations for

taking public health measures against possible epidemics --- steps will have been

taken toward translating the general policy value into specific action programs.

As long as there are important questions about the dimensions of social vulnerability

to nuclear attack, however, the plarner may find that his role forces him to de-

scribe a number of basic probloms which seem to merit solutions and a number of

basic institutional domains into which programs and actions should enter, if basic

goals in reducing societal vulnerability are tobe'achieved. He may find himself

in the position of recommending new areas of policy concern to high levels of policy-

making, His task may come to include defining criteria of both the existential and.

(Footnote 3, continued)represent and redefine the values which rank-and-

file party members are thought to support. Where party membership is restricted,
the constituency of the government may be much smaller than the total number of
citizens of the state, even though the government may act in the name of all the
citizens.
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the desirable, as well as defining the criteria for implementing decisions to pre-

serve the existential and achieve the desirable.

Organization of This Chapter. This chapter is directed especially to plan-

ners who must perform these types of broad functions. In particular, this chapter

is an exercise in the application of both analytic and directly empirical techniques

to the potential social effects of a nuclear disaster. The principal task will be to

show how these techniques can define central issues in planning to reduce societal

vulnerability to nuclear disaster and to enhance social resources and potentialities

for recovery. The planners who form the special audience of this chapter are plan-

ners who occupy the bureaucratic position which was shown in paradigmatic form

in Figure 1-10, p. 167. Astraddle the worlds of policy values and goals on the one

hand and administrative and operational requirements on the other, these planners

must specify both the criteria and the specific characteristics of vulnerability-
4

reduction and recovery-management systems.

But this chapter is not intended to be a planners' guide. It would be beyond

the scope of this volume to present a total inventory of planning propositions and

techniques, and it would be beyond the scope of social science to claim solutions

for what must ultimately be political questions and decisions about the desirability

of comprehensive vulnerability-reduction and recovery-management systems.

Instead, this chapter reviews the analytic techniques and empirical findings of the

preceding chapters of this volume. It does so by rearranging these techniques and

findings into a series of analytic principles and empirical statements. This series

begins with a group of statements which summarize the analytic techoiques and

analytic decisions which were the basis for creating manageable conceptual and

empirical issues in the social analysis of nuclear disaster. It concludes with a

number of specific propositions, whose purpose is to show how particular post-

attack social effects and processes could create requirements for particular sys-

tems to reduce social vulnerability, and how these effects, processes, and resulting

4 1'or the basic view of organizational environments which has shaped this
discussion of planners' functions, see above, "Organizational Characteristics
Which Create Organizational Constraints", pp. 162-177.
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system requirements become elements in a cumulative, total process which could

crceate the interacting conditions required to reduce vulnerability and enhance the

possibilities of recovery.

This chapter continues, therefore, with a listing of general principles for

the analysis of post-attack social domains. Following this general analytic section

is a more specific inventory of propositions about the domains of behavioral and

institutional process within which specific social effects of attack will be expressed.

A uniting theme of this total set of propositions is an important analytic and em-

pirical finding of this volume: that the kinds of individual behavioral forms and

institutional processes which are critical to managing the social effects of nuclear

disaster will vary according to timeafter attack and conditions which have inter-

vened between attack time and the time under immediate analysis. In short,

behavioral and institutional domains have variable salience for analysis and plan-

ning after attack. Associated with each salient domain will be a number of salient

decision points. A decision point which is salient at one time may be less salient

at another time following attack, sometimes regardless of whether decisions have

been made at other critical points.

These two summations of the findings of this volume provide a basis for

restating the central issue confronting planners of systems to reduce social vulner-

ability -nd enhance social recovery. It is possible to see this issue as a problem

of maximizing and managing the post-attack "social inventory", in order to maxi-

mize options for institutionally governed reconstruction within a moving but unstable

social equilibrium system. With this reformulation of the central planning issue,

it may then be possible to speak more clearly about the nature of social costs, of

both the attack and of the systems intended to counter its effects. A brief consider-

ation of the question of social costs in planning concludes this chapter.

The two propositional inventories in this chapter are neither theoretically
5nor emp,,rically complete. Many of the analytic statements depend on developments

See the discussion of general characteristics of propositional inventories,
above, pp. 45-59.
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in social theory and social methodologics, if they are to be accorded the status of

fully validated and tested propositions. To the empirical statements drawn from

the essays in this volume could be added other generally stated, empirical findings.

The purpose of these inventories is, rather, to show how it may be possible to

create a basis for progressing from general analytic questions to more particular

social dimensions and domains within which planners can perceive critical issues,

as they respond to broad requirements to anticipate social stress and manage

disruptive changes of great magnitude. As clearly as the format of this chapter

and volume will permit, each procedural principle or substantive proposition will

be framed in a language which suggests its status as an item of knowledge about the

real world.

6
General Principles for the Analysis of Post-Attack Social Domains

While these principles in all cases refer ultimately to the social effects of

attack occurring in a real world, they are expressed in terms which reflect the

analytic decisions and perspectives about the real world that were necessary before

a unified empirical analysis could proceed.

A. 1. Axiom: The Persistence of Determinants. To degrees
which may vary among individual cases and domains of
behavior, pre-attack determinants of behavior and insti-
tutional process will continue to specify, constrain, and
shape post-attack behavior in at least some significant
ways.

Without this axiomatic assumption, any attempt to consider the future

following nuclear attack dissolves into radical indeterminism. Of course, the im-

possibility of subjecting propositions about social effects of nuclear disaster to

direct test opens the logical and philosophical possibilities that the causal sequences

6 For con% enirence in reference, the p)ropositions of this section, which
summarize analytic i~rncililes, proc (hdures, and general findings that depend on

both analytic tools and enmpiri(cal tvidence, have the letter "A" as a prefix to their
individual serial numbers. "'B" is the prefi\ for the more restricted empirical
i)!'(I)()sitioIns about linlited d(omains, which ,oni,)n osc the. tollowing section of this
chllt i.r
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which govern present behavior and institutional functioning will be totally discon-

tinuous with the causal sequences governing post-attack life. This is another way

of saying that the world following nuclear attack will have no relation to the present

world.

A number of anxious predictions or fantasies about the social effects of

nuclcar attack implicitly or explicitly assume that determinants of pre-attack be-
7

havior will not function in the post-attack social setting. These fantasies of lapse

are often intertwined into arguments which hold that the consequences of nuclear

attack would be "horribly". But Sidney Winter makes more than a debater's point

when he remarks in Chapter IV of this volume that "71o defend the prediction that

nuclear war would be horrible, it is obviously necessary to grant at the outset the

relevance of presently available evidence not only on the physical and biological

effects of nuclear weapons, but also on the reactions of human beings to particular

experiences . In Winter's words:

Clearly, in the absence of any expe:riences by which
to judge the ability of various procedures to predict the
consequences of nuclear war, the only available standard
for such judgments is the degree to which a given proce-
dure is derivative of a theory that is well corroborated in
other applications. This standard excludes from scientific
discussion all statements to the effect that nuclear war is
"not comparable" to any situation that has occurred pre-
viously, if such statements are understood to mean that
events after nuclear war would be governed by their own
peculiar laws, unrelated to any present reality. These
statements merely assert the impossibility of useful
discussion; they do not carry any weight for or against

7 One form of anxious prediction which appears ultimately to rest upon the
assumption of this lapse of behavioral determinants is the prediction of social re-
gression based on a "pandemonium model". An example of this prediction is
Klineberg's statement, cited above. p. 72. But see Neil Smelser's commentary
on this "negative utopian" form of thinking, above, pp. 213-215. In contrasting
two forms of socio-economic development, as they provide models for post-attack
behavior and recovery, Smelser explicitly assumes the persistence of determirnants.
Above, pp. 256-260.

8 Above, p. 332.
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a p Sl)C(ii'' 1 r.c(l ic tl( 'I . If th,. logic of such statements is
;1)1)1ljed in )8 tial lv, it })UtS the i rPrediction "nuclear war
would be horrible' on the same level of meaninglessness
as the prediction "nuclear war would be delightful". 9

In the present analysis, therefore, the axiom of thepersistence of deter-

minants does not beg the important questions. The important questions are, "What

are the possible relations between pre-attack and post-attack phenomena')" "How

does an understanding of pre-attack phenomena offer clues to post-attack behavior

and its management?" The question is not whether there is any relation between

prc-attack and post-attack behavior. To assert that there is no relation between

p1 e-attack and post-attack social phenomena, and therefore no relevance in pre-

attack evidence, is to suspend the continuity ot empirical causation and to move

toward an assertion based on faith. Except in its mood of potential pessimism, the

thrust is no different from that of the radical optimism in an argument that nuclear

disaster would have no effects on behavior or institutions, and that there are there-

fore no substantial grounds for worry. With consequences equivalent to suspending

empirical causation, this optimistic argument supp,,-esses the effects of empirical

determinants.

A. 2. Principle: The Need to Specify Ranges and lAmits. The
primary analytic and empirical task is to specify ranges
and limits of the social effects of nuclear attack, and to
create the logic for specifying these ranges and limits; it
will frequently be infeasible --- and sometimes unhelpful

for systems design --- to make precise predictions of
particular, limited effects which fall within known degrees
of certainty.

Although pre-attack social evidence must be relevant to the analysis of

possible post-attack events, the uncertainties inherent in the study of the social

effects of nuclear attack make it difficult to know the degree of confidence which

9Ibid. It is interesting to speculate on the extent to which proponents of
the pi)ltition, "''horror is the pIeoduct of discontinuity", could consistently accept the

proposition that social institutions can create dimensions for the horrors of deviant
b,,havior in pr.-attack society See Footnote 102 above, pp. 133-134, and the
jiragrazph to which it constitutes a reference.
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attaches to any specific prediction of attack effects based on evidence drawn from

the present-time or past. Furthermore, given the potential magnitude and com-

plexity of the inquiry, it is ditficult to know the extent to which any collection of

specific propositions would effectively include all the critical possibilities and con-

tingencies which might occur following especially a massive nuclear disaster. In

the present volume, Neil Smelser presents the most systematic attempt to provide

a tentative vocabulary for distinguishing among the degrees of confidence with which

specific predictions can be asserted. Early in Chapter II, he suggests three dis-

tinguishable degrees of certainty:

Optimally, each conditional prediction that follows ---
e. g., the prediction that collective panic will occur in the
event of nuclear attack, given the present warning and
shelter arrangements --- should be accompanied by a state-
ment of the degree of confidence with which the prediction
is made. For, as I have indicated, some propositions
about the consequences of attack and patterns of recovery
are based on more reliable social-scientific knowledge
than others. Unfortunately, in the present state of the
social sciences, it is impossible to indicate precise prob-
abilities or levels of confidence, especially about the types
of propositions ventured in this essay. On the other hand,
it is possible to give rough indications of confidence. In
the material that follows I shall use the following kind of
shorthand: I shall qualify with the word "probable" the
propositions which are based on quite substantial rý-search
and can be accepted with considerable confidence; I shall
qualify with the word "plausible" the propositions which are
less solidly founded, yet do rest on fairly well established
theory and research; and I shall qualify with the word
"possible" statements that are consistent with general
social-scientific knowledge but are more speculative in
character. 10

Smelser would join in conceding that these distinctions are preliminary and im-

precise.

1 0 Above, pp. 222-223. In Chapter VI, Smelser examines the methodo-
logical bases for drawing inferences about post-attack social phenomena and for
assigning degrees of confidence to these inferences.
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Later in Chaptur II, Smelser builds a convincing argument for the genleral

proposition that under certain specifiable, "exceptional conditions" attending the

warning of the attack and the movement of the population to shelter, "the probabilily

of panic behavior" will be "fairly high". As do many other particular predictions

in this volume, this assessment of the likelihood of panic rests upon the possibility
12

of a conjunction of a particular set of conditions or assumptions. In effect, par-

ticular predictions and propositions frequently are examples of probable events

which could fall within a given range of particular possibilities. Going a step far-

ther --- to generate particular propositions under the present analytic constraints,

it appears necessary to express these predictions as generalized examples within

a range created by the analytic examination and reduction of varying types of em-

pirical and theoretical evidence.

This suggests that the general framework and logic for the reduction of

the available evidence must be able to show the ranges of possibility created by

particular events occurring in a number of possible post-attack behavioral situa-

tions. It is here that the process of empirical generalization redirects the analysis

to progressively higher analytic levels, in the search for the more general deter-
1 3

minants of specific behavioral events in specific situations of action. The outcom

of this search is an analytic demonstration: that the translation of damage done at

the level of the individual system and the social system to levels more independent

l Above, pp. 228-230.

1 2 In Chapter III, for example, David fleer acknowledges throughout that
particular findings and general trends in his demographic analysis would shift withi,
certain ranges, giv en alteration in the assumptions and models he used for con-
structing his attack patterns; see especially p. 308. In Chapter IV, Sidney Winter
uses two analytic models to demonstrate the dependence of economic viability and
recuperation upon the quantitative values and relations among several key variables
see pp. 390-396 and pp. 438-450. These models form points of departure for ---
but do not strictly determine --- the analysis of institutional mechanisms through
which viability arid recuperation may be achieved. Of necessity, his analysis fre-
quently shifts from the quantitative to the qualitative.

1 3 Above, pp. 90-12:3.
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of the situation of action can be best understood as occurring within the dimensions

of social structure set by social institutions. 14

The analytic necessity to consider the ranges and limits within which par-

ticular phenomena will fall has an interesting practical consequence for planning.

Unless a particular phenomenon will be critical to vulnerability-reduction and I
rccovery, and unless this phenomenon can be shown to be highly likely, it is diffi-

cult to justify allocating resources for a large-scale system to deal with only that

phenomenon. As has already been shown, however, the interacting domains of un-

certainty in the social analysis of nuclear disaster make it difficult to say not only

whether a specific phenomenon is likely with a known degree of confidence, but also

whether that phenomenon would be critical in the management of the attack effects.

Therefore, it would appear that as a practical matter of wisely allocating resources,

systems for reducing vulnerability must be predicated on attempts to encompass

and manage a wide range of similar phenomena, any one of which could have poten-

tially critical consequences. Systems which are designed for the purpose of vulner-

ability-reduction pind recovery-management will be pre-eminently systems for

managing controls on ranges of events and allocating resources to encourage the

evolution of new ranges of events. Particular problems which will be critical but

transitory and limited to particular situations of action --- such as the potential

problemn of "panic" --- will be managed through combining and focusing the capaci-

tics of several more generally conceived systems to deal with elements of these

problems. 15

14 Above, pp. 123-138.

"1Thus, "panic" would be managed by the redesign of the general warning
and shelter systems, so as to minimize threat and reduce the likelihood of pileups
in qneuing as people move to sheltcr. A generai communication and control system
whio-h exists apart from the warning and shelter systems would have functional
capaciti-Es designed to complement the warning and shelter systems. For example,
an effective, genera!ized system of communicating with the population in a vari,-ty
of non-emergency as well as emergency situations would have the pre-programmed
capacity for rapidly processing and disseminating factual information, a cording to
principles which would maximize the likelihood of credibility in reception and miii-
nmize the likel ihood of arousing threats.
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The analytic discipline imposed by the study of the social effects of

niclear disaster contains a safeguard against the danger of planners' br-o oming

overly fascinated and bemused by particular phenomena which loom large in both

social science and folklore. Of necessity, a vulnerability-reduction and recovery-

management system must be predicated on dealing with a variety of potential par-

ticular phenomena, any one of which may occur with degrees of likelihood and

certainty different from any other.

A. 2. 1. Distinction: The Analytic versus The Empirical.
Analytic specification must be distinguished from
empirical specification.

The central analytic philosophy of this volume is that of "scientific nomi-

nalism". This position cxplicitly distinguishes the process of analyzing and labeling

phenomena in a real world from those phenomena themselves. In Chapter VI, Neil

Simelser applies this philosophical position to the way in which the ohbsrvcr dis-

criminates analytic characteristics and variables:

With respect to this characterization of dependent variables
I hold an explicitly nominalistic position: that the dependent vari-
ables are not in any natural way "given" in social reality, but
are the product of a selective identification of aspects of the era-

virical wo'ld, of social phcnomcna by the invcstigator for purposes
of scientific analvsis. 16

While the analytic perspective is a way of conceptually manipulati;ig aspects of the

empirical world, it does not form a domain of "realities" apart from the world of

empirical phenomena. Analytic tools may have their own characteristic rules and

procedul ,-s, from which derive pressures on the analyst to be complete and closed

in his analysis, but these tools are constantly subject to tests of validity and

reliability, as the analyst uses them to dcpict empirical reality and draw infer-

ences about it. Because of this constant use of analytic tools to map empirical

rcalityv and manipllate it conceptually, and because of the requirement that these

tools Ib constantly and demonstrably relevant to the empirical world, there may

soimetimcs I)h a blurring of the differcnce between an empirical percepion and an

ania]l'i(, const)ruct. The distinction between the analytic and the empirical remains

16 Above, 1). 5:'6.
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clear, however, if it is remembered that the use of analytic tools begins in the

conscious, selective identification and description of a world being systematically

observed.

Thus, for the purposes of this volume the process of empirical specifica-

tion begins in tracing and describing the actual, limited events which, over time,

are associated with a particular, observed outcome. The process of analytic

specification begins in showing how categories of events are associated with cate-

gories of outcomes.

A. 3. Principle: The Situational Dependence of First Effects.
In analytic terms, the first effects of attack are expres-
sed in the "situation of action", which constitutes the
concrete arena of human behavior; consequently, these
effects are translated into behavioral and social effects
in the form of effects on individual and social systems,
which are systems of behavioral ordering that are rela-
tively "dependent" on the situation of action.

This principle is the product of a sequence of analytic discriminations

which were undertaken in Chapter I for the purpose of describing the ways in which

attack effects in the reorganizing physical world are translated into effects in the

empirically observable, social world. 17

A. 3. 1. Subsidiary Principle: Relative Situational Dependence of
Social Effects. Systems which order and specify behavior
are more or less dependent on the situation of action.
Analytically, actual first attack effects must be expressed
in systems that are more dependent, before they can be
translated hierarchically into effects in systems that are
less situationally dependent. Empirically,, damage against
individual system and social system elements is more likely
to be quickly experienced after attack than damage to the
ecological and cultural systems. A dual hypothesis for
further study results: The ability to estimate damage to a
society will lag significantly behind the ability to estimate
damage to individuals; furthermore, there is no necessary
one-to-one relation of direct proportionality between the
number of situations of immediate damage to individuals
and the amount of damage done to the whole society. 18

1 7 Above, pp. 25-37, pp. 82-138.

18On this dual hypothesis, see Footnote 91 above, p. 110.
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Perhaps the most appealing intuitive criterion of a vulnerability-reduction

or recovery-management system is the number of individual lives which it can

save per dollar expended. The "best" system is, then, that system which saves

the most lives for the "least" money. Moving a step beyond intuition in one direc-

tion, a more sophisticated view of this same criterion would acknowledge the

relatively fixed nature of the capital investment required for a minimum system,

and would hold that the proper criterion would be achieving the maximum number

of lives saved per marginal increment of resources expended. 19

These criteria have a certain intuitive appeal within the American value

system, which requires that all individuals have equal opportunity (in this case,

for survival). Thus, the system which offers the most Americans the greatest

opportunity for survival would be the "best" system. Underlying the appeal of

these criteria may also be the intuitive realization that as a social phenomenon,

attack does, first of all, strike individual organisms in their situations of action.

The analytic principle which holds that the first social effects of nuclear attack

will be expressed in those organic and behavioral systems which are more depend-

ent on the immediate situation of action merk'ly formalizes the fact that social

damage begins with people.

In the longer run, however, a criterion based on an assessment of damage

to systems which are highly dependent on the situation of action may neglect the

ways in which any events in situationally dependent systems may have effects in

and on systems whieh are relatively independent of situation. The planner may

think it sufficient to use his resources to "save lives", arguing that it will be pos-

sible later to improvise means for supporting these lives. But consider a post-

attack setting in which large numbers of individuals living in urbanized populations

have been saved, while communication, transport, and distributional facilities

have been wrecked and inventories of commodities required for survival have been

spoiled or made inaccessible. In the long run, what will have been the effective

1 9 A closely similar criterion has been used in costing the current fallout
shelter program. See the discussion above, pp. 160-161.
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marginal increment in lives saved? What institutional as well as personal pres-

sures will be created by these disparities?

With limited resources to expend, the present Federal fa]lout shelter pro-

gram has emphasized the perceived "first job" of saving as many individual lives

as possible. It has been necessary to defer planning and building systems which

would increase the probability that the total surviving population could be supported.

maintained, and directed in a variety of post-attack social settings, so that a total

set of recovery requirements could be met. There is certainly no doubt that bud-

getary, political, and ideological pressures have required this concentration on a

simplified version of the "first job". Yet, it is possible that it has been difficult

to think of systems beyond the first job, because of uncertainties about how to

conceive these systems. How does a planner conceive of specific systems which

would utilize or modify basic social institutions to decrease societal vulnerability

and increase recovery prospects? Are there feasible ways of managing events and

programs which will affect the composition of the ecological and cultural systems

of society? Would it even be important to think about problems on these levels?

At this point, a natural temptation would be to try to present a well inte-

grated discussion of various systems that might be devised to manage "society" on

these levels. Unfortunately, such a discussion would be premature; it would sooi-
20

take on a utopian flavor. To demonstrate some of the problems in meeting needs

for systems which affect patterns beyond the immediate situation of action, it may

be useful to compare the general social situation following nuclear disaster with

that of another kind of social disaster --- the race riot.

A Note on the Watts Riot of August, 1965. During a week long period of

crisis which began on August 11 and abated on August 17, 1965, a significant min-

ority of the Negro community in southern Los Angeles, California, was in a state

of riot and insurrection. Centering on the Watts area of the city, this widely

20Principle A. 5., below, p. 685, suggests the impracticality of attempting
to design systems on one level which can fully control behavior on another level.
Utopian thinking begins in forgetting the empirical difficulties which this principle
summarizes.
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spread disorder resulted in 34 deaths, at least 1, 032 others wounded or hurt, 977

buildings affected by looting, damaging, or total destruction, and approximately

$40, 000, 000 in property damage. 21 The vast damage and the residues of rage and

fear left in Los Angel,.- prompted many efforts to prevent another outbreak. These

efforts quickly led to inquiries into what had "caused" the Watts Riot.

It is in the search for causes of this riot that the analyst of nuclear disaster

may gain insight into the role of systems of behavioral specification which are not

immediately dependent upon the situation of action. The immediate cause was "the

arrest of a drunken Negro youth about whose dangerous driving another Negro had
complained to the Caucasian motorcycle officer who made the arrest". 22 Of greater

interest to the analyst, however, are the other "causes", identified in the official

report on the riot. In spite of Los Angeles' number one ranking among sixty-eight

cities examined by the Urban League on ten basic elements of Negro living, the

official report found the almost tenfold increase in the Los Angeles Negro population

between 1940 and 1965 had been accompanied by persisting problems which Negroes23
had experienced elsewhere. These problems included not enough jobs, insuffici-

ent schooling, a profound resentment of police authority, disillusionment with the

effects and intentions of recent social welfare measures and their administration,

and the example of violence and disobedience as a means for redress. 24 Even

before the official report presents its detailed chronology of what happened during

the riots, it presents a central finding of the officiud inquiry: the "dull, devastating

spiral of failure that awaits the average disadvantaged child in the urban core". 25

2 1Governor's Commission on the Los Angeles Riots, Violence in the
City --- An End or a Beginning?. Report by the Governor's Commission on the
Los Angeles Riots (Los Angeles, Calif. : Governor's Commission on the Los
Angeles Riots, December 2, 1965), pp. 1-2. The present discussion draws on
this official account, as tempered by the observations of the present writer, who
witnessed riot activity in Watts at intervals during the four peak days.

2 2 Ibid.•, p. 1.

2 3 Ibid., pp. 3-4.

24Ibid_.., pp. 2-4.

2 5 Ibid., pp. 5-9.
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Later, fully one half of the pages of the official report explore in detail the socio-

cultural, economic, and ecological problems which have prevented the development

of effective Negro participation in the social institutions of Los Aageles. 26 Uniting

the entire discussion of the causes of the Watts Riot is the theme that disadvantage,

disillusionment, and isolation from community institutions created the conditions

within which it was possible to precipitate "an explosion --- a formless, quite

senseless, all but hopeless violent protest --- engaged in by a few but bringing

great distress to all". 27

The official analysis of the causes of the Watts Riot briefly treats the

igniting incident, then moves quickly into processes and levels often far removed

from the immediate situations of action in the riot. Similarly, the proposed reme-

dies only briefly deal with organizational and tactical changes which might increase

the ability of the police to enforce the law within an atmosphere of greater Negro
28

trust. It is in the sphere of building a basis for Negro participation in social

institutions that the report is much more comprehensive.

Assuming for the moment that the official report is a fair-minded pre-

sentation of the different kinds of "causes"' which combined to create the Watts

Miot of 1965, it is to be observed that the social determinants of the outbreak

specified behavior in an order which is in reverse to the order of specification

which would occur in a nuclear disaster. That is, because systems relatively

independent of situation were defective and because social institutions could not

2 6,Ibid.., pp. 38-86. The amount of space devoted to these problems re-

flects an extensive effort within the official inquiry to take formal recognition and
provide scientific definition of th,, full range of determinants of the riot, and to lay
these pieces of evidence before Californians. It is worth noting this emphasis, in
view of other emphases that could have been taken. For example, the writer's
own experience suggests that some residents of the Los Angeles area would have
been far more interested in learning about an official plan for more rapid suppres-
sion of the next riot. Others were particularly vehement about the need for Negroes
to learn "responsibility".

2)7" Ibid.. pp. 4-5.

28~lbid., esp,.cially pp. 27 -:•7
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teffiectively constrain behavior, "acceptable" individual behavior in immediate

situations of action had potentially broader ranges of possibility --- up to and in-

cluding individual acts which totally rejected conventional institutional constraints.

For Watts, the institutional damage had come before the riot, and tile riot was an

event which forced recognition of institutional weaknesses. For Watte, the reme-

dies appeared to lie in creating institutions, especially including stable patterns of

occupational and conbumer behavior, patterns for enabling oncoming generations

to achieve more educational and civic competence, and patterns for committing

individuals to concepts of community interest and responsibility. But there is an

irony in being so aware of the need to create patterns beyond the immediate situ-

ation of action: Those events and processes which make institutional needs so

clearcut also make the potential beneficiaries despair of the seemingly slow pace

required to build both institutions and behavior governed by commitment to these

patterns.

Before the riot, then, Watts was, in one sense, a kind of functional-

equivalent-in-reverse to a society which had been so ravaged by major disaster

that individual behavior patterns could no longer conform to institutional require-

ments which customarily shaped behavior beyond the level of the immediate situ-

ation. The kinds of measures required to build institutional patterns in Watts

appeared relatively clearly, because of the order in which the determinants of

individual action possibilities operated prior to and during the disaster. Compared

with nuclear attack, Watts was a disaster in reverse --- generalized institutional

defects created arenas for specific individual injuries. In a sense, the most

significant damage had been done before the disaster, on the ecological and cul-

tural level. The damage to individuals and to social patterns which the riot caused

could be perceived as delayed-time "presuiting symptoms" of this damage.

The analyst of nuclear disaster starts with institutions and social structure

intact. His task is more difficult than that of the riot student, for he cannot assume

that institutions will disappear 'ocally, or that they did not exist. Instead, he must

work from immediate behavioral and organic effects, to effects on institutions,

social structure, and systems relatively independent of situation. Vulnerability is

niot a product of the absence of institutions or defects in e\isting patterns, but of
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particular re!-'ss:ures exerted on institutions. Where institutions clearly do not

SNxist. it. would appear easier to manipulate determinants whose interrelations rond

dyn:,rnics ar<e iniperrectly understood. In the situation of mounting pressure arer

nu.lear. attack, it. ma•y be more difficult to understand analytically the conditions

for patt,-rns whose dynamics are not fully perceivable empirically.

.'inally in the case or a Watts Riot, there is the added analytic advantage

rI becing ai.hle to define the lack of institutions by referring to their presence and

chIara'cteris !ic patterns in a majority culture outside the deprived community. In

a ma;ssivw nuclear disaster, the potential institutional target is the configuration

()I institutions in the whole society. The reference in defining institutional pattern-

ings is to individual sectors within the entire nexus, and, ultimately, to the entire

inlstitutionll nexus. To sort out the vulnerabilities and recovery potentialities of

particular institutional sectors, the analyst must find ways of analytically segre-

gal.in~g one domain of institutional effects from another, even while these sectors

r,..in,, int intcrdelpendence within the total network formed by the institutions and
sc~ial str'ucturc.of the society.

In movi,'g from the disaster of a riot to the disaster of nuclear attack, the

analyst moves from a cleariy definable, relatively isolated community and set of

:actors within a metropolitan social structure, to a total set of institutional processes

which organizes both the social structure and individual behaviors within a national

s~ciety. Somewhat paradoxically, as the analytic emphasis broadens to include the

entire ecological and cultural systems of a nation, these systems become more

difficult to discern as discrete systems with discrete patterns of effects. For Watts,

institutions and measures taken at some remove from immediate action situations

still remain relatively concrete remedies for isolable, visible problems. For a

nucle.atr attack, institutions and more generalized processes of behavioral ordering

bccomne res-orces, which must be defined and managed even as they interact with

olIcr resoVrce sectors. What seem to be manageable, visible remedies in Watts

tWild to blecomne elusive resources in managing national stress. Consequently, it

would appear to be far easier to insulate aggregates of individuals in shelters than

to i,. to 1iwrelict complex patterns of vulnerability in institutional systems, and then

Ink. shtps to Ireduhce thet %IIl nerabilitics and mobilize institutional resources for re-

cox cry tasks.
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A. 3. 2. Subsidiary Principle: Temporal Lags and the Surnnia-
tion of Attack Effects. Since social damage can be
analytically conceived to occur first in systems more
dependent on the situation of action, effects on eco-
logical and cultural systems occur later in time, as
the result of complex summations of effects in many
specific action situations. This is part of the analytic
basis for saying empirically that it is impossible to
select a single criterion for vulnerability or recovery,
"since the various indices do not move along identical
paths". 29

Both analytically and empirically, "vulnerability" and "recovery" are

concepts which lack single, unified referents. While this may turn out to be ideo-

logic.lly congenial to the multiple social and personal goals encouraged by American

philosophies of pluralism, this principle creates a number of planning and operi,-

tional challenges. For example, among the available criteria, which ones should

be chosen? What are the standards for making the choice? The concept of "re-

covery" may pose a special problem. If a population is mobilized for sacrifice in

the name of particular recovery goals, does the perceived ]egitimacy of both

recovery goals and the authorities which administer them erode, as the goals must

be redefined over time?

A. 4. Principle: The Sequential Ordering of Effects. Because
social -ffects will be translated to different times and
different levels of society, they will occur in sequential
orders and time-dependent series, though a progression
of determinants which vary in salience and consequence
from one time to another.

This principle is both a summary integration of the first three analytic

principles (including their subsidiaries) and a propoedanalytiodel which places

social effects in interrelated causal sequences. Expressed verbally, this summary

29The quoted phrase is Smelser's, from Chapter \l above., p. 604. Con-
verted into an empirical proposition, this subsidiary principle would receive some
support from evidence confirming the hypotheses proposed in A. 3. 1. above, p. 672.
It should be noted, however, that these hypotheses pertain to ,.mnpirical measures
of the state of the whole society, whereas the presunt subsidia*ry principle derives
directly from the analytic description of systems and It-vl s within the society.
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model proprses that because certain social effects must precede others, a given

sequence of earlier and later social effects can be seen to form a regular pro-

gression through time on the same level of social analysis. The task of describing

social effects over time begins, therefore, in determining the point at which each

major sequence of social effects begins. It continues in the effort to follow the

cumulative translation of effects over regular sequences within specific levels. It

culminates --- as an effcrt to describe how individual sequences of effects interact

and combine to form institutional and societal effects --.- in the effort to show how

a given sequence of social effects may create the preconditions for the beginning

and the progression of other sequences of effects, on other levels and in other

dimensions. The form of the model specifies that a temporally prior sequence of

social effects can create the conditions and causes of a sequence of social effects

which will occur later in time, in different domains of events.

Expressed schematically, the fundamental form of this analytic model is

as depicted in IFigure VII-la, p. 681. Time intervals are arrayed horizontally, as

t1 , t2 , and t For convenience, they are portrayed as of equal length, although

as an empirical matter, it is well established that the distinct phases of post-attack
30time will most probably be of different lengths. At Time t1 , Effect A appears.

This will be an effect which is relatively dependent on situation. This effect im-

mediately creates the first conditions for two later, parallel lines of effects. On

the level of Effect A, Effect A creates the conditions for a process of specification

which will continue in Time t,, and which in Time t2 will be manifested in the

appearance of Effect A'. As this process of specification continues into Time t

Effect A" appears. At the sarme time, Effect A in Time tI creates the conditions

for the emergence of either a new category or new level of effects in Time t 2 .

'/. These conditions from Effect A can be said, analytically, to combine with other

situational effects and determinants at the phase boundary between Time t 1 and

Time t,. to cause the omergence of Effect B. Meanwhile, in Time t_, Effect A

has translated into Effect A', and it is A' which sustains the emergence of Effect B.

In turn, while Effect B becomes B' and A' becomes A" at Time t3, the conditions

:10See the discussions above, fur example pp. 195-201, pp. 220-222,

pp. :359- 362, pp. 6081-643.
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have been creatd for the emergence of a new category or level of effects, at a

new level within the paradigm. This is Effect C, in Time t3 .

The process of translating Effect A into successive forms over time, while

this level of effects creates the conditions for the emergence of other categories or

lev(els of elfects, is a process which occurs as a stepped progression of events.

As ewve-nts progress, new events --- B and C and their successors within their

levels --- become salient as defining events and attributes of later temporal phases.

At the same time. it is possible to conceive cf events at Level A becoming less

salient as t1 moves to t .3 That is to say, as Level A events create conditions for

later events at other levels, these later events may be more critical as effects in

the social order and as subjects for planning requirements. In Figure VII- lb,

p. 6,21, this sequential difference in the salience of social effects is suggested in

:i progressive lightening in the rectangular boundary which is used to show each

event-hloniain. The formalism and symmetry inherent in this particular paradigm

drawing leads, of course, to the visually based impression that at any given Time,

the. most recently emerged level of events is the "most salient". Following the

visial metaphor of the "steps", critical salience follows the diagonal A, B, C ....
31

which moves across temporal phases. Empirically, however, it is entirely con-

siste'nt wilh this paradigm to conceive of events within a given level as becoming

mor-c as well as less salient, in a succession of post-attack Times. Thus, events

-it I! ind C could conceivably create conditions and processes which would cause

eve.nis at Level A to reemerge as both highly visible social phenomena and criticAlly

inmporlant subjects for potential planning requircmcnts.

As slated here, this paradigm could represent events occurring within or

amnL instilitional domains and major systems of behavioral ordering in society.

At a riwven institutional level, the paradigm could represent the processes through

which one set of specific behavioral responses creates the conditions for other

responses, later in time. On the other hand, among different categories of insti-

tutionis or system levels or behavioral specification events at one paradigm Level

On the roles of netanphor and myth in the study of social stress, see
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can be conceived as analytic determinants of events at another paradign' Level.

As a general principle, events occurring earlier in time will be more dependent on

situation. Thus, in applying the paradigm in Figure VII-la/lb to particular analytic

tasks, events at Level A may be particular social-behavioral phenomena which

occur immediately after attack, and which create the conditions for other specific

social-behavioral phenomena, later in time and farther removed in situation, at

Levels B and C. Or, events at Level A may be events within systems which are

relatively dependent on situation; these events are translated, in turn, into events

in systems which are relatively independent of situation. The paradigm of Figure

VII-la/ib may be quite directly applied to problems of empirical description, or

t• it may remain an analytic model for showing the general interdependencies which

exist among major systems and levels of behavioral specification.

A. 4. 1. Subsidiary Principle: The Relativitv of Concepts of
"Vulnerability" and "Recovery" and of Definitions of
Post-Attack Temporal Phases. Concepts of "vulner-
ability" and "recovery" will reflect processes occur-
ring at different post-attack times. General concepts
of "vulnerability" and "recovery" must allow for the
simultaneous movement of different behavioral and
institutional processes at different rates. Similarly,
temporal schemes for analytically describing par-
ticular domains of phenomena and particular rates
of institutional recovery must be relative, to reflect
different rates and times required for recovery
within different institutional sectors.

As is the main principle, A. 4., this subsidiary principle is partially a

derivation of earlier analytic principles. The situational and temporal dependence

of post-attack events means that it is necessary to conceive of both general societal

vulnerability and general societal recovery as composed of sets of processes occur-

ring on different anzytic levels and at different phases in time. Indeed, character-

istic temporal sequences among post-attack events form one practical indication

of the existence of distinct sectors, levels, and institutional domains within which

post-attack events occur. As Figure la-I, p. 1908 above, shows, the contributors

to this volume appeared to respond to this analyUc fact, in their needs to devise

different schemes for defining post-attack time phases. As the analysts moved

away from considering specific behavior to considering processes of recovery
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within domains of social structure and social institutions, the time phases became

longer and relatively less deter-minate. IFurtiuirmor,!. among institutional domains

compared at the same level of generality, there are differences in the length and

definition of the temporal phases which are required to describe critical effects

and central processes. It can be argued, therefore, that the contributors to this

volume have provided a preliminary empirical validation to a principle which can.
32

be grounded in a total analytic point of view.

But the analytic model which permits the differentiation of behavior and

institutional pr,)cesses into a stepped progression of determinants that unfolds over

a succession of post-attack temporal phases simultaneously describes a total,

unified process. Whethur' this process As the unfolding of a sequence of acts in

o•e general analytic level or the interaction of determinants among several analytic

levels, the paradigm of the stepped progression follows the logic of the analytic

tools presented earlier in this volume. This analysis shows how patterns of

social effects can be seen to move from the immediate situation of action, to levels

of social process which are less dependent upon the situation of action -.- even

though these less dependent levels may have set the general dimensions and be-

havioral possibilities of immediate action situations. This analytic translation of

the empirically observable events occurring in particular situations of behavior

underlies any attempt to understand how the institutional patternings, social struc-

ture, and systems which are relatively independent of situation can govern the

response of a total social system to nuclear disaster. As a consequence of this

analytic perspective, the actual condlict of the analytic translation by analysts and

planners will be shaned by this principle:

A. 4. 2. Element of General DMfinitions: "Vulnerability" and

"Recovery". "Vulnerability" and "recovery" are
more than arithmetic summations of aggregate effects
of and on the behavior of indiv.iduals.

3 2 Above, pp. 197-201.

33Ste, for example, Figure I-1, p. 36; Figure 1-7, p. 1i1; Figure 1-8,

p. 115; Table Vl-1p. . 607; and the discussion in pp. 90-123.
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It is perhaps more appropriate to refer to this principle as an element of

a deiinition cr definitions than as a neg4ative definition, since an effort has been

made previously to suggest the specific, relevant domains of effects which do exist

beyond "arithmetic summations of aggregate effects". Of course, this principle

is primarily a principle guiding a procedure which does not depend on values. If

"vulnerability" and "recovery" are defined in terms of the "desirable" or the "un-

desirable", then those with authority to define and assert what is desirable and

what is undesirableý must aid the social analyst in determining how vulnerability

and recovery "are more than arithmetic summations of aggregate effects".

A. 5. Principle: The Temptation to Overdetermine Specific
Behavior. Given (a) the anal tic and empirical uncer-
tainties in describing the interactions among institutional
processes and (b) the complex relations among domains
of behavioral patterning and events in the situation of
immediate action, those who plan or manage systems to
reduce "vuklerability" or enhance "recovery" rates
must avoid a natural temptation toward analytically
overdetermining individual behavior, or toward assum-
ing that decision and control on one institutional or
social structural level can be fully translated to gen-
eral control and particular behavioral specification on
another, more immediate level.

This cautionary principle is a potential constraint on policy and plans. It

is a necessary principle, because the analytic tools which show the relations be-

tween the various levels of behavioral ordering may lead the planuer to believe that

analytic understanding is an automatic key to practical control in immediate, em-

pirically perceivable situations. For a number of reasons --- some scientific,

some pragmatic --- this is not to be. As has been repeatedly emphasized, there

are many indeterminacies remaining at many levels of the analytic framework and
34

within many of the analytic tools which have been proposed in this volume. In

fact, one of the reasons why the analytic framework in Chapter I exhibits its char-

acteristic form is because of the need to allow s"ope for these indeterminacies.

A model of behavioral specification in society may successively narrow the deter-

minants of action as the analysis moves toward particulars, and thereby increase

3 4 See, for example, pp. 59-65, p. 102, pp. 119-123, pp. 222-223,
pp. 446-450.
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the ability of the analyst to predict categories of outcomes. Nevertheless, the

result must still be that the analyst has specified ranges and limits to likely behavi-

oral outcomes, not that he has traced his analysis to or from unit acts of behavior

with full closure.

Practically, attempts to exert precise control over the complex relation-

ships which govern individual and organizational acts in society quickly encounter

severe difficulties. The economy has been an especially attractive sector for

attempts at controls in industrial societies; Sidney Winter draws upon some of the

difficulties which have hindered these controls, as he discusses the problems in

designing a system of economic controls for post-attack society:

... it is imperative that the prospective adequacy of admini-
strative resources be considered in relation to the control functions
undertaken. If detailed directives are issued on the basis of in-
adequate information, the recipient is likely to find them irrelevant
to his situation. If he requests clarification or revision, and re-
ceives no answer because officials are swamped with such requests,
he may conclude that the system is an obstacle to the achievement
of national goals. If inadequate information on demand conditions
leads to prices in some markets being controlled at levels wildly
inconsistent with market forces, the disappearance of supplies
into black market channels may make the official allocation system
meaningless and force everyone into the black market. If the
number of personnel available for the investigation and punishment
of violations is hopelessly inadequate, the example of flagrant and
profitable violations by some will lead others to follow. The sys-
tem will not always perform in exact proportion to the adequacy of
the administrative resources; if resources are too inadequate, the
system will simply fail.

The attempt to achieve a reasonable reconciliaticn between
estimates of what needs to be done in the way of economic control
and estimates of what can be done should include an examination
of alternative systems from the various points of view of the indi-
viduals whose behavior is to be influenced. Even a large and de-
liberate effort at such an examination is unlikely to identify all of
the important modes of behavior that would appear if the system
were in operation. . .. Gross inconsistencies among different
parts of' the contro)l system, leading to situations in which indi-
viduals must exert them.selves strenuously to identify modes of
behavior that are. merel legal and productive, may escape detec-
tion if no attempt is madel to "role play" an individual facing the
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system as a whole. It is particularly important to examine in
advance the situation of the typical plant manager in various in-
dustries.

... If the government were to limit itself to an effort to
suppress undesired activities, and abstained from the detailed
planning of desired ones, it could concentrate its enforcement
resources on one or two very simple forms of direct control.
For example, the ability to deny manpower, or plant and equip-
ment, or electric power, or transportation, would certainly
suffice to suppress the production of most commodities, pro-
vided only that the government could detect violations. The
necessity of simultaneous and coordinated control of a wide
range of productive resources arises only if the government
wishes to achieve a certain detailed composition of output (be-
yond specifying what shall not be produced). It may appear
desirable to undertake detailed planning of the composition of
output if the institutions of the private economy are likely to
function so ineffectively as to result in a total output far below
the technological limits. However, it cannot be seriously
argued that complete central planning of output in full detail,
including quality and specifications, is feasible at the plan
formulation level, let along enforceable.

... The level of detail at which control will be exercised
must be chosen in a way that is compatible with the institutional
devices that will settle the details that the control system neg-
lects. 35

In his assessment of a contemporary industrial system where attempts to

institutionalize a "command economy" have dominated national life, Howard

Swearer notes the crucial role of the Party apparatchik in dealing with problems

of Soviet administration, when planning becomes bogged and performance falters.

The Party apparatchiki are both politicians, in the sense
that they are experienced in organizing and manipula.ing the pop-
ulation and directing ideological and agitational activities, and
professional administrators. Furthermore, these politician-
administrators are above all generalists and troubleshooters
whose forte is coordinating the diverse runge of activities within
a region and stepping in to resolve administrative tangles

3 5 Above, pp. 422-424.
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and economic bottlenecks. They are normally intimately
familiar with the economy of their area for they often assist
or cajole industrial managers and farm chairmen directly. 36

During national crisis, the rigid centralization of the Soviet system has been a

source of vulnerability; administrators were forced to improvise, under stresses

made even more severe by the continuing need to respond to the requirements

emanating from a highly centralized administration which had strong capacities
37

for exacting obedience. Within the Soviet system, there has been a continuing

tension between demands for control and needs for situational flexibility.

The general lesson of Principle A. 5. is to avoid being drawn by tight ana-

lytic •chemes into the assumption that total control of events is feasible or desirable

as a planning objective. Attempts at such controls could lead to crippling situational

constrictions.

A. 6. Principle: Describing "Recovery" Combines Scientific-
Analytic and Policy Tasks. Definitions of "recovery"
may assume the restoration of previous states of society
or the creation of new states based on the remains of
previous states. Describing pre-attack and post-attack
social states is a mixed analytic-empirical task. While
the post-attack society and its domains of possible be-
havior and behavioral ordering constitute the basic inven-
tory for social reconstruction and recovery, the decision
to guide reconstruction in desired directions is a policy
decision, not directly derivable from the logic used to
describe existing realities.

While this principle largely derives from A. 4. and its subsidiaries, it is

placed after A. 5. Although policy definitions of "recovery" may set goals which

are unrealistic in terms of best available analytic and empirical projections of

post-attack society, the practical constraints on their feasibility will begin in the

extent to which the policy-maker and planner can effectively control post-attack

rcalities This general capacity for control will depend upon several interlinked

specific capacities and processes. First, some prelimii~ary agreement on post-

attack recovery goals must be reached. Initially, this agreement may be based

36 Abo\'t, p. 496.

37 7 Abtoe. p. 471. This generalization is drawn from World War II.
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primarily on values --- for example, in a simple "restorationism" which pre-

scribes total return to an unblemished, pre-attack state of affairs. Then, there

must be some capacity for pre-attack projections and post-attack continuing assess-

ments of the social characteristics of post-attack society. Upon this capacity to

define and manipulate both the analytically revealed and directly empirical char-

acteristics of post-attack society will depend the capacity for making relevant

decisions about desired or required functional processes in post-attack recovery.

In turn, these decisions must be translated into specific perf.,rmances, as mea-

sured by several kinds of indicators. 38

If policy-makers and planners use information about post-attack society

which appears to be realistic, it is possible that they will experience conflict be-

tween what their information tells them and what their valued goals and aspirations

require of them. In wrestling with this kind of potential dilemma, it will be neces-

sary for the planner to recognize that his images of both the actual and the desirable

post-attack world will be shaped by his analytic and empirical resources for de-

scribing it, and that these images may be further modified by lessons which can be

drawn from realistic attempts to control events at their several levels. These

reinforcing constraints on his image of the post-attack world will govern his

assessment of the real social inventory available for recovery.

How to use this inventory requires policy decisions about ultimate goals

as well as operational decisions about intermediate-range, instrumental goals. If

both policy-maker and planner can accept the need to sep-rate policy decisions,

which are based on mobilizing images of the desirable, from the processes of de-

scribing the real world, which are based on analytic and empirical techniques, then

they will be better prepared to decide the extent to which they should either exhaust

their real inventory or bend their images of the desirable to fit the capacities of

the real social inventory. It is not inconceivable that policy-makers and planners

could set "unrealistic" aspirations, deciding thereby to risk exhausting the social

inventory as they know it to be. But they should be prepared to recognize that this

38On the question of the kinds of indicators, see Table 1-5, p. 130;

pp. 123-138; Table VI-l, p. 607; pp. 596-608.
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was a decision of social policy, for which those who preside over images of the

desirable may be accountable.

A. 7. Principle: Lack of a Unified Social Model for Flanning
Purposes. At the present time, criteria of vulnerability
and recovery expressed in terms of the whole "social
system" or "society" cannot assume a unified, fully tested
model of the components of the total social system. These
criteria will begin as analytic constructs, and they may or
may not reflect assumptions about the desirable held in
the political and cultural sectors of the total social system.

A. 7. 1. Generalization and Continuing Hypothesis: The Possible
Differentiation of Domains Within the Social System.
Within principal institutional domains of the social sys-
tem, however, there may be functionally differentiable
sub-systems and sectors, which perform empirically
observable roles which are analogous to the analytically
discernable functions performed by total institutional
sectors within the total social system.

The main principle is a statement of conclusions presented in Chapter I of

this volume, to which has been added qualifications deriving from the two immedi-
39

ately previous main principles (A. 5. and A. 6.). On the other hand, the sub-

sidiary principle (in this case, a continuing hypothesis as well as a generalization)

points to a line or social analysis which has not only fundamental theoretical inter-

est but also potentially significant consequences for defining the practical emphases

of planning for post-attack institutional management. 40

A. 8. Principle and Hypothesis: Indeterminate Relations Among
Institutional Domains; Critical Decision Ranges Within
Institutional Domains. (a: Principle) Society under the
stress of massive disaster can be seen as a set of institu-
tional domains whose interrelations are imperfectly under-
stood, but (b: Hypothesis) each domain has a distinctive
range of disaster-induced critical decision points, within
which decisions affecting the longer term "viability" of that
institution must be made.

See especially pp. 59-81, pp. 88-90, pp. 109-123, pp. 180-184.

4 0 Specific topics upon which this analysis could concentrate in the next
stages of developing the metaphor-models of Chapter I are suggested above,
pp. 117-119.
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"Viability". as a general term referring to institutional functioning, is the

continued capacity of an institution to order individual and organizational behavior

within the social system. The use of viability in this context is broader than, but

analogous to, Winter's concept of economic viability in Chapter IV. There, viability

is the capacity of the economy to achieve and maintain "levels of new production
• ,, 41

adequate to meet the most essential demands without drawing on inventories .

Under these circumstances, the economy can use inventory for forming new capital

resources, and economic growth can resume. Pursuing the analogy with economic

viability --- institutional viability can be said to be that generalized capacity of a

given institutional sector to meet both requirements and expectations held by those

who respond to It, without diverting a disruptive and potentially destructive amount

of the respondents' attention and energies toward debates on the legitimacy of the

institution and toward behavior which modifies or redefines institutional patterns.

In short --- in different ways, social institutions will have post-attack "inventories"

of capacities to order behavior at various levels. The central test of post-attack

institutional viability will be whether behavior which is responsive to institutional

requirements within a given sector will be responsive to demands which originate

outside that sector. It is conceivable that although a given institutional sector

could achieve viable functioning, demands originating outside that sector could

disrupt the capacities of individuals to respond to its demands.

For example, it is possible that the institutional arrangements of marriage

and family life would pass into the immediate post-attack social situation with the

full commitment of the population. Indeed, these hallowed and traditionally satis-

fying arrangements might be familiar forms to which to cling, amid more immedi-

ate and visible pressures for alterations in patterns of social living. Suppose,

however, that as a result of nuclear attack, a much larger than expected number

of males perished. Suppose, furthermore, that there was a radical increase in

the dependency burden, because of the increase in numbers of children with one or
42

both parents missing. Under these conditions, what would be the pressures on

4 1 Above, p. 361. See also pp. 389-419.
4 2 Under reasonable, low-level attack asmumptions, a significant increase

in the number of orphans appears likely. Above. pp. 295-297.
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the practice of marital monogamy within the marriagc institution? What would be

the pressures limiting the family's ability to maintain tasks of child-nurturance

and child-rearing? What resistances would be encountered, if child-supportive

functions were transferred away from the immediate family? How would pressures

from other institutional sectors moderate these resistances? For example, would

requirements for increased participation of increased numbers of adults in direct

tasks of economic production be in the armamentarium of devices which planners

and administrators could use to legitimize shifts in child-support functions away

from the family?

That each major institutional domain has a distinctive range of disaster-

induced critical decision points affecting its viability is an hypothesis which can be

used to scan the different kinds of findings which have emerged in this volume.

The finding that events in different institutional sectors appear to proceed at dif-

ferent rates suggests that some institutional processes and decisions may precede
43

others. An important analytic and empirical task would be, then, to find the

sequences of critical decisions and processes which enable a succession of post-

attack institutional problems to be solved, as the time after attack lengthens and

as new institutional domains become salient to social reconstruction. The difficulty

of this task is compounded, though, by the principle contained in the first clause

embedded in the compound sentence which forms A. Va. If' the interrelations among

institutional domains are only imperfectly understood, then it may be impossible to

know all the important ways in which events in one institutional domain may affect

events in another. Under the conditions set by principle A. 8. and preceding princi-

ples, ther, fore, it may be impossible either to define the full range of critical

events and decisions which contribute to viability within a given institutional do-

main or to define relations of mutual and sequential dependence within which

institutions may form the structure for a rebuilding society.

A. 8. 1. Hypothesis: Critical Domains and Sectors. At differert
times following attack, events in one irnstitutional domain
or social structural sector may be more critical to sur-
vival and adaptation than events occurring in other domains
of social phenomena.

4 3 Above, pp. 196-201.
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A. 8. 2. Hypothesis: Social Preconditions to Mobilization and
Viability There are identifiable critical patterns of
social structure which are preconditions to institutional
mobilization and viability, within a given domain.

A. 8. 3. Hypothesis: Relations Between Social Complexity and
Social Vulnerability. The greater the structural com-
plexity and interdependence of a society, the more
quickly will social damage be translated throughout
the system, but more resources for recovery will
exist, because of redundant capacities --- once these
capacities can be organized. 44

A. 9. Principle: Potential Applicability of Theories and Models
of Social Change. Analytic tools required to specify and
project social conditions following nuclear disaster may be
seen as special cases of more general theories and models
of social change.

The special province of theories of social change is depicting and describ-

ing the characteristics of total social systems, as social systems move from the

4 4 lHypothesis A. 8. 3. poses comparative analytic problems of such magni-
tude that it may not be possible to deal with them adequately until a valid, compre-
hensive simulation of different societal forms in their full detail can be achieved.
For a discussion of simulation requirements, see above, pp. 37-44. As Smelser
observes, industrial society would carry a large inventory of social, technological,
governmental, and economic resources into the tasks of longer term recovery
from nuclear attack; even under extreme circumstances, socio-economic develop-
ment would not begin de novo. Above, pp. 256-260. On the other hand, Swearer
argues that because of the greater social differentiation and resulting need for
coordination, and the expectations of the population, complex industrial society is
more vulnerable in the shorter run to disruption resulting from attack. Above,
pp. 469-475, pp. 513-520. By the same token, the organizational capacities and
skills of the population in a more complex society may make the processes of re-
covery go faster and with more efficiency, once they can be initiated. Ibid. This
was partly Smelser's point. Because of these organizational and personal resources
there are difficulties in arguing that simply because a population is large, it may be
less vulnerable to massive disaster than a small population. Particularly where a
smaller population is highly urbanized, the initial disruption and initial proportion
of total loss may be greater. Yet, the social resources required for longer term
restoration of industrial social processes may enable the more complexly organized
smaller population to enter longer term phases of recovery more quickly, in corn-
parison with very large populations which are beginning the basic processes of
industrialization and social differentiation. See Heer's Footnote 8, above, pp. 273,
280, and the discussion of the relation between population and international position,
above, pp. 272-281.



present to some future time. Difficulties in developing meaningful theories and

models of social change begin in whatever limitations exist in efforts to describe

and manipulate the dimensions and variables required to portray social systems in

the present time. There is an enormous analytic and empirical task just in describ-

ing the configuration and interaction of the significant elements which form a total

social system in the present time. To accomplish this present-time task, analysts

frequently resort to simplifying assumptions and models.

In the present volume, for example, most of the analytic tools are devices
45

for describing the society and its institutional sectors at instants in time. 5While

the economic models in Chapter IV and the simple model of recovery of population

size in Chapter III do show how limited variables and assumptions might combine

or interact over real time, most of the analytic techniques of this volume neces-

sarily attempt to deal with states in the present time or. when the time perspective

broadens toward the future, with a succession of fixed states at different times,
46

viewed comparatively. The metaphor-model introduced in Chapter I reflects the

need to achieve an adequate description of present-time social system character-

istics, before it is possible to project these characteristics into the future. The

guiding system metaphor there "pictures social reality as a constellation of inter-

acting components, so placed in reciprocal dependence that a change in one coni-

ponent will be communicated to the other components of the system and result in

complementary changes in the other components. Any attempt to model the inter-

actions among the group processes and institutions of complex industrial society

will find it convenient to assume some version of the system metaphor, as the

attempt is made to grapple analytically with the complex social structures and

processs which produce reciprocal patterns of event and effect in society". 47

Above, pp. 29-30.
46On the simple recovery of population size, see Figure 111-8, p. 283, and

tile discussion, pp. 28t1-282. For the economic models of Chapter IV, see Figure
IV-!. p. 392, and pp. 390-397; and Figure IV-2, p. 443, and pp. 438-451. On the
comparative method as such, see Chapter VI above, and for a broad application of
co)mparative techniques, see Swearer's analysis of the Americao and Soviet admin-
istrative systems, in Chapter V above.

47Above P. 40. Sce also Figure 1-2a, p. 41.
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In creating the analytic basis for projecting the social effects of nuclear attack,

the contributors to this volume have been required to attend constantly to the gen-

eral problems in describing ana projecting the structures and processes of complex

social systems. They have had to attend to the range of present-time analytic

problems whose solution is implied in a full theory of social change.

The study of nuclear disaster forms an unusually vivid case in the general

study of social change phenomena. "Social change" is, of course, a term which

can include a large domain of events in society. Some of these events may appear

only gradually, and apparently only as the result of the interaction of the elements

of the social system to form new system characteristics. Other social changes

may come with great rapidity. 'For example, they may represent the exploding of

pent-up internal tensions in the institutions of society, as when a social revolution

rapidly unfolds. Sometimes, such revolutionary changes appear to be ignited by

a radical change in the political or ecological position of the society in which they
48

occur.

While it appears unreasonable to expect that nuclear disaster would trigger
49

social revolution in American society, it is nevertheless true that especially a

massive nuclear attack would be an extraordinarily vivid point-of-origin from which
50

to try to trace later social changes. This suggests that if the events induced by

nuclear attack could be seen as a special case within larger attempts to understand

the processes of change within social systems, the insights offered by this special

case could clarify the problems in projecting complex social phenomena through

time-dependent sequences of causes and events. At the end of Chapter VI in this

volume, Neil Smelser offers some preliminary observations on how the consequences

48
Perhaps the classic modern case is the Soviet Revolution and Civil War,

whose immediate causes lay in the inability of Russian national institutions to cope
with the requirements created by World War I.

4 9 On this point, see above, pp. 244-260, pp. 502-531.

5 0 On massive attack as a clarifying assumption in social science awalysis,
see above, pp. 150-154.
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of nuclear attack could enter the study of those events following disasters which

create processes of social change. 51

Smelser cites the work of Wallace, "whose formulation of the stages of

disaster and recovery comes closest to a formally adequate th~eory"' 52 For Wallace,

the disaster-and-recovery sequence begins in a "steady state" of so-iety --- the

ruling analytic model of society at this stage is that cf the social system in es-53

sentially static equilibrium. At the end-point of the disaster-and-recovery

sequence is a state of "recovery", which is an essentially irreversible, new

equilibrium state. 54 T-. problem is now, as Smelser says, "to chart the path of

the system through a E es of intermediate stages between the beginning and end

points". 55 But why does the system move from phase to phase, and how is it

possible to describe and predict the possible outcomes at each phase with suffici-

ent closure to permit saying that one outcome is more likely than another? 56 The

next requirement, then, is "to present a systematic and derived Statement of de-

terminants affecting the sequence at every stage. These determinants are of two

kinds: (a) The equilibrium system of the previous stage. .... (b) TI.e intrcduction

of new variables at each phase". 57 The study of social system dynamics in re-

sponse to disaster depends, then, on the ability to specify the state of society nat

is subject to change, the intervening determinants which produce new and temporary,

unstable equilibrium states, and the final equilibrium state which is the neccssary

outcome of a preceding process of specification. As Smelser summar`.-ý3 it,

5 1 Above, pp. 650-655.

5 2 Above, p. 650.

5 3 Above, p. 651.

5 4 Above, p. 652.

55Above, p. 652.

5 6 Above, pp. 652-65:3.

5 7 Above, p. 653.
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"The resultant of the interaction of these several kinds of
determinants is a moving equilibrium system, continuously affected
by the systematic introduction of new variables, and working its
way through the several phases of attack and recovery. 58

In the concept of a moving equilibrium, the static descriptive models used

to describe ranges and limits to possible post-attack social phenomena join with a

model of how phenomena move through phases in time as part of a unified process.

It is the description and prediction of this total process which, in turn, joins the

study of general processes of social change with the study of events following

massive disaster. For planners, this theoretical and analytic union may have

significant practical consequences in defining the central problem of managing the

post-attack social inventory.

A. 10. Principle: Multinle Function6 of Post-Attack Information.
A given analysis, ;fnding, or prediction about the post-
attack situation may have more than one function in plan-
ning for and managing emergency Such an increment to
knowledge may be most vivid as a breaker of myths, but
it may be more important to evaluate its significance as
&n item of additive knowledge --- unless, of course, myth-
breaking is crucial to mobilization for viability and re-
covery.

In Chapter I of this volume, the main elements of this principle were de-

monstrated for the governmental bureaucracy charged with planning, building, and
59

operating vulnerability-reduction and recovery-managemint systems. It is a

more general principle, however; in mobilizing and directing a population for the

tasks of surviving and rebuilding, there may be much in the intellectual inventory

of the planner which could be used to reduce anxieties and fears in the general pop-

ulation. Information will not allay all fear --- particularly if serious attempts are

made 'o indicate the necessary ambiguities in information about the post-attack

world. But carefully based information, delivered by sources of high credibility,

may be among the indispensable preconditions for releasing whatever resources of

energy and will a population can bring to the tasks of rebuilding a damaged society.

5aAbove, p. 653.

59 Above, pp. 162-177.
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The Variable Salience of Institutional Domains and Decision
Points in Planning: Some Empirical Findings on
Maximizing the Post-Attack Social Inventory

The general principles which were presented in the previous section of

this Chapter provide a number of rules and orientations for approaching possible

social effects of nuclear attack from the point of view of a planner who must work

in the pre-attack situation. A central theme in this total set of principles is the

feasibility of subjecting complex ranges of possible social effects to analytic and

empirical study, for the purpose of reducing social vulnerability to nuclear di-

saster. Another theme is that possible social effects form coherent, bounded

domains of events, which can be described individually and in relation to each

other. A number of general principles and hypotheses suggest that certain kinds

of broadiy applicable models and conceptual tools can be used to organize the sev-.

eral levels of likely behavioral and institutional effects following attack.

Now a dilemma arises. On the one hand, the planner may feel oriented

to the general tasks of describing post-attack social life, but unsure about the

specific events which are likely to occur. In spite of cautionary injunctions (see,

e. g., Principle A. 2. above, p. 667 ff. ), he will continue to feel the need for par-

ticular descriptions of events which are likely to be significant in the design of

vulnerability-reduction and recovery-management systems. He needs to know

what is likely to occur and why it may be significant. On the other hand, it appears

infeasible to provide a detailed, total description of post-attack society and its

behavioral elements, arrayed in clear propositional form. Although there might

be some disagreement among analysts on points of emphasis, Neil Smelser sounds

a dominant note in his obse|'vation which concludes Chapter VI: "The appropriate

research strategy at the moment, then, is not to encourage the development of

more and more refined statements as to the conditions of post-attack society, but

to encourage general research on a wide range of comparable experimental and

historical situations so that our account of the effects of such a catastrophe can be

built on a more solid empirical and theoretical foundation".60 If the planner

60Abo vc, )p. 655.
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demands knowledge of the degree of precision he feels he needs, he may be asking

for what is unattainable, yet if he uses the knowledge that is available, he may feel

that it lacks relevance or specificity.

A way out of this dilemma begins in a general recognition of what planning

does. Even when a planner is given the mandate to plan for the most exotic futures

imaginable, he is seldom instructed simply to "go out and think about the world".

His planning task occurs while past decisions are being implemented in the form of

present systems. It occurs amid budgetary and larger value constraints over

which he may have no control. It occurs within a larger organizational framework,

which institutionalizes a history of past successes and failures. It occurs within a

set of explicit and implicit definitions about the proper scope of his agency's mis-

sion; these definitions are supported by constituencies inside and outside the

organization. It occurs within the legacies of past commitments. Consequently,

planners seldom approach the tasks of planning with an empty agenda. Their tasks

may frequently be to maintain continuity or coherence of development in programs

and systems; their tasks are less likely to require exploration of totally unknown

country.

Therefore, planning frequently does not require a comprehensive, ex-

haustive view of the future as a basis for planning tasks. Only a partial view of

the future may be necessary to keep the planning process going as a practical
61

stream of events and decisions. Even in the planning sector of an organization,

numerous shorter term requirements can be met without a total Aiew of the future.

The need for only a partial view of the future may be used, of course, as a dodge

to avoid attempting a comprehensive view of the future and to permit taking a

6 1Particularly within a society founded on pluralistic, democratic values,
a partial view may be more desirable than a comprehensive, exhaustive view, be-
cause the proper role of planning may be to create only the conditions for individual
action in the future. See above, pp. 183-184. Of course, in the case of planning
for nuclear disaster, it will be necessary for the planner to take a total view of the
conditions for social life in industrial society, if he is to create plans for preserv-
ing domains of individual freedom. Here, he must distinguish between being
analytically comprehensive and inclusive and overcommitting both plans and re -

sources to the infeasible and undesirable goal of closely managing individual be-
haviors over the long term.
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rstri(tive, agency-oriented view of what is required for the agency to survive in

the shorter term as a self-interested group. But this immediate need for only a

partial view of the future can be liberating, where the ultimate criterion of plans

mnist be the total pattern formed by complex, interacting behavioral and institu-

tional events and processes in an uncertain and inaccessible future.

In planning to reduce and manage the social effects of nuclear disaster,

the uncertainty inherent in projections of the future is potentially devastating to a

planner's sense of personal security and integrity. If too broad a definition of the

planner's task is assumed, the price is severe: It might be necessary to try to

describe the entire post-attack social world, if any work is to proceed. This

dnalytic and empirical effort would quickly founder as a scientific enterprise, and

the planner would despair of being able to be relevant and constructive. On the

otir hand, the recognition that he is not necessarily planning at the outset for

managing the whole post-attack world may enable the planner totake a definition of

his task which is ultimately more comprehensive than he might have been allowed

if he had initially tried to grapple with all potentially relevant phenomena. In time,

he may come to have a broader view of the post-attack social world than he initially

might have expected to be feasible.

In showing how this might happen, it is useful to turn to those actual plans

and systems which have dominated efforts to define the meaning of societal vulner-

ability and recovery. Central to these plans has been the concept of a system for

sheltering the population from nuclear weapons effects.

Within the civil defense and emergency planning functions of government,

the shelter concept carries with it a legacy of assumptions, commitments, and

system elements which tend to define the characteristics of the post-attack world

in the eyes of the planner. The purpose of the present discussion is not to examine

this legacy, however; instead, the shelter concept will be examined as a concept

around which a number of post-attack tehavioral and institutional processes may

be ordered. That is to say, the existence of a shelter system, as a system for

ordering behavior, creates a number of ranges of post-attack behavioral possibil-

ities. By studying these dom. ins of behavior and institutional process, it may be
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possible to understand more clearly not only the general consequences of any

shelter system, but also the way in which positing a shelter system provides the

analyst with coherent clues about the general properties of the post-attack social

world. From these clues may come requirements for an unfolding chain of systems

designed to manage post-attack social life more relevantly and more effectively.

Ironically, the partial view of post-attack life implied in firm planning commitments

to a shelter system becomes a point of departure for developing a more compre-

hensive view of the social processes which may unfold after attack and which may

constrain attempts to adapt to the post-attack world.

It should be borne in mind that the purpose of this discussion is not to

evaluate particular shelter systems or to sketch a complete post-attack social world.

Nor is the purpose to attempt a rigorous insertion of the consequences of a shelter

system into the various analytic schemes that have been proposed in this volume.

Instead, it seems more useful to show how domains of post-attack behavior may be

shaped by shelters and how, later, these domains are related to the emergence of

other domains of behavior. From a study of these relations and patterns of depend-

ence, new requirements for vulnerability-reduction and recovery-management

systems can be derived. More generally, the analysis may show how a particular

countermeasure system creates the conditions for a series of effects which are

ordered by the basic levels of behavioral determinants in society. The resulting

ordered series of social effects will f Jrm part of the post-attack social inventory

which will be available for recovery efforts. Managing the processes which both

define and limit this social inventory will be perhaps the fundamental task confront-

ing planners and operational officials in defining systems to guide post-attack social

life toward recovery.

Shelter Systems anqd .e.uential Orderings of Post-Attack Behavioral

Domains. The central proposition as well as central hypothesis of this analysis is

that when the shelter concept is put in the form of an operating system, it will im-

pose a characteristic sequence upon the s.'/stematic pl'.,sscs wiic•. order post-

attack behavior and from which derive behaviors which will be of critical significance

to planners. Other system concepts might impose different sequences and orderings

of effects. In t)e case of thc shelter concept, however, it will be suggested that for
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each major phase of post-attack time, a characteristic level or combination of levels

of behavio-al ordering will set ranges and limits to the critical social effects of nu-

clear attack, and that these levels or combinations will conform to the total pattern

outlined here. For each major phase of post-attack time, therefore, one or more of

the major systems of behavioral ordering in society will be salient in characteristic

ways to defining critical sequences of social effects to which planners must attend. 62

The analysis of the processes of behavioral ordering which depend upon

shelter systems begins in the analytic integration and application of several of the

conceptual frameworks and paradigms which were outlined earlier in this volume.
63

The new framework which results is given in Figure VII-2, p. 703. Essentially,

Figure VII-2 is a matrix formed in two dimensions. The horizontal dimension is

post-attack time, composed of a sequence of post-attack time phases, which begins

in Warning and Impact and ends in a broadly defined phase of Shorter Term and

Longer Term Recovery. The vertical dimension is degree of situational dependence

of the particular system or systems of behavioral ordering and specification which

set ranges and limits to particular social effects at particular times. Within this

matrix, it is possible to show how, at different post-attack times, different systems

and levAls of behavioral ordering in society establish the critical domains of social

effects which both limit the specific consequences of a shelter concept and create

the preconditions for later domains of critical social effects. In the form of a

stepped progression of determinants (3ee Principle A. 4. above, p. 679 ff. and

Figure V"-la/Ib above, p. 681), the effects within one domain will create the con-

ditions for the functioning of other salient domains; at the same time, these effects

will create specific conditions and linkages within specific, continuing processes

which produce other specific effects later in post-attack time.

62For definitions and discussions of the four major systems of behavioral
ordering in society, see above, pp. 25-37, pp. 82-123.

6 3 This Figure is the result of specific substitutions made in Figure VII-la/

lb above, p. 681, "Paradigm for a Stepped Progression ... ". The axes of Figure
VII-2 have two fundamental sources. The post-attack time phases are selected
and combined from the possibilities presented in Figure Ia-I above, p. 198. and
the supporting text, pp. 195-201. The four behavioral systems and their basic
array within the matrix formed by Figure V11-2 were originally outlined in Figure
1-7 above, p. 111. and Figure 1-8 above, p. 115.
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Figure VII-2 provides a concrete example of the specific ways in which

attack effects will be translated into effects within the variety of levels of behavi-

oral ordering which function in society. As with all social effects of attack, the

social effects of attack influenced by a shelter system will begin in the immediate

situation of action, with individuals responding to •he demards of attack. As time

progresses from Warning and Impact to the Shelter Phase, behavioral determinants

at more complex levels of the social system are joined to effects which must be de-

scribed on individual levels. This emerging, interactive pat-ern of effects creates

the conditions for social effects within the post-shelter environment. Here, for

the first time, domains of determinants and effects which are rel -Aively less de-

pendent on situation become of critical salience to the management of the social

effects of attack. These domains are those of the ecological system of society.

Finally, in later phases of post-attack time, that system of determinants most

removed from the immediate situatioa of action becomes critically operative. Only

in these kater phases does the cultural system --- as a system --- become critically

significant.

Figure VII-2 has been constructed so as to simplify the process of tracing

the relations among the domains which sequentially order post-attack behavior and

institutional processes. Before the detailed analysis begins, therefore, several of

the simplifying devices shou'd be noted and explained. First, to preserve the

clarity of the basic metaphor of the "stepped progression", the dimensions of the

matrix have been split into two equal parts on each axis. Thus, the post-attack

time phases are divided into 'Attack and Shelter" and "Post-Shelter" major phases,

which appear graphically as of equal length. Within these halves of the total pic-

torial post-attack time rt.p•.•sentation are further differeintiations, themselves
64

indicated as equal intervals. Obviously, in real time thuV Warning and Impact

Period will probably be shorter than the Shelter Period, and these two I'triods,

taken together, will be shorter than the Post-Shelter P1hase Periods. But th),

6 4 Except, of course, for the Emergence lkriod (Period t:j). Cor pur'-
poses ofo this discussion, this PeYriod is treated as one of the boundariez; between
major groups of det(rrin manis aid not as a separable phas" wthithiin which mazlor
domamis of diterminants ,oi not: salient,
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empirical effccts of the sequential orderings of determinants will not be altered

by this analytic treatmA.it of post-attack time as a succession of equal intervals

arrayed within a basic "Shelter/ Post-Shelter" disticlctioni.

Similarly, the vertical dimension --- degree of situational deperdence ---

is not a continuum of equal intervals. All systems of behavioral ordering beyond

the individual system and thosc visible systems of human interactioit in immediate

action situations arc: .;ystems which must be described essentially analyticalLy,

even though they are real systems, whose existence can be inferred from em-

pirical evidence. Thus, the progression from systems in immediate situations of

action to systems relativey independent of action situations is not an empirical

progrussion based on placement in an equal interval scale, but is, rather, a move-

ment in analysis and description to different levels of behavioral specification and

dlitermi nation. But again, the purpose here is to suggest in the most general ana-

lytic sense how, as time lengthens aft2r attack, new levels of behavioral ordering

becormec salient to planning in regularly ordered ways.

Iinally, it should be observed that the arrows which connect the domains

in IFigur'e VII-2 indicate causal sequences of critic .l behavioral and institutional

effects. They are not meant to show all possible empirical or analytic relations

that could exist among domains. For example, in the inventory to follow, it will

be clear that perceived requirements for maintaining the viability of the cultural

and ecological systems of society can influence actions taken in the Attack and

She•ter Phase, although this phase is dominated by systems which are relatively

situationally dcependent and which are confronted with urgent requirements of im-

mediate adaptation. In one sense, then, systems which are functionally salient

later in post-attack time could influence behavior earlier in post-attack time. But

this influenc, is done as part of a policy and planning process; it is not the result

of behavioral determinants directly creating ranges and limits to critical adaptive

responses in the immediate situation following attack.

Given these analytic tools and their necessary qualifications, it may now

be useful to use F'igure \II-2 to scan the sequences of post-attack behavioral do-

mains which rise to critical salience for planners as a result of the effects of a

shelter system.
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An Inventory of Findings and Hypotheses About Possible Behavioral and

Institutional Effects of Shelter Systems in Post-Attack Society. As with the analydc

principles given in the previous section of this Chapter, an attempt will be made

here to show the status of each of the following propositions as an item of knowledge

about the real world. The discussion following each proposition will not be as de-

tailed as that given under the analytic principles, however, since the function of

these propositions is, wherever possible, to report and summarize specific, em-

pirically based findings and hypotheses. The principle documentation for these
findings will be in footnote references to previous parts of this volume. Further-

more, it will be assumed that the reader is generally familiar with the analytic

perspective which has guided the total organization of this volume. 65

The propositions presented here unfold in the same order as the domains

of determinants portrayed in Figure VII-2. The reader will note a key number in

the lower right-hand corner of each small rectangle which shows the analytic place-

ment of a domain of behavioral ordering in that Figure. This key number is the

number of the proposition or group of findings given here which details critical post-

attack events in that domain. By following the sequence of this inventory, from

B. 1. to B. 10., the reader will be moving from Warning and Impact to the later

phases of Recovery, and from the Individaal System to the Cultural System of be-

havioral specification, before working back once more to the Individual System. On

the border of each major post-attack time phose, the reader will observe that the

arrows signifying movement from behavioral cause to behavioral effects splits when

the analysis moves to a new level. This split and the peaks denoted "Max" and. "Min"

portray graphically an hypothesis which will be outlined in the inventory: that in

moving from one to another major level of behavioral ordering, across the boundary

of a period in post-attack time, there are Maximum and Minimum ranges of behavior

and institutional process which limit the translation of social effects to new levels of

behavioral ordering. Effects falling outside these limits will hinder not only the pro-

cess of translating effects but, much more importantly from a practical point of view,

the capacity of the survivors of the society to enter later phases of post-attack time.

65The Appendix to Chapter I, pp. 185-203 above, reviews this analytic
perspective and the total organization of the volume.
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Finally, in referring to this inventory, the reader will note that the format

of each major proposition or propositional group leads from a general statement

toward a particular finding, and that it sometimes concludes with a specific state-

ment of a requirement for a new system to manage a particular social effect of

nuclear disaster.

B. 1. The Individual System in the Warning and Impact Period. The
primary purpose of a shelter system is to protect individuals,
and it will be the behavior of many individuals in many con-
crete situations of action which determines whether future cap-
acities for behavior and behavioral ordering in other domains
will be brought into shelter environments.

B. 1. 1. Panic. Under existing conditions of sudden warning and
shelter-taking, mass panic is more likely than it would
be if specific steps were taken to reduce the possibility
of a classic conjunction of factors conducive to panic
during the Viarning period. But unless specific con-
ditions conducive to panic do occur during the Warning
and Impact Period, panic is improbable at that time.
It ,s even less likely later in post-attack time. 66

B. 1. 1.a. Planning Requirement. As part of future warn-
ing and movement-to-shelter systems, elements
must be incorporated which will define the
danger accurately and establish procedures for
orderly queuing in the physical movement of
persons to shelter. These elements will be
part of not only physical shelter systems (as in,
for example, the design of entrances) but per-
haps more importantly, part of larger systems
of communication and control in mobilizing and
directing a civilian population. These elements
must have capacities for compenscting for the
varying degrees to which different sectors of the
population will be familiar with Warning and able
to enter into a coherent movement to shelter.

B. 1. 2. Post-Attack Demography. The capacities of individuals
to attend to warning and move to shelter will partly deter-
mine the post-attack population characteristics of the
society. Individuals in shelters constitute, in the aggre-
gate, a population with specific categories of character-
istics as a population. These characteristics do not
become operative as constraints upon survival or recovery
until later ir, post-attack time, unless there are specific

66Above, pp. 225-232, pp. 611-617.
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B. 1. 2. deficiencies of critical skills required to organize and
maintain shelters, among those groups taking shelter.
In the event of a massive attack directed against the
whole society, the aggregate characteristics of the pop-
ulation within shelters will probably be indicators of
the fundamental demographic constraints upon recovery
in the ecological system.

B. 1. 3. Hypotheses on Maximum and Minimum Behaviors in
Movement to Shelter. For effective movement to
shelter, the minimum behavior required is effective
attention to Warning, followed by willingness to accept
control and direction in the shelter-taking process.
The maximum behavior tolerable is a state of arousal
and effective mobilization and movement just short of
panic. Acts of individual behavior in either direction
beyond these limits can result in the loss of the affected
population, and if this loss is on sufficient scale, the
subsequent analysis becomes an empty exercise.

B. 2. The Social System in the Shelter Period. Within shelters,
the critical domain of behavioral determinants for survival
is to be tound in the capacities for individuals to organize
and participate in coherent patterns of social interaction.
In short, the social system emerges as critically salient to
negotiating the Shelter Period. From Warning and Impact,
individuals enter with histories of social relations and
capacities for them. These histories and capacities are
the vehicle through which social system determinants of
behavior are translated into the shelter; the social system
requirements of living in a shelter will force the mobiliza-
tion of these histories and capacities.

B. 2. 1. Functional Requirements of the Shelter Social System.
The social system of the shelter must be so organized
as to allocate physical necessities and life conditions
harmoniously and according to real requirements; care
for the injured, ill, and dying; cope with emotional re-
quirements of survivors; disseminate needed accurate
information about the present and future; and both pre-
pare for and'control emergence in the post-shelter
world. 67

6 7 Above, pp. 232-244, pp. 621-630. These specific organizational require-
ments have been recognized in such publications as Ada S. Brandegee and Emil Bend,
Shelter Manager's Guide: Volume ill of Integrated Guidance for Shelter Management
(Pittsburgh, Pa.: American Institutes for Research, Institute for Performance
Technology, June, 1965 --- "Prepared for Office of Civil Defense").
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B. 2. 2. Convergence Phenomena. Among any population outside
the impact areas, there will be presures to converge
on impact areas, to explore what has happened and to
provide assistance. 68

B. 2. 2. a. Planning Requirement. It is convenient to as-
sume that organizational capacities to limit
access to contaminated areas will exist. Under
conditions of massive disaster and disrupted
communication and control procedures, will
this be true? (See, for example, A. 5. above,
p. 685 and the supporting discussion, pp. 685-
688). If this is not true, planners will need to
know the future relations between attemnpts to
control non-impact population survivors and
other demands on organizational and manage-
mcnt resources following attack,

B. 3. The Individual in the Shelter Period. The ability of the
individual to adapt to the shelter will be significantly de-
termined by the ways in which he enters the social system
of the shelter. If his capacities for adaptation are too
limited, he will either perish in the shelter or leave the
shelter as a specific set of problems with which institutions
of social control must deal. On the other hand, with adap-
tation to the shelter environment, the individual becomes
a specific member of a specific group organized to survive
into later phases of post-attack time. Analytically, capa-
cities of particular individual systems will determine the
kind of social system which emerges in the shelter and
perpetuates previous social institutions; reciprocally, the
social system of the shelter directly meets problems of
individual adaptation to attack effects.

B. 3. 1. Meeting Individual Needs. Beyond physical needs, t1~e
individual will have a number of emotional needs which
must be met. These include especially coping with
death, feelings of grief, and with visible disorganization
of behavior patterns governed by vaiued institutions.
These needs may emerge as early as the Shelter Period,
but they will continue after leaving the Shelter. 69

6 8 Above, pp. 239-244, pp. 626-630.

6 9 Above, pp. 244-251, pp. 631-636.
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B. 3.1. a. Pla ling Requirement. In the pre-attack world,
it may be stressful to consider measures for
coping with such needs as widespread grief and
the sense of loss of valued social ties. Never-
theless, planners will need to consider the
resources which they will have for meeting
these needs, which may arise as early as the
Shelter Period. In particular, areas of the
voluntary sector of society which have hitherto

been "taboo" as subjects for post-attack social
resource planning may be among the most im-
portant social sectors which planners should
try to mobilize. These areas include especially
religious organizations, patterns within ethnic
communities, and kinship networks. Proper
use of such social resources may reinforce and
maintain desirable consequences of the phen-
omenon of the "therapeutic community". 70

B. 4. The Social System in the Reorganization Period. Because
this inventory deals especially with general relations among
the consequences of shelter systems, there is no necessary
violation of logic in moving under category B. 4. directly to
the social system in the Reorganization Period, even though
the domain of most critical salience to planning in the Re-
organization Period is that of the ecological system. Indeed,
to understand why the ecological system is ultimately so
critical during Reorganization, it is helpful to look first at
the social system during Reorganization.

!n the Reorganization Period, the social system will be
salient to planning on two levels. First, the social system
of the Shelter Period must be transformed into more complex,
less constricted patterns of living during Reorganization.
For the sheltered population, there must be a crucial tran-
sition between living in shelter and resuming the social
patterns of industrial society. Second, critical processes
which must occur on the level of the ecological system
during Reorganization must depend upon capacities at the
level of the social system to create patterns of resource
allocation and division of labor. Upon the capacities for
social structural reorganization which emerge from the
total social system (both shelter.,d and non-sheltered) of the
Shelter Period will depend the most critical solutions to
problems of maintaining the ecological system.

70Above, pp. 248-251, pp. 627-632. See also Footnote 81 to Chapter I
above, p. 93.
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B. 4. 1. Translating the Social Systems of the Shelter Period

into Structures Required for Reorganization. The

basic functional challenge to the social system which
emerges from the Shelter Period is to convert be-
havior patterns which were required for survival in
the short term to behavior patterns required for re-
construction. The need for this broad structural
transition can be expected to create a number of
critical patterns of conflict. These will include de-
mands that executives replace heroes, that local
communities defer claims based on special feelings
of deprivation, that individuals continue to accept
burdensome personal obligations after the most vivid
crisis mood has dwindled, that pre-attack systems of
reward and status be reinstituted in the face of radical
differences in the effects of attack o, individuals, and
that the government allow latitude for dissent amid
conditions that may require attempts at social and
personal control of individual lives which go far be-
yond previous experience. 71

B. 4. l.a. Planning Requirement. It is in dealing with
these general problems of social system transi-
tion that planners are forced, for the first time
in this analysis, to confront the question of
whether they can guide the general process of
restoring a total set of social structural condi-
tions for complex society. Part of the solution
to this question will depend on the extent to which
they have had possession of facilities for rapid
information processing, communication, and
control during the Shelter P`hase. But part will
depend upon whether planners can develop ---
and, ultimately, gain acceptance for --- social
criteria with which they can approach a number
of interacting social system problems and transi-
tional conflicts. These efforts to develop criteria
will probably start in the economic qcctor of the
social system, as planners and administrators

develop specific measures for compensating
losses and assigning labor to criticai sub-sectors.
From these economic criteria will come pressures
for developing broader criteria for managing pat-
terns of relations within the total social system.

7 1Above, especially, pp. 251-256, pp. 636-638. On a particular problem
which may be of great consequence for both the Shelter Phase and the Reorganization
Period, see Smelser's discussion, "Theoretical Refinement: The Assessment of
Role-Conflict and Its Consequences in Post-Attack Society", above, pp. 644-650.
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B. 4. 2. Economic Viability and the Social System. Assuming
that the sheltered population had sufficient stocks for
short term subsistence and that non-impact area mem-
bers of the society had access to similar items, the
beginning of the Reorganization Period marks the be-
ginning of the most urgent economic requirement of
post-attack society: the need for production to recover
to "a level adequate to support the survivors before the
grace period afforded by surviving inventories comes
to an end". 72 If this need for viability cannot be met,
the human population which forms the basis for the
ecological system of society cannot survive in a form
which will meet the requirements of industrial society.
To meet the requirements of viability, the economic
sector of the total social system must be organized to
meet needs for capital, labor, food, and the social
processes required to combine them into a viable econ-
omy. Particularly under conditions of massive attack,
this may require attempts to manage institutional pat-
terns outside the specifically adaptive sector represented
by the economy. The political and voluntary institutional
sectors of the social system will be especially affected.
The political sector of the social system will be sub-
jected to pressures for decisions regarding the alloca-
tion and management of basic categories of resources
required in the race for economic viability; the voluntary
sector of institutional ife may be redefined in part, as
economic demands both draw individuals away from
voluntary participation (including familial and kinship
ties) and create pressures to utilize voluntary patterns
in sustaining the effort to achieve economic viability.

B. 4. 2. a. Planning Requirement. It is in the management
of attaining economic viability that the Office of
Emergency Planning has one of its largest po-
tential responsibilities. In creating the condi-
tions within the total social system which will
permit effective economic management, the role
of the Office of Civil Defense has remained un-
defined. Yet in managing the transition from
shelters to the social system which will form
during Reorganization, the most significant
human as well as material resources may be
those remaining in shelters. Thwo broad prob-
lems for planning appear to result. First, what

79Sidny Wintvr's words, above, p. 452. B. 4. 2. is drawn largely from
his carlicr discussionl abo pp, 33P 3,7-435.
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B. 4. 2. a. is the management responsibility in redefining
the social systems of the Shelter Phase to meet
the tasks of attaining viability which will be
levied upon the social system during Reorgani-
7ation? How early in post-attack time does it
begin? Second, how do the social management
responsibilities which might be assumed by the
Office of Civil Defense affect the economic
management responsibilities within the juris-
diction of the Office of Emergency Planning and
the Executive Office of the President? What are
the interrelations among these responsibilities,
over time?

B. 5. The Ecological System in the Reorganization Period. During
the Shelter Period, it was necessary for individuals and their
social system to meet urgent requirements to adapt to the
effects of attack. The shelter system made it possible for
those in the impact area of attack to subsist; similarly, those
not in shelters and outside impact areas subsisted as part of
a society whose basic internal patterns had been fragmented
and blocked. During the Reorganization Period, however, a
number of deferred problems become pressing. These prob-
lems arise because of the fundamental shift that occurs upon
emergence from shelters. The problem is no longer that of
making immediate adaptations to attack effects and of surviv-
ing. The fundamental challenge to both survivors and their
social system is, instead, creating the conditions for main-
taining themselves as society. This will require a number of
specific, critical tasks of adaptation and maintenance; the
critical level of behavioral ordering which determines the
ranges and requirements of these tasks will be the ecological
system, a system whose primary function is maintenance and
a system which is relatively independent of immediate situation.

Of course, the instant the total number of attack survivors
and their demographic characteristics can be determined, the
planner will know the composition of the post-attack population.
Furthermore, the physical environment in which this popula-
tion must function during Reorganization will be determined
during Warning and Impact and the subsequent, directly related
events. As a system, however, the human population in its
physical environment does not exist as a domain of behavioral
determinants until emergence from shelter, and until the tasks
of reorganization have begun in the post-attack social and
physical world.

Without a self-maintaining populait.on which possesses the
traits required to support a complex, industrial society, longer
term processes of reorganization and recovery cannot be
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1. 5. maintained. The use of social system resources surviving

from the Shelter Period for creating and attaining ecological
stability therefore becomes the dominant functional require-
ment in building a basis for a self-maintaining population in
the Reorganization Period; individuals in a social system are
the basic "resources" which must enter the functional pro-
cesses of the ecological system.

B. 5. 1. Population Characteristics Required for an Industrial
Social System. Using certain relatively low levels of
attack (i. e., 1, 466 and 1, 779 megatons --- see above,
pp. 288-289) as the basis for projections, the propor-
tional losses among the highly educated and among
those with professional, managerial, and technical
skills critical to maintaining an efficient division of
labor in industrial society appear to be not as substan-
tial as it was once thought they might be, although
under higher levels of attack, these losses might
increase. 73 On the other hand, using even low level
attack assumptions and certain reasonable models,
the dependency burden in society appears to shift radi-
cally: "Following the Holifield attack, up to 17 percent
of all married persons .aight be widowed and up to 26
percent of all children might lose one or both parents
(8 percent losing both parents and 9 percent each losing
mother or father alone). Following the Spadefork attack,
the proportions widowed and orphaned would be smaller
but still of substantial magnitude". 74 In maintaining an
industrial society, therefore, the first population problem
may be not so much that of insuring that certain critical
resources survive in particular persons or of compen-
sating directly for this category of losses, but more that
of dealing with maintenance burdens created by changed
social relationships, so that survivors needed to restore
the effective division of labor and patterns of communi-
cation, command, and control can be freed for critical
tasks.

B. 5. 1.a. Illustrative Planning Requirement. Consider as
a type case the problem of child care in post-
attac!. society, where there are large numbers
of orphans and heavy demands on individuals of
motherhood and fatherhood ages to increase their
participation in economically productive tasks or

73Above, pp. 297-310.

7 4 Above, p. 295.
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B. 5. 1. a. in patterns of general social support. Clearly,
normal family patterns will be insufficient to
support this dependency burden. What social
resources are available to the planner 9 A sys-
tem of child day-care centers may seem attrac-
tive --- but could organizational and material
resources be directed to such a system? When
would the children enter? Would such a system
be desirablc and acceptable within the framework
of American values?

Possibly orphans could be placed with kin.
Since kinship ties appear more widely spread in
American society than has usually been thought
to be the case, it might be possible to consider
allocating orphans among kinship networks in
which they have places. 75 To develop such an
allocation program, it would be necessary to
establish the locations of kin to whom orphans
could be allocated. A rather ambitious program
could result, in which each child below a given
age would have several alternative kin identified
before attack, with one of whom he could be
placed in the event he became an orphan. Under
certain circumstances, the kin-group member
with whom the child is placed might receive
subsidy or compensation, as part of the claims
which he laid before the government's system
of damage compensation.

Exploring the ramifications of such a Place-
ment Program may inform post-attack system
planners about the kinds of requirements which
must be met if burdens are to be removed from
population sectors critical to reorganization and
recovery.

B. 5. 2. Population Demands on the Social System. While the
population system must be available to provide labor to
the social system engaged in control of Reorganization,
the social system must meet the subsistence needs of
the population. As has already been shown, this especi-
ally includes production of the material resources needed
to meet the requirements of physical survival, before

See Footnote 21 to Chapter III above, pp. 295-296, and Footnote 81 to
Chapter I above, p. 93.
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B. 5. 2. inventories carried over from the pre-attack period
are exhausted. (See B. 4. 2. above, p. 712). But this
also means that in the longer term, patterns of social
organization must be found which permit couples to
continue to bear children. Furthermore, in the several
weeks after emergence, the social system must meet
the organizational requir-ements for controlling an
altered physical environment, in which the population
system of society must live. For the human population
and As forms of social organization, one of the most
salient features of this post-attack physical environ-
ment will be re-establishing control over disease
vectors, whose effect had been suppressed as a result
of ecological equilibria established by the pre-attack
society. 76

B. 5. 3. Hypotheses on Maximum and Minimum Behaviors in
Moving from Immediate Adaptation to Attack to Estab-
lishing a Stable Ecological System in the Longer Term.
In creating the conditions for a stable ecological system,
the minimum behavior required will be organization of
the conditions for economic viability and physical safety
in the physical-biological environment. At sone point
following the establishment of these minimum cciiditions,
the probable post-attack drop in the number of child-
births can be gradually restored, although this full
restoration could conceivably take at least five years. 77
To speak of the "maximum behavior tolerable" in this
transition, it is necessary to see, first, that various
combinations of social policy and resources might attain
the minimum conditions of ecological system and envi-
ronmental stability. Within this range of possibilities,
pressures will certainly exist to avoid overdetermining
the acts and lives of individuals. Planners may expect

76On the possible post-attack incidence of epidemic direases in the United

States, see Engineering-Scieiwce, Inc.. Postattack Sanitation, Waste Disposal, Pest
and Vector Control Requirements and Procedures (Arcadia, Calif.: Engineering-
Science, Inc., February, 1965 --- 'Prepared for Office of Civil Defense"). A
detailed analysis of one aspcct of this problem will be found in H.H. Mitchell, Plagu
in the United States: An Assessment of Its Significance as a Problem Following a
Thermonuclear War (Santa Monica, Calif. : The RAND Corporation, RM-4968-TAB,
June, 1966). Vector control mu.st begin, of course, during the Shelter Period, but
it will expand as a problem of both technology and organization in the Reorganization
Period. Part of this expansion of the problem will be a simple function of the time
required for uncontrolled disease vectors to become manifest in their effects.

7 7 Above, pp. 311-:'. i.
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B. 5. 3. a tension between this pressure and the requirements
and controls for maintaining especially the social or-
ganization which underlies the restoration of a stable
and growing population. Therefore, the "maximum
behavior tolerable" is the latitude for freedom which
social institutions operating during Reorganization
can allow without disrupting the behaviors required
to mainrain stability and reorganization in the domains
controlled by the ecological and social systems. A pre-
cise definition of "maximum behavior tolerable" would
depend upon the nature of acceptable and enforceable
goals which planners have set above the minimum re-
quirements for viability and stability.

At this point, the concepts of Maximum and Mini-
mum have shifted somewhat. Minimum remains a
behavioral concept; to fall "below" the Minimum is
to lack the capacity for taking those acts required to
stabilize the ecological system. By contrast, Maxi-
mum is an institutional concept, which depends in part
upon the values governing attempts to achieve ecological
minima.

B. 5. 3. a. Planning Requirement. Within the social cri-
teria guiding Reorganization (see B. 4. 2. a.
above, pp. 712-713), it may be necessary to
state a number of policies and standards with
which pcst-attack ad..inistrators can guide the
restoration of desired levels of population size,
composition, and rate of growth. 78

B. 6. The Individual System in the Reorganization Period. As
suggested by a dashed boundary in Figure VII-2, the Indi-
vidual System declines as a critically salient domain of
behavioral ordering in the Reorganization Period. Obviously,
individual needs and requirements will be manifested --- the
whole point of many of the institutional arrangements that
must be made during this period will be to meet individual
needs. For planning purposes, however, the important do-
mains of behavioral ordering will be those of the ,ocial and
ecological systems, particularly as the shelter experience
has affected the availability of resources to meet require-
ments on these levels.

78On these three dimunsions of population as dimensions of recovery prob
lems, see Chapter III above, esp•cially pp. 281-282, pp. 310-311, and pp. 316-
317.
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B. 7. The Cultural System in the Period of Shorte-' Term and
Longer Term Recovery. Elements of the cultural system
of the gociety will affect behavior at all times following
attack, Indeed, starting within shelters, the population
may be rallied in terms of shared values, which can be
evoked intentionally or unintentionally. Many of the deci-
sions which must be made before attack by planners and
after attack by operators will be assessed against cultural
norms. As a unified system of values, symbols, mean-
ings, and behavioral prescriptions, however, the cultural
system does not become critically salient to planning until
the period of Recovery gradually begins. Then, the effects
of the total set of responses made by different levels of the
social system to attack can be discovered and assessed,
as they have worked to redefine the cultural system. This
will occur as political dialogue is restored; possibly, this
process may begin in value conflicts over the degree of
government involvement and institutional mobilization in
post-attack society. 79 In any event, a "regressive" cul-
tural state is unlikely.

The critical function of the cultural system within
society in the Recovery Period will be as an arena for
defining the meaning of the nuclear disaster on society and
for finding acceptable, long term policies which can guide
the society that now exists. One of the hallmarks of the
salience of the cultural system will be that the manage-
ment of the social effects of nuclear attack will be increas-
ingly defined in terms of larger values and the social in-
stitutions for both supporting and modifying them. As
values and meanings instead of urgent functional require-
ments for survival increasingly define the directions
social processes take, the planners and emergency
administrators increasingly hand over their functions to
the conventional agents and processes of social decision.

B. 7. 1. The Cultural System and the Rate of Recovery. The
vailes and ideologies, general skills arid perceptions
in a sophisticated labor force, and technological know-
ledge which are prerequisites of rapid economic growth

7 9 The evidence on this possible conflict is only speculative. See above,
pp. 259-260, and Howard Swearer's extensive discussions of the tensions between
values and social policy in industriai social systems, in Chapter V. And see
Winter's discussion of desirable economic policies, pp. 419-435.
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B. 7. 1. will probably survive nuclear attack and continue to
be capable of being effective determinants of behavior.

The issue is not whether these cultural elements will
continue to exist but how they will be mobilized. 80

B. 7.2. Pressures on Values. On the other hand, particular

demands may create particular pressures on valued
standards. In considering how resources might be
allocated to achieve economic viability, it is clear
that there could be a marked drop in per capita con-

sumption levels without reaching the level required
for "subsistence". 81 Another kind of pressure will
result from needs to change social institutions, as
might be implied, for example, in the kinds of arrange-
ments for placing orphans that were considered above,
in B. 5. 2., pp. 715-716. These arrangements would
recognize that traditional patterns of child nurturance
and child support would not be continued for many
children in post-attack society.

B. 7. 3. Hypotheses on Maximum and Minimum Conditions for
the Salience of Cultural Determinants. For cultural
determinants to be minimally relevant, they must have
had sufficient flexibility to define and legitimize the
necessary institutional adjustments that were required
to achieve the stability of the ecological system of
society. Without that capacity, the cultural system of
the society will come under fundamental challenge. On
the other hand, the social resources available for longer

8 OAbove, pp. 256-260, pp. 638-643. See also A. 1. above, the "Axiom of
the Persistence of Determinants, p. 665 and its discussion, pp. 665-667

8 1 Above, pp. 408-412. But there are distinctively economic requirements
which appear to limit the extent to which per capita consumption can actually de-
cline even though there might be great tolerance within the culture for a substantial
drop. Winter qualifies his analysis at one point by observing: "It is important,
however, to examine the relevance of an argument that would relate the subsistence

standard to present standards in underdeveloped countries, or in the United States
a century or more ago. According to this standard, the required consumption ex-
penditures per capita might be a tenth or less of the present level, rather than a

third or more as assumed here. A decline in consumption expenditures of this
magnitude would involve a reversal of the historical process by which the production
of food has comc to require a smaller and smaller fraction of the economy's total
resources --- a reversion to a situation in which the fraction of the labor force em-
ployed in agriculture was over 60Th as against the present 6%. Per capita expendi-

tures on food would have to decline by something over 50%, but this decline would
primarily take the form of reductions in processing, transportation, and distribu-
tion". Above, p. 409.
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B. 7. 3. term recovery from earlier periods of post-attack time
may have required shifts in elements of the cultural
system which passed the range of maximum flexibility.
Beyond this range, a distinctively different set of cul-
tural elements may be at least analytically perceivable.
From these changed elements may come individual or
institutional pressures to change other parts of the
cultural system.

B. 3. The Ecological System in the Period of Shorter Terrmi and
Longer Term Recovery. Within the time periods following
Reorganization, problems of the ecological system will prob-
ably continue to require solutions in terms of the cultural
system. By the time the lengthening period of Recovery has
begun the minimum conditions for ecological stability will have
been attained. The ecological "problems" that will continue
to require resolution in cultural terms will probably be ---
insofar as it is possible to speculate about this period on this
level --- resistances to the institutional adjustments that had
to be made to achieve ecological stability. These resistances
may be manifested particularly by individuals who resent the
controls on personal and family behavior required to achieve
economic viability and ecological stability. If the ecological
system still appears precarious in the years of Recovery,
appropriate policies for dealing with this situation will be de-
bated in the political sector of society. Particular measures
for correcting this situation may be devised to deal with this
situation at the level of the social system.

B. 9. The Social System in the Period of Shorter Term and Longer
Term Recovery. As is indicated in Figure VII-2, it is as-
sumed that by the early months of Recovery, the social system
will be less salient as a system for planner's concerns. At
the same time, the social system could leap to salience be-
cause of the analytic relations between it and the cultural
system. In defining and ratifying the social changes created
by the stepped progression of events following attack and
shelter, new social relations and new social roles may be
created among individuals. Particularly if the ecological
system fails to stabilize and recover at desired rates, pres-
sures will he created for new social arrangements to increase
these rates. The conception of what are desired rates of re-
covery is ultimately a reflection of cultural values, but
attaining these rates will be a matter of creating arrangements
in the social system which will allow them to be attained. In
particular, measures for increasing the birth rate and raising
the level of skills in the. population must be accomplished on
the level of the social system.
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B. 9. It is in considering the relation between the social system
and the cultural system during Recovery that the critical sali-
ence of the cultural system to planning may be understood
more clearly. It is within the framework of cultural values
and definitions that the ultimate meanings of the experience
o1 nuclear disaster must be understood and accepted by the
population. Yet the cultural system does not directly influence
the ecological system, where the effects of attack may be
visible for generati3ns and may require very long term invest-
ments in compensatory measures and institutional changes.
To deal with deficiencies in the population base of the society,
or with its physical environment, it will be necessary to find
culturally acceptable definitions and goals, which must then
be converted into social system characteristics, which in turn
can alter both population trends and particular conditions of
living within the social system.

B. 10. The Individual System in the Period of Shorter Term and
Longer Term Recovery. Increasingly, the individual will
be resuming a normal life pattern. Insofar as he retains
needs and claims resulting from the experience of nuclear
attack and disaster, these will be treated according to regu-
larized principles, which may be scrutinized from time to
time in terms of the emerging cultural definition of what
happened to him. As an individual human being, he may be
haunted from time to time by the imagery of tragedy As
a subject for specific planning and management, however,
the individual system is relcvant only insofar as he is le-
gitiniately the continuing object of social concern, through
policies which pertain to particular traits which continue
to be officially salient.

Maximizing and Managing Options for Using the Post-Attack Social Inven-

tory, Within a Moving, Unstable Social Equilibrium System. The immediately

preceding inventory of findings is primarily illustrative, even though it is certainly

intended to show relations among a number of what appear to be the most suggestive

findings of this volume. Nevertheless, an examination of the sequential orderings

among the post-attack behavioral domains described by this inventory reveals a

number of recurrent processes and steps:

(1) At each major boundary between post-attack time phases,
there appear to be critical ranges within which behavior
or instit-itional processes must fall, if the next level of
behavioral determinants is to become effective and if the
next major phase of post-attack time is to begin.
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(2) The shelter concept appears to create a characteristic
sequence of these critical ranges.

(3) For each major transition between levels of behavioral
ordering and within each major phase of post-attack time,
the shelter cconcept will create a number of particular
characteristics and functional probler.as among the sur-
viving population.

(4) From these characteristics and as a result of particular
solutions to these functional problems of adaptation or
maintenance, come the basic social resources which will
be mobilized in the next period of postL-attack time. These
resources are centered in specific traits and capacities of
individuals, as ordered or defined by varying levels of
behavioral determinants.

(5) For every major behavioral domain and for every post-
attack time period, there appear to be specific, critical
decision points for which planners must prepare criteria
to guide allocating and controlling the available social re-
sources. A number of these decision points were suggested
or implied in the preceding inventory.

(6) As a total system, post-attack society can probably be
managed only through particular domains and particular
ranges of critical decision and control. Thus, there are
inherent indeterminacies in the relations amorg various
programs, policies, and countermeasure systems for
managing the sequences of social effects. At any point
in post-attack time, the administrator may confront a
variety of possible relations among systems and effects
and a variety of possible allocations of social resources.
In sum, he will have varied options and ambiguous sets
of total criteria.

If these general processes and steps are viewed within the basic social

system metaphor of this volume, it is possible to propose a general restatement of

the central problem confronting planners who would devise systems for managing

the social effects of nuclear attack. The restatement begins by noting that nuclear

attack is a marked intervention in the social processes of complex society. In the

rhetoric of the system metaphor --- this attack disrupts the stable equilibrium

among social processes which had been achieved by the self-maintaining society
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before attack. The general effect of the attack is to create a series of demands

on the total system formed by society. Because of the damage and the interacting

demands created by attack, the total so-Jal system is now unstable, in that failure

to meet a series of critical and immediate functional demands could result in the

loss of the ability of the society's members to maintain the society with its pre-

attack characteristics. Attack has created a moving, unstable equilibrium, with

inherent potentialities for social disintegration. Ultimately, the society could

fragment and decline, losing the characteristics of complex social differentiation

which form the basis for industrial social processes. While the empirical con-

ditions of such a decline are not clear at present, the system metaphor opens it as

at least an analytic possibility.

The fundamental challenge to the pre-attack planner and post-attack oper-

ational official will be to defire the critical social resources at his disposal and to

combine ther to restore a stable social equilibrium in which valued characteristics

of sbcie* )reserved. The empirical and policy difficulties make this task

of defini 7)mbination enormously difficult. The basic conditions for soci-

etal equilibrium are riot understood fully. Even if they were, it is probable that

the planner would have a number of possible options for combining social resources.

He must then be guided by social values and social policies, some of which may be

difficult to articulate at any time before or after a nuclear attack. But even if they

could be defined, the planner and operator would confront staggering practical

problems of implementing many particular decisions which are designed to achieve

control over critical ranges of post-attack behavior and institutional process.

A realistic general planning and operating strategy would be, then, for the

post-attack planner to try to create a broad range of opportunities within which the

8 2 The basic definition of society used here was given above, p. 83; "A
society is a self-maintaining human population ia relative equilibrium with its phy-
sical environment, sharing a common cultural system for defining values, existen-
tial realities, and symbolic modes and inhabiting a geographical area which is
recognized as being 'legitimately' the territory of the population. The society en-
dures over more than one generation, and its institutions provide for this inter-
generational continuity and for the organization of social action among the members
into stable patterns which meet the requirements for maintaining the population in
the present generation".
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post-attack operator can try to use particular options created by particular social

resources for affecting critice" social processes and meeting critical functional

problems following attack. Guided by a generalized and ambiguous notion of what

might be required to restore the various preconditions for particular processes

within the social equilibrium, the planner and operator can equip themselves to

meet only particular sequences of particular events and problems. In trying to do

this, they will be grappling partly analytically, partly intuitively and pragmatically,

with the problems of controlling the moving, unstable social equilibrium created by

attack.

Even this highly generalized statement can be seducing. After all, it is

based on a metaphor which refers to a unified set of dynamic social processes. It

is only a step to saying that the problem is one of controlling the total equilibrium

process following attack and that, therefore, there should be a uniiied vulnerability-

reduction and recovery-management system. In the face of the personal as well as

social challenge created by planning for nuclear attack, the planner will need to

recall the aistinction between the analytic and the empirical. He must retain what-

ever powers analytic tools provide him, without being seduced by them. At the

same time, he must try to create means for enhancing his empirical control over

a wide range of events and demands, without losing his confidence in the powers

analytic tools can provide him in taking first steps to understand and control pro-

cesses of seemingly intractable complexity.

The Question of Social Costs

In spite of the uncertainties inherent in the criteria used to define and deal

with the social equilibrium, enough may have been said to show the kinds of social

costs created by a nuclear attack. In many instances, these costs are difficult to

express in strictly economic terms. This may be one reason why, from time to

time, there may be temptations to rely upon private theories and private assump-

tions about how Americans would behave under nuclear attack. These private

theories and assumptions provide shortcuts around the kinds of analyses undertaken

in this volume.
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Within this Chapter, however, some first steps have been taken toward

creating models within which social costs can be considered as they affect partica-

lar planning problems. Central to these first steps is the analytic principle which

holds that post. attack social effects and processes move through a series of inter-

dependent, sequentially ordered steps, from one period of post-attack time to

another. If this principle is true to reality, then the central social costs of nuclear

attack which planners mv st consider in trying to reduce vulnerability and enhance

recovery prospects are thos-L effects of attack which block or interfere with these

processes of time-dependent behavioral ordering. Conversely, a particular system

will be judged by its measurable ability to reduce and control these effects. The

first uncertainty in trying to decide on the merits of a particular system for con-

trolling these effects lies, therefore, in the inability of the analyst to say at present

whether a particular system would deal with all the relevant effects in the ways

claimed for it, and thereby create behavioral and institutional conditions for later

sysfems to exploit. Future attempts to create a basis for evaluating vulnerability-

reduction and recovery-management systems in an analysis of the social effects of

nuclear attack must continue to refine these questions and try to create methods

for answering them.

The necessary uncertainties about particular systems effects only reflect

the difficulties analysts have describing the precise ways in which specific social

effects are critical to the survival of society as it is presently valued by its mem-

bers. For this reason, analysts must try to equip planners to spot the general

ranges within which post-attack operators must have options for managing social

resources to meet unexpectedly critical contingencies. Therefore, systems will

a]so be evaluated in terms of their abilities to create a variety of potential com-

binations of social resources, to reduce a range of potential social costs.

As is evident oice more in this brief discussion of social costs, in needs

to evaluate potential operating systems as well as to assess the general require-

ments for the survival of American society, the study of the social effects of nuclbar

attack emphasizes the urgent need for theories and models which will increase an-

alytic control over the dynamics of social systems. In national security planning,

the need for such tools exists now, while the ability of social analysts to provide
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these tools depends upon steps which have yet to be taken in the social sciences.

For this reason, the social analyst has a continuing responsibility to show the plan-

ner the limits of the tools available. Sometimes this will seem to thwart the urgent

demands of planners for more adequate tools upon which to ground their thinking.

The planner must realize, however, that by being tentative in his claims, the social

analyst is doing his duty not only as a scientist but as a citizen. At the same time,

there remains an ample range within which social analysts can dare to extend their

tools, in the service of their nation's security.
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13. ABSTRACT (Continued)

psychological dimensions of nuclear attack, demographic effects and population
recovery problems, economic recovery after nuclear war, political-administrative
dimensions of nuclear attack, and the use of especially the comparative method of
social analysis as a tool for developing knowledge about societal vulnerability.

In the third and final Part of the book, the editor traces a number of ways in
which the social dimensions and domains of nuclear attack indicate problems for
planners and administrators. The fundamental problem of social planning to re-
duce societal vulnerability is to understand and control the unfolding of what can
be conceived as characteristic, time-dependent, sequentially ordered progressions
of social attack effects. Management of these stepped progressions of social
effects appears to require a society-wide analytic framework and the ability, in
practical systems design and operations, to deal with events occurring within and
affecting the entire social system.
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